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P. S.
The AUTHOR to his Brother

JAMES BOERHAAVE.

The constraint I am under of publishing this work, has obliged me, in my old age, to review many of the labours of my youth; and in the course thereof, I have sometimes been led to wonder, both at the number of the experiments I have made, and the great danger that attended them. In both which, however, I had the pleasure to find you my constant associate. You have not forgot how many days and nights we have spent together in the chemical examination of natural bodies; at the time when your chief view was to Medicine, and mine to Theology.

Providence indeed has disposed of us otherwise; and exchanging our views, consigned you to the service of religion; and made me, whose talents were unequal to higher things, humbly contented with the profession of physic. The present work therefore is with justice address'd to you, who had so considerable a share in the accomplishing of it. Accept it with the same disposition wherewith it is offer'd; and let it stand as a public monument of fraternal affection.

I have frequently thought my self happy in having a brother of such sanctity and manners, as render'd him worthy to be a teacher of the tidings of salvation; and this both by doctrine and example; without vainly affecting any thing further. If I, too, have acted my part in a manner which may give you any pleasure in the reflection, I shall be doubly satisfied. Adieu, Brother, and while you run over the ensuing pages, remember what pleasures we have formerly reaped in these pursuits.

The
I little imagin'd that ever I should publish any thing in chemistry: there are already so many books extant on it, and several of them so well written, that I scarce saw room for me, either to do better, or to produce anything new upon the subject. The duty of my professorship, indeed, required me to give annual lectures in chemistry; but I had no farther aim in this, than to teach the first rudiments, and exhibit a few examples of the art, to those under my care. And to this end, the order wherein I digested matters, and the openness and simplicity wherewith I delivered them, might perhaps be of service. In both these respects, indeed, my endeavours still seem'd wanting to raise chemistry, at length, into a rank with the other academical sciences.

This view I sedulously pursued, accordingly; and having done thus much, thought my self abundantly acquitted; and judged that nothing farther would be expected of me. But things have taken a different turn: and the ingratitude of some of my hearers, whose interest I was ever studious to promote, together with the infatiate avarice of certain booksellers, who aim at lucre by the most scandalous means; have render'd my professorship of chemistry disagreeable to me. In conjunction, these people, under a false pretence of the interest of learning, have taken an unwarrantable liberty both with me, and the public; and been audacious enough to publish *Institutiones & Experimenta Chemic* under my name, without my participation. I will not rehearse the many false, ridiculous, and absurd things there attributed to me in every page: a detail too nauseous to entertain the reader with. Yet such is the infelicity of the age, that lest future ones should want some proof of its depraved taste, the

*Hence may appear the reason of our title: *A new Method of Chemistry*; for the author's aim is not to improve the matter, but only the manner of the science: that is, to dispose the materials of it in a more natural and more useful order, than had ever been done before.

† The title of the surreptitious edition.
the book thus vilely publish'd, found plenty of purchasers; to the great injury and reproach of those who were weak enough to buy and commend it. Hence I frequently lay under a necessity of seeing the detect piece, even in the hands of my auditors; who, to my face, were daily comparing my words, as I delivered them, with the text thereof. Tired out with the infult, I sued for relief from the Magistrates; and had obtained it, but that some, from whom I had deserved better, and who had promised me very different usage, were pleased to create delays, and even throw obstacles in my way. A lamentable instance how fond some persons are of every opportunity of affronting Men of Letters! On these, and other motives, I relinquish'd my professorship of chemistry; which I had no sooner done, than I found new fatigues prepared for me: my friends began to represent to me the necessity I was under, of publishing my *Chemical Institutions* myself; to shew the method wherein I had taught the art, both in my public lectures and private. I objected to them, that the private course, being only calculated to acquaint beginners with the first elements of the history and method of chemistry, was unfit for the public; and likely to prove even disgusting to those who are already proficient. They still insisted, that the spurious edition had met with success; was every where applauded, much call'd for, and sold dear; and, unless I prevented it, would quickly come to a new impression. This brought Petrarcb to my mind, who bewails the unhappiness of his age, upon finding himself ranked among the chief poets of it. With what confidence could I, conscious of my own insufficiency, and full of admiration of other authors, enter the list of writers in chemistry? At length, however, I undertook the disgusting work, which I now publish; and which I openly declare was extorted from me.

Thro' the whole, my view has been to express myself in the fewest, as well as the clearest words possible; to which end I have studiously avoided the use of technical terms peculiar to the art. That this is practicable, appears from the immortal works of the incomparable A. gricola de Re metallica, de Fossilibus, & Subterraneis. I wish, that in compiling mine, I had been indulged sufficient time, to have imitated so excellent an author! But, considering the manifold distractions I laboured under, and the irksomeness of so long a work, 'tis no wonder if words not purely Roman, have crept in. Sometimes also, I may seem to pursue little matters too minutely; but this I did with design to inculcate caution upon the reader; and teach him to avoid the dangers which are here impending on all hands. I had my novices still before my eyes; and was therefore obliged to point out all the roads of danger and mischief. For the like reason, I usually keep to single
experiments, and do not hastily lay down general rules; that youth may hence learn to enter the laborious, but true path, which leads to the knowledge of physical truth.

It being necessary to incorporate into the first part, several chemical lectures which I had delivered in public, at different times, and to confirm them with new observations; I have here been sometimes betrayed into a repetition of what had been said before: and by such means, with my own too numerous occupations, the book has swelled to its present bulk. How often, in the course of the composition, have I envied those happy writers who have leisure to measure, digest, and polish their writings; while I am forced to pen my thoughts hastily, amidst a thousand avocations, and often necessitated to leave things in a condition very different from what I would have done, could I have enjoyed my wished retreat; especially having it in view to pursue and corroborate some points by new Experiments.*

As for the experiments contain'd in this book, they have been shewn in public some years ago: which I mention lest any one should suspect them surreptitiously taken from other authors.

Be pleased, reader, to accept what I here offer; pardon my thus loading thee; impute my confidence in publishing to the earnestness wherewith the first book was received; and be assured, that the following Catalogue, which I do not give without blushing, contains all the books published by me.

Oratio de commendando studio Hippocratico, delivered and printed at Leyden in 1701. for Abr. Elsevier.
— de Uso Ratiocinii Mechanici in Medicina, 1703. for John Verbesel.
— quod repurgatæ Medicinae facilis afferitur simplicitas, 1709. for John vander Linden.
— de comparando Certo in Physicis, 1715. for Peter vander Aa.
— de Chemia suos Errores expurgante, 1718. for Peter vander Aa.
— de Vita & Obitu clarissimi Bernardi Albini, 1721. for Peter vander Aa.
— quam habui, quum, bona missione impetrata, Botanicam & Chemicam Professionem publice ponerem, 1729. for Js. Severinus.
— de Honore Medici, Servitute, 1731. for Js. Severinus.

* As the author appears to have wrote this preface, and the Book itself, under a good deal of distraction; it is no wonder that he has been frequently betrayed into omissions, oversights, and errors; which we shall endeavour in some degree to avoid.
The Author's Preface.

Institutiones Medicæ, in usus annœ Exercitationis domestïcos, 1708. for John vander Linden, P. & F. since re-printed several times, with additions, 8°.

Aphorismi de cognoscendis & curandis Morbis in usum Doctrinae Domestïciae, 1709. for J. vander Linden; since re-printed several times, with additions, 8°.

Index Plantarum quæ in Horto Academico Lugduno-Batavo reperiuntur, 1710. for Cornelius Boutelein, 8°.

Libellus de Materia Medicæ, & Remediorum Formulis, 1719. for J. Severinus, 8°. and since again in 8°.

Index alter Plantarum, quæ in Horto Academico Lugduno-Batavo reperiuntur, 1720. for Peter vander Aa.

Atrocis, nec descripti prius, Morbi Historia, secundum Medicæ Artis Leges conscripta, 1724. for Boutelein, 8°.


Tractatus Medicus de Lue Aphrodisiaca, præfixus Aphrodisiaco, 1728. for John Arn Langerak, and John and Herman Verbeck, fol.

Epîsîola pro Sententia Malpighiana, de Glandulis, ad Clariss. Luyschium, 4°. for Vander Aa.

All other Pieces published under my name, excepting a few Prefaces, are spurious.
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THE

DESIGN OF THE WORK.

1. My Design is to initiate students in the knowledge of chemistry: and to do this in the most effectual manner, I shall give a clear methodical explanation of all that is necessary for understanding the best authors, and for performing the chief operations, in this experimental art; that both head and hand may come qualified for the effectual treatment of it (a).

2. This, it must be own'd, is no easy thing to do, in a science like chemistry; which has been cultivated rather by experiments at random, than upon any regular principles; and by persons usually destitute of all assistance of learning, or knowledge in the liberal arts. The materials they have left us are only a confused heap of events and incidents, hastily put down, just as the things themselves happened to turn up: in which also many particulars are either suppressed, or very remissly related, merely because familiarly known to themselves, though otherwise of the utmost importance, especially to beginners, in order to their conceiving the true principles on which other things depend. And what still further enhances the difficulty, the professors of this art, unqualified as they were, have often taken upon them to reason and dispute, advance general rules, and enter into the causes of phenomena (b).

3. Yet all these obstacles may be surmounted, by making a collection of the several effects, which the art has actually produced; justly deducing general rules therefrom; and duly digesting the whole; especially if this be undertaken by a person, who has not only been much conversant in the art itself; but has cultivated his genius by due exercise and application. In which respects I may be allowed to own myself, not alto-

(a) The manner of the author in addressing himself to his pupils, as if they were constantly before him, is here changed for the common method of writing, which we apprehend will be found more agreeable.

(b) A very large part of chemistry still lies in the same disorder; as we find in the various writings of those called the adepts, and the numerous chemical works of Glæser, Becker, Kaukel, Boyle, &c. which might be digested, verified, and reduced to rule, for enlarging the science. And the doing of this we judge would not only contribute to the improvement of chemistry; but of several other branches of natural philosophy, and many of the arts.
Design of the Work.

Division of it.

Historical part.

4. The first will rehearse the origin, progress, cultivation, and fortune of chemistry; recite the primitive authors, according to the order of time; briefly indicate their agreement, or disagreement, on certain points; with the facts that arose from them, and the advantages, or disadvantages, which hence accrued to the art; still assigning to each the share of merit and glory that is his due; and candidly bellowing applause on such as have been most useful. And from hence may they, who have occasion to pursue this science, be furnished with useful notices, to guide their steps. My rule in compiling this part shall be the law commonly prescribed to historians, which enjoins the most rigid fidelity (d).

Theoretical part.

5. The second part will deliver certain theorems, or principles of chemistry; wherein all the physical truths, which have hitherto been discovered by chemists, are accurately comprised. These are of a general nature, and will serve to explain certain previous operations, by means whereof, all those in the art of chemistry are to be effected. For we allow of no other theory in chemistry, except what is built on general laws; which must originally have been deduced from a multitude of common incontestable facts, always happening in the same manner, so as to authorize the enacting them into a general rule (e). Nor is it allowable to extend even such rule, however true it may prove; but only to

Chemical theory about.

Limits of it.

General Design.

(c) In our former edition, the author lays down his design thus. "What we are now entering upon is a body of chemistry, delivered in clear terms, founded on sure principles, and railed with undeniable experiments: in the course whereof, will abundantly appear the vast extent and importance of the art; and the share it has not only in medicine, but in all the parts of natural philosophy, and the mechanic arts. To accomplish this the more distinctly and fully we divide the whole into three parts, historical, theoretical, and practical."

(d) It appears from hence, that the author had formed a noble design of giving a most curious and useful history of the art: we cannot wish he had taken time to finish it! The design of it is concisely laid down in our former edition thus. "We shall shew, from the most ancient and authentic remains of history, (1.) What the art originally was. (2.) In what country, at what time, and by what persons invented, cultivated, and im-

"proved. (3.) How it degenerated, and was corrupted. (4.) How, and by what hands it was again urged and restored; and, (5.) How, through various ages, nations, and authors, it is at length transmitted to us".

(e) It is pity the author had not formed a direct theory of chemistry by this rule: we fear the large part of the work, called by the name of theory, will be found a somewhat different thing, from what appears to be here design'd. Instead of a theory of chemistry: in his own sense of the word, he seems to have given a large portion of natural and experimental philosophy, relating to the art; with some general theorems interpersed. What seems to approach the nearest of any part to the theory here proposed, is the chapter of menstruations; which contains many general truths, derived respectively from a number of chemical experiments, all confirming the same thing. But as for a just theory of chemistry, it seems to be hitherto wanting; at least in that extent and fulness, which even our present fund of experiments would allow of. See below §. 7.
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to apply it to single cases, where the same common reason is found to
obtain. For certain bodies have peculiar powers, from whence effects
arise, that do not come within the compass of any general theorem;
but depend on a certain constitution, peculiar perhaps to some one
body (f). In forming such theory, a direct use may indeed be made
of the demonstrations in physics, as particularly in mechanics, hydraulics,
and hydraulics; since the properties common to all bodies, and
what further affection certainly flow therefrom, have their place in
chemistry. But one cannot be too reserved in this use; by reason that
those singular properties found in some bodies, will, if applied to others,
nullify the mathematical demonstrations, which might hold true every
where else. Thus Galileo has fully demonstrated the law, wherein a
heavy body let fall, from on high, descends in a spiral, or ellipsoidal line,
with a certain degree of acceleration, to a point of the earth, perpendicular
to the horizon of the point from whence it was at first let fall. But
if a load-stone be thus let fall; and, in the course of its descent, enter
the sphere of activity of another load-stone, the demonstration will not
hold. So what Archimedes has shewn, concerning bodies equiponente-
rant in water, holds infallibly true, if considered only in common cases;
but prove false in the instance of gold; which, though it sink in
other fluids, is suspended and dissolved in light aqua regia. Due re-
gard being had to this rule, the discoveries of naturalists and mathema-
ticians will always be advantageous, never injurious to the art of che-
metry (g).

The Theory.

(f) For the sake of illustration, we shall
give the nature and design of a theory of che-
mistry from our former edition. "Under
the theory of chemistry we lay down all the
general truths, which the particular experi-
ments of chemists have hitherto demonstrat-
ed. These are what we shall here assume, or
take for granted; and the whole body of
such universal truths, makes what we call
the theory of chemistry. For chemistry is no
science formed à priori; its no production
of the human mind, or raised by reasoning;
but collected à posteriori, from experiments.
It took its rise from various operations,
cautiously made, and observing those that had
one and the same uniform tendency, with-
out any expectation of what followed; and
was only reduced into an art by collecting
and comparing the effects of such uncertain
experiments, and noting the tendency there-
of. So far then, as a number of experi-
ments agree to establish any unquestionable
truth; so far they may be considered as

Use of physics
and mathematics in che-
metry.

"constituting the theory of chemistry. Now,
such a theory is necessary to be premised to
every art and something equivalent here-
to is practiced by every artisan, in teaching
his disciple how to proceed orderly in the
exercise of his art. And accordingly it
would be impossible to teach the practice of
chemistry to advantage, without some such
previous theory. Thus it would be to
little purpose to give a novice a parcel of
roffemary, for instance, and bid him, with-
out any addition, distil a water from it,
that should contain the natural aromatic
saflie and odour of the plant; unless he knew
before hand this general truth, "That plants
exposed to a gentle heat, like that of the
summer's sun, canise them to exhale their
more subtile volatile part," which part be-
ing collected and condensed, by means of
proper vessels, appears in the form of water,
and is the thing that is here required."

(g) Too much knowledge from all the sci-
ences cannot be derived into any one, in order
to enlarge and perfect that one: and thus che-
chemistry,
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6. The third part will exhibit the actual operations of chemistry, whereby bodies are changed, agreeably to the rules of the art, and to the end proposed therein. Here I shall endeavour so to dispose things, as that none of the usual processes, at least of those worth the knowing, (b) may be omitted; and that those be always placed first, which are necessary for the performance of any subsequent ones (i).

7. In this part, all the theorems laid down in the proceeding part will become useful, and contribute to the easier understanding of the operations: so that between the two, the student will be sufficiently instructed.

miftry, which is a branch, or peculiar part of experimental philosophy, requires all the affimilation, that can any way be procured, to improve it. But then, great care must be taken, lest what was intended as a help, should prove a hindrance; as hath frequently happen'd, when men reason rashly from one science to another. And thus, in some respects, physics has hurt chemistry, and chemistry injured physics, through the unskilfulness of such as knew not how to reason right. Students therefore should be carefully instructed in the art of reasoning justly; for the turbulent reasoning of uncultivated minds, is a dangerous thing to science, and productive of errors and mischief.

(b) There may perhaps be abundance worth the knowing, that do not occur in this performance. See particularly the writers on metallurgy, and Beil, Becher, Stahl, &c.

The Practice.

(i) "Thirdly, we shall exhibit a course of chemical operation producible in bodies, by attending to the laws, or axioms of the art. This part we have long conversant in; and from the first, found it necessary to go in a new method, greatly differing from what has been observed by the most celebrated chemists of Europe in their courses, and lectures. All these authors have been at the pains of reading over; and have every where found them as abrupt and disorderly, as they are faulty and defective; a tumultuary mass of chemical processes, without any certain design or coherence, is all they afford. The processes of chemistry, are, indeed, almost infinite; and it were impossible to exhibit all that the chemists have hitherto invented, in the course of a man's life.
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Design of the Work.

fructed, both in speculation and practice, for the actual performance of what belongs to this art. At the same time, each operation is considered as an example of one of the single cases, from which the general theorem was first deduced (k). By which method the perfection of chemistry may be arrived at, without incumbering ourselves, more than needs, in a pursuit, which of itself is sufficiently tiresome. For want of this, the endless labours and processes of chemists are of little moment (l), and only serve to keep them in a continual chace, without furthering them a jot; whence instead of a reward at last, they are often left considerable losers (m).

(k) Here we have a clearer intimation of what the author means by a theory of chemistry, in the sense above delivered*: for since every process in the practical part of this work, is to be a single instance, agreeing with all the rest that can be found of the same kind; a general conclusion, or theorem, may be safely drawn from this single instance; as the process itself will be at the same time as well general as particular. But then care will be required on the side of the author, (1.) To select always such an instance as may suit several particulars; and afford a just and tolerably general conclusion, including neither too little nor too much: (2.) To draw no inferences from it, but what are warranted by the experiment; and cannot be falsified by any other instance, or observation; and, (3.) The reader also must be here as careful not to draw a too general conclusion, or extend the instance to particulars, which it may not suit. And if these cautions are well observed a just theory of chemistry might thus indeed be formed, by drawing general conclusions, from a sufficient number of well verified instances; or from a single instance so far as it is general. Thus, for example, as the author's first process, performed upon rosemary, shews that a water, containing the smell and taste of the plant, may be obtained from it by dry distillation, with a gentle heat; and it being known by various other trials, that, in like manner, a water may be drawn from many other plants, containing their respective scents and taites ; it follows, that this experiment is general, or holds of all plants, agreeing in the respect of affording such a water by such treatment; but must not be extended to all vegetable: for in many of them the process does not hold true, as in cardamom, farrel, gentian, apples, &c †. However, this single experiment is, in some tolerable degree, general. And hence the author's conduct deserves to be admired and imitated; as being so little useful than beautiful: for it greatly eases the labour both of the teacher, and the learner; abridges the way to science; makes particulars generals; and at once exhibits both the theory and practice of the art.

(l) Till they come to be digested, verified, brought to order, and applied; by the art of just reasoning.

(m) This method might well deserve to be tried in other sciences, that will allow thereof; as in phyc, for example, where we have numerous histories of particular cases, and books of single observations, that afford but slender assistance in the knowledge and cure of distempers; whence, after a tedious course of reading, the student may come but ill prepared to practice, and be obliged to find out rules and theorems for himself; without being much the wiser for the scatter'd experience of others.

* See above §. 5.

† See process I, II, &c. upon vegetables.
THE HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY.

1. The name chemistry, written in Greek χημεία, or χημία, chemia, or chemia (a), is so ancient, as perhaps to have been used in the antediluvian age (b). Of this opinion was Zosimus, the

Panapolite (c), whose Greek writings, though known so long as before the year 1550 to George Agricola, and afterwards perused by Jof. Scaliger and Olaus Borrichius, still remain unpublished in the King of France’s library (d). In one of thefe, entitled, “The instruction of Zosimus, the Pa-

napolite

(a) Allowing this to be the true orthography of the word, yet it might be pronounced in Greek, as if it was wrote chimia, chimisfy; because both the letter ε, and the dipthong ια, are founded as by the modern Greeks, and perhaps were so by the ancient*. But the word is variously written, as well as var-

iously derived.

(b) Men generally betray a fondness in fixing, as high as possible, the origin of the arts they favour; but we can fee no jufi reason for training the truth, or taking up with dark and doubtful evidence, upon these occasions: it being not fo material to make an art appear ancient, as to make it useful, in order to procure it effect. The learned Olaus Bor-

richius, whom our author chiefly follows, has taken pains to trace the origin, progress, and

state of chemistry; but appears fanguine in the pursuit. He finds much chemistry in the sacred writings, and the ancient poets; takes spurious authors for genuine; and lays sometimes a stress upon weak, or suspected authorities; thus acting the part of a pleader, rather than that of a rigid enquirer.†

(c) He seems to have lived about the beginning of the fifth century; and wrote, as is supposed, several treatifes, which are pre-

served in the King’s library at Paris: but as they remain unpublished, we can form no folid judgment of them; only, if one might venture a conjecture, from the specimen and account which Borrichius gives of them, they seem to be mystical and enthusiastic.

(d) Proofs drawn from the titles and fragments of ancient manuscripts are extremely fallacious,

* See Westein upon the pronunciation of the Greek language.
‡ See his pieces De Orin & Progressa Chemia; & de Hermetis, Αἴγυπτων & Χημείων Συγίς.
§ See Borrich. de Hermet. Αἴγυπτ. &c. p. 48, 49, 50, &c.
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"halopite and Philosopher, out of those written to Theophrastus, in the eighth book of Imuth (e)," he says expressly, that the art called chemia, was first taught to demons to the daughters of men, in consideration of certain favours. The passage is transcribed at large by Jo. Scaliger, in his notes on Eusebius (f), and Olaus Borrichius against Conringius (g); it runs thus (h):

"The sacred books, or writings, say there are a kind of demons who enjoy women. Hermes (i) in his phystics testifies as much; and all our learning, both open and occult, confirms the account. What the ancient divine writings relate, is, that the angels, inflamed with the desire of women, instructed them in all the works and mysteries of nature (k). Now our first most ancient tradition, called ἱχνια, is on these very arts: the book they were contained in was called by the same name; and hence the art itself was called ἱχνια, chemia (l).

fallacious, and good critics never depend upon them; because the ancient copies made a trade of their art, and sold spurious copies under counterfeit titles, and the forged names of eminent authors; whence those numerous pieces of the spurious Hermes Trismegistus, &c. This is the rather mentioned here, that it may be kept in mind, as we proceed in the history of chemistry; where we shall often be concerned with ancient manuscripts, unpublished writings, and suspected authors.

(e) ἱχνια ζωοες. &c. Imuth is a supposed name for chemia; see below § 5, and 10, 16, and the writer is supposed, by the learned Conringius, to be the most ancient one at present remaining upon chemistry. See the catalogue of Greek writers, below § 16.


(b) We judge it proper to omit the Greek quotations, which disturb the text of the author in this history of chemistry; and instead thereof to give an English translation of them. Those who please may consult the originals, to which the references will be made.

(i) Who this Hermes was, seems not easy to discover: none of his genuine writings having come down to us; and there having been several persons of the same name, and several books published under it; though all of them that are extant appear to be spurious. Borrichius labours to prove, against Conringius, that the first Hermes was an ancient Egyptian, an excellent physician and chemist, a great writer, and a general benefactor to mankind. It appears pretty plain, that the Egyptians, and after them several other nations, supposed Hermes to be the inventor of all the arts and sciences; that he wrote of some; and that, having a prodigious reputation, many others were father'd upon him.

(k) The Greek passage, as it stands in Borrichius, is fuller than in the author; and adds here, that, "hence those angels were excluded heaven; the knowledge they thus impaired, being all evil and unprofitable.""}

"1. The doctrine of demons here mentioned by Zosimus, is also delivered by Plato, "Philo-Judeus, and other philosophers; who represent them as endowed with a penetrating mind, and boundless knowledge; not confined to our ways of conceiving things relatively, but fitted to perceive them as they are in themselves; not incumbered with a solid body, like us; but a penetrating one like air. Zosimus, who adopts the doctrine with a peculiar fondness, observes further, that, beside the intuitive knowledge of the demons, there was even in the antediluvian world, a kind of human sciences acquired

* See Le Clerc. Hist. de la Medecine, p. 17, 13.
† See Borr. Hermes. Ægypt. & Cemis. Sapient. in initio, & alibi passim.
** See Borrich. de Ort. & Propri. Chem. p. 12.
†† See Clerc. Alexandre. Strom. 5. See also below, the note on § 2.
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2. This ancient fiction took its rise from a mistaken interpretation of the words of Mofes (m), "That the sons of God saw the daughters of men, that "they were fair; and the took them wives of all which they chose (n)." From whence it was inferred, that the sons of God were demons, consisting of a foul, and a visible, but impalpable body, like the image in a looking-glass; (to which notion we find several allusions in the evangelists (o); that they know all things, appear'd to men, conversed with them, fell in love with women, had intrigues with them, and revealed secrets (p). From the same fable probably arose that of the Sibyl (q), who is said to have obtain'd of Apollo the gift

"acquir'd only by reason and experiments; "adding, that they in whom the latter knowledge was alone found, were denomnated "the sons of men; and the former the sons of "God. The same notion of demons prevails "among many to this day; under the name of apparitions, or spirits, who roam about "with their penetrable matter, capable of "discovering themselves to men; and even of "possessing them after the same manner as the "foul does the body. Many instances of the "like belief might be given from the ancient "Jews, and the earlist Christians; to say nothing "of the current opinion of the Malomeans, Arabs, and other Asiaties and African.

Their demons too of the ancients were suppos'd subject to human passions; they faw the "daughters of men, loved them, and courted "them in marriage; and, as an equivalent for "their virginy, offer'd them a book containing "the whole body of their science. The "dowry was accepted, and called diviae tradi-

"tion; and this mysterious knowledge che-

"ma: sometimes revelation; and by Zofimus "the sacred art. Plato Judus is full of thesè "reveries; and from him Zofimus might bor-

row half the incidents of the fable.

"2. This chema, or chemia, Zofimus will "have the fame with the ancient cabala of "the Jews; which perli'd with all their "antiquities, in the destruction of Jerusalem, "excepting some fragments retriev'd from the "common ruin, and publisht in the Thai-

"mud. These fragments are but few, and "besides, intermix'd with much trumpery. "But Zofimus refiding in the Emperor's court, "had an opportunity of perusing many of the "ancient monuments then extant in those lib-

"raries, which have since been plunder'd by "the Saracens; fo that his account carries "with it the greater authority.

"3. From the whole it may be argued, "that as Zofimus deduces the name, and the "art chemia, from the angles, and suppo-

"se both communicated by them to their mi-

"tres; both must be earlier than the flood: "since the like intrigues related by Mofes, "are expressly refer'd to the antediluvian "ages.

(m) Borrhichius thinks it probable that this piece of gallantry is taken from the apocry-

"phal fragments of Enoch, with some interpo-

"lations; because the periconom Enoch in Syn-

"cellus, cited by Scaliger, in his Opus Eusebiano-

"num, relates that "these angels taught men "to prepare potions and charms:" and be-

"cause Tertullian, in his book de Cultu Fami-

"larum, c. 10. says that "the wicked an-

"gels condemn'd of God, firl discover'd these "alluring things, gold, silver, the art of dy-

"ing, painting the eye brows, &c. as Enoch "relates."

(n) Gen. vi. 2. "But they were terrified and affrighted," "and suppofed that they had seen a spirit."

† Behold my hand and my feet, that it is "I myself: hinder me and fee, for a spirit "hath not flesh and bones, as ye fee me "have I. Again: And when the Difci-

"ples faid him walking on the fea, they were "troubled, faying it is a spirit, and they "cried out for fear:"

(p) Borrhichius apprehends thofe here called "the sons of God, were the sons of Seth and "Tubal Cain; and that being inferred by "their parents in the mysteries of nature, but "falling afterwafts into unlawful love with the "lew'd daughters of Cain, they profan'd these "secrets by an imprudent communication of "them: for he thinks it not fuitable to the "nature of real angles, to have any fuch com-

"erce with women, as that he here men-

"tion'd.

(q) The fable fays, that Phœbus fell in love "with a beautiful nymph called Sibylla; but "meeting with fome repute, he offer'd to com-

ply
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gift of prophecy, and revealing the will of heaven, in return for a like favour. So prone is the roving mind of man to figments, which it can at first idly amuse itself with, and at length fall down and worship (r).

3. On the other hand, in ancient times the country of Egypt was called by the name Chemia, as appears from this passage in Plutarch (s): "Befides, "they call Egypt, which has an exceeding black foil, by the same name as "the black of the eye, viz. Chemia (t)." It was also denominated Hermo-
chemia (u); as we are assured by Steph. Byzantinus (x). From the whole we may conclude that the name first obtained before the flood (y); continued in use in succeeding times; and then denoted, (1.) The knowledge of the works

ply with her own conditions; when she demanded, as the price of her favour, extreme long life, and the bag bob, divine arcana, or heavenly wisdom; from whence it is sup-
po ed the name Sibylla was derived. This fable has some correspondence with that of Zophim; for here the son of a god falls in love with a virgin, and reveals celestial secrets to her.

(r) This prudent reflection of the author upon the scrap of fabulous history above produced, which himself calls but a fiction, makes us the more wonder that he should draw a serious conclusion from it, as he does in the next paragraph, in order to render it probable that the name chemistry is of antediluvian date. Some have imagined that the history of this art was partly borrowed from the Jewish idolatry: the rabbinical writings being full of the commerce between angles and women; but the effects thereof are represented as very fatal on both sides. The unhappy passion occasion'd angles to be expelled heaven, and, according to these writers, man to be ex-

pell'd paradise.

(s) In ib. & Offis, p. 354. C.

(t) By which Plutarch may seem to inti-

mate that the word chemia, in the Egyptian language, signified black or footy.*

(u) This should seem to intimate, as if the Egy-

ptian Hermes was the inventor or improver of chemistry; a point copiously prosecuted by Burriebius †.

Exegylogy.

"Instead of black, some will have the word "originally denote secret, or occult, and de-

riving it from the Hebrew chaman, or haman, "a mystery; whose radical is chaim. And ac-

cordingly Plutarch observes, that Egypt, in "the same facetted dialcet, is sometimes wrote "in Greek Xagia, Chemia: whence the word "is easily deduced from Chem, eldest son of "Naoh, by whom Egypt was first peopled af-

* See the note upon §. 4. below.
† See his Piece de Hermet. Egypt, &c. Sapiens.
‡ Pfal. cv. v. 23.
works of nature.  (2.) A book containing the discovery of such an art. And, (3.) That Hermes in his physics made mention of it (2).

4. Further, the word if written ḫmi, ḫmna, imports in Arabic to Literal signification (a); and if ḫmna, any black object, for instance the black of the eye, as is intimated by Plutarch (b). There appears a nearer affinity between the two acceptations; at least among the writers in hieroglyphics, with whom the black of the Eye imports something hidden and precious: and the more if we consider that the name Egypt is called in scripture, " the " land of Cham (e);" and that the Egyptians in their language called God Aqin, Ammon, which according to the testimony of Manetho Sabennius, signified something occult, or hidden (d). It may be added, that to this day, the same country is called by the Copts, Cemi, as has been also observed by Bochart (e).

5. The word therefore appears to import as much as hidden, mysterious, or secret; and is either written cbmni, cbmnia, alcbmnia, alkmnia, cbmna, Synonyma of mcmn, or poetice (f); sometimes it is called the spagyric, and sometimes " things, but taking them for a new doctrine of the art."

(a) We cannot see the justness of this Arabic origin. Is it probable, that ḫmna should be borrow'd from the Arabs, when the name was in use among the Greeks many ages before the Arabs cultivated chemistry, or any other art? Besides, the Arabic root which the author signifies is not written with a čb, but a single č, or k, cbmna; and the name of the art in the same language still differently, cbmna. It is in effect more probable the Arabs borrow'd the name from the Greeks, as Renault imagines (b); or perhaps immediately from the Copts, who called anything that was black cbmnia; and particularly gave the name to their country from the blackness of the soil: and the Arabic writers are so far from challenging the invention of chemistry to themselves, that they frankly ascribe it to the Egyptian Ammon (c).

(b) De Is. & Of. p. 364. C.

(c) Plut. cv o. 23.

(d) De Is. & Of. p. 354.

(e) It appears somewhat odd to derive the name chemistry from an Arabick word, and yet to suppose that name in use before the flood; as if the Arabs were a nation before the dispersion; and their language in use before the building of Babel: neither of which the Arabs themselves pretend to.

(f) It seems to be called poetice from its supposed creative power, or making one thing out of another; and this name was particularly

times the kytopic art (g), on account of its separating of its pure from impure.

6. In effect, among the first authors who used the word, it imported all knowledge of natural things; tho' from this chafle acceptation it was afterwards injuriously preverted to another: a misfortune which has likewise befallen the word magic. And as metals constituted a large and distinguishing part of these natural things, the word by this means came to be applied to metallurgy; an art which appears to have been cultivated in the antediluvian days: for we find that Tubal-Cain, who was the Vulcan of the ancients (b), the son of Lamech by Zillah, and the eighth from Adam. was so skilful in the preparation of brats and iron, as to be able to make utensils thereof.

7. Yet 'tis known that copper-ore requires the utmost labour and art to fit it for use: Agricola and Erker agree, that it must be melted twelve times before it will become malleable (i). The preparation of iron to fit it for human uses, is attended with the like difficulties, and requires proportionable industry and experience; as the same skilful authors have shewn. So that the origin of the metallurgic branch of chemistry, appears as ancient as the word chemistry itself (k).

8. The philosophy of all the different bodies of our globe. For as mixing mathematics, or mechanics, consider the general, or more obvious properties of matter; such as extension, figure, motion, gravity, clasticity, &c. so this art tends to discover the peculiar, latent, or more internal relations of one body to another; and the operations, or effects of secret internal motions and powers, acting upon the minute parts of bodies; so as to produce separation, mixture, or change.

(b) It does not clearly appear that Tubal-Cain and the first Vulcan were the same person; but is rather contrary to the opinion of some, as Erker the best writers on chronology. Sir Le. Newton makes it probable that Vulcan was the same with Bacchus; and that he lived, not before the deluge, but only about the time of David. And the making of Tubal-Cain, the eighth from Adam, to be the founder of Egypt, is, as far as we can see, carrying the antiquities of that country beyond what either sacred or prophane history will warrant.

(i) Some copper-ore requires to be melted fourteen or fifteen times, before it will become fine, and fit to grain, like hail shot, as at the copper works at Bristol. And it is remarkable, that even the fourteenth or fifteenth regula does not appear very metallic to the eye: tho' another fusion will bring it to coper.

The first Tretes of Chemistry.

(4) "We proceed in our enquiry to the place

* See Conring, Hermet. Medice. c. 111, & Reines, Var. Pnti. i ii. c. 5. See Da Cange under the word Υψιότης.

+ See above § Japan.
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8. The country where this art was first cultivated to advantage, was that wherein the first man inhabited; as we gather from the history of Tubal-Cain (l), compar'd with the fables and histories of the ancient Vulcain, who appears to have been the same with that Patriarch (m); and is further confirm'd by the origin of the word chemistry, as already explain'd (n).

9. From

"5. The place where chemistry had its birth: a subject fam'd for a mighty controversy between the learned Dane, Olau Borrichius, and that monster of erudition Her. Corningius, which divided the chemists of Europe into two factions. Corningius strenuously attack'd the antiquity of the art, which Borrichius as learnedly defended: between the two however, several points were admirably discuss'd, which had otherwise never been regard'd: for the public was a gainer by the dispute. Nor must Vossius and Bochart be forgot, from whom we have receiv'd many curious things on the subject, which shew'd a wonderful harmony between the Moses and Egyptian annals.

"2. The Babylonians and Egyptians were in dispute, for many ages, about the origin of the two nations; each advancing many weighty arguments, in proof of their own superior antiquity. 'Tis hard to determine anything upon the matter, especially at this distance; but thus much must be allow'd, that the god of the Babylonians was Horus, first king of Assyria, and inventor of the art of medicine.

"3. Now Horus signifies fire, and the sun; under the first of which denominations the same deity wasworshipp'd by the Babylonians, and under the second by the Persians. Whence we have a presumption, that this Horus was the same with Vulcan, or Tubal-Cain; in regard each is held the inventor of fire: befides that Tubal-Cain lived in Mesopotamia. But this we only advance by way of conjecture. Indeed since that noble treasury of books and manuscripts, founded by Calisthenes in Babylonia, in the time of Alexander the Great, were all destroy'd, we may despair of ever having any further light into the Babylonian affairs, from any authentic monuments of history."

(1) "And Zillah the also bare Tubal-Cain, an inductor of every artificer in brases and iron."

(m) Voss. Id. G. I. 65.

Antiquity of the practice of Chemistry.

(n) "Before we proceed to the antiquity and origin of the practice of chemistry, it may be proper, by the way, to note, in what view we take the art, because the different relations or branches thereof, will furnish different era's.

"Chemistry, as now conceiv'd, is a system or assemblage of very different parts, which are conceiv'd to be separate, or at least had a subsistence prior to each other; as the preparing of metals for human use: the transformation of baser metals into gold; the preparing of medicines, &c. If now we go to trace the antiquity of chemistry, confider'd as it converts other metals into gold; or, as it prepares an universal remedy for all diseases, the research will not carry us far back: but as it relates to the discovery of metals in the mine, and the digging, separating, and purifying of the same, it challenges the highest antiquity. In this last sense, therefore, it is that we present purpose to search into the origin and antiquity of chemistry.

2. "The art of metals is, no doubt, of a very early standing. To find, procure, refine, render malleable, and apply metals to use, is all of antediluvian invention; and was attributed by the ancients to their gods. Moses, the eldest author extant, in his genealogy of the patriarchs, relates, that Tubal-Cain, the eighth from Adam, was the "instructor of every artificer in brass and iron," to prepare the instruments and utensils of life. Now, 'tis apparent nothing of this could be effected without the knowledge of metallurgy.

3. This account of Moses is surprizingly seconded by prophane history and fables: Dioderus Siculus, who lived in the time of Cæsar, when Egypt was become a Roman province, had a fair opportunity of searching into the antiquities of the Egyptians; and he relates, as the refult of his enquiry, a very ancient tradition of one Héros, whom that people hold the first inventor of all the arts and operations about metals, and every thing else that undergoes the fire; together with their uses; which art he deliver'd down to posterity, so far as it might be of service to mankind. This Héros, of the Egyptians and Greeks is the same with the Roman Malachor, or Vulcain, to whom the fame art or invention is ascrib'd; and the Vulcain of the Latin, "we
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9. From the place of its rise it was propagated, like the other arts, into Egypt; where it was vigorously prosecuted. Moses, who was skill'd in all the learning of the Egyptians (o), was able to burn gold, so as to reduce it to a powder, capable of mixing with water, and fit to be drank (p): which is one of the highest effects of the art, and which the greatest chemists at this day are unacquainted with (q).

10. Again, we find in Diodorus Siculus, that Vulcan the son of Jupiter by Juno, and the first King of Egypt (r), was deify'd after his death for the discovery of fire; or rather for having taught the application to the making of utensils out of metals; as the same writer expressly notes in these words. "Vulcan is said to have been the inventor of the working of iron, copper, gold, silver, and other bodies, capable of being wrought by fire. He further invented all the other uses of fire; and transmitted those arts to artificers and all other men (s)." Accordingly, Egypt itself, as we have observed, was in the sacred dialect of that country called xuia, Chemia (t) and Hermoenemos (u); and also Hephaestia, or Vulcania (x): Tho' indeed the great Scaliger maintains, that the art of chemistry was by the Egyptians called Inotith. And in the book entitled Minerva Mundi, transcribed from Stobæus, we find Afklepius styled the inventor.

11. Add,

we suppose was the Tabal-Cain of the Hebrews.

4. Now it appears from Homer, Histid, Orpheus, and all the most ancient writers, that Vulcan had the art of working brass and iron; and that living under mount Elme, he was employ'd in forging arms for the gods and heroes. As Diodorus Siculus relates the story, he was the son of Jupiter and Juno, and the first King of Egypt; and that he was afterwards prefer'd to be a god, for having invented fire, and taught men the use of it. The discovery was occasion'd thus, happening to see a tree on fire, kindled by lightning, he approach'd nearer to it; and perceiving a fence of heat, and that the tree was sensibly consum'd, he call other wood on the blaze; and thus learnt that wood would maintain fire.

5. It must be added, that the Egyptians, as the same Diodorus observes, adored their god Vulcan, as the inventor of the whole art and application of metals; so that the accounts of Moses and Diodorus perfectly coincide, and prove the chemistry of metals almost coeval with mankind."

(q) "And Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, and was mighty in words and deeds."  

(r) "And took the calf which they had made, and burnt it in the fire, and ground it to powder, and threw it upon the water, and made the children of Israel drink of it †." "And I took your sin, the calf which ye had made and burnt it with fire, and stamped it, and ground it very small, even until it was as small as dust; and I cast the dust thereof into the brook that descended out of the mount."

(t) The fact is here perhaps too strongly represented; no mention being made in the text of the powder'd gold mixing with the water; in which, if only powdered, it should rather seem to subside.

Dr. Stahl several years since has shewn an easy method of dissolving gold in water; by barely melting the gold with a suitable proportion of the liver of sulphur, or brimstone and pot-ash, powdering the mass, and throwing it into water. And in another passage of Borrichius, the thing is suppos'd known to the proficient in chemistry **.

(f) The best accounts, with more probability, make him only a petty prince of some island in the Archipelago, as Stilb, Cyprus, or Leman, tho' there are said to have been four of the name ††.

(o) "And Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, and was mighty in words and deeds."  

(p) "And took the calf which they had made, and burnt it in the fire, and ground it to powder, and threw it upon the water, and made the children of Israel drink of it †." "And I took your sin, the calf which ye had made and burnt it with fire, and stumped it, and ground it very small, even until it was as small as dust; and I cast the dust thereof into the brook that descended out of the mount."

(q) "And Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, and was mighty in words and deeds."  

(r) "And took the calf which they had made, and burnt it in the fire, and ground it to powder, and threw it upon the water, and made the children of Israel drink of it †." "And I took your sin, the calf which ye had made and burnt it with fire, and stumped it, and ground it very small, even until it was as small as dust; and I cast the dust thereof into the brook that descended out of the mount."

4. The best accounts, with more probability, make him only a petty prince of some island in the Archipelago, as Stilb, Cyprus, or Leman, tho' there are said to have been four of the name ††.
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11. Add, that at Memphis, a city of Egypt, there were priests of Vulcan (y), and a magnificent temple to that God (z), with vestiges (a), and images (b); and his symbol there was a vulture (c), which is a bird of prey. Lastly, according to Zenus (d), Jupiter was also called Hephaistos, by extension to artificial fire; which name is evidently derived from the Greek Ηφαιστός, to be kindled, or burn. The same is countenanced by that happy coiner of epithets Horace;

--- dum graves Cyclopum
Vulcanus ardens urit officinas (e).

As also by the more ancient comic poet Plautus; "Quo ambulas tu, qui Vulcanum in cornu conclusum geris (f)." All which particulars confpire to shew that the metallurgic part of chemistry was chiefly practiced among the Egyptians; and that chemistry, taken in that sense, as well as the name which denotes it, are of the earliest antiquity (g).

12. Many ages after, the name chemistry began to be applied to another thing; viz. the art of making pure gold out of the baser metals, by a true conversion, maturation, or at least, some extraordinary secret kind of separation; which art having been much cultivated, in more modern days, by the Arabs, was by them denominated Alchemia, and sometimes, by a little alteration, Alekimia (b).

("b" Herod. xi. 3.
"c" Id. xi. 99.
"d" Id. ib. 102.
"b" Id. ib. 176. iii. 37.
"c" Voss. Id. G. iii. 573.
"d" Dion. Laert. vii. 47.
"e" Whilfe scouring Vulcan heaps
The Ceehy's load'd shop.*

(f) Where goest thou, with Vulcan in thy lanthorn? +

(g) It is evident that chemistry, so far as it means only the separating and purifying of metals, to fit them for common uses, must have been ancient; tho' we need not go so far back for it as the fabulous ages, or the time of Hermes, suppos'd contemporary with Saturn, or with Isis and Osiris, the most ancient King and Queen of Egypt †.

(b) Alchemy is so far from being originally Arabic, that it does not appear the Arabs have any such word at this day; if either Golinus or d'Herbelot ** be of any authority; who both of them render what we call alchemy, in Arabic, by plain kimia or kimya. Some have observed that among the people, chemistry, properly so called, is restrain'd to the treating of vegetable subiects; and that it only takes its name by extention, in the preparation of metals and minerals; which the Arabs call by a peculiar name, Simia. Add, that when their authors speak of chemistry in general, and the wonderful effect it produces, they always join the two names, kimia wa kimia, i. e. kimia β kimiα. Origin of Alchemy.

"1. Having shewn the antiquity of chemistry, consider'd with regard to the art of metals; it remains to consider the same with regard to the making of gold, and finding the philosopher's stone.

"2. Now, chemistry taken in this light is usually called alchemy, an Arabic word, form'd by prefixing the augmentative particle al, to denote it the most eminent, and sublime part of the art: as, of gebran is form'd algebra, of kermis, alchemer, &c.

"But it must here be remember'd, that the word alchemy has a double acceptation, respecting the two different things which it pursues: viz. (1.) The secret of making gold from any other metal. (2.) An universal medicine for the cure of all diseases; which is a distinction of the utmost moment, in an enquirie into the origin of alchemy.

"3. Our first business then shall be to settle the era of alchemy, as it propounds the making of gold. Thus, we venture to say,

* Lib. I. Od. IV.
† Amphitry. i. 185.
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13. Suidas who lived in the tenth century observes, that Diolefan, who reign’d in the twenty last years of the third century, ordered all the books of this art to be burnt, on account of some conspiracies which the Egyptians were forming against the Roman state. He says, that as to "Chemistry, or the art of making gold and silver; Diolefan procured the chemical books to be sought out, and burnt; because the Egyptians rebelled against him." He used them with great severity and cruelty: ordering all the writing of the ancients concerning the chemistry of gold and silver to be sought out, and burnt: that the Egyptians might not have a supply of wealth from that art; nor from their wealth, a stock of confidence "and countenance this imaginary antiquity; nothing that he saw it to be taken of even in Galen’s time. For we bar the con- jectures which the chemists use to advance on this occasion; as in truth they are no better than chimera’s. What, for instance, can be more than to find the doctrine of "making gold couched in the story of the "Argonauts, the books of Moses and the re- velation?"

4. For the antiquity of alchemy, consider’d as it aims at an universal remedy; or even at any remedy at all, it appears to be the latest branch of the art. Many are of opinion, that all preparations of metals, and other matters, for medicinal uses, were utterly unknown to the ancients; and first introduced by Paracelsus.

5. Borriehius, however, pleads strenuously for the antiquity of this branch; and employs much learning and subtility to prove it antediluvian, and Hermes Trismegistus the author. Now, the fate of every art is only to be exhibited from the genuine monuments of history; and some author should here be produced to warrant this antiquity; by relating, that the art was invented, or cultivated in such or such an age.

6. But Borriehius will have it ancient without any such voucher: the chief ground he goes on, is a passage in St. Jerom, who speaking of Hermes, says he was a great physician. But is this a proof of his having the art of making gold out of base metals, and of making a medicine by means thereof that should cure all diseases?

7. History, in effect, affords no ground for the opinion: Moses, supposed the eldest writer extant, and those who immediately succeeded him, are silent on the point; and yet Moses was an adept in all the learning of the Egyptians, and relates the origin of all the arts from Adam to Noah; and had a fair opportunity for this, in treating of the lofe in Leviticus, had he known it. From Moses to the Babylonish captivity, we have no historian: the first that appears,
“and courage to raise any more rebellions (i).” And the same author elsewhere (k) goes much higher, asserting in express terms that “the golden fleece, which Jason and the Argonauts carried over the Pontic Sea to Colchis, was only a book wrote on skins, which taught the manner of making gold by the chemical art.” This, if he had given proper vouchers for it, would have carried back the antiquity of chemistry thirteen centuries before Christ; in which time the science must have been both known, practised, and even written of; so as to prove the occasion of the painful and hazardous expedition, which the Argonauts embarked in: but what discredits the relation is, that Moses and the other sacred writers, as also Sanchoniatho, Orpheus, Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Herodotus, Thucydides, Hippocrates, Aristotle, Theophrastus, Diodorus, Galen and Pliny should have been utterly silent on this head; when the design and scope of their writings, as well as the age wherein they lived, and the opportunities they had of Information should indisputably have led them to have made mention thereof. Nor have we any conviction to the contrary from those passages of Pliny concerning malleable glasses (l); or of Dion Cassius (m) concerning the same being rejected by Tiberius; nor another passage of Pliny (n), relating to Caligula, who with great difficulty procured a little fine gold out of orpiment; since those testimonies only prove that such operators were proficient in the Art of glasses and affaying (o).

14. It must be owned however that Julius Maternus Firmicus (p), who wrote in the beginning of the fourth century (q) speaks of the science of alchemy as a thing well known in those days; if the text of this author may appear, is the Phoenician, Sanchoniatho, who was contemporary with Zoroaster: to him we are indebted for what we know of the Phoenician and Grecian antiquities; but he has not a word of the philosopher’s stone, or the grand medicine. Herodotus and Thucydides afford us no more light; and yet the former is very particular in enumerating the arts of the Egyptians. Nor does Diodorus, who travelled through Chaldea, Persia, Babylon, Egypt, Africa, Europe, and other countries, and collected every thing relating to the art of physic, mention any thing of a universal medicine. Aetius likewise, who collected his Terabilia from all the writers then known, and from a thousand now lost, is silent in this particular; though he is very express in rehearsing all the arts for the several diseases; his work being a kind of index, or inventory of all antiquity. Ask Hippocrates, who according to Zorana’s account, passed through all Egypt, Africa, and the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea, to make discoveries and improvements in his arts; and ask Galen too, who was a no less laborious enquirer, why they all took such pains, by slow imperceptible means to improve their art, when they had it in their power to cure all the diseases of the human body by a single preparation, known to so many persons? Is it possible that Galen, who published an account of all the facts and writers among the physicians, should be so inadvertent as to forget to singular a body of entusiastical quacks, had they been then in being? A pretender to an universal remedy could never have escap’d the gall of his pen.

(i) See Sed. in Insta Xoniua.
(j) L. vii. 25.
(k) Hist. Nat. xxxi. 25.
(m) Hist. Nat. xxxiii. 4.
(n) Nor are the testimonies themselves clear, and express to the points here mentioned; those of Pliny being given with some sort of diffidence, or suspicion of their truth, especially as to the art of making glass malleable. See the places above cited.
(j) Joseph Scaliger takes this to be the most ancient author extant that mentions alchemy, tho’ he wrote in Latin, and only in the time of Constantine the Great.
(p) 111 Math. 55.
(q) See Le Clerc, Hist. de la Medicine, p. 770.
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be allow'd for genuine. *Nyaeus Gazeus*, who lived at the close of the fifth century, speaks likewise of it in his *Theophrastus*, or treatise of the immortality of the soul, where he mentions it as a matter publickly known, and afferts that "those who are skilful can take silver and lead, and changing " their former natures, convert them into the finest gold (r)". *Anastasius* the *Sinaite* (s), half an age after, according to the computation of *Vossius* (t); or at least after the middle of the seventh century, as *Fabricius* more maturely fixes his age (u), speaks somewhat more expressly, and says, "For " the scripture, not desiring, or teaching us to become refiners, lapidaries, " or jewelers, says thus (x)."

15. In the seventh century *Georgius Synellus* writ professedly on the art. He was succeeded by a multitude of authors in alchemy, whose manuscript pieces are still found in the libraires of *Rome, Venice* and *Paris*, all written in the Greek language; but in a stile which shews the barbarism of their age, and also that most of them were ecclesiasticks by profession. A catalogue of these, as given by *Borrichius* (y) and others, is here subjoined.

16. (1) *Synlcius*; whose treatise of the philosopher's stone is in the library of Leyden.

(2) *Synesius* the philosopher, on the book of *Democritus*, published entire in *Fabricius* (z).

(3) *Zoñimus the great, the divine, the Panopolite, of Panopolis, a city of Egypt, wrote xxiv books of mouth, or chemistry, to *Theofebia*, entitled *Zoñimus, the Panopolite*, his faithful description of the sacred and divine art of making gold and silver; also of instruments and furnaces.

(4) *Olympiodorus, the Alexandrian*.

(5) *Heliodorus, on the making of gold*.

* See *Le Clerc. Suppl. to Morevri, under Anastasius.*
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(6) John, the high-priest, in the holy city, concerning the holy art.
(7) Stephen, the universal philosopher, of Alexandria, his account of the holy and divine art of making gold: preferred in MS. in the library of Leyden.
(8) Orus, his chemical pieces.
(9) Sophar, in Peritia.
(10) Hermes, extant in the sixth century, cited by Zosimus.
(11) Diococurus, priest of the great Serapis, in Alexandria.
(12) Oftanes, of Egypt, to Petafius, concerning the sacred and divine art.
(13) Moses, the prophet, on chemical composition.
(14) Mary, the Jew.
(15) Pelagius, the philosopher, on the holy and divine art.
(16) Porphyry.
(17) Epibychius, or Epibechius.
(18) Comarius the philosopher and high-priest, his piece instructing Cleopatra in the divine and holy art of the philosopher's stone.
(19) Cleopatra, wife of king Ptolemy. The fame on weights and measures.
(20) Cosma, the monk, his interpretation of the art of making gold.
(21) Agathodaemon, his collection and comment on the oracle of Orpheus.
(22) Pappus, the Philosopher, his work.
(23) Heracleus, the king.
(24) Salmana Arabus, his method.
(25) Christianus, on holy water.
(26) Theophrastus, the philosopher, on the divine art.
(27) Archelaus, the philosopher, on the divine art.
(28) Claudian.
(29) Sergius.
(30) An anonymous philosopher, on chemistry.
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(a) See Borrich, Herm., Egypt. p. 79.

(b) The author's account of the ancient Greek chemists being somewhat jejune, as well as otherwise defective; we think it necessary to fabricate a more full, and distinct notitia, or recital of them; the rather, as there is little likelihood of ever seeing them published, how earnestly sooner many have wished for it. Leo Allatius had a design to have given an edition of them; but the corruption of their text, the obscurity, the quaintness, and inaccuracy, of their symbols, their continual allegories, their high-flying figures and hyperboles, will go near to intimidate any less laborious editor.

The principal copies are in the emperor's library at Vienna, the king of France's at Paris, the Elizabeth library at Breslaw, and that of the duke of Saxe-Gotha: besides several particular pieces in the library of the Escurial, and the Bodleian.

The Vienna copy of this body of Greek chemists, was written by Corn. Naupliaeius, a native of the Morea, residing at Venice in the year 1504.

The Catalogue is as follows.

1. ΕΡΜΗΣ, or Hermes; extant in MS. in the library of Bavaria's library at Munich *

2. ΕΡΜΟΥ φίλος Βασιλιά, or Hermes's physical tinctures.

3. ——— Archei βιβλία, or book of chemical initiation.

4. ——— A fragment of chemistry in Greek and Latin, extant in MS. in the Vienna library, Cod. L. I. & L. II. n. 8.

5. ——— Fragments, in Greek extant in MS. in the library of Gotha.

* Supposed to have flourished in the XX century before Christ.

† In the XIXth century before Christ.

(31) Michael Pfellus, on the making of gold. He lived under Constantine Duca, in the year of Christ 1060 (a).

(32) Isis, the prophetess, to her son Orus.

(33) Blemmida, his chemical work.

(34) Nicephorus.


(36) Democritus, his physical and mystical writings.

(37) Hierotheus the philosopher, concerning the philosopher's stone.

(38) Isaac the monk; how to find the method of making silver (b).

6. ——— Liber de arte alchemiae, extant in MS. in the Bodleian library, being given by Sir Kenelm Digby; and found likewise in the Elizabeth library at Breslaw.

7. ——— Secrea in MS. in the Elizabeth library at Breslaw.

8. ——— Tabulae Smaragdinae, seu verba secretorum, with other chemical pieces found in MS. in the Bodleian library; and with the commentaries of Wilh. Christop. Kriegsmannius, in Manget's Bibliotheca chymica curiosa. Genev. 1702. fol. T. II. p. 380.

9. ——— A piece in Leomina verific, ext. in MS. in the Bodleian library, being part of the donation of Elias Althome.

10. Liber de compositione, translated from the Arabic, extant in the philosophia chymica IV. vetustiss. scripta. Francof 1605. 8vo.

11. ——— de lapidis philosophici secretorum aureus; divided into vii chapters, and illustrated with fidelia by an anonymous writer; extant in the fourth volume of the theatrum chymicum. Strab. 1613. 8vo. p. 627. and in Manget's Bibl. Chym. T. I. p. 400.

12. ΑΓΑΘΟΔΑΙΜΟΝ υπό τον χρυσόν ΟΡΦΕΩΣ συναργη, i.e. Agathodaimon's collection and memorial on the oracle of Orpheus, in Greek, extant in MS. in the king's library at Paris, and in that of Fabricius at Hamburg †.

13. ΑΓΑΘΟΔΑΙΜΟΝΟΣ ΧΡΥΣΟΤΟΠΗ, i.e. Agathodaimon's art of making gold, extant in MS. in the library of the Escurial, and in that of the elector of Bavaria at Munich.

14. ——— a fragment of chemistry, in MS. Greek and Latin, preserved in the Vienna library.
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Library, Cod. L. I and LII, n. 8, and in the library of Goth. 
15. *Π&ισ, ωραίον, τον ωραίον, i. e. the prophetas to her son Horus, in MS. in the king's library at Paris, and in that of Fabricius at Hamburg (1). 
16. *Ποιητής χημικός, i. e. chemical writings of Horus (2). 
17. ΣΟΦΑΡ, Ι Περί Κέλροη, i. e. Sophar in Persepolis, in MS. at Munich in the library. 
18. ΜΣΕΣΗΣ, Περί σελήνης, ι ε. Μοσές, the prophet, on chemical composition (3). 
19. ΜΧΕΣΗΣ Διάλεκτος, i. e. Moses' chemical secret, entituled, duplication, Greek and Latin, extant in MS. in the Vienna library, Cod. L. I and LII. n. 25, and in Greek alone, in the royal library at Paris, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg. 
20. ΜΑΡΙΑΝΘΩΝ, i. e. Mary the Hebrew; extant in MS. in the electoral library at Munich (4). 
23. ΣΤΑΜΑΤΟΣ, πρέσβει τον Πεταλίων τον ιερόν Αντωνίου Σταμάτου, i. e. Olistes, the philosopher's letter to Ptolemy on the sacred and divine art (on the composition, use, and effect of the water of mercury) extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. L. I and LII. n. 3, in the royal library at Paris, in that of the electors of Bavaria at Munich, in that of Goth, in the Ambrosian library at Milan, in II. Voël's library, Cod. 147, in the Elizabeth library at Breslaw, in that of Fabricius at Hamburg (5). 
24. ΠΑΠΠΟΣ, Αρχιπρεσβει τoν ωραίον φυσικον, περι τον ωραίον φυσικον, i. e. John, priest, in the holy city, on the sacred art; in Greek, extant in MS. in the royal library at Paris, in the electoral library at Munich, and in Fabricius' library at Hamburg (6). 
25. ΔΗΜΟΚΡΙΤΟΣ, Αρχιπρεσβει, Φυσικον Φιλοσοφιαν, περι χρυσον και αργυρον, και λευκον, και φωχιον, i. e. Democritus the Librarian, the natural philosopher, on the tincture of gold and silver, and on precious stones and purple; in Greek, extant in MS. in the library of the Ecurial, in the electors library at Munich, and in the Elizabeth library at Breslaw (7). 

26. ΔΗΜΟΚΡΙΤΟΣ, Φυσικον και ποιητής, i. e. Democritus' physical and mythical pieces; Greek and Latin, extant in the Vienna library, Cod. L. I and LII. n. 4, in the library of the Ecurial, the royal library at Paris, the library of Goth, the Ambrosian library at Milan, and the Elizabeth library at Breslaw. 

In Latin, with the commentaries of Sincius and Pelagius, translated from the Greek by Dominicus Pizaminitus.—To which are added nine centuries of memorable things printed at Cologne, 1573, 12mo; and with the scholia and commentaries of Syrius, Pelagius, Stephanus Alexander, and Mich. Piellus, at Padua, 1573. 8vo. 
27. ΚΟΜΑΡΙΟΥ, προφητεύσαντος τον Καλεοπατραν τος Σινικος και τω Πτέρω τω Χρυσοσκεπαος, i. e. The work of Comarios, the philosopher and prict, teaching Cleopatra the divine and sacred art of the philosopher's stones; in Greek, extant in MS. in the royal library at Paris, and in that of Fabricius at Hamburg (8). 
28. ΚΟΛΕΟΠΑΤΡΑ, η γυνα τον Πτερωτατου, i. e. Cleopatra, wife of Ptolemy; in Greek, extant in MS. in the electors library at Munich (9). 

In the Καλεοπατρα περι μετων και ενδαχυμων, i. e. a chemical fragment of Cleopatra concerning weights and measures; Greek and Latin, extant in MS. in the Vienna library Cod. L. I and LII. n. 11. and in Greek in the library of Goth. 
29. Της Καλεοπατρας περι ραβδον και μετων εξεχυρισαν κατα πλανοζι προς της αναστη επιστημης μετων, και μετων και ιτηας και ιτηας και εκμακρυματος, i. e. Cleopatra's large explanation of weights and measures, for the ready finding any mina, pound, ounce, drachm, and scruple; in Greek, extant in MS. in the royal library at Paris, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg. 
30. ΚΑΛΕΟΠΑΤΡΑΣ κηρυκοσκεπαος, i. e. Cleopatra's Chryseoros, or art of making gold, consisting almost wholly of alchemical characters; in Greek and Latin, extant in MS. in the Vienna library Cod. L. I and LII. n. 14. and in Greek in the library of Goth. 
31. ΠΟΡΟΤΥΡΙΟΥ, i. e. Porphyry, in Greek, found in MS. in the electoral library at Munich (10). Tract. chym. MS. extant in the library of II. Voël. 
32. Ηλαμβανων τονον, i. e. Ἡλλαμβανων, poet, or art of making gold; in Greek extant: 

(1) In the XIXth century before Christ. 
(2) In the XVth century before Christ. 
(3) In the XVth century before Christ. 
(4) In the XVth century before Christ. 
(5) In the XIXth century before Christ. 
(6) In the XIXth century before Christ. 
(7) In the XIXth century before Christ. 
(8) In the XIXth century before Christ. 
(9) In the XIXth century after Christ. 
(10) In the XIXth century after Christ.
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extant in MS. in the royal library at Paris, and in that of Fabricius at Hamburg.*

34. ΠΑΟΛΩΝΙΟΣ, ψιλοφοσφία, μετά των ΘΕΟΔΟ- 

ΣΙΟΝ, τή γιγάντια βοσκίνα, πιθανή των ψιλοφοσφίων 

μνημής μερικών πρωτοφανών μνημείων και σφαλμάτων, τ.ε. Helioudoros, 

the philosopher's iambic poem to the 

Emperor Theodosius the Great, on the mythic art 

of the philosophers, consisting of 268 verses, 

in Greek and Latin; extant in the library at 

Vienna, Cod. L.I. and L.II. n. 29. in Greek 

alone, in the royal library at Paris, in that of 

Wolfenbuttel, Bern, the Ambrosian at Milan, 

and the Elizabeth library at Breflawa. 

Bede's another MS. in Greek, consisting of 269 verses, 

extant in the royal library at Paris, and printed 


35. ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ, οδύτης, ψαίφη το παράλληλον 

κεντρικόν χαλκίν, κ.βαφή τοι κεντρον σφαλμών, 

i. e. Philip the Sidon's tincture of Persian copper, 

and tincture of Indian iron, in Greek and Latin; 

extant in the Vienna library, Cod. 

I. I. and L.II. n. 17. and in Greek in the library 

of Gotha †.

36. ΕΠΙΒΥΧΙΟΣ, or ΕΠΙΒΗΧΙΟΣ, i. e. 

Ephychius, or Ephexchius, in Greek; extant 

in the library of the elector of Bavaria at Mu- 

nich.

37. ΖΩΣΙΜΟΥ, τύμπανον, χρηστική, 

φυσικός λίθος τος θεολογίας της Φιλοσοφίας, τ.ε. Zosimus the Panopolitan's Imulus, 

or xxiv. books on the chemical art, to his 

father Theobaldus, in Greek; extant in MS. in 

the king's library at Paris.

38. χρηστική χρηστική πειρατος της ίδσφη κα 

ζωσιμον χαλκίνος της το Φιλοσοφίας, i. e. 

a genuine description of the sacred and divine 

art of making gold and silver; extant in Greek, 

in MS. in the royal library at Paris, 

and in that of Fabricius at Hamburg.

39. ΖΩΣΙΜΟΥ τύμπανον ζωσιμον χαλκίνον 

ι. ε. Zosimus, the divine, his book concerning 

virtue and interpretation; extant in MS. in 

Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, 

Cod. L.I. and L.II. n. 7. in Greek, in the 

king's library at Paris, in the library of Gotha, 

the Elizabeth library at Breflawa, that of Fab- 

ricius at Hamburg, and the Ambroisan at 

Milan.

40. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. Chemical chapters to Theodore, extant 

in Greek and Latin, MS. in the imperial 

library at Vienna, Cod. L.I. and L.II. n. 12. 

In Greek, in the king's library at Paris, and in 

Fabricius's library at Hamburg.

41. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. Chemical instruments 

and furnaces, and of the divine water; extant 

in Greek and Latin, MS. in the emperor's li- 

brary at Vienna, Cod. L.I. and L.II. n. 13. In 

Greek, with the addition of figures in the royal 

library at Paris, the Elizabeth library at Bref- 

lawa, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.

42. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. Genuine commentaries con- 

cerning chemical instruments and furnaces; extant in Greek and Latin, MS. in the Vienna 

library, Cod. L.I. and L.II. n. 15.

43. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. On the virtue of the composition of 

waters; extant in Greek MS. in the king's li- 

brary at Paris, the Ambroisan at Milan, and 

that of Fabricius at Hamburg.

44. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. On the 

alchemical; extant in Greek MS. in the king's li- 

brary at Paris, and in that of Fabricius at 

Hamburg.

45. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. Mystical 

book; extant in Greek in the same libraries.

46. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. Divers small pieces; in Greek 

MS. in the ducal library at Gotha, the elector 

of Bavaria's library at Munich, and the Eliz- 

abeth library at Breflawa.

47. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. Claudian; extant 

in Greek MS. at Munich in the elector's 

library.

48. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. Claudian; extant 

in Greek MS. in the elector's 

library.

49. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. Claudian; extant 

in Greek MS. at Munich in the elector's 

library.

50. ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ κουφία, i. e. Claudian; extant 

in Greek MS. at Munich in the elector's 

library.

Notes:

* In the IVth century after Christ.

† In the Vth century after Christ.
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50. — Treatise of the philosopher's stone, in MS. in the university library at Leyden.
51. ΕΠΑΑΚ, Μικρέως, ὅπως δὲ ἑαυτῶν μέσῳ ἀφένει, that is, Isaac the monk, on finding the method of silver; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the king's library at Paris.
52. Οὐσίας ἔργον, φιλοσόφων Ἀλεξανδρείων, πάντα ΠΕΓΑΣΙΟΝ τοῦ Βάτραχον Ἀρμανίων, ἤ τα ἐκ τοῦ ἑαυτῶν ΖΩΣΜΟΥ ὄσα ἀπὸ ΕΡΜΟΤ καὶ τῶν φιλοσόφων ἤσαν ἐρωτείμα, that is, Olympiodorus the Alexandrian philosopher's commentary, according to the operation of Zosimos, on those things delivered by Hermeis and other philosophers concerning chryseopia, or the art of making gold; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. LI. and LII. n. 23. In Greek in the king's library at Paris, in the elector of Bavaria's library at Munich, the library of Gotha, the Elizabeth library at Breslau, and in that of Fabricius at Hamburg.
53. ΘΕΟΡΑΣΤΟΥ, φιλοσόφων, παντὸς τοῦ ἑαυτῶν Ἱσίας τίχων ὅτι τίχων ἐκτός, that is, Theophrastus the philosopher's iambic poem on the divine art, consisting of 265 verses; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. LI. and LII. n. 30. In Greek in the king's library at Paris, the elector of Bavaria's library at Munich, the Elizabeth library at Breslau, the Ambrobian at Milan, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.
54. ΕΡΟΘΟΕΟΣ, χελεμένως, παντὸς τοῦ ἑαυτῶν φιλοσόφων that is, Hierocles the philosopher, on the philosopher's stone.
55. ΕΡΟΘΟΕΟΥ παντὸς τοῦ Ἐρωτοχρώμου, that is, Hierocles on the faceted art, (of making gold) written in prose; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. LI. and LII. n. 28. In Greek, in the royal library at Paris, the library of Gotha, the Ambrobian library at Milan, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.
56. ΕΡΟΘΟΕΟΥ, χελεμένως παντὸς τοῦ Ἐρωτοχρώμου Ἱσίας καὶ ἑαυτῶν τίχων, ὅτι ἕν τῶν ἐρωτοχρώμου, that is, Hierocles on the philosopher's poem on the divine and faceted art, consisting of 230 iambic verses; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. LI. and LII. n. 31. In Greek, in the king's library at Paris, in the library of Gotha, the Ambrobian library at Milan, the Elizabeth library at Breslau, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.
57. —— A like poem in Greek, consisting of 64 verses, extant in MS. in the king's library at Paris, and in that of Fabricius at Hamburg.
58. ΑΡΧΕΛΑΟΥ, χελεμένως παντὸς τοῦ Ἐρωτοχρώμου τίχων ὅτι τίχων ἐρωτοχρώμου, that is, Archeleus, the philosopher, on the faceted art, composed in iambic verses, 322 in number; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. LI. and LII. n. 32. In Greek, in the king's library at Paris, the Elizabeth library at Breslau, the library of the Ecurial, the duke of Bavaria's library at Munich, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.
59. —— An anonymous philosopher on chemistry; extant in MS. Greek, in the Elizabeth library at Breslau.
60. —— An anonymous philosopher on the making gold; extant in MS. in the king's library at Paris, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.
61. —— An anonymous writer on the art of whitening; extant in MS. in Greek, in the Ambrobian library at Milan.
62. —— —— A treatise of the divine whitening, that is, on the divine whitening water, and other parts of the art of making gold; extant in MS. Greek and Latin in the Vienna library, Cod. LI. and LII. n. 6. In Greek, in the king's library at Paris, the Elizabeth library at Breslau, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.
63. ΠΑΛΑΤΩΝ, that is, Plato; extant in MS. in Greek, in the library of the Ecurial, and that of the elector of Bavaria at Munich.
64. ΠΕΛΛΙΓΟΥ, χελεμένως, παντὸς τοῦ Ἐρωτοχρώμου, that is, Pellegrus, the philosopher, on the divine and faceted art; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. LI. and LII. n. 2. In Greek, in the king's library at Paris, in the Bodleian at Oxford, the elector of Bavaria's library at Munich, the library of Gotha, the Elizabeth library at Breslau, the Ambrobian library at Milan, and the library of Fabricius at Hamburg.
65. ΕΥΓΕΝΙΟΥ, παντὸς τοῦ Ἐρωτοχρώμου, that is, Eugenius on the faceted art; extant in MS. in Greek, in the king's library at Paris, and in that of Fabricius at Hamburg.
66. —— Chemical secret composed chiefly in chemical characters; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. LI. and LII. n. 17. and in the library of Gotha.
67. ΚΟΣΜΑ', ἐφιλοσόφων, ἔμφασις τοῦ Ἐρωτοχρώμου, that is, Cofma the monk's explanation of the art of making gold; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the king's library at Paris, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.
68. ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΟΥ καὶ ΠΑΡΑΛΟΠΟΥ, that is, Heraclius the king; extant in MS. in Greek, in the library of the Ecurial, and in that of the elector of Bavaria at Munich.
69. ΣΕΡΓΙΟΣ, that is, Sergius; extant in MS. Greek, in the elector of Bavaria's library at Munich.

70. To Χριστουψις της ημι ημερης, that is, an anonymous Christian writer on the divine water to Sergius extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. I. I. and III. n. 10. in the king's library at Paris, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.

71. αγιος ενωντικος τω χωρω, that is, on the weighing of gold; extant in MS. Greek, in the king's library at Paris, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.

72. Divers chemical chapters; extant in MS. Greek, in the Vienna library, Cod. I. I. and III. n. 16.

73. Labyrinth of Solomon, on tempering iron, making crystal, and other secrets of nature; extant in MS. Greek, in the Ambrosian library at Milan.

74. ΣΤΕΦΑΝΟΣ, Αλεξάνδρως, δικαιωμένου φιλοσόφου, η διακοσίων της μεγαλής ηδονα ταυτός τίτλος ανεπ αφιερωμένου σφαιράς ηλια, σφαε ΗΡΑΚΛΕΟΝ τω βασίλει; that is, Stephen of Alexandria, the universal philosopher and mather, his nine proceeses on the great and sacred art of making gold and silver, addresed to the emperor Heraclius; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. I. I. and III. n. 1. and in the library of Wolfenbuttel.

75. In Greek, in the king's library at Paris, the university library of Leyden, the Elizabeth library at Brevflaw, the library of Gotha, the Ambrosian library at Milan, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.


77. Επιστολή της ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΝ, that is, an epistle to Theodore; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. I. I. and III. n. 1. in the king's library at Paris, the Elizabeth library at Brevflaw, the Ambrosian at Milan, and in that of Fabricius at Hamburg.

78. ΣΤΕΦΑΝΟΣ οι φιλοσόφος, that is, Stephen the philosopher; extant in MS. Greek, in the electoral library at Munich.

79. ΠΑΠΠΟΥ φιλοσόφου ηγεμόνι της ηδονα τιτλος, that is, Papius the philopher's work on the sacred art; extant in MS. Greek and Latin, in the Vienna library, Cod. I. I. and III. n. 1. in the king's library at Paris, the Ambrosian library at Milan, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.

80. ΑΡΙΣΤΟΤΕΛΗΣ, that is, Aristotle, extant in MS. in Greek, in the library of the Ecufial, and in that of the duke of Bavaria at Munich.


83. Breviarium, in MS. in the Bodleian library.

84. ΜΙΧΑΗΛ ΤΕΛΛΟΣ περι χρυσοσκοπειας, that is, Michael Pellas on the art of making gold and silver, to Mich. Carolarius, patriarch of Constantinople; extant in MS. in Greek, in the Bodleian library, being part of the donation of Mr. Seiden; also in the library of the Ecufial, and in that of the elector of Bavaria at Munich. Published also in Latin, translated by Dominic Pizimentus, together with Democritus, Synesius, Pelagius, and Stephanus Alexanderinus de magna & facra arte. Patav. 1573. 8vo.]

85. Τη μακεδονια η επιστολη της ΦΕΛΛΟΥ, της τον ορθωτατον σωστωρευντον των ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΝ, περι χρυσοσκοπειας, that is, the blessed and universally learned Pellas, his epistle to the most holy patriarch and bishop, on the making of gold; extant in MS. in Greek, in the king's library at Paris, in the library of Gotha, and that of Fabricius at Hamburg.

86. Μιθοσ η επιστολη της χρυσουριδος Χαλελα, κατανυκτωσατον σεμα την τεχνων αυτων αριστουργησα, that is, the method of preparing round hall, as performed by the famous operator Salamea; extant in MS. in Greek, in the king's library at Paris, and in that of Fabricius at Hamburg.

87. ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ τη ΘΑΝΗΜΗΔΟΥ, περι των φυσιων, that is, Nicephorus Blem- midae of phyical principles.

88. ΘΑΝΗΜΗΔΟΥ τη ΘΑΝΗΜΗΔΟΥ, περι των φυσιων, that is, Blemmidae on chrypsophia, or the art of the art of chrypsophia.

* In the VIIth century after Christ.
† In the Xth century after Christ.
§ In the XIth century after Christ.
17. Concerning these Greek writers on alchemy see Andreas Libavius, thro' all his works, especially against Guibert; Conringius de Med. Herm. (c); Borrieius de Ort. Chem. (d), and against Conringius (e); Fabricius Biblotb. gr. pafim, and the catalogue of the library of the university of Leyden (f).  
18. One cannot easily forbear admiring to find that the excellent G. Agricola was well acquainted with these authors. In the preface to his elaborate treatise de re metallic, which was finished before the year 1550, and which is so applauded by Erasmius, he enumerates most of them, much in the order wherein they are above cited (g).
19. All these abovementioned authors, by chemistry only denote the art of converting the more imperfect metals into pure gold; nor appear to have ever thought of anything like an universal medicine for all diseases of the human body (h).

d M in Greek, in the library of the Escorial.

These pieces of Greek chymistry seem, by their antiquity and specious titles, to have greatly propagated the notion and practice of alchemy, or the search after the philosopher's stone; but there are grounds to suspect that they are chiefly fragments, and composed by monks and other men of letters, living at Athens, Alexandria, and Constantinople, long after the times of Christianity; then collected into a body, and brought into Italy, &c. probably by the refugee Greeks, after the siege of Constantinople. The collector is said to have lived after the reign of Heraclius, and to have interpolated and altered his collection at pleasure; so that scarce any thing can be gathered from it concerning the age or religion, of these authors. Reinsius has given a learned cenure of this body of Greek chemists in High-Dutch, which Fabricius gives us in Latin*. Indeed, as Herodotus, Clemens, Alexadrinus, and other ancient writers, when they speak of the learning of the Egyptians, are silent as to the chemical art; and as Pliny says not a word of it, we rather agree with Conringius and Reinsius, than with Boccaccius, that all the pieces extant in this collection of Greek manuscripts, under the names of Hermes, Democritus, Aristeas, &c. are at least posterior to the times of Dioscorides and Theophras.
26
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Origin of chemical physic from miftakes.

Writers on alchemy since the Greeks.

800. viz. Geber.

20. But after the Arabs had begun to cultivate the art of chemistry hitherto spoke of; viz. as including metallurgy and alchemy; the metaphorical and hieroglyphical manner of writing, which obtained among them, seems to have given rise to a practice of calling the means or helps made use of for bringing metals to perfection, by the name of medicines; the imperfect metals, by the name of sick men; and gold, by that of a found, lively, healthy, durable man. From whence the ignorant at length fell into the error of supposing that these were to be understood in a literal sense; especially upon finding the impurities of the baser metals, call’d by the name of leprosy, the most incurable of all diseases. Hence, first, rose an opinion, which has since been propagated far and wide, that the imperfect metals might be transmuted into gold, and the bodies of sick men into found ones, by one and the same chemical preparation: to which they gave the name of the philosopher’s stone, or the gift azoth; and call’d its possessors adepti. The opinion seem’d to confirm’d from a few simple experiments of extracting medicinal virtues from drugs by chemistry; which Rhazes had given the first instances of, but which in the eleventh century Avicenna (i) further illustrated, in a description of the Arabian Julab, or distilled rose-water, and Mejie afterwards confirmed more at large.

21. The chief among these Authors were the following; viz. (i) Geber, call’d the Arab, but really a Greek by country, according to Leo Africanus, having first been a Christian, but afterwards turn’d Mahometan. He liv’d in the seventh century, and writ in Arabic (k). His works were translated into Latin.

ceed to relate the progress thereof; and who the principal authors were that contributed to its advancement, as well as those who corrupted it: at the same time noting their several writings, the best editions, and the order wherein they are to be read.

And here we judge it proper to distinguish the chemists into three classes; either as they treat of metals, of alchemy, or medicine.

(i) See his treatise on the power of the heart.

(k) Account of Geber.

1. "This author appears to have been the first great reformer and improver of chemistry. His history is very obscure: the name Geber signifies a great man, and a king; whence he is commonly supposed to have been a prince; and as he wrote in Arabic, a prince of Arabia. But neither the person nor the time he lived in, is known with any tolerable certainty.

2. "He is supposed to have given the first handle to an enquire after an universal medicine; there being some expressions in his book, which might easily enough lead an unwary reader to think he was acquainted therewith. As, Gold thus prepar’d cures lepra, cures all diseases, &c. But we are here to observe, that in his language, the baser metals are all leprous men, and gold a healthy one. When therefore he says, I will cure for lepers, he means no more than that he will turn them into gold, which shall bear the trial of antimony. But as he was no physician, 'tis more than probable he never thought of any universal remedy. After this writer we don’t meet with any other of distinction till the twelfth century.

3. "Goliad, professor of the oriental languages in the university of Leida, made the first present of Geber’s piece, in manuscript, to the public library; and translated it into Latin, and published it in the same city, in folio; and afterwards in quarto, under the title of Lapis Philosphorum. It contains abundance of curious and useful things about the nature of metals, their purification, fusione, malleability, &c. with excellent accounts of falls, and aque fortes. Several of his experiments are verified by present practice, and have passed for modern discoveries: the extaenea, of his operations is really surprizing, except perhaps it has in what relates to the philosopher’s stone."
Latin by several hands, and published by Golius (l). The chief of his pieces were these:

1. De alchemia, vel chimia; aut de investigatione perfectionis metallorum: that is, of alchemy, of chemistry; or of discovering the perfection of metals.

2. De summa perfectione metallorum: that is, of the highest perfection of metals.

3. De claritate alchimiae: that is, of the excellence of alchemy.

4. De Lapide philosophico: that is, of the philosopher’s-stone.

5. De testamento: that is, of the testament.

6. De epitaphio: that is, of the epitaph.

7. De inviendiæ arte auri & argentii: that is, of finding the art of making gold and silver (m).

22. (2) Morienus, a Roman, who lived as a hermit at Jerusalem, wrote Morienus very soberly on this secret, and is ranked amongst the purest authors extant: his works were translated out of Arabic into Latin, and published in the year 1582, on the eleventh day of February (n).

23. (3) Albertus Bollstadius, surnamed Grotus, or Magnus (o), a German, born Albertus at Munich.


(m) To which may be added, i. Geberi folio tertium Alchimie Liber vi. or Geber’s six books on the art of alchemy; extant in MS. Membr. 4to, in the Bodleyan library; part of the donation of Elias Abnole Esq.

(o) De Alchimia libri iii. that is, three books on alchemy, published Argent. 1529, 4to.

3. Geberis Summa perfectionis magistrii in sua natura: that is, the height of perfection of the magistrii, in its own nature: very incorrectly printed from a correct copy in the Utrect library, with the addition of some chapters, extracts, and furnaces, omitted in the other; besides Geber’s books of the investigation of the magistrii, of the testament, the golden book, tria cecubur, and Avicenna, on minerals. Vent. 1542. 8vo. ap. Perr. Schoeff. c. Fig. — Novib. 1547. 4to. c. Fig.— Arg. 1598. 8vo.

4. Chymia, seu traditio summa perfectionis, & investigatio magistrii; that is, chemistry, or the tradition of the highest perfection, and the investigation of the magistrii; corrected in innumerable places by Caspar Horianus; to which is added, the same authors Medulla Alchimia Geberia. The whole published by G. Horianus, Eng. Bat. 1681. 12mo.

The works of Geber are also published in English, by Richard Ruffell. London 1586. 8vo.

Avicenna’s Chemical Writings.

In the next place might come Avicenna, who lived in the eleventh century; and who, as his follower Soranus informs us, wrote a book on alchemy; but there are more chemical pieces that go under his name, viz.

1. Abobali, i.e. Avicenna liber de rebus alchimicis: i.e. Abobali’s, or Avicenna’s book on the subject of alchemy; extant in MS. in the Bodleyan library, given by Sir Kenelm Digby; besides another copy given by Elias Abnole Esq.

2. Traeatus de tinctura metallorum. A treatise of the tincture of metals; published at Frankfurt 1550. 4to.


Moriens’s Writings.

Add to this, i. Liber de compositione alchimici; or, a book on the composition of alchemy. Extant in Mango’s Bibl. Chym. T. 1. p. 509.

2. Liber de distillationis mercurii aquarum: or a book on the distillation of the mercury of waters; found in MS. in the Bodleyan library; given by E. Abnole Esq. Account of Albertus Magnus, and his writings.

(o) Albertus Magnus, now known by upwards of 20 volumes in folio, is said to have been first distinguished by his daintiness and fluidity; inasmuch that he became the com-
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at Losingbou in Suetbia about 1200, in 1259 preferred to the bishopric of Ratifon, and died in 1280: He wrote,

1. De mineralibus: or, a Book of minerals (p).
2. Liliun floris de spiris avulfum: that is, the lily of the flower pluck'd from the prickles.
3. Speculum alchemicde compositione lapidis, &c. that is, the mirror of alchemy, concerning the composition of the stone (q).

24. (4) Roger Bacon, an Englishman, a monk of Westminister, but residing at Oxford, where he flourished about the year 1226; excelled in alchemy, chemistry, natural magic, mechanics, metaphysics, physics, and mathematics. He died at Oxford in 1284, and was buried there among the Franciscans (r). Such of his works as have been handed down to us, are generally

mon jest of his fellow-students. At length quite tired out, he resolved to scale the walls of the convent, and run away. In this attempt, the blessed Virgin appeared to him on the wall, and there gave him that understanding and ability, which has since rendered him so famous. He was a Dominican friar, and doctor of Paris; flourished in 1226, and taught at Cologne, where he had Thomas Aquinas for his pupil. He retired from his bishopric to his monastery at Cologne in 1263, and died in 1280, aged seventy-five. Father L'Afke says, in his eloque, that he wrote sixty volumes, most of them still extant, many in print, the rest in MS. Petr. Jommy has published an edition of his works, but not all, in twenty-one volumes, fol. Lugdun, 1651. The list of titles in each volume is given by Fabricius, p. 113, &c. He was accused of magic, but is defended by Trithemius, Mirandale, Naudé, and others. By a general correspondence with the miners throughout Germany, he acquired uncommon skill in metallurgy. The feast of the beneficed Albertus is celebrated in the churches of Ratibon and Cologne.

(p) De mineralibus & rebus metallicis, Lib. v, Oppenheim, 1518. 4to. that is, of minerals and metallic matters, five books, &c. corrected and republished by Gualth. Hrm. Argent. 1541. 8vo. And again in the Theat. Chym. T. II. p. 139. There is also a small piece of his upon alchemy, entitled de Alchemia libellus; printed at Basil in 1516.

(q) See Borell, Biblioth. Chym. p. 5.

Next after Albertus might come Thomas de Aquinio, a Dominican, born, of the noble family of the counts of Aquinio, in 1234. He died in his journey to the second council of Lyons, whither he had been summoned by Pope Urban IV, in the monastery of Poffa Nova, not far from Terracina, in 1274. His chemical writings are,

1. Secreta alchemiae magnalia, de corporibus supercelestitibus, & quod in rebus inferioribus inventitantur, quae modo extrahantur: or capital secrets of alchemy, concerning the supercelestial bodies; and how they are found in sublinary bodies, and how they may be extracted from the same.
2. De lapide minerali, animali, & plantali: or, of the mineral, animal, and vegetable stone.
5. Aurora, seu aurora bore: the dawn, or the golden hour.

Account of Friar Bacon.

(r) "1. He was beyond all comparison the greatest man of his time; and might perhaps stand in competition with the greatest that have appear'd since. 'Tis wonderful, considering the ignorant age wherein he lived, how he came by such a depth of knowledge on all subjects. His writings are composed with that elegance, conciseness, and strength, and abound with such just and exquisite observations on nature, that, among all the chemists, we don't know his equal."

"2."
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rally written in a clear, easy style, without circumlocutions. We have the following pieces of his writing.

1. M. Hamborg, in his Effai du souffre principe, gives us two experiments; the first with mercury, which upon being exposed to a digesting heat, ceases to be fluid, becomes a powder heavier than mercury, and at length acquires such a fixedness, as to be capable of remaining red-hot for twenty-four hours, without loss; tho' upon applying a naked fire, the greatest part flies off in fume, leaving a piece of hard metal, form'd of the mercury, behind. The other experiment is with regius of antimony, which, upon being exposed to the duke of Orleans's great burning-gla's of calcine, gained one tenth part in weight. From these experiments he concludes, that light may be introduced into porous bodies, may therefore, and increase both their weight and bulk: and that the light thus retained in mercury, becomes inseparable therefrom in the most ultimate fires; and even changes the form of the mercury into a malleable ductile metal, heavier than any other metal, except gold. Mem. de l'Acad. An. 1705.

2. In another place the same author argues, that gold confits principally of two kinds of matter, viz. mercury or quicksilver, and a metallic sulphur; the latter, according to him, being no other than light; either of which taken apart, evaporates with the least heat; but when joint together into a metal, after the manner just mention'd, they lose their volatility, and become so fixed, that the most intense fire of our laboratories cannot separate them. Mem. de l'Acad. An. 1707.

"2. He writ many treatises, some of which are lost, or lock'd up in private libraries.

"3. What relate to chymistry, are chiefly two small pieces wrote at Oxford, which are now in print, and the manuscripts to be seen in the public library of Leyden; having been carried thither among Oppius's manuscripts from England. In these he attempts to shew how imperfect metals may be riperd into perfect ones. He adopts Giber's notion, that mercury is the common basis of all metals, and sulphur the cement; and shews, that it is by a gradual depuration of the mercurial matter, and the accision of a subtle mercury, that nature produces gold; and that if, during the process, any other third matter happens to intervene, beside the mercury and sulphur, some other baser metal will arise, so that if we could but imitate nature's method, we might change other metals into gold.

"4. Having compared several of Friar Bacon's operations with the modern experiments of M. Hamborg, made by direction of that curious prince, the duke of Orleans; we judge that Bacon has describ'd some of the very things which Hamborg publish'd as new discoveries. Thus, for instance, Bacon teaches expressly, that if a pure sulphur be united with mercury, it will produce gold; on which very principle M. Hamborg has made many experiments for the production of gold, described in the Memoires de l'Acad. Royale des Sciences*.

"5. His other physical writings shew no less genius and force of mind. In his treatise, of the secret works of art and nature, he shews, that a person, who was perfectly acquainted with the manner which nature observes in her operations, would not only be able to rival, but surpass her. In another piece, of the nullity of magic, he shews, with great sagacity and penetration, whence the notion sprung, and how weak all pretensions to it are. Admiration, the parent of magic, is the offspring of ignorance, begot upon a violated imagination: when weak minds perceive an effect, whose cause is hid far in the dark, they presently have recourse to a demon to solve the difficulty; for they fancy, it must be the effect of magical art, or the intervention of some supernatural power. This popular refuge of ignorance the judicious author defervely confutes, and shews there is no such thing as magic; unless by that word he meant a knowledge of the properties of bodies, and the methods of nature; by a dextrous application whereof many things may be produced more surprizing than all the pretended magic has ever effected.

"6. His works are printed in 8vo and 12mo; under the title of, Frater Rogerius Bac de secretis artis & naturae, and in folio at London. From a repeated perusal of them, we find our friar was no stranger to many of the capital discoveries of the present and past ages.

"7. Gun-powder he certainly knew: thunder..."
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1. Speculum alchemiae; or the mirror of alchemy (s); and another different from the printed one, which is preserved in MS. in the library of Leyden.

2. Theophrastus chemicum; or, the treasure of chemistry.

3. De secretis artis, atque naturae operibus; or, of the secret works of nature and art.

4. De nullitate magiae; or, of the nullity of magic (t).

5. Scripta de arte chimica; or, writings on the art of chemistry; published at Frankfort in 120, 1603. (u) wherein (x) we find many elegant discoveries in mechanics,

"der and lightning, he tells us, may be produced by art; for that sulphur, nitre, and charcoal, which, when separate, have no sensible effect, yet when mixed together in a due proportion, and closely confined and fired, they yield a loud report. A more precise description of gun-power cannot be given in words: and yet a Jesuit, Barthol. Schwartzer, some ages after, has had the glory of the discovery. He likewise mentions a sort of inextinguishable fire, prepared by art: which he says he was not acquainted with Phosphorus. And that he had a notion of the rarification of the air, and the structure of an air pump, is palpable contradiction."


A Catalogue of Friar Bacon's Writings.

1. Tractatus duo de chenia.
2. Speculum alchemiae.
3. Theophrastus chemicum.
4. De secretis artis atque naturae operibus, & de nullitate magiae.
5. Specula mathematica.
7. De arte chimica scripta.
8. Breviarium de dono dei.
9. Verbum abbreviatum de leone viridi.
10. Secretum secretorum naturae de laude Iapidis philosophorum.
11. Tractatus trium verborum.
12. Epistolæ de modo mixendi.
13. Epistola secretissima de ponderibus.
15. Opus majus, ad Clem. IV.


(u) To these are tack’d several pieces of the same author, viz.,

Breviarium de dono de.
Verbum abbreviatum de leone viridi; &
Secretum secretorum naturae, de laude iapidis philosophorum.

(x) This character seems rather to belong to the Speculum secretorum of Friar Bacon, or this mirror of secrets; printed at Frankfort, in 1206, by J. T. Schneuzter. An. 1603.

We think proper here to subjoin a catalogue of this great man’s writings, to show as they are come to our knowledge, having some reason to suspect that several of his works are still unpubliSh'd.
mechanics, natural magic, and other arts which have been falsely attributed to later authors; and were no less falsely charged on him as the effect of magic and thereby (y).

25. (5) George Ripley, likewise an Englishman, and Canon of Bridlington, flourished much about the same time (z). He wrote,

1. Duodecin porta: or, the twelve gates (a).
2. Medulla chimica: or, the marrow of chemistry.
3. A piece on alchemy compos'd in English verse, and now preserved in MS. in the library of Leyden. His works were published together at Caflèl, in 8vo, 1649 (b).

See also de mercurio philosophorum; or, a piece on the mercury of the philosophers; and commentarium Hermesiani philosophi, now in MS. in the library of Leyden.

26. (6) Arnoldus de Villa nova lived in the thirteenth century (c.) and wrote,

1. Rosarium. The Rosary.

lover of the truth, for the improvement of real knowledge; with notes, partly by the said John Dee, and partly by the editor; and an answer to the illustrious brothers of the Rosary's order. Hamburgh 1613. 8vo.

(a) Duodecin porta axiomaticae in philosoph.

or, twelve gates of philosophical axioms.

(b) To which may be added,

1. Papilla oculi, the pupil of the eye, with a preface; preserved in MS. in the Bodleian library, given by Elias Ashmole Esq.
2. De regimine ignium philosophorum & quibusdam probatissimi experimentis; viz. of the management of the fires of the philosophers, together with some approved experiments; found in MS. in the Bodleian library, part of the donation of the same person.

For a farther account of this author's writings, see Fabric. I. p. 100.

Account of Arnoldus de Villa Nova.

(c) This author was a Frenchman, and do- nominated Amaud de Villo Nova, from Villo Novo, the place of his nativity. He was a celebrated philosopher, physician, and chemist; and thought to be deeply skilled in alchemy. Van Helmont, a great admirer of Amaud, attributes to him the first introducing of chemistry into medicine. He was sent by Frederick, king of Sicily, to cure Pope Clement V; but being shipwreck'd in the voyage, died in 1313, and was buried at Genoa. The Spaniards maintain he was a Catalanian; this certain he practiced physic at Barcelona, whence he acquired the surname Catalanus. He was suspected of magic. But for his life and writings, see Nicol. Ant. Biblioth. Vet. Hispan. L. IX. c. 1. T. I. p. 74, &c. and Fabric. Bibl. Med. Lat. l. 1. p. 318.

* See Nov. de la Refab. des Let. 1708. p. 199.
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3. De Alchemia. On alchemy. And
4. Semita Semitarum. The path of paths.

To these may be added,
1. Rosa novella. The new Rose.
2. Epistola ad papam Pium. An Epistle to Pope Pius,
4. Flos florum. The flower of flowers.
6. De secretis naturae. Of the secrets of nature.
8. De principiis naturalibus, ad Clementem papam. Of natural principles to Pope Clement
9. Opus in arte majore. A work on the grand art: which pieces are all in MS. in the library of Leyden (d).

27. (7) Raymund Lully, a Spaniard, born at Barcelona (e) in the year 1235, a disciple of Arnoldus de Villa nova, died in Africa in 1315. He was one of

His writings.
(d) Besides these we have of his writings,
10. Speculum alchemiae, qua artic chimico mysteria, etiam secretissima, luculentem evocantur & explicantur. The mirror of alchemy, wherein the most secret mysteries of the chemical art, are clearly unfolded: first publish'd by Jer. Meglioris. Francof. 1602. 8vo. Afterwards, together with his other chemical writings, by the same editor. Francof. 1603. 8vo.

Account of Raymund Lully.
(e) "1. This author is said by others to "have been born in Majorca, and by some "in Minorca, but sprung from the noble family of the Lullites in Barcelona. His co- 
temporaries speak of him as a person emi- "nently versed in the peripatetic learning; "which indeed appears from several of his "writings. He had the address to introduce "a new kind of transcendental art called from "him the Lullian art; by virtue whereof a "man might dispute whole days upon any "topic in nature, without understanding any "thing of the matter. The drift of this doc-
trines was to dispute the several sorts of be-
ings into divers climaxes, or scales, to be "run down in a descending progression. Thus, "whatever was proposed to be talk'd on "they would say, first it is a being; and con-
sequently, one true; good; then, every "being is either created, or uncreated; and "every created being is either body, or spirit, "&c. But, at length, perceiving the vanity "of his own art, he quitted this barren fu-
perfluity of words, and went over to the "other extreme.
"2. Upon applying himself to chem-
istry, he soon began to teach another "sort of doctrine; for speaking of that art, "he says it is only to be acquired by experi-
ment, and cannot be conveyed to the under-
standing by idle words and sounds.
"3. Lully, besides what he did in the schol-
aistic way, writ several volumes after chang-
ing his manner of study: 'tis difficult to say "how many; for it was a common practice "with his followers to publish their perfor-
mances under their master's name. His "later works are, beyond all expectation, "excellent; so that it may be doubted, whe-
ther they were the production of that age. "So full are they of the experiments and ob-
servations which occur in our later writers, "that either the books must be supposititious, "or the ancient chemists must have been ac-
"quainted
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the first who in his Treatise entitled de quinta essentia, wrote of an universal remedy for all diseases of the body, and of the philosopher's stone: his chief writings are,

1. De secretis naturae, seu quinta essentia. Of the secrets of nature, or the quintessence.
2. De accurtatione lapidis philosophorum. Of shortening the work of the philosopher's stone.
3. Codicillum, seu vade mecum de formatione lapidum pretiosiorum. A codicil, or vade mecum of the making of precious stones: now in MS. in the library of Leyden (f).
4. Clavicula de l. p. Clavicle, or little key of the philosopher's stone.
10. Speculum magnum. The great mirror.
11. Testamentum novissimum. The last testament.
15. De investigatione occulti secreti. Of the discovery of the deep secret.

All "quainted with many things which pass for the discoveries of modern practice. He "gives plain intimations of phis. sorus, which "he calls the celestial fire; the offa Helmontis, "&c. And yet he must have lived two hun- "dred years before either Helmont or Lord "Bacon.

"4. He travel'd into Mauritania, where "he is supposed to have first met with chem- "istry; and to have imbib'd his principles "of the art from the writings of Giber: "which opinion is countenanced by the con- "formity observable between them.

"5. The Spani$h authors ascribe the occasion "of his journey to a passion he had for a "maid, named Eleonora, who obliquely re- "fused his addresses. Upon enquiring into "the reason, she shewed him a cancer'd breath, "Lilly, like a generous gallant, immediately "revolves on a voyage to Mauritania, where "Giber had lived; to seek some relief for his "mifrites. But others say, that from thence- "forward he devoted himself to penance; and "among other pious exercises, applied him-"self to the conversion of infidels, with a "view to which he learnt Arabic at thirty "years of age. At his solicitation, James, "king of Arragon, founded a seminary in Ma- "jorca, for the education of millionaries. After "which he travel'd thro' France, Germany, "and England; and was at last flown to "death in Africa, for preaching Christianity."

There are said to have been two Raymond Lullies, the one a friar and a martyr; the o- "ther an alchemist, and originally a Jew. "Tis said there are above a hundred chemical MSS. of Raymond Lullis, yet unpublifh'd, in the "Vienna library*. But for more particulars "relating to this adept, see Vinc. Mutio's Histo- "ria del Reino de Mafarca; Difertationes His- "toricas del Culto immortal de B. Raymundo "Lullio, Mafl. 1700. 4to. Memoir de Trev- "Nov. 1701. p. 236, & sqq. Du Pin, Biblioth. "Eccles. T. XI. p. 60. and Borrich. de Ort. "p. 133—150."

(f) And also published Robour. 1651. Svo. "(g) Perhaps it should be Robert king of "Sicily†.

* See Merhof, Philof. L. I. c. 11. n. 56. † See Borrich, de Ort. Chem. p. 137.
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All which pieces are in MS. in the library of Leyden. He is even said to have written to the number of sixty volumes on chemical subjects (b).

28. (8) Johannes de Rupeceiffa, a Franciscan, died in prison, about the year 1375. He wrote many pieces on alchemy (i). Paracelsus cenfures him as having advanced things false and ridiculous (k).

29. (9) Isaac Hollandus and John Isaac Hollandus, born at Stolk, a village of Holland, wrote several pieces on alchemy, wherein they deliver many extraordinary experiments (l), viz.

1. De lapide philosophorum. Of the philosopher’s stone (m).
2. Scientia chymiae. The science of chemistry.

(b) A fair copy of all Lully’s chemical works, transcribed in 1483 and 1484, in two vol. fol. is preserved in the Bodleian library, given by El. Aimsale Eqg; see also Theatr. Chym. T. III. and IV. and Mangeti Bibl. Chym. T. 1.

4. De consideratione quintae effeentiae verum omnium. Of the consideration of the quintessence of all things. Baf. 1597. 8vo*.

Account of Johannes de Rupeceiffa.

(8) “This author is held as the patriarch of the chemists: his writings are many, easy to be procured, and of great weight. Besides his theological pieces, he wrote many chemical ones; and had wrote more, as having a strong chemical talent, but that like his great predecessor Bacon, he was accused of magic, and thrown into prison; where he pined away, and died of grief; by which means he was prevented from disposing of many secrets of nature, which he was become master of.”

Account of Isaac and John Hollandus.

(9) “1. Some say these were father and son; others, that they were brothers: whether, is not easy to determine. But certain “it is, they were both persons of great parts and ingenuity, and wrote on the dry topics of chemistry, with all the copious eloquence of orators. They seem to have lived in the thirteenth century; but this is not affirmed. The whole art of enamelling is their invention; as is also that of colouring glass, and precious stones, by the application of thin metal plates thereon. “2. Their writings are in the form of proceffes; and they describe all the operations to the most minute circumstances. The treatise of enamelling is efiem’d the greatest, and most finish’d part of their works; all that relates to the necessary fusion, separation, and preparation of the metals is here deliver’d. They write excellently of distillation, fermentation, putrefaction, and their effects; and seem to have understood, at least, as much of these matters as any of the moderns. They publish’d a small Treatise of the philosopher’s stone; which, they hold, may be prepared from any body in nature. They describe ways of producing it from lead, blood, sulphur, and mercury, and other matters. They furnish several experiments on human blood; which Van Helmont and Mr. Boyle have since repeated, Paracelsus likewise has borrowed freely from them. There goes a very large work, in folio, under their name, of the construction of chemical furnaces and instruments.”

(m) Extant in the Theatr. Chym. T. II. P. 142.
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6. De vegetabilibus. Of vegetables (o), with some others (p).
30. (10) Basil Valentine (q), is commonly said to have been a Benedictine monk at Erfurt; tho' we are inform'd there never was any Benedictine monastery at Erfurt; and both his names seem apparently coin'd; the one from the Greek, the other from the Latin. He was perfectly skill'd in the vulgar chemistry, as may appear from his single piece entitled Curaris triumphalis antimonii: or, triumphal chariot of antimony; wherein many of the chemical processes accounted modern, are accurately comprised, and faithfully described. Nor was he less eminent in the more abstruse part of the art: his chief failing was the ascribing medicinal virtues to every thing procured from antimony; than which nothing can be more absurd, fallacious, or pernicious. Yet the same fatal error has hence infected all the tribe of chemists to this day. He also shews himself to have been both a divine and a physician; and seems likewise to have been famous in the courts of princes. He is supposed to have lived an age earlier than Paracelsus; and was the first that broach'd the doctrine of the three chemical principles; from whence Paracelsus borrowed many

cines, and commenced physician.” Guai- nerus adds, that himself also was obliged to this hermit for communicating to him several good remedies of his own discovering.] And after this example it appears, that many other disappointed alchemists turn'd physicians.

Account of Basil Valentine.

(q) "1. Helmont has taken pains to shew, that this author was prior to Paracelsus by a hundred years; and that he lived in 1415.
2. His writings are much commended, and much sought; tho' there are some spurious pieces tack'd to them. He wrote all in High-Dutch; and but few of his pieces have been translated into Latin. In experiments he may be depended on for his exactness and veracity: his style is clear, open, and pure; except when he treats of his arcana, and particularly of the philosopher's stone; where he is as obscure as the rest.
3. He should seem to have been the first who applied chemistry to medicine; for after every preparation, he never fails to give some medicinal use thereof. He it was likewise who first broach'd the doctrine of the three chemical principles, salt, sulphur, and mercury, which Paracelsus afterwards appropriated; and it might be flown that Paracelsus, Helmont, the elder Lemery, and many others of modern name, owe a great part of what is most valuable in them, to this author: so that it is not without reason, that he is judg'd the father of the modern chemists.

"35

* See Juncker, p. 18. And the appendix to Steibl's Fundamenta Chemicar.
† See Hiž de la Med. p. 784, 786. || See Guaiuer. de Paralys. c. 7.
many of his doctrines. He wrote a multitude of pieces, all very diffuse, and some likewise on the art of physic.

31. After the five last mentioned authors appear'd; an opinion got footing among the alchemists, as we already intimated, that all diseases of the human body might be radically cured, perfect health restored, and life prolonged to any number of years, by means of one single alchemical medicine. Puff'd up with this notion, wherein they were not a little confirm'd by the efficacy of some violent remedies, procured by chemistry, the alchemists began to extend their empire over the whole healing art. At that time physic was overspread with the subtle filigments of the schoolmen; and couched in words and phrases without meaning; in effect it was Galenical all over, and directed absolutely by the decisions of the Arabs. Hence the physicians were unable, by their bleeding, purging, and the few efficacious medicines in use, to cure the venereal disease, which had then lately made its appearance. But the alchemists attacking it with more powerful medicines, and Carpus in particular with mercury, discover'd the cure; which increased the triumphs of chemistry and utterly baffled the Schools.

32. This gives us a melancholy idea of the state of the physicians in those times; who, after infinite pains employ'd in enquiring into the nature of the human body, and thence tracing the rise and cure of diseases; had the mortification to find all their laborious writings on ætiologies, diagnostics, prognostics, dietetics, and therapeutics exploded, as idle and useless, by the arrogance of alchemists; who without regarding diet, or attending to the cause and nature of the disease, cured all by the mere application of one single medicine.

33. But this new notion that obtain'd at first, and found many partizans; when it came to be more fully weigh'd, was found vain, empty and destructive;
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fruitful; and the boasts of the chemists appeared to rest only on their own pride. Of this we may find abundant proof in the life and writings of Paracelsus and Van Helmont, as collected from their own pens.

34. (12) Aurelius, Philippus, Paracelsus, Theophrastus, Bombast de Hohenheim, was the son of Wilhelmus Hohenheim, a learned man, and licentiate in physic; tho' a flender practitioner, but possessed of a noble library; being himself the natural son of a master of the Teutonic order. He was born in the year 1493, at a village in Switzerland called Enfilden, which signifies a wilderness or desert, about two German miles from Zurich; whence he got the appellation of Erwita, or hermit, which Erasimus, gives him in a letter (1).

35. At three years of age he is said to have been mutilated, and made an enunuch by a fow. Accordingly we always find him a bitter enemy of the women; tho' his picture, as taken from the life, represents him with a beard. He was instructed by his father in physic and surgery, wherein he made great proficiency; but as he grew towards riper years he was captivated with the study of alchemy, which occasion'd his father to commit him to the care of Tribhenius abbot of Spanheim; a man of great renown in those days, from whom having learnt many secrets, he removed to Sigismund Fuggerus of Schwaz, a famous German chemist, who at that time, partly by his own industry, and partly by a multitude of servants and operators, retained for the purpose, made daily improvements in the art. And here he affur'd us he learnt spagiric operations effectually, after which he applied himself to all the most eminent matters in the alchemical philosophy; who concealed nothing from him, and from whom, as he himself relates, he learnt his secrets.

36. But not resting here, he undertook a journey to all the universities of Germany, Italy, France and Spain, in order to learn physic; after which he visited Prussia, Lithuania, Poland, Walachia, Transylvania, Croatia, Portugal, Illyria, and the other Countries of Europe, where he applied himself indifferently to physicians, barbers, old women, conjurers, and chemists both

(1) 1. Paracelsus comes next on the stage; "a strange, irregular, unaccountable man; whose history will have the air of a paradox. He reformed and altered the face of medicine, and turned it into the vein of chemistry. Never did any person bear such different, inconsistent characters. Amidst so much diversity, it will require no small attention and address, to keep the truth in view, and pursue it without deviating into any of the tracks of fable and fiction. To hear the generality of chemists talk, he was nothing less than a god; nay, 'tis a tradition, which I find several people believe, that he is not dead, but still lives in his tomb; whither he retired, weary of the vices and follies of mankind. And yet others repre- sent him as one of the most vile, flagitious, and worthless of the race of men.

2. To ascertain somewhat of the character of this memorable person, we have consulted all the writers on both sides the question; and will give his story, not as 'tis, drawn by his profest'd devotees the Paracelsiit, nor yet from those, who determinately vilify him at all adventures, as Eras- tus, &c. But, principally, as delivered by J. Opprius, Greek professor in the fame university with Paracelsus; Cato, an illustrious physician of that time, who conversed with Paracelsus; and whose writings have all the marks of candour and exactness; and by Van Helmont, who travelled into Germany, on purpose to enquire into the matter, and satisfy himself of the truth of the stories related of our philosopher: tho' as to this last author we shall be a little on our guard, as he appears strongly inclin'd to favour his master, and has publicly declared Paracelsus the prince of physicists.

(1) See the original in Le Clef Hif. de la Méd. p. 300,
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both good and bad, from all which he gladly pick’d up any thing that might be useful; and thus enlarged his flock of fire and approved remedies. He also learnt from Basil Valentine’s writings the doctrine of the three elements, which, concealing his author’s name, he adopted as his own; and published under the appellation of salt, sulphur, and mercury.

37. In the twentieth year of his age, making a visit to the mines in Germany, he travelled on to Ruffia, where being taken prisoner on the frontiers, by the Tartars, he was carried before the Cham, and afterwards sent, with that prince’s son, on an embassy to Constantinople, where in his 26th year, he tells us, he was let into the secret of the philospher’s stone. He was also frequently retained as chirurgeon and physician in armies, battles and sieges.

38. He set a high value on Hippocrates and the ancient physicians, but despised the scholastic doctors, and above all the Arabs. He made great use of remedies prepared of mercury and opium, wherewith he cured the leprosy, venereal disease, itch, flight dropsey, and other infirmities, which to the physicians of those times, (who were ignorant of mercury, and afraid of opium, as cold in the fourth degree) were utterly incurable.

39. By these cures he grew daily more celebrated and daring; especially after recovering the famous printer Frobenius (w) of Basil; by which means he became acquainted with the great Erazimus, and well esteemed by the magistracy of Basil, who giving him a plentiful salary, made him (x) professor in the year 1527, where he continued to teach philosophical physic two hours every day; sometimes in Latin, but oftner in High-Dutch. Here he read lectures to explain his own books de compositionibus, gradibus & tartaro, on compositions, degrees and tartar; which, according to Helmont, abounded in idle drollery, and contained little solid sense. Here, in a solemn manner, seated in the chair, he burnt the writings of Galen and Avicenna; directing his auditors, if God would not afflict them, to consult the devil and him (y).

40. Here he procured many disciples, with whom he lived in great intimacy: three of these he maintained in diet and clothes, and instructed in several secrets; tho’ they afterwards ungratefully deserted their master, and even wrote scandalous things of him; administering with great indifcretion the medicines he had taught them, to the great disadvantage of those who employ’d

(u) The case of Frobenius appears to have been a violent pain in his heel, which upon Paracelsus’s treatment, removed into his toes; so that the patient could never stir them afterwards, tho’ he felt no pain, and in other respects grew well; but soon after died of an apoplexy.

(x) After his reception, he publish’d a kind of advertise, in the month of June 1527, where he expresses himself thus: “Being in vited, with a large stipend, by the governor of Basil, I publickly interpret for two hours, every day, my own books of practical and theoretical physic, natural philosophy and chirurgery; to the great advantage of my hearers.” In this piece

he takes to himself the title of doctor and professor of both the physics, (viz. internal and external, or physic and surgery) though, so far as appears, he had only a permission from the magistrate to practice physic in Basil, without being receiv’d professor in the university +.

(y) Or declaring to his audience, “that “he would even consult the devil, if God “would not afflct him.” The original may bear either translation; but that in the text seems the truest; as being conformable to his express declaration in several places of his work, that “no one need scruple con “fulting the devil, to get secrets of physic “from him.”

poy’d them. He also retain’d surgeons and barbers in his family; to whom he communicated useful secrets; but all of them soon after left him, and turn’d his enemies. His only faithful disciples were Dr. Peter, Dr. Cornelius, Dr. Andrew, Dr. Urfinus, the Licentiate Pangratius, and Master Raphael, whom he speaks of with commendation.

41. During his(z) two years residence here, he cured a noble canon of Liech- temfels, who had been given over by the physicians, of a violent pain at the stomach, with only three pills of his laudanum. The sick canon had promised him 100 French crowns for the cure; but finding it so easily effected, he refused to pay; alleging, with a jest, that Paracelsus had given him nothing but three mice-turds. Upon this Paracelsus cited him before a court of justice, where the judge, not considering so much the excellency of the art, as the quantity of labour and cost, decreed him a trifling gratification; with which Paracelsus was so exasperated, that loading them with reproaches of ignorance and injustice, he render’d himself in some measure guilty of treason; and thus thought belter to quit the court, and make haste home. From whence by the advice of his friends, he privately withdrew out of the city, leaving his whole chemical apparatus to Joan. Opporinus. After this he continued rambling two years, thro’ the neighbouring parts of Alsafia, accompanied by Opporinus, and in the course of a diffolute life wrought many extraordinary cures; as we find related by Zwingier(a), who lived at the same time at Basil, and often heard the account from Opporinus himself.

42. This Opporinus, who had been for some time his servant and amanuensis, was a person of much learning, well skilled in the Greek and Latin tongues; who, possesed with the vain expectation of attaining Paracelsus’s secrets, left his own family and travelled about with him two whole years, without learning any one thing: till weary’d out he grew wise, and quitting Paracelsus return’d to Basil.

43. It happened, one evening, that Paracelsus was called to visit a countryman dangerously ill near Colmar in Alsafia; but being set in for a drinking-bout, with ordinary company, he deferred visiting the patient till next morning; when entering the house with a furious look, he ask’d if the sick person had taken any physic? as intending to administer some of his laudanum. The by-standers answer’d, he had taken nothing but the sacrament; as being at the point of death: at which Paracelsus, in a rage reply’d; if he has had recourse to another physician, he has no occasion for me; and ran immediately out of doors. Opporinus, struck with this piece of impiety, bid Paracelsus the laft adieu; fearing the barbarity of his otherwise lov’d master should some time fall on his own head(b).

44. From this time Paracelsus having forgot his Latin, continued wandering from place to place; always fuddled; never changing his clothes, nor so much as going into a bed: till the month of September 1541, when being taken ill at a public inn, at Salzbourg, he died after a few days sicknes, in the

---

(a) He came to Basil in 1527, and had left the place before June 8, 1528.

(b) Zwingier. Ithettr. 2275.

the 47th year of his age: tho' he had promised himself, by the use of his
Elixir proprietatis, that he should live as long as Methusalem.

45. Some of his works were published by himself, particularly the fourth
part of his, 1. Chirurgia magna, or great surgery, which he dedicated to Hier-
non. Bonar, dictator of the city Colmar, June 2. 1528. Also, 2. Liber Apo-
sematum, his book of apotropaics, which he dedicated to Conrad Wiferum,
conful of Colmar, July, 5th, 1528. Then, 3. De gradibus, compositionibus &
tartaro, his books of degrees, compositions and tartar. 4. His great sur-
gery, which he dedicated to the emperor Ferdinand from Munchen, May 7.
1536. And 5. the second part to the same prince, August 11. 1536. In these
he makes mention of several other pieces published by himself, viz.

8. De fanta fata microcosmi & elementorum. Of the healthfulness of the mi-
crocosm and the elements.
15. De megia. Of magic (c).

All these particulars I have collected with much pains, from the writ-
ings of Paracelsus himself, Operinus, Zwinger, and especially Van Helmont (d),
as not daring to take any thing deliver'd by other perfons, where prejudice
and partiality are too apparent (e).

(c) See also the following; 1. De gradibus & compositionibus receptorum &
naturalium, Lib. vii. dedicated to D. Epb. Clausorus, a
physician of Zurich. Baf. 1526. 4to.
2. Archidoxarum Lib. x. dedicated to the
students of Zurich. Baf. 1527. 4to.
3. Aure. Theophr. Paracelci archidoxarum, feu
de secreto natura mysteryis; libri x. quibus
nunc aequifertum libri due, unus de mercurii
metallorum, alter de quinta effentia; monaulia
item due, quarum primus echecorum versus the-
saurum; pietatis praelantium medicorum expe-
rientis refertum est; ex his Paracelsi autogra-
pha. Baf. 1582.
4. Paramirica opera; dedicated to D. Jo-
ach. Vadianus, a phyfician. 1531. March 5.
5. De natura rerum, Lib. viii. dedicated to
his friend Joh. Winckelsteren of Frilburg, 1537.
6. Opera omnia, in two volumes, folio Latin.
7. There is likewise an English translation
of his archidoxis, by J. H. Ovem. 1681, Svo.
(d) Vid. Helm. p. 181. §. 3. p. 324, 325,
698, 699.

Account of Paracelsus,

"geon; for medicine was then in a low con-
dition: the practice and the very language
was all Galenical and Arabian. Nothing
was inculcated but Aristotle, Galen, and the
Arabs; Hippocrates was not read: nay,
there was no edition of his writings; and
scare was he ever mention'd. Their theory
confisted in the knowledge of the four de-
grees, the temperaments, &c. and their
whole practice was confined to bleeding,
purging, vomiting, and glysters.

2. What contributed still more to his re-
putation, was, his becoming acquainted with
the excellence of mercury in the venered
disease, which had then newly broke out,
and spread itself over Europe. And proba-
ble he had the hint of this from Jac. Car-
pus, a celebrated anatomist and surgeon at
Boulogne, who alone had been master of the
cure; which was effected by means of mer-
cury, applied so as to raise a faivation.

3. 'Tis probable that the bulk of the
pieces publish'd under this author's name
are not his, but that his followers chose to
utter their performances under that cover.
In effect, they are so many, and so diffe-
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46. (13) John Baptist Van Helmont, was born of a noble family, at Brussels, in the year 1577, viz. 36 years after the death of Paracelsus. He left his father

"rent from each other, that 'tis next to im-
possible they should all come from the fame
hand. And yet, besides the three books
which he lecled in public, there are some
others that should seem to be genuine: such
is that de pestis, of the plague; that de mi-
neralibus, of minerals; that de vita longa,
of long life; and the archidosa medicina,
which was publish'd by Bodenfeyn, while
Paracelsus was living, or at least soon after
his death.

"4. This work is called archidosa medi-
cina, as containing the principal rules and
maxims of the art. Nine books thereof were
publish'd at first: and the author in the
prolegomena to them speaks thus. [I in-
tended to have publish'd my ten books of
archidosa; but finding mankind unworthy
of such a treasure as the tenth, I keep it
close in my accept; and resolve never to
bring it thence, till you have all abjured
Artifices, Alcorana, and Galen, and have
sware allegiance to Paracelsus alone.

"5. However the book did at length get
abroad; tho' by what means is not known:
it is confessedly an extraordinary piece, and
may be rank'd amongst the principal pro-
ductions that have ever appear'd in che-
mitry. Whether or no it be Paracelsus's
we will not affirm; but there is one thing
speaks in its behalf; viz. its containing
many things which have been since cried
up for great nostrums; and Van Helmont's
litontripptic and alcahest are apparently
taken hence. The following passage of
Helmont may have occasion'd much specu-
lation: "To diffil the volatile spirit of
sea salt, in order to dissolve the stone in the
bladder, digesl sea salt for a month with
juice of horic-radio, and then disil the
whole: what rifes is the spirit of the salt;
of singular efficacy in dissolving the stone
either in the bladder or kidneys." How
Helmont came to know that sea salt would
ferment with radish juice is surprizing;
there being no hint of the thing in any of
his other writings: but our wonder will
case upon reading the process in express
terms in the tenth book of archidosa. And
the whole book of the alcahest is apparently
taken from the same.

"6. Amongst the genuine writings of Par-
acelsus, are likewise reckon'd that de ortu
verum naturalium, de transformatione verum
naturalium, and de vita verum naturalium.

"The reft are spurious, or very dubious at
best; particularly the theological works.

"7. With respect to his merits as to me-
dicine and alchemy; it must be own'd that
an arrogant assuming air infected all his
writings, as we know his actions: it was
common with him to promise mighty things
with complete assurance, upon slender and
unequal grounds. A strong infance of his
weakness in this kind is his undertaking,
by the mere use of his elixir proprietas, to
prolong a man's life to the age of Methus-
lethus, and deliberating with himself to what
period he should profess his own. This
argues his trusting to imagination more
than experience: for, as he died a young
man himself, 'tis certain he could not have
experiments sufficient to warrant any such
thing; nor did he speak of his own know-
ledge, as a physician ought to do, but purely
out of caprice.

"8. We know not how it is, but the body
of chemists, both of his and our times, have
complimented Paracelsus with the know-
ledge of the universal remedy; and he him-
sclf is at the head of the opinion: he swear
by his own soul, and calls every god in
heaven to witness, that with one single re-
medy prepared from metals, he was able to
cure all diseases, be they what they would.
But Helmont, who knew as much of Para-
celsus as any man, does not believe a word
of it; and tho' he is always commending
him, warns us not to trust him; adding,
that his writings are full of babbble. His
own history affords no great proofs of the
thing; nor have we any competent testi-
monies of other writers. But what effec-
tually overthrows his pretentions to such a
remedy, is his own dying at an immature
age.

"9. His real merit consist'd. 1. In being
well skill'd in surgery, and prafticing it
with great success. 2. In understanding the
common practice of physic, as well as his
contemporaries. 3. In being alone master
of the powers, preparations, ufs, &c. of
metals. 4. In having the use of opium to
himself, and working wonderful cures there-
by. And, 5. In being well acquainted
with the virtues of mercury, in an age,
when only he and Cappas knew anything of
the matter.

"10. As to his being posses'd of the phi-
losopher's stone, there are no sufficient
proofs:
father in 1580; and being the youngest child, apply'd himself, against the consent of his mother, and without consulting his friends, to the study of physic.

"proofs of it, and many strong ones to the contrary."

11. The judicious M. Le Clerc has given an excellent sketch for the history of Paracelsus, at the close of his history of physic; the conclusion of which sketch, as summing up the evidence, and letting the matter in a clear light, may be acceptable in this place. "His manners and his conduct are not to be defended. In reading his works, it is easy to observe that he had a heated and disordered imagination, full of the crudest notions; whence it is no wonder he gave into astrology, geomancy, chirocyane, and the cabala; which were extremely common and popular things in those ignorant ages. He says expressly that medicine must be joined to magic, or it cannot be successful; by which he does not mean natural magic only, but declares that no one need scruple getting certain secrets of physic from the devil; and boasts of holding conversation with Galen and Avicenna at the gates of hell. In short, he has used all the possible means to persuade the world that he was a real magician; so that if he has fail'd in the attempt, it is his misfortune. Indeed, it has been the common opinion that he was one; but for my part, I judge he was rather an impostor than a conjurer.

"12. But among the bad things that his works are fraught with, there are some that are good, and contribute to the improvement of physic. What he says against the common notions that had prevail'd from the time of Galen, as to the effects of the primary qualities of bodies, viz. hot, dry, cold, and moist, has somewhat open'd the eyes of physicians. He calls the philosophy of Aristotle, a wooden foundation; and if himself has not laid a better, he has given occasion for it, and promoted a discovery of the weaknesses of that old basis. His opinion of seeds, all which he suppos'd exalted from the beginning, prevails to this day among the most knowing, who have only explain'd it better. His doctrine of salt, sulphur, and mercury, has great use in philosophy and physic; if taken not as real elements, but as active principles in bodies. It is also manifest, that he had a great knowledge of the materia medica, and bestowed much time and pains in working upon animal, vegetable, and mineral substances; so as to have made a very large number of experiments; but then he has this great defect, that he studiously conceals, what a long course of experience had taught him upon this subject; so that the short critic of Gunther d' Anencor * is extremely judicious: "I allow, says he, that Paracelsus was an excellent chemist, and that he has deliver'd many good things in his writings; but, on the other hand, it is pity he should have mix'd them with a number of others that are false and frivolous; and at the same time have cover'd the best of all with so much obscurity, that scarcely any one can understand what he says, or make the least advantage of it. I wish Galen had been less diffusive and more exact in his works, and Paracelsus more clear and candid; but as every one has his failings, we should retain what appears to be good, and leave the rest."

13. The Lord Bacon has given a just, tho' severe, centure of Paracelsus, in his philosophical capacity, to this effect: "Paracelsus, standing at the head of the chemists deferves to be severally chaffis'd as a monster. What Bacchannalian oracles are those he utters in meteorology; whilst he is ridiculously aping of Epicurus? All that Epicurus afferts upon the subject is but opinion, which he unconcernedly left to its fate; but Paracelsus, blinder than fate, and more rash than chance, is ready to avouch the absurdest falsehoods. What dreams of resemblance, correspondences, and parallels are given us by this fanatical linker-together of idols? His three principles indeed might be receive'd with some utility, as having a foundation in nature: but he is continually wresting them to every thing, according to his great dexterity in delusion. But this is not the worst of him: for like a facetious impertor, he has mix'd and polluted divine things with natural, fanc'd with prophane, fables with heresies, and human truths with religious; so as not like the ancient Sophists to have hid, but extinguisht the light of nature. The Sophists were only defaters of experience, but Paracelsus has betray'd it. At the same time he is so far from understanding, or justly representing experience, that he has added to the trouble and tediousness of experimenting. In short, he has every where, to the utmost, magnified.
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physic (e). He finished his course of philosophy in the year 1594, being the 17th of his age (f), when he was noted for a great reader, having read Galen twice, Hippocrates once, and all the other physicians, both Greeks and Arabs, with great care; and even common-placed the more remarkable passages in them. When, going to Lovain, he was appointed, by the professors Thomas Tyenus, Gerard Villeris, and Hornius, to read public lectures on chirurgery, in the college of physicians (g). In the 22d year of his age, being the year 1599, he was created doctor of physic, at Lovain (b), where he had began to see thro' the insufficiency of the school-physic, long before he had discovered any better medicines of his own (i). Happening to be troubled with a slight itch, which he could not get rid of by the school-method, but which was easily removed by means (k) of sulphur, he repented having ever devoted himself to the study of physic; considering the nobleness of his birth, and that none of his family had hitherto stooped to such a profecion. On these motives he threw it up; divided his fortune among his relations; and quitted his country; with an intention never to return (l). His books to the value of 200 crowns, he threw aside (m); and setting out for foreign countries, rambled ten whole years (n); till being instructed in chemistry by a certain illiterate person, he apply'd himself wholly to that art: and having in the compass of two years obtained a few chemical medicines (o), he became capable of curing some diseases.

47. In the year 1609, he married a rich, noble, and virtuous wife, with whom he retir'd to Wiltswood, where he gave himself wholly up to the pursuits of chemistry (p): during his noviciate in the art, he tried many dangerous experiments, which frequently hazarded his life (q). And tho' he did not

"faced the absurd pretences of magicians, countenanced such extravagancies, and encouraged others to believe them from his own affluence; being thus at once the work and servant of imposture. — His disciples greedily swallow those doctrines, which he has rather promulgated and promised, than actually laid down and made good, and defended with arrogance instead of caution; being thus recommended with pompous frow, affinity with religion, the subterfuge of obscurity, and other impositions. And hence his followers appear link'd to one another by the lying spirit, that shews itself in their sullen hopes and promises. However, by wandering through the wilds of experience, they sometimes stumble upon useful discoveries; not by reason, but by accident; whence proceeding to form theories, they plainly carry the smoke and tarnish of their art along with them; and like children operators at the furnace, attempt to raise a structure of philosophy with a few experiments of distillation; and their own idols of separation and mixture, where no traces of them are really found. Yet "we do not accuse them all in the lump; but make a difference betwixt that little fer-vicable fet, who being not very licentious about raising of theories, principally prac-tise a certain mechanical facility in making new discoveries, with their uses; more after the manner of Friar Bacon than Paracelsus; and distinguish the from that impious tribe, who endeavour only at procuring applause to their theories, and court and beg it under a pretended zeal for religion, large promises, and the arts of imposture; which is the way of Boffi Valentine, and most of the alchemical author*."
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not visit patients and practise physic for gain (r), he assures us he cured every year some thousands of sick people (s). He spent fifty whole years in distillations (t). He was in high esteem with the electoral bishop of Cologne, a prince eminently skill'd in chemistry; and was invited by the emperor Rudolph, and two other emperors, to the court of Vienna; but he always refus'd (u).

In the year 1624, he published a treatise, printed at Liege, de aquis Spadonis, or, of the Spaw waters, and afterwards several other pieces (x).

48. He was not able to cure two of his sons, whom he lost of the plague (y), nor his eldest daughter of a leprosy, tho' he practis'd on her full two years (z). Nor could he cure his wife, nor his maid, nor himself, of poison (a). In January, 1640, being the 63d year of his age; he was seiz'd with a fever, attended with a flight shivering, which made his teeth chatter; a prickling pain about the sternum, a difficulty of respiration, and a spitting fit of bloody matter, then of pure blood. For the removal hereof, he took shavings of the penis of a flag, upon which the pain grew less; than he took a dram of goat's blood, and the spitting of blood stop'd for four days; leaving only a slight cough, with a moderate expectoration: but the fever still remained, and was followed by a pain in the spleen; for which he took wine boil'd with crabs-eyes; whereupon all the symptoms disappare'd (b). In the year 1643, he was seiz'd with a syncope, occasioned by the smoak of charcoal (c), which he cured with sulphur of vitriol (d). On the 18th of November, 1644, he fell into an asthma, attended with two fits of a pleurisy, and after languishing seven weeks, died of a slight fever and extreme weakness, on the 30th of December, 1644. — See his son's preface to all his father's works, which he published after his father's death (e).

(r) P. 693. §. 3.
(s) P. 835.
(t) P. 241. §. 1.
(u) P. 835.
(y) P. 673.
(z) P. 714. §. 27.
(a) P. 469.
(b) P. 512. §. 35.
(c) P. 242. §. 19.
(d) Ibid.

Account of Van Helmont's Works.

(e) "1. During the retirement of this author at Wilwoud, he examin'd, with great pains and industry, all kinds of bodies, both sensible, vegetable, and animal, in a chemical way; and thus first furnished a new body, or course of chemical knowledge. Here he made those noble experiments and discoveries of oil of sulphur per comumnam, the lianaeum Purum, spirit of hart's horn, spirit of human blood, sal volatilis oleif. &c.

"2. Having conceiv'd a strong prejudice against the Galenical method and medicine; from his own ill success upon applying them in practice, and finding chemistry productive of so many, and much more powerful remedies, he run counter in every thing to the Galenical school, and reduced the whole art of phytic to principles of chemistry. With such views he began to write; his first piece was of Spaw-waters, printed at Liege in 1624, as above mention'd; which procured him considerable esteem: there are several good things in it, and but little of that opinionateness and boasting, which shew'd itself in his latter works. He had it reprinted the same year at Colign, with new experiments. In 1644, he publish'd his second piece, de humeribus, of the humours; a third, de spiritibus, of spirits; and a fourth, de lianaeis, of the same; which are all the books he publish'd in his life-time *. Soon after the publication of the last he die'd: so that the suggestion of some eminent chemists, that Helmont had chang'd his sentiments, and had got quite other things in view, appears without any gr und.

"3. As he perceiv'd his death approaching, he call'd for his son, and gave him the following
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49. Hence it evidently appears that these two authors, Paracelsus and Helmont, who are the heads of all the chemical physicians, were not masters of the universal remedy, which they so often boast of; but in chronicall cases frequently wrought extraordinary cures by means of violent remedies, where the constitution of the patient was strong enough to endure the action thereof. But for all their vain promises of long life, neither of them arrived at old age. They were succeeded by the following famous physicians.

The following charge ["Take all my writings, the crude as well as the finift'd ones; and join them together: to your care I commit them; do with them what you think good. For so it has pleased Almighty God, who directs every thing to the best purpose."]

This you was a person of deep thought, but a little tainted with enthusiasm; and in his father's life-time had froil'd about with a gang of gypsies. After the father's decease, he acquitt'd himself of the trust; publishing them just as he found them, without any regard to order, consistency, or correctness; and besides, trusted the impression principally to the printer: so that we frequently find Helmont relating things in one place, which he contradicts in another. And indeed 'tis no wonder we don't find the fame tenor throughout; for as chemistry grew under his hands, and as many new views melt turn up in forty or fifty years, which he spent in gradually improving the art; it is easy to conceive how there should arise a difference.

4. The pieces published by himself are all excellent: that of the zone is incomparable, and the best: that of Fevers is a valuable work: and that of the Humours is a fine piece. The Galenic doctrine of the four elements, four qualities, four degrees, and four humours, with the method of cure by tempering these degrees, are here clearly and directly prov'd to be false and insignificant. The treatise of the plague, which is one of the pithy pieces, has many good things, tho' it does not come up to the merit of the former. But the rest are all so much inferior, that one would never suspect them to have come from the same hand.

5. The best edition is that of Amsterdam, in quarto, apud Elsevier. In the Venetian edition in folio, there are several pieces not Helmont's: and the fame may be said of that lately published in Germany.

6. If his most solemn professions are of any weight, he should seem to have been poiff'd of the universal medicine: a thing which he incantates in almost all his writ-
Method of studying chemistry.

Writer's of systems.
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50. Francis de le Boe Sylvius, Otto Tachenius, and their followers, contributed still further to the introduction of chemistry into medicine; so as to render the latter entirely dependant, both as to practice and speculation, on the former.

From the whole of what has been hitherto delivered, it appears most advantageous to a novice, at his entrance on the study of chemistry, to begin with perusing the authors who have reduced the operations into the form of systems: The chief of which are the following.

CLASS I. Systematical Writers.

51. (f) Ofwald Crollius (f), in his Baflica chemica (g) cum notis Jo. Hartmanni. Genev. 1653. 8vo.

52. (g) Beguinus in his Tyracinum chimicum, often printed in 8vo. and 12mo (k).

art: so he who enters on it, must proceed, not only with address, but caution. That part which relates to metals, is remarkably dangerous: The single vaporess of arsenic may either immediately suffocate, or occasion a weakness for ever; and an author who relates an experiment, without expressing every circumstance thereof at large, is not only useless, but even dangerous. The event of every operation depends on these minute circumstances, and an alteration in any one, may not only prevent the success of the whole, but even render it unexpectedly fatal. We proceed therefore to single out of this vast number, those we would recommend for their exactness and fidelity, in teaching the fundamental parts of chemistry: and these we shall reduce into four classes: Class I contains all the known operations into a body, and digests them in the form or order of an art or institution, for others to learn by. In common with some addition of their own reaonings at the end of each operation. Class II. The second class will contain the most experimental writers. Class III. The third will comprehend the authors on alchemy. And Class IV. The fourth those that have applied chemistry to the uses of natural philosophy, medicine, and other arts.

Account of Crollius.

(f) Crollius was a Bohemian, and physician in ordinary to Christian, prince of Anhalt. He was a person of learning, but a singular follower of Paracelsus; even in his extravagancies about astral virtues, signature, chironomy, phlogonomy, gnomes, sylphes, paralels, and resemblances of celestial and sub-lunar bodies; on which he endeavours to found the art of physic. And yet the chemical processes he describes are generally faithful and exact. He dedicates his book to the prince of Anhalt, from Prague 1618. It shews the ways of preparing several chemical medicines, which are now commonly known. His Works.

(g) The original title is, Baflica chimicae philosophicae, propriis laborum experimentis confirmatae, descriptionem & usuum remediorum chemicalium sectius 2 in limine graeco et naturalis deismorum continens: that is, the chemical court, containing the philosophical description, and use of the choicest chemical remedies, drawn from the light of nature and grace, and confirm'd by his own experience. At the end is added, the same author's Traductus novus de signaturis rerum internarum or a new treatise of the internal signatures of things, Franco. 1609. 4to. Reprinted in 1611, 8vo. 1612, 8vo. and 1622, 8vo. Cum augmento Jo. Hartmanni, Lipf. 1634. 4to. Genev. 1630, 1635, 1643, and 1658, 8vo.

In High-Dutch, under the title of Baflica chimicae Oder Alckwissfich Konigl. Kleinod, &c. Franco. 1622 and 1647, 4to. Traduct in Franco, par Marcel, a Rouen 1634, 8vo.

Account of Beguinus's Works.

(k) Beguinus was almoner to the king of France, and publish'd. 1. Les elements de chimie, a Paris 1615, and 1624, 8vo. a Genev. 1624, 8vo. a Rouen 1637. 8vo. a Lyon 1665. 8vo.

These were translated into Latin, and illustrated with notes, by Ter. Bartius, under the title of Tyracinum chimicum. Franco. 1618. 8vo. Afterwards enlarged above one half, with notes, and select forms of medicines, by Christoph. Gluckbradt. Regiomont. 1618. 8vo.
53. (3) Jo. Hartmannus, in his Opera medico-chymica, 1690. Fol. (i).

8vo. Afterwards republished with the notes of both these editors, as also the forms of medicines, digested into one system, by Jo. Georg. Puhlzer, Wittels. 1650. 8vo. Last, illustrated with a new comment, by Gis. Blaas. Amst. 1659. 12mo. Of which another edition enlarged and corrected was published, Amst. 1669. 12mo. This work is also translated into English by Richard Ruffel, under the title of royal and practical chemistry.


Praxis chymistica, publish'd by Jo. Michaelis, and the author's son Eberew. Hartmannus. Lipp. 1683. 4to. And with the addition of three other pieces, Genev. 1639, 8vo. and 1682. 8vo.

Account of Glafer and his Works.

(4) Chr. Glafer was apothecary in ordinary to the king of France, and the duke of Orleans, and gave public lectures on chemistry and chemical preparations, in the royal garden at Paris. His book is candidly and clearly wrote, and contains a little system of chemical processes, for making chemical medicines in an easy and effectual way. He keeps close to the delivering of such operations as himself had frequently repeated, without intermixing any foreign theory. The book is short, and fit for beginners. The original was published at Paris in 8vo, 1688. It is also translated into English by Walter Harris M. D. and fellow of the royal society, under the title of the Compleat Chymist, or a new treatise of chemistry, comprising all the proper and useful processes, and all it's most necessary preparations. London 1677. 8vo. It was also published in High-Dutch, under the title of Chemifer Cynusfer, &c. Lipp. 1710. 12mo.

Account of le Febure and his Works.

(i) "Nic. le Febure was royal professor of chemistry, and apothecary to the household of Charles II. He also flourished in the court of France, as chemist to Louis XIV. The best edition of his works is that in 1680. He is highly to be commended, both for delivering the art, with all the proper processes, and precisely noting all the minute circumstances. He is very faithful and accurate in relating his experiments, and particularly careful in pointing out all the dangerous and fatal processes: but he has this defect, that in his reasonings he has too much of the chemical spirit; and talks too largely of the virtues of his medicines. Mr. Boyle quotes him under the character L. F. and mentions his opera priuata of balm, whereby he pretended to restore youth and vigour to old worn out animals."

His Traité de la chymie was translated into English by P. D. C. Esq, and printed at London 1676, 4to, and is entitled, "A compleat body of chemistry, in two parts, containing whatsoever is necessary to be known in this art, with the whole practice of it."

Account of Lemery's Works.

(m) Nic. Lemery, cours de chymie, contenant la maniere de faire les operations qui sont en usage dans la medicine, par une methode facile, à Paris 1675, 8vo. Lyon 1724. 8vo. In Latin, Gen. 1618. 12mo. In High-Dutch, Dresden 1697, 8vo. In English by Walter Harris, M. D. second edition. London 1686. 8vo and fourth translated from the eleventh edition of the French. "The best edition of this original is that of Paris in 8vo, 1715, which has many things not in any of the preceding ones. It contains the principal operations belonging to the kingdom of pharma- doms; all which are describ'd with candour and accuracy. To each are added notes, containing the physical reasons thereof; but his reasonings are not to be trusted. He is every where minute in enumerating all the circumstances of the process, and particularly where any danger might arise."

"This performance of his has gone thro' many additions in various languages; and yet it is ill concerted for such as study the art: he begins with the very hardest part, metals; a great number of his processes are merely calculat'd for the preparing of medicines; and his view, throughout the whole, is rather to furnish the shops with medicines, than to instruct his readers in the knowledge and grounds of chemistry. But how hard this is, to make an art a drudge to phyic, which, in reality, is the principal part of natural philosophy?"

Account
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57. (7) Le Mort (n) in his Chymia medico-physica, &c. Lugd. Bat. 1696, 4to.

58. (8) Barciufen (o) in his Pyrophobia. Lugd. Bat. 1698, 4to (p).

CLASS

Account of M. Lemery the elder.

1. M. Lemery was born at Rouen in 1645. He got his first notion of chymistry from an apothecary of the place, to whose care he was committed; but not content with this, he went to Paris, and there applied himself to M. Clafor. Afterwards he travelled for improvement; and at the end of six years returned to Paris an accomplished chemist. Here he exhibited his first course of chemistry in the laboratory of his friend M. Martin, apothecary to the prince of Condé; and afterwards opened one of his own, which was soon referred to both natives and foreigners: so that Paris was then the seat of chymistry.

2. He was the first who began to dissipate the affected obscurities of chymistry; reducing it to more simple and determinate ideas, throwing out a deal of the jargon, and accommodating it to the taste and philosophy of the time.

3. In 1675, he printed his course of chymistry, which was received with great applause; and translated into several languages. But he still reserved some of his secrets; and is even said to have contented himself with making several of the operations more easy than they had been; without revealing the utmost degree of facility he was acquainted with.

4. In 1681, the religious troubles coming on, M. Lemery, who professed the reformed religion, was soon obliged to lay down his courses: upon which the elector of Brandenburg invited him to Berlin; but he declined it, and came over to England, where he was favourably received by King Charles II. But matters not answering his expectations here, he returned to France, and took the degree of doctor in physic at Caen; but the edit of Nantes in 1685 prohibited the practice of physic to those of the religion, he was entirely ripe of all employment. Hereupon he embraced the Roman Catholic faith, and thenceforward applied himself to pharmacy; and in 1607 published two large volumes, on of them entitled, Pharmacopoeia universiell, the other Traité universelle des drogues simples.

5. Upon the revival of the royal academy in 1699, he was elected associated chemist; and soon after, upon the death of M. Bursdelin, professor chymist. Here he read his Traité d'antimone at several times: after which he began to drop under old-age; and died of an apoplexy in 1715.

His Works.


Account of Le Mort.

(n) Le Mort was professor of chymistry in the university of Leyden, whom our author immediately succeeded. He was a good practical chemist, and explains the operations of the art distinctly, by means of the art itself; of which he was a warm patron, and zealous defender. But many of his processes are such as have long since been disused. He will by no means allow of mathematical and mechanical explanations in chymistry; nor the doctrine of attraction; and is extremely severe upon a very learned English physician, who attempted to explain the operations of chymistry by their affinity. His works are the following.

His Works.

1. Jac le Mort chymiae verae nobilitatis & utilitas in physica currupulari, theoria medica, ejusque materia & fennis ad majorem perfectionem deducendi.

2. Pharmacia medico-physica, ratione & experimenti nobilitati.

3. Chymia medico-physica.

4. Metallurgia contrafacta: to all which are subjoined, Calleutenae chymica Leydenfio, &c. Lugd. Bat. 1666. 4to. with copper plates.

5. Jac le Mort de concordantia operum naturae & chemici. Lugd. Bat. 1702. 4to.


Account of Barchufen.

(o) "Johannes Conradus Barchufen was pro-
CLASSE II. Metallurgical Writers.

59. In the metallurgic (p) part the principal writers are,
60. (1) Geber, whose writings have been often reprinted in different orns (q)
61. (2) George Agricola de re metallica Lib. xii. &c. Bat. 1657 (r).

"essor of chemistry at Utrecht; and deserves
" well to be read, as he is an honest writer,
" and sufficiently accurate; and delivers good
" matter in an excellent style; tho' his rea-
" knowing may be faulty. His elementa
" chemica are printed in 4to, and contain fe-
" ral particular experiments, and manual
" operations where else to be met with.

" His Works.

atque breviter intro-chemiam, rerum metallicarum et chrysopariae perfugitiones. Lugd. Bat. 1698.
4to. with copper-plates.
2. Aeromatia, in quibus comphora ad intro-
chemiam atque physican speculantia, jucunda re-
8vo.
3. Elementa chemica, quibus subjuncta est con-
federa lapidis philosophici, imaginibus represen-
tata. Lug. Bat. 1718. 4to.

(p) " By metallurgy is meant the whole
" art of preparing and working metals from
" the ore, or from the metals. This
" part of chemistry, therefore, is employ'd
" in the finding, digging, washing, purifying,
" and melting of ores, and rendering of metals
" malleable; and consists of four parts: the
" first teaches how metals and ores grow in
" the mine, how they are discovered, and
" how dug, or procured: the second shows
" how to separate the metallic parts from
" the other matters of the ore: the third
" how to reduce the separated metal to its
" simplicity and dulness: and the fourth to
" mix, work, gild, polish the metals, and
" imitate the finer metals in the counter.

(q) See above, § 21.

Account of Agricola.

(r) "George Agricola was born at Glaneba,
" a town of Hinaria, in 1494, and died at
" Chemnitz in 1555. His workes de re metal-
" lica, reprinted several times in folio, is a
" proof of the author's extraordinary learning
" and experience: by visiting all the mines,
" and converting freely with the miners in
" Germany, he got a thorough knowledge of
" the whole process of metals; and from him
" most of the following writers have taken
" the greatest part of what they know. He
" wrote with the greatest fidelity, and in an
" elegant Roman style; so that we consult
" him in metallurgy upon all occasions."

" In the first part of metallurgy, or the
" discovery of metals, he is the only author;
" he describes with great accuracy and mi-
" nutenefs, all the arts and instruments made
" use of to discover mines, and to know whe-
" ther in any given glebe, there be metal.
" and of what kind. Nor is he defective in
" any of the other parts. Several authors
" have wrote comments on him; but he is
" clear enough without any.

" His Writings.

1. De re metallica Lib. xii. the best edition
is that of Frankfort, containing a treatize de
ferifinaria at the end. See below (q.)
2. Bernardus, seu dialogus de re metallica.

Bat. 1530. 8vo. ab accurata autori recogni-
tions & emendationes nec primum editus, cum
nomenlegatura rerum metallica uarum. Lipf. 1546.
8vo. and Bat. 1549. 8vo. ap. Froben.
3. De oru & confi subterraneorum Lib. v.
4. De natura eorum qua effuent ex terra,
5. De natura fusibilia, Lib. x.
6. De wateribus & novis metallicis Lib. ii.
7. Explication, in High-Dutch, of the terms
used in metallurgy. Bat. 1546. folio, and
1558. fol. The name, with the addition of
a copious index: the whole revifed, di-
tributed into chapters, with the arguments of
each chapter, and illuftrated with marginal
notes, by Jo. Sigifridus. To which are added,
obervations upon metallic matter and names;
from the papers of Geo. Fabricius, wherein
chiefly those particulars are treated of, which
Agricola had omitted. Witteb. 1612. 8vo.
1549. 8vo. and 1556. fol. ap. Froben.—in
certa capita deorsim, & omnibus marginali-
bus eornuatus, a Jo. Sigifrido. Witteberg.
1614. 8vo.
9. De re metallica Lib. xii. quibus officina,
instrumenta, &c. Twelve books on the sub-
ject of metals, wherein the houses, instruments,
and machines, with every thing belonging to
metallic affairs are copiously described,
and represented to the eye by figures, inserted
in their proper places, with the Latin and Ger-
man names thereof. To which is added, the
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3. Lazarus Erckern, in his Beschreibung aller fumemiften mineralischen erz und bergwerks arten, &c. Francof. 1694. under the Title of Aula subterranea, alias, Prober buch Lazari Erker (s).

3. Joan. Rudolph. Glauber, thro’ all his works, published at different times, and in various forms (t).

5. Account of Glauber.

(i) "1. J. Rud. Glauber was a celebrated chemist of Amsterdam, accounted the Paracelus of his time. He had travell’d much, and by that means attain’d to a great many secrets. He wrote above thirty tracts; in some of which he acted the physician, in others the adept, and in others he metal-". His excellency in the last and yet, even here, he comes short of Agricola and Erckern, in point of fidelity, simplicity and exactness; being ever forward to mix his own speculations and reasonings along with matters of fact.

(ii) "2. He was a perfon of easy, genteel address; and beyond dispute well vers’d in chemistry; being author of the salt still ex-"tant in the heaps under the title of Sal Glau-"beri: as also of all the acid spirits made by means of oil of vitriol, &c.

(iii) "3. He is noted for extolling his arcana of light and preparations; and is even said to have traded a little unfairly with his secrets: the best of them he would sell at excessive rates to chemists, and others; and afterwards sell them over again; or make them public to increase his fame: whence he was continually at enmity with one or other.

5. It was this Glauber, who shewed before the States of Holland, that there is gold contain’d in sand; and made an experiment thereof to their satisfaction: But so much lead, fire, and labour were employ’d in procuring it, that the art would not bear its own charge. However, he shew’d pretty clearly, that there is no earth, sand, salt, sulphur, or other matter, but has its share of gold."

3. The same work is translated into English under the title of Flora minor; or, The laws and arts of nature, in knowing, judging, assaying, refining, and enlarging the bodies of confused metals. To which are added, essays on metallic words, illustrated with sculptures. By Sir J. Pettus, Lond. 1683. fol.—But the book deserv’d an abler translator.

Account of Lazarus Erckern.

(ii) "1. Laz. Erckern was superintendant of the mines in Germany, Hungary, Transylvania, Tira, &c. to three emperors; whence he was furnish’d with a complete stock of metallic knowledge."

3. His way is thus: In Hungary there is such a mountain; wherein you have such an earth; beat, or grind it into powder, and wash it in water, and it will be of such a colour, and weight; and will contain so much gold, so much silver, so much copper. In such manner he teaches how it is to be burnt or roasted; what rules and signs are to be observ’d therein; how the fire is to be rais’d or diminish’d, &c.

4. He never fails enumerating every circumstance; and always in the most open and artless manner, and a clear easy style; adding figures for farther illustration; his book was wrote in High-Dutch, and printed in folio; and so much valued by the curious, that Mr. Boyle laments his not understanding that language, merely for the sake of reading this author. But it has been since translated into Latin*, with excellent notes; so that this single work might almost suffice for the whole art of allying.

5. The same work is translated into English under the title of Flora minor; or, The laws of art and nature, in knowing, judging, assaying and refining, and enlarging the bodies of confused metals. To which are added, essays on metallic words, illustrated with sculptures. By Sir J. Pettus, Lond. 1683. fol.—But the book deserv’d an abler translator.

* We have not been so happy as to meet with this Latin translation, after a good deal of enquiry.

† Dr. Stahl, notwithstanding, thinks it might still turn to account; the process is very simple, and takes up little time. All they use is water, and add silver nitrate to the operation, but is refined thereby.
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bour'd greatly in the pharmaceutical and physisco mechanical chemistry; made a multitude of experiments, which, if rightly understood and applied, might convey very much to the knowledge of the composition and analysis of metals, sulphurs, and salts.

6. He spent his whole life in the exercise of chemistry; for the practice of which he excelled all those of his age. But he rarely saw the use of his own experiments; applying palliages of the ancient chemists to his own productions; and hence, vainly pretending to the discovery of panaceas, the philosopher's stone, &c. he drew many into fnares, and expostulated the art to confine and reproach.

7. In his theory he is very confused; but whether in the practice he be guilty of so many fallacies, as some have charged him with, may be much doubted: especially if we keep strictly to his experiments, without regarding the golden promises he makes.

His Works.

His writings are these:


2. Annotationes, über den appendicen, &c. Annotations on the Appendix to the 2nd part of the philosophical furnaces, containing several useful secrets, &c. High-Dutch. Amst. 1650, 1661.

3. Le description des nouveaux fournaux philosophiques, traité du Steuer du Tabl, à Paris 1659. 8vo.—In English, by J. F. M. D. London 1651. 4to.


5. Operis mineralis, pars I. ubi doctrat, &c. Wherein is taught, the method of separating gold from flint, fand, clay, and other fofils, by spirit of salt. Amst. 1651.—Translated into English under the title of:「Glaber's golden art, to get gold from fones, fand, &c. 8vo.

6. Pars II. De seta & origine, &c. On the origin of all metals and minerals; how they are produced by the fairs, affume a body from water, earth, &c. Amst. 1652. 8vo.

7. Pars III. in qua Titulo commentarii, &c. Wherein under the title of a commentary on Praetorius's book called calum philosophorum, or tabula vetustationum, the transmutations of metals in general are delivered. Amst. 1652. 8vo.


In Latin. Amst. 1656. 8vo.

I, II, and III. Appendix to the fame High-Dutch, Amst. 1667, 1668. 8vo.—The first part translated into Latin. Amst. 1669. 8vo.

11. Dei Teutublands wolfsbrot, &c. The prosperity of Germany, part I. Concerning the concentration of wine, corn, and wood, &c. Amst. 1656. 8vo.

12. II, III, IV, V, and VI. parts.


17. Explicatio über mein miraculous mundi. Amst. 1658. 8vo.

18. Oeuvres mineralis, &c. à Paris 1659. 8vo.

19. Ander Theil, or second part of the Mirac. mund. Amst. 1660. 8vo.

—Continuation. Amst. 1667. 8vo.


—in Latin. Amst. 1664. 8vo.


26. Kurze erkläürung über die Heilische Göttin, &c. Explication of the infernal goddess of the Roman gods, wife of Pluto; what the philosophical
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5. Joachim Becher, in his Metallurgia. Francof. 1660, 8vo (u).

His theory is by many preferred to that of all other chemists, as founder and deeper. He deduces all things from water and earth, as the only material principles. The earthly principle he shews to be of three kinds; that is, he makes three species of elementary earths. This he chiefly effected in his physica subterranea, where he has shewn great acuteness, in applying the principal and known experiments to the framing a theory in the way of experimental reasoning.

His chemical works are chiefly these:

1. Institutiones chemicae, seu manuaditia ad philosophiam hortentaciam. Mogun. 1662, 4to.—The same with notes, and other improvements, published by J. Fac. Rothenfingen. Franc. 1705. 12mo, and 1716. 8vo.

2. Oedipus chimicus, sibi curiosorum terminorum, &c. principiorum chimiarum mysteria operum & resolutum. Ang. 1664. 12mo.

3. Alchoron. chimici, monacensi, seu physica subterranea libri ii. Translations in the chemical laboratory at Munich, or subterranea physica, in two books. Franc. 1669. 8vo. Lips. 1681. 8vo.—The same, with improvements from the author's other writings, collected by G. Ern. Stob. Lips. 1703. 8vo.

4. Experimentum chymicum novum, quo artificialis & insignantia metallorum generatio & transmutatio ad aquam desinat. Francof. 1671. 8vo. Also at the end of the physica subterranea.

5. Demonstratio philosophia, seu chymica, revoluta & possibilis in transmutationis metallorum in aquam evincens, &c. Francof. 1675. 8vo. Also printed at the end of the physica subterranea.


8. Conclusio chymica, in High-Dutch, 4to. Not translated into Latin that we know of. It contains many insignificant and useless experiments; but at the same time many curious and useful experiments.

9. Metallurgia, oder natur kundigung der metallor; or the phylogeny of metals. High-Dutch.
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7. Olaus Borrichius, in his Doctrina metallica. Hafnæ, 1660, 8vo, & 1677, 4to, & 1680, 4to.

CLASS III. Alchemical Writers.

In the alchemistic Branch the most approved authors are,

2. Morienus.
3. Roger Bacon.
4. George Ripley.
5. Raymund Lilly.

Account of Borrichius and his writings.

(y) Olaus Borrichius was born in 1626.
He was physician to the king of Denmark, and public professor in the university of Copenhagen. He had travelled much, was an excellent scholar, and a great operator in chemistry. He is famous for the dispute he held with the learned Conringius, concerning the theoretical knowledge of the Egyptians, and the antiquity of chemistry, its inventors and authors. His writings, besides that above-mentioned, are chiefly those so often quoted in this work, viz.


For other pieces of his, see the Act. Hafn. See also,


(x) For the characters and writings of these five authors, see above § 22, 24, 25, 26, & 27.
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62. (6) Bernard count of Treviſa; who wrote in the year 1453 (a).
63. (7) Jean. Ifaac Hollandus, who perhaps was the same with the (b) following.
64. (8) Ifaac Hollandus, who was posterior to Arnoldus de la Villa nova, but earlier than Paracelsus. He was so highly esteemed by Penotus, that (being discovered in some corner of Paracelsus’s time) he took him for Elias, the promis’d artift, who is to reveal the secrets of chemistry (c).
65. (9) Basili Valentine, (d) in his Chymische Schrifften. Hamburg, 1694, 8vo (e).
66. (10) Artephius (f).
67. (11) Theatrum chymicum (g).
68. (12) Turba Philofoporum (h).
69. (13) Paracelsus (i), See his opera omnia, Lat. Genev. 1658, 2 vol. Fol.—In High-Dutch, Strafb. 1603, 2 vol. Fol.—In High-Dutch, Strafb. 1616, 2 vol. Fol.
70. (14) Irenæus Philalethæa (k):

Account of Bernard of Treviſa.

(a) Bernard count of Treviſa, flourished about the year 1399; and was intimate with Thomas Bonaventura, first phisician to Charles the VIIIth king of France: to whom he wrote an alchimical epifile.*

(b) (c) Vid. Librau. Alchim. Pharmaceut. p. 122.

(d) For the character of these three authors fee above, §. 29, 30.

(e) Also Hamburg, 1677. 8vo. ibid. 1717. 8vo. with figures.

(f) Artephius and Mortenius are usually suppoſed prior to Roger Bacon; but the age, or even country, where they lived is not known. The former is firmly believ’d by the adipti to have prolong’d his life to a thousand years †.

(g) Theatrum chymicum in fol. dividivm. Argent. 1613, 1622, 1661. 8vo. A list of the pieces contain’d in the several volumes of this collection, being one hundred twenty-three in number, is given in Enderi Catech. Librer. Med. Phir. Mariem. Norib. 1693. 4to. p. 137—140.

(h) Turba philofoporum, five aurifera artis antiquiffimi authores, iii. vol. 1510. 1624, 1610. 8vo. In it are contain’d thirty-two pieces, a list of which is given in Endter, ubi supra. P. 144.

(i) See an account of him and his writings above p. 37—40.

Account of Irenæus Philalethæa and his Works.

(j) There are several alchimical books published under the name of Philalethæa; the firft anonymous Philalethæa is said to have been an Englishman and his true name Thomas Vaughan: tho’ in some of his works he calls himself Irenæus, and in others Eugenius Philalethæa. He is famous for having render’d Van Sichtrrian, Senderwolst, and d’Espagnet clearer, in his writings; which are chiefly those: 1. Introph. apertus ad occultum regis palatium. 2. Ex perimenta de preparatione mercurii specchosi. 3. Nuclei chymici veritatis. 4. Metallorum metamorphosis. 5. Vade medicus philofophicum. 6. Ex perimenta de preparatione mercurii specchosi. 7. Nucleus chymicus. But tho’ this author is said to write with great clearness, yet his followers differ widely from one another. See also.

8. Eug. Philalethæae, Ephraim, or the wa ters of the eafi, treating of the secret fountain whose water flows from fire, and carries in it the
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71. (15) Michael Sendivogius (1).
72. (16) John Baptista van Helmont; opera omnia. Amstelod. 1652, 4to (m).

Class IV. Chemical Improvers of Natural Philosophy and Physic.

73. Among the writers who have treated of chemisty with a view to natural philosophy and medicine, the chief are these;

1. The fame Helmont.
2. The honourable Robert Boyle Esq.; thro' all his writings (n).

the beams of the sun and moon. London 1665. 8vo.

9. Animæ magica abscondita; or a discourse of the universal spirit of nitre; with the strange abstruse miraculous ascent and descent: published together with his Anthroposophia magica. London. 1666.

10. Secrets revealed, or an open entrance to the shlo palace of the king; containing the greatest treasure in chemisty, by Irenæus Philalethes, Cosmopolita; who attained to the philosopher’s stone, aged twenty-three years. Published by W. C. Esq. London. 1669.

11. Enarratio methodica trium Giberi medicinalium, in quibus continetur lapidis philosophici vera confectio. Lond. 1678. 8vo.

12. A collection of ten treatises in chemisty, concerning the liquor alkali, the mercurial of the philosophers, and other curiosities; written by Irenæus Philalethes, Helmont, &c. Lond. 1684. 8vo*

Account of Sendivogius.

(*) Sendivogius was companion to Alexander Sidonius, or Serenus, a Scotch gentleman, who being near the point of death, intreated two things of him: to take care of the publication of his MSS; and to marry his widow. Sendivogius perform’d both; but in the edition of his works, suppressed Serenus’s name and chap’d his own in it’s place. The titles of his pieces are,


In these he maintains, with great strength of reason and experiment, that sulphur and mercury united, are the constituents of every metal; by sulphur meaning with Geber the sun’s rays; however, his writing should be read with caution; being full of vain promises. His Novum lumen chemicium is done into English, and entitled A new light of alchemy, from nature and manual experience; with a treatise of sulphur. To which are added, nine books of the nature of things, by Phil. Theoph.

* See Wood’s Athenæ Oxon. T. 2. p. 568.

3. To.

Parac. Englifhd by J. F. M. D. Lond. 1674. 8vo.

(m) Van Helmont opera medica. 1682. 4to containing 118 different pieces.

Account of Mr. Boyle.

“(n) 1. The honourable Robert Boyle Esq; that prodigy of knowledge, excels not less as a chemist, than as a natural philosopher. His character is one of the most amiable in the world: no body ever made more experiments, or with more care and caution than he; nor does any body relate the events thereof with greater candour and fidelity. He is ever wary and reserved in drawing conclusions from his experiments; and rarely concludes too much. He held a very amicable correspondence with all the chemists, and other virtuosi of his age; and thus effected a kind of commerce, or communication of secrets. Add, that he was always perfectly frank in imparting what he had learnt, or discover’d, to the public.

2. He gives abundance of good things relating to feds, their origin, preparation, purification, and the ways of fitting them for human ufed; and the same things he has done with respect to vegetables; but he is chiefly to be admir’d for what relates to animals, and the analysis of their parts; in which he follow’d the path trod by Helmont, in his book De lithiatis. A noble instance hereof we have in his history of man blood; which contains many most valuable and exquisite things; and on every occasion he endeavours to find his reasoning on experiments. His treatises of the unforeseen failure of experiments, and sceptical chemist, shew his great modesty and moderation; and how far he was from that common vice of the chemists, boasting, and promising more than he could perform.

3. He is author of a vast number of pieces, all composed in the same spirit. They are so many, and printed so sepa-
3. *Bohnius, in his Dissert. chimico-physica. Lips. 1696 (o).*

4. The celebrated Dr. *Cox* (p) and Dr. *Slare* (q) in several papers in the *Philosop. Trans.*

5. *M. Homberg* (r), *Geoffroy* (s), and the younger *Lemery* (t) in the memoirs of the royal academy of sciences.

"rately, that it is exceedingly difficult to pro-
"cure a compleat collection. His style is a
"little loose and diffusive; and the course of
"his writings sometimes interrupted with di-
"gressions, and particularities not very ef-
"fential."

"4. One objection is made to him in his
"chemical character, viz. that taking the
"virtues of his preparation on the report of
"other people, he commends some of them
"too much, and attributes virtues to them
"which experience does not warrant. For,
"as he did not practice physic himself, his
"way was, upon making any new prepara-
tion, to give it some physicians to make
"trial thereof; and they, it seems, out of
"complaisance, would speak more largely of
"it than it deserv'd. Hence those profi-
"cuous commendations he believes on the spirit
"of human blood and hart's-horn in pleuritic
"and phthisical cafes, and on the *ens Venetios*
"in the rickets.

"5. As to the point of credibility commonly
"charged on Mr. *Boyle*, there does not seem
"to be any foundation for it: no body en-
"quires into things more severely, or speaks
"of them more dubiously than he. Indeed,
"a long, and intimate acquaintance with the
"writings of *Paracelsus* and *Helmont* might
"possibly have some effect on the bent of his
"mind; and induce him to give too much
"credit to many of the *arcana* they pretend
"to; and the more so, considering the great
"number of strange incidents and events
"which had fallen within his own obser-
"vation."

(o) *John Bohm* was professor at *Leipsic*
"in 1679; the dissertations above-cited, be-
"sides an uncommon reading, shew that he
"had made a large number of experiments.
"And as to his reasons no body goes be-
"yond him. His treatise *de acida & aliali*
"is excellent; and has let much light into
"the affair."

Account of *Dr. Cox's Papers.*

(p) Dr. *Daniel Cox*, an eminent physician,
"and very able chemist, has wrote some cu-
"rious papers, tending to improve the art of
"chemistry; the principal of which are the
"following, to be found in the *philosophical*
"transact.ions; viz. 1. On the pre-existence of
"alcalize or fix'd salt in any subject before
"its being expos'd to the fire; shew'ing also
"that alcalize salts do not differ from each
"other. *Phil. Trans.* N°. 107. p. 150. 2. Of
"the volatile spirit and salt of vegetables. *Phil.
"Trans.* N°. 101. p. 4. 3. The identity of all
"volatile salts and vinous spirits: with two ex-
"periments of vegetable salts, perfectly refem-
"bling the shape of the plants, whence they
"had been obtain'd. *Phil. Trans.* N°. 108.
"p. 169.

Account of *Dr. Fred. Slars's Papers.*

(q) Dr. *Fred. Slare*, another eminent phy-
"sician and chemist, has wrote several small
"pieces upon chemical subjects, viz. 1. Expe-
"riences made with the liquid and solid pho-
"phorus. *Phil. Colleq.* N°. 3. p. 48. 2. A con-
"tinuation of the fame. *ibid.* N°. 4.
"p. 84. and *Phil. Trans.* 1685. 3. On the ac-
"cension of fluids, *Phil. Trans.* N°. 150. p. 289.
"4. Examination of bones from the human body.

Account of *M. Homberg.*

(r) 1. *M. Homberg* was born at Batavia,
"in the East-Indies, in 1652; whence he came
"over, with his father, to *Amsterdam*. He was
"sent to *Jena* and *Leipsic* to study law; but
"neglecting this for what was more agreeable
"to his genius, he applied himself to *Otto Gue-
"ricke*, famous for the invention of the air-
pump, the *hemispheres, &c.* to learn experi-
"mental philosophy.

2. From hence he went to *Padua*, where
"he spent a year in the study of medicine,
"and particularly anatomy and botany. Af-
"fterwards

"In the late abridgment of his works in three volumes in quarto, 'tis to be hoped all
"these inconveniences are removed.
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terwards he travel'd to Bologna and Rome; hence paffed into France, and thence into
England, where he work'd some time with the great Mr. Boyle. From England he went
to Holland, where he perfected himself in ana-
tomy under the famous De Graeff, and laftly,
took the degree of doctor of phyfic at Witten-
temburg.

3. Afterwards he made a tour thro' Ger-
many and the north; and likewise through
Saxony, Bohemia, Hungary, and Switzen, to
view the mines. At Stockholm he flaid some
time, and work'd in the king's laboratory.
His next remove was into Holland, and thence
into France, to pick up what had before ef-
cap'd him.

4. From Paris, at the earnest defire of his
father, he was upon the point of returning to
Saxony, to settle among his friends: but M. Co-
libert fending a meffenger to him in the
king's name, with very advantageous offers to
settle there, he accepted them after a short delib-
eration, and commenced Catholic in 1682.

5. In 1685 he went to Rome; and prac-
tis'd phyfic there, with good fuccefs but in
a few years he return'd to Paris; and in
1691 was choice a member of the royal acade-
my, and put in poftition of its laboratory. In
1702 he intruced the duke of Orleans in
chemistry, the moft magnificent and best ap-
pointed laboratory which chemistry had ever
known, being provided for this purpofe. The
fame year his Highnefs procure'd M. de Tschir-
nhausen's large burning-glafs from Germany,
of which M. Homberg made a noble ufe. He
married a daughter of the famous Dodart in
1706; and in 1715 died of a dysenterie.

6. He never publish'd any express work,
or volume in form: His effays, or elements of
chemistry were begun to be printed in the me-
moirs of the academy; and the reft of them
were found fit for the press at his death. There
are likewise feveral leffer pieces on var-
ious fubjefts, difperfed throughout the fame
memoirs: none of which but open new views,
and shine with their peculiar light. His way of
expressing himfelf was fimple, precife and me-
thodical; and he was as far from the natural
orienta'tion of the chemifs, as from their my-
fteriousnfes and obfcurity.

7. M. Homberg was a moft expert and
maiterly chemift. He has dillinguifh'd him-
self by a great number of general experi-
ments, as well as by his reafonings; which
are always perfectly fine and clear, and con-
ducted with mathematical severity. Na-
tural philosophy would have receiv'd confi-
deral improvement from him, had his
life been continued. He was a perfon of
great genius, profound skill, and indefati-

"gable induftry: he was supported by the
duke of Orleans, late regent of France; and
perform'd experiments at his expence;
which gave him an opportunity of trying
many things out of the reach of a private
perfon."

His Writings.

Many of his pieces are only given in ex-
tract by M. Fontenelle in the history of the
royal academy.

His other chemical writings are the fol-
lowing:

1. The method of making the phofborus
ardens of Kunkel. Mem. de l'Acad. Royale des
2. Experiments on phofborus. ib. p. 133.
4. A method of extracting a volatile acid
   p. 217.
7. On an extraordinary event in cupelling
gold. ib. p. 240.
8. On the quantity of acid falt in different
acid spirits. ib. an. 1699. p. 69.
9. On examining the falt of plants. ib.
10. On the quantity of acids absorbed by
terriftrial alcalies. ib. an. 1700. p. 81.
245.
12. On the oils of plants. ib p. 266.
P. 52.
15. On the effects of fermentation. ib.
P. 124.
17. On the volatile falt of plants. ib.
P. 288.
ib. 1702. p. 43.
19. Attempt to analyse common sulphur.
ib. 1703. p. 36.
20. On a medicated cup from Siam. ib.
P. 62.
P. 117.—The sequel of the fame. ib. an. 1706.
P. 127.
22. On a difsolution of filver. ib. an. 1706.
P. 127.
23. On the vitrification of gold by the burn-
ing-glafs ib. an. 1707. p. 50.
P. 403.
25. Chemical effay on mercury. ib. vx.
1709. p. 133.
26. Of the effects which certain acids have
on volatile alcalies. ib. p. 463.
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33. On a separation of gold from silver by fusion. ib. an. 1713, p. 87.
34. On a sublimation of mercury. ib. p. 354.
35. On matters which penetrate metals, without dissolving them. ib. p. 469.

Account of Dr. Geoffroy.

1. Steph. Frant. Geoffroy was born at Paris in 1672. His father was an apothecary, and a surgeon's daughter. His father's name was no pains nor expense in his education; tho' he designed him only for the shop; as well knowing that a large store of knowledge was required to arrive at any tolerable perfection in pharmacy. To the study of philosophy in general, M. Geoffroy joined private courses of botany, chemistry, and anatomy.

2. In 1692 his father placed him with an eminent apothecary at Montpelier; and during his stay there he diligently attended the university lectures, in all the branches of medicine; but the materia medica was his favourite study. In 1693, he passed through the usual examination for pharmacy, with applause; and now first imparted to his father his design of being a physician; and obtained his consent. Accordingly, the second son, whom his father had designed for that profession, was sent into the shop, instead of his brother; and is now one of the chemists to the French academy.

3. In 1698, Count Tallard being appointed ambassador extraordinary to England, took M. Geoffroy with him, as his physician. tho' he had then taken no degree in physic. There he became acquainted with many of the learned men of that nation, and neglected no means of making improvements; and in less than six months he was admitted a member of the royal society. From England he passed into Holland; and in 1700 travelled into Italy with the Abbé Louvois, in quality of his physician: every where making farther observations, and increasing his stock of knowledge. In 1699 he was made a member of the royal academy of sciences; and in that capacity contributed, as far as his other employments would allow, to its ornament and use.

4. In 1702, he took his degree of bachelor of physic, and in 1704 that of doctor, at Paris: after which he applied himself closely to his studies, the better to fit him for practice. In 1707, M. Pagin, physician to the king, made him his deputy, as professor of chemistry in the royal garden; in which he acquitted himself so well, that in 1712 M. Pagin resigned the charge up to him.

5. In 1709, the king made him physic-professor in the college royal; and here he dictated his curious and useful lectures on the materia medica. In 1718 he drew up a syllabus, or table of the mutual relations between different substances in chemistry; which, if rightly understood, and carried on, might become a fundamental law for chemical operations, and guide the operator with success.

6. In 1716, he was elected dean of the faculty of physic at Paris; and after the expiration of two years, the usual time of holding that office, was continued in it by the unanimous consent of his brethren. In the beginning of the year 1730 his health began to decline, and he died on the 6th of January, 1731.

His Writings.

His writings are these; viz.:
3. A chemical problem to find ashes without iron in them. ib. 1705, p. 478.
5. Explanation of the artificial production of iron. ib. 1707, p. 224.
9. On the conversion of acid salts into volatile urinous alkalies. ib. on 1717, p. 291.
12. Frauds relating to the philosopher's stone. 1722, p. 81.

* See Memoir de l'Acad. 1718.
15. Experiments on some sorts of glasses, of which bottles are made. 1724. p. 547.
17. The way to make two clear spirituous inflammable liquors, which differ very little in taste and smell, yet being mix'd together, produce a fine carnation colour. Phil. Transact. No. 249. p. 4.
19. A treatise of the fossil, vegetable, and animal substances, that are made use of in phyfick, &c. translated from a manuscript copy of the author's lectures read at Paris, by G. Douglas, M. D. 1736.
The writings of the younger M. Geoffroy, yet living, are thefe.
2. On the different degrees of heat, which spirit of wine communicates to water upon mixture. an. 1713. p. 69.
3. On gum lacca, and other animal substances, which furnish the purple dye. 1714. p. 156.
5. A method of determining the just quantity of spirit of wine in inflammable liquors or brandies. 1718. p. 46.
The Writings of M. Lemery the younger, still alive.
2. That plants really contain iron. ib. p. 529.
5. Explanation of the composition of several kinds of native vitriols. ib. p. 713.
11. On the manner wherein iron operates on the fluids of the body. an. 1713. p. 41.
Sequel of the fame ib p 156.
—Fourth part. an. 1721. p. 28.
Account of Stahl.
21. G. Ern. Stahl, born in 1660 at Ondal in Franconie, took to the study of chefftry at fifteen, and from reading Barnerus's collegium chemicum, readily discovered a fix'd alcaline body in nitre: with the help afterwards of Kunkel's books, and Becher's phihca subterranea: the several experiments of which he not only carefully weigh'd and compar'd, but repeated; he arrived at a great proficiency in the art, and has publish'd several excellent pieces on chefftry; which shew, among other things, 1. The generation of artificial sulphur. 2. The analysis of vitriol, the volatilization of the acid of vitriol, and its restitution to its primitive fixity. 3. The prehence and influence of a phlogiston in several bodies. 4. The resolution of sulphur into a subtile acid. 5. The different fixity of acid mineral salts. 6. The sudden destruction of nitre by declamation. 7. The genuine foundation of vinous and acetic fermentation. 8. The conversion of spirit of wine; and its artificial ingrefts into vinegar. 9. The transposition of juice of citrons into wine. 10. The passage of all fermentable bodies into an infipid earth. 11. The solution of gold by sulphur. And, 11. Of iron by an alcall, &c. &c.
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7. The excellent Frideric Hoffman (x), in his Observationum physico-chymicarum selectiorum libris tribus. Hale, 1722, 4to. A work of great importance to the art of chemistry. The author has likewise enrich'd phytic and medicine with many other curious pieces.

- His principal chemical Writings.
  1. Prodromus de indagacione chymico-physiologica, &c. 1683.
  2. Collegium chemicum, first deliver'd in 1684 in the way of lecture to the students at Jena; several manuscript copies of which getting abroad, and there being nothing like it then extant, many used it as a comment on Becher; this at length induced the author to confer to an edition of it, which was published under the title of, Fundamenta chymiae dogmaticae & experimentales. Norimb. 1723.
  4. Observationes chymico-physicae. 1697, and 1698.
  5. Dissert. de metallurgia & acimafiae fundamentis. 1697.
  6. Animadversiones ad artem tinctoriam fundamentalem & experimentalem.
  5. Vitulus auritus, &c.
  7. Dissert. de elogii vitrioli.
  8. A treatise on sulphur, both inflammable and fix'd. In High-Dutch. 1718.

12. Commentar. in metallurgiam Becherii. 1723.
13. Pref. in concordantiam chemicae Becherii. 1726.

Account of Dr. Hoffman.

(x) Frid. Hoffman was born at Hall in Saxony, in 1665. To him we are chiefly indebted for a just method of analyzing mineral waters. He first discovered the errors of the ancients on this subject, and shew'd the true ingredients of waters by chemical experiments. The chief points are, that the predominant salt in acid, as well as in hot springs, is not acid, but alcaline: that neutral salts, called curious earths, and irony matters, with a most subtle volatile univeral acid, are contained in all mineral waters. See his Dissertations de thermanum & acidularum usu ac abuse; with others on the same subject; all which are abridg'd and publish'd in English by P. Shaw. 1733. 8vo.

His other chemical writings are these:

1. Dissertations de generatione salium.
   2. —— de nitri natura.
   3. —— de cinnabari antimonii.
   4. —— de mirabili sulphuris antimonii fixati efficacia.
   5. de mercurio, & medicamentis mercurialibus, &c.
APPENDIX TO THE CHEMICAL AUTHORS.

Some books of confluence being omitted by the author, or having been publish'd since he wrote, we judge it proper to add fuch of them as readily occur, and contain any thing particularly curious or useful; without entering into a detail of the chemical writers, which indeed would be endless.

CLASS I. Systematical Writers.


P. Thibaut, cours nouveau de la chimie. 12mo.——in English, under the title of the art of chemistry, as now practised. Lond. 1668. 8vo.

A compleat course of chemistry, containing not only the best chemical medicines, but also great variety of useful observations. By George Wilton. The fourth edition. Lond. 1721. 8vo. This book contains the chief part of the chemical preparations now in use, with the processes faithfully described.


Chimia rationalis, authore T. P. Lug. Bat. 1687. 4to.


Stephori officina chymica Londinefis. 1685. 8vo.


Antoine Deidier, chimie raffinée, où l'on tâche de découvrir la nature & la manière d'agir des remèdes les plus en usage en médecine & en chirurgie. Lyon. 1715. 12mo.


M. Senac doi. en médecine, nouveau cours de chimie, suivant les principes de Newton & de Stahl. Paris 1723. 2 vol. 12mo. and ibid. 1737.


CLASS II. Writers in Metallurgy.

And. Libavius, of Hall in Saxony, who died in 1616, has wrote largely of the nature, and examination of mineral; so as to be even set on a level with Agricola, for the history of metals he publish'd. See his works; particularly the following.

Commentaria metallica.

Ars profandi mineralia.

J. Web-
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—Principia rerum naturalium, seu novorum tentaminum phararina mundi elementarum philosophie explicitandi, cum figuris aeneis, 3 vol. folio. Dresd. and Lips. 1734. This book opens a new scene in natural philosophy; and is large upon the business of metals.

There is a curious metallurgical book just published in High-Dutch, by Christ. Andreas Schluter, containing the whole art, both of melting and alloying, as taken from the works themselves; and exhibited to the eye by numerous beautiful copper-plates. The title of it is Gruntlicher Unterricht, &c. or, 1. A fundamental description of mineral works; showing the genuine way of explaining them; with the several mechanical structures and furnaces thereto relating; with the manner wherein they are practised at Havre, and other mineral works: particularly the various methods of treating gold, silver, copper, and lead-ores; sulphur, vitriol, &c. 2. The whole art of alloying; containing the ways of trying all sorts of metallic ores, refining of silver, separating it from gold to advantage, &c. 3. A set of copper-plates for the two parts, executed according to a scale; with a proper index to each part. By Christopher Andreas Schluter, super-intendant at Under-Harza to his Majesty of Great Britain, &c. Brunswick, printed by Frederick William Meyer. 1738.

CLASS III.

Jo. Fred. Helvetii, titulus aureus quem mundus adorat & orat. Treating of the rare miracle of nature, the transmutation of metals, and shewing how the whole substance of lead was at the Hague in a moment's time converted into pure gold, by a small particle of the philosopher's stone. Amst. 1667, 8vo. and Hag. Com. 1702, 8vo. Printed also in Manger's Bibl. Chym. T. 1. p. 196. In English, under the title of Helvetius's golden calf. Lond. 1670, 8vo.

De alchimia, opuscula comperta not. philosophicam 1550.

Four treatises of the philosopher's stone, by Abythojo king of Portugal, John Swevert, and Florianus Rudorf, a German. Lond. 1652, 4to.

Jo. Sig. Weidenfeld, four books concerning the secrecy of the adepts; or the use of Lilly's spirit of wine. A practical work collected out of the fathers of adept philosophy reconciled together. Lond. 1685, 4to.

Jac. Tollis, fortuita, in quibus prater critica nonnulla, tota fabularis historia Graeca, Phoenicia, Egiptiaca, ad chemiam pertinentem affectiva. Amst. 1687, 8vo.

——Manudatio ad cælumchemicum. Amst. 1688, 8vo.

Sapientia infansius, sive promissa chemica. Amst. 1689, 8vo.
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CLASS IV. Writers in Philosophical Chemistry.


J. Freind, productiones chymiae, in quibus omnes materias aliquot a vita natura, generum natura legitur. Amst. 1710. 8vo.

The same in English, by J. M. with the author’s defence of the work against the editors of the Acc. Prag. Lizza. 1712. 8vo.

Claude Bourdelin, author of several chemical papers in the Mem. de l’Acad. R. des Sciences.

John Brown wrote an account of the quantity of rosin in the cortex of the Extant. ibid. No. 271. p. 81.

Obervations and experiments on the sal catabarticum amorum, or Epoxy salt. ibid. No. 377. p. 348 and 372.

Experiments on the Prussian blue. ibid. No. 381. p. 15.

— On camphire. ibid. No. 390.

p. 361.

Donati hi philosophia practica, cum ejus. Paris. 1611. 8vo.


——— Opera omnia. Genev. 1716. folio.

J. Vignati metallica chimica. Lond. 1682. 8vo. Galan. 1682. 8vo. Tres. 1687. 8vo.

And. Caffi, de extremo illo & perfectione naturae opificio at principi terrarum suae, auro; de admirandis ejus naturae, generatione, effusibili, atque ad operationes artis habitatis. Hamb. 1685. 8vo.


— Examination of the mineral waters of St. Amand. ib. p. 68.


— On the lixivium of the waters of fell-petra. 1720. p. 589.


— Besides other analyses only men- tion’d in the history of the royal academy of sciences.

J. Juncker, conspectus chemiae theoretico- practical in forma tabularum represensatus; in quibus physicae, praefertim subterrana & corporum naturalium principia, habitus inter se, proprietates, virgin. & usus, iterque praeceps chymiae pharmaceuticae & mechanicae fundamenta; et dogmatibus Becheri & Stabiliti per- tinentium explicatur. P. I. Holae Magde. 1729. 4to. The second part not yet published.

CLASS V.

With Grataroli, urae alchemiae scriptores. Baf. 1561. folio.

Petri Borelli, bibliotheca chymica, seu catalogus librorum philosophicorum, hermeticorum, in qua quaerunt millia circiter autorum chymicorum, vel de transmutatione metallorum, re minerali & arcariis, tam manufacrorum quam in locum editorum, cum eorum editionibus &que

Bibliothecarii, chemic.
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Anonymi Galli enchiridion, Genev. 1653 and 1673, 8vo.

Bibliotheca chemica contra Saxa, continens tradituras quatuor, Genev. 1653 and 1654. 8vo.

Aureum velhus, oder guldene schatz, &c. The golden fleece, wherein are contain'd all the writings of the most celebrated authors in alchemy, &c. High-Dutch. Hamb. 1708. 4to. Tom. II. Baf. 1604.

Will. Cooper, catalogue of chymical books, which have been written originally, or translated into English, in three parts. Lond. 1672 and 1675. 8vo. The third part, containing an index of such things published in the philosophical transactions of the royal society, as pertain to chemistry, or the study of art in the animal, vegetable, or mineral kingdom.


Frid. Roth-fcholtzii bibliotheca chymica, oder catalogus von chymistheren-buchern, &c. Ist, IId, IId, and IVth parts printed separately. Nurib. and Altorf. 1725—1728. It is alphabetical; we have only seen so much of it as extends to the middle of H: whether any more have been since printed, we doubt.

PART
PART II.
CONTAINING THE
THEORY OF
CHEMISTRY.

1. **Chemistry** is an art which teaches the manner of performing certain physical operations, whereby bodies cognizable to the senses, or found, are so changed, by means of proper instruments, as to produce certain determined effects; and at the same time discover the causes thereof; for the service of various arts. *(a)*

   *(a)* The definition presupposes a competent number of chemical experiments already made and described; which being reduced to rule, delivered with their circumstances, and digested in proper order, make the first elements of chemistry; and this is the thing particularly laboured in the practical part; and was never, that we know of, so successfully attempted before: and herein we take the principal merit of the author to consist; he having not so much added any new matter, as collected the theory, or preliminaries of the art, and reduced the more common and ordinary experiments to method; thus giving the common chemistry, as already known and practised, the body and form of an art. Tho’ this is to be understood of the rudiments chiefly; for he has but lightly touched upon the medical, philosophical, mechanical, metallurgical, commercial, and alchemical parts; which might also be reduced to method, and afford new elements of chemistry. Whence it is proper to observe, that arts can never be justly defin’d, till their nature, extent, and uses are fully known, and particularly ascertained; a true scientifical definition being nothing more than a general truth, or expression, summing up, or including all the particulars from whence it was deriv’d. But the desire of making chemistry an art, may have prejudicial effects; if we thence confine it within too narrow bounds: which is generally the case when definitions are form’d, before the matter to be defin’d is brought to maturity.

   The author, to shew that his definition of chemistry is just and adequate, takes it to pieces, and explains every part thereof: and such explanation comprehends the theory of chemistry; or the chemical doctrine of bodies.

   Now chemists usually divide all sensible nature into three classes, called kingdoms, viz. the
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2. As chemistry directs operations to be performed from a foresight of what will ensue, it is truly entitled to the appellation of an art (b).—Its object, whereon it is employ'd to produce changes, extends, we see, not only to all sensible bodies, but even to insensible ones, provided they are capable, by any art, of being render'd sensible, either in themselves or in their effects; especially such as may be collected and contained in vessels, either naturally, or by any means we can employ for that end (c): which bodies on a careful review have been found commodiously reducible to three capital classes, by the chemists called kingdoms.

3. The first class contains Fossils, or as they are more usually called, Minerals; which are defined "natural bodies, found either in the bowels or on the surface of the earth; of so simple a structure that the closest inspection, even by the best microscopes, has not been able to discover any diversity between the vessels and their contents; but each part appears perfectly similar to the whole; tho' in many of them there certainly is a composition of solid and fluid parts (d)."

Of

The fossil, vegetable, and animal kingdom. This division, which at first sight appears gross and inaccurate, is, in reality, subtle and adequate; being taken from the three different manners of growth which obtain among bodies. For, excepting the four primary elements, fire, air, water, and earth, 1. All bodies either grow adhering to the earth, in such manner, as that there is no apparent distinction of parts containing and contained, (viz. of vessels and juices circulating in them) which are called fossils: Or, 2. They grow adhering to the earth, so that there is a real difference of vessels and juices discernible therein; which are vegetables: Or, 3. They grow without adhering to the earth at all; and are called animals. Each of these are consider'd in order.

(b) Being thus distinguished from casual experiments, or random trials, which, however, laid the foundation of the art, produced considerable effects, and made many unexpected discoveries: Thus gun-powder, phosphorus, aqua fortis, and most of the chemical secretes, were at first accidental discoveries.

(c) Our author's economy here is admirable: his definition is an epitome of his book; or the book a paraphrase on the definition. He first gives us the whole in miniature; then takes every part in its order, and enlarges it. When he comes to body, that complex thing, the reader would imagine he had lost the view; but, after dilating and opening it by degrees, 'till he has discovered all it contains, he returns and goes thro' the rest. This hint will let the reader into a method, beautiful beyond expression.

(d) 'This character holds of fossils, and of them alone: thus gold, silver, and the other metals, antimony, salts, sulphurs, ftones, and other minerals, really grow fixed to the earth; and if they be divided into the minutest parts, they will every where appear the same familiar solid matter, without any fpeck of vefels and juices. And thus, should it be urged, that spirit of wine must, on this footing, be a fossil, because homogeneous in all its parts, and exhibiting no distinction of vessels and juices; the answer is obvious: since spirit of wine, as such, is not generated of, or under the earth; neither is it a vegetable; that denomination including the whole compagons or structure, out of which the spirit of wine is prepared. Or if it be said, that antimony should then be no fossil, since it contains an heterogeneous sulphur: it may be answer'd, that as to our fences, 'tis in all respects a fossil; since whatever portion you take thereof, 'tis the same indistinguishable matter, and has all the characters of antimony.

Fossils are either simple, or compound: simple, are such whole parts, howsoever divided, are all of the same nature, that is, of the same gravity, magnitude, figure, hardness, and mobility: as quick-silver, which, tho' divided to infinity, is found every where the same in all these respects. Compound fossils are those which may be resolved into different, or dissimilar parts; or, whose parts are unlike in magnitude, figure, hardness, and mobility: as antimony, which may be resolved by fire into a sulphur, and a metallic part.
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Of Metals.

1. The first bodies in the fossil clays are Metals; whose characteristics are Metals de-
to be "the heaviest of fossils, fusible by fire, but cohering again in the cold," and
"so as to become ductile and distendible under the hammer."

2. Of these in all ages have hitherto been found only five simple ones, viz. How many
gold, silver, copper, tin, iron and lead. The ancients indeed added quicksilver to the number; but this, as wanting hardness, ductility and fixity, has no Mercury, if a
tenfions to be a metal (c). However, the great affinity it bears to the metal.
refect, in respect of weight, simplicity, the place where it is found, and its
easy uniting with other metals, has given rise to a very ancient opinion, which
prevails much at this day, that mercury is the chief basis or matter of all the
metals.

3. It appears somewhat surprizing, that the ancient Persians in their reli-
gious rites, always called the seven metals, which they knew were produced
in the earth, by the names of the seven planets found in the heavens. And
what is more, the astronomers and astrologers still make use of the same char-
acters, viz. ☉, ☽, ☁, ☂, ★, ☍, ☉, to denote the planets, as the chemists
do to represent the metals. Whence a doubt may arise, among which of the
two these characters were first used? Those of the chemists "its certain are
well adapted to express their respective bodies, according to the hieroglyphic
method; as will appear from a closer examination.

K 2

The simple fossils are, (1) Metals. (2) Salts. (3) Stones, both vulgar and precious; and,
(4) Earths.

The compound fossils are, (1) All sulphurs. (2) Semi metals, or properly, minerals; and,
(3) Bodies combined of the preceding fossils, either simple or compound.

Metals making the primary clays of fossils, the author treats of them in the first place.

(e) Viz. According to the definition here laid down, which, however, may perhaps be
only arbitrary. See the account of quick-fusible 
below.

Such is the proper idea of a metal, which
is no way applicable to any other body in
nature: for a diamond, tho' a simple body, is not fusible in the fire, nor capable of being
fuset under the hammer. And fail, tho'
dissolvable by fire, is not malleable, but breaks
under the hammer. It may be added, that
there are certain woods, which yield in some
measure to the hammer; but then they fall to
affies in the fire; and fo of the reft.

The author has laid nothing here of the
origin, or formation of metals, which there
are several hypothesis to account for. Some
suppose the metallic particles were form'd at
the creation of all things, and rang'd by the
law of gravity in regular ; near the
centre of the earth; from whence they have
since been rais'd, by the action of the central
heat, up towards the surface, and deposited
there in various parts of the globe. Others
set aside this pre-existence, and suppose met-
als to be form'd, or generated de novo, by
the accidental mixture of certain particles,
not metallic till they mixed. And some will
have it that metals have their origin from
feeds, or eggs; whilst their production is only
the opening, or expansion of these feminal
parts, in the nature of organized bodies, with
vesiels and juices circulating in them. But
whoever carefully attends to all the pha-
omena of mines, and compares the appear-
ances of all sorts of ores, as we find them
in the cabinets of naturalists, will perhaps see
sufficient reason to think, that all metals were
once in the form of vapour or fume, which
gradually lights and settles upon particular
flonty mineral substances, preferably to the reft,
as if they affected certain bodies, from a se-
cret relation between them, and thus receive
ecrease and growth from the conflant accu-
sion of similar fumes, till at length they ap-
pear in the form of ores, visible metallic
grains, or differently figur'd lumps of their
own kinds respectively; somwhat after the
manner of crystallization. This, at least, is
the best account that we can at present give
of the matter.
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4. \(\text{C} \) denotes any thing sharp, gnawing or corrosive; as vinegar or fire: being supposed to be stuck around with barbed spikes.

\(\text{G} \) Denotes a perfect, immutable, simple body, such as gold, which has nothing acrimonious, or heterogeneous adhering to it.

\(\text{S} \) Denotes half gold; whole inside if turned outwards would make it entire gold: as having nothing foreign or corrosive in it; which the alchemists observe of silver.

\(\text{Q} \) Denotes the inside to be pure gold, but the outer part of the colour of silver, and a corrosive underneath; which if taken away would leave it mere gold. And this the adepts affect of mercury.

\(\text{C} \) Denotes the chief part to be gold; whereto however adheres another large, crude, corrosive part; which if removed would leave the rest possessed with all the properties of gold. And this the adepts affect of copper.

\(\text{I} \) Denotes gold at the bottom, but attended with a great proportion of a sharp corrosive, sometimes amounting to half of the whole; whence half the character expresses acrimony, which accordingly both alchemists and physicians observe of iron. And hence that common opinion of the adepts; that the aurum vivum, or gold of the philosophers, is contained in iron; and that the universal medicine is rather to be sought in this metal than in gold itself.

\(\text{T} \) Denotes half the matter of tin to be silver, the other a crude corrosive acid: which is accordingly confirmed by the assayers; tin proving almost as fix'd as silver in the cupel, and discovering a large quantity of crude sulphur well known to the alchemists.

\(\text{L} \) Denotes almost the whole to be corrosive, but retaining some resemblance with silver; which the artists very well know holds true of lead.

\(\text{A} \) Denotes a chaos, τὸ κόσμῳ, world, or one thing which includes all: this is the character of antimony; wherein is found gold, with plenty of an arsenical corrosive (f).

(f) 1. The elements of chemistry, perhaps, should rather be kept clear of these caballistical conceits, for fear of giving a wrong turn to the mind at its first setting out in this practical science; tho' they may have their use in reading the alchemical authors.

2. These characters appear to have been in use amongst the most ancient chemists. They are said to be of a thousand years standing; and to have been originally taken from the religion of the Persians. 'Tis certain, there have always been two ways of writing; the one by letters, arbitrarily pitch'd on to denote things; as that in use among us: the other by characters, or images of the things denoted, call'd hieroglyphics; such was that of the ancient Egyptians; who to denote a dog, put a dog's head; for a flout man, a lion; for a perfect thing, a circle, &c. which manner still obtains among the Chinese; and hence that difficulty, so much complain'd of, in learning their language; the number of their characters being so great, that even the most learn'd of their Mandarins scarce understand a twentieth part of them. The images they use are such as we sometimes fee in our porcelain, or china-ware, which those people can read. This hieroglyphic, or cabalistic manner of writing was adopted by the chemists; who denoted their metals by characters, that seem drawn from the very depths of chemistry, and hold forth the intimate nature of the metals themselves. Their first character \(\text{G} \) gold is a circle with a point in its centre: now the circle is a symbol of perfection, and simplicity; and was always used as such by the ancient cabalists: in reality, there is no figure more simple, uniform, or perfect than this; it comprehends the greatest space, under the leaf superficies; and all the radii drawn from its centre to its circumference are equal: properties which correspond very aptly to the sun in the heavens, and to gold on the earth. For gold is the most
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5. The proper and specific characteristic of metals consists in their weight, wherein they far surpass all other bodies. And this property being the most difficult of metals,

most simple of all metals, and at the same time it is the most perfect; as being by the heaviest, and including the greatest quantity of matter under the least surface. Its nature, therefore, is well denoted by the figure.

3. C is the character signifying silver on earth, and the moon in the heavens. This figure would be a perfect circle, if the inner part were properly applied to the outer. Now the chemists all agree, that silver is half gold; or part of it gold, only that part lies hid. Accordingly its character denotes gold half perfected; for, say they, if you can but turn the gold part that lies hid in the silver outdoors, your silver will be converted into gold. Thus gold being accounted the most perfect of all metals, silver comes nearest thereto; consequently, 'tis a sort of semicircle.

Monf. Homberg shews, that pure silver, perfectly purg'd of all gold, being kept along time in the fire, always gains a little portion of gold, that is, part of it becomes gold.

4. G Copper, is a circle, with a cross underneath; and denotes, that the body or basis is gold, tho' join'd with some corrosive menstruum. For a cross is the character whereby all corrosives, as fire, vinegar, and other sharp dissolvers, were denoted by the ancients; those being things that used to torment, and as it were crucify: now, all the adepts allow copper a nobler metal only debaied by a sharp corrosive, or arsenaical poison, adhering thereto, which is capable of destroying men, and which, when taken away, the copper is left gold. Accordingly, copper of all metals, silver only excepted, is allowed to come the nearest to gold.

5. F Iron, this character likewise denotes gold at the bottom, only its upper part is too sharp, volatile, and half corrosive; which being taken away, the iron would become gold. Accordingly, the chemists hold that iron comes nearest to gold after copper. 'Tis Basil Valentine's tenet, that Mars and Venus together make Sol. The same author introduces iron by way of prodoposias, saying, if you put off my clothes, that is, the corrosive, you will come at my soul, that is, the intrinsic nature of iron.

6. T Tin is held to be one half luna, or silver, and the other half corrosive; which is denoted by the semicircle, and the cross added thereto. In effect, it comes the nearest of all metals to silver, and has most of the properties thereof, excepting weight: and they agree in this particular circumstance,

that they both grow bitter in acids; which no other metals do. Mr. Boyle suspects, that tin and silver may be the same body; only that there is much corrosive sulphur in the former: hence silver and tin unified together, mix and cohere so intimately, that they can scarce be separated, even by lead.

7. P Lead, appears to be the character of tin inverted, with the corrosive passing thro' the middle. It is variously wrote, has frequently a double cross P, to shew that it corrodes on all sides. Accordingly, all metals are destroy'd by lead; and gold and silver only excepted: and hence this character is used to denote it principally as a corrosive, tho' the middle part bears some resemblance to silver; as there is a real correspondence between lead and silver.

8. Q Quicksilver evidently shews gold in the middle, or body of it, silver at top, or in the face, and a corrosive at bottom: accordingly, all the adepts say of mercury, that it is gold at heart, whence its heaviness; that its outside is silver, whence its white colour; but that there is a pernicious, corrosive sulphur adhering to it, denoted by the cross; that the quantity of sulphur is here so great, as to render it wholly volatile in the fire; that the more 'tis burnt, the nearer it comes to gold; and that were it perfectly calcined and purified, and its colour changed, it would be gold.

9. S Antimony is a circle denoting the body of gold; to which a cross is added, to shew it a corrosive; and because the corrosive prevails, the cross is placed at top. Accordingly, antimony is the destruction of all metals, except gold; the other five, with stones, salts, &c. being all lost in the corrosive. Again, the character of antimony is the same with that of tellus, or the earth; as being a sort of chaos, or universal body; and accordingly Basil Valentine calls it all in all.

10. We now see why the ancient chemists had recourse to a kind of images of bodies, and directed their followers to seek for all things in the grand world; as we see in Pantaclom and Suckien. The truth is, something obtains in the planets and heavenly bodies, like what we see in minerals; so that there is a foundation for the allusion.

11. Whoever has a desire to see more of these ancient chemical symbols, may find a large table of them in du Cange, though incorrectly printed. Vid. Clof. Græc. T. 11. p. 1722.
6. Hence arises the best method of examining unknown bodies, in order to learn whether they contain any considerable quantity of metal. And by the same means we also frequently learn of what kind the latent metal is. Hence also appears the great difficulty of increasing weight, so as by condensation to turn other metals into gold, or other bodies into metals. And again we learn from hence what matter comes the nearest to gold, and is the readiest for being changed into it, with regard to weight (b).

Of G O L D.

1. Gold is (i) the heaviest and densest of all bodies (i).

2. The most simple (k) of all bodies (l).

### Table: Gold, Silver, Lead, Copper, Iron, Tin, Granate, Glafs, Pump-Water

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>19636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quicksilver</td>
<td>14019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>11345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>10535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>8843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>7852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin</td>
<td>7321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granate</td>
<td>3978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glafs</td>
<td>2805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump-Water</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(g) *Phil. Trans.* No. 169. p. 926. and No. 199. p. 694.

(b) This criterion of metals perhaps is not so absolutely certain as to be depended upon in all cases; some marcasites that yield no metal, are as heavy or heavier than true ores; and some tin-ore, as particularly that called tin-grains, is specifically heavier than the metal it affords; and I am assured by an exceptionable judge, that he once examin'd a mineral substance, specifically heavier than gold: so precarious a thing it is to form general rules, before all the instances are fought out on both sides of a question. And this should be carefully remember'd, as we proceed in the history of metals, otherwise we may reason wrong in a very material point, and imagine ourselves fully posses'd of truth, whilst we are really under a mistake.

(i) We observe that it weighs above nineteen times more than water, taking bulk for bulk: and this property is inseparable from it; no certain method having yet been found out to render gold more or less heavy: so that tho' all the other properties of gold may perhaps be imitated, its weight alone seems imitable. Wherever, therefore, we find the specific gravity of gold, there is probably real gold; so if I have a mass of matter heavier than mercury, there may be a share of gold in it, since, as already observ'd, we find no intermediate body between mercury and gold; for instance, no body which is to gold as 16, or 18 to 19. Whoever, therefore, would make gold, must be able to add to the weight of other metals; so as to render them equi ponderant with gold. Hence, if any fraudulent alchemist should obtrude a metal on you for gold, take a piece of pure gold, hang it by a hair or thread to a nice balance, and hang an equal weight of the suspected gold by another hair, to the other end of the beam; then immersing both pieces in water, if the alchmist's gold be pure, the water will retain both pieces in equilibris, otherwise, the adulterate metal will rise, and the pure descend.

(k) Unless the purest mercury be an exception.

(l) By a simple body we mean that whose minutest part has all the physical properties of
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(3) The most fixed of all bodies; both in air and fire; insomuch that an ounce of it being exposed for the space of two months in the eye of a glass-furnace, it lost not a single grain: whence it appears to be incorruptible.

(4) The only body that refists the force of antimony and lead (m); neither of which will turn it into Scoria; but being melted with them, it sinks to the bottom. Hence it is the least changeable of all bodies hitherto known, and even perhaps utterly immutable by any physical causes. Whence the alchemists unanimously assert that it is easier to make gold than to destroy it (n).

of the whole mass. Thus, if a grain of gold be dissolved in aqua regia, and a single drop of the solution be taken; a particle of gold may be separated therefrom, which shall only be the millionth part of the grain, and yet have all the characters of gold, except those that depend upon magnitude. Or, if you fuse a single grain of gold with a mass of silver, and mix the whole together; so that the gold shall be equally distributed thro' the whole mass; you will have in a particle thereof a particle of perfect gold, in all respects like the whole grain. Accordingly, dissolve any part of the mixture in aqua fortis, and a quantity of gold will precipitate to the bottom; bearing the same proportion to the grain, that the part dissolved did to the whole mass.

And on this principle chiefly depends the art of assaying; for if you carry a mass of gilt silver to an assayer, he takes a single-grain thereof, melts it to mix the gold and silver well together, then puts it into aqua fortis to dissolve the silver, upon which the gold falls to the bottom. And from the proportion of the gold so found, to the whole grain, he computes how much gold is in the whole mass.

The alchemists, however, hold their aurum philosophorum to be still more simple than gold; as consisting of mercury perfectly clear'd from all sulphur; but whether there be any such thing in nature, will admit of a question; mercury, absolutely pure, and free of sulphur, being what we must acknowledge ourselves never to have seen.

(m) By refisting, we mean, that when melted with them in a cupel, it does not disintegrate, and fly off in flame, but remains fix'd. The chemists have two kinds of lead, or Saturn; viz. the Saturn of Luna, or common lead; and that of Sol, called also the Saturn of the philosophers, which is antimony. No bodies but gold and silver refists the fire; and none but gold alone refists the second; they term each of them leveratum lepraform, or the hep't bath, intimating hereby, that all other metals, except gold and silver, being teffed with lead or antimony, fly off in flame. Lead, particularly, they call balcanum folis & lunæ, the sun and moon's bath; or balcanum regis & reginae, the king and queen's bath; as silver and gold thence come out the purer, whilst all other metals are destroy'd therein.

Thus, if a mass consisting of gold, silver, copper, and other metals, together with ftones, or other bodies, be fus'd with ten times their quantity of lead; the ftones, and all other bodies not metallic, will flow on the surface, and be easily blown off by the bellows. In the mean time the lead drawing all the metals, except the gold and silver, to itself, rises along with them into a sort of drofs; and is likewise blow'd off by the bellows, or goes away in flame, or vitrifies with the cupel.

As to antimony, a quantity thereof being put in a cupel, along with pure gold, and the whole fus'd, and kept in a strong fire, the antimony all evaporates, and leaves the gold alone: which does not hold of any other metal, not even silver itself. Whence antimony is particularly called balcanum folis, the sun's bath, and levoratum folis regis; Decorator, lupus metallicorum, &c. Hence, antimony is said to be the last eft of gold, to try the purity whereof, a grain or two being teffed with twenty times the quantity of regulus of antimony, till the antimony is either evaporated, or turn'd to a Scoria, to be blow'd away by the bellows, and the gold have fublimated, as the refiners call it; that is, till its surface appears every where similar, and equal. This being done, if the gold have lost nothing of its weight, it is allowed perfectly pure, and called gold of twenty-four carats; or if it be found lighter, it is said to be twenty-three carats fine.

(n) Mr. Boyle gives us an experiment, where-in a quantity of pure gold was so chang'd and debased, by the admixture of an exceeding little quantity of a powder call'd upon it in fution; that, beside detaching a large metallic increment, not unlike bell-metal, the gold itself was left of a dirty colour, and lost its specific gravity far, that instead of being nineteen times the weight of water, as at first, it was now only 15. This operation appear'd to Mr. Boyle almost as strange as projection. See Boyle, Abr. Vol. 1. p. 78.
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(5) The most ductile of all bodies (ο). The gold-beaters with their hammers, can extend a grain of gold between skins made of ox-gut, into a leaf containing 36 square inches and an half, and 24 square lines. So 48 ounces of silver formed into a cylinder, may be gilt with one ounce of gold and be afterwards drawn into fine wire, two yards whereof weigh only one grain, and consequently of a grain of gold is extended over the whole surface, which however, when viewed even with a microscope, is found so dense and close as not to discover the least atom of the silver under it. Consequently part of a grain of gold is here visible to the naked eye; the thinness whereof exceeds not by computation part of an inch (p). It has also been shewn that gold, on the finest silver-gilt wire is only part of a line thick (q). A drop of a solution of gold in aqua regia, mixed with a pint of rectified spirit of wine, will communicate a metalline taste to the whole; added to a solution of two grains of tin in a very large quantity of water, it will give a dusky purple hue thereto. Lastly, Hoffman, a dextrous operator at Augsburg, by a very extraordinary procès (r), drew a single grain of gold into a wire 500 foot long (s).

(ο) Sir Isaac Newton suspécts, that the primitive, or component particles of all bodies are hard; that they are only laid together; and that the cause of their cohesion is some attractive force superadded to them, whereby they unite together into larger particles, and those at length into feanfable masses. Now, if the composition be so, as that the particles, under the circumstances of their attractive or cohesive force, are liable to slide easily on one another, the body becomes ductile, or mallæable, or soft.

(q) Mem. de l'Acad. an. 1713. p. 10.
(r) Caffius de auro. p. 77.
(s) Our gold-beaters and wire-drawers furnish us with abundant proofs of this property: they every day reduce gold into leaves, or lamelles inconceivably thin; yet without the least aperture or pore discoverable, even by the microscope: a single grain of gold may be fretched under the hammer into a leaf that will cover a house; and yet the leaf remain so compact, as not to transmit the rays of light, nor even admit spirit of wine to transude. Dr. Halley took the following method to compute the ductility of gold: he learnt from the wire drawers, that an ounce of gold is sufficient to gild, that is, to cover, or coat a silver cylinder of forty-eight ounces weight: which cylinder may be drawn out into a wire so fine, that two yards thereof shall only weigh one grain; and consequently ninety-eight yards of the same wire only forty-nine grains. So that a single grain of gold here gilds ninety-eight yards: and of course the ten thousandth part of a grain is here above one third of an inch long. And since the third part of an inch is yet capable of being divided into ten less parts, visible to the naked eye; it is evident that the hundred thousandth part of a grain of gold may be seen without the assistance of a microscope. Proceeding in his calculus, he found at length, that a cube of gold, whose side is the hundredth part of an inch, contains 2,433,000,000 visible parts: and yet, tho' the gold where-with such wire is coated, be fretched to such a degree, so intimately do its parts cohere, that there is not any appearance of the colour of the silver underneath.

Mr. Boyle examining some leaf-gold, found that a grain and a quarter's weight took up an area of fifty square inches: supposing, therefore, the leaf divided by parallel lines of an inch apart; a grain of gold will be divided into five hundred thousand minute squares, all discernible by a good eye. For gold-wire, the same author shews, that an ounce of gold drawn out therein, would reach 155 miles and a half.

But M. Réaumur has carried the ductility of gold to a still greater length: a gold-wire, every body knows is only a silver one gilt. This cylinder of silver, cover'd with leaf-gold, they draw through the hole of an iron; and the gilding still keeps pace with the wire, stretch it to what length they can. Now, M. Réaumur shews, that in the common way of drawing gold-wire, a cylinder of silver 22 inches long, and 15 lines in diameter, is stretch'd

(6) It is soft, and scarcely elastic or sonorous (t).
(7) It melts by fire, but first ignites and grows red-hot (u); tho' in Madagascar there is a softer kind which fuses soon by a gentle fire, like lead (x).
(8) It is dissolvable by sea-salt (y), and the preparations thereof; but remains dissolvent untouch'd with sea-salt.

Grain of gold, as the gold in the mafs had to the whole mafs.

(t) Its found, when pure, is not very clear, or tinkling, but rather obtuse, and resembaling that of lead. For gold being soft and flexible, has but little elasticity, and consequently is not much disposed to the trembling, or vibratory motion necessary to produce found. Add silver or copper to it, and it becomes sonorous enough: but without admixture, the alchemists even hold, that it yields no found at all.

(u) It requires a pretty vehement fire to fuse it; greater considerably than either lead, or tin; tho' much less than iron, or copper. Some metals, as tin, for example, dissolve before they ignite; gold grows red-hot before it melts: the difference arises hence, that the one sustains a greater degree of heat than the other, in order to fusion.


(y) It is not dissolvable in any commonly known menstruum, except aqua regia and mercury. Aqua regia takes its denomination from this property of dissolving gold, which among the chemists is called regis, the king: its base, or effential ingredient, is common, or sea-salt, which answers the purpose in whatever form applied; whether as a fluid, or a solid, a liquor or a spirit. Sal-gem, and sal-ammoniac, do either of them occasionally answer the same end as sea-salt; but 'tis only so far as they are of the same nature and kind with sea-salt; as will be shewn in the chapter of salts. Aqua regia, then, is a fpirit of aqua fortis, or acid spirit, wherein there is a small proportion of sea-salt; 'tis prepared four several ways: (1) By mixing common salt, sal-gem, or sal-ammoniac, whether native or fictitious, with aqua fortis, or spirit of nitre. (2) Of butter of antimony, from which Mr. Boyle made a menstruum that dissolv'd gold with surprizing readiness; but this does not infer, that gold may be dissolv'd without sea-salt, for butter of antimony is made partly of mercury-fuselate, wherein sea-salt is one ingredient. (3) Of sea-salt reduced into a spirit by distillation; for such spirit of salt is known to dissolve gold: and, (4) Of human urine; for this being distill'd by a vehement fire to make phospheus, there remains at the bottom of the vessel, a quart of salt perfectly like

* Mem. de l'Acad. an. 1713.
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Hence little mixture is feltivium, the vitrified: is fooned, but 

(9) It very readily unites itself with pure quicksilver (a): not so readily with crude as is usually supposed, even with heat. When dissolved in aqua regia, and precipitated with salt of tartar, it has a fulminating property (b).

(10) Nor ever waites it self by emitting effuvia, or exhalations (c).

2. Gold

like sea-falt; which, mixed with spirit of nitre, makes a menfrum that dissolves gold.

To conclude, no spirit, or fall, whether acid, or alkaline, affects gold, unless it have a mixture of common, or sea-falt: thus, if you take a dram of gold, put it into a clean glass vessel, and pour upon it spirit of sulphur per campulum, oil of vitriol, or spirit of nitre, either hot or cold; they will have no effect on the gold; but it will remain untouched, as if it were a diamond: but if into fo many vials, each containing one of these saline liquors, with a quantity of gold, you add a little sea-falt, or fall gem, either in form of a spirit, or of a lixivium, the gold will be dissolved; and fooned in the vessel that contains spirit of nitre.

(a) Unles in laboratories and chemists shops, where we find them often, and fee odd effects produced thereby.

(b) Thus making what is called aurum fulminans, which gives a much smarter and louder report, than the common pulvis fulminans, and with a much lefs quantity.

(c) Gold is the most fix'd of all bodies; that is, it loses leaft in the fire. Natural bodies are reducible to two claffes, fixd and volatile: the fixd are such as bear the utmost violence of the fire, without evaporating, or loosing any thing of their weight: the second, such as fly away in flame, or effuvia. Now, of all metals, gold and silver alone are accounted fixd; but gold much more so than silver.

Gaffo Clavenus, the Prince of Miranda, Mr. Boyle, and others, have made experiments to this effect: a quantity of very pure gold being placed in the eye of a glafs-furnace; it was found at the end of two months not to have lost any sensible part of its weight; tho' it had been all along kept in continual fusion: infomuch that other bodies would have thus been di◊ipated in a much lefs time.

Whence this property should arise, is not easy to say; unless the particles of gold being all homogeneous, and equal, equally sustain each other, and leave equal pores between them, through which, when fused, the fire finds an easy passage. The same property is observable, though not in the fame degree, in silver; the other metals are much lefs fix'd, as containing too much sulphur, which volatilizes, and carries them off in flame. From this circumstance of fixity, some have argued, that gold alone has its just proportion of fire; and itfelf no other than fire perfectly concentrated. But M. Tfebrinkaus, and others, have made large double burning-glafs, in whose fide even gold itself readily volatilizes, leaving behind a part converted into glafs. Some philosophers, however, contest the reality of this vitrification, 'tis certain that if gold be exposed to the foca of a burning-glafs on a peace of charcoal, as is usually done, it febibly diminishes; and in proportion to the diminution, there arife an infinite number of little glaffy drops of a greenifh colour, which fwell, and enlarge in proportion as the gold difappears. But this, fay fome, 'is no defcription that the gold is vitrified: 'tis rather the ashes of the coal, which, uniting with the gold, afterwards viftrifies: 'for let gold evaporate on a body which yields no ashes, and you have no glafs. Add, that if this glafs be fued over again, and a fat matter added thereto, it does not return to its former state of gold, as all other metals are found to do*.

* Nouv. Cours de Chymie, p. 272.

The like experiments have been made at London with M. Fillette's burning concave. Hence, we conclude that there is no body absolutely fix'd in all nature; since gold, which has the faireft pretentions, is not fo.

It may be observ'd however, that gold mix'd with some volatile bodies, does evaporate;
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2. Gold is sometimes found naturally pure in certain grains and lumps, in what form some of which have been of two pound weight. This is called aurum ob-found. 

ryzium, which usually, however, requires a further purification by the fire; it Pure obry-
being rare that any ore contains pure gold without a mixture of other metals: and especially of silver. Sometimes also there is lead mixed with it; but rarely any of the other imperfect metals. It is found in most parts of the world, in a greater or less quantity. Its ore is usually white, sometimes marked with black spots, which is the best kind: but there are also black, red, and yellow forts in the mines. Among the ore are also found vitriols, both white, blue, red and green; and sometimes also antimony of gold, as it is called (d).

3. The

The form wherein gold is found.

(d) Gold is found in three different manners or forms. 1. In pure globes, or clods, consisting of gold alone; in which form it is sometimes said to be met with in Hungary: accordingly in the emperor's collection are preferred several lumps of pure gold, so found in the mines. 2. It is found in a powdery form, and then called gold-dust, or sand-gold, in the sands and mud of some rivers, brooks, &c. particularly in Guiana; being washed down from the mountains, or torn from hidden veins by the violence of waters, and gather'd up by the miserable natives. 3. It is also found, and that most usually, in which clods, dug out of mines and hundred and fifty or an hundred and sixty fathoms deep, intermixed with other foils, as antimony, vitriol, sulphur, earths, flames, and other metals. 'Tis very rare that gold is found otherwise than under this last form; we have seen specimens from most parts of the habitable globe; but none of them pure, except those from the coasts of Guinea; tho' the greatest part brought from thence contains some impure heterogeneous parts; the Negroes being apt clandestinely to mix filings of brass or copper therewith. Lzez: Ecke, afield-mate to three emperors of Germany, under whose directions were the mines of Germany, Hungary, Transilvania, and Bohemia, assures us, "that 'tis rare any earth produces pure gold; "but one metal or other still grows with it; "and even when it appears purest of all, it "has its share of silver." He adds, as an universal rule, "that where gold appears the "purest, there is silver mix'd along with it; "and where it is the hardest, there is both "copper and silver."

The mountains of Chili sometimes afford pure gold. In the clefs, or drains, between the ridges, is found a fine, redty earth, beneath which is a layer of blue stone matter, break'd here and there with yellow; and under this there are pure grains of gold, fre-


3. The method of separating gold from its ore, is (1) By roasting it with a reverberatory fire, in order to expel the volatile matters. (2) By boiling it in water, to extract the salt and unctuous part, which will rise and swim on the top. (3) By grinding it with mercury alone, provided it be not unctuous; or if it be, then, (4) By grinding it with mercury and calx of vitriol, and boiling it in water. (5) By means of aqua regia. (6) By means of salts which help to fix the consuming volatile, unctuous, or saline part, with which the gold otherwise flies off in the fire, to great loss. (7) By mere lotion with water, which method chiefly obtains in that called gold-duft (e). See upon

quently of considerable size. To procure the gold, they direct the current of some rivulet hither, to carry off the incumbent earth, and lay the bed of gold bare. This done, they dig up the precious earth, and carry it to the lavadero's, where, by repeated lotion, the earthy lighter part is separated, and the gold left alone.°

"There is also a place in Scotland, where, over a lead-mine, near the surface of the ground, they often find large grains of native gold, free from any spar. — I have," says Mr. Boyle, "in a piece of native metal by me, which came from the same place, in weight about forty grains, wherein gold is the predominant metal."°

"They have work'd in the gold-mine at Creminiz, says Dr. Brown, now upwards of nine hundred years. The mine is several English miles in length, and about an hundred and fifty fathoms deep. Of the ore, some is white, some black, red, and yellow. It is not rich enough to admit of any proof in small parcel, to find the proportion of metal it contains; but they pound a very large quantity of it, and wash it in a little river running nigh the place. The whole river being divided into several cuts, runs over the ore continually, and so washes away the earthy parts from the metaline. The common yellow earth of the country all about, tho' not esteem'd ore, affords some gold: and in one place I saw the side of a hill dig away, which had been cast into the works, wash'd, and wrought in the same manner as pounded ore, with considerable profit."

It may be added, that gold is sometimes also obtained from copper-ore; from tin-ore; from common marcasite, from a red earth, from sand, from German tale, &c.]

Methods of Separating Gold.

(e) We have observed, that the gold dug out of mines has always some foreign matter adhering to it; particularly sulphur, earths, and other metals; whence arise several processes, or operations for the separating or clearing it of the same.

1. The first is, to reverberate the mafs in the fire; or to lay it on a grate, and there torrify, or roast it, flurring and turning it continually, till all the sulphur be evaporated in smoke. This is performed at the mines by the workmen themselves; and is called torrifying, flurrying, and separating gold from the sulphur.

2. After torrifying, and gently bruising the mafs, they boil it in water, till it has lost all taste and smell; pouring on from time to time fresh water, and throwing away the old. At length, after a sufficient condensation, the water is pour'd out, and the gold remains at the bottom. The matter remaining in the vessel being well dried, they try by cupellation, whether it be gold, or not.

3. If it be not, they grind the mafs to powder, and boil it up with mercury and salt for five or six days; and after 'tis ground, boil'd, and elixir'ed, what remains is well dried, and ground with mercury in a large mortar. Upon this, the mercury draws to itself all the gold, and some other metallic matter, it having a peculiar property of uniting to itself either gold, silver, or lead; tin more slowly, copper with difficulty, and iron or stone never. It also joins itself to sulphur: but in this case, the sulphur is fuppos'd all taken away by the first process; and all the salt and oil elixir'ed by the second. If these were remaining the whole would make a fort of cinnabar; but as they are away, the only impurities remaining, beside silver and lead, are copper, iron, and stones.

4. This being done, the whole mafs, mercury and all, is put in a large trough, and water pour'd upon it; and the whole stir'd briskly about: out of this vessel the water is pour'd into another, where it is stirr'd as before; and out of that pour'd into a third; by which means the earthy part is kept suspended in the water, and the heavy metalic part
upon the head, Laz. Erker, Lord Bacon, and the Philosophical Trans-
formations (f).

part subsides. This operation they continue
so long, and repeat so often, till the water is
found perfectly clear.

5. What remains at the bottom, they put
in a crucible, or iron vessel, and set it in a
naked fire; where, after an intense heat, they
find all the metallic matter at the bottom, and
the foria at the top.

6. The mass of metal at the bottom, they
separate from the mercury, by adding lead
thereto, and distilling the whole in a retort;
upon which the mercury comes over, leaving
only the gold and silver at the bottom: then
they pour thereon, either aqua regia, or aqua
fortis; the first dissolving the gold, and leav-
ing the silver entire; and the latter dissolving
the silver, and leaving the gold entire. And
by such means they are separated from each
other.

This is by much the most artful way of get-
ting gold out of the ore; tho' this but of mo-
dern invention: had the Spaniards been ac-
quainted with it from their first settlement in
America, they might have saved immenely
thereby.

This method is practised by the Spaniards
in Peru; but as the quality of the ore is var-
ious, in various places, different processes are
to be employ'd. That used at Schönau, &c.
in Hungary, is given us by Dr. Brown, as
follows:

"They have divers ways of taking the
"gold out of its ore; by burning the ore,
"by melting it, by adding silver ore, and
"other minerals, lead, and lead, as they
"find the ore fluid or fix'd. Without lead
"the process is thus: they break, and pound
"the ore very fine, in water; and then wash
"it often, and lay it in powder upon cloths,
"and by the gentle oblique current of the
"water over it, and their continual stirring
"it, the earthy, clayey, and lighter parts
"are wash'd away, the heavier and metalline
"remaining in the cloths. These cloths they
"afterwards wash clean in several tubs; and,
"after some settling, pour off the water from
"the sediment, washing the sediment over
"again, and stirring it up, in several vessels.
"At length, they sprinkle quicksilver on it,
"and knead it well together for an hour;
"then washing it again in a wooden vessel,
"after separating so much of it as the quick-
"silver does not touch, by striking the vessel
"against their leg, they bring the gold and
"quicksilver together, in an amalgama, to a
"corner. From this amalgama they strain
"as much of the quicksilver as they can;
"frst thro' coarse cloths, and then thro'
"finer: then put the remaining mass on a
"perforated plate, which they set over a deep
"pan placed in the earth; in the bottom
"whereof they also put quick-silver. This
"pan they cover, and lute the cover well;
"then make a charcoal fire on it, and drive
"the quick-silver, yet remaining in the gold,
"to the reef in the bottom of the pan. Laidly,
"taking out the gold, they call it into the
"fire, to render it purer."

(f) The ancient physicians say little of
any medicinal virtue in gold: the first who
mentions it is Dioscorides, and that but tran-
iently, and only when speaking of mercury;
where he says that gold- filings are a good me-
dicine for such as have taken too much mer-
cury: whence it should seem, that he knew
gold would amalgamate with mercury. Pliny
says, gold is a good medicine in many cases;
and mentions its virtues in external applica-
tion. The Arabs attribute many virtues to
it; Avicenna says it is cordial, and of use in the
alchemists, however, have carried the thought
much farther: they will have this metal con-
tain a radical balm of life, capable of re-
store the health, and continuing it to the lon-
gest period. Gold, say they, has in it a sul-
phur, perfectly friendly to nature, like that
of the sun, which animates the universe: and
on such notions they have form'd a thousand
chimerical projects, which experiment has al-
ways falsified.

What led the Arabs and alchemists to ima-
gine such wonderful virtue in gold, was, that
they conceived certain qualities therein, which
they fancied might be convey'd thereby into
the body. Gold, for instance, is not capable
of being destroy'd; hence they concluded it
must be very proper to preserve animal sub-
stances from putrefaction: which is a method
of reasoning much like that of some fanciful
men, who sought for a pacifying remedy in
the blood of an a's ear, because the a's is a
very calm beast.

The alchemists place their hopes in the sul-
phur of gold; whereas we have a strong pre-
sumption, that there is no singular virtue in
the sulphur of any metal; since, when that is
evaporated, any fat matter, whether of an
animal,
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Gold not only sustains the four capital proofs of cupellation, quartation, royal, and ammonial cementation; but also trituration, and amalgamation, without any decrease of weight.

How alloyed, or combined with other metals, and how separated again therefrom.

1. Gold is immiscible in fusion with common salt, many neutral and alkaline salts, mineral sulphur per se, lead, and antimony.
2. Miscible with various metals by fusion, as copper, silver, &c.
3. With regulus of antimony, or tin by calcination; thence affording a very fine powder, of curious use for staining glass red.
4. A like powder produced by fusing it with a large proportion of tin, and two thirds of lead.
5. Yields an almost irreducible powder upon being calcined with iron.
6. A dusty yellow powder procurable by fusing it with thrice its quantity of zink.
7. Separated in aurum fulminans, by mixing one part thereof with half its quantity of powdered sulphur, then putting the mixture into an earthen vessel over the fire; thus the sulphur melts, and immediately goes off by deflagration; whilst the remaining calx, not fulminating any more with borax, or any other flux, is now by fusion eaily reduced to gold.
8. Separable from iron, copper, tin, or other minerals, by fusing with thrice the quantity of vitrum Saturni.
9. Gold and silver separated from each other by quartation.
10. Gold likewise separable from iron, copper, tin, &c. by fusing with a due proportion of regulus of antimony and nitre.
11. Untractable gold separated from tin by the black flux, and by vitrification with vitrum Saturni, and nitre.

12. Gold separable from a small quantity of tin, by adding a little mercury-sulphur to the matter in fusion.

13. From particles of an ammonial and arsenical kind, by boiling the matter in an alkaline lixivium, so as to give those particles a degree of fixedness, and afterwards adding nitre, glafs, and alkaline salts, whilst the matter is in a gentle fusion.

Its Menfrum, or solvents, &c.

1. Gold is dissolved by the condens'd fumes arising from a cautious gradual mixture of the oils of vitriol and tartar. Kunkel recommends this as the best, tho' flowest solvent of gold.
2. Also dissolvable in an aqua regia of a particular kind; and in the perpetual fuming spirit of Libavius.
3. In a menfrum, prepared of a pound of the phlegm of common aqua fortis, and four ounces of sea-salt; the leaves of gold being boiled therein, and the phlegm being afterwards drawn off, there will float crystals of a deep red colour, and violet smell.
4. Gold is likewise dissolvable in a menfrum distilled from oil of vitriol and salt of tartar; and if the experiment be rightly made, this shews the error of the common opinion of the impossibility of dissolving gold, except in aqua regia, or a menfrum prepared with sea-salt.
5. Dissolved by mercury and heat in amalgamation. And the more frequently this operation is repeated with fresh mercury, and the help of trituration, the easier of fusion the gold becomes. This amalgam, upon being well ground for a considerable time with pure water, or the phlegm of vitriol, affords

† Vid. Ceysius.
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ords a black powder, separate from the gold, and a falt of a peculiar kind.

6. By the compound sulphurated falt, made of fdl. mirab. and wood-coals.

7. By deffagration; one part of gold being mixed with three parts of regulus of antimony, and equal parts of nitre, tartar, and sulphur: observing to keep a flow fire in the beginning, to prevent the fution of the metal, before the sulphur burns.

8. Gold is soon intimately dilfolved by fusifing it with liver of sulphur; fo that if a solution of the remaining matter be made in water, no feparation of parts ensues; and by precipitation with vinegar, the gold falls, united with the sulphur, to the bottom of the containing vefsel.

Its various Preparations.

1. Gold ground with pumice, and afterwards fusified with equal parts of nitre, borax, and pot-aleshes, affords a fine transparent red glass; a few grains of gold subfiding.

2. Expofed in the focus of a burning-glafls, it crakles, and throws off to the distance of seven or eight inches, all around, a numberless quantity of smallfparkles; which being received on paper, exhibit a powder of entire gold. And the fame gold being farther urged, appears to be cover'd with a glaffy powder, and finokes as soon as removed from the focus; whilst the remainder that does not go off in fumes, is chang'd into a kind of vitriol, of a violet colour, and fefs ponderous than gold.

3. Gold, by a long gentle ignition, is chang'd into a fpongy calx, and fo far deftruc'd, as not to be reducible in the common way, to the fame form again. But, previous to this operation, it fhould be brought into a fine powder, either by amalgamation, solution in aqua regia, and precipitation by spirit of wine, or fome other fluid.

4. Gold united with other metals, as copper, or silver, by cementation, with a due quantity of nitre, powder of bricks and vitriol, and alfo verdigrife, or blood-flone; not only becomes porous, and frifable, but higher-colour'd; efpecially if a large proportion of any other metal adhered thereto.

5. A powder procurable from gold by calcining it with common falt, hart's-horn, or pumice.

6. Reducible to a calx, by being fufpended over burning phaffphorus.

7. Into a powder called aurum fulmineum, by pouring oil of tartar per deliq. to a folution of this metal in ag. regia, containing fdl.-ammoniace; which caueth a precipitation of the metal in the form of a yellow powder.

(1) The gold is thus increafed in weight, fo as from a dram to weigh four fcruples; and no educration will reduce it to its former weight.

(2) This preparation lofts its fulminating effect, if too much oil of tartar be used; which may be recovered by pouring spirit of urine, fdl.-ammoniace, or spirit of wine to the cals, and then gently drying it.

(3) A yellow tincture, obtainable by digefling this powder with dulcified spirit of fal: which will still retain its former explosive virtue, after the spirit is drawn off.

(4) This property is defroyed by melting it with flower of sulphur; which being burnt away, leaves behind it a purple crocus. The fame effect produced by adding a few drops of oil of vitriol, or spirit of sulphur, whilft it is grinding.

(5) By moiftening it with oil of vitriol, and then committing it to distillation, a certain volatile acid falt is procur'd.

(6) A brown calx is precipitated by the addition of a folution of mercury in aqua fortis, to that of gold in aqua regia.

(7) The fame folution, after being diluted with a large quantity of dilfilled water, and then mixt with a Considerable proportion of mercury, is in time, by frequently shaking them together, gradually more and more taken up by the mercury, and a feparation of its parts ensues. But if mercury be thrown into a faturated folution of gold, they both subflate in the form of a powder, and are not easily feparated by aqua regia.

(8) This folution is commonly precipitated by copper; and in order to have this more pure, Casius adviseth to put crystals of verdigrife, and Kunkel vitriol of copper, to a dilute folution of gold. Either way the gold falls to the bottom pure in its native form, and appears of a moft beautiful, and higher colour than it ufually is perfe. Whereat this method may be ufed by artificers.

(9) The fame effect ensues upon adding iron to this folution; except that the gold is not fo pure.

(10) The fame folution greatly diluted by water, and poured into a tin vefel, becomes red; which is the foundation of that beautiful precipitation discover'd by Casius. For if a folution of gold be precipitated by one of tin, prepared after a particular method, the gold will be chang'd into a fine crocus for flatinating glafs of a bright purple.

(11) The addition of wine vinegar, a folution of tartar, or even wine itself to the fame folution, will in length of time precipitate the gold, in the form of thinfpangles of native gold. Kunkel.

* See Hemberg. Hist. de l'Acad. des Sciences. 1702;
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Of Mercury.

1. Mercury is (1) the heaviest of all bodies, except gold, and is so much the heavier, as it is the purer (g).

2. It is the most simple body (b); being perhaps, when well purify'd, even of as simple anature as pure gold (i).

3. From the tables of specific gravity it appears, that there is no body of an intermediate weight between gold and quicksilver. And fill the purer mercury is, the heavier it is found; whence some philosophers hold, that mercury perfectly pure, and purg'd of all its fulphur, would exceed the weight even of gold itself. The ordinary proportion, we have observed, is that of 14 to 19: if any mercury be found to weigh more than according to this rate, it may be suspected to have gold in it.

b. Accordingly we find it the same in all its parts, so far as our observation goes: if a single grain thereof be dissolved in spirit of nitre, a proportionable part of the grain will be distributed into every minute particle of the spirit: and by diluting the whole with a solution of sea-salt, the whole grain of mercury will be recover'd.

Had we the mercury of the philosophers so much talk'd of, called also vital mercury, mercury of metals, &c. 'tis asserted we should find it still vastly simpler even than gold: for, from gold, we can sometimes separate mercury, and sometimes Fulphur; but from pure mercury, nothing beside itself can be separated.

This great simplicity of mercury, has made it pass among chemists, for one of the simple, primary elements of bodies; and even M. Honeberg, who considers an element, or principle, in a stricter sense than many of the reft, viz. as a body which cannot by any analysis be reduced into simpler parts, treats mercury as an element; not that he thinks it uncompounded, but because the method of analysing it has not been yet discovered. What puts its composition almost past question, is, that it may be destroy'd, viz. by converting it into a perfect metal, and then expoving it to a large burning-glass: whereas an element or perfectly simple body, 'tis universally allow'd, must be absolutely uncorruptible, unchangeable, &c.

The same author endeavours to shew, that the perfect metals are only mercury, having its particles, or globules, pierce'd on all
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(3) It is totally volatile in the fire, being found to fly off in form of volatility. fume, by a degree of heat not much stronger than that of boiling water (\(k\)).

(4) It is no way ductile under the hammer (\(\ell\)), but divisible with small force, into very minute parts, and the more so, as it is the purer (\(m\)) nor is it capable by any known degree of cold, of coalescing into a solid mass. May it not hence be suspected for a kind of fluid gold (\(n\))?

2. (5) It unites the most readily with gold of all metals, next with lead, with next with silver, and next with tin; more difficultly with copper, and scarce at all with iron (\(o\)). May we not hence argue that it readily unites with the mercury all sides, and filled with the matter of fire, or light.

Mercury, therefore, may be considered in three different states: the first, in its form of a running mercury; the second, when reduced into a metal; the third, after the destruction of the metal. In the first state it consists of little solid smooth globules. In the second, of those same globules perforated on all sides, by the rays of light lodging therein; In the third, of the same globules perforated on all sides, but the perfusions left vacant, and by the pulling of so much light through them, during the destruction, so enlarged, as to run into one another, and thereby leave the mercury little else but mere earth.*

(2) Gold is said above to be the simplest of all bodies.

(4) In effect, it does not sustain the fire long enough either to boil or ignite: tho' it must be added that if the fire be at first very gentle, and increased by easy degrees, it may be retained therein a considerable time; and be fixed, so as at length to ignite in the crucible: as we learn from some very tedious experiments made at Paris. The gilders are but too well acquainted with these fumes of mercury, which frequently render them epileptic, or paralytic; and they sometimes infiltrate; being of so penetrating a nature, as to take away stricture tumours: tho' very apt to reach, and destroy the nobler parts.

(5) If ductility therefore be made essential to a metal, mercury is no metal: but we should always remember, that definitions are arbitrary, where natures are unknown.

(6) Its parts separate, and recede from each other by the smallest force; consequently, of all bodies, it is that whose parts cohere the least, or are the least tenacious; and therefore, of all others, the least ductile and malleable. The parts of water do not divide so readily as those of quicksilver; and the parts of oil much less: there is a certain tenacity, even in the parts of spirit of wine, which resists a separation; but there is scarce any cohesion at all, in the parts of mercury. If you take, for instance, a single grain thereof, lay it on a looking-glass in dry whether, and in a place not dusty, and apply a lens thereto, which only touches it in one point; the grain of mercury will fly into a thousand globules; each of which, upon the least touch of the lens, will again fly into a thousand lesser globules, and so on, without comprehension. And yet all these globules, tho' infinitely reduced, remain unchanged as to specific weight, opacity, and separability. The particles of mercury, with a microscope, appear perfectly smooth and polite, and reflect objects: so that looking on them, you see all the circumjacent bodies, as in a mirror.

Mr. Boyle propounds the applying a microscope to the minute particles of mercury; by means whereof, a globule, invisible to the best eye, will afford an agreeable and distinct prospect of all the neighbouring objects†.

The third property of mercury, which indeed depends on the second, is, that of all bodies it is divisible into the minutest parts. Thus, being exposed to the fire, it resolves into a fume scarce perceivable to the eye; but in whatever manner it be divided, it still retains its nature, and is the same specific fluid: for the vapours of distilled, or volatile mercury, received in water, moist leather, or the like, become pure mercury. And if mercury be mixed with other bodies, in order to fix it. (for it is scarcely fixable by itself) it is easily separable from them again, by fire; and reducible into as pure mercury, as before.

(\(n\)) We have been assured, that the author had fluid gold, and solid quicksilver in his possession. The fact may deserve to be enquired into.

(\(o\)) The adepts talk of making an amalgam with mercury and iron; but the experiment would never succeed with us. His possible there may be some way of binding those two bodies together; and, no doubt an M amalg.

* See Homberg, on the principles.
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Dissolution.
Difficult to turn to gold.

Where found.
In what form.

amalgam might be made, by adding a large quantity of gold to the iron: but then, if the compound were beat to powder, the iron would wash away in water, and the gold remain. On this account it is, that such as have occasion to work with quicksilver, always make choice of iron instruments for that purpose.

Mercury, in adhering to gold, we observe, renders it humid: thus we have known women in a salivation have their ears-rings grow white, and soft with the mercury. And hence the gilders, to lay gold on any other body, dissolve it in hot mercury; which done, they apply the solution on the body to be gilt, supposé silver, then setting it over the coals, the mercury flies away, and leaves the gold adhering like a crust, to the silver.

It may be added, that mercury is a fluid which adheres to no body, but mettalline ones; unless driven thereto by force of attrition, as in ethios mineral, where by a long incessant rubbing, mercury and sulphur are made to mix. And hence mercury is called the "water that wets not the hands."

(p) It dissolves in almost all acids, and unites itself with them: at least, with all mineral acids. Thus we find it dissolve in oil of vitriol, spirit of nitre, and aqua regia. It is united with oil of vitriol into turbid mineral, with aqua regia, or spirit of fæs-fæt, into corrosive sublimate. Yet vinegar does not dissolve it; and hence we are furnished with a method of detecting the frauds of druggists, &c. who make a practice of sophisticating quicksilver with lead. For grind the mercury in a mortar with vinegar; and if the vinegar grows sweetish, 'tis a proof the mercury is mix'd with lead: if it have been adulterated with copper, the vinegar will turn greenish, or bluish; but if unadulterate, the mercury and vinegar will both remain without alteration.

Some add, as a further property of mercury, that of all fluids it is the coldest and the hottest, supposing the circumstances alike. This property depends on the great weight of mercury: for the heat and cold of all bodies, is, cæteris paribus, as their weights: now, mercury being fourteen times heavier than water, if both of them be exposed in winter's night to the same degree, the mercury must be so much colder than water, as it is heavier. So, also, if they be both applied to the same degree of heat; while the water is barely warm, the mercury will be hot enough to burn the hands. Thus, in spirit of wine, we perceive a slight degree of cold; more in water; and most in mercury.

Notwithstanding mercury receives such a degree of cold, its great separability and fluidity prevents its congealing. Mr. Boyle tried various ways to bring it to freeze by making an extreme cold, and exposing an exceedingly thin skin of mercury thereto; but without effect.

Others add, as a property of mercury, that it is free of all sharpness or acrimony. It shews no acrimony to the taffe or touch; but the extraordinary effects it produces in the body have given rise to a notion of its being acid; but the cause is otherwise: when receiv'd into the blood, it only acts by the weight and velocity of its minute particles; by which momentum it tears and destroys the vessels, and thus occasions the great alterations falsely attributed to acrimony. In effect, all its medicinal operations are to be accounted for from the properties already enumerated.

The form wherein Mercury is found.

(q) The greatest part of our quicksilver is brought from Friuli, where there are abundance of mines, belonging to the emperor: it is there found under three several forms. 1. In ruddy glebes, or red mineral stones called cinnabar. 2. In hard rony glebes, or sublimates of
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5. The method of separating it from the ore, is either by distillation, or by sifting and washing it with water. What is found native in the mines without fire, is called virgin mercury (r).

Of a saffron, and sometimes a blackish colour.

3. It is also found pure; for, upon opening holes in the beds of stones, &c. there sometimes gushes out a stream of pure mercury, call’d virgin mercury. This last sort is the most valued. Paracelsus and Basil Valentine prefer it to any other sort for chemical operations.

Mercury is either found in its own proper mines, or in those of other metals, where- with it is intermixed: besides the mines of Friuli, there are considerable ones in Hungary and Spain. The earth or matter it is found in, is different in different places: In the Spanish mines ’tis ruddy, streak’d with black, and so hard that there is no digging it without gun-powder. That of the Hungarian mines is sometimes a pretty hard stone, but more usually a dark-coloured earth, inclining to red: In the mines of Friuli there is a softish earth, wherein virgin mercury is found in little drops; and a hard stone that yields the common mercury.

Minerals generally differing with another sort of virgin mercury; for the denomination is common to all mercury procured without fire. This latter is what is separated from the earth by washing with water, and palling thro’ several fives.

Manner of separating Mercury from the Ore.

(r) First, they grind the mineral glebe into powder; which done, they pour a great quantity of water upon it, stirring, and working the whole briskly about, till the water becomes exceeding thick and turbid: this water having flood to settle, they pour it off, and pour on fresh, which they stir and work as before. This they repeat, till the water, at length, comes away perfectly clear. Then, all remaining at the bottom of the vessel is mercury, and other metallic matter. To this mass they add the filings of iron; then, putting the whole in large iron retorts, distil it; by which means all the heterogeneous metallic and flinty part is separated therefrom, and the mercury brought over pure.

The most expeditious and advantageous manner of separating quicksilver from its ore, when rich, is this. They first beat the mineral to powder, then put it into earthen vessels, like long-necks, or bird-bottles, the narrow mouths of which are often filled with moss; then inverting their necks into the mouths of similar earthen vessels, that lie buried upright under ground, they heat them, and make a fire round the upper vessels, which causes the mercury to distil per defension into the receivers that lie cool below. But when the ore abounds with sulphur, it requires the addition of lime, pot-ash, or iron-filings, to make the mercury separate, and distil off.

The virgin mercury ordinarily needs nothing to purify it, but a washing in common water: though, sometimes, it is so full of an arfencial matter, that they are oblig’d to strain it thro’ a skin; and sometimes there is an earth united with it so strongly, that they are obliged to have recourse to distillation.

As to the mercury in pure cinnamar, they don’t find it worth while to distil, and get it out; such cinnamar selling for a better price than mercury itself.

The miserable people condemn’d, or hired to work in these mines, all die in a little time: they are first affected with tremors, and proceed to falivate; then their teeth drop out, pains seize them all over, especially in their bones, which the mercury penetrates.

Additions to the Article Mercury.

Hints for its medical History.

1. It readily unites with bismuth, as well as lead, and is thus often adulterated. When mercury is used in medicine it ought to be pure. The refining it through leather is not sufficient; for thus it may carry lead and bismuth along with it. One of the best ways of purifying it seems to be by grinding it in a glass mortar, with vinegar and a little salt; which dissolves and frees it from metallic impurities: tho’ it should rather be distil’d from quick-lime, fix’d alkali, or iron-filings, for fear of any antimonial or arfencial particles adhering to it. It is allowed to be pure, when a little of it held over the fire in an iron ladle, totally evaporates.

2. Quicksilver was anciently rank’d among poisons. Diocles reckons it pernicious, and Galen highly corrosive. It is not mention’d by Hippocrates. Mosch recommends it only in cutaneous diseases; tho’ Avicenna observes it might be safely swallow’d, and pass’d thro’ the body unchang’d. Jacobus Carpenius, an eminent surgeon and anatomist at Bologna in Italy.
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Of Lead.

1. Lead is the heaviest body after mercury (s).

(2) It proves extremely simple in all kinds of trials.

(3) It is not fix'd, but fumes in the fire; and after continuing long in fufion, penetrates most of the vessels hitherto used.

(4) It is the softest of all metals, easily fucile, and the leaft elastic, or fonorous (t).

(5) It melts the foonenft of all the metals, except tin; even long before it ignites, and thus grows fcurfy, readily vitrifies, and being now fus'd, it passes through any vessel (u).

(6) It throws up light bodies that are cast into it; vitrifies with the bafer metals, and having fo done, carries them along with it from the cavity of the teft; thus leaving only gold and filver behind, separated from the refl. After fusion,

Body, seems to have been the first who used it in venereal difeafes. The medicinal virtues of it, and its various preparations, are now generally known.

Hints for its alchemicall History.

The analysis of quickfiver is extremely difficult, on account of its great volatility; yet by degrees it may be brought to fustain a conliderable heat, without lofing, nay even encreafing in weight; as in making the precipitate per fe; which being gently heated in live charcoal-duft, like the calx of a metal, returns to quickfiver. This precipitate exposed to the focus of a burning lenz, upon a proper support, melts into a matter like glafs, and afterwards evaporates, leaving a little brown powder behind, which vitrifies upon being further urged. But if supported by charcoal, it fift turns to glafs, runs on the coal, and turns to quickfiver again; whence it fhoald seem to confift of a volatile, vitriifiable earth, and a fulphur; and if fo, this might give it a claim to a metallic nature. See M. Houberg, Mr. Boyle, and Dr. Stahl upon the fubjeft.

(t) Hence melted lead confifles a fluid of the third order of gravity; wherein all bodies, whether mettalline, or no, excepting gold and merycury, might float, if there were no other caufe to the contrary.

If all the impurities of lead could be perfeetly purged away, its weight might nearly approach to that of merycury. Accordingly, in analyzing this metal, it is faid to yield a conliderable quantity of merycury; tho' what he other ingredient is, united with the merycurial part feems hard to fay. Lead, tho' a cheap and common metal, has yet a great affinity with gold; at leaft in point of weight, which feems to be the moft diftinguifhing, and immutable character of gold: and what makes the refeemblance ftil fenle, is, that lead does not mix with any metals except thofe allowed to be mercurial ones.

(u) There is no metal whose figure is fo eafily changed as that of lead: and hence it proves very fucile, and eafily flexile; tho' not capable of being drawn out into fuch fimple, fine coherent parts as gold.

It diminifhes the found of other metals, when mixed therewith. This property follows from its foflene: for if two equal leaden balls be struck with equal velocities againft each other, they will both remain fix'd in the point of contact, without any vibration, or refilion; fo that of course no found can be produced. Tis on account of this unelafticity of lead, that it has been used by Dr. Walis, M. Houberg, and others, for determining the laws of percussion. By this property also, lead fhoald appear to be nearly allied to gold, which is the next leaft fonorous, or ftringy of all metals. Accordingly, several Experiments have been produced, to prove that lead melted, always either contains, or generates fome portion of gold. M. Houberg affures us, that taking a quantity of filver, and feparating it from all heterogeneous matter by tefling with lead, then putting a piece of it in aqua fortis; a little gold fell to the bottom. And upon adding copper to the aqua fortis, the filver was precipitated.

(a) A quantity of lead being fett over the fire in an iron lafle, no sooner begins to run than its furface appears exceedingly bright, and shines like merycury; but its face soon alters, and you difcern a cloud therein which gradually increafes, till the whole furface appears darken'd with a dufft Scoria: this duff being
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fusion, it quickly returns in the cold to a solid mass, tho' more fluidly than tin (z).

(7). It dissolves in aqua fortis, not in aqua regia, and thus yields a sweet Dissolution.

2. It is found plentifully in various mines of Europe; being cheap, and found in the consumption of it large: but 'tis in its nature very surprizing, and for certain purposes exceedingly useful. In the fabulous way, it is called the origin and father, as well as the devourer of other metals.

3. Its ore is usually ponderous and shining, or of a lead colour; which yields Iores. half the quantity of metal. Sometimes it is white, red or yellow, which are poorer kinds; it often contains a little silver, by which the assayers, if not on their guard, are apt to be deceived (z).

The name.

The Greek authors frequently use the same name to express both lead and tin; and accordingly, their Latin translators interpret leadum, both by plumbum and plenus. Geo. Agricola mentions three kinds of plumbum, one white, which we call white lead, another of an ash colour, which we call bistram, and the third livid, which is our lead.

The forms of its ore.

Lead is seldom found pure in the mines, and has different coloured ores, viz. black, yellow, and ash coloured; it is also found lain in little compass: this being of principal use in the obtaining those metals.

The foundation of the process is this: any mafs, of what kind soever, whether metal or stone, falt or sulphur; gold and filver only excepted, being mixed with lead and exposed to the fire, separates and flies off.

Upon the whole, there are three ways, whereby all the matters mixed with gold and filver are destroyed, and loft, when cupelled with lead: 1. By volatilizing, and evaporating. 2. By turning to Scoriae, and separating to the sides of the tefl. 3. By penetrating the pores of the cupel: which only happens to such bodies as can neither fly of in fumes, nor work to the sides in the way of Scoriae.

(z) It dissolves in most of the weak acids; but very difficultly in the stronger, unless they be diluted with water. Thus, in aqua fortis it dissolves fluidly; but very readily in vinegar, small aqua fortis, Rhenish wine, spirit of vinegar, &c. and even in oil of vitriol, well diluted with water. Add, that in whatever acid it is dissolved, the solution becomes considerably sweet, like sugar. The fumes of wine or vinegar dissolve it into a white powder, or calc, called Cerul, or white lead.

Supplement to the Article Lead.

red, or white rocky stone, and sometimes in the form of dice; when shining lead-colour'd surfaces; and sometimes mix'd with white, yellow, or green flours. There are many lead mines in Spain, Italy, and Germany; but the richest are those of England.

Its poisonous nature.

The ore of a poisonous quality, especially with regard to brutes: "They who live near "where it is washed," says Mr. Beaumont, "can neither keep dog, nor cat, nor any foy "of fowl, but they all die in a short time." He adds that "not only calves, but even chil-
"dren have been known to be killed, by only being in houses where lead-ore had been kept some time; and that if any fort of cattle feed often on the grafs on which the tream which rifes from the smelting of lead falls, they all die soon after."

Differences of its ore.

There is a very considerable difference between the ores of different mines: some is so like lead, that the workmen call it steel-ore; which being of more difficult fusion than ordinary, they mix other ore with it. There is another, which from its aptness to vitrify, and its use in glazing the potters vessels, is called potters-ore.

Our English lead-ores are reducible to three classes: the first, those which in the ordinary ways of melting afford from thirty to forty pound of metal, for every hundred weight of ore. The second, from forty-five to sixty. The third, from sixty to eighty.

Contains silver.

The lead found in some parts of England, contains from five to ten pounds of silver in a tun weight; which they get out by teething, and recover the lead without any great waste. The lead of many mines being skilfully treated, affords silver; but the quantity of silver in the ores, does not hold in proportion to the quantity of lead. Mr. Boyle caus'd some lead-ore to be tried, which being the most promising he had ever known, gave him hopes of some considerable quantity of silver: but thet proved so rich in lead, as to afford after the rate of seventy pounds to the hundred; yet one of the most expert analysts in Europe could not extract one grain of silver from it. Yet a piece of lead-ore was brought from Ireland, which seem'd to light in the lump, that he thought it scarce deserves to be wrought for lead; which, however, was found upon trial, to well stored with particles of silver, that he encouraged the owner of the mine to work it.

How smelted.

Some lead-ore requires no previous preparation to its being smelted, unless by grinding. They barely throw it upon a wood fire, or a forge hearth, where the metal running into a bason in the hearth, they ladle it out, and cast it into an iron mould, which gives it the form of what we call pigs.

In the lead-works at Mendip in Somersetshire, the method of procuring the metal is thus delivered by Mr. Glazewell. "When they have got the ore, they beat it small, then wash it clean in a running stream; and then fit it in iron rudders: then they make

" a hearth, or furnace of clay, or fire-flone, and therein build their fire, which they light with charcoal, and keep up with young oaken gads, blown with bellows. After the fire is lighted, and the fire-place hot, they throw the lead-ore on the wood, which melts down into the furnace; and then with an iron ladle they take it out, and cast it in "fand, into any form they please."

Its medicinal virtues.

Both in its crude state, and in all its preparations, lead seems to be cooling, thickening, repelling, absorbing, and contracting; so as to retard the circulation of the blood, hinder all the secretions, and hurt the nerves; by causing spasms, convulsions, tremblings, difficulty of breathing, and suffocation: whence it appears unfit for internal use in any large dose; and, accordingly, its medicinal Uses are chiefly external.

Its other uses.

Its uses in the hands of the plumber, glazier, shot-maker, white and red-lead maker, potter, taffier, jeweller, painter, &c. need not be mention'd, as being commonly known. A mixture of it with tin is the foundation of enamelling; and counterfeit gems are made by its means.

Hints for its alchemical history.

Let the Saturnus cornus be examined for mercurification.

What vessel will hold the glass of lead in fusion?

Let the talky nature of litharge be examined.

As lead fulminates with nitre, and flashes in the flame of a candle, and burns blue, it may seem to contain a sulphur.

Is not the sulphurous principle in lead small in quantity, and but loosely join'd; since a small degree of fire is able to separate them? Expose'd upon a tile to the focus of a burning glass, it fumes, and turns to a yellow or red calx; then melts into a yellow fluid, which soon evaporates in smoke; but if removed before this happens, it hardens to a yellow mass like ornament, consisting of Lamine like tale. This being again expos'd to the focus, on a piece of charcoal, recovers the form of lead. But if the lead be laid upon charcoal, it thus totally dissipates in fume, and leaves no glass behind. Hence what relation has it to mercury, gold, &c?

Is it not composed of a soft, talky, vitrifiable earth, and a small proportion of a flammable substance lightly join'd therewith?
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Of Silver.

1. Silver is (1) the next in weight to lead (a).

2. Very simple, nor discovers the least diversity of parts, by any ordinary means.

3. Fix'd in the fire, so as, when pure, scarce to lose any thing thereby. Fixity.

Having been kept two months in a state of fusion, in the eye of a glass-furnace, scarce $\frac{1}{12}$ part of its weight was found wanting. And it may even be doubted whether it had then been totally pure'd first (b).

4. It is malleable and ductile into very fine wire (c).

5. It ignites and fuses at the same time (d).

6. Diffilvates in aquafortis. (e).

(a) Being to that of gold as $10$ to $19$; and to that of water, as $10$ to $1$. It falls short, therefore, of mercury, and consequently is but little disposed to become gold; unless we had a method to make it much denser, and more compact. And hence it is that the alchemists hold it more easy to make gold of mercury, than of silver; and laugh at novices for attempting to convert silver into gold.

(b) It is so fix'd, as in this respect to exceed all the known bodies, except gold.

This appears from an experiment of the Prince of Mirandula, who placing a quantity of silver in the eye of a glass-furnace, kept it in continual fusion for the space of two months; then taking it out, found it to have left only $\frac{1}{12}$ part of its weight. Mr. Boyle assures us from experiments of his own, that silver set in the eye of a glass-furnace, scarce loses any thing of its weight. But is highly probable, that the silver used in these experiments was not pure; nor perfectly purged of tin; for Mr. Boyle taking out his silver at a fortnight's end, found it to have lost something: but after that, tho' exposed a long time to a very violent fire, he could not perceive it to have lost any thing at all; the tin, which is exceedingly difficult to separate from silver, having been all carried off by the first fire.

Mr. Boyle likewise observes, that tho' silver be one of the most fix'd of all bodies, it may be possible, by a mere change of texture, to render it volatile. To confirm this, he instances a calx of silver made by a solution of the metal in a peculiar menstruum, which, to his great surprize, upon exposing it even to a gentle heat, presently flew away in form of a Pernix Vulgaris, whitening the neighbouring part of the chimney, &c. &c.

(c) Yet it is the most ductile and malleable of all bodies after gold. Our wire-drawers stretch out silver to an incredible fineness; thus, for instance they will draw out a single grain into a thread of nine yards long; which thread is still capable of being beat into a leaf two inches broad, and still coherent.

(d) It pretty readily melts in the fire; much more easily than either copper or iron, tho' more difficulty than either gold or lead; and runs as it begins to ignite.

(e) It is dissolvable in aquafortis; and not in aqua regia.

Aqua regia we have already described, with all the species thereof; and have shewn that sea-falt is the basis of them all. Aqua fortis, on the other hand, is always made of nitre; nor is silver dissolvable in any saline menstruum, except what has nitre in it; not in sea-falt, nor spirit of sea-falt, nor aqua regia, nor oil of vitriol, nor fal-gem, nor fal-ammoniac nor spirit of sulphur per campanam, nor spirit of sulphur, nor vinegar, nor any other acid, or alcaline falt or juice. In effect, sea-falt, sal-gem, and sal-ammoniac are the only dissolvers of gold; and nitre the only dissolver of silver.

If sea-falt, or sal-ammoniac be added to spirit of nitre, it will no longer dissolve silver, but gold; and hence, if you would try whether aqua fortis be pure, put to it a small quantity of pure silver; and if now the solution remains without turning milky, or the silver's being precipitated, you may be assured the aqua fortis is pure; for if it had the smallest grain of sea-falt, or sal-gem, the liquor would become milky, and the silver fall to the bottom. Here seems therefore to be a sort of natural repugnance, which is found of the utmost use; in regard that without it we should want a method of separating gold from silver: this true, they may be separated by antiquity; but then the silver all flies away, and is lost; and as for lead, it only separates every thing else...
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Purification.

(7) It is purify’d with lead, and sustains the flame (f).

(8) Turns to Scoria with antimony, and becomes volatile (g).

Where found.

2. It is found in many places, and in different kinds of ores; having almost universally a little quantity of gold in it (b).

ele from gold and silver, leaving them together as it found them; but diffuse a mass of gold and silver in spirit of niter, and what falls to the bottom is gold, and what is retained is silver; or diffuse it in aqua regia, and what falls to the bottom is silver.

M. Hemberg had the fortune to discover, by a happy mistake, that aqua regia, under some circumstances, will diffuse silver, and not gold. The phlegm which arises first in distilling aqua regia, he observes, is a true aqua regia, and yet this, if taken when newly made, and after it has been some time in digestion with gold, will diffuse silver, and not touch gold; tho’ without these two circumstances, it has the contrary effects.

M. Hemberg likewise has discovered a new way of separating gold and silver; viz. by putting the mass in a crucible, with equal parts of salt-petre, and decræpitated salt at the bottom thereof, and setting the whole to fuse in a melting-furnace, by a gentle fire, for the space of about a quarter of an hour.

The effect he accounts for, by supposing the falt, before they are perfectly fus’d, to sustain the mix’d metal, when it begins to melt and serve as a kind of sieve to it, letting the heavier part, the gold pans thro’, and retaining the lighter, the silver, which does not fuse so soon. So that if the crucible be taken from the fire at the proper juncture, the silver presently hardens, &c. In the mean time, the falt being but imperfectly fus’d, prevent the silver’s falling down, and remixing with the gold.

(f) Thus if 100 pounds of pure silver be fused along with lead; the latter will all evaporate, or be blown away upon the left; and the silver remain behind without any diminution of weight.

(g) It does not reduce the force of antimony; but volatilizes, and flies off along with it. Whence this should proceed, is not easy to say; antimony we know, is corrosive, to a great degree; so that it volatilizes all metals, except gold; and carries them off in fumes. There is, therefore, a considerable difference between the nature of gold and silver; the former resists lead, and every thing else; the latter, too, resists lead, but not the lead of the philosophers, viz. antimony. And hence that denomination of antimony, Balbus, julius regis.

* Mem. de l’Acad. 1706

† Mem. de l’Acad. 1713.
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3. To the ore there usually adheres a corrosive, bituminous sulphur, which by its rapacious quality renders the silver volatile, and dissipates it in the fire; or even converts it into glairy Scories, to the great loss of the owner (i). This, which neither salt nor lead will hinder, is however prevented by means of mercury; viz. by roasting the ore, then reducing it to powder, adding mercury thereto, and grinding them long together, so as to unite the silver with the mercury; which are afterwards to be separated again by distillation (k).

Of times proves so mortal, that they are obliged to stop the mines up again. The mines of Peru are reckoned the most innocent; and yet they say, it were impracticable to work even those, but for the herb Paraguay, an infusion whereof, taken as tea, is among us, serves as a sort of preservative.

Manner of separating and purifying of silver.

(i) A quantity of the silver glebe, or ore, is first roasted, or calcined in a furnace, by a gentle fire; stirring it from time to time; and taking care the fire be not so great as to melt it; and make the sulphur carry away the silver. The sulphur thus infenibly consumed, they grind the mafs into a powder; and throw large quantities of water thereon; taking care to stir and agitate it sufficiently, to separate all the lighter parts, and make them swim a-top. After it has flood a-while to settle, they pour off the water, with all that was retained therein, and pour on fresh; this they stir and pour off as before; repeating the process till all the lighter earthy matters are cleard away, and nothing left at the bottom but metal, with the heavier stones, &c. To separate these, they put the mafs into melted lead, over a fire sufficient to carry off the remaining sulphur, yet not so fierce as to carry the silver along with it; and as mercury has a property of drawing silver to itself, they add a quantity of hot mercury to the melted lead: by which means the whole metallic matter becomes amalgamated, or fix'd in a mafs, exclusive of the stones; tho' the sulphur must be well clear'd out in the first place; otherwise the mercury will not attract the silver, but dissolve and mix with the sulphur.

The next step is to dilute and grind this amalgam, or mafs of mercury and silver, in water; then they distil it in a retort; by which means the mercury all rises and distils off, and the pure silver remains in a powder at bottom.

In the silver works of Peru and Chili the method of separating the silver is somewhat different. After first breaking, and then grinding the ore by a water-mill, they sift it in iron riddles, and mix it up with water into a paste: this, after half drying it, they cut out into square pieces of about 250 pound each, called cueros; and bake them over again with sea-salt, which melts and incorporates therewith. This done, they sprinkle mercury on them, and bake them a third time, till the mercury be well incorporated with the whole substance of the silver. This operation, which is exceeding dangerous, falls to the share of the poor Indians, who go to it eight times a day. To promote the effect of the mercury, they add lime and lead, or tin-ore, and, in some places, even make use of fire.

When the amalgamation is completed, they carry the mafs to the lavaderos, which are three basins placed a-slope, so that they empty successively out of one into another: the cueros being thrown into the uppermost, and the stream of a rivulet turn'd upon it, the lighter earthy part is separated, and carried off; which is forwarded by an Indian, all the while treading upon the mafs. When the water goes off clear, the silver is found at the bottom, incorporated with the mercury; in which state it is called pellas. To get out the mercury again, they put the pellas in wooden bags, press it hard, pound it lightly, and at last full it in a fort of wooden mould, or trough, perforated at bottom like a colander; and now the mafs is called pinea. The pinea being taken out of the mould, is then laid on a copper-plate full of holes, over a trevlet, under which is a large vessel of water; and the whole cover'd with a capital of earth, which they surround with fire. By this means, the mercury remaining in the pinea, is first volatiliz'd, and raised; then falls into the water, where it condenzcs, and thus leaves the silver in grains of different figures, flicking to each other. And 'tis in this form the workmen endeavour clandestinely to sell the silver to foreign vessels, trading in the South-Sea.*

(k) V. Philos. Transact. No. 589, 590, 591

* Savary D'Is. de Commerce.
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Addition to the Article Silver.

Its natural history.

It is found either native, or in ore. Native silver is often found considerably pure and unmixed, in the crevices of rocks, or fissures of stones; and frequently adheres to cobalt, which it seems particularly to affect. This native silver is met with, sometimes, in the form of branches, or twigs, and sometimes in that of hair, grains, or leaves. Sometimes also it has been found in lumps, or masses of a very large size.

Silver ore is often red, when it seems to be mix'd with cobalt, which gives it that colour; 'tis also sometimes black, white, purple, green, or grey, according to the matters where with it is mix'd: not to mention again, that it is also frequently found in the ores of lead, tin, and copper; and sometimes in a considerable proportion. There are silver mines in several countries, as Great-Britain, Norway, Germany, Hungary, Italy, &c. but the richest are those of Mexico and Potosi. The ore is said to be rich if it affords a fifth part of silver.

How separated from its ore.

It is easily separated from lead-ore, by bare tending; and so it may be from the ores of other metals, by means of lead, used in the same manner*. But it requires more labour and address to separate the silver from the Mexican and Peruvian ores, which are usually not only extremely hard, but also mix'd with bituminous, sulphureous, arsineous, or vitriolic matters, capable of calcining the matter, or carrying off a great part of it in the fire; so that according to the nature of the ore, a suitable method is to be used. When hard and stony, they break it with hammers, and roast it gently, to render it friable; then grind it by the mill, and if the remaining heterogeneous substance be now found to be sulphur or antimony, they mix it with iron-filings; and vice versa, if they find it contains iron, they add antimony or sulphur; and thus calcine the whole together; then grind it with quicksilver; which will now unite with the metallic part, whether gold, silver, tin, bismuth, or lead: but if the bater metals thus mix with the quicksilver, they cause it to run flaggish, and with tails; whence the operator is directed how to treat the mafs, by lution, percolation, distillation, and fusion, with or without adding the calx of copper, or other metals thereto. The best way of rendering silver perfectly pure is, perhaps, after cupellation to fuse it well with nitre and borax, and repeat the operation till it will no longer turn these salts green †.

Its virtues and medicinal uses.

The chemists and chemical physicians have attributed extraordinary virtues to silver, which are not warranted by experience; and yet they have had the success to introduce it into medicine under various shapes. Some preparations of it, however, may have great effects; as the lunar pills, the lunar crystals, and the lunar caustic; tho' perhaps their efficacy depends as much upon the menstruum as the metal: but for the lunar tinctures, if made of pure silver, without any mixture of copper, we know of no great virtues they are possessed of.

Its other uses.

Its use in the way of coin, plate, vessels, ornament, &c. need not be mentioned. When perfectly pure, it yields but a small soft sound; being less sonorous than iron and copper, tho' more than gold; but if mix'd with copper, it becomes harder, more sonorous, yet preserves a good degree of ductility: whence appears the great utility of its alloy. Its being harder, yet lighter than gold, may fit it for several purposes where gold might be improper. In chemistry, 'tis used for imbibition, corpusfication, and confirmation of the subtile atoms of gold and silver.

Hints for its alchemical history.

It loses of its found and colour by being mix'd with lead; 'tis render'd brittle by tin; more fusible, and volatile by antimony; and is strangely affected, or demetallized, by burning silver. How is it affected by phosphorus? Will a gentle treatment of it upon the tinct with regular of antimony, or a proper cementation with ecorus metallorum, obtain any gold from it; and if so, how much?

Silver, exposed to the focus of a large burning-glass crackles, emits a copious fume, and is at length cover'd pretty thick with dust, or calx; which dust, if the silver have been refined with antimony, is of a yellowish hue; and by the further action of the solar fire, will vitrify like gold; but if it have been refined with lead, the calx proves whiter, and never vitrifies ‡.

* See the article Lead.
‡ Mem. de l'Acad. 1702.
† See the article Gold.
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Of Copper.

1. Copper (1) is in weight the next to silver (2).
   (2) It is simple, tho' less so than the preceding metals.
   (3) Considerably fix'd in the fire, yet fumes and is in part volatile (m).
   (4) Ductile under the hammer, and may be drawn into fine wire; being
      also very elastic, and yields a tinkling sound (a).
   (5) Ignites before fusion, and melts with more difficulty than all the other
      metals, except iron; when melted it makes a strong opposition to cold water,
      the pouring of a little thereon being of terrible consequence (o).
   (6) Easily dissolves with any salt, and turns green, or blue, but readily lets
      diffusibility go its solvent, and losing its former beautiful colour, becomes an unfightly
      dirt. And thus in the air, or water, it shoots into diffusibility, and thence
      into little crystals (f).
   (7) It readily turns to Scoria or glas with iron or antimony, and flies off
      in fume, upon the left, or thro' the pores thereof.

2. It is found in mines, in all countries; and adheres so strongly to its
   stone or ore, as frequently to require fourteen fusions before it becomes pure (g).
   Its ore often contains silver, especially the black and bluish ore; the yellow,
   green and brown having a less share.

   (f) The first character of copper is its specific gravity: which, as already noted, comes
   next to that of silver; being to gold as 8 to 19; to water as 8 to 1, and to silver as 8 to
   10.

   (m) It continues long fix'd in the fire, before it flies off; or much longer than lead or
   tin: tho' at length it loses much of its weight; being much more difficult of fusion than silver,
   and igniting before it fuses.

   (a) Of all the unmixed metals it is the most
   elastic and honorable; and on that account is commonly used for the strings of musical
   instruments, trumpets, bells, &c.

   (o) It must be remember'd that if, when copper is fused, a fingle drop of water do but
   fall upon it; or if the moulds, vessels, &c. is cast in be wet, it flies into numerous
   particles, like shot from a gun, with an incredible noise, and may destroy the persons
   near it. For this reason the Swedish miners are cautious of admitting any body to be presen
   at their moltings, left chanceing to spit, sneeze, or the like, they bring instant destruction
   on them all.

   (q) The dissolution of copper in the air shews itself by an eruption, or rust covering the
   metal; which when view'd with a microscope, appears as a cluster of crystals of different
   colours, according to the salt that produced them. Thus copper, suspended in the vinegar-house,
   immediately contracts a rust, and grows green; and the fume is effected by
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green, blue, ruddy and white vitriol; also beautiful green and blue stones: so that no ofthis mettalline matter has such a variety of beautiful colours (r).

(r) The separating of copper from its ore is very difficult; to which difficulty is owing the great price which the metal bears. For 'tis found in such abundance, that were it not for this, it might be sold extremely cheap; but it adheres so strongly to the stony matter, that 'tis a wonder it should ever be separated at all.

Additions to the Article Copper.

Its natural history.

It is sometimes found native and pure in the form of twigs, rods, branches, balls, or grains; but generally mixed with glebes, pyrites, or ores. Some copper ores are yellow, violet, purple, green, blue, blackish, bright gold colour'd, &c. It is often accompanied with the ores of silver, iron, or lead; and commonly contains a large quantity of combustible common sulphur.

Copper ore is sometimes also found in form of a dust or powder; and sometimes procured from the water of certain springs containing vitriol. In the mines of Hungary, Dr. Brown observes, there are divers sorts of ore, but the chief difference is between the yellow and the black; the first whereof is pure copper ore: the black also contains a portion of silver.*

How separated from the ore.

The ore is differently treated according to the substances wherewith it is mixed. If it abounds with silver, 'tis first gently roasted, till a great part of the sulphur goes off in fume. At Göllmar, in Germany, they first break the ore into pretty large lumps, then burn it in an open fire of wood and charcoal; after which they beat it smaller, and roast it twice again: and thus make it fit for the first furnace, where it is melted into a flowy red matter, called copper stone; which being again roasted and melted becomes black-copper, this they roast again, in order to free it from its sulphur; and now it is in a fit state to be treated for its silver; which they get out by adding four parts of lead to one of the black copper, then melting them together in a strong fire, and casting the mass into moulds, where it hardens into blocks. These they carry to another furnace, and bury in charcoal; giving only a gentle heat, until the lead and silver melt and run away together, into the bason or receiver, leaving the copper blocks unmelted behind, which are thus honey-comb'd, and drain'd of their silver; but left capable of being brought to malleable copper, by repeated fusions. In the Hungarian mines, Dr. Brown tells us, they sometimes burn the ore, and sometimes melt it; and this, sometimes by itself, and sometimes mixed with other minerals, and its own dross. He adds, that an hundred weight of ore will yield 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 pound of metal †.

The purification of copper chiefly depends upon totally freeing it from its sulphur, which may be done, for the more curious uses, by melting it several times with fix'd alkali, nitre, or borax.

Its medicinal virtues.

'Tis of importance to a physician to be well acquainted with the nature and properties of copper; as it furnishes a great variety of remedies. It may be said that what Paracelsus and Helmont have advanced of an universal remedy, seems to hold of copper. Thus, Butler's famous stone, if there be any truth in the account, was a preparation of this metal: the celebrated remedy of Pia Helmont was a sulphur of vitriol, fix'd by a long calcination and colobation. Mr. Boyle's Eos cornesis is a vitriol of copper made with sal-ammoniac.

Copper is an excellent emetic, having this singular virtue, that it exerts its force as soon as ever 'tis taken; whereas other emetics lie long in the stomach before they operate. But a single grain of verdigris immediately vomits; and hence, syrups, &c. which have stood all night in copper vessels occasion vomiting.

Copper has been swallowed crude without harm; and returned without dissolving in the body. But its preparations, given internally, sometimes prove so violent and hazardous, that few chuse to employ them where safer medicines may answer the end. They are most of them emetic, and disorder the body too much; so as to approach the nature of poisons, rather than that of remedies.

Its common uses.

Its uses in mixture are known. Thus with the

* Phil. Trans. No 59.

† Ibid.
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Of Iron.

1. Iron is (1) distinguisable by its proper gravity (3).

2. Less simple than the preceding metals; as affording manifest indications of a crude sulphur, or combustible matter adhering to it, which frequently appears in live flames (4).

3. Pretty fix'd in the fire; yet so as to fume and sparkle, as it were, with Fixity, combustible matter, and thus continuallly loses of its weight (w).

4. Duètile under the hammer, and may be drawn into wire, but not of Malleable, an exceeding fineness; for then it cracks or snaps. It is also hard and fonorous (x).

5. Ignites long before it fuses; nor melts without a violent fire; and this Fusion, the most slowly of all metals: when red-hot it will bear the contact of cold water, without danger to the by-standers (y).

6. It easily dissolves with any falt, growing ruddy therewith; readily lets Dissolution.

In it makes a bell-metal, and a good metal for microscopes, or reflecting telescopes. With calamine it makes brass, with zinc prince's metal, with grape-husk's it makes verdi-grease, G. Flint's for its alchemical history.

Exposed upon a tile to the focus of a burning glass, it turns to a reddish calx, then melts into a deep red, and almost opaque glasses; which is reducible to copper by being melted upon charcoal. It burns and gives a green flame in the fire, or a candle. Ground and distilled with sublimate, the copper remains behind with the fatts, in form of a red inflammable rosin that burns green. Hence quære, whether it be not composed of an inflammable sulphur, and a red vitrifiable earth?

(j) Vid. the table, where it is shewn to be next in weight to copper.

(k) The abundance of sulphur in iron is apparent from the sparks it emits, when ignited, and heat under the smith's hammer; those sparks being owing to the sulphur of the iron: nor is there any thing like them seen in any other metal.

(l) It is very fixed, as to its metalline part, but not its sulphurous one. This latter is pretty easily volatiliz'd, and consumed by fire; as appears from the sulphurous smell of iron, either ignited, or melted. If you expose iron to an intense fire, it grows warm, reddens, burns, turns of a flame colour, and at length emits sparks, and then runs. If it be now taken away, it will be found softer for the fusion: but if you continue it in the fire, it comes at laft to yield a whitish fume, and thus lofes a great part of its body, vis. its sulphur.

(x) It is the least duètile, the hardeft, and most brittle of all the metals. Yet by fusion it we can render it still harder, and more brittle, and scarce capable of being drawn, or extended at all: or, if it be only ignited, and then quench'd in cold water, it grows harder, and lofes much of its former duètility; and the more fo, as the water is colder, and denter, and the extinction more sudden. This extraordinary brittlenes of iron arises from the sulphur intermixed with it: and the greater quantity it contains, the more brittlenes does it impart to the metal.

(y) It fuses with difficulty, and contrary to the nature of all other metals, the more it is ignited, the softer, and more duètile it becomes; being scarce flexible or malleable at all till after ignition.

Add, that when in a state of ignition, both its weight and dimensions are greater than when cold. M. Mufchenbroek, counterpoising a prism of iron of three pound weight in a nice pair of scales, which would even turn with of a grain; and afterwards heating the prism red-hot, found that it still weighed exactly three pound: whence he concludes, that it had gained in weight from the fire. For the experiment being made in open air; and heat being always found to dilate iron; it is evident the specific gravity of the metal must have been diminished by such dilatation: which must have been perceived by the scales, unless some new weight had been added to it from another quarter * . This accession of weight may arise from the fiery particles fixing therein: and if, when ignited, it be prevented from extending itself, it bursts; and either breaks, or throws off any body that restrains it.

* De Mater. Subi.
go its solvent again, and turns into a ferruginous Scoria. Hence it is extremely inclined to rust (z).

(7) It is the most easily destroy'd of all metals: with lead and antimony it immediately turns to Scoria (a).

(8) It is attracted by and attracts the load-stone (b).

(9) It has great medicinal virtues, being nearer allied to the human body than any of the other metals; so as to be almost wholly dissoluble therein (c).

2. Iron seems to be produced in all countries. It is found in unfatuous marly earths; which when burnt in the fire, discover their metal by the redness of the colour. It is also found in a stony ore, where it shows itself by a rusty colour, or, if it be rich, by a pale bluish one, and sometimes also by its magnetic power. It is likewise manifestly known to be in the green, fossil

(z) It is easily dissoluble in salts, dew, air, &c. By the action of any of these it contracts a rust; which is nothing but the flowers of iron; or iron dissolved, and relinquished by its dissolvent: for iron being examined with a microscope, when first it becomes rusty, shews its surface cover'd over with a number of pellucid, vitriolic lamelles, or glebes; which being afterwards dried, by the fluid menstruum's evaporating, become a ruddy calx. Hence an oily matter perfectly difficult of all salt, or acidity, being immedit'd over iron, hinders its rusting; by preventing the access of the air, the salts floating where-in would prey upon it.

And hence the method us'd by artificers to preserve iron bright; viz. by oil of olives boiled with a little litharge, or ceruse, which absohrs the acidity of the oil; or they only boil the oil to a thickness, and so exhale the acid, before they use it.

In effect, all salts, unless we except the alkaline, have a power of dissolving iron. And hence that elegant experiment of taking a large plate of iron, and applying to it, in one place, a drop of water; in another a drop of vinegar; in another spirit of vitriol, &c. for all these several menstruums will bring a different rust on the metal, according to the nature of the menstruum employed.

(a) It neither refits the force of lead, nor antimony; but being fus'd with them, readily dissipates in fume, vitriques, or turns to Scoria.

(b) But it must be remember'd that iron itself may be brought to attract iron; or that it may become a magnet with respect to it self. Dr. Gilbert observ'd long ago, and Mr. Boyle confirms the observation, that iron rods, as the bars of windows, by standing a long time in a perpendicular position, will grow magnetic: so that the bottom of the bar will attract the Southern end of an animated needle, and repel the Northern; but the upper end attract the Northern, and repel the Southern.

Mr. Boyle has even found, that a bar of iron, without standing long in an erect posture, by merely holding it perpendicularly, will acquire the same virtue; but then the virtue will be tranfient; so that if you do but invert the bar, its poles will be changed.

The same author observes further, that the same virtue which a bar of iron acquires in a long course of time, merely by its position, may be soon imparted to it by means of fire. And hence we find, that the same experiment holds in tongs, and other iron utensils, which have been set to cool, leaning against the wall.

And hence, probably, the fiery current among the Italian naturalists, viz. that a large iron bar, supporting a crof of an hundred pound weight, on the top of a church of Ariminus, was tranfmutted into an actual load-stone; a piece of which was prefered, among other rarities, in the repository of Aldrovandus.

Mr. Boyle adds, that having brought a large piece of English oak to a proper shape, and then made it red hot, and let it cool again in an erect posture, it discovered a magnetic virtue; and would attract one end of a needle, and repel the other *. But whether this last case be not accountable for from the ferruginous matter wherewith that mineral is known to abound, even beyond some iron-ores, contained in the oker, will admit of a doubt.

(c) Iron is one of the noblest remedies in all medicine; perhaps of more efficacy, in chronical cafes, than all animal and vegetable matters put together. 'Tis greatly strengthening and aperitive, altringent or ftryptic, as 'tis differently prepared.
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fossil vitriol (d). But to reduce the ores to pure iron, requires an intense fire; with certain proper additions, and previous roasting (e).

(d) Iron is found in most parts of the globe; nay, even in all sorts of matter: particularly, all the parts of animals, both solids and fluids; as milk, urine, blood, fat, bones, feith, &c. Out of any of these iron is procured, by calcining them, and then drawing a load-stone, or the edge of a knife touched with a load-stone, lightly over the calc, or ashes: for the iron particles are by this means drawn out of the ashes, and adhere to the knife.

Again, earths calcined, afford iron, as we see in clays, and potter's-earths; it being the iron alone that gives them their reddish colour, when burnt, or baked. The same is obvious in bricks, tiles, &c. which are made of a bluish, livid clay, and only become red in virtue of the iron particles mixed with them.

Dr. Lister imagines he discovered that iron is the basis of the iron in the bladder, and kidneys; and consequently, that the more we eat of vegetable and animal substances containing much iron, or the more chalybeates, or iron medicines we take, the more matter is supplied for the generation of that dilemma. The foundation of this doctrine is that above-mentioned of iron extracted out of the calx of human urine, or milk, or blood, or bones, or the stones themselves taken from animals. But tho' thus much be allowed, still it may be doubted whether it is iron that generates the calculus. For when iron has contradicted a rule, it is scarce attracted by the load-stone at all: so that it is a little unsafe to argue thus: "all vegetable and animal substances afford a calx which is attracted by the load-stone; consequently the iron we take furnishes the matter of the stone." Since iron itself, if changed by a salt, or acid, or even by heat, does not fly to the magnet. That excellent author, therefore, has carried the point a little too far: and accordingly, all he has wrote on this principle, about spaw-waters, and chalybeate medicines, must be looked on as very precarious and hypothetical.

The running of iron from its ore.

Iron is rarely found in its own form; but most commonly in black, or brown glebes; from which it is scarce to be separated by fire alone; without some addition to absorb the fulphureous part. By this means the metal is brought to run fluid, and received in moulds of different forms, according to the works it is intended for.

Natural history of iron.

(e) Iron mines are common in most countries of Europe; Norway, Poland, Germany, France, England, &c. abound with them: only America which is so plentiful in gold and silver mines, has none of iron: and accordingly, the natives prefer a metal of so much use, infinitely beyond their own treasures. In some mines in Silisia, M. Stahl observes, they find grains of iron, already malleable. Mr. Boyle adds, that one of the best sorts of Swedish iron is found in form of a mud, at the bottom of lakes, and other stagnant waters.

Its common glebe, or marcaite, bears a near resemblance to the load-stone; as in effect, that stone always yields true iron. Sometimes, it is in pieces as big as the fist; and sometimes only in a sand. Again, in some places, it is on the surface of the earth, or scarce an inch or two deep; but is more common to have it at a depth of four, five, or six feet.

The forest of Dean, in Gloucestershire, is particularly rich in iron-ore; which it yields of divers colours, weight, &c. The blest is that of a bluish colour, heavy, and full of shining specks, like grains of silver: but this, tho' it yields the greatest quantity of iron; yet, being melted alone, the metal is too short and brittle. To remedy this, they mix it with the cinder, or remains of old ore melted down long ago; which gives it that excellent temper and toughness, for which this iron is so much preferred to any other.

In the iron-works, at Milhrop, in Lancashire, they use turf along with the charcoal, which makes the iron better than the coal alone. Beside, to the calx thus produced, they add about \( \frac{1}{10} \) of the quantity of lime-stone unburnt, to make it melt more freely, and call the cinder, which they take off before they let the metal run.†

Additions to the Article Iron.

Its natural history.

Iron, being the most useful, as well as the most common of all metals, deserves to have its history carefully traced, and its nature thoroughly enquired into. In some few mines it is now and then found native and pure, either granulated, or in small twigs, or lumps. Its ore is found of very different forms and colours;

* Phil. Trans. No. 137.
† Phil. Trans. No. 199.
hours; sometimes it appears as a ponderous, dark, yellow, or reddish stone; sometimes like a hone, or a whetstone; sometimes as oker, marcasite, rudelle, or red sand. These different ores are also different in their natures, with respect to the iron they afford by the same treatment. Thus there is a peculiar German ore, called Golland, which affords an almost malleable iron, at the first running, and thus makes plates that will cut or file with great ease, to very great utility. If this property could be found in other iron ores, or could by art be cheaply communicated to them, it would prove an universal benefit. We have scarcely any iron in England fit to make good steel of; the German iron above mentioned makes it excellently. This being the best kind of iron ore hitherto known, we shall find, by tracing the subject, that there are numerous intermediate ores, till at length we descend to such as will afford only a rotten worthless metal, not deserving the name. Again, some iron-ore yields this metal easily, and without any addition; others with difficulty, and require additions to lay hold of their superabundant sulphur. For this purpose they use lime-stone, quick-lime, marl, stones, flag, or other cheap materials, that will fix and detain sulphur. The toughest, or most malleable iron is the best; that which is brittle or rotten being of the least value, or use; tho' perhaps this difference may not proceed from any real difference in the proper metallic part, but be wholly owing to the earthy, gross, vitriolic, and sulphuritious matters adhering to it, or intimately combin'd therewith; whence proper experiments should be made to try whether such matters could not be advantageously separated from the metal. Many particulars tending to this end, may be learnt by converting with skilful workers in iron, and are, perhaps, such as few philosophers would dream of. But to treat this subject properly would require a volume.

How separated from the ore.

The common ways of separating iron from its ore are already explain'd; tho' perhaps they might be greatly improv'd, by using suitable additions, and mixtures of earthy, alkaline substances; and a peculiarly adapted favel. The strongest fire, in a considerable body, and actual contact of a large quantity of the ore with a vegetable favel, is the common requisites to the making of good iron; the furnaces being built in such a manner as that the ore shall burn as favel. Perhaps no iron is procurable even from the best sort of ore, in a closely-cover'd crucible, or melting-

pot. A mixture of ore will often yield meta-

tl, when the ores separately could not be work'd to advantage. The iron smelting-
furnaces are so contrived that the metal, when
it runs, may flow into a proper receiver at the bottom; where it may be let out at a tap-
hole, so as to run into a bed of sand, as into a mould, where it receives the form of what they call pigs, or fows. But sand renders
the surface of the metal unequal, and perhaps, affects its more internal parts, either on
account of the air, moisture, &c. contained in the sand; whence it is advisable to con
trive a better bed for it, of some proper
earth, that should neither disturb its external nor internal parts; whence the metal might, probably, prove softer, and more equable; or require less labour to make it malleable.

How made malleable.

The pig, or low-metal is not malleable, but render'd to by being beat hot, which seems to squeeze out of it a kind of droisy matter less metallic than what now remains wedged close together, and laid even by the force of re
peated blows. The common method wherein this is done, will be better learnt from seeing the work, than by reading any description of it.

History of steel.

The business of steel remains somewhat ob-
seque: the naturalists from Aristotle to our time, speak of the making it in terms which leave a man greatly to seek for the precise method thereof. It seems the artists have had the address to elude their enquiries; and still keep somewhat of the mystery to themselves. Aristotle says, that steel is only iron defaced, and made pure, by repeated fusions; for the impure parts, or Scoria, he observes, subside, and are purged off by the bottom. And the like account is given by several later writers. But Dr. Lite's now they are all mitaken: iron, of it self, he notes, how oft forever purged, and refined, will never become steel, without other addition.

The chemists, with the generality of late
writers, as Dr. Plot, &c. will have steel made by keeping the iron ignited some time, amidst the fire and flame of bullocks horns and hoofs, and charcoal made of beech, or willow; and then plunging it in cold allirgent deceptions. But these additions appear to be no better than a blind; they are necessarily required for ease hardening of iron, which may have led authors into the notion; but don't contribute any thing to the converting it into steel.

Kirchhoff and Agricola describe the method of making steel, as practised in the island of Ile, a place anciently famous for this metal:

8 Meteor. l. 4. c. 6.  
† Philos. Trans. N° 203.
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"the iron is first heated red-hot, then cut in small pieces, and thus mixed with a sort of stone which promotes the fusion; then, a crucible is set in a smith's forge, and filled with charcoal. When the veil is red-hot, they put in by little and little, the mixture of iron and stone. As soon as 'tis melted, they thrust three or four pieces of iron into the middle thereof, and keep them boiling therein, with a strong fire, five or six hours; observing from time to time, to stir the melted metal, that the pieces of iron may imbibe the smaller, subtler particles there of, and have their own grofer particles attenuated thereby. Lastly, taking out the pieces, they forge them, and draw them into bars; and thus, hot as they are, plunge them into cold water; taking them out from hence, they are found fleel; tho' not fo perfect, but that they frequently make them undergo the process a second time; first casting some fresh matter into the crucible."

Iron, how converted into steel, in the large way.

The making of iron into steel appears to be the work of the fire; whilst the metal is defended from the external air. The manner is this. They take rods of fine soft iron, about an inch broad, and lay them upon one another in a furnace, built after the manner of a chet; with care to strew charcoal-dust between them so as to keep them from touching; when the furnace is filled, they cover it close on all sides, using a proper luting for the purpose, and keep up the fire, as in a reverberatory furnace, so as to make the bars red-hot without melting; and in this state they are kept, from the external air, seven or eight hours; then, suffer the fire to go out of it self, and the furnace to cool, they open it, and find the bars changed into steel. Some use street-mud along with charcoal-dust; the mud being first baked, and powdered. The operation is known to be perfect, if upon snapping a bar, it shins, or looks quite through full of bright spangles, which the workmen call the grain. If it does not appear thus, quite through, the operation is to be repeated. There are several curious particulars to be observed in this operation, relating to the difference betwixt iron and steel, &c. which we cannot now consider.—It is found that the purest and finest iron makes the best steel.

The medicinal virtues of iron.

The internal medical virtues of iron were not unknown to the ancients. 'Disprovides attributes an astringent virtue to it, and recommends it in internal haemorrhages. It is allowed an excellent remedy in many disorders; but requires a prudent management. It may safely and advantageously be taken crude, or in phials, provided the dose be not so large as to load the stomach. It is remarkable that the virtues of iron, and its various preparations correspond to its tale, which is slyptic, so as to contract the fibres of the tongue, and the whole mouth; thus occasioning a large discharge of the saliva. It seems to act in the body, chiefly by means of its vitriolic salt. 'Tis allowed to produce effects quite contrary in name, so as to constringe and evacuate; to purge and bind; to promote the menes, and check them, &c. all which is easily understood from knowing its nature, and the manner of its acting upon the fluids of the body, by means chiefly of its slyptic or vitriolic quality. Whether the best ways of preparing it for internal use are known, it is uncertain. Some ways of preparing it seem rather to spoil it, as those by calcination, or reverberation to make a crocus. The fofest cleanest iron seems best for medicinal use: but perhaps some of its soft native ores, if properly purified and extracted without much fire, are better in physic than the metal.

Hints for its alchemical history.

Iron exposed upon a tile to the focus of a burning-glass, melts, fumes, and vitrifies; but if laid on charcoal, only melts, and presently flies off in sparks. But the vitrified substance left upon the tile, being transferred upon a piece of charcoal, and again exposed, recovers its metallic form. All the experiments hitherto known to have been made upon iron, being considered, it should seem as if it confined largely of a bituminous matter, or sulphur, a vitriolic salt, and a 'vitriifiable earth. Hence may appear the reason why iron is found upon burning plants to ashes; its earth uniting with any inflammable substance in the fire, so as to generate iron.

What relation has iron to brimstone and antimony?

What are the relations betwixt iron and copper?

Is there not a small proportion of copper in iron?

What relation has iron to the poisonous part of cobalt?

What is the physical reason why good mal- leable iron has not hitherto been made with pit-coal?

Does not iron contain an actual burning matter, or bitumen, in the nature of fuel?

And is not this bitumen communicable to other metals, minerals, &c.?
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Of Tin.

1. Tin is (1) the lightest of all metals.
   (2) The least simple of metals; being brought by a small degree of fire to emit fulphurous fumes, which are easily separable from the metalline part, and almost combustible (f).

Volutility.
   (3) Hence less fixed in the fire than any of the other metals.

Dulility.
   (4) It is soft, flexible, malleable, and may be drawn into wire, but not so well as the former; neither is it very sonorous, or elastic (g).

Fusibility.
   (5) It melts more easily than any of the other metals, long before it ignites, and with a degree of heat little greater than that of boiling water: it readily hardens again in the cold.

Diffolution.
   (6) When crude, or accompanied with its adhering sulphur, it dissolves only in aqua regia; but when purified of its sulphur, by calcination, it dissolves even in vinegar, and requires only a small proportion of that solvent (b).

Endures lead, &c.

Affinity to silver.

What are the several ways of making artificial iron, and upon what principle do they depend*?

(f) Of all metals it is the least fix'd in the fire, and affords the greatest quantity of fulphurous fumes; consequently loses most weight in the fire. The fume thus emitted seems to be the sulphur of the metal; which is pernicious to the lungs: as those who are employed in melting tin find to their cost: it usually giving them a pale, ghastly complexion, and throwing them into a phthis.

(g) Tho' it be very little sonorous, or the leaf of any metal, except lead; yet when mixed with other bodies it may augment their sound, as in the composition of bell-metal: and so tho' it be but little elastic in itself; yet when mixed with other elastic bodies, it may increase their elasticity.

A body, Mr. Boyle observes, by being associated with another, may have new properties and uses, and some of them quite different from what it had alone; thus, two or more materials being conjoined, may be qualified into a third, by virtue of fresh properties thence accruing to the composition. As tin is flexible and yields but a dead found, who would dream that one considerable use of it should be to make a lefs yielding and better founding metal, more strong and sonorous? Yet bell-metal is principally composed of tin and copper†.

(b) Acids do not dissolve it without great difficulty, especially the more powerful ones.

The reason hereof is apparently its abounding with sulphur; which acids do not touch. Add, that it dissolves in aqua regia, scarcely in aqua fortis; which is a circumstance remarkable enough, considering the near alliance it has with silver. Again, the weaker the acid nitrum is, the sooner and the easier it works its end; and the stronger, the more slowly: thus, four apples and other unripe fruits, being boiled in tin-vessels, will grow sweetish; but the strongest acids, boiled in the same vessels make no solution at all. But tin, freed by calcination of its sulphur, dissolves in all acids; and is reducible thereby into vitriolic crystalles. This solution is little practised by reason of the difficulty attending it; for the tin must be first thoroughly calcined, before a solution is attempted; and the calcination requires a continual fire for three days; after which the calx is dissoluble in common vinegar.

(i) If the sulphur could be perfectly purged out of tin, 'tis likely it might approach to silver; for as it is, the two metals have several properties in common. Thus, when dissolved in strong acids, tin grows bitter, as well as silver; and when it is fused along with silver, it adheres so obstinately thereto, that there is scarce any separating them. Add, that under such circumstances it refists lead, almost as much as the silver does. And hence many account it an imperfect species of that metal.

It may admit of some doubt, whether tin bears

* See the French memoirs and Stahl,
† See Boyle Abr. Vol. I. p. 147.
2. It is found in a very heavy ore: tho' itself be light; usually in a brown glebe, inclining to yellow, or in a black smooth shining one, which is the richest kind; sometimes like iron-flinte, and sometimes it is also found in a heavy porous flinte (k).

The metal is procured by roasting, grinding, washing, then melting the Separation. ore, and thus separating the Scoria from it (l).

bears these resemblances to silver, in virtue of its being tin, or only in virtue of the particles of silver mixed therewith. "Tis certain more of these resemblances, and those in a greater degree, are found in some species of tin than others. Mr. Boyle mentions a gentleman, who having procured a good quantity of the nobler metals from some tin-ore long digested in lixiviate liquors, defired Mr. Boyle to purchase him a large quantity thereof; in full expectation of raising an estate. But, says Mr. Boyle, after his first flock of ore was spent; the next that he procured, tho' managed with the same care as the former, proved wholly unprofitable*.

The same author relates, that having dissolved some block-tin, (for so the workmen call that which is pure and unwrought) in a particular menserum, which kept it suspended: and having afterwards evaporated the solution, and set it to cool; he found, to his surprize, that the crytsals it afforded were not all like its own kind of vitriol, but broad, flat, and thin like those of silver: upon examining them further by the tongue, they had nothing of the taste of calx of tin made in spirit of vinegar; but that ecessive bitternes we meet with in the crytsals of silver made by aqua fortis. He adds this further resemblance between the faults of these two metals, that both of them presently tinged the nails and skin with a black that would not easily wash off; whence he might have suspected that the menserum had exalted the metal into an affinity with silver, had he not afterwards prosecuted the same trial with the same menserum, and another parcel of block-tin; and found, that tho' this metal was bought at the same price, and very soon after the other, yet the former tastes was owing to his having lighted a lump of tin that was of a peculiar nature †.

Some authors speak much of the analogy between tin and lead; and will have tin to be lead, only under a less degree of cohesion: but if there be some circumstances wherein they correspond, they differ in others. Lead, for instance, is easily reduced to a calx; and tin more easily fille: but the calx of lead readily melts, and runs into a brownish glass; whereas in does not vitrify without much difficulty. Tin and lead readily mix and unite with each other by a gentle fire; but if the heat be intense, there arises a collation between them; the effect of which is that both fall into a calx; and that the lead becomes exceedingly difficult, afterwards, to fuse and vitrify. Add, that tin is easy to be revivified; but lead, not without difficulty: nor is the reanimation any thing compleat; or the new body in all respects like the old one.

(4) Tin-ore is principally found in Cornwall, and Devonshire, from whence all the rest of Europe is supplied with this metal. 'Tis so much the peculiar produce of this country, that Cambdes supposes it to have given the denomination Britain to the island.

History of tin-ore.

(1) The stones from which tin is wrought, Dr. Marret tells us, are usually found between two walls of iron-coloured rocks, of little or no affinity with the tin; in a vein between four and eighteen inches broad; tho' instead of stones, they sometimes also find it mixed with a small gravelly earth, generally of a red colour, but sometimes white. From this earth, the tin is easily separated by bare washing; which is called Pelian tin, and is scarce half the value of the former.

In the tin-ore is frequently found a hard glittering sulphurous substance, called Mundic, or Maxy, which is commonly supposed to feed the metal; yet where the Mundic abounds, they rarely find much tin. This Mundic is to be carefully separated; for if there be the least of it left, in melting the tin, it makes it brittle and cruddy, and diminishes much of its ductility.

There also occurs a sort of spar, of a shining whitish substance, soft and fatish at first, but soon after it becomes somewhat harder; it seldom grows, but only sticks to the metal. Some of the miners account this the mother, or nourisher of the metal. The best ore is that in spaliks, and next to this, that which has bright spar in it.

The ore being dug, they break the greater stones, and thus carry it to the stamping or knocking-mill, where it is pounded with large lifters headed with iron, 30 or 40 pound a-piece;
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It is found plentifully in Great Britain, and of the best kind; insomuch that Backart hence derives the name Britainia, which he supposes formed from the Syriac, Barat Anac, that is, field of tin. From this history of metals we deduce the following corollaries.

COROLLARY I.

The ore of tin is commonly a black, ponderous, flaky substance; appearing like black stones: but some tin-flakes are yellow, and others white. Some are brittle, and others extremely hard; so as to require being broke before calcination.

Various matters are found mixed with tin-ore, but particularly Mundite, called the mother of tin; being of the arsenical tribe; and when exposed to the fire, chiefly going off in fume. It is also frequently mixed with an irony substance, that makes it very difficult to melt. "Tis very remarkable that some tin-ore is specifically heavier than the metal it yields.

How separated from its ore.

In Cornwall, the ore is first separated from the undefers barren earth, or stone, then roasted, broken, and washed, to leave only the more metallic part behind; which is afterwards ground and washed again; when being dried 'tis committed to the furnace, mix'd with charcoal, and melted by a strong fire, blown with bellows. The melted tin thus runs to the bottom of the furnace; where a tap-hole being open'd, it is drawn off into moulds, that give it the form of blocks.

Its medicinal virtues.

Tin is seldom used internally; tho' its virtues are highly extol'd by some; but we fear upon no jull grounds; and particularly in diseases of the head, the lungs and uterhs, the falling-sickneys, and the bite of a mad-dog. It has been taken in crude filings to the quantity of twenty grains, or more, every day, for some time, without harm.

Its uses.

Besides the utensils and vessels made of this metal, it serves to preserve iron and copper; for being extremely easy to melt, and by means of any unctuous matter, adhering closely to them; hence has proceeded the art of tinning. It likewise serves in founderies. Amalgamated with mercury, it serves for the filling of looking-glasses, &c. By calcination it makes putty, which is of great use in the polishing of gems, and the making of enamels. It is a principal ingredient in pewter, as well as bell-metal. It mixes well with zink and regulus of antimony, and thus becomes whiter and harder; but too much regulus makes it brittle.

Hints for its alchemical history.

Being exposed on a tile to the focus of a burning glass, it fends off a thick gross fume in great plenty, leaving a fine light white cafs behind; which being continued longer in the focus turns to thin transparent glassy filings; that melt no more without the addition of an unctuous substance, or charcoal; whereby it returns to tin. It defragates with nitre; hence, perhaps, this metal confisits of a copious sulphur, or particular bitumen, and a fine vitriifiable earth; mix'd, on account of its poisonous quality, with a minute proportion of an arseneal falt.

Why does it render other metals brittle, even in the form of fume? and why is it so difficult to separate it from them?

What would long digestion do, towards ripening it into silver? and what previous operations would it require?

APPENDIX

APPENDIX TO THE HISTORY OF METALS.

1. We have now gone thro' the first clas of foils, viz. metals; and what we have here done may serve as a specimen in what manner physical things are to be treated: not by supposing any previous hypothesis, and deducing their nature therefrom; but laying down their several apparent properties. But this part will be reckoned incompleat without the alchemical doctrine of metals.

2. That which distingishes metals from all other bodies, as well as from each other, is their degree of weight; for every metal is found to have its peculiar weight, which depends, as Heldworn, and the chemists express it, on the anatic homogeneity of the parts.

Now, the latter philosophers have proved, that all corporeal magnitude has just so much reality as weight: and therefore if you have found the weight of any metal, you have at the same time found its corporeity. Sir Isaac Newton, in treating of gravity, and M. Huygens of the pendulum, showed that weight and quantity of matter are correspondent.

2. Metals appear to be simple, and yet are really compounds; their component principles, according to the ancients, are sulphur, and mercury; to which some of the moderns have added salt; tho' perhaps salt is no proper constituent part of metals; but rather something external adhering to them; and which makes no part of their metallic composition.

"In the analysis of metals, we meet with "mercury, a fulphurous matter, an earthly "matter, and in some a saline matter ". But this is chiefly to be underflood of the imperfect metals; or of perfect ones not in their utmost purity; tho' the burning-glass we have already observed, separates a visitable earth, even from the most perfect of all.

All metals then consist of two kinds of parts, or principles, viz. mercury, as the basis, or matter; and sulphur, as the binder or cement: the first, the subfratrum, or metallic matter; the second, that which renders it fixed and malleable.

This mercury is supposed to be the same with quicksilver, only more pure and clear of any of those heterogeneous matters, wherewith the common quicksilver is mixed: as to the sulphur, it is not the vulgar foil sulphur, but a peculiar sort of matter, specifically denominated fulphur of metals, and found by some of our latest and best chemists, particularly M. Homberg, to be light, or fire. This being united with the mercury, fixes it; and accord-


† Mem. de l’Acad. an. 1709.
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and exploded by many philosophers, ignorant of the nature of metals.

In effect, what is here advanced seems the result of numerous experiments; nor does it appear, in any respect, inconsistent with reason: it must be admitted therefore, that mercury may be the matter of all metals; that as this is more or less pure, the metal is more or less ponderous; that there is no proof of matter so clear and strong, as what is deriv'd from weight; and that the specific nature of a metal is known thereby.

Hence the more knowing among the alchemists maintain, that, "if you would convert, for instance, a piece of tin into gold, you must first carry it thro' all the intermediate diate weights of the other metals, that is, it must first be the weight of iron, then of copper, then silver, then mercury, and at last gold."

"On this principle, whoever would make gold out of any other foreign matter, must remember, that the more his matter comes short of mercury in weight, &c. the less gold it will make; that if quicksilver could be raised to the weight of gold, it would be gold; that the matter which coagulates, or fixes this mercury into gold, &c. is subtile; and as quicksilver held over the fumes of lead, is readily fix'd, it appears that a very little fixing matter suffices; that if mercury, coagulated by sulphur, have any impurities therein, it becomes lighter, and less perfect than quicksilver; that nature in some cases is able to make gold, but not in others; and where she is unable to do this, there arises a less noble metal; and that if the sulphur be not distinctly homogeneous, there will arise a still more imper- perfect metal."

5. If this doctrine be true, metals appear transmutable into one another. For if mercury be the common matter of all metals; and if all the difference lie in the fixing matter, which, as 'tis more or less subtile and pure, constitutes this or that metal; 'tis not improbable they should be converted, by a purer fixing sulphur's taking place of a corrosive one, into a more perfect metal.

6. The purest metals are said to result from the purest mercury, join'd with the subtilest sulphur; hence the mercury of gold is heavier than the common mercury, which has always some impure part that is lighter than gold; and could that be taken away, and the fixing matter added, it would become gold.

7. The imperfect metals are said to consist of impure mercury, and imperfect sulphur; each containing some other heterogeneous matter in it. They farther assert, that nature sublimes mercury in the earth, by heat; which sublimation is repeated again and again, till every thing impure and heterogeneous be carried off, and what is pure left fix'd behind. This is the substance of the doctrine of the alchemists, so much exclaim'd against by other philosophers.

We have added what relates to the art of transmutation; that such as have the curiosity to make any experiments in this kind, may have some laws, marks, or aims, whereby they may secure direct themselves; and that such as might be in danger of being imposed on by fraudulent alchemists, may be furnished with means to discover the deceit.

This doctrine of transmutation may be of service to the beginners in chemistry; who, by a strange fatality, have an almost universal itch after the philosopher's stone, and the making of gold. Inflations of vain people, reduced from plentiful fortunes to the lowest beggary, by their own conceits, or the empty pretensions of designing alchemists, fall under most people's observation.
COROLLARIES drawn from the preceding History of Metals.

1. That metals differ absolutely from all other natural or artificial bodies, hitherto discovered; since the lightest metal is more than double the weight of the heaviest non-metalline body (m).

2. They therefore are greatly mistaken, who expect by any conversion of substance to make metals out of bodies non-metalline; since condensation is the most difficult of all operations; and weight being the index of corporeal quantity, it requires something like a creative power to increase it (n).

3. True metals do not discover the intimate affinity of their matter, by any thing more evidently than by their resemblance in point of weight.

4. Nothing therefore resembles gold more nearly than quicksilver; with regard to the matter in both. For the other principle, which gives each of them their particular form, we do not here inquire into; tho' it should hence appear to be vastly different.

5. The other properties of metals, as fixity, colour, malleability and simplicity, may probably be produced, and changed with more ease than their weight.

6. Gold therefore consists of a most pure, simple matter, like mercury, fixed by another pure, simple, subtile principle, diffused thro' its minutest parts, and intimately uniting them to one another, and to itself. This the chemists mean when they say it consists of mercury and sulphur.

7. The other metals consist of the same principles, but together therewith have another lighter matter intermixed, which is different in the different metals, and is called earth. Consequently these are composed of three matters; to which in some may be added crude sulphur.

8. The different metals therefore are resolvable into different elements, both in respect of nature, and number.

9. This resolution may be effected by means of mercury, regenerating salts, or fire; but differently according to the different metals (o).

10. It is a mistake therefore to say, that metals may be easily converted into one another; excepting with regard to the mercurial parts, and by first utterly destroying their form; and consequently the quantity of gold procured from any other metal, by transmutation, can only be in proportion to the quantity of mercury it before contained (p).

(m) And yet some marcasites are as ponderous as some ores, and some tin-ore more ponderous than the metal it yields.

(n) The influences where this happens, or seems to happen, upon mixture or otherwise, should however be carefully collected and considered; as in the mixture of oil of vitriol and water; copper and tin, &c. It may be of pernicious consequence in natural philosophy, to draw conclusions not fully supported by the premises; and a very unsafe way to draw arguments against possibilities from our ignorance of facts and experiments.

(o) Perhaps the shortest way is that by means of the burning lens; in the focus whereof, if a metal be exposed, what evaporates from it in fume might be catch'd in water or other fluids, to see if the fume would thus condense into mercury †.

(p) The alchemists pretend by their operations to heighten the virtue of the mercurial matter; or bring it to such a degree of subtility and activity, as is no where found in nature, without the assistance of art.

† See Dr. Hook's posthumous works. ‡ See the French Memoirs, Mr. Boyle, Becher, and Stahl.
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11. Nor does it appear that any besides the six above mentioned metals can be procured by art; how confidently ever Van Helmont may have asserted this of mercury fixed by the Alchemists.

12. Any perfon therefore who is skilled in what we have shewn concerning metals, will not be easily caught with vain promises, or false appearances; since the whole tribe of impostors will never be able to communicate either the weight of gold, or the fixity of gold and silver, to any other bodies. By these two marks we may be secure against all frauds, plausible reasonings, and spurious, facetious metals. Add, that malleability is likewise generally wanting in these pretended perfect metals.

13. All the six metals when fus'd by fire, in clean vessels, have the same appearance and perfectly resemble mercury, both in respect of colour, density, the sphericity of their drops, the attraction of their parts, their mobility, and manner of running. Hence therefore it seems to follow, that mercury is a metal fus'd by the smallest fire; that tin requires a greater degree of fire; and that if the atmosphere were hot enough to fuse it, it would be mercury; but mercury which fmoaks and calls a froth: that lead would also be mercury with the next degree of heat, but mercury with certain peculiar properties of frothing and penetrating vessels: so silver and gold are mercury, which require a much greater degree of fire, and remain immutable therein. Copper again is mercury which melts in a much intenser heat, but is changed withal. Lastly, iron becomes mercury in a degree of heat beyond any of the rest; and the changeable thereby.

Of Salts.

1. After metals come salts, by others called concrete juices, as being very simple and contributing to the composition of semi-metals and other minerals.

2. By salt we here mean a fossil body which melts both in fire and water; and is so simple in its structure, that each particle retains the same nature with the whole, and impresses a sense of taste on the tongue.

(q) This last corollary tends to shew that all the metals are mercury, and that common quicksilver is a metal. How truly it is drawn from the premises deserves to be examined. Perhaps we have hitherto had no tolerable history of metals, to enable us to draw safe conclusions about their nature. For notwithstanding the numerous experiments hitherto made upon metals by the alchemists, the chemists, and natural philosophers; yet whoever considers the subject attentively, will find we have but a very uncertain knowledge of their respective compositions, and relations: so that till further enquiry is made, we can encourage no philosopher to attempt the drawing of conclusions; which, however specious they appear, may, if faulty, tend to lead us into error, flop enquiry, cramp our faculties, and propagate untimely despair. — Let a full and judicious history of facts betherefore procured, relating to this difficult and extensive subject; which being duly digested, ranged, and compared together, the true consequences will spontaneously arise of themselves; but if we attempt to force them before the time, it will be no wonder if they should prove abortive.

(r) After metals, the next bodies in order of simplicity, are salts: the definition whereof is as follows:

Salt is a fossil body, fusible by fire, and congeable again in the cold, into little globes, or crystals, soluble in water, so as to disappear therein, and impressing a sensation of acrimony upon the tongue.

Such is the precise idea of a salt; which agrees to all kinds of salts; and by which a salt is distinguished from all other fossil, vegetable, and mineral bodies.
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3. The natural bodies belonging to this class are, 1. Common salt, divided species of into salt gemme or rock salt, that of salt-springs, and sea-salt. 2. Salt-petre. 3. Borax. 4. Sal-ammoniac. 5. Alum; and 6. the vague acid of mines.

1. Of Common Salt.

1. Fossil or rock-salt, whose purest part they call salt gemmæ, is found in Rock salt. pits or mines in divers parts of the earth, very plentifully, and at great depths; and it is dug from thence in all its perfection.

2. Spring, or fountain-salt, is found mixed in the water, which bubbles Salt of out of the ground in divers places; and which when purified and insipidated spring, nearly resembles sea-salt.

3. Sea-salt is diffused thro' all the waters of the ocean, and from thence Sea-salt, may be separated, and reduced to crystals, merely by exhalation and purifica-

4. These

Natural history of rock-salt.

(s) Salt-gemmæ, popularly called rock-salt, is dug out of mountains, and broke into globes or lumps. The finest in Europe is in a mountain of Catalonia, not far from Barcelona; but there is scarce any part of the earth without it: in Poland, Raffia, &c. there are several mountains thereof.

This salt appears to have been unknown to the ancients. Pliny, indeed, gives us some curious things about salts; if we could believe them as true as they are pretty.

The salt-mines in the village Wilicca, five leagues from Cracov, were first discover'd in 1257; their depth, and capacity, are surprising: within them is found a kind of subterraneous republic, which has its polity, laws, families, and even high-ways, and common carrier; horses and other cattle being kept here to draw the salt to the mouth of the quarry, where it is taken up by engines. These horses, when once they are down, never see the day-light more; but the men take frequent occasions of breathing the village air. When a traveller is arriv'd at the bottom of this strange abys, where so many people are intern'd alive, and where so many are even born, and have never stirr'd out, he is surpriz'd with a long series of lofty vaults, sustained by huge pillars cut with the chisell; and which being themselves rock-salt, appear by the light of flambeaux, (which are incessantly burning,) as so many crystals, or gems of various colours, casting a lustre which the eye can scarce bear.

These rocks of salt are hewn in form of very large cylinders; the workmen using hammers and chisells, as in our stone-quarries. As from as the massive pieces are got out of the quarry, they break them into fragments fit to be thrown into the mill, where they are ground into a coarse flower.

Here are two kinds of salt gemmæ, the one harder and more transparent, which appears to be the more perfectly crystallized. This is the proper salt gemmæ, and is frequently cut like crystal, and form'd into toys, chap-

5. The

utes, little vases, &c. The other is less compact, and only fit for kitchen uses. One of the chief wonders of the place is, that thro' these mountains of salt, and along the very middle of the mine, there runs a rivulet of fresh water, sufficient to supply the inha-

babitants.

In the salt-mines of the Upper Hungary, and the mountains of Caridoma in Catalonia, the salt-flume is found of various colours; as white, red, blue, green, brilliant, &c.

Natural History of Spring-salt.

The salt extracted from brackish springs, seems either to arise from the salt-water of the sea, receiv'd thro' subterraneous cavities, and deposited there; or from some mineral, or gem salt, lodg'd in the strata of some neighbouring mountains, wash'd down by some rivulet of water, and gather'd here. The way of preparing it, is thus:

Near the spring is built a saltworks, or boiling-house, furnished with several large flat pans, with each its grate and furnace. Into these the brine is convey'd by pipes, the fire kindled, and in two hours the liquor begins to granulate, which is known by a thin skin risitg at the top, which they skim off into brine-tubs. The sand, which the water yields pretty plentifully, is by the violence of the boiling cast to the sides; where they lead it out into vessels for that purpose. Both this sand and the scum contain salt, which they extract by a future operation.
4. These three species tho' different in their origin, are all of the same nature: 1. they all dissolve with the same quantity of water, viz. three and a quarter of their own weight; 2. resolve spontaneously in the air; 3. produce crystals much alike, viz. cubical, pyramidal, or parallelepipedal, by a quicker, or a flower operation; 4. if added to *aqua fortis*, they enable it to dissolve gold; 5. by distillation they yield an acid spirit of the copper or leaden vessels; if the bottom be clayey, the salt is made wholly by the action of the sun. The method of proceeding in each is as follows.

The making of bay-salt.

1. For bay-salt. Low marshy grounds, disposed by nature for the reception of the sea-water, when the tide swells, and provided with banks and sluices to retain the same, they call *salt-marshes*. These salt-marshes, the bottoms whereof they ram with great care, are divided into square pits or basins, separated by little dikes; and into these basins, when the seafall is at hand, they let in the sea water. The salt-formation is from the middle of May to the end of August. The water is admitted to the height of about six inches; after having settled it rest, exposed to the sun for two or three days in a large reservoir, without the works, that it may come into lukewarm. The water being admitted, the sluices are shut, and the rest of the work is left to wind and sun. The surface of the water being fructed, and agitated with the direct rays of that luminary, thickeneth, at first imperceptibly, and becomes at length covered over with a flight crust; which continuing to harden, is wholly converted into salt. The water in this state is so hot, that the hand cannot be put into it without scalding. When the salt has received its full coction, they break the crust with a pole; upon which it sinks to the bottom: whence, being dragged out again, they leave it in heaps about the pit, to complete its drying; covering it over with straw or rushes, to secure it from the rain.

Eight, ten, or at most fifteen days, having thus completed the crystallization, they open the sluices, when the tide rises, for a fresh flock; and thus, alternately, while the seafall holds.

The making of white sea-salt.

(2) White sea-salt. On the flat shores of Normandy, they gather a muddy sand, which the rising tide has impregnated with its waters for seven or eight days. This sand being removed into pits for the purpose, discharges itself by degrees of all its water; which filtrates through some straw, wherewith the bottom of the pit is filled; and trickles into vessels...
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the same kind; 6. when dissolved in moist air, they deposite a great quantity of earth, and leave an unctuous, sharp, auffere liquor behind; 7. they all crackle in the fire; but melt by a stronger degree thereof; 8. remain long fixed therein; 9. nor when pure and unmix'd are they at last changed; nor do they thus yield a spirit, but only a little water. 10. Lastly, they afford no alcaii; nor are altered by putrefaction.

2. Of Nitre.

1. Modern nitre, or salt-petre, which forms prismatic crystals, of eight sides, is a sort of semi-fossil, procured from an acrimonious nitrous earth; it is fusible by a moderate fire; evaporates its water with difficulty; is considerably fixed; when fused with any inflammable matter, it deflagrates; and diffolves in six times and one third of its own weight of water (t).

2. This nitrous disposition of earth and ftones, owes its origin to the excrements of animals, and the putrefied carcasses thereof, especially such as do not use sea-falt, particularly birds; with the accession of the natural un-wash'd ashes of burnt vegetables, and quicklime. The falt thus prepared, being diluted with a large quantity of water, and strained thro' sand, flows into these octagonal crystals. According to Hoffman (u), nitre is generated of a fat alcaline earth, and air (x).

The Writures and Uses of Common Salt.

Its power of preserving animal substances uncorrupted is generally known; and for the same purpose it is also used by chemists to keep vegetables from putrefying in long digestions. Physicians attribute similar virtues to it in the body; viz. checking the fermentation, and preventing any tendency to putrefaction of the aliment in the stomach. They likewise allow, that it carries its virtues into the blood and vessels; so as moderately to dry, warm, deterge, attenuate, stimulate, and prevent corruption of the solids and fluids.

(t) Salt-petre, or nitre, is known by these characters. 1. Its crystals are of a prismatic figure, with hexagonal bases. 2. It diffolves by fire more readily than any other salt. 3. It is the coldest of all salts, and affects the tongue much like ice; having a peculiar pungency. 4. It is the basis of aqua fortis, and diffolves silver.

(u) Hoffm. de Ac. Min. Tom. II. p. 42. The author here quoted says, that nitre is not a fossil or mineral salt, but properly belongs to the vegetable kingdom, and to the atmosphere; whence it comes to be lodg'd in a fat alcaline earth,
Borax, or Chrysocolla, which is of various figures, requires a large quantity of boiling water, viz. 20 times its weight, to dissolve it; its taste is somewhat earth, as a proper receptacle; and that it may be extracted from the air, by exposing quick-lime, pot-ash, or any alcaline salt or earth thereto, in a place well defended from the sun and rain.*

Natural history of nitre.

(x) It is controverted among naturalists, whether salt-petre be a fossil, or an animal salt; some holding it producible from the mere excrement of animals. But it is more just to say, that it is produced from those excrements intermix'd with the alcaline salts of vegetables, or alcaline earths, which seem to constitute it a salt of a middle kind between fossil and animal.

M. Honberg observes, that all the salt-petre we now have, is either obtain'd from earths moisten'd, and manur'd with the excrements of animals; or from old walls, and the plainer of ruin'd buildings, impregnated with the excrementitious effluvia of the animals that inhabited them.

Salt-petre is found in several places in the kingdom of Persia, &c. particularly about Agra, in villages anciently populous, but now defert. 'Tis also found in some places about the river Wolga.

The glebe, or earth, from which it is procured, is of three different kinds; black, yellow, and white: the method of procuring it is thus. Two shallow pits are dug, one of which they fill up with the mineral earth; turning water upon it for some time, and then treading it with their feet into the confidence of a pap; and letting it stand two or three days for the water to imbibe, and extract all the salt. They then shift the water into another pit; where standing some time, it shoots, and crystallizes into rough salt-petre.

It is also made in France, particularly in the arsenal at Paris, where there is a corporation of salt-petre makers appointed for the purpose. The materials are chiefly collected from old buildings, ruins, plaifer, dove-houses, stables, &c.

These materials, or any proper earth, being found by the tafe, or otherwise, to contain nitre; they first grind them to powder, if they are hard, and then putting it into vats they pour cold or hot water thereon, and stir the mass afterwards suffering the whole to rest, till the water has saturated itself with the salt; then they draw it off by a tap into another vessel, and pour fresh water upon the remainder; repeating the operation till no more salt can be extracted. Sometimes instead of water they use a lixivium of wood-ashes or pot-ash, when they suspect the nitre inclin'd to volatility, or indisposed to assume a body. The several liquors, thus obtain'd, they boil to a due confidence, or strength; with care to skim it all the while; then they run it warm into other vessels, and let it stand till perfectly cold; by which means the sea-salt shoots, and separates from the nitrous solution, and falls to the bottom in small grains. And now the nitrous liquor being drawn off, they suffer it to shoot into its own crystals in the cold. After these are all set, they draw off the liquor, and boil it again; then suffer it to shoot as before, and repeat this process till it will shoot no longer. The liquor thus left behind is unctuous to the touch, acrid, and bitter. 'Tis called mother, or the mother liquor of nitre; because being sprinkled upon proper earth, it disperses it to generate fresh nitre. And thus rough nitre is procurable by art; and might be advantageously made in some countries, by a proper contrivance, in the way of an artificial mineral-work.

The manner of procuring salt-petre in the East.

This salt sometimes offers itself spontaneously, in the form of an efflorescence, upon old walls, or buildings not much exposed to the sun and rain; and may thus be readily swept off, and purified for use. And much after the same manner it is found upon the ground, in some of the seafery parts of the world abounding with woods standing upon a declivity; where the leaves, and refuse vegetable matters, corrupting upon the surface of the earth, seem to generate nitre; which being washed down the declivity by the rains, and the moisture afterwards soak'd into the ground, or dried up by the sun, leaves the salt behind in small dirty grains, or dusky spangles, that are easily swept together in heaps †.

* See New Experiments and Observations upon Mineral Waters, p. 45.
† See M. Lemery upon the Subject, Mem. de l'Acad. an, 1717, p. 36, and 156.
somewhat bitterish, which however sweetens at going off; it easily rules by fire, and at the same time ripes into a large blister, and thus lets go a considerable quantity of water: the remainder subsides in form of fair glasses. It is a great promoter of the fusion of other bodies mixed with it, and thus becomes of use in the foding of metals, especially gold (γ).

How refined.

The way of refining this salt is only to boil it in fresh water, skim it, and pass it through flannel, and suffer the liquor to fcoot slowly; repeating the operation several times, if the nitre be required perfectly fine, and clear of common salt. There is a lot up on the refining; for earthy matter, and mother appear to be deposited every time. It is known to be pure, when it will not crackle if thrown into the fire, but yields a vivid flame, and a strong detonation upon live charcoal, without leaving much fix'd matter behind. When purified nitre is melted, and poured into a proper vessel, it concretes into a solid mass, and is call'd rock-nitre: and this is all the preparation it requires for the finer uses.

Its virtues and uses.

Nitre has, in some measure, the same virtues and uses with common salt, as to preserving or preventing corruption, though not so strongly. Its peculiar use in making gun-powder, and entring the composition of fireworks, is well known. Physicians esteem it cooling, quenching, and proper in burning fevers. It is used in making the white glass, and as a flux to ores. Its uses in chemistry and medicine will be shewn hereafter in the practical part of this work.

Natural history of borax.

(γ) The ancient borax appears to have been a kind of verdigrase, or at least a different thing from the modern borax; as we may judge upon comparing the accounts given of it by Pliny, Dio-Cæsare, and Gaius. Pliny speaks of borax at large in his Nat. Hist. L. xxxiii. c. 5. He divides borax into native and factitious: the native, according to him, is a kind of muddied juice, running in gold, silver, and copper, and even lead-mines; which being congealed and hardened by the winter's cold, arrives at the confidences of a pumice. As to the artificial, he says, it is made by pouring water into the vein of a mine all the winter long, till it freeze; and then leaving it to dry, and harden for three months, so that the borax of Pliny should be no more than the mineral corrupted. He adds, that the borax becomes yellow, white, green, or black, according to the mine it is found in.

The moderns also have two kinds of borax tho' they differ only as being refined, or un-refin'd. The roth, or unrefin'd borax goes by the name of siner and tincel, an Aretic term, signifying a species of salt that serves to folder gold; thus corresponding to the cryfcoelle of the Greeks. It is brought to us in small lemons, or thick prismatic crystals, of a dark green, colour, foul, earthy, unceofous, and having a particular rank smell. It is pack'd up in large skins, like dress'd hides, orthick packetment, calle'doppers. This is found in several parts of Persia, and the empire of the Great Mogul; where, in several mines, but particularly those of copper, there runs a saline turbid water of a greyish colour, which they carefully collect and evaporation to a proper confluence for forming into a paste with the slime or mud of the streams wherein it flows; and then mixing it up with animal fat, or any greasy matter, they bury it in pits dug in the earth; and leave it in this state for several months to acquire a body, and grow hard; and thus it seems to shoot and acquire that form in which it is brought to us.

The refining of borax.

The Venetians formerly used to refine this rough borax, and made a considerable advantage of it, being then the only venders; whence it was commonly called Venetian borax. But now for some time this trade has been chiefly in the hands of the Dutch; tho' within these few years we have also begun to refine borax in England. The manner of doing it has been kept as a lucrative secret, and is not easy to find out; the salt being of a very odd and particular nature, and requiring a particular treatment to refine it. The foul greasy matter is apt to adhere closely with it, so as almost to enter its composition; and contrary to the nature of other salts, it will only shoot in its proper crystals, whilst kept hot and defended from the external air for several days. The best manner of refining it is this. First, dissolve it, by boiling it in a copper, with above twenty times its weight of water; then cover the copper, let the fire go out of itself, and the whole grow perfectly cold; by which means the salt will shoot away from much of its filth, the grofer part whereof sinks to the bottom, and the lighter part rises to the top. The salt, now of a dirty yellow colour, is to be taken
Sal-Ammoniac, or Sal-Arenarius, generated in the dry sandy parts of the
furny deserts of Lybia; being probably the Sal-Cyrenaicum of the ancients,
found to plentifully about the temple of Ammon; which from the marks of its
goodsness given by Pliny, appears to have been perfectly like the modern
kind (a). The like is also thrown out of burning mountains, in various parts
of the earth: that of mount Vesuvius is reputed the best even to this day.
This species therefore belongs to the fossil tribe; tho' that now brought from
Egypt be reputed of the animal kind. 'Tis probable it may derive its origin
everywhere from foot (a).

A"

The Natural History of Sal-ammoniac.

(a) The ancient sal-ammoniac appears to have been different from the modern, if we
may credit Dioscorides, who reckon it among the kinds of alimentary salt, and describes it
as a hard, transparent, white, effuline, mineral substance; which seems to make it the same
as our rock-salt. The name ammoniac may refer to its being found in sand, or near the
temple of Jupiter Ammon in Lybia, anciently much frequented: and this salt was supposed
to be made from the urine of camel, &c. there deposited in the sand: whether our
sal-ammoniac be thus found is uncertain. Its characters are these: (1) It cools water,
(2) It turns aqua fortis into aqua regia.
(3) It remains fix'd in a gentle fire, but
sublimes in a strong one. (4) Its tafi is
quicker
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5. Of Alum.

1. Alum is a real fossil, procured either from a hard, flaky stone, found deep under ground, and pregnant with sulphur and bitumen, so as easily to take fire; or from a bituminous and combustible earth, which yields a noxious flame, with a sulphureous stench. If the latter matter be employed for this purpose, they leave it a month exposed to the open air; whereby it crumbles into powder; and thus becomes disposed for the generation of alum, which before it was not. If the former, or stony substance, be used; after first exposing it to the air, they calcine it; and in the operation it yields a flame, which shews that it contained a fulphur.

2. After this preparation of the matter, either by air alone, if it be earth, or by fire and air, if it be stone; they dissolve it in water, and precipitate it, by adding to it a fixed, or volatile alcali, which also raises an effervescence: whence the acid uniting with the alcali, prevails, and produces a new salt, thus generated from the air, the alcali and the fossil matter together.

Sal-ammoniac, how made.

It is made in the following manner at Damiet in the Delta.

For want of other fowl, the natives commonly burn the dung of animals, but especially camels; which they make up into a kind of turf with straw, and dry it. This, in burning, affords a quantity of foot, which they carefully collect, and preserve for the purpose. This foot, they sprinkle with a solution of salt, dissolved in camel's urine; then charge large subliming glasses with it, observing not to fill about two thirds of each vessel: these they set in a subliming-furnace, built of brick and clay, so as to cover them as high as the matter reaches; then they make a fire underneath, and proceed in the work after the common method of sublimation; whereby a cake of salt is thrown up to the top of each vessel; a blackish mass remaining behind at the bottom. And hence the figure of the cake corresponds to the shape and make of the heads of the glasses, which are broken to take out the salt; after the manner practised for the refining of camphire in England and Holland. It is purified by solution in water, filtration, and gentle evaporation.

Its virtues and uses.

It is made great use of in chemistry, as will appear hereafter; and in alchemy for obtaining the supposed mercuries of metals. It is of service in the art of tinning, by making tin adhere to iron; and of use in soldering. It is likewise of great use in dying; and has considerable virtues in physic.


† See its history in the practical part of this work.
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3. The matter thus precipitated, is then separated from the lixivium floating above it, dissolved in boiling water, impregnated in a leaden vessel, and now put into a cauldron, and left to rest; by which means it yields white or reddish aluminous crystals, of an octagonal figure, and a sweeter astringent taste, not apt to liquify in the air, and requiring fourteen times their weight of water to dissolve them.

4. The acid in this salt appears the same, in almost all respects, with the acid vapour collected from burning sulphur. What remains, after the expulsion of this acid, is a fæulent matter, which affords great quantity of a light subtile earth resembling bole. This being calcined with three times its quantity of charcoal, yields the Phosphorus of M. Homberg: and thence appears to have a peculiar disposition for taking fire in the air (b).

6. Of the Vague Acid.

1. The vague volatile acid, found perhaps everywhere in the earths. This makes with fossil oil, Petrole, Oleum terrae, or the like, probably constitutes the various sorts of native fossil, transparent sulphurs, denominated Vitrii, uniting with semi-metals it forms cinnabar, antimony, and other fossils both solid and fluid: uniting with metals, it forms divers kinds of vitriols: with calcareous earths different alums: and lastly with pyrites, which is the matrix of vitriol, calcin’d in a wood fire, it produces common sulphur.

2. May not this be held much of the same nature with that acid which burning sulphur diffuses from its blue flame, so suffocating and fatal to all animals? ’Tis certain the analysis seems to indicate as much. And hence this may probably be looked upon as a male salt, and serving to impregnate the female salts and earths (c).

Natural History of Alum.

(b) Alum is distinguished into natural and artificial: the natural is rare; all that we commonly use is artificial, which differs only according to the places where it is made. Alum has a sharp rough astringent taste, its crystals are octagonal, four of the sides being hexagonal, and the other four triangular surfaces. It easily melts over the fire, and rifes in blisters.

England, Italy, and Flanders, are the countries where alum is principally produced. The English alum is made from a bluish mineral stone, almost like slate, frequent in the hills of Yorkshire and Lancashire. This stone they calcine on a hearth or kiln; then steep it successively in several pits of water: then boil it about twenty-four hours. Lastly, letting it stand for about two hours; the impurities subside, and leave a pure liquor; which, removed into a cooler, and some urine, or kelp-liquor added to it, begins in three or four days, to gather into a mass: which being taken out, washed, dissolved, and shot over again, is fit for use.

Coral.

In the alum-works at Civita Vecchia, the process is somewhat different. The stone, which is of a ruddy hue, being calcined, they boil and dissolve the calx in water; which imbibing the alum, separates it from the useless earth. Lastly, leaving the water thus impregnated, to stand for some days, it crystallizes of itself, and makes what they call, rob-alum.

At Solfatara, near Petræi in Italy, is a considerable plain, the soil whereof is saline; and so hot that the hand cannot long bear it. From the surface in summer-time, there arises a sort of flower, or saltish dust; which being swept up, and cast into the leaden cisterns of water at the bottom of the plain, the heat of the ground alone where they lie, evaporates the water, and leaves an alum behind.

Its Uses.

It is much used in dyeing; and in medicine as astringent and astringent.

(c) There seems to be a certain vague salt, or acid, diffused in all parts of the earth; which, when alone, is volatile; but when it has a body, or proper subject to adhere in becomes fixed. The idea of this salt we are
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CO R O L L A R Y.

Hence it follows, that in the formation of fossil salts, nature seems to Principles of use three kinds of acids (d); viz. 1. Spirit of salt; 2. Spirit of nitre, both fossil salts. pretty copiously; and 3. Spirit of sulphur, more sparingly; and besides these, water and earth (e).

Of SULPHURS.

1. The third class of fossils consists chiefly of sulphurs: under which some other bodies are rank'd.

2. "Sulphur is a fossil body, which is hard when cold, and easily reducible to powder; but melts by a moderate heat like wax; may be sulphur. totally sublimed by fire in a close vessel, without alteration; when in a state of fusion by fire, if the air be admitted, it burns, and flies totally off, yielding a blue flame, and a volatile vapour, noxious to animals.

3. Sulphur is sometimes, tho' rarely, and only in small quantities, procured native from the earth; when it is either found transparent, and yellow like amber; or transparent and red like the ruby, and then called golden sulphur; or only find a prejudic'd theory in authors, supported by probable reasonings, and a plausible solution of phenomena, which may be no more than a bare accommodation to the mind.

(d) It would add a kind of confirmation to this corollary, if it could be shewn that these three acids are to be found separately existing under any of those forms in which we obtain them by art. Where do we find any truly acid waters, liquors, or fumes, either in mines, or out of them?

(e) Fossil salts left to shoot, or crystallize, assume certain figures, which are usually attributed to them as their proper figures; tho' sometimes supposed to be the figures of the acids of those same salts. These figures are, in fossil, cubes; in sal-gem, parallelopipeds; in salt-petre, a sort of needle form; in alum, triangles, with the points blunted; in borax, flatted ovals; in sal-ammoniac, branchy needles, &c. Yet upon examining the configuration of these salts, it will appear, that such figures do by no means belong either to the salts, or the acids procurable from them; but rather to the alkalies, whereby they are dissolved, and which serve them as bases. And hence the same acid assumes different figures, according to the different alkalies it is saturated with before crystallization. Thus, spirit of nitre, after dissolving copper, forms into hexagons; after dissolving silver, into irregular squares; after dissolving iron, into triangular, dented plates, &c.*
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or not transparent, which last again is either yellow, ash-colour'd, or mixed of divers colours, and called Sulphur vicinum, or virgin-sulphur. But all that is sold in the shops throughout Europe, is factitious; being obtained by art from the pyrites, wherein it scarce seems to have pre-existed, since its matrix, or ore, the pyrites, being detained in the fire, yields no sulphur, but an acid liquor, like the acid of vitriol. Whereas the same Pyrites being duly prepared, and then long exposed to a vehement fire, gradually softens, calcines, cracks, and exudes a true sulphur.

4. Sometimes indeed the sulphur is found ready prepar'd in the pyrites; so that upon being ignited the sulphur trickles from the containing vessels placed afope for the purpose, and is caught in receivers. And hence the ore or matrix both of sulphur and vitriol, is the same. And thus may sulphur be artificially compounded of the spirit of vitriol, alum or sulphur per campagnam, and a vegetable oily matter combined together. So that sulphur is not improperly called by the chemists Resina terreæ, or Rosin of the earth.

5. Being separated by repeated fusions, both from the impurities which rise to the top and sink to the bottom, and poured into wooden moulds of a cylindrical figure, it is exposed to sale; and from its colour, which resembles that of the citron, is called Sulphur citrinum (f).

Natural history of sulphur.

(f) There are two principal kinds of sulphur, tho' not greatly differing from each other; viz. the native, and the factitious. Native sulphur is that which never felt the fire; and factitious is that obtained by fire.

The native sulphur, otherwise called sulphur vicinum, is of two kinds; the one transparent, and of a shining yellow, green, or red colour; which is found near the gold-mines in Peru, Switzerland, &c. the other is opaque, and found either in shining green, or yellow lumps, or globes, or in form of a clayish earth, or a light grey or yellow colour; and found near vulcanos, particularly Vesuvius and Etna; sulphureous springs, as those of Aix la Chapelle, &c. and in several parts both of Europe and America.

The factitious sulphur is obtain'd in different ways at different places. In some parts of Italy there is a kind of sulphur-mines, containing a white argillaceous earth, mix'd with blue veins, which they dig up, put into large earthen vessels, and get sulphur out by a kind of distillation, with an earthen cucurbet and receiver; tho' this is no more than an ingenious contrivance to separate the sulphur from the ore by fusion, and make it rise, so as to run liquid into the inclined receivers. What remains in the cucurbet after the operation, is a red calx, which they throw away.

Much after the same manner they separate sulphur near Liège, from a kind of pyrites, looking like lead ore; which is there dug up, broke to pieces, and put into large square cucurbets of earth, with narrow mouths. These vessels they place in an inclined position in a furnace; whereby the melted sulphur is made to run out into leaden receivers, fill'd to a proper height with water: the substance that remains in the cucurbet contains a considerable proportion of vitriol. If the sulphur be foul at the first operation, they melt it again in iron vessels, adding to it a little linseed oil; then pour it into hollow cylinders of iron greased on the inside, whereby it is form'd into rolls. The sulphur thus procur'd, is either yellow or greenish; the latter is prefer'd for some uses, as containing a vitriolic falt. It seems to be best purified by sublimation, which raises it in the form of flowers, commonly called flower of brimstone.

Its virtues and uses.

It is used both internally and externally in medicine; and to great advantage in cataleptic disorders. Its uses in making gunpowder, matches, fire-works, &c. are sufficiently known. It has numerous uses in chemistry. Its fumes check, or prevent fermentation; for which purpose 'tis used by the wine-coopers, &c. It has an electrical virtue. The light it affords in burning makes objects appear ghastly; and on this account perhaps it was anciently burnt in expirations, and other sacred rights, and came to be called Etna.
Of Orpiment.

1. Orpiment in many respects resembles sulphur; being friable, fusible, orpiment, easily inflammable, and in burning yielding a sulphurous stench, tho' not a volatile acid one. Withal it is inert and harmless; or not so pernicious to animals as is vulgarly pretended. It turns red by fusion, and in that state affords a volatile emetic matter, improperly called yellow arsenic.

2. The original native orpiment being fus’d in a close vessel, produces a brittle mass, which is easily reduced to powder, and appears with the bright red of Minium; being not very acrimonious, and consequently not very poison, tho’ called both by ancients and moderns realgar, red arsenic, and sandaraca: which confusion of names has given occasion to several errors (g).

Of Arsenic.

1. The poisonous arsenic is a white crystalline, ponderous, pulverable body, and but of late invention; being unknown 200 years ago. It is an artificial substance, made by melting cobalt with fix’d calci and flints, in the preparation of smalt. The flower which rises in this operation affords a white crude arsenic; which being fus’d in a close vessel, by a vehement fire, produces the common white shop-arsenic (b).

2. If this arsenical flower of cobalt be fus’d with a tenth part of its quantity of common sulphur, it produces the yellow, poisonous arsenic; which should be carefully distinguished from orpiment, as being of a more deadly quality.

3. The natural history of orpiment, or auripigmentum. (g) By orpiment we understand a natural scaly mineral substance or glebe. It is extremely flaky like tale; tho’ its little scales are easily separated from each other. It is of three kinds with regard to colour; viz.

(1) Gold-coloured, or yellow. (2) Red, or cinnabarine, mix’d with yellow; and, (3) Greenish or yellowish, mix’d with a large proportion of earth, and therefore the coarset. All the species are found in the mines of gold, silver, and copper. But the orpiment we commonly meet with is the yellow sort. Its taste is very little if at all acrimonious; it dissolves in oil, it flames in the fire, and then yields a garlick odour; by sublimation it yields flowers like those of sulphur, leaving a hard red mass, or kind of regular, at the bottom of the sublumine vessel; but if urged with a strong fire, this mass also seems to rise, and concretes on the upper part of the vessel, into a beautiful red, transparent substance, like a ruby; leaving only a small proportion of a metallic earth behind. Its fumes in burning being receiv’d by copper, render the metal white and brittle; which may give fulmination of an arsenical quality. And perhaps it is of a mix’d nature betwixt common sulphur and antimony, or

betwixt sulphur and the milder arsenical substances; but its real nature is not hitherto sufficiently determined; though Dr. Hoffman has shew’d some pains in examining it; and produces arguments to prove it innocent, not only from chemical experiments, but also trials made upon dogs: but both these kinds of trials we know may deceive, or sometimes be fatally transfered from one subject to another. And under this uncertainty we cannot advise the giving it internally; though we suspect it is frequently given by certain people, sometimes with good, but often with bad effects.

Its use. It is commonly used by painters for a gold-colour; and as a depilatory with quick-lime at the bagno’s; it is also an ingredient in the making of shot, and in the sympathetic inks, which by their fumes render certain invisible inks conspicuous. We have seen it in flakes of a most vivid, beautifully red, green, and yellow transparent colours, brought from abroad, in hopes of obtaining gold from it; but the experiment did not answer.

(b) V. Kunkel de Arte Vitriovia, where the furnace for this purpose is described as large.
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3. The same flower of cobalt being fused with a fifth part of sulphur, produces the red poisonous arsenic of the moderns; which must be well distinguished from that of the ancients, for the reasons above specified (i).

4. In effect, the modern arsentic scarce seems to be a true sulphur, but rather has a peculiar and specific nature, which distinguishes it from all other bodies; being mortal to all animals, and not easy to be reduced to any class of

Natural history of cobalt, or mother of arsentic.

(i) As arsentics are obtain'd from cobalt, the natural history of this mineral should first be traced. The German cobalt is a ponderous, hard, foill substance, or imperfect ore, of a blackish colour, somewhat resembling a kind of pyrites, or ore of antimony. It emits a strong sulphurous smell in burning; and is sometimes mix'd with copper, but most commonly with silver. It is dug up in large lumps from mines in Saxony and Bohemia, but particularly near Goflar. Cobalt is also said to be found in England, and particularly in the Mendip hills. It is a valuable, tho' poisonous mineral, and well worthy enquiring after. There is reason to believe it may be found in the northern parts of Britain. It has a violent corrosive quality, so as sometimes to ulcerate the hands and feet of the miners; and if taken into the body proves mortal to all the known animals.

Its uses.

It has been already observed, that the three kinds of arsentic are prepared from cobalt. It likewise is the foundation of saffron or smalt, and some other of the blues used in painting, enamelling, walking, flarching, &c. so as to prove a very advantageous commodity. The way of treating cobalt for this purpoze is describ'd by Kunkel in his notes upon Nori's art of glafs. The process is this: They first roast or calcine the cobalt in a reverberating furnace, so built as that the flame of the fire may pass over the matter, and keep it ignited. The flame in passing over the cobalt is blue, and caries off a copious fume, which is convey'd from the top of the furnace into a large wooden funnel, some scores of yards long; to the inside whereof a great part of the fume adheres, in form of a whitish foot. This funnel the workmen sweep once in six months, and preserve the foot; of which the several kinds of arsentic are made, in the manner below mention'd. The cobalt, after being thus roasted, is powder'd and calcin'd a second, or even a third time, till the fumes are sufficiently discharged. Lasty, it is finely ground, with twice or thrice its weight of pulverized flint, and sprinkled with water; whereupon it soon turns by melting to a mass called saffron.

Two parts of this calcined cobalt being melted with one part of pot-ash, and three of common salt, it turns to a dark, blue, glassy, crystalline matter, called smalt, or the blue enamel. The white arsentic is made by subliming the foot or flowers of cobalt in an iron vessel; or by bare melting it in a close crucible, which gives it a kind of vitreous body. Yellow arsentic is made by subliming, or melting the sable foot with a tenth part of sulphur. Red arsentic is made by subliming or melting the same foot with a small proportion of copper-flake, or two parts of sulphur to ten of the foot.

The nature and uses of arsentic.

White arsentic is totally volatile in the fire; it does not flame like cobalt, or red arsentic, as containing no sulphur; its substance or fumes whiten copper, but render it brittle: 'tis one of the strongest poisons. Taken internally, it produces horrid symptoms, as dejection, fainting, stupor, delirium, convulsions, palsy, burning in the stomach, cold sweats; but the following seem particular to this kind of poison, viz. erosion of the stomach, so as to leave its coats extremely thin and flaccid in some places; perforation of the intestines, quick swelling, and phlegmation, and putrefaction of the parts of the body after death; but more particularly the parts of generation. If death does not ensue, the person is apt to grow hectic, paralytic, or maniacal. But notwithstanding the numerous fatal instances of this poison, some are bold enough to give it as a medicine, particularly in obstinate intermitting fevers: but this we take to be a monstrous and most detestable practice: as the remedy is infinitely worse than the disease. And tho' the white arsentic be the most fatal and deadly, yet the yellow and red are almost as bad: nor do we know any way of rendering arsentic medicinal, nor of any good antidote against this poison *. Arsentic is frequently used as a poison to animals, especially rats that infest ships; but even this practice is not safe to the sailors. Melted with copper it makes a artificial metal, called alchymy, now pretty much diffused, as being unwholesome, or poisonous. It is always to be handled or treated with the greatest

* See Stahl's Archater Ambixater.
of known bodies; tho' more resembling sulphur than any other: and for this reason we rank it under this head (k).

**OF BITUMINOUS SULPHURS.**

1. Nearly resembling the nature of sulphur, are those unctuous bodies which spontaneously issue from the ground, in the composition whereof sulphur appears to have the predominant part. Such particularly are the following (l).

Petroleum, or rock-oil, whose name discovers its nature and origin; it resembles melted Bitumen, or is perhaps separated from it, and trickles out of rocks: its thin, light, of a strong smell, and totally inflammable; it is frequently found swimming on spring-water, and so nearly resembles a distilled oil in several respects, that many have thought it the product of fire by some subterraneous operation. It is frequently considered as a liquid bitumen; from which, however, it differs in colour, smell, and transparence.

2. Naphtha (m) is much like petrol (n), only thinner, whiter, more easily inflammable, and maintains its flames longer; being difficult to be extinguished. It is the purest and subtilest part of bitumen (o).

3. Asphaltum, as it is called by the Greeks, by the Latins Bitumen, is thicker than naphtha, or petrol, very viscid, or tenacious, tho' at first it is in some measure fluid; whilst it retains its nature, it generally swims on water; and

greatest caution. The white is used in glas-making, to make the glasses transparent; by potters in their white glazing; by enamellers to glaze or cover their metallic colours. The yellow and red are used by painters in their flesh-colours, browns, and yellows. The smallest quantity of any of the arfensics being mix'd with a metal, renders it friable, or destroys its malleability. And hence the refiners dread nothing so much as arfenic in their metals; and it would be advantageous to them, were such a thing to be had, as a menstrum that would absorb, or act on arfenic alone: for then their metals might be readily purified, without flying off, or evaporating: which often occasions great losses, labour, and expense. Arfensics do not dissolve in water, but hang therein after the manner of feathers.


(l) By bituminous sulphurs we mean such pitchy mineral substances, whether solid or fluid, as are inflammable, soluble in oil, and immiscible with water. Thus a solid bitumen is any hard, brittle, mineral body, fusible by fire, readily inflammable, and soluble in oil; thus appearing to resemble pitch, as the liquid bitumen resembles tar; though their colours and degrees of confluence may be various.

(m) Some naturalists, as Dr. Woodward, &c. extend bitumen into a general class, and

sweering, in great measure, to the class of sulphurs. Accordingly, they subdivide them into liquid, or naphtha, including petrol and oleum terrae; and solid, under which they range amber, jet, bitumen, asphaltum properly so called, and coal.

(n) It is frequently confounded with naphtha, tho' it be very different therefrom; as being thinner, more penetrating, and less inflammable.

It is found in several countries, particularly the duchy of Madena in Italy; and is of several colours, red, yellow, green, white, &c. which diversity is supposed to arise from the different situation of the rock with respect to the sun: thus the white, which is reputed the best, is said to proceed from that side most exposed to the sun's rays; then the red, then yellow, &c.

'It is used for burning in lamps, and externally in paralytic disorders, &c.

(o) Naphtha is a ruddy kind of oil, exuding out of a rocky or slaty earth; exceedingly inflammable, so as to catch fire even from a candle held at a distance; and so combustible as to continue burning under water. 'Tis found in several parts of Chaldœa, particularly where the ancient Babylon flood; as also in France, and some other countries of Europe. That of France is like melted pitch, very black, and of a rank smell,
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and it burns vehemently in the fire. The same being further dried, and concocted by the heat of the sun, or fire, or even by length of time, becomes harder than pitch, grows shining and ponderous, but is still fusible by fire, miscible with any unctuous body, and inflammable; in which state it is denominated Jews-pitch, or Bitumen Judaicum (p).

4. Pissafphaltum, by the very sound of the name shews it of an intermediate kind between pitch and bitumen; being of a black colour, earthy and strongly scented, and only seeming to differ in degree from the former: it is probably generated either naturally, or artificially, by a different mixture of fat bodies with melted bitumen (q).

5. The same, when advanced so far towards perfection by nature, as to become black, hard, earthy, flaky, smooth, strong scented, and glossy, seems to form that stone usually called jet, or Thracium Nicandri (r).

6. If fat bituminous substances mix with flaky glebes, or sometimes perhaps with the Scoria of metals, they harden together, and thus form a solid, scaly, black, fat, flaky, inflammable matter, called Lithantbrax or pit-coal (s), which seems also to belong to this head.

7. Amber, called also Carabe, Succinum and Elestrum, comes likewise under this head; as seeming to be the produce of a bituminous sulphur. It burns, and at the same time melts in the fire. It consists of a liquid, acid falt, which hardens into solid glebes; and of a fossil oil, nearly resembling petrol. Its colour is either white, citron, yellow, black, or red (t).

8. The

(p) The asphaltum is of a shining black colour, and so like Stockholme pitch, that were it not for the rank smell of that pitch, and the superior hardness of the bitumen, there would be no distinguishing them.

(T) It is usual to sophisticate the asphaltum, by mixing pitch with it, wherein the pissafphaltum is made; which the coarseness of the black colour, and the feit smell easily discover.

There is another asphaltum, which is a mineral stone found in the valley of Syddf, near the ancient Babylon, and lately also in the county of Neufchatel, the oil whereof makes an excellent cement; and hence is supposed to be the mortar so much celebrated among the ancients, wherewith the walls of Babylon were laid.

(q) Pissafphaltum, or Jews-pitch, is a sort of bitumen, found on the surface of the lake Asphaltos, or dead sea, in Judea; which the at first liquid, yet hardens in the air, and is brought to us in a firm consistent mass. So that it may rather be ranked among the solid than the liquid sulphur.

(r) Jet, otherwise called black amber, is a bituminous, dry, hard, black, smooth, glossy, uniform substance, capable of a good polish, burning almost like pitch, and appearing to be a fine kind of pitch-coal. It is found in many countries of Europe, as Germany, France, Sweden, Ireland, and England, particularly in Lancashire, where they make boxes, falt-fellers, &c. of it.

(t) Pit-coal may be esteemed a coarser kind of jet, being mix’d with a large proportion of earth; as appears by the ashes it leaves behind upon burning. It might be of great service, if an easy and cheap way were known of extracting the oil out of common coal.

(B) Amber is chiefly found in the Baltic Sea, and along the coasts of Prussia. Naturals have been extremely in the dark about its origin and formation; some have maintained it an animal substance; others take it for a refin'd juice, ouzing from poplars and firs, frequent on those coasts, and discharged into the sea; where undergoing some alteration, it is thrown on shore in this form: but the generality of authors contend for its being a bitumen, which trickling into the sea from some subterraneous sources, and there mixing with the vitriolic farts, which abound in those parts, it becomes congeal’d, or fixed thereby; the result of which congelation is amber. But good amber is frequently found in digging far from any sea-coast, which seems to make it a fossil.

There are several indications which discover where this amber is to be found: the surface of
8. The Oleum terreæ, produced in India and described by Neubovius, is scarce imported into Europe, but kept by the princes of Asia for their own uses. Whether therefore this be a species of Petrol, or Naphtha, I will not determine; but that which is brought hither, and sold under this denomination is obtained from the expressed oil of coco-nut mix'd with medicated earths; as I have been informed from a very good hand. And consequently it ought rather to be rank'd in the class of vegetables. Is not that called Barbadoes-tar, prepared after the same manner?

of the earth is there cover'd with a soft scaly stones; and vitriol, in particular, abounds there. Amber assumes all figures under ground, as of a pear, an almond, a pea, &c. among others there have been found letters very well form'd, and even Hebrew and Arabic characters; within some pieces of amber have likewise been found leaves, insects, &c. this, with some, palette as a proof that amber was originally in a fluid state; tho' others rather account for it, by supposing the amber to have been exposed to the heat of the sun, and by that means soften'd, so as to receive the leaves, insects, &c. which opinion is countenanced by this, that tho' heterogeneous matters are seldom found in the centre of the piece, but near the surface.

The amber which we commonly meet with is a bituminous, hard, dry, transparent, toughish, tho' brittle substance, either of a white, yellow, or dusky brown colour, of an acidish, bituminous, and somewhat resinous taste, and, when warm, of a peculiar fragrant tartish smell, resembling that of a mouldy lemon. It is electrical, and seems to have given that name to other substances which attract light bodies. When its natural history, nature, and properties, come to be well consider'd, it pretty clearly appears to be originally a bituminous mineral juice, form'd in the earth, being at first in a liquid state, but afterwards condensed, or harden'd. In some parts of France, and particularly in Provence, it is dug from mountains; and so it is in Italy and Sicily; tho' this is only a coarse dark-coloured and indifferent sort. The best is found in Prussia. Hartman, who has given a good history of amber, judges from phenomena that all Prussia is upon a bed of bitumen, or matrix of amber, which oxiz's out large quantities of this mineral, sometimes nearly up to the earth's surface, especially about the sea-coasts. But intermix'd with the amber are found a kind of mineral trees, differing in their texture from the common vegetable kind, as consisting of flat plates lying upon one another, and from these Hartman presum'd the amber proceeds; it being seldom found without them, and is sometimes contained in them.

Its uses.

Its mechanical uses are seen in cabinets, toys, utensils, and the better kind of varnishing. In medicine 'tis esteem'd good against nervous disorders, convulsions, the flour album, &c.

A P P E N D I X.

Natural history of ambergrase.

Ambergrase seems also referable to this class of bituminous sulphurs, tho' there are various opinions as to its origin; some take it for the excrement of a bird, which being dissolv'd by the sun's heat, and wash'd off the shore by the waves, is swallow'd by whales, who return it in the condition we find it: others imagine it a sort of gum, which distilling from trees, drops into the sea, where it congeals into ambergrase. Others suppose it a sort of spongy earth, which the working of the sea washes off the rocks; where, being lighter than water, it floats; others contend for its being form'd from honey-combs, which fall into the sea from the rocks, where the bees had form'd their nests; several persons having seen pieces, half ambergrase, half honey-comb. Lastly, others will have it a sort of a bituminous juice, which springs out of the bottom of the sea, as naphtha does out of some springs, and there thickens and hardens.

Ambergrase is found on the sea-coasts; particularly those of Africa, from the Cape of Good Hope to the Red-Sea, and the adjacent islands; in some places of the Mediterranean, and the island of Bermudas. It is a light, solid, grey, tallow-like, marbled substance. 'Tis most probably a kind of bitumen, flowing out of the earth, in a liquid form, into the sea; where it hardens, and floats on the surface, or is thrown upon the shores. In the middle of the lumps, which are sometimes very large, we
Stones, their character.
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Of Stones.

1. "S:oen is a hard fossil body, not ductile, but brittle, fix’d in the fire, and not easily fusible thereby, nor dissoluble in water (u)."—By which marks, stones are accurately distinguished from metals, salts, and sulphurs (x). Stones seem yellow, as the chrysolite and topaz; green, as the emerald, smaragd and beryl; bluish, as the saphir; and purple or violaceous, as the amethyst and hyacinth.

Dr. Woodward choosing to consider stones, not in respect of value, which is arbitrary and extrinsic, but of something that belongs to themselves, divides them into those found in larger masses, and those in lesser masses; which latter he subdivides into such as do not exceed marble in hardness, and such as do exceed it. These last make the class of precious stones in the other divisions. He divides them somewhat more precisely into opaque, semi-opaque, and transparent. (1) The opake are either of one colour, as the turquoise; or of various colours, as lazuli and jasper. (2) Semi-opake, either have their colours permanent, as the agate, chalcedony, onyx, fardonyx, cornelian, and beryl; or their colours vary, according to the position of the light, as the oculus cati, and opal. (3) Transparent stones are either with colours; as the topaz and jacinth, yellow, or partaking thereof; granate, ruby, and amethyst, red; saphir, water-saphir, and aquamarine, blue; and emerald or chrysolite, green, or partaking thereof; or without colours, as the crystal, pseudo-diamond, white saphire, and diamond.

Dr. Stare seems to make the specific gravity of stones their adequate standard; as our author does in metals. He speaks of several bodies which appear, in all respects, like stones, and are commonly ranked as such; but which, by the hydrostaticall balance, are found to want of the necessary weight; such, e. gr. is chalk, and various other bodies taken for granted to be stones; some of which are nearer earths than stones, and others nothing but earth, sulphur, and metal. Of the former many fall short of the standard of stone, and others exceed it; whereas true stones, says he, though differing much in hardness, whether pebbles, flints, preterified waters, &c. answer the same standard of specific gravity as a diamond does: which is to that of water as 2 1/2 to 1.*

The hydrostaticall balance, says Mr. Boyle, is of prime use in discerning genuine gems from counterfeit, which too often pass for true, to the prejudice of physicians and their patients.
seem commodiously reducible to three kinds; viz. transparent, semi-transparent, and opake.
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patients, and the loss of lapidaries; for, as there are, perhaps, no qualities of bodies more essential than their ponderosity, so there is scarce any, wherein importors find more difficulty to make a notable alteration, without being discovered. In several cases, indeed,itis not very difficult to alter the specific weight of a particular body; yet it may be impracticable to make any considerable alterations in the quality, unless by such additions and operations as will cause a sensible alteration in some other qualities, and so subject the ches to a discovery. He proceeds to give instances of discoveries he himself had made by this means.

Many authors, not only among the ancients, but the moderns, are full of the virtues and medicinal properties of precious stones; but their reputation, in this respect, is now not a little fallen. Yet, as the fragments of such stones are still preferred by the physicians, in some of the most celebrated compotitions; as there are certain chemical preparations made of them; and as several persons of the greatest candoour and experience, have related some considerable effects of certain gems, on their own particular observations; and lastly, as it is no way improbable that some of the latter stones may have some considerable operations on the human body; it might be imprudent indiscriminately to exclude them from any medicinal virtue at all. When much the greatest part of their traditional qualities are set aside as fabulous, there will still remain some, as real, and well-warranted a footing, as many of our other medicines.

On such considerations the excellent Mr. Boyle was induced to give us that extraordinary piece of the origin and virtues of gems; the purport whereof is to shew, " That such stones were originally in a fluid state, or are made up of such substances as were formerly fluid; and that many of their general virtues are probably derived from the mixture of metallic, and other mineral substances usually incorporated with them; while the great variety, and the particular efficacy of their virtues arise from some happy concurrent substances of that composition; e. gr. the peculiar nature of the impregnating liquor, the proportion wherein it is mixed with the petrificent juice, and the like."

To support this hypothesis of the virtues of gems, he shews that several of them are not simple concritions of any petrificent liquor, but consist also of other mineral adventitious parts; which he argues from the separableness of such substances in some stones; the specific gravity in others; and the different tinctures to be met with in gems of the same species, as rubies, sapphires, garnets, and emeraldis, of which some are yellow, some of other colours, and some green, almost like emeralds. There may therefore be in some gem numberless adventitious corpuscles, but there is reason to think that some of these corpuscles may be endowed with several properties and medicinal virtues: there is a great difference among these impregnating particles, and probably a greater variety than is known by us; and lastly, many gems are richly impregnated with these particles: why, then, may they not exert some power? This is the substance of what is directly alleged in behalf of gems.

The first objection which is perhaps against them is this, "The mineral substances they contain are so closely locked up, that they can communicate nothing to the body, and so cannot have any medicinal operation; being unconquerable by so small a heat as that of the stomach, and other parts of the body."

Which objection might be plausible enough, to prevent the attributing any medicinal virtues to them apriori; but can conclude nothing against what is warranted by so many facts, and observations; especially, when there are several particulars, that obviate this objection. For a vigorous heat-alone, the frequently harder than many gems, is known to emit copious effluvia; and there are many which have been found to have a manifest and inconvenient operation on the body, by being worn in the pocket, or long held in the hand. Mr. Boyle has found many transparent pebbles, which when cut would resemble diamonds, that might be immediately brought to emit copious and strong-scented effluvia. And if electrical attractions be owing to the effluvia of bodies heated by rubbing; very slight alterations may suffice to procure expirations from transparent gems, many of which are electrical, and even the hardest of all, viz. diamonds, one of which Mr. Boyle kept by him, which upon a little friction would attract very vigorously.

To that part of the objection, which proceeds gems not to be digestible by the heat of the stomach, it may be replied, that we
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(1.) Of Transparent Stones.

2. Transparent Stones, are properly enough called Gems, so as to constitute a Gemus; these nearly resemble glass, in many respects; tho' they surpass it in hardness, solidity, simplicity, and difficulty of fusion by the fire. They seem composed of a fine perfect kind of slate and earth intimately mixed; as glass is of slate and ashes fused by fire (γ). Those gems which are perfectly transparent, without any mixture of colour, come the nearest to glass.

3. Crystal, seems entitled to the first place in this class; being a white, pure, bright stone, capable of cutting glass, not easily fusible by fire, formed by a certain direction and concourse of Radii, and Strata (ξ).

4. The genuine diamond is a most pure, hard, solid, transparent, glittering, precious stone; apparently the most perfect of all the gems of the crystal kind;

do not know how far the digestion of things in the stomach is owing to heat. Nor is it proved that such materials can have no operation on the body, without being digested, i.e. in passing through it without undergoing any sensible change of bulk, figure, &c. as gems, when swallowed, are supposed to do. For some chemists make a kind of bullets of regular of antimony, which they call pilaque perpetua, because when they have performed their operation in the body, and are discharged with the excrements, they may be used again and again for the same purpose. Nor do we know what analogy there may be between some juices in the body, and those mineral parts which impregnate gems: for though oculæ mundi be reckoned among the rare gems, yet if one of the best be for a while kept in common water, it will receive an alteration obvious to the eye. Add, that Mr. Boyle has, without heat, obtained a manifest tincture from several hard bodies, and even from a transparent fort of gems. And whether some juices of the body, alighted by the natural heat thereof, may not serve for menhirra to some gems, we will not say: but even the natural heat of the stomach, nay, perhaps, of the external parts of the body, may be able, though not to digest precious stones, yet to fetch out some of their virtues: for 'tis certain, it makes a sensible alteration in the hardest of them: witness a diamond of Mr. Boyle's, which might have its electric faculty excited without rubbing, only by a languid degree of adventitious heat; and another, which, by means of water made a little more than lukewarm, might be brought to shine in the dark.

Lately, if it be objected, that 'tis not likely gems should part with any effluvia, or portions of themselves, as they lose none of their weight; it may be answered, that the antimonial glass and cup communicate a strong emetic quality to wine and other liquors, without suffering any sensible diminution of weight.

(ω) This resemblance should not be much depended upon, as a proof that gems are composed by nature after the manner of glasses, which is an artificial thing, that differs in several respects from gems; some of which appear plainly flaky, feel soft like amber between the teeth, with a kind of toughnefs, and both pulverize and endure the fire, in a different manner from glasses.

(ξ) Rock-cryystal is a soft transparent gem, somewhat resembling ice; it seems to shoot or grow in a particular figure, after the manner of a falt; being hexagonal in the middle, and pyramidal at both ends. It's easily reduced to powder, especially after calcination, and quenching in water or vinegar; and thus may be made the basis of artificial gems. But the art of making them, in this manner, to perfection, is not generally known; though we have seen some, little inferior to natural stones, even the diamond itself, except in hardnefs.

Iceland cryystal is a peculiar fort, consisting of crysfalline plates, joined together, which may be easily separated. All objects seen through this cryystal appear double, on account of the double refraction of the rays of light.

A third kind of cryystal is that mentioned by Dr. Lister in the Philosophical Transactions; having a great smoothness, transparency and luster, nearly resembling the diamond. It is found in different parts of England.


† See M. Huygens, and Sir I's Newton's Optics.
kind; excelling all bodies in the vividity of its reflecting of light; and
enduring the fiercest fire for a very long time without melting (a).

5. Baffard-diamonds, or Pseudo-Adamantes, of the purer kind, approach
the true diamond; but are softer, less solid and transparent than it.

6. The white japhir is akin to the diamond. The same may be said of White japhir.
the oriental amehyst, which is colourless, either by nature, or art. And the
topaz, and chryfolite, when discharged of their colour, approach to the
nature of diamond (b). The true astroïtes, which in the sun-shine darts
rays of light from a certain fix'd point, belongs also to the transparent kind.
In all these the value rises in proportion to their degree of hardnes, solidity
and transparency.

7. Those gems which, tho' transparent, are tinged with some beautiful
colour, approach to the nature of the former, only with the addition of some
metalline pigment, or other fix'd fossil body; which is intimately mixed and
incorporated with them in their first formation: as may be gathered from the
resemblance of colours, as well as from the manner of making artificial gems.

8. To this class belong the amethyst, beryl, carbuncle, chryfolite, gran-
ate, hyacinth, opal, ruby, japhir, emerald, topaz; likewise all colour'd
crystals. And the value of these also depends upon their degree of hard-
ness, solidity, purity, simplicity, and brightness of colour. (c).

(a) The diamond is often blemish'd, with white, yellow, or black spots, which greatly
reduce the value; whence various ways have
been tried to get them out. They are of
different colours, white, yellowish, bluish, red-
dish, &c. Diamonds consist of crystal plates or laminae, somewhat in the nature of Iceland
crystal; so that skilful lapidaries can separate
them with the edge of a knife. They are not
calcinable by common fire; nor in the
focus of a burning glass, if only the plain
flat surfaces are thus exposed to the sun's rays;
but if the edges of the plates are turned to the
rays, they split, separate, and run into a kind
of glafs, which has not the lustre of a diamond.
They are chiefly found in the East-
Indies and Brazil. The manner of making
artificial diamonds at Paris deserves to be en-
quired into.

(b) The japhir comes nearest to the diamond
in hardness, splendor, and transparency. It
is of two kinds, the one pale, called the fe-
male japhir, the other blue, or sky-coloured,
with a reddish, or purple refractions, called
the male. Saphires are brought from different
parts of the East-Indies, and are hence called
Oriental saphires: others are found in Silicea
and Bohemia, and are called Occidental. The
colour of the blue saphires may be discharged
by fire, so as to leave the stone like a diamond.

(c) The ruby is a bright, transparent, reddish
gem, of considerable hardnes. It is of four
kinds, differing in degree of redness; viz. (1)
the true ruby, or carbuncle; (2) the halo-
us, having but a faint redness; (3) the rubicul-
us, of a degree of redness between the former two;
and (4) the pounalis, which is softer, and less
reflectent than the true ruby. The first are
found in the island Ceylon. Some pretend to
have extracted tinctures from them; though we
apprehend the proofs are not clear and direct.
The emerald is a beautifully green, trans-
parent, glittering gem, but considerably brittle,
so as sometimes to crack spontaneously; which
has given occasion to several contests. It is
either oriental, or occidental; the oriental is
by much the best. The other, which comes
from Peru, has neither the same lustre, nor
clearnes. It is remarkable, that the pow-
der of this gem, being thrown upon a clear
fire, yields a fulble blue flame, and loses its
colour; whence one might suspect the stone
to be tinged with copper, or a fine metallic
sulphur. This may afford a hint for enquiry,
whether (1) the coloured gems are not stained
with metallic particles? (2) whether they do
not consist of two parts, viz. one that is cry-
stalline and fixed, and another that is sulphur-

* See Boyle Abr. Vol. III. p. 144. & seq.
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(2.) Of Semi-transparent Stones.

1. Between gems and opake stones we find an intermediate kind, which may be called semi-transparent; as being of a more compound nature than the former.

2. The chief among these are the agate, sand, another sort of Afroites, the true Armenian stone, the toad-stone, the cornelian, chalcedony, heliotrope, or true oriental jasper, true Lapis Lazuli, Lapis Nepbriticus, Lepchithalnus, Melachites, Onyx, Sardius, Sardonix, Selenites, and Turquois; which are found different in degree of opacity (d). The qualities which give the value to these, are also solidity, hardness, transparency, and beauty of colour.

(3.) Of Opake Stones.

1. The other stones are of the opake kind, as the eagle-stone, alabaster, Abastos, Belenmites, Gypsum, Hæmatites, jasper, jews-stone, touch-stone, load-stone, marble, whether white, ash-coloured, yellow, brown, or black, porphire both red and green, Opbites, Ophicollus, pumice, lime-stone, whet-stone, mill-stone, flint, Lapis Specularis, emery, tale and tripoli. Among which

reous and volatile; and (3) whether the colour'd gems may not have some medicinal virtue, different from their absorbing quality?

The ametyst is a transparent gem, of a violet colour, between red and blue, but not very vivid: this also is somewhat brittle, apt to crack, and receive scratches in the wearing; whence it is not highly prized. Some pretend to extract a tincture from it; but we should remember that certain menuriums will acquire a colour, by standing in the containing glass, without coming in contact with any other sensible body.

The topaz was the chrysolite of the ancients, being a transparent gem, of a shining golden-colour; the oriental are very hard, and of a beautiful colour, but the European are soulith, and soft, like crytal.

The opal is a beautiful gem, exhibiting a great variety of colours, according to the different refrangibility of the rays of light; and thus besides white and black, it appears either blue, purple, green, yellow, or red. The best opals come from India, the ordinary sort from Egypt, Hungary, Denmark, &c. They are found to grow in a soft stone, marked with blackish lines.

The hyacinth, or jacinth, is a yellowish-red gem, differing in degrees of colour; some being red as cinabar, others the colour of saffron, and others of yellow amber, &c. which are less esteemed. The oriental are better than those of Sicily, Bohemia, or France.

The chrysolite is a green-coloured gem, finer than the emerald, and with a cast of yellow, so as sometimes to appear reddish. It is so soft, that it yields to the file.

But for a further account of gems, see de Boot, Mr. Boyle, and Dr. Woodward.

A short account of the more curious semi-transparent stones.

(a) The Armenian stone is of a blue colour, somewhat opake, brittle, speckled, or marbled, with blackish and gold-coloured spots; like the lazul, which differs little from it; and they are often found together in the same matrix, and used indiscriminately for each other. The painters employ it as a fine blue.

The lazul, or azure stone, is an almost opake, hard, blue stone, full of veins, and spots of gold and silver. It is of two sorts, oriental or occidental; the first is the finest, and affords the ultramarine, which never changes its colour, whereas the German sort is apt to turn green in painting. The best that of a deep blue colour, speckled with gold, hard to break, and capable of enduring the fire without alteration.

The onyx among the jewellers is the Arabian sandonix, an opake stone, wherein a black, or dark blue ground, is encompassed by a white circle. There is also a transparent onyx, resembling the colour of a man's nail; from whence the name appears to proceed.
which there is a diversity of nature, as some are more disposed to turn to glafs, and others to a very fixed Calx in the fire (e).

Of the origin and growth of stones.

(e) The origin of stones is a point of curious enquiry, and has accordingly been prosecuted by some of our later naturalists. Boyle, Tournefort, and Grew, have distinguished themselves in this research.

M. Tournefort deduces stones, and other of the fossil tribe, ab evo. Nature, according to him, observes one general law in the production of plants, stones, and metals, which all equally arise from their several seeds, and grow alike. This sentiment indeed is not quite new: Pliny affures us that Mutianus and Theophrastus maintained that stones produced stones. But M. Tournefort lets the system in a new light, and supports it by arguments they were strangers to. In the wall of the labyrinth of Crete, which are of living rock, a great number of names have been cut by persons who have visited the same; which names, tho’ originally dented, or in creux, are now found in baso-relievo, standing out one fourth of an inch from the face of the rock. Now this, he argues, could not otherwise happen than by supposing the dents gradually filled up with some matter ouzing out of the rock, and which even ouzed more plentifully than was necessary for filling the cavity. This matter, therefore, must have come from the body of the stone, and have congelated, or healed up the wound made by the knife or chisel, as the calixs formed on a fractured bone by the extravasated nutritive juice of the bone fills up the fracture, and rifes beyond the surface of the bone. The like is observed in the barks of trees, cut in the same manner. Lastly, the like congelations were shown by M. Tournefort to the royal academy, in other stones, as the attics, or eagle’s stone, and some others freshly dug up. From the whole he concludes, that stones grow in the quarry; that, of consequence they are fed; and that the same juice which feeds them, serves to rejoin their parts when broken; and, in a word, that they are organized, and draw their nutritive juice from the earth, through their surface, which filters it, and serves as a sort of bark. The progress and distribution of such juice through all parts of so hard a body, he adds, is difficult to conceive; but not more so than that of the juice of some trees of very hard wood, as that of Bradif, called iron-wood, that of ebony, or even coral, which all allow to be a plant.

Having found that some stones grow like plants, the analogy led M. Tournefort to imagine they might be propagated alike; and there are some sorts, whose generation can scarce be accounted for without supposing them to have arose from a sort of seed, i.e. from a germ, wherein the organic parts of such stones were contained in little; as those of the largest plants are in their seeds. The corona Ammonis, lapis Judaicus, astrales, entrecôt, toad-stone, crystals, the several species of pyrites, sea-mushrooms, and infinite others, suppoze their particular seeds, as much as common mushrooms, truffles, and divers species of moss do, whose seeds were never yet discovered.

The corona Ammonis, for instance, is constantly in form of a volute, and the lapis Judaicus of an olive fluted without side: now, whence this uniform structure, unless from a seed containing it in embryo? Who moulded it so accurately? and where are the moulds it was fashioned in? Nothing like them ever was found, even where the stones are in greatest abundance. Boot, after numerous enquiries about the regular figure affected by crystals, concludes, it is as natural thereto as that of the leaves and flowers of any plant; and attributes the whole to an architectonic spirit, and a kind of faculty, which he calls formatix. But is it not better to suppose they have a kind of eggs; and that the juice they derive from the rocks to which they grow, does, as it were, hatch, and extend them to their destined bulk? Lastly, that immense quantity of round pebbles, wherewith the Cren of Aries is covered, for forty miles round, seems to require the same origin; and accordingly, Tab. de Piere, who held that stones arose from seeds, though in a different manner from M. Tournefort, looked on this plain as a convincing proof of his opinion. But this doctrine seems, in good measure, obviated by Mr. Boyle, who undertakes to prove, that gems, in particular, were originally in a state of fluidity. This he argues from a great number of considerations: as

1. The transparency of those stones; which is a quality depending on such an order of the constituent particles, as cannot be suppozyed without supposing them originally capable of being moved with the smallest impulse, and of giving way to the rays of light. (2) The figure, which in many is determinate, and geometrical,

*Memoir. de l'Acad. an. 1702.*
To this last class we subjoin earths "which are native fossils, usually some-" what unctuous, so that when mixed up with water, they may be wrought "into a paste, and hence denominated boles, but not soluble either by water "or fire." Such are Argill, or white clay, Axungia Terra, or Axungia Luna, Cimolia,
geometrical, bearing a near analogy to the cry-
flats which we see arise from the disolutions of nitre, alum, virolite, or the like in water. (3) The texture, which nearly resembles that of several coagulations of bodies formerly fluid. Thus, dissolved salts, silver, &c. are found to coagulate into masses of a thin flaky contexture; and the like texture, Mr. Boyle has observed in divers gems, which, even to the naked eye, have appeared full of parallel com-
miftures, made by the contiguous edges of little thin plates of stone, lying one over another, like the leaves of a book a little opened. Add, that the microscope discovers a parallel strature, even in the most compact of all, the diamond; whence proceeds what they call the grain of those stones, and the difficulty, nay impossibility of cleaving them against this grain without breaking. (4) The colours of many of the appear to be adventitious, and derived from some tingeing mineral, which could not be so well imparted to them, unless in a state of fluidity. Accordingly, many gems have been deprived of their colour, by con-
tinuing long in the fire; and the experienced Best affirms, that this will hold of all gems, except the Bohemian granat. Hence it is that the fire alters the colours of many gems, after the same manner as it does those of divers fos-
fil pigments. Add, that some gems, which the lapidaries, without scruple, affirm to be of the class of rubies, saphires, &c. are either colourless, or have different colours from those which usually belong to them. (5) From heterogeneous matters being frequently found inclosed in solid gems; particularly flints, flars, grafhoppers, drops of liquor, &c.

The fluid state of stones then seems almost incontestible: and accordingly M. Tournesfort himself is forced to allow of it in some cases. He even makes use of the notion, to account for the formation of divers uniformly figured stones, as the species of plattinites, conchites, mytilites, oysterites, nautilites, echinates, &c. The fluid feeds of these stones he supposes to have been received into the cavities of their corresponding fossils, the pecten, concha, mytilus, oyster, nautilus, echinus, &c. and thus moulded into the figures wherein we see them. Nor does Mr. Boyle himself consider the liquidity of stones as inconsistent with their arising from a fermen: "If there be a seminal and plastic power," says he, "in stones, why may it not be barbecued in liquid principles? when we see that the feed of animals, from which arise hard solid bones, is at first a fluid?" In reality, a feed may be contained in a fluid vehicle; which we suppose is the case in animals: but the proper feed, or flamen itself, must inebitably be a solid, ac-
cording to the notion of a feed, which is no-
third but a little organized body, wherein all the parts of the future production are contained in small; the production itself is only the feed enlarged, so as to shew its several parts to the eye. But fluidity is inconsistent with any such organization.

Mons. Geoffroy supposes, that earth alone, without any other mixture of salts, sulphurs, or the like, is the basis of stones, and the only matter necessary to their formation; i.e. the earth may be mixed with salts and sulphurs, as we find it is in many stones, but this is not absolutely required; "is only by accident that it does happen, and there are other stones without any at all; as the common stones of quarries, white flints, &c."

Earth, according to this philosopher, con-
sists of two kinds of primitive parts; the one in very thin equable plates, the other in all kinds of irregular figures. When the parts of the first kind meet together in a sufficient quantity, the regularity and equality of their figures, determines them to range themselves in a regular and similar manner, and thus to form a homogeneous compound, which, at the same time, must be very hard, on account of the immediate contact of its parts, and transparent, by reason of their regular dispo-
sition, which leaves a free passage for the light every way: and this is crytal; which accord-
ingly is looked upon as the most simple, pure, and homogeneous of all precious stones. As to the terrestrial parts of the second kind, they can only form opaque and softer assemblages. Crytal, therefore, being alone formed of the parts of the first kind, all other stones must arise from a mixture of both. Those of the first unite and bind together those of the second.
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Cimolia, fullers-earth, boles white and Armenian, the Chian, Eretrian, Lemnian and Maltese earths; ruddle; Samian, Selinosian, Toocavian, and all the seal'd earths. But there are others of a dryer, and leaner kind; as chalk, ochre, and marl (f).

To explain this, he observes, that water is a proper vehicle for the conveyance of the terrestial parts of the first kind; as petrifying waters line the pipes they run thro', or cafe over other bodies laid in them with a crust of stone. Strictly speaking, the water does not disolve these earthy parts; it only keeps them in fusion, as it does the juice of many sorts of plants. From this resemblance, he calls these parts the crystalline, or spony juice.

This juice is more heavy and fixed than water; and consequently does not evaporate with it, but is left behind; and thus is the formation of crystal, perfectly like that of the crystals of salts. For these crystals only arise with those regular figures they affect, as when a water impregnated with salts is slowly evaporated in a moist place: the evaporation of the water is necessary, that it may not keep the fats too far afield; and the slowness of the evaporation, that the fats may have time to take that arrangement, which agrees best with their respective figures. The application of this to rock-crystal is obvious: there needs but to conceive that a water, charged with a quantity of crystalline juice, had impregnated itself thro' the clefts of some rock, and fallen to the bottom of a grotto, where the aqueous part gradually evaporated.

It must be considered, that this crystalline juice is not equally diffused in all parts of the earth, so that rock crystal would not arise in all places, even letting aside the necessity of other concurrent circumstances, which do not often meet. If the water impregnated with this crystalline juice happen to penetrate a mass of earth, which is the most usual case, it will connect, or bind together the parts thereof, by means of this juice; and afterwards, in proportion as the watery part evaporates, the compound will grow harder, and at last become stone. Add, that it will approach nearer to the nature of crystal, i. e. will be more hard and transparent, according as the quantity of that juice is greater; and at the same time of a finer grain, according as the molecules of the earth are smaller and more homogeneous. Of this kind are marbles and alabasters, in some of which one may discern veins or threads, as transparent as if they were wholly crystal. The stones most opposite hereto, and most imperfect, are chalk and boles; which are little else but earth ill bound together, with a very small quantity of crystalline juice, which leaves them still friable. 'Tis easy to imagine infinite degrees between thee. The particular circumstances which attend the formation of stones, vary the effect of the general principles divers ways. For instance, if a portion of this crystalline juice, diluted in water, chance to be surrounded with earth, and the juice be not in quantity sufficient to petrify the whole earth, as fast as the water evaporates; there will arise a mass, partly crystalline and transparent, and partly opaque, dissimilar, and earthy. If the same crystalline juice be in the middle of the mass, only the middle will be transparent, and covered over with an opaque crust. Such are agats, &c. On the contrary, if the crystalline juice be, by no cause whatever, driven from the centre toward the circumference, there will be a pure earth in the middle of a stone, tolerably transparent: such are several flints, &c.

Natural history of sand.

(f) Sands are properly little crystals, or semi-transparent pebbles, that by the addition of a fixed alkaline salt are fusible and convertible into glas; and therefore to be comprehended under semi-opaque stones.

'Tis the character of sand to be indifferable, and retain its figure in water, and not to be calcinable by fire, as flint and other stones are; and yet it agrees with flint and some metals in uniting fire with steel; though this only holds of what the common people call sand, being not originally such, but only a dust or powder, ground or broke off other stones by attrition; and called sand from the smallness, little cohesion, and dryness of the grains. Dr. Lecher observes, that the real sand is of a constant figure, and always preserves its original magnitude; and from the great hardness, durableness, and unalterable quality of this fossil above all others, together with some other considerations, concludes it to have anciently been the exterior, and most general cover of the surface of the whole earth. He divides the English sands into two classes: the first, sharp or rag-sand, consisting of small
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of Semi-Metals.

1. The seventh class of fossils, comprehends those which either contain the known, true metals, or ellig bodies so near akin thereto, that they may almost pass formerly brought from the island of Crete; but is now found in several other countries. It drinks up, and ferments with acids; and is therefore successfully used in acidades of the first passages, and particularly in the heart-burn; it softens the acrimony of the fluids, and checks the violent motion of the bile, and consequently proves of service in some kinds of fluxes. Under this species of earths, pumice, rotten stone, &c. may be comprehended.

The second, or the compound kind of earths take in the different boles, as the red, white, and brown; moist clays; especially all the fat ones, which are wrought up and dried into potter’s ware; fillers earth; the several kinds of medicinal earths, and some marls.

Bole is a ponderous different-coloured earth, faster than marl, but less fat than clay, somewhat soluble in the mouth, of a rough taste, and stains the fingers. Only the Armenian and common bole are employed for medicinal purposes; being accounted astringent and softeners of acrimony, when internally given; and drying and astringent in outward application.

Clay is a ponderous, dense, fat, vititious, and slippery earth; and being held for some time in the mouth, leaves an impression on the tongue, something between that of soap and fat. When fresh dug, it may be moulded into any figure, like soft wax; and by fire be changed to a fliny hardnes. The species of clay are almost numberless; several of which should seem to preserve the title of simple earths; tho’ on a strict examen they appear very compound. Thus Mr. Boyle thinks tobacco-pipe clay, by reason of its fixity, whiteness, and inodour, may with almost as much probability, be accounted elementary, as any other native earth; and yet tobacco-pipes well baked, may sometimes be made to strike fire; and we have frequently found, that two pieces of new tobacco-pipe, being briskly rubbed together, would in a minute or two grow warm, and being immediately fnmelt to, manifestly afford a rank scent, between fulphurous and bituminous; almost like that which proceeds from pebbles and flints rubbed hard against each other; as if tobacco-pipe clay were not a true earth, but a fine white sand, consisting of grains too small to be distinctly seen.

* See Phil. Transact. No. 164.

† See Boyle Abr. Vol. III. p. 452.
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pafs for the fame; nay, and by good authors are referred thereto. The least compound of these may be properly reduced to three kinds. Semi-metals composed of a true metal combined with a falt; which are usually known by the names of Atramenta Sutoria; Chalcantba; and vitriols. These again are of two kinds: some wherein the ingredient-metal is iron, distinguifhable by their green colour; others whose ingredient-metal is copper, remarkable for their beautiful blue colour. For the other metals, it does not appear they undergo any defolution in mines; as their folutents, being the acid fpirits of nitre, or fia-falt, are rarely met with there. Whence we fcarce find any fuch thing as difolved or concrete juices of gold, silver, mercury, lead or tin, and never in any large quantity. 'Tis true the metallic part of lead may be difolved by a weak acid; but then it is fcarce reducible into crystals: instead of which, letting go its acid, it immediately turns into powder of cerufs: and the fame holds true of tin.

2. All fossil vitriols, therefore, hitherto discovered, conftit either of iron or copper. Not but the small fragments or dust of other metals may chance to be mixed with vitriol, when in a fate of defolution, and thus grow into a maifs therewith; but that other metals may equally be difolved by the fame solvent, and intimately united therewith, does not appear.

3. Iron and copper have the fame solvent, viz. an acid, which may be separated therefrom by a strong fire; and this acid is known by the name of spirit, or oil of vitriol: the fame may also be procured by art, from alum, or collected

seen. The fame author observes, that porcellane, or the matter whereof China dithes are made, is a pure fort of clay, which yet is sometimes somewhat fusible in a violent fire; and will frike fire with fleel, almost like a flint; to which it approaches in fpecific gravity. And the like has been found to obtain in an imitation of porcellane with a fort of English clay.*

Dr. Lijfer makes clay a genus, almost as extensive as earth itself; dividing clays into two grand claffes, under the titles of fort and mix'd. The former are foft and folute in the mouth, and have little or no grittines; and these are subdivided into greasy, which include the medicinal earths, or terra folilate, as fuller's earth, yellow, brown, and white; boles, cow-flot clay; and a dark blue clay: hard and fuffy, when dry, as Creta, properly fo called, or the milk-white clay of the isle of Wight; potter's clay, yellow, blue, and red; and fowy, when dry, as the fewel forts of stone clays, and clunch. Mix'd clays he subdivides into thofe with round fand or pebble; as the yellow loam of Kipworth-Moor; the red sandy clay near Rip-ten, &c. and thofe with flat or thin fand, glittering with mica; as crouch-white clay, grey or blufh tobacco-pipe clay, and a red clay in the red sand rock at Rotheram.†

The medicinal earths are very numerous, and by fome comprehended under the species of clays; their virtues being nearly the fame; a history of them has been long expected with impatience.

Marles likewise are of different kinds and various colours: the earth generally known by the name of marle, is a light ftrifeble fubftance, of a middle nature between clay and chalk, but not fo fat as clay, nor fo dense as chalk; and ficks to the tongue.

There are many other fpecies of compound earths. For Vannacio, an eminent Italian mineralift, informs us, that a fort of reddifh earth often contains the richeft metals: Mr. Boyle has found finely figuring crystals to grow in a red earth; and he had a whitefth earth fent him from the North of England, which contained a large quantity of lead. An experienced writer on the gold and filver mines of America, observes that gold itsel is frequently defguifed under the appearance of a reddifh earth. And our English fokers are richer in iron even than fome ores of that metal.

† See Phil. Transalt. No. 164.
collected from the fumes of burning sulphur. Add that vitriols and sulphur are generated and produced from the same matrix, viz. the Lapis Pyrites abovementioned; which being dug up, exposed to the air, discharged of its redundant sulphur, ground to powder, and dissolved in water is left to shoot on slips of wood. Otherwise, it may also be produced immediately from the ancient Mifs, by a natural solution and crystallization.

4. Vitriol then is of five kinds: 1. Green, composed of iron and spirit of sulphur, much commended for its medicinal virtues, and the best for ink. 2. Blue, compounded of much iron, and a little copper dissolved by spirit of sulphur. A solution of this in water tinges iron of a ruddy copper-colour, which discovers the admixture of copper. 3. White, which shews no great difference from green, except what it probably owes to the greater degree of heat in its origination, as is confirmed from the factitious kind; in every other respect the two perfectly agree. 4. Chalcites, or the true Chalcantnum, or red vitriol; which is also near akin to the green, and resolves into the same principles. Perhaps there may be some mixture of copper in it; but its chief ingredients seem to be iron, and the acid of sulphur. 5. Cyprian, or Hungarian; which is of a perfect blue colour, and composed of copper and the same acid of sulphur. From hence arises the Sory, which is a hard, sharp, coarse unctuous glebous substance; seeming to be condened juice of vitriol; of a black, or ash-colour; and which becomes vitriol again by means of water. And Melenteria, which is likewise of a black or ash-colour, glebous and caustic; is probably of the same origin and production.

5. In all these therefore, iron and copper make the basis; the acid of sulphur affords the solvent; the water which dilutes the acid and arranges the parts of the metal, gives the figure and transparencies. Hence from the different proportion of these three, may all those diversities be accounted for, which are spok'd of by the ancients. In effect, water with the acid spirit of sulphur, iron, or copper, mixed and combined in a certain proportion, form those called native vitriols (g).

Natural history of vitriol.

(g) Vitriol is of two kinds, natural and factitious. The natural is found of four different colours; viz. white, blue, a bluish green, and green.

There are very large quantities of native vitriol found in caverns of the copper mines at Gifhan in Germany; being sometimes in lumps or pieces, like joggles, of a great length and thickness; and this is so common, the most people have thought it factitious; whereas it is only refined by art, or dissolved in water, and suffer'd to crystallize. The Minera Maria solaeis Hoffiana, as it is called, in tract of time depothes its fulphurous nature, and becomes vitriolic; after the manner of our pyrites, of which copperas is made.

The white vitriol comes from Germany, in the form of loaves or lumps, resembaling white sugar; of a sweetish and nauseous flyptic taste.
6. (2) Semi-metals composed of a true metal and a sulphur combined together. To this head chiefly belong native cinnabar, which is found in mines of China, from a coalition of sulphur and mercury melted together by the subterraneous heat; as appears from the manner of making factitious cinnabar (b). This, which makes the mimimi of the ancients, may easily be resolved a gain into a true sulphur and mercury. Whence it appears that a real sulphur is generated plentifully in mines, by natural means alone.

S 2.

It appears, that the diversity of colours in vitrioli arises from the difference wherein the salt or acid is received: in blue, the salt is joined with copper; in green, with iron; in white with calamine, or some ferruginous earth mixed with lead, or tin. As to red vitriol, called colorbar, its colour is adventitious, and seems to arise from a calcination which the vitriol undergoes, either by art, or some subterraneous fire.

This is not only supported by the natural history of vitriol, but seems to be confirmed by numerous analyses made of the several kinds of vitriol, and the artificial preparation of them upon such principles; so that it may pretty safely pass for a general truth, that all vitriol consists of water, a metallic part, and an acid combined: that the water gives the transparency, or crystalline form; that the acid dissolves the metal, and thus gives the colour; and that all three are thus united together*.

Its uses.

The uses of copperas are numerous. It is the chief ingredient in the dyeing of wool, cloths, and hats black, in making ink, in tanning and dressing leather, &c. And from hence is prepared oil of vitriol; and a kind of Spanish brown for painters.

Natural history of native cinnabar.

(b) Native cinnabar is found in quicksilver-mines; though it has likewise its own mines, of which those in Spain are famous; it is likewise found in Hungary, Bohemia, Italy, and France. It is a hard, ponderous, metallic, and beautifully red stony substance, that breaks into shining, bright, angular pieces. It seems to be improperly called the ore of quicksilver; as, besides other reasons, being much more valuable, and bearing a higher price than quicksilver; yet affording, according to its difference, from six or seven to thirteen or fourteenounces of true running mercury in a pound! The sulphur remaining behind, after this separation, seems also to differ from the common; and its nature seems hitherto not sufficiently known.

* See Stahl, de Vitrioli Elogiis.
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7. The Stibium of the ancients, by the Greeks called 
*Amus*, by the moderns antimony, consists of a true fossil sulphur, and a matter much resembling metal; which if it could be rendered malleable, would become of a perfect metallic nature, and make the seventh in the classes of metals. But such method of purifying antimony is hitherto unknown; tho' Mr. Boyle affirms that a true fluid mercury had by a secret process been procured from it: and few pretend in these days but boast they can do the like. It is fusible in the fire, and promotes the fusion of other fossils mixed with it; but being brittle in itself, communicates the same quality to the other ductile bodies it is mix'd with. It is volatile in itself, and renders almost all other bodies mixed therewith volatile in the fire. In fine, it encreases the beautiful brightness of gold; and in many things is found to approach the nature of white arsenic (*i*).

8. Bismuth, or *Bifomut*, resembles antimony: it consists of thin plates or Lamellae, laid on one another; imitates silver in the brightnes, and whiteness of its colour; but is less friable, harder, not ductile under the hammer, gives evident indications of a sulphur in it; and by the action of an acid on it, lets go a bituminous matter; is less fixed in the fire than metals, and when mixed therewith renders them volatile and friable (*k*).

Natural history of antimony.

(i) Antimony has its own mines, particularly in Hungary, Transylvania, Germany, and several provinces of France. Its ore is mixed with a flanny matter, from which it is separated by breaking it into small pieces, and afterwards refining it, as is practiced in other imperfect metals. This makes the crude antimony of the druggists; which is a metallic, solid, heavy, brittle substance, of a lead colour, consisting of long shining streaks or needles: 'tis easily fus'd by fire, and flows the thinnest of all minerals; but is not ductile. There are different kinds of antimony, and it is often found mix'd with other metals. A great variety of medicinal preparations are obtained from it; and generally prove either emetic, cathartic, diaphoretic, or sudorific. Of late, crude antimony has frequently been given internally in powder; and is said to dissolve vicidities in the fluids, open obstructions, and give relief in putrid diseases, consumptions, and epilepsies. It is likewise accounted of great use in fattening animals. In external application, being mix'd with ointments, it is commended for drying ulcers, curing the itch, and other diseases of the skin: in plasters 'tis used for resolving tumours; and in collyria for inflammations, and other disorders of the eyes. In chemistry it is of extensive use; as contributing to the pulverization and consequent solution of metals: the ready amalgamation of the harder metals; the animation of mercury; the extraction of metallic sulphurs; and the supposed melioration of metals. It is used in the making of pewter, and types for printing. Its regulus is said to help in the gilding of copper, and to improve tin in point of whiteness, hardness, and sound; whence also it is sometimes used in casting bells, making metalline specula, &c.

Natural history of bismuth.

(ii) Bismuth, otherwise called tin-glass, the silver marcasite, and by some whitezinck, grey lead, and the magnet of metals, is divided by naturalists into native and artificial. The native or fossil is frequently found among the silver-mines and tin-mines in Bohemia and Mifonia; and sometimes also, if we may credit Alonzo Barbo, in mines of its own. Its ore, being easy of fusion, readily yields the bismuth, by a gentle flame of wood in a low-arched furnace; leaving a flag, which affords a blue glass, or stale. Bismuth is readily soluble in vinegar, and communicates a faccharine taste thereto; it also dissolves in spirit of salt, aqua fortis, and spirit of nitre; and hence by precipitation is procured a magisftry, or fine white powder, which is much esteemed as a cosmetic, and helps to change the colour of hair. Bismuth is a principal ingredient in the making of folders, on account of the thin fusion it soon procures to metals. And M. Hanberg informs us, that it considerably improves the metallic mixture design'd for printers types, by rendering it harder and less brittle. Artificial bismuth, according to Langetius, is prepared from tin, by cementing thin plates thereof.
9. Zinc, or Zineum is much like the former, but less friable (f).

(3) To semi-metals may also be referred all fossil, crystalline, stony and earthy matters, which have any true metallic matters intermixed with them. Such are the generality of native ores in mines, and numerous other bodies; Ores, the principal whereof are:

10. *Lapis Armenus*, called also *Lapis Lazuli* and azure-stone; which is very light, of a blue colour, and spangled with golden sparks; usually said to contain a large proportion of gold (m).

11. *Lapis Hematites*, which appears to be pregnant with metallic principles, bears a near resemblance to iron, and when sublimed with *Sal-ammoniac*, diffuses a rich, aromatic, sulphurous smell; whence some call it *Aroph, Aroma philosophorum*, the philosopher's spice (w).

12. Load-stone, remarkable for its confection with iron; being of the same colour, and having other properties much like it.

Ochre may also be probably rank'd in this class, as being the produce of iron, precipitated from mineral waters (o).

The *lapis lazuli* is a hard blue stone, with gold or silver-coloured specks and veins: 'tis found of two kinds, one bearing the fire and the other not. The first is brought from Asia and Africa, and is called the oriental stone; the other is softer, and dug out of the gold, silver, and copper-mines in some parts of Germany and Italy. The oriental produces the lasting beautiful ultramarine blue: but the German ultramine is easily injured by external causes, and in time turns green. The best *lapis lazuli* is of a deep blue colour, mark'd with some gold specks, hard to break, and durable in the fire. Its medicinal virtues are few, and those ill-fruit, though it retains a place in some compositions.

**Natural history of *lapis hematites***.

(p) *Lapis hematites*, or blood-stone is a ferruginous, hard, gleby, ponderous, metallic substance, of a dark red, or yellowish colour, and sometimes blackish, of an earthly astringent taste; and when broken, appears to have fine long fibres, like those of wood. It is frequently found in iron-mines, in a distinct ore; and sometimes with the load-stone, in many places of Germany, Italy, and Spain, the latter whereof is reckoned the best. It is a kind of iron ore; and Agricola says that in the valley of *Teuchin* in Bohemia, these stones are found to rich iron of the best kind, as to make it worth while to run the metal from them. It is frequently used in medicine, both in substance and in preparations, as a styptic and astringent, as well internally as externally.

**Natural history of the load-stone**.

(o) The magnet, or load stone, is found in many countries of Europe, and generally in
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13. From the whole, we may be enabled to form a judgment of the principles of fossils; which appear chiefly reducible to mercury, metalline sulphurs, salts, combustible sulphurs, earth and stones. But these will be found very different, if carefully examined in different subjects: the chief active principle in them, is a volatile saline acid; those which want this, derive all their activity and motion from fire (p).

Of VEGETABLES.

1. Another genus of bodies which chemistry is employed about, are vegetables, usually called plants.

2. A vegetable is an hydraulic body, (containing various vessels, replete with different juices,) which adheres by a certain part to another body, from whence, by means of this part, it derives the matter of its nutriment and accretion.

3. Hence vegetables differ from fossils, as above described, both in the diversity of their solid parts, in the different nature of their contained fluids, and in their structure, which consists of vessels and juices.

4. Add that the external part, called the root, which imbibes the nutriment from the nourishing body to which it is joined, sufficiently distinguishes vegetables from any animal hitherto known (q).

iron-mines; but the best is brought from the East Indies and Ethiopia. It is a kind of iron ore, and in some parts of Germany they run the iron from it. When exposed to the focus of a large burning-glass, it manifoldly discovers iron. It has very odd properties, and among the rest that of attracting iron, and giving it a polarity. But fire, ruff, moisture, and long diffuse, tend to weaken its force; tho' Mr. Boyle gives us instances of some English loadstones, which retained their virtue after ignition.*

The principles of fossils.

(p) Fossils should seem to consist of (1) of mercury, as the basis of many of them. (2) Of a fulble sulphur, that coagulates or fixes mercury: for even the ancients always distingushing two kinds of sulphur, the one volatile and combustible, and the other, which alone we have here regard to, perfectly fix'd; as being in effect a sort of concentrated fire. (3) Of salt: and (4) Of earth. All these, however, are not found in a fossils: some metals having been flown to consist of only the two first, and others only of the three last.

Whether water the universal wine of the ancients, which all bodies drink, and whereby they are suppos'd to grow and increase, be to be deem'd a principle, will admit of some doubt. Sir Isaac Newton defines it an

infusid salt. Others call it the chaos of all things, and 'tis perhaps the remote matter of all fossils; and may, therefore, be considre'd as constituting a peculiar class of body †.

(q) Few authors but observe the near analogy between the vegetable and animal economy and structure. M. Renaut, from a survey of plants, concludes, (1) That the root in plants, does the office of the parts contained in the belly of animals defined for nutrition; it being this chiefly that prepares, digests, alters, and changes the food into a nutritious juice, to be afterwards distributed to all the parts. 2. That the trunk and branches of trees, bear some relation to the exterior members or limbs of an animal, which it may indeed subsist without, though their rotting and mortification frequently occasion a total destruction thereof. 3. That 'tis with good reason that countrymen, in pruning and lopping trees, which they would have grow again, cover the wounds, and the remains of the flumps, with earth or clay, to prevent an extravasation, which would drain them of all their vital moisture. And hence, likewise, it is, that when the branch of a tree is broke, without the bark's being entirely separat'd, if the pieces be set again, and the fracture tied with a bandage, capable of retaining the sap, and excluding the access of

† See the 5th chapter of water. See also Bicher's Physica Subterranea.
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5. The solid parts of vegetables are mere earth, bound together by a viscid oily substance, so as not to be separable from each other without an open, quick fire.

6. The vessels of plants differ exceedingly both in their structure and place, the matters contained therein, and the virtues thereof.

7. The root is intended for fastening the plant to the ground, or for imbible nutriment therefrom; which last office seems sometimes also to be performed by the whole surface of the plant, as in the instance of truffles. The root then is furnished with absorbent vessels, whose mouths are ranged close to each other thro' its whole surface, by which the nutritious moisture is imbibed, protruded into the canals, and by these conveyed thro' the whole substance of the plant.

of the air, the branch will heal again, a collas be form'd, &c. just as in a fractur'd bone.*

As to those few plants which appear to float with the water, their manner of growth is somewhat anomalous. M. Tournefort has shewn that all plants do not arise briskly from seeds, but that some, instead of seeds, repose or let fall a little drop of juice, which sinking in the water, by its gravity, reaches the bottom, or some rock. &c. In its way; to which it sticks, strikes root, and roots into branches; such is the origin of coral, which by distillation yields a volatile salt.

There are some species of sea-mushrooms, particularly the neptunia, which are not found to adhere to any body: but M. Tournefort observes, they have been sometimes found with a little pedicle, which might have sustain'd them. And hence he infers, that they originally grew to the bottom, and had their generation like the rest. He adds, however, that when they have lost their pedicle, 'tis probable they are fed by some juice, which the sea-water lets infinuate thro' the pores of their surface.

Coral has been suspect'd by the naturalists of all ages for a sea plant; but the moderns have demonstrated it such; and even diservo'd its flowers and seeds. That illustrious naturalist the Count de Marigny, having long doubted the vegetable nature of coral, was at length convinced by the following experiment: having receiv'd some coral, fresh gather'd, in sea-water; he perceiv'd, in a short time, that the little tubercles, which appear'd on the surface of its bark, began gradually to unfold, and at length open'd into white flowers, in the form of stars with eight points, which were sustain'd by a little calx, divided in like manner into eight parts. Upon taking the coral out of water, the flowers immediately clos'd, and return'd into red tubercles as before; which tubercles being closely squeezed, yielded a sort of milky juice. And upon returning the coral into the water, as before, the tubercles, in an hour's time, opened or flower'd afresh; and this was continued for six or eight days, when the buds or tubercles ceased to blow any more.

In ten or twelve days they became detached from the coral, and sink'd to the bottom, in form of little yellow balls. These tubercles, then, according to the analogy of plants, should be the flowers of coral; and the milky viscid juice contained therein the semen; accordingly 'tis hold, that when this juice falls on a properly disposed subject or nidus, a new coral arises therefrom.

Add, that the analysis of coral answers precisely to that of other sea plants; all of them affording a volatile urinous salt, and a thick blackish tincture.

There are corals of divers colours; the most useful and valuable are red and white; others are filifemem, carnation, green, yellow, ath-coloured, &c.

(c) The vascular structure of vegetables is rendered very apparent by an experiment of Mr. Willoughby's; cutting off some pricky big branches of birch, and making a sort of basin or reservoir, at the end thereof with soft wax; upon filing this with water, and holding the branch upright, the water in a few minutes sunk into the vessels of the wood, and running quite thro' the length, dropped out of the end considerably salt; continuing to do, as long as water was pour'd on; The same succeeds in yew, walnut, &c. tho' the flux here is not so copious **.

(d) The principle, whereby the root imbibes its food, is somewhat controverted: *
8. These vessels may properly be compared to the mesenteric lacteals, and other absorbent veins of animals.

Some will have it effected by means of the pressure of the atmosphere, in the same manner as water is raised in pumps; but this is precarious, as being founded on the supposition, that the absorbent tubercles are void of air; besides, that the atmosphere could only raise the juice thirty-two feet high, whereas there are trees much higher. Others have recourse to the principle of attraction, and suppose the power that raises the sap in vegetables, to be the same with that whereby water ascends in capillary tubes, or in heaps of sand, ashes, and the like: but neither will this alone suffice to raise water to the tops of trees. One would suspect therefore, that the first reception of the food, and its propagation thro' the body, were effected by different means; which is confirmed by the analogy of animals.

Some of our ablest naturalists hold water the only nutritious matter of vegetables: Helmont and Mr. Boyle give us some experiments which very much favour this doctrine. The first, weighing a quantity of earth, and planting a willow therein, which he water'd with rain, or distilled water only; in five years time raised it from five pound weight, to an hundred sixty nine pounds three ounces; and this without any greater diminution of earth than two ounces: and Mr. Boyle found the like experiment to succeed with equal success. Dr. Woodward, on the other hand, has some curious experiments, which seem to overturn this notion, and to prove that mere elementary water is not proper food for vegetables; the water, according to him, being only the vehicle of the alimentary matter, the earth contain'd therein, supplying all the vegetation.*

The notion of the sap's circulating, was entertain'd by several authors, much about the same time, without any communication from one to another; particularly M. Major, a physician of Hamburg, M. Perrault, Marriette, and Maupertuis. It has met, however, with some considerable opposers; particularly the excellent M. Dodart, who could never be reconciled to it.

One of the great arguments for it is, that the same experiments of ligature and incision, which evince a circulation of the blood in animals, succeed in the like manner in plants; particularly in such as abound with sap, as the g eat tithysmal milk-thistle, &c. For a metallic girt being here fix'd tight round the stem; the part above it is found to swell very considerably, and that below it a little. Whence it appears, that there is a juice ascending from the root, and likewise another descending from the branches; and that the latter is thicker than the former; which quadrates exactly with the common system; the juice being supposed to arise in capillary vessels, in form of a subtle vapour, which condensed in the extremes of the plant, by the neighbourhood of the cold air, turns back in form of a liquor, thro' the more patent pipes of the inner bark.

M. Dodart, instead of the same juice's going and returning, contends for two several juices; the one imbibed from the soil, digested in the root, and thence transmitted to the extremes of the branches, for the nourishing of the plant; the other, receiv'd from the moisture of the air, in at the extremity of the branches: so that the ascending and descending juices are not the same. One of his chief arguments is, that if two trees of the same kind be transplanted in one day, after first cutting off their roots and branches; and if after they have taken root again, some of the new shoots put forth each year, be cut off one of them, it will not thrive half so well, notwithstanding its root and trunk's being entire, as the other. This he conceives to be a proof of the plant's deriving nourishment by the branches; and concludes it to be of an aerial nature, because form'd of the moisture of the air, dew, &c., whereas that imbib'd from the soil is terrestrial, &c.†

But what seems to decide the controversy in favour of a circulation, is the following experiment of the reverend Mr. Lawrence: on a branch of plain jessamin, whose stem spreads into two or three branches, inoculate a bud of the yellow striped jessamin; and as the tree comes to shoot the following spring, some of the leaves will be found tinged here and there with yellow; and this even on the other branches not inoculated; till, by degrees, the whole tree, even the very wood of the young shoots, appear all variegated, or striped green and yellow.

What course the juice takes after it is imbibed by the roots, is not very clear; the vessels that take it up to convey it thro' the plant, are too fine to be traced; and hence it has been controverted, whether it is by the bark, or the pith, or the woody part, that the plant is fed.

Some

* See the article Water.

† Hist. de l' Acad. Roy. an. 1709.
9. The juice thus derived from the alimentary body is not yet of the proper nature of vegetables, but being crude, retains the disposition of the mother from whence it was drawn: yet this, which is usually earth, or water, receives back, sooner or later, whatever it had imparted; in as much as bodies generated from the earth and water, when at last they decay and die, return again into air, water or earth, and fall out of the air into the bosom of the earth, or water, in form of dew, mist, snow, hail, hoar-frost, or rain: so that earth is a chaos or colluvies of all bodies past, present, and to come, from whence they all arose, and into which they will all certainly return.

Some contend for the wood, which they observe to consist of slender capillary tubes, running parallel to each other from the root up to the trunk, proper to receive a fine vapour: in the ascent whereof, the fibres become open'd, and their substance increas'd. And thus it is, that the trunks of trees increase in circumference, by ingrowth.

The more common opinion is for the bark; the juice raised by the capillaries of the wood, is here suppos'd to descend by the larger fibres placed in the innermost part of the bark, immediately over the wood; in which descent, the sap, now sufficiently prepared, adds a part of its substance to the contiguous wood; and thus increases by apposition. And hence it is, that hollow, carious trees, which have neither pith nor wood, except just enough to sustain the bark, do grow and bear.

What confirms this, is an observation of Dr. Tonge, communicated to him by an eminent planter in Gloucestershire; viz. that by binding a tree round about very closely and strongly with cords, so as to intercept what rises between the bark and the wood, the blossoming and bearing of the tree is retarded: and by such means, in some years, when the open weather bringing on too early a spring, endangers the destruction of the blossoms, &c. he has often prevented a scarcity of forward fruits, which are usually nipped by the late frosts.

Add, that in the journals of the royal society, Dr. Bell assures us from his own experiment, that if a circle be drawn round a common English tree, by incision to the solid timber; how thin soever the knife be, and tho' nothing at all be taken away, the tree will die from that part upwards: only the part below the clef will grow on and prosper, notwithstanding the incision. He adds, that he has seen some old huge trees, which had been bared of their bark by the deer, from the root to the height of four feet quite round; and yet have continued their growth for many years; and some bark, which was left in some few places no broader than a hand, had a fresh verdure more lovely than any other part of the tree.

10. Water.

To this others object, that there have been trees known to grow, and put forth leaves and flowers for several years, without any bark; particularly that elm in the Tuileries, whereof an account was given to the royal academy by Mons. Parent. Add, that the plantane and cork tree cast their barks, and get new ones, as serpents cast their skins; and this hard to conceive how the bark, during such transition, should contribute to the support of the plant. Besides, in some plants, as the vine, elder, &c. the bark is very incon siderable, but the pith very copious; which should seem to intimate, that they are fed by the latter rather than the former. And it is further observable, that in proportion as they grow old, the pith becomes fibrous and woody; which shews, that the pith is disposed by nature to form woody fibres; and therefore may be proper to furnish wood with its nutritious juice.

Lastly, it is observ'd, that if you cut off a ring of bark around a tree, three or four inches broad, parallel to the horizon; and thus lay the wood quite bare, so that the tree cannot receive any nourishment by the bark; yet will it not lose its leaves; nay, it will bear flowers and fruit the same year, and this double its usual crop; tho' in the succeeding winter, all the branches above the incision will die. Hence M. Parent argues, that the juices which produce and nourish the leaves, the flowers, and fruit, do not ascend by the bark, but by the pith; but those which nourish the wood and bark, by the rarks: and that the quantity of juice which should naturally have passed by the pith, having been augmented by that which should have passed by the bark, is the cause of the extraordinary produce of fruits and flowers. In effect, says M. Fontanelle, the pith of plants, like the medulla in animals, is a collection of an immense number of little vessels, which seem
The Theory of Chemistry.

10. Water, spirits, oils, salts, and all other bodies are hid in the earth, where being agitated and mixed, especially with water; by subterraneous, artificial, and solar fire they are brought to the roots of plants spread in the ground.

11. So also the water of the ocean, rivers and lakes, receives and dissolves terrestrial bodies dispersed through the atmosphere.

These seem defin'd to filter and elaborate a finer juice than should seem necessary for the nutrition of mere wood.

In answer to all this, the retainers to the bark alledge, that the parts of a tree disjoined from their whole, may take with them a flock of nutritious juice sufficient to make them vegetate. Thus, the branches of elder willow, &c. cut from the flock, will shoot forth leaves, twigs, &c., without being even put in the ground; and pieces of wood, half dry, have been known to do the same: which must be owing to some remaining juice, agitated and sublimated to a certain degree by the warmth and action of the air. And if parts thus cut off may vegetate, much more may those which fill adhere to the tree, which can scarce ever be entirely deprived of new juices; since, tho' the bark should not furnish them any, yet they will receive some from the blee, or that part of the wood which was last form'd, and has not altogether lost its cortical nature. This accounts for the phenomena of the elm in the Tuilleries, the alises of Dr Tonge, and the olive trees of M. Maret, excepting that in this last instance, the vegetation is more abundant, after taking away the bark than before; which gives a new difficulty.

To solve this, M. Renæume observes, that the buds, out of which flowers and fruits arise, are form'd at the same time as the young branches whereon they grow; for old wood never bears any: that the buttons wherein these fruit-buds are contain'd, are easily distinguished from the buds that yield nothing but wood: that these fruit-buds require nothing but to be expanded, which sometimes does not happen, in perfection, till the second year; that it is easily possible this expansion should not exceed so well, when, beside a compact flock of juice in reserve, new juices are brought by the bark, in too great plenty to be insufficiently attenuated and sublimated, for carrying the minute vehicles of the forming parts. Thus, by cutting off the communication of new juices by removing some of the bark, the juice is disposed to infusate more readily into the little vessels; and thus to give rise to a greater number of flowers and fruits.

As to the class of Luxembourg, M. Renæume examined them himself, and found they were not so naked, but that there were some remains of the inner rind or blee, whereby the juice might mount: and the same doubtless was the case of the alises mentioned by Dr. Tonge. Add, that M. Mariod observed to the royal academy, that a shoot of a plumb tree having been broke, so as only to hang by a piece of bark; yet, upon raising and setting the fractured parts, it produced wood, flowers, and fruit.

From the same observation of the elm of Luxembourg, M. Renæume even draws a conclusion in behalf of this system, viz. that it is the bark forms the blee or bleak; and that as the blee is the wood last form'd, all the wood comes from the bark.

The bark, liber, is to be conceived as consisting of a number of cylindric and concentric surfaces, whose texture is reticular, and in some trees apparently extensible every way, by reason the fibres thereof are soft and flexible. While in this condition, they are either hollow, or real canals; or if they be solid, their interstices are canals. The nutritious juice which they continually receiving, part of which is contained in them, makes them grow both in length and thickness, strengthens and brings them nearer each other. Perhaps the longitudinal fibres may grow the fastest. By such means the texture, which before was reticular, becomes an assemblage of narrow fibres, ranged vertically, and parallel one behind another, i.e. it becomes a new woody substance, under the name of blee.

While the blee remains anything soft, and retains somewhat of the nature of a bark, it may maintain a feeble vegetation: but when it is grown absolutely hard and woody, it can no longer contribute thereto. The vegetation of young branches is the most lively and vigorous, and the only one that goes as far as the flowers and fruits, by reason they are little else but bark.

For the pit, as the woody substance of the
12. These crude humours therefore which, in the spring-time especially,
are found in great plenty, and moving with a brisk motion thro' the bodies
of plants, are to be considered as thin, watery, and somewhat acid; which
is confirmed by the juice trickling in March, from wounded beeches, walnut-
trees, or vines, received in vessels (1).

The trunk becomes more woody, the pith is
compressed and firatten'd, to such degree,
that in some trees it quite disappears; whence it
appears, that its office in vegetation is not
very important, since its use is not perpetual.
By its spongy structure, it should seem fitted
to receive any superfluous moisture transuding
through the pores of the woody fibres: and if
by the excels of such moisture, or the like
causes, it corrupt and rot, as frequently hap-
penin elms, the tree does not grow the worse for it: A convincing proof it is of no
great ufe *.

(1) From the latter end of January to the
middle of May, trees will bleed: those that are
fain to run first, are the poplar, asp, a-
bele, maple, fycamore; fome, as willows,
and the brill, are belt to tap about the mid-
dle of the feafon; and the walnut towards the
latter end of March. They generally bleed
a full month in the whole. The belt time of
the day for tapping is about noon. The fyc-
amore will run in hard froft, when the fap
freezes as it drops. When a large walnut
would not run no longer in the body or branches,
it would run at the roots; and that longer on
the fourth or funny fide, than on the north or
nify fide †.

To obtain the greateft ftre of fap in the
shorteft time from the body of a tree, bore
it quite through the pith, and the very inner
rind on the other fide, leaving only the bark
unperceiv'd on the north-eaft fide: this hole to
be made floping upward, with a large augre,
and that under a large arm near the ground.
This way the tree will in a short time afford
liquor enough to brew with: and with some of
these sweet faps one balloon of malt will
make as good ale, as four buthe's with ordi-
nary water. Sycamore is faid to yield the
best brewing-fap, being very sweet and whole-
fome ||.

The bleeding of the birch has afforded na-
turalifts matter of much speculation. Wil-
loughby, Ray, Lifler, &c. have made a great
number of experiments and obfervations there-
on, which may let fome light into the bufi-
nels of vegetafion in general.

In the birch, the fap iflues out at the
leat twigs of branches, and the flinateft fi-

des of roots, in proportion to their bignefs;
the gravity always promoting the discharge:
fo that a branch or root which bends down-
ward, will yield much more juice than an-
other of the fame fize erect.—Branches, and
young trees quite cut away, and held perpen-
dicularly, will bleed; and if the tops be cut
off, and inverted, they will bleed alfo at the
little end.—In birches, no fap iflues out at
the bark, be it ever fo thick; but as foon as
the bark is quite cut thro', they then fink be-
gin to bleed: the bark being quite off for
an hand's breadfth round, abates the bleeding
of the tree above the pared place.—A wound
made before the fap rifes, will bleed when it
does rife.

The changes of weather have a great ef
eft on the bleeding of plants; infomuch that
Dr. Tonge is of opinion, could we but ob-
ferve it to advantage, we fhould hence have
much better indications of the alterations of
weather, in refpeft of heat, cold, moisture,
&c. than from any weather-glafies. When the
weather changes from warm to cold, the
birches ceafe to bleed: and upon the next
warmth begin again: but, which is very re-
markable, the contrary always obtains in the
walnut-tree, and frequently in the fycamore,
which, upon a fit of cold, will bleed plenti-
fully, and as that refts, flop: a morning-
fun, after a froft, will make the whole bleed-
ing tribe bleed afresh.

Lately, a culinary fire will have the like,
or greater efedt than the fun, and imme-
diately set them a bleeding in the feverest
weather. Branches of maple and willow, cut
off at both ends, will bleed, and ceafe at plea-
ure, again and again, as you approach them
to, or withdraw them from the fire; pro-
vided you balance them in the hand, and often
invert them, to prevent the falling and ex-
pence of the fap: yet, being often heated,
they will at length quite ceafe, tho' no fap
was at any time feenly loft: and when they
have given over bleeding, by being brought
within the warmth of the fire, the bark will
be found very full of juice.

A hard ligature, made within a quarter of
an inch of the end of a wood-bine branch,
Dr. Lifler affures us, did not hinder its bleed-
ing

* See the Memoirs de l'Acad. an. 1711. || Id. ibid.
† Dr. Tonge, in Philof. Transact. No. 43, &c.
13. The same juice being afterwards agitated by the structure of the plant, the fire, both subterraneous and solar, the oscillations of the air, the vicissitudes of moist, dry, cold and hot weather, and the change of day, night, and seas

ons of the year, is protruded thro' the several vessels of the plant; and thus gradually changed and further elaborated, so as to form a new and peculiarly vegetable juice proper to each part of the plant.

14. The leaves, by the structure, number, and fineness of their vessels, expose their finest juices almost naked to the air, in a surface much enlarged; which is liable to be acted upon by divers causes. By such means these juices are extremely altered, and by further coction reduced to a peculiar vegetable nature: in fine, they do the office of lungs; as appears from Malpighi's ob

servations (u).

15. The juices peculiar to the leaves are a honey-dew found on the surface thereof in summer evenings, also a wax, manna and balm; which being agitated and concocted by the sun's heat, and afterwards condened by the ensuing cold of the night, may be gathered off them (x).

The mistake is, that the bees only gather it after the sun is up, when there is no dew left. It must, therefore, either be a liquor prepared in the flower, and excreted by its proper vessels, like manna; or rather the fine dust, or farina secundans of the apices: for according to the observations of M. du Verney, the bees, when in search of honey, fix on no other parts but the stamens and apices, and not on such as yield any liquor.

What seems very remarkable is, that honey, in virtue of its vegetable nature, is discover'd by M. Lemery, to contain iron. Which discovery may, perhaps, serve as an answer to M. Geoffroy's chemical question, viz. Whether there is any part of a plant without iron? For if so delicate an extract from the finest part of the flower, and this further elaborated in the little viscera of the insect, be not clear of iron, we may despair of seeing any so †.

We have two kinds of honey, white and yellow: the white, called also virgin honey, trickles out, spontaneously, from the comb, when inverted, &c. The second is expressed from the combs, in a press, after having first soften'd them with a little water over the fire. There is also an intermediate sort, of a yellowish white colour, drawn by expression without fire.

To procure the wax from the combs for use: the honey being separat'd from them, they put all that remains in a large cauldron, with a sufficient quantity of water; and thus, by means of a moderate fire, melt it. This done, they strain the water, &c., off, through a cloth in a press. Before it grows

* Philos. Transact. No. 48, 57, 58, 63.
† See the Hist. de l'Acad. an. 1707.
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16. The like obtains in the flowers, whose Calices, Petala, Stamina, and Flowers. Apices, take up the juice, as prepared in the leaves, mature it further, and give it the proper characteristic nature of the plant; continuing to preserve, feed, and fit it for the use and support of a new embryo, in time to be generated. Thus much we infer from the affinity and neighbourhood of the flowers and leaves, the origin of the buds, and the structure of the flowers produced therefrom (y). Here is formed that sweet, fragrant, vital, refreshing spirit
grows cold, they seum it well, and cast it into moulds.

This is the yellow wax, which blanched and purified makes the white-wax.

(y) The generation of plants bears a near analogy to that of some animals, particularly such as want local motion: as mufcles, and other immoveable shell-fish, which are hermaphrodites, and have the genital organs of either sex.

The flower has been allowed for the pudding of a plant: but the design of so much mechanism, and so many parts, was but little understood. To instance in a tulip; its flower consists of six leaves, in the middle whereof arises the piftil, and around that are range'd a number of little threads, which terminate a top in little bunches replete with a fine powder. This is the general structure of flowers; tho' we find it diversify'd a thousand ways, some species appearing to want one part, and some another, and some even the whole flower.

The dust contained in the apices, Mr. Tournefort took to be only a sort of excrement, remaining of the food of the fruit; and the farina to be no other than excretory duds. But Mr. Morland, M. Geoffrey, and other of the later authors, are agreed on appigning them nobler ufe: On their principle, the farina, with the apices and farina, make the male part of the plant; and the piftil the female.

At the bottom of the piftil of the lily, Mr. Bradley observes a vessel, which he denominates in a particular manner the uterus, or womb: it contains three ovaries, which are filled with little eggs, or rudiments of fruit. Like those found in the ovaria of animals; and which, he adds, always decay, and come to nothing, unless impregnated with the farina of the fame plant, or some other of the fame kind. The farina, according to him, serve for the conveyance, or perhaps the secretion of the male sperm, to be perfect in the apices, anfwer to the velula feminales; whence, being emitted into the orifce of the pistil, it is either conveyed thence into the utricle, to ficulify the female orum; or it is lodg'd in the piftil, and by some magnetic power draws the nourishment from other parts of the plant into the embryo's of the fruit: and thus makes them swell, grow, &c.

Accordingly, the disposition of the piftil, and apices about it, is always such, as that the farina may fall on its orifce: 'tis usually lower than the apices; and when we perceive it grown higher, we may conclude the fruit has begun to form itself, and has no further occasion for the male-duft. Add, that as soon as the affair of generation is over, the male parts, together with the leaves, fall off; the rest of the work being left to the female: and at the fame time, the piftil, or neck of the uterus, begins to contraft itself. Nor must it be omitted, that the top of the piftil is always either cover'd with a kind of velvet-facing, or emits a gummy juice, the better to catch and retain the duft of the apices. In flowers that turn downward, the piftil reaches much lower than the farina, that the dust may fall in sufficient quantity from their apices for the business of impregnation.

This fystem of vegetable generation favours much of that admirable uniformity, every where observed in the works of nature; but 'tis experience alone must determine for it. Accordingly, M. Geoffrey affures us, that in all the observations he had made, the cutting off the piftil, before it could be impregnated by the farina, actually render'd the plant barren for that fexon, and the fruits abortive: And the like has been observ'd by Mr. Bradley and others.

In many kinds of plants, as the oak, pine, willow, &c. the flowers are fertile, and grow separate from the fruit: but these flowers, M. Geoffrey observes, have their farina and apices, whose farina may easily impregnate the rudiments of the fruit, which are not far off.

Indeed, there is some difficulty in reconciling this fystem with a certain fpecies of plants which bear flowers without fruit; and another fpecies of the fame kind and denomination, which bear fruit without flowers: such are the palm, hemp, poplar, &c. which are hence dilîguish'd into male and female. For how should the farina of the male here come
spirit, or aura, which ripe flowers diffuse, and which, by its genial odour proves beneficial to the embryo: it is in effect of a most pure and excellent nature, easily defeated and spoiled by the mixture of other matters.

17. Here also is produced the true honey, which exuding, is received into the Cotyle; which are admirably contrived by nature and fixed to the bottom of the Petala. The bees dipping up this juice, convey it into their utricles, from whence they afterwards digorge it into their combs, and seal it up with wax. On the Apices of the Stamina, as well as on the leaves themselves, is also found wax; which the flame infects scrape off with their rough feet, form into globules, lay upon the hind part of their Abdomen, and thus carry to their hives, to be of use for making and sealing up their combs.

18. The fruit is the part wherein the seed is conceived and formed. The seed is the Embryo of the plant, with a Placenta, or Cotyledon, either single, double, or manifold, to which the Embryo is fastened by an umbilical string (z). The Cotyledons usually contain a balm, which is reposed in proper cells, and come to impregnate the ova of the female. This difficulty M. Geoffroy solves, by supposing the wind to be the vehicle that conveys the male duct to the female uterus; which is confirm'd by an instance from Jovianus Fontanus, of a single female palm-tree growing in a forest, which never bore fruit; till having risen above the other trees of the forest, and being then in a condition to receive the farina of the male by the wind, it began to bear fruit in abundance.

For the manner wherein the male duct extends the ova, M. Geoffroy advances two opinions; corresponding to the two systems of animal generation: the first, that the farina being always very fulphurous, and consisting of subtile penetrative parts, when it falls on the pilli, resolves; and its more active parts penetrating into the ovary and ova, excite a fermentation, which putting the latent juices of the young fruit in motion, occasions the parts to unfold. In this hypothesis the grain or ovum is suppose to contain the plant in miniature; and only to want a proper juice to put it upon expanding.

In the second, the farina of the male plant is suppose to be the first germ or semen of the new plant; and that it needs nothing to enable it to unfold and grow, but a suitable nut, with proper food, which it finds prepared in the ovary.

This latter opinion seems more agreeable to observation; for the little embryo’s of the ovary, view’d with the best microscopes, don’t discover the least appearance of a bud before the apices have found their feed. In leguminous plants, if the petala and flamina be removed, and the pilli, or part which becomes the pod, be view’d with a microscope, e’er yet the flower be blown; the little, green, transparent vesicula, which are to become the grains, will appear in their natural order, but without showing any thing else besides the mere coat or skin of the grain. If the same observation be continued for several days successively in other flowers, as they advance, the vesicula will be found to swell, and by degrees to become replete with a limpid liquor, wherein, when the farina comes to be shed, will appear a little greenish speck or globule, floating about at liberty. This corpuscle at first shows no signs of organization; but, in process of time, as it grows in bulk, we begin to distinguish two little leaves or horns: the liquor waftes insensibly, as the corpuscle grows, till, at length, the whole grain becomes solid and opaque; and then, upon opening it, we find its cavity fill’d with a young plant in miniature, and eaily defy a plumula, or future item, a radicle, or root; and the lobes of the bean or pea.

It may be added, that the vesicula, or grains, have little apertures which correspond to that of the pilli, by means whereof the small particles of the farina will find an easy passage into the embryo of the grain. To this aperture or ricanicula, the radicle, when form’d, corresponds; and thro’ this it passes, when the grain comes to germinate.

(z) ‘Tis very remarkable, how the plumula, or future item should always get uppermost; and the radicle, or root, be turned downwards; and this too, perpendicularly to the horizon: and not only so, but if, by any external means, the item be diverted from this perpendicularity, and bent, for instance, towards

* See the Memoirs de l’Acad. an. 1711.
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and appears to be the last and highest preparation of the moist kind, which nature here lays up for the use of her new offspring. In this is an oily, tenacious matter which repels all other moist things, defends the Embryo, and by its tenacity retains and fetters the thin, pure spirit, which is the ultimate bounds and object of the actions of plants, and which would otherwise easily fly away. This the alchemists call the Spiritus reditor, or prefiding spirit, inhabitant of sulphur, Archaus and servant of nature. This oil is too gross ever to enter the fine vessels of the Embryo.

wards the earth; instead of persevering in that direction, it makes an angle or elbow, and redresses itself. The fame is observed in trees, &c. blown down, with their roots, by the wind; or in those planted in pots, upon turning the pot on one side.

Now, the seed from which a plant arises, being the plant itself in little; 'tis easy to suppose, that if it be deposited in the ground, with the placule perpendicularly upward, and the radicle downward, the disposition should be maintained in its future growth. But 'tis known, that seeds grow, either of themselves, or by the help of man, fall at random; and among an infinite number of situations of the placule, &c. the perpendicular one upwards is but one: so that in all the rest, 'tis necessary the stem and root do each make a bend, to be able the one to emerge directly upward, the other downward. Now, what force is it effects this change, which is certainly an action of violence?

M. D'Frais, who first took notice of the phenomenon, accounts for it, by supposing the fibres of the stem of such nature, as to contract, and shorten, by the heat of the sun; and lengthen by the moisture of the earth: and on the contrary, the fibres of the root to contract by the moisture of the earth, and lengthen by the heat of the sun. On this principle, when the plantule is inverted, and the root a-top; the fibres of the root being unequally exposed to the moisture, viz. the lower parts more than the upper, the lower will contract more; and this contraction be promoted by the lengthening of the upper, from the action of the sun. The consequence whereof will be, the root's recoiling, inflating further into the earth, and getting beneath the body of the seed. In a word, the earth draws the root toward itself, and the fun promotes its descent; on the contrary, the fun draws up the pine. and the earth, in some measure, tends it towards the same.

M. de la Hire accounts for the same perpendicularly, by only conceiving the root to draw a coarser and heavier juice; and the stem a finer, and more volatile one: in the placule, therefore, we may conceive a point of separation; such, as that all on one side, e. g. the radical part is unfolded by the groffer, and all on the other by more subtle juices. If the placule then be inverted and the root a-top; as it still imbibes the groffer and heavier juices, and the stem the lighter; the point of separation being conceived as the fixed point of a lever, the root must descend, and at the same time, that the volatile juices imbibed by the stem, tend to make it mount. Thus is the little plant turned on its fixed point of separation, till it be perfectly erect.

The plant thus erected, M. Parent accounts for the stem's continuing to rise in the vertical direction, thus: the nutritious juice being arrived at the extreme of a rising flakk, and there fixing into a vegetable substance; the weight of the atmosphere must determine it to fix in a vertical position; so that the flak will have acquired a new part, perpendicularly over the rest; just as a candle, which held any how obliquely to the horizon, the flame will still continue vertical, by the pressure of the air. The new drops of juice that succeed, will follow the same direction, and as all together form the stem, that must of course be vertical, unless some particular circumstance intervene.

Add, that whereas the branches are likewise observed, as much as possible, to affect perpendicularly; insomuch, that tho' they be forced to shoot out of the stems horizontally, yet in their progress, they erect themselves; M. Parent solves this from the vertical tendency of the nutritious juice up the stem: for the juice being received, in this direction, into the new tender bud, finds at first little resistance; and afterwards, as the branch grows firmer, it furnishes a longer arm of a lever to act by.

Lastly, M. A'Estrec accounts for the perpendicular ascent of the stems, and their redressing themselves,
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19. The spirit being invigorated by a vegetable power, probably breathes a vital principle, and impresses the specific character on the food defined for the Embryo; by which means every thing afterwards turns to the proper nature of the plant; a power which seems peculiar to this alone; for when the spirit is exhal'd, the oil remains inert and vapid. In this spirit is the fragrant odour and proper taste of the plant lodged; and even its peculiar colour has a near dependence hereon. This, Isaac Hollandus in his phrseology, calls Quinta Essentia. In the mean time, as the dry and brittle fibres of plants require an oil to supple and make them flexible, without danger of breaking; there is another kind of oil lodged in plants, which runs thro' certain vessels placed along the woody filaments in the middle of the substance thereof, and which upon heating the wood, diffilts or trickles out, and may by heat, or length of time, be easily converted into a balmam, or rosin (a). The oil of plants being coated themselves, when bent; on these two principles. 1. That the nutritious juice arises from the root to the top, in longitudinal tubes, parallel to the sides of the plant, which communicate, either by themselves or by means of other horizontal tubes, proceeding from the circumference of the plant, and terminated in the pith. 2. That fluids contained in tubes, either parallel, or oblique to the horizon; gravitate on the lower part of the tubes, and not at all on the upper.

For hence it easily follows, that in a plant pointed either obliquely, or parallel to the horizon, the nutritious juice will act more on the lower part of the canals, than the upper; and by that means infiniate more into the canals communicating therewith, and be collected more copiously therein: thus the parts on the lower side will receive more accretion, and be more nourished than those on the upper; the consequence whereof must be, that the extremity of the plant will be obliged to bend upward.

The same principle brings the seed into its due situation at first; in a bean planted upside down, the plume and radicle are easily perceived, with the naked eye, to shoot, at first, directly, for about an inch; but thenceforth they begin to bend, the one downward, and the other upward.

The like is seen in a heap of barley, to be made into malt, in a quantity of acorns laid to sprout in a moist place, &c. each grain of barley, in the first stage, and each acorn in the second, has a different situation: and yet all the buds tend directly upward, and the roots downward, and the curvity, or bend they make, is greater or less, as their situation approaches more or less to the direct one, wherein no curvature at all would be necessary. Now, two such opposite motions cannot arise, with-out supposing some considerable difference between the two parts. The only one we know of, is, that the plume is fed by a juice imparted to it by tubes, parallel to its sides; whereas the radicle imbies its nourishment at all the pores in its surface. As of, therefore, as the plume is either parallel or inclined to the horizon, the nutritious juice feeding the lower parts more than the upper, will determine its extremes to turn upward; for the reasons already assigned. On the contrary, when the radicle is in the like situation, the nutritious juice penetrating more copiously thro' the upper part than the under, there will be a greater accretion of the former than the latter; and consequently, the radicle will be bent downwards. And this mutual curvity of the plume and radicle must continue till such time as their sides are nourish'd alike, which cannot be till they are perpendicular.

(a) There are three principal balmams or bal-famns in use among us; viz. balmam of Gilead, of Peru, and Copi. The first, which gives the denomination to all the rest, issues out at incisions made in the body of a tree, called bal-sa-nam, growing in Egypt, and Judea. The juice, called also opo-bal-samam, at first is liquid, but afterwards hardens into the form we see it in. 'Tis rarely had unsophisticated. The marks of purity and goodness are, to have a brisk pungent smell, nothing tart, to be easily digestable, astringent and pungent to the taste. Its colour is a golden yellow, and its flavour has somewhat of the citron. The fruit of the tree, called carpo-bal-sa-nam, and the wood xyl-bal-sa-nam, have somewhat of the virtue of the balm it self.

The balmam of Peru is differently denominated, according to the parts it is obtained from: balm of incision is a whitish, viscid juice, distilling from incisions in the tree; and afterwards
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coated by the summer's heat, and being less exposed to perspire than the other
humours, is drawn forth into the bark, which is furnished with Lacunæ, an-
swering to the Membrana adiposa of animals. Here it is stifled and collected
together by the autumnal cold, and serves, in the course of the winter, as a
kind of lining and fat to defend the body of the plant, and prevent its being
injured by the frost, or soaking rains. It always contains an acid spirit which
is a preservative from rotting.

20. In some Asiatic and Indian plants the whole value consists in the oil of The bark.
the bark; particularly in the instance of cinnamon, whose bark is replete with
that celebrated oil, more priz'd than gold itself. The bark of the root of the
same plant yields a surprizing oil, of great medicinal virtue, from its smell
fallly called camphire. The American tree, falisfras, likewise contains a noble
oil in its bark; and the like is found in several medicinal plants of Europe, as
caper, tamarisk, ash, and the famous American quinquina, whose chief vir-
tues are lodged in the bark. This oil in the winter-time is found plentifully
in the bark, but in the summer and spring the warmth of the air makes all the
juices of the plant, which are impregnated with the specific water, fall, and
faye of the plant, pass easily through this external tegument of trees, called
the balsam: whence of late the chemists have found means of procuring very
different things from the bark, besides what was formerly done.

21. This native oil of the bark, when first collected, is liquid, but after con-
tinuing some time, and becoming gradually inspissated by the sun's heat, it
appears in the form and thickness of a balsam, and changes its name ac-
cordingly; by a still longer continuance, and a more intense heat, it grows yet
thicker, and becomes a kind of semi-rosin; and by a further increase, or con-
tinuation of the same causes, the oil at length acquires both the nature and
name of a rosin: which from this origin becoming more exhausted of its acid
spirit, will wholly burn in the fire, liquify by the same, dissolve and mix with
oil, obstinately refuse to mix with water, harden in the cold, and when
cold, lay aside its oleaginous tenacity, and become friable (b). The resin
itself being still further concocted, and consequently hardened, is called
colophony (c).

Here.

wards dried and hardened. Dry balm, is of a
reddish colour, and oozes from the tips of the branches cut off for that purpose. It is like
milk at first, and only reddens by being ex-
posed to the sun. Balm by botanists is black, and
comes from the bark, and from little branches and leaves chapt small and boil'd together.

The balsam of Copan or Ceylon comes from
Brafl. It is in form of an oil; and is either
thick or transparent: the firft, white, and of
a refrine taste; the second more on the yel-
low.

(c) The pitch in use among us, is said by
some to be a gum flowing from the larch, ma-"tīc,
or turpentine tree: but in reality is no more
than the juice of the pine, or fir, burnt and
reduced into rosin, with a mixture of tar, to
give it the colour. Sir G. Wheeler gives us
the way of preparing pitch, as præcific in the
Levant: a ditch being dug in the ground,
two yards wide at top, but growing less and
less towards the bottom; they fill this pit,
with branches of pine; chufing such as have
the most gum, and observing firft to fit them
into little shivers, which they lay over one an-
other, till the place be full. This done,
they cover the pit with fire: which burning
the wood, the pitch falls down, and trickles
out at a little hole made in the bottom of the
pit.

(c) To this class belong turpentine, mastic,
camphor, &c.

Some naturalists distinguish two kinds of
rosins, liquid and solid. The firft is the juice,
22. Here is also found another juice called gum; which is viscid and tenacious, liquefies by the fire, and burns therein, and in the cold, unless it be very severe, retains its tenacity; yet perfectly dissolves in water. This oily mucilage invests the buds of trees, and thus covers and defends them, but melts by a moist warmth, and thus easily disengages itself; nor does it harden into a crust, which might be detrimental to the tender growing buds.

23. When this gum happens to mix with the rosin about the bark, which is frequently the case in umbelliferous plants, a new juice arises herefrom, called a gummy-rosin: one part whereof is of a gumnous nature, and easily dissolves in water; the other, like a rosin, flies from water and readily mixes with oil. This property is found in aloes, galbanum, myrrh, and several others.

24. Lastly, in every plant is found one proper, or specific juice, formed by the joint force or result of all the parts of the body successively applied to the crude juice imbied; and being thus ultimately prepared, contains the true properties of the plant, and the virtues arising from them: this can scarce be referred to any class of known things, but must be considered as a thing singular and of its own kind.

25. If a leaf of the greater celandine be viewed as it grows on a living, vigorous plant; the fibres may be seen issuing from the stalk of the leaf, and opening and dispersing themselves thro' the whole extent thereof. These ramifications frequently unite together, and form as it were a kind of net-work; wherewith the whole area of the leaf is filled. Upon pricking one of these nerves, there immediately issues out of the wound plenty of a golden juice, which contains the genuine virtues of the plant celandine; so in the common aloes, in the spring-time, we find a yellow, bitter juice lodged in proper ducts for the purpose, and capable of being drawn thence by art: so a wounded poppy emits a pure milky opium. But if these juices be mixed with others of the same plant, there will arise from the mixture something very different from what they are when separate (d).

26. Thus much we thought proper to explain concerning the history of plants, before proceeding to shew in what manner they are treated by chemistry; and this may suffice. Hence appears the vanity of those chemists who undertake to exhibit such parts of vegetables separate from the rest, wherein the whole virtue of each plant is lodged. 'Tis certain they must either have some other means for obtaining this end, very different from any hitherto known, or all their endeavours will little avail, except to deceive themselves.

27. With the chemists leave, their distillation, fermentation, putrefaction and calcination make such a change in the peculiar texture of each body, and the medicinal virtues dependant thereon, that the utmost caution must be used before form in respect of their elements, than fossils: in the analysis, they all afford salt, water, earth and sulphur; but then the salt is of three several sorts, viz. acid, urinous, and bindivate*. These principles are all more or less volatile, as a greater or less fire is used: or as the plant has been fermented or not †.

* Homberg, Mem. de l' Acad. an. 1702.
† Id. ib. an. 1701.
fore the cause of their action can be assigned. It does not hence follow that so noble a science should be rejected, but rather cultivated with the more zeal, as being the only one that shews what may be drawn out of a body by any certain operations, and the only one that detects the failings of its professors: two excellencies which enable it to produce an infinite number of beautiful and useful things. A spiritus rector, or presiding spirit, a sovereign oil, the true seat of this spirit, an acid salt, a neutral salt, an alkaline salt, either fix'd or volatile, an oil mixed with salt after the manner of a soap, and a saponeous juice hence arising, an oil firmly adhering to the earth, so as scarce to be separable therefrom; and lastly earth itself, the genuine firm basis of all the rest: these are the principles, or matters, which a well-conducted chemistry has hitherto produced from plants (c).

Of

(c) Agreeably to the method hitherto observed, it will be necessary to subjoin a scheme, or division of the several subjects of the vegetable kingdom.

Plants, then, are popularly divided, with respect to magnitude, into trees, arbores; shrubs, frutices; and herbs, or fucfrutices. Again, with respect to their food, and the element they live in, plants are divided into terrestrial, or land-plants; aquatic or water-plants; and amphibious, or those which live indifferently in land or water.

The botanists make more minute distributions: Mr. Ray particularly, distinguishes plants into 25 classes, or genera: viz. 1. Imperfect plants, which are such as appear to want the flower and seed, as corals, fponges, &c. 2. Plants producing an imperfect flower, and whose seed is too small to be discerned by the naked eye, as fern, polyody, &c. 3. Those whose flowers want petals, as hops, hemp, nettles, docks. 4. Those with a compound flower, and which emit a milky juice when cut or broke; as lettuce, dandelion, fuccory, &c. 5. Those with a compound flower of a discous form, and whose seed is wing'd with down; as colts-foot, flen-bane, &c. 6. Herbae capitatae, or those whose flower is composed of long, filifolius flowers gathered into a round head, and covered with a scaly coat; as the thistle, great burdock, blue-bottle, &c. 7. Caryophyllaceae plants, with a discous flower, but no down; as the daisy, yarrow, corn-marigold, &c. 8. Plants with a perfect flower, but only one seed to each flower; as valerian, agrimony, burnet, &c. 9. Umbelliferous plants, with a flower of five petals, and two seeds to each flower; which being a large genus, is subdivided into seven species; viz. those with a broad flat seed like as a leaf, as wild garden-parsnip; with a longish and larger seed, swelling in the middle, as cow-weed, and wild chervil: with a shorter seed, as angelica: with a tu-
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Of Animals.

1. The third kind of bodies considered by chemists includes the animal kingdom; we mean the bodies of animals, and the parts thereof: The other principle, viz. the mind, being no way the subject of chemical inquiries.

"An animal, therefore, in this sense, may be defined, an hydraulical body which lives by a continual determinate motion of juices in vessels; and containing vascular parts within it self, whereby, as with roots, it imbibles the matter of its nutriment and accretion (f)."

2. The vessels which do this office of roots are found, in almost all known kinds of animals, chiefly seated in the cavity of their small intestines, and known by the names of lefteals and mesenteries. The meat and drink which is brought to the absorbent mouths of these vessels afford the nutrimental matter, and supply the office which the earth does to plants; the cavity therefore of the mouth, gullet, stomac, and small guts, which are in every animal, contribute to the same; and thus plants imbibe their food by external roots, animals by internal ones; and the alimental earth which is always on the outside of plants, is within of animals; which condition even obtains in those kinds of animals that naturally adhere by a strong ligament to some other body, as we find in musells, oysters, and other Zoophytes whose shell grows fast by a callous substance to some adjacent stone, or wood; yet these tectaceous covers are regularly nourished, while the animal lives, by certain vessels approx.

* &c. 20. Vasculariferous plants, with a tenta-petalous or five-headed flower; as maident pinks, campions, chickweed, St. John's-wort, flax, primôse, wood-sorrel, &c. 21. Plants with a true bulbous root, as garlic, daffodil, hyacinth, saffron, &c. 22. Those whose roots approach nearly to the bulbous form, as flower de lys, cuckoo pint, baltard hellebore, &c. 23. Culmiferous plants, with a grasy leaf, and an imperfect flower, having a smooth, hollow, jointed stalk, with a long sharp-pointed leaf at each joint, and the seed contained in a chaffy husk; as wheat, barley, rye, oats, and most kind of grasses. 24. Plants with a grasy leaf, but not culmiferous, with an imperfect, or flamineous flower; as ruthes, cats-tail, &c. 25. Plants, whose place of growth is uncertain; chiefly water-plants, as the water-lilly, milk-wort, mouse-tail, &c.

(f) As circumpect as our author has been in framing his definition, there may, perhaps, be animals it does not agree to; and such we take musells to be. That anomalous creature breathes, and receives its nourishment, not at the mouth, but by the anus. The part which we account its brain, tho' without either eyes, ears, or tongue, or any other apparatus, save a hole, which we call its mouth, is an immoveable part; being fasten'd to one of the shells, so that it cannot go to seek for food, but the food must come to seek it. This food is water, which, as the shells open, enters in at the anus of the mussel, which opens at the same time; and passing thence into certain canals between the inner surface of the shell, and the outer surface of the animal, is convey'd thence into its mouth, by a certain motion which the animal can produce at pleasure. From the bottom of the mouth proceeds a sort of intestine, which passing thro' the brain, and making several circumvolutions in the liver, traverses the heart, and terminates in the anus. Nor does the canal, taken for an intestine, seem proper to carry the food for the nourishment of the parts; since it does not distribute any branches therto. Add, that it has no veins, or arteries, nor any circulation; and what is yet further surprizing, it is an hermaphrodite; but an hermaphrodite differing from all others of that kind known, as propagating independently of any other animal, and is itself both the father and the mother of its own offspring.

The ingenious Dr. Tyson fixes the criterion of an animal to be, a duxus alimentit, i.e. a gula, stomac, and intestines, all which make but one continued canal.

* See its anatomy at length in the Mem. de l'Acad. R. des Scien.
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appropriated for that office, and from the matter of the body it self; and the animal contained in them receives its nutriment by the mouth, and conveys it to the intestines, like other animals which move at liberty from place to place (g).

(g) Some of our latest naturalists have discovered a progressive motion in several shell-fish, which are reputed to be fixed. M. Poupart, in particular, shews that mussels walk on the ground, and some species of them, even tumble along the surface of the water. Their way of walking is thus: lying on the flat of their shells, they thrust out a part, in form of a tongue, which from its use may be called the arm: with this they make little motions to the right and left, and by that means dig a passage in the sand or mud of the place. In this digging, they floup gradually on one fide; and so get the shell mounted on edge. This done, they stretch the arm out, as far as they can, for a minute or two; and then reft on its extremity, to draw the shell after them, as water-snails do. Which motion they repeat as long as they mean to walk; thus forming themselves a fort of groove in the sand, which furthains the shell on either fide; and leaving behind them a fort of irregular tracks, three or four yards long. In rivers, &c. that abound in mufles, one fees abundance of these tracks, and a mufle always at the end of them. M. Poupart adds, that not having discovered any muscles, whereby this motion should be effected he fuppofes that they only stretch out of the shell by imbibing a great quantity of water *

In fsea-muffels, M. Reaumur has oberved, that what we may call the arm or leg, which in its natural state is not about two lines long, may reach out of the shell above two inches; and the animal having laid hold of some fixed point, with this arm thus ftrech't out, bends, and shortens it, and thus drags the body after 

Mons. Mery, in his anatomy of the pond-muflel, shews that the whole belly of the animal, when it walks, thrusts out of the shell, in form of the keel of a flip; and that it creeps on its belly, as the flerpent does. He even describes the muscles, by whole alternate action the whole mechanism is perfor'm'd 4.

The leviignum, a shell-fish, frequent on the coasts of Poitou, of the species of those call'd by the naturalists clames, or biatures, adheres, by its shell, to the bottom; and has a motion

the length of two horns, which it thrusts out of its shell, and therewith receives, and expels the water it needs for respiration. The goat-eye, by naturalists called lepas and patella, is a shell-fish, of a single piece, always growing to a flone, upon which its lower surface is applied: the only motion it appears to have, is to raise the shell about a line from the flone; and thus leave so much of its body bare to the water: but M. Reaumur shews, that it has likewise somewhat of a progressive motion along its flone.

The sea-nettle put Pliny in doubt to which class of bodies to refer it, plants or animals; but he concludes, after Aristotle, to make it of an intermediate kind. Its most usual figure is that of a truncated cone, the larger base whereof is always fallen'd on a flone. The planes of its two bases are circular muscles, and there are red, or ftrait muscles, proceeding from one to the other. All the progressive motion of this animal consists in this, that one half of the muscles of both kinds, which are on the side to which it would move, swells and extends; while the other half, thus weigh'd down, is either drawn after it, or presses it forward the same way. But the motion here is scarce so swift, or fentible, as that of the hand of a dial-plate. There is another species of sea-nettle, which does not grow to any thing; popularly call'd, and accounted as a fan-jell; which fits perfectly feries, both in colour and conflence: so that if it be held a little in the hand, the fingle warmth thereof will entirely difsolve it into water. The warmth of a summer's day or two exhales and reduces it almost to nothing; leaving only behind a thin pellicle, like a fine parchment. What places it in the class of animals, is, that it has a fyllole and diafrole, the only symptom it gives of life 5.

The formation of shells is well accounted for by M. Reaumur; before him, naturalists had been contented to fuppofe the animal, and its shell, to arife from the fame egg; and to feed and grow together; but that author gives us other notions. He has found by evident experiment, that the shell, e. g. of garden snails, is formed of the matter that perlpires from the body, hardened after its discharge

Mem. de l' Acad. an. 1706.

\[ Mem. de l' Acad. 1710. \]

\[ Id. ib. \]
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3. Add, that the foetus of the oviparous kind, lodged and as it were imprisoned in eggs, till by the brooding warmth they become augmented from the Albumen, so that quitting the yolk wherein they were before confined, they break their cover, and are set at liberty; as also those whose eggs are laid within the mother's uterus, growing thereto by means of Cotyledons, or a Placenta with an umbilical string: all these at this time, by their Cotyledons, Placenta, yolk, umbilical string, and Ompbalo-Hepatic vessels, resemble the plant kind; not but discharge by the air. 'Tis certain, that all animals do also perspire, and are surrounded with a sort of cloud, or atmosphere, exhaled from them, and which 'tis probable assumes somewhat of this external figure: and what snails have peculiar to them, is, that the atmosphere of their perspiration condenses and hardens around them, and forms them a visible cover, whereof their body is, as it were, the core; whereas, what other animals perspire, evaporates, and loses itself in air.

This difference arises from the different substanee transferred; that from snails, &c. being viscid, and cretaceous, as M. Reaumur finds by experiment.

On this principle, though the shell do the office of an universal bone, it does not grow like a bone, nor like the other parts of an animal, by intro-sucception, that is, by a juice circulating within itself; but by juxta-position, i.e. an external addition of parts, over one another; as stones are usually supposed to grow. And it is worth observing, that there is an animal substance which grows after the manner of fossils.

To be a little more explicit: it must be remembered that the head of a snail is always next the aperture of the shell, and its tail towards the point or apex thereof; and that its body, from some caufe or other, naturally forms itself into a spiral, the different turns or circumvolutions whereof, are in different planes. This supposed, take a snail full hatched, and in its first littleness: since the matter it perspires petrifies around it, it must first have a little cover, proportional to the bigness of its body; and as its body is yet too little to make a turn of one spiral, at a whole turn; this cover will only be the centre, or, as it were, the beginning of a little turn of a spiral. But the animal continues growing: if it ceased withal to tranfpire, 'tis evident that so much as it should be increased by, would remain naked: but as it continues to tranfpire, it makes itself a new covering, in proportion as it grows, which new cover is added at the extremity of the first; and if the snail have grown to make a second spiral turn, the shell also makes a second: at the same time, the animal has likewise grown in thickness, so that this second turn, is bigger than the first. The reft go on in the fame manner: and in an ordinary garden-snail there may be some four or five such circumvolutions.

Hence we see why the first turns of a young snail, which, for instance, has only form'd two, are as big as those same turns of an older snail; for what is once form'd of a shell, does not grow any further, except in thickness: and accordingly, tho' the first circumvolutions of a young snail's shell be as long and broad as those of an old one, they are not fo thick.*

M. Meray objects, that tho' this formation may hold in the shells of snails, yet it does not in the shells of mufcles: for 1. These shells are visibly composed of several lamine, or leaves, which standing out beyond each other, form distinct bands, or zones, on the outer surface thereof; and the little shells are found to have as many of these bands, as the greatest; whence it follows, that mussel-shells grow like the other parts of animals, which, how little forever they be, do always confit of the fame number of parts. 2. Add, that the bands in the shell of a little mussel, are less than in a large one; and of consequence must grow as the animal does, and in the fame manner. 3. A mussel has eight little muscles, faftened in the inner surface of its two shells: now if the shells did not grow in the same manner as the fifth, it would follow, that these which at first were faftened in certain parts of the young mussel, must be continually changing their place of faftening, to the utmost growth of the animal; which force seems possible, and has no parallel in any animal known †.

But M. Reaumur vindicates his fystem from all their objections: to the two first he answers, that there are sometimes even more bands in a lefser mussel-shell than a greater; but that this does not argue either intro-sucception or juxta-position; being entirely owing to this, that the differentiation of the bands is liable to be disturbed, and two to be made appear as only one, by the edges of the lamine, that lap over, being

† Mem. de l'Acad. an. 1710.
but they receive food by the mouth from the reservatory of the Amnios, and convey it to the intestines, and are sustained after the manner of others (b).

4. There appears therefore a wonderful conformity as well as diversity, between vegetables and animals.——Hence, as some plants grow fixed in the ground, others float on the water, and others live indifferently in either place; so it is in animals, some of which are terrestrial, others aquatic, and others amphibious: and as plants by the absorbent vesicles of their bark imbibe moisture from the air, so do animals.

5. A great agreement also appears between them, upon considering that they are both sustained with the same food. As plants consist of a juice drawn from the earth, so are animals fed with vegetables, or other parts of animals, which themselves were fed with the juices of plants; so that the matter is the same in both.

6. And as the juice which vegetables imbibe from the ground by the absorbent vesicles in their roots, is crude, and not yet reduced to a vegetable nature; so the food and chyle formed thereof, is not yet of the nature of the animal fed with it; but long retains that of the subject whence it was taken.

7. Hence it is gradually changed by the organical structure of the animal, and the mixture of concocted juices therein, into various other forms and new kinds in every different part of the body; as will be explained more at large elsewhere: it may suffice for the present purpose to observe, that the food continually recedes the farther from its own nature, and approaches nearer to the properties of the animal it is found in, the longer it is circulated thro' all parts of the body, and mixed with a greater variety of its juices.

8. The most subtil part of the juices of animals is a fine spirit, which is continually exhaling, wherein the proper character of the animal seems to reside, and whereby it is distinguished from all others. This we may infer from hounds, which thro' a long tract of ground, and a multitude of crofs treads, will distinguish a particular animal out of a whole flock, the effluvia of whose footsteps it had lately scented, or will find out their matter thro' an hundred crofs ways in the middle of a confused concourse of people. By this we may infer how thin and subtil, yet how different from all other kinds of bodies thefe effluvia must be. They seem of an oily origin, or to reside in a subtile vehicle of an oily kind; as may appear both from the analogy of things and other properties.

(b) How the foetus is nourished in the womb, Dr. Drake observes, is a question as much agitated among anatomists as any whatever: some contend that it is nourished by the mouth; others will have it receive its intakes from the mother’s blood, and the child will grow like a vegetable, from the umbilical vessels are the stem, and the child the head or fruit. Were it not for that small share of muscular motion, which the foetus exercise in the womb, it might without absurdity be accounted as a graft upon a branch of the mother.

* Mem. de l’ Acad. an. 1716. † Anthropol. l. 1. c. 22. || Id. ib. l. 2. c. 7.
9. Water, which affords the chief matter of most other bodies, does the same in respect of the humours of animals, and is so intimately mixed with all, even the most solid parts of animal bodies, that there is scarce any entirely without it; as chemists have long ago discovered.

10. They contain a salt peculiar to each animal, beside those other salts which they receive from without, and are not altered by the habit of the body.

11. But this salt is never found fixed; nor is it yet so volatile, as to exhale by the greatest heat an animal is capable of, while in a state of health. Yet a fire, somewhat stronger than that of boiling water, by long application volatilizes the whole of it.

12. Nor has this ever been found of an acid kind, except where it was occasioned by some acidity in the aliment. Nor has it by any experiment been found to have been alkaline, either in found, or even in diseased animals. I have examined the urine of a person, which by reason of an ischuria, had been detained five days in his body, yet found not any thing alkaline therein.

13. But this same salt either by means of putrefaction, or of a vehement fire, may be rendered wholly alkaline: but when by a careful process, it is formed into glebes, which is only done by infufflation and leaving it to rest, it is found different from all the hitherto known kinds of salts; and approaches nearest to the nature of sal-ammoniac, from which, notwithstanding, it differs in several respects; since the latter, when exposed to a strong fire, sublimes in its whole substance, without being changed; whereas the former being extracted from urine, the proper Liquor of animal salts, prefently becomes alkaline in its whole substance.

14. In fine, after a multitude of experiments which I have made to determine the true nature of animal salt, as it is found in the bodies of healthy animals, and there exerts its natural power; it appears to be mild, saponaceous, formed of a concrete oil, of an intermediate nature between those called volatile and fixed salts, having none of the characters either of an alcali, or an acid, easy to be resolved into a fetid, volatile oil, and alkaline salt, and accordingly much disposed to putrefy. Nor let any one be led into an error by finding a fixed salt in the lyce of burnt animal-ashes; this being only the effect of the sea-salt which had been taken into the body, and had undergone all the actions and operations thereof, without changing its nature, or being assimilated with the animal substance. To the same origin we may attribute that little acidity obtained with much labour, and the utmost torture of the fire from human blood; which seems only to be an acid spirit of sea-salt mix'd with earth, and violently agitated by the fire: and hence, animals which make no use of sea-salt in their food, of necessity have no fixed salt in their urine, or acid in their blood.

15. The oils of animals examined by chemists, are found very different; some, being so subtle as to be milifiable with water, and volatile by a gentle heat, bear a resemblance to the vegetable spirits produced by fermentation, which however they are very different from. Others are found extremely mild, destitute of almost all salt, being used for anointing, smearing, and cupping
pling the solid parts. Some of these being lodged in the cavities of the bones, are called marrow; others placed in the Membrana adiposa are called fat, where it is reserved for its proper use; which is to correct the acrimonious juices of the body: and they are sometimes found swimming on the blood.

16. Another species of oil different from the former, is that which cohering with the salts of animals, renders them saponaceous and suitable to the body: this, when separated, is sharper, more fetid and volatile, than any of the former.

17. Another oil is that which joins the elements of the solid parts into firm substances, yet so as to preserve the necessary flexibility. This grows up with the earthy elements, and is scarce separable therefrom, except by a violent fire, or being long exposed to the action of air, water and heat, which putrefying it, makes it let go the volatile matter of the oil, leaving only some incoherent ashes; as we find by the very fetid smell arising therefrom.

18. Another oil of an extraordinary kind, is that expressed from the juices of animals, by insipissating and then exposing them to a long and violent heat: This is known by the name of Phosphorus, and consists of a substance which spontaneously takes fire in the open air, and burns away to an acid, fix’d, humid matter.

19. Lastly, the basis of the body, and that upon which the rest are fastened, and whereby the humors are retained, is earth. This appears the same in animals as in vegetables, as may be learnt from the tellt and muffles wherein the afflages prove their metals. The only terrestial matter fit to make these of, is a very simple kind of earth, not fusible in fire, nor capable of running into glass; but the same may likewise be made, equally fit for the purpose, of the pure calx of burnt vegetables, or animals, well cleansed from the ashes of any other fell which may happen to be mixed with it. Nor do the earthy parts thus produced appear to differ in any respect from one another.

20. Such are the elements which occur in the structure of animal bodies; art discovers and exhibits no more nor greater diversities. But it is in vain to expect that by carefully separating these, and artfully mixing them again, we should re-produce the natural humors from whence they were obtained. On the contrary, by such mixture we should produce compounds very different from the primitive ones; for in each part of an animal we find humors of a peculiar kind, which always appear specifically different from one another. In one place the bitter bile is found, in another the hepatic; the seminal juice is only found in its proper receptacle; the moving spirits are generated in another place; the chyle is different, according to the different parts of the body, as the stomach, intelles, mefentery, Ductus Chyliferi, Vena cava, heart, lungs, arteries, &c. and the like may be said of the humors secreted from it, as the milk, fat, lymph, serum, saliva, blood, urine, and the like.
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21. Upon the whole, we may discover a near resemblance between the elements of plants and animals, which latter are made up of the same matter with vegetables: the chief difference consists in the variety of their structure, and the quicker passage of the aliment through the bodies of animals, than of plants. And thus much may suffice for the object of chemistry (i).

(i) "Animals afford the same elements, by a chemical analysis, as vegetables; viz. salt, sulphur, earth, and water; with this difference, that the salt of vegetables is of three sorts, and that of animals only of two, viz. urinous and lixiviate, without any manifest acid." Homberg, Mem. de l'Acad. R. an. 1702.


The Theory of Chemistry.

OF THE OPERATIONS OF CHEMISTRY.

I. CHEMISTRY is employed in changing the bodies contained in the three classes above specify'd, and the change it produces in them is effected by means of motion alone (k).

Motion

(k) Motion, thus, being the means whereby chemistry operates; the doctrine of motion, i.e. mechanics, becomes the key, whereby its operations are to be accounted for. So far, then, as we know of the nature, and laws of motion; so much we may conceive of the means whereby a chemical effect is produced. But our knowledge here, is in reality very scanty, and confined to narrow bounds: many of the laws of motion, percussion, &c. in sensible bodies, under various circumstances, as falling, projected, &c. are well ascertained by the later philosophers; but these will not reach to those more remote, intelleive motions of the component particles of the same bodies wherein the changes of texture, colour, properties, &c. induced by chemistry, depend. Before the common laws of sensible masses, the minute parts they are composed of, seem subject to some others, which have been but lately taken notice of, and are yet little more than guessed at. Sir I. Newton, to whose happy penetration we owe the hint, contents himself to establish, that there are such motions in the minima nature, and that they flow from certain powers, or forces not reducible to any of those in the great world. In virtue of these powers, he shews, that the small particles of bodies act on one another even at a distance; and that many of the phenomena of nature are the result hereof. Even sensible bodies, we know, act on one another divers ways; as by gravity, magnetism, and electricity, which are directed by different laws: and as we thus perceive the tenor and course of nature, it will appear highly probable, there may be other powers. Those just mentioned, reach to sensible distances, and so have been observed by vulgar eyes: but there may be others, which reach to such small distances, as have hitherto escaped observation: and 'tis probable electricity may reach to such distances, even without being excited by friction.

The great author just mention'd, proceeds to confirm the reality of these suspicions from a great number of phenomena, and experiments, which plainly argue such powers and actions between the particles, e.g. of fats and water, oil of vitriol and water, aqua fortis and iron, spirit of vitriol and salt-petre. He also shews, that these powers, &c. are unequally strong between different bodies, between the particles of fat of tartar, or greater, for instance, and those of aqua fortis, than those of silver; between aqua fortis and lapsi calaminaris, than iron; iron more than copper, copper more than silver or mercury. So, spirit of vitriol acts on water, but more on iron or copper, &c.

These actions, in virtue whereof the particles of the bodies abovementioned tend towards each other, the author calls by a general, indefinite name, attraction; which is equally applicable to all actions whereby bodies tend towards one another, whether in virtue of their weight, magnetism, electricity, impulse, or any other more latent power; for 'tis not the cause determining the bodies to approach, that he expresses by this name;
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2. Motion then may either be excited anew; or be suppressed when already raised; or be changed in its degree, by increasing or diminishing it; or the quantity of it may remain the same; or only its course and direction be changed; which changes again are sometimes of the whole substance, and sometimes only of some of the constituent particles whereof it is composed. From these few simple actions therefore, all the effects of chemistry must arise; those by reason of the numerous, different kinds of corpuscles subject to them, there results a vast variety of new and wonderful facts, causes and appearances: yet if we consider the thing closely, it will evidently appear whence they all arise, and that the art has no other to work by. Suppose, for instance, a single corporeal mass wholly at rest; that is, all its particles mutually quiescent among themselves, such as it was at the beginning, must it not remain the same and unchanged in all future times? Though the whole power of chemistry was applied to it, yet if it raise no motion in any of its parts, it must remain as it did; or suppose a motion communicated to the whole mass, whereby it is removed to another place, without making any further change in the constituent parts of the body, the idea of such body will still remain the same; with this only difference, that the situation of it is changed every instant. But if a motion be raised among the parts, we may conceive an inexhaustible variety of effects and changes producible therefrom. Chemistry then, is totally employ'd, either in uniting, or in separating; there being no third operation in nature: so that to these are all its multitude of operations reducible, without one exception.

3. Let no one object against this simplicity, as if it were impossible that so many and such different productions, and which are attended with such surprizing and singular effects, should arise herefrom: for it is well known that the more simple, mechanical applications of different things, produce the utmost variety but the effect, i.e. the approach: the cause he has no regard to, till such time as the effect is well ascertain'd. In his philosophy, the research into causes is the last thing; and never comes in turn, till the laws and phenomena of the effect be settled: it being to these phenomena that the cause is to be accommodated. But the cause even of any the greatest and most sensible of these actions, is not adequately known: how impulse itself works its effect, would confound the deepest philosopher; yet is impulse received into mathematics, and the laws and phenomena of its effects, make the greatest part of the common mechanics. The other species of attractions, therefore, when their phenomena are sufficiently ascertained, have the same title to be promoted from physical to mathematical consideration; and this without any previous inquiry into their causes. which our conceptions may not be proportionate to: let their causes be occult, as all causes perhaps ever will be; so as their effects, which alone immediately concern us, be but apparent. Our noble countryman, then, far from adulterating philosophy with any thing foreign or metaphysical, as some have reproach'd him: has the glory of opening a new source of sublimer mechanics; which, duly cultivated might be of infinitely more extent than all the mechanics yet known. 'Tis hence alone we must expect to learn the manner of the changes, productions, generations, corruption, &c. of natural things; which are the great object of that part of philosophy called chemistry.

Some of our own countrymen have profecuated the discovery with laudable zeal: Dr. Keill, particularly, has endeavoured to deduce some of the laws of this new action; and applied them to solve some of the more general phenomena of bodies, as cohesion, fluidity, elasticity, softness, fermentation, coagulation, &c. And Dr. Freind, seconding him, has made a further application of the same principles, to account, at once, for almost all the phenomena that chemistry presents. So that the new mechanics should seem already raised to a compleat science: and that nothing can now turn...
Variety in their compounds; and that a multitude of new bodies may arise from a few elements, is demonstrated by arithmeticians in the doctrine of combinations. Add, that by the apposition of one body to another, some latent virtue frequently discovers itself. Thus if a load-stone had never been placed so near another as to be within the sphere of its attraction, it would have been yet unknown that there is such a thing as magnetism in nature: and if iron had never been applied to the same stone, that extraordinary agreement between the load-stone and iron had been yet undiscovered. Lastly, if iron touch’d with the load-stone had never been applied to other iron, either touch’d or not touch’d with the same, who would have dreamt of those hidden powers which here produce such singular effects. It also appears in the history of menstruums, that multitudes of bodies have certain relative powers, which only shew themselves upon placing them near one another. From the whole it follows, that by separating compounds into their simples, and mixing simples with simples, an infinite number of things before unknown may be produced. If we only consider a single body retaining the same bulk, but only changed in its figure, that is in the disposition of its surface, yet we shall find it capable of exerting very different powers. Thus in mechanics, the same piece of steel according to the different figure which is given it, will produce instruments of very different powers; as a wedge, knife, poinard, lancet, sphere, cube, cylinder, prism, pyramid, cone, &c. From all which it appears, that the simplicity of chemical operations does not hinder, but that infinite, different effects may be produced thereby.

4. The consideration of this is of great importance in the art: there being a kind of presumption among chemists, as if there was some mystery in their art; whereas if the chief operations be considered, the truth of what is above mentioned will appear: such are calcination, fixation, vitrification, sublimation, fermentation, putrefaction, digestion, purification, union, and all the other

turn up, but we have an immediate solution of, from the attractive force.

But this seems a little too precipitate; a principle, so fertile, should have been further exhausted; its particular laws, limits, &c., more indifferently detected, and laid down, before we had gone to application. Attraction, in the gross, is so complex a thing, that it may solve a thousand different things alike: the motion is but one degree more simple, and precise, than action itself: and till more of its properties are ascertained, it were better to apply it less, and study it more.

All the phenomena, all the changes in the universe, are the effects of motion. Accordingly, to have a succession of such changes, the author of nature has added to bodies certain active principles to be the sources of motion. Nature, says Sir I. Newton, performs all the great motions of the heavenly bodies by the attraction of gravity, which intercedes those bodies; and almost all the small ones of their particles, by some other attractive, and repelling powers which intercede the particles. Body itself is merely passive, and needed some other principle to move it; and now that it is in motion, it needs some other principle for conserving that motion. By the tenancy of fluids, the attrition of their parts, and the weaknesses of elasticity in solids, the motion which we find in the world, is always dwindling, and on the decay; so that there arises a necessity of recruiting it by active principles: such are the causes of gravity, by which the planets and comets keep their motions in their orbs, and bodies acquire motion in falling; and such the cause of fermentation, by which the heart and blood of animals are kept in perpetual motion, the inward parts of the earth are constantly warm’d; bodies burn and shine, mountains take fire, caverns blown up, &c. For we see but little motion in the world, besides what is owing to these active principles: And were it not for these, the bodies of the earth, planets, comets, sun, and all things in them, would grow cold, and freeze, and become inactive masses. Optic, p. 373; and 375.
other operations. But a separation of parts thus effected, does not shew that those parts had pre-existed in the body, such as they now appear; since those very operations whereby the parts become separated and dilengaged from the rest, may make great alterations in them: so that it is a false conclusion of the generality of chemists, that their elements were really contained in the compounds. Add, that bodies when de-compounded, acquire new powers, which they had never exerted before; of which we have innumerable instances.

5. On both these accounts it is by no means so clear as chemists imagine, that their art gives the true first elements of things; and that we may judge of the compounds by the principles into which they are chemically resolvable.

6. From

(!) Thus the great English philosopher: All bodies seem to be composed of hard particles; for all bodies, so far as experience reaches, are either hard of themselves, or may be rendered hard; viz. some by freezing, as waters, oils, &c. others, as mercury, by fumes of lead; and spirits of wine, and urine, by dephelegmatizing and mixing them: even the rays of light themselves are hard bodies, as appears from their retaining different properties in their different fides. Many compound bodies are very hard, notwithstanding that they are very porous, and consist of parts that are only laid together: How much harder then must the simple particles, or atoms themselves be, which are entirely devoid of all pores? And how such particles, by only laying them together, and touching in a few points, should cohere, and so firmly, without the intervention of something that attracts, or perhaps even preffes them together, can scarce be conceiv’d. These simple, or small-est particles cohering by the strongest force or attraction, compose bigger particles of feebler virtue; and many of these cohering, compose other particles still bigger, and more weakly united; and so on for divers succeffions; till the progression end in the biggest particles, on which the colours of natural bodies, and the operations in chemistry depend; which, by cohering, compose masses, or bodies of a fenible magnitude.

Elements or principles are defined by M. Homberg to be the most simple matters into which a mixed body is reducible by chemical analyses: but the chemists do few of them use the word with so much reserve: chufing rather to conceive, and speak of elements, as the very primary corpuscles whereof mix bodies are compos’d: a way of conceiving, which subjects them to infinite difficulties, and is the foundation of a good part of the objections made against them by Mr. Boyle.

The ancient chemists allow but of three elements; viz. salt, sulphur, and mercury; which they more emphatically call hypothetical principles, or the tria prima. To which the moderns have added two more, viz. water and earth.

These principles took their denomination from certain qualities observed in the several substances procured in analyzing bodies by fire: an inflammable substance rising, that would not mix with water, they call sulphur: what comes over sapid, and diffoluble in water, passes for salt: what is fixed, and indifoluble in water, they name earth: and all the volatile substances, mercuries. Or thus,

A body, in distillation, usually separates into volatile and fixed parts; and these volatile parts either ascend in a dry form, which, if it be sapid, they call volatile tinct: or in a liquid form; which liquor is either inflammable, and so passes for sulphur, or oil; or not inflammable, and yet volatile and pungent, called mercury, or spirit; or else infipid, termed phegm, or water: for the fixed part, it usually consists of particles, partly soluble in water, and sapid; which therefore make fixed salt; and partly insoluble and infipid, called earth.

The distinct offices of each in the composition of bodies, they thus assign: salt is the basis of solidity and permanency; that this may be disloved into minute parts, and conveyed to the other elements, there is a necessity of water: and that the mixture may not be too rigid, and brittle, a sulphurous or oily principle must intervene, to make the mass more tenacious: To this a mercurial spirit must be superadded, which, by its activity, may permeate; and, as it were, leaven the whole mass, and thereby promote the more exquisite incorporation of the ingredients. To all these a portion of earth must be join’d, which, by its dryness and porosity, may soak up
The Theory of Chemistry.

6. From a near consideration of things it appears, that there are corpuscles, which when alone, are unchangeable by any cause hitherto observed; being endued up part of the water wherein the salt was dissolved, and concur with the other ingredients, to give the body the requisite reflection. These principles are usually divided into active and passive; the active are the trio prima, or three hypothetical principles; the passive are earth and water, which are also called elementary principles. But M. Homberg has reform'd this division: sulphur he makes the only active principle; earth the only passive one; and all the rest intermediate principles. Sulphur is the active principle, in regard, according to him, 'tis this alone that acts of itself, and that makes all the rest act. Earth is denominated a passive principle, as it never acts, but serves merely as a matrix or receptacle of the other principles. And salt, water, and mercury, are called intermediate principles, because they do not act of themselves, and yet become capable of acting, by being join'd with sulphur, which modifies them, and is modified by them a thousand ways*. 

Mr. Boyle attacks the common doctrine of the chemical elements, with admirable force and address; making appear, that the different substances into which mix'd bodies are commonly resolved by fire, are not of a pure and elementary nature; but retain so much of the concrete that afforded them, as to appear still compounded; and often to differ in one concrete from principles of the same denomination in another: that, as to their number, it is not precisely three, as the chemists have usually maintain'd; because in most vegetable and animal bodies, earth and phlegm are also found; but that there is no one determinate number into which the fire universally resolves all compounds, mineral and others: And that there are several qualities which cannot be refer'd to any of these substances, as if they primarily resolved therein; there being withal other qualities, which tho' they seem to have their chief and most ordinary residence in one or other of these principles, are not yet so deducible from it, but that more general principles may be taken in †. It may be alledged, that bodies are only called salt, sulphur, mercury, &c. on this footing, that the principle of the same is predominant therein; but it does not even appear, that the reputed salt, sulphur, or mercury, principally consists of one simple body, to give it that denomination; or that there is any such primitive simple substances existing in the bodies whence these are procured. If it be demanded then, what is it that the chemical analyses do prove? We answer, that mixed bodies included in close vessels, are resolvable into several substances different in some qualities, but chiefly in consistence: so that out of most bodies may be obtained a fixed substance, partly saline, and partly insipid; an unctuous liquor, and another fluid, or more, which, without being unctuous, have manifest taste. Now, if the chemists will agree to call the dry and fapid substance, salt; the unctuous liquor, sulphur; and the other mercury; we have nothing to object: But if they will obtrude this salt, sulphur, and mercury on us, as simple and primary substances, whereof each mix'd is actually compounded, and which were really therein antecedent to the operations of fire; they go further than their experiments will bear them out. And as an element ought to be perfectly familiar, and homogeneous; there is no just cause why we should give a body proposed the name of any particular element or principle, because it bears a resemblance thereto in some obvious quality, rather than deny it that name on account of several other qualities, wherein it is unlike ‡.

The chemists will not allow the salt in ashes to be called earth; notwithstanding that the saline and earthy parts correspond in many respects; e.g., weight, dryness, fixedness, and fusibility; for this only reason, that the one is fapid, and dissoluble in water, and the other not: besides, that rapidness and volatility denominate the chemists spirit or mercury. And yet, how many bodies may happen to agree in those qualities, which have different natures, and divers disagreeing qualities?

For not only spirit of nitre, aqua fortis, spirit of salt, oil of vitriol, spirit of alumi, spirit of vinegar, and all faine liquors distill'd from animals; but all acetic spirits of woods, must belong to their mercury; tho' it does not appear why some of these should rather come under that denomination, than the chemists sulphur or oil; for their distill'd oils are fluid, volatile, and rapid, as well as their mercury. Nor is it necessary that sulphur should be unctuous, or indissoluble in water; since spirit of wine is generally refer'd to sulphur, tho' it be not unctuous, and will readily mix with water. So that nothing but bare inflammability is left to constitute the essence of the chemists sulphur; as the contrary, join'd with any taste, entitles a distill'd liquor

* Mem. de l'Acad. an. 1702. † Sect. Chem. ‡ Boyle, ubi supra.
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endued by the author of nature with such a degree either of hardness, as that
they are incapable of being divided into less parcels, or being changed in their
figures;

liquor to their mercury. Now, since spirit of
nitre, and spirit of hart's horn will bubble to-
gether, his, and throw up another into the
air, which the chemists allow for indica-
tions of great contrarieties in bodies; since
we may obtain two sorts of oil from the same
parcel of human blood, which will not mix
with one another; and since we meet with
numerous instances of other contrarieties in
bodies, which, according to the chemists,
must be huddled up together, under one de-
nomination: It may be worth considering
how far such a multitude of substances, as may
agree in these flight qualities, and yet disagree
in others, deserve to be called by the same
name of a principle, rather than have such
appellations as distinguish them from bodies
differ so much from.—When unable to
shew that a liquor is, for example, purely
saline; they prove, that at least salt is the
predominant principle therein, from this con-
ideration, that it is strongly tasted; and that
all taste proceeds from salt: whereas spirits,
as of tartar, hart's horn, &c. which are re-
puted the mercury of the bodies that afford
them, have manifestly a strong and piercing
taste. And indeed, if taste belong not to the
spirit, or mercurial principle of vegetables,
and animals; we fear we know how it will be
distinguished from their phlegm; since, by
the absence of inflammability, it must be dis-
distinguished from sulphur. Add, that not only
the spirits of vegetables, but their oils, are
very strongly tasted; and the most elaborate
depuration will scarce ever reach to make
them tasteless.—Again, volatile salt of hart's-
horn, &c. is very strongly scented, notwith-
standing that most chemists deduce odours from
sulphur, and from them argue the predomin-
ancy of that principle in the odorous body.
—From the whole, it appears how dissimilar
each of those bodies are, which the chemists
call the salts, sulphurs, or mercuries of the
bodies which yield them; as if they had all
a simplicity or identity of nature: whereas
salts, for instance, if they were all elementary,
would differ as little as the drops of pure and
simple water: So that we have no positive
knowledge of the chemical principle sulphur,
by means of analyses, or the decompounding
of mixts. This led M. Homburg to imagine,
that something might be learned of it from
compositions, or artificial mixts: The effect
of a great number of operations of which kind,
gave him indications, that 'tis light or fire is
the real principle sulphur, and the only ac-
tive matter in all mixts. So that we must
refer the disquisition into the nature, proper-
ties. &c. of sulphur, to the article of fire.

Indeed it should be express'd what kind of
division by fire is to determine the number of
elements, for the same body, e. gr. guiacum,
which, burnt in an open fire, only resolves
into two, viz. ashes and soot; if distill'd in
a retort, resolves into oil, spirit, vinegar,
water, and charcoal; the last of which, by
a farther degree of fire, in an open vessel,
falls into ashes, i.e. into salt and earth;
and by a farther yet, into glafs. If then oil
paffes for an element, because producible by
one degree of fire; why is not glass? There
are some mix'd bodies, from which it does
not appear that any degree of fire will separate
any of the common elements; such is gold, and
perhaps also silver, Venetian's tale, tineoecolla,
and glafs; which tho' made of a pure collig-
uation of the salt and earth remaining in the
ashes of a burnt plant, yet will so far refist
the violence of fire, that it has been held more ir-
reducible than gold: But if an artificer can
unite such comparatively gross particles, as
those of earth and salt, into a body indifi-
lible by fire; why may not nature associate
in several bodies the more minute elementary
corpuscles, too firmly to let them be parted
by fire? There are some bodies whose com-
ponent principles are so minute, and so firmly
united, that their corpuscles need less heat to
carry them up, and dissipate them, than is
requisite to divide them into their principles.
And hence it is, that the common sulphur
becomes so difficult to decompound *.

We have no evidence, that three is pre-
cisely and universally the number of the di-
ifferent substances or elements, into which all
mixed bodies are resolvible by fire: If it be
granted, that the elements at first consisted of
certain small primary coalitions of the minute
atoms, or particles of matter, into corpuscles
very numerous, and like each other; it will
rather appear, that such primary malaxis may
be of far more sorts than three, or five; and
consequently we need not suppose that in
every compound body there should be found
just three sorts of such primitive coalitions.
It is impossible but that two sorts of eleme-
tary bodies may suffice; as we see is the case
in that durable substance, glafs: while others
confist of three, another of four, another of
five, &c. Nay, it does not seem impossible.

* Boyle's Script. Chym.
but there may be two, or more sorts of mixts, which have none of the same elements as the other: as we often fee two words, whereof the one has not any of the letters in the other; or, as happens in elephantries, wherein no ingredient, except sugar, is common to any two of them. And this is confirmed by chemical experiments: For as from some bodies, e. g. gold, even three principles cannot be procured; so from others, e. g. grapes, variously managed, may be procured at least a dozen.

Fire, even when it does divide a body into substances of various consistencies, does not commonly analyze it into hypothetical principles; but only dissolves its parts into new textures, and thereby produces concretes of a new, indeed, but of a compound nature: and there are many distinct substances obtainable from those concretes without fire, which we may observe in the four elements of fire, earth, water, and air. In reality, different degrees of fixity and volatility seem to have a great effect in the producing of different elements. For, that fire frequently divides bodies on this only account, that some of their particles are more fixed than others, tho' either of the two be all the while far from pure and elementary, is obvious in the burning of wood, which the fire separates into smoke and ashes; the former of which, consecutively consists of two such different bodies as earth and salt; and the latter, condensed into fire, discovers itself to contain salt, oil, spirit, earth, and phlegm; all which being almost equally volatile in that degree of fire which forces them up, are carried away together. Balse, if two different bodies, united into one mass, be both sufficiently fixed; the fire finding no parts volatile enough to be carried up, makes no separation at all.

It does not appear that all mixts are of elementary bodies; but rather, that there are several compounds even in regard of their ingredients considered antecedently to their mixture: for tho' some may be made up of the immediate coalition of the elements, or principles themselves; yet others are mixed at second hand: now if a compound consists of ingredients not merely elementary; 'twas easy to conceive, that the substances into which fire resolves it, tho' seemingly homogeneous, may be of a compound nature; those parts of each body that are most akin, associating themselves into a compound of a new kind. Thus, out of distilled liquors, which are reputed the elements of the bodies whence they are drawn, viz. oil of vitriol, and oil of turpentine; the same author, without any addition, procured a third, viz. a true, yellow, inflammable sulphur; the two liquors afterwards remaining distil'd: and from the spirit of box-wood, highly rectified, he procured an acid liquor, that would disolve coral, leaving a spirit of a very different nature from the common spirit of that wood: so that at least some of the elements are far from an elementary simplicity; and may be still look'd upon as mix't bodies. Add, that as there may be more elements than five or six; so the elements of one body may be different from those of another; whence it follows, that from the resolution of compound bodies, there may result mixtures, wholly of a new kind, by the coalition of elements, perhaps never conven'd before.

Boyle gives us a way of converting oil of cinnamon, blood, hart's horn, or the like, wholly into volatile fats, by a bare mixture of their own alkaline fats; if, then, such fatty volatile substances, which pass for elementary, be producible of chemical oils, and mix't fats, the one made volatile by the other, and both associated by the fire; it may well be suspected, that other substances, arising from the separation of bodies by fire; may be new sorts of mixtures, and consist of ingredients of different natures. Thus, particularly, it is to be suspected, that since the volatile fats of blood, hart's horn, &c. are fugitive, and of an exceeding strong smell; 'tis either an error to ascribe all odours to sulphurs; or that such fats consist of some oily parts, well incorporated with the volatile ones: and the like conjecture may be also made, as to spirit of vinegar, which has a piercing smell.

That phlegm is not an elementary body, appears from its different powers and properties: the phlegm of wine, and most liquors, have qualities, that make them differ both from mere water, and from one another: the phlegm of vitriol, Mr. Boyle observes, is an effectual remedy against burns; and a valuable nostrum for dissolving hard tumors: that of vinegar will extract a saccharine sweetness out of lead, and even dissolve corals with long digestion: that of sugar of lead is said to dissolve pearls.

The characters which serve to denominate a fluid, phlegm, or water, among the chemists, are insipidity, and volatility: yet quicksilver has both these, which no body pretends to be phlegm. Add, that it appears from several experiments, that water itself, by repeated dilutions may possibly be converted into earth.

* Boyle ubi supra...  
† Id.  
** Boyle's Prod. of Chym. Princip.  
†† Id. ibid.  
|| Sect. Chym.  
‡‡ Water
Water has a much fairer pretence to be an element, than any of the *tria primata*; the chief qualities that occasion men to give that name to any visible substance, are, that it is fluid, infipid, and inodorous: but we have never seen any of those separated substanices which chemists call phlegm, perfectly distillate both of taste and smell. Common salt, and several other saline bodies distilled ever so dry, will each yield a large quantity of phlegm; which can be no other way accounted for, but from this, that among the various operations of the fire, on the matter of a concrete, several particles of the matter are reduced to a shape and fize, requisite to compose such a liquor as the chemists call phlegm or water *. See farther in the article of Water.

The name spirit is applied by the chemists to several very different substanices: it denotes in the general, any distilled, volatile liquor, that is not infipid as phlegm, nor inflammable as oil: but under this general idea are comprehended liquors of quite opposite natures, some being acid, as the spirits of nitre, salt, and vinegar; and others alkalious, which are such enemies to the former, that as soon as they are put together, they tumultuate and grow hot: To which may be added, a third kind, called vinous, or inflammable; which, tho' very subtle and penetrating, are not manifestly either acid or alkaline.

All these sorts of spirits Mr. Boyle shews to be producible: and, 1. The vinous, which nature scarce ever produces of her self; fermentation being requisite there to. 2. Alkalious spirits, called also urinous, by reason of their affinity in many qualities with spirit of urine, are manifestly not simple, but compound bodies, consisting of the volatile falt of the respective concretes dissolved in the phlegm, and for the most part accompanied with some little oil; so that these may be refer'd to the article of volatile farts. 3. Acid spirits appear to be producible hence, tho' drawn from common falt and nitre, are very different in respect of taste, &c. from the bodies they are procured from, which are not properly acid: so that it does not appear, that the spirits pre-existent in that fiate of those bodies. What further confirms the whole is, that the same body, merely by different ways of ordering it, may be brought to afford either acid, vinous, or urinous spirits†.

Add, that whereas falt is laid down as the principle of all taste; and as bodies are argued to be falt for this reason, that they are fapid, 'tis implied in the very notion of a spirit, that it have falt along with it; it being its taste that characterizes, and distinguishes it from phlegm, and denominates it acid, vinous, or urinous spirit ‡.

As to mercury, which is spoke of by chemists as a principle, near akin to spirit, or rather is confounded therewith; its characters, as deliver'd by writers are, to be a fluid substanice, or volatile liquor, which distinguishes it from the faltine principles, especially fixed farts; and not inflammable, which distinguishes it from sulphur or oil. But, as this leaves it undistinguish'd from phlegm, others add another quality, viz. taste, which is wanting in phlegm, and which brings the chemical mercury precisely to what we call a spirit. The mercury of vegetables and animals, therefore, are already spoken of as spirits.

The mercury of fossils or metals is no other than a real running quicksilver; which is a fluid substanice, perfectly resembling a metal in fusion, nearly of the fame weight with silver, and wetting no substanice but gold. This body not being reducible into more simple matters, by any analysis yet invented, is look'd upon as a principle: 'tis commonly held it may be extracted, or obtained from all metals and minerals. And the chemists, in their writings, give us divers procесes for the fame: tho' the more judicious and sober among them, have long look'd on the pretention as idle and chimerical.

But this principle, mercury or quicksilver, M. Hombourg gives us sufficient reason to suspect not to be simple; in that it may be destroy'd, which a body perfectly simple cannot. Add, that after its destruction, there remains nothing but a mere earthy matter, without any figurs of the other parts before compounded with it. The method that author took to destroy it, was by first changing the running mercury into a perfect metal, gold, by introducing a sufficient quantity of the rays of light into its substanice, by a long and expensive operation; and when it was thus rendered a metal, by exposing it to a burning-glass, which in a little time carried off the greatest part of the substanice in fumes, leaving nothing behind but a light earthy dust §. See farther under the article Mercury.

Salt seems the leading principle of the chemists, who generally grant salts the most considerable and active parts procurable by chemistry from mixt bodies. Its character is to be soluble in water, and unresoluble by fire; but under this character it is incapable of being perceiv'd by us; and needs to be joined or combined with some other principle, to make it sensible.
We have three kinds of salts, two whereof are volatile, and the third fix'd; the volatile are acid and urinous salts; the fix'd, lixivious, or those drawn from ashes: the two latter are also called saline salts, or salolites, the one volatile, the other fix'd. We do not know the precise figure of each of these salts; but to judge of them from their effects, the most commodious and probable, according to M. Homberg, the great reformer of the doctrine of salts, is, for acids to be pointed, and those points tipp'd with phulphureous matter; that of urinous seems to be a sponge, containing a part of the acid, and a little fetid oil; that of lixivious salts appears likewise a sponge, containing only the remainder of the acid, which the calcining fire could not carry off.

1. If acid salts were found pure, and without any mixture, they would all be of the same nature; and the diversity that appears in them, as procured by distillation, &c. is a full proof of their being compounds, at least of their having something heterogeneous, or adventitious to the feline nature accompanying them. In effect, sulphur, on M. Homberg's principles, is a constant and inseparable attendant thereof: from this appendage of sulphur, it is, that they derive all their activity; and tis the fame sulphur that characterizes and makes the difference between them. Hence acid salts are ranged by the author into three classes, viz. such contain an animal vegetable sulphur; under which come all the acids diffil'd from plants, fruits, woods, &c. and spirit of nitre: such contain a bituminous sulphur; to which belong the acids of vitriol, common sulphur, and alum; and such as contain a non-ferd mineral sulphur; as the acids drawn from sea-salts, and fpol Ragam.

Thefe of the firft class act more swiftly than thefs of the other, by reason animal and vegetable substances being very light, i.e. taking up a deal of room, and enlarging the surface, give the better handle to the flame to agitate and drive them on; but the flame enlargement of the points, prevents their entering into the denser and more compact bodies; those of the second class are the leafl nimble, by reason the bituminous sulphur is loaden with a deal of earth, which serves it as a matrix; and accordingly, these are incapable, singly, of dissolving metallic bodies. Lastly, the metallic sulphur being the most fixed, i.e. that in its parts the smallest and most compact, the acids it accompanies, do still retain fine points, and thereby become capable of insinuating into the densest bodies, and separating them; though for the fame reason they give but little hold to flame.

Acid salts join'd with lixivious ones compose mix'd or intermediate salts, according to the nature of the acids employ'd therein. Thus spirit of nitre, with salt of tartar, produces true salt-petre; spirit of salt, with salt of tartar, produces true common salt; spirit of vitriol, with salt of tartar, produces true vitriol, &c. which are all intermediate salts, i.e. partly fix'd, and partly volatile; the two ingredient salts still retaining their volatile and fix'd natures. Acid salts join'd with urinous salts compose another salt, called ammoniacal salts, which are always volatile, by reason both the ingredient salts are so. Acid salts are usually suppos'd to be antagonists to alkaline, &c. urinous and lixivious) by reason, upon their mixture, there always ensues a violent ebullition and effervescence; but it would perhaps be more just to look on this ebullition not as a combat, but rather a suitable and amiable conjunction of two substances, which were naturally united, and had only been separated by the violence of the fire, now rejoining themselves into the same places, out of which they had been torn. Accordingly, the latter are compared to the feds, and the former to points or spticule fit to enter the fame. These points or acids do not only enter the pores of feds of alkaline salts, but all other bodies, whose pores have a like conformation; whence fuch bodies are called terreftrial or metallic alcalies*.

See more on the subjeft of acid salts in the article Menftrums.

2. In all native salts, both fossil, vegetable, and animal, after the violence of the fire has separated all the volatile parts, there still remains a fix'd salt, to be drawn from the feds by liquor, or lixiviation; hence called a lixivious salt. These lixivious salts are no other than the rellicks of the acid, which the fire was not able to separate from the earth of the mixt; but may be separated by dissolving them in common water. The taste of these lixivious salts is very different, according to the quantity of the acids still remaining after calculation; part of which is capable of being volatiliz'd, and difsengag'd by further operations; as by a more intense heat; or by dilution, digestion, filtration, and evaporation frequently repeated; or laflly, by adding some urinous salt, to absorb the fame.

3. We have three sorts of urinous salts: the firft, that of plants or animals, which is the fame; the second is fossil; and the third of an intermediate kind, partaking both of the fossil and vegetable nature, the firft is volatile, and the two latter fix'd. By urinous salts,
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The theory of chemistry is vast, and the subject of much debate. It is a complex field that involves the study of the composition, structure, and properties of matter. The chemists of the past and present have made significant contributions to our understanding of the universe.

For instance, the theory of mixtures is fundamental to the understanding of chemical reactions. Mixtures can be classified as solutions, suspensions, and colloids. Solutions are homogeneous mixtures, while suspensions and colloids are heterogeneous mixtures.

The process of distillation is often used to separate mixtures. Distillation is a method of separating a mixture into its components by heating the mixture to a temperature at which one of the components becomes a gas. The gas is then condensed to recover the pure component.

In conclusion, the theory of chemistry is a complex and dynamic field that continues to evolve as new discoveries are made. The chemists of the past and present have made significant contributions to our understanding of the universe.
univerfal matter with other bodies; and is only a coalition of certain particles thereof, whose aggregate, by having a particular texture, &c. becomes disposed to be turned into fire, and usually also into flame; and therefore if the like texture may be found in portions of matter, in other respects different, or if art and chance can frame, and bring together particles of matter so disposed, or can give them such a texture, as disposes them to kindle, flame, or burn away; these qualifications entitle it to the nature of a sulphur, whether it participate of the chemists' primitive sulphur, or not.

And that it is not necessary the oil, procured by fire from mixtures, be a primitive element, may be argued from the growth of plants, fed merely by water; which nevertheless afford an oil in distillation: and we see that in olive-trees, almond-trees, walnut-trees, &c. the rain water, which infinuates it into their roots, is, by successive changes of texture, reduced into the oil, which the fruit, by expression, so plentifully yields. And to obviate the suffocation of common water being impregnated with any sulphurous juices of the earth, it may be added that distill'd water will nourish a vegetable.

What is more, Mr. Boyle relates an experiment, whereby from two distill'd liquors, both diffusible in water, and both held by the chemists as elementary bodies, viz. oil of vitriol, and alcohol of wine, he procured a considerable quantity of chemical oil, of a very different nature from either of the ingredients liquors.

This oil, or sulphur, of vegetables and animals, is reducible, by means of lachrymous salts, into soap; as that soap is, by repeated distillations from a caput mortuum of chalk, into infinip water.

For the production of that kind of sulphur called inflammable spirits, it has already been touch'd on, in speaking of spirits. For that of confused sulphurs, it does not appear that any such substance is really procurable, either from vegetables or animals: what the chemists have usually taken for vegetable sulphurs, Mr. Boyle swears to be no other than soot sulphurs, and to be separated, not from the matter of the vegetable, but from that of the soot matters used in the process. And as for the sulphurs sometimes obtained from metals and minerals, 'tis much to be doubted whether they belong'd thereto, as essential ingredients, or were only corpuscles of common sulphur, perhaps, a little alter'd, and mingled with other parts essential to the mineral. Thus we see in native cinnabar, the mercury, which chemists suppose a compleat metal, is so mix'd with another body, as not to be distinctly discernible, till separated by the fire: and from this cinnabar, sulphur has been sometimes obtained. Add, that as a large quantity of common sulphur is easily separable from vitriol-marcasites; it appears possible for some common sulphur to remain more closely mix'd with the saline and metallic parts of the vitriol, afforded by the flame marcasites; from which latent corpuscles may proceed the sulphurous smell, &c. observ'd in vitriol and its oil.

M. Homburg refines considerably on the notion of the principle sulphur. That oily, or fatty matter, found in the analysis of all plants, and animals, and some minerals, and which has been always taken for the chemical principle sulphur, cannot be a principle, on his foundation; since it may be reduced into other simple matters. Add, that as he lays down the principle sulphur for the only active one, and which of consequence should be found in all mixtures; this oily matter is wanting in most minerals, and therefore cannot be the only active principle. In the analysis of an oil, its whole substance resolves into a deal of aqueous liquor, a little infinip earth, and a little salt, partly fix'd and partly volatile; the real principle sulphur, which connected these principles together to make an oil, is lost in the operation; the whole industry of the artificer being only able to separate the principles from each other. And as the principle sulphur is only sensible while joined with some other of the principles, which serve it as a vehicle; it must of necessity escape from whoever would strip it of all heterogeneous matter.

This sulphur may either be considered as mingled, and retained in some other matter; which, as it is aqueous, saline, earthy, or mercurial, the result will appear under the figure of spirit of wine, oil, bitumen, or metal; none of which are the principle sulphur: or, it may be considered as pure, and without any mixture; in which last sense alone, it is, that sulphur is to be accounted a principle, and the only active principle; leaving to the art the appellation of sulphurous matters. Now, all mixtures that excellent author observes, in passing a rigorous analysis, lose the principle sulphur, which was the band of the composition; so that the more the chemist endeavours to extricate, and disengage it, the less he finds it.

Earth, by the chemists call'd terra damnata,

* Produsc. of Clym. Prin.
† See Boyle's Produsc. of Clym. Princ.
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figures; or so minute as that they fill away and cannot be brought to sustain the action of those which otherwise might divide them (m).

7. As
does of all substances seem to have the fairest claim to an elementary nature; in regard the violence of the calcining fire should seem to have driven away all the mercurial and other volatile parts, and have quite burnt out the sulphur, which are often more fixed than the rest; as the water, on the other hand, should have dissolved all the fixed salt; and yet, as to the characters, wherein the simplicity and immutability of the earthy part of bodies are supposed to depend, e.g. its not dissolving in water, its not affecting the tare, and not having flown off with the other parts; it will be found that these too, are producible, may be compounded, &c.

Mr. Boyle has shown, that not only each of these qualities separately, but all of them together, may and frequently do, arise from the mixing and variously managing of compound substances, wherein they were not before. Thus from oil of vitriol, and spirit of wine, tho' both dissoluble in water, and rapid, he has, by digestion and distillation, procured a large quantity of a substance indissoluble in water, insipid and fixed. So also glafs, which tho' not only a compounded, but a recomounded body, (the sand and other stones, which themselves are mix'd bodies, being further compounded with the salts that dissolve them) has yet all the three qualities, which the chemists require in their earth; for 'tis tallow'd, dissolves not in water, and is fixed in the fire. And if ashes be of themselves capable of vitrification, as the chemists teach; how are we sure, that in common ashes, freed after the usual manner, from their fixed salt, what is called a simple earth, may not be a body compounded of two, or more substances, which by their coalition, and new texture, produced by the action of the fire, have been brought to a kind of vitrification?

That earth may be produced de novo, may likewise be argued hence, that if salt of tartar be dissoluble in fair water, there will remain, after numerous filtrations, and after every single one, a substance in the filtrate, which has all the chemical characters of earth. The terra dannaeta of vitriol appears evidently no elementary body, from its purplish colour, its weight far exceeding that of earth, &c.

In effect, in some bodies particularly those of the metalline kind, the calcining fire does not operate as in others, particularly vegetables; since sometimes almost the whole weight of a mineral shall be found in what they call its calx; as we see in tin calcined per se; which calx is in great measure reducible sometimes into a body of the same nature with that which afforded it; and sometimes into another body, far from being elementary: as in the reduction of minium into lead, ashes of antimony into glafs, &c. See further in the chapter earth, as an instrument.

As vigorously as Mr. Boyle combats the elements, yet he allows, 1. That many mineral bodies may be resolved into a saline, a sulphurous, and a mercurial one; and that almost all vegetable and animal concretes, may be reduced, by fire, into five substances, fat, spirit, oil, phlegm, and earth; of which the three former being more operative than the latter, may be look'd upon as the three active principles, and by way of eminence be called the three principles of mixt bodies. 2. That these principles, tho' they be not perfectly simple, may, without inconvenience, be filled the elements of compound bodies, and bear the names of those substances which they most resemble, and which are manifestly predominant in them; because no one of these elements seems divisible by the fire into four or five different substances, like the concrete, whence it was separated. 3. That several qualities of a mix'd body, and especially the medicinal powers, do, for the most part, lodge in one or other of these principles.

It is remarkable enough, that the order wherein these principles succeed each other is different, according as the mixt has undergone a fermentation or not; if it have, the spiritual liquors, and volatile salts rise first, then the aqueous liquors, then fetid oils, leaving a coput mortuum at the bottom, which affords a fixed salt and earth. If it have not fermented, the aqueous liquor precedes the volatile salts, and spirits; the other matters following in the order abovementioned.

(m) To this purpose, Sir Isaac Newton cloes a fine inquiry into the nature, laws, and constitution of matter—"All these things considered, it seems probable to me, that God, in the beginning, created matter in solid, massive, hard, impenetrable, moveable particles—incomparably harder than any of the porous bodies compounded of them: nay, so hard as never to wear, or break in pieces; no human power being able to divide what God made one, at the creation. While these particles con-
7. As often therefore as the analysis of a compound has gone so far, as to reduce it into such parts or elements as these; there is an end of all further division, till such time as these simple corpuscles be re-united, either with other simple, or compound ones.

8. Such bodies are by the philosophers called elements; and into such the chemists have often alleged that bodies are by their operations resolved: yet the notion is overturned even by themselves. It must indeed be allowed that fire, air, water, earth, alcohol, mercury, the presiding spirit in each body, and several others, do, when absolutely simple, appear to be fine, permanent elements: but whether such bodies can by any contrivance be procured and exhibited perfectly pure, has not yet been demonstrated: indeed that nothing of this simplicity is found in the common operations of the chemists, has been long ago observed.

9. Fire may perhaps be exhibited pure and elementary, as it penetrates gold, and other of the most solid bodies: but no human art can produce the least drop of pure water, and much less of any of the rest, as air and earth, or the like.

10. Add, that these parts into which bodies are resolved by chemists, are of different natures, easily changeable, and may further be resolved into other parts; as appears from water, spirit, salt, oil, earth produced from animal and vegetable bodies: even alcohol itself, in burning, separates into different parts.

11. Lastly, by re-compounding the chemical elements extracted from any body, we very rarely produce the primitive compound; as may appear from the analysis of wine, blood, and the like. To obtain truth therefore in its purity, and guard against errors, it is necessary to assign certain bounds to the art, beyond which it may not pass. For instance, that from any kind of bodies, animal, vegetable, and fossil, a certain determinate operation in chemistry will always produce certain determinate effects, which are accurately to be distinguished by their several characters: but whether the matters it thus produces actually existed in the body before the operation, will not be always easy to ascertain without other considerations. Thus the spirit of wine obtained from any particular vegetable, by means of a regular fermentation and a proper distillation, is always of the same nature, and produced in the same manner. Nor has it hitherto been possible to obtain this liquor from any other matter: neither is it procurable from this without a double operation. In the mean while, this liquor which the chemist shews us, had no existence before the proper means of fermentation and distillation were apply’d; so that none but a chemist can speak intelligently of its matter, cause and properties. And the same thing certainly obtains in a multitude of other bodies; so that we restrain

time, entire, they may compose bodies of
one and the same nature and texture in all
ages; but should they wear away, or break
in pieces; the nature of things depending
on them, would be changed; water, and
earth, composed of old worn particles, and
fragments of particles, would not be of the

fame nature now, as water and earth com-
posed of entire particles at the beginning.
And therefore, that nature may be lasting,
the changes of corporeal things are to be
placed only in the various separations, and
new associations and motions of these per-
manent particles*.
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refrain the art within narrow bounds; which art is not depreciated, but rendered the more excellent, useful, and expedient thereby: and thus it is we would be thought to profest chemistry (n).

12. By chemistry then, alone, it is we learn, that in every animal, or vegetable, there is a certain Aura or spirit, peculiar to that single body; so subtle as only to be perceivable by its smell or taste, or other effects not found in any other. This Aura exhibits the proper character of that body, whereby it is accurately distinguished from all others; it is too fine and thin to be seen by the eyes, though arm'd with a microscope, or felt by the hands, and withal is extremely volatile: so that when pure and single it flies off, by its great mobility mixes with the air, and returns into the common chaos of all volatiles; there still retaining its nature, it floats till it falls down with snow, hail, rain, or dew; by which it again enters the bosom of the earth, impregnates it with its prolific virtue, and at length is received with other juices of the earth into the bodies of animals and vegetables. By such revolution it passes into new bodies, whose mass it animates and directs. This body, from its great penetrability, exquisite subtlety, extraordinary volatility, is called by the ancient chemists, who were deeply skilled in the nature of things, Spiritus redivivus, or presiding spirit. This spirit was lodged by the creator in a tenacious, durable matter, not easily to be dispers'd, either by air, water, or fire, and called oil, by whose

(n) Mr. Boyle, in his Sceptical Chemist, furnishes abundance of curious things on the chemical principles, or elements. Fire, he clearly proves, does not barely take the elementary ingredients of bodies asunder, but also alters them; and substances are thereby separable from bodies, which were not pre-existent therein: we don't mean materially pre-existent; but only in that form: nor even that some things may not be procured from mix'd bodies that were more than barely matterally pre-existent; but only, that several things obtained from a mixed body, exposed to the fire, were not its ingredients before; and that the substances called principles, may be produced, de novo, various ways. In order to this, he observes, that the operation of fire does sometimes not only divide mixed bodies into minute parts, but also compounds those parts after a new manner; whence there may result as well faline, and sulphurous substances, as those of other textures. Thus soap, which is known to be an artificial composition of oil or grease, salt and water incorporated together, being exposed to a gradual fire in a retort, will separate, but not into the same substances, whereof it was compounded; but others, of a very different kind. Add, that from many vegetables, there may, without any addition, be procured glass, a body surely not pre-existent in them, but produced by the fire: and from mercury, by a proper management, a fourth part of clear water may be procured; tho' 'tis no way possible any such quantity of water should be contained in a fluid fourteen times heavier than water: how, then, can we be sure that phlegm is barely separated, not produced in other bodies by the action of fire? for we know of but few, if any bodies, of a more unalterable nature than mercury. To say no more, a vegetable may be nourish'd, and grow up of water alone; and such vegetable, by a common analysis, yield all the principles: now, if out of fair water alone, not only spirit, but salt, oil, and earth may be produced; it follows, that salt and sulphur, &c. are not primogenious bodies and principles; since they are daily made out of plain water by the texture which the seed, or seminal principle of plants, gives it. Nor would this seem so strange, did we not overlook the obvious, and familiar operations of nature: for if we consider, what flight qualities they are, that serve to denominate a chemical element; we shall find, that nature freqently produces as great alterations in several portions of matter. To be readily diffusible in water, is enough to make a body pass for a salt; yet we see not why, by a new arrangement, and disposition of component particles, it should be harder for nature to compose a body diffusible in water of a portion of matter that was not so before, than of the liquid substance of an egg, which will eaily mix with water, to produce, by the bare warmth of a brooding hen, membranes, tendons, feathers, &c. not diffusible in water. See the article Fire.
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whole *Lentor* it is as it were invincibled, and prevented from flying off, and deferting the body, for whose direction it was appointed. Accordingly we find the ancient alchemists maintain that this spirit resides in sulphur.

13. But this oil, whereby the spirit is retained, is much more volatile than the other unctuous ones found in the same body; so that as the body approaches to death, it exhalas almost continually with the breast; left a spirit fit for such great uses should remain useless in a carcase. But so sparing is nature in bestowing this spirit, that she seems only to have infilled the smallest particle of it, tho' this of an excellent kind, and sufficient for the purpose. The ancient adepts have presumed to measure this minute portion, and tell us that it is always 1 of part of its feminal body. They add, that it is of so active a nature, that when cherished by a brooding warmth, and sustained by a due Pabulum, it is extremely moveable, and endued with an incredible power of generating a spirit like it self, as appears from frequent experience: hence they call it the vital spark, *Filius Solis*, the son of the sun, *Spiritus intus aelys*, the internal nourishing spirit, and many other the like names.

14. To illustrate this doctrine by an instance, let us take some vegetable body which has certain characters whereby it may evidently be distinguished from all others: suppose cinnamon, which is an aromatic of a most fragrant smell and pleasant taste: distilling a pound of this with boiling water, and taking care that none of it be loft, there will arise a milky, odorous, favoury liquor, to the bottom of which settles a little ruddy fragrant oil, strong of the virtue of cinnamon, and such the first liquor was. After separating the two liquors, let the remaining cinnamon be distill'd with a second water, upon this will arise a limp watery juice of an acid taste, a faint smell, and affording none of the marks of cinnamon; but so like to many other bodies, as not to be easily distinguished therefrom. The remainder will be of a ruddy brown colour, an austere acid taste, inodorous, and without any thing to denominate it cinnamon; tho' by its figure and external appearance it might still pass for cinnamon; but as to use or excellency has nothing to distinguish it from the bark of any other tree treated in the same manner. All the virtue therefore of cinnamon resides in its distilled water, and particularly in the oil settling at the bottom thereof. If this water be kept a long time in a close vessel, it will depolote its oil, become thinner, and have much less of the aromatic smell; so that this noble property resides chiefly in the oil. If the water impregnated with this spice be separated from its subsiding oil, and placed in a narrow-mouth'd glass vessel unstopped, the whole place will smell of cinnamon, and the remaining water in a short time lose all its aromatic virtue; yet without any greater diminution of weight than would have been found in an equal quantity of common-water under the same circumstances of vessel, place, and time: so that the virtue of the cinnamon water resided in a very small particle thereof. Lastly, exposing the oil in a broad, open glass vessel to the air, in a wide, open place, the place will be filled with a fragrant odour; but the oil itself lose all its virtue; remaining still much the same in weight, but utterly destitute of its original virtue. It appears therefore, that the whole virtue of the cinnamon resided only in a very small quantity of oil,
oil, and yet made only the smalllest part thereof.—And what has been shewn in this instance may be apply’d almost to any other body.

15. Some happy adepts pretend to have seen these spirits sealed up in their several bodies of sulphur, both in metals, and in other fossils; and say that the same, if freed from the restraint, are exceedingly active, apt to insinuate into other kind of bodies, and of great efficacy against diseases.—But as for the truth hereof, I shall leave it to the adepts themselves; declining to enter into any further detail, lest I should be suspected of commending a thing I am not master of (o).

(o) That accurate chemist, M. Homberg, in his new Essai de Chemie, lays down the principles of fossil bodies to be salt, sulphur, mercury, water and earth; not that all fossils contain them all; for mercury, he shews, is not a common principle; but some have it, as metals and metallic minerals; and others not, as stones, earths, fossil salts, &c. The principles of all animal and vegetable bodies, according to the same author, are salt, sulphur, earth and water. Mem. de l’Acad. an. 1702.
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THE EFFECTS, or PRODUCTIONS OF CHEMISTRY.

1. The effects of chemistry are reduced to four principal classes or kinds, 

Extractions, of things; produced by combination and separation. When a body is 

resolved into its several parts, and those exhibited separate from each other, 

this process or manner of action is called extraction, and the parts themselves, 

especially those of chief use, extracts. Thus, when from wormwood we proc- 

cure only the bitter, pungent part, separate from the rest, it is called extract 
of wormwood; and the most active part of iron, when detached from the 

rest, is called extract of Mars. To this class are reducible a multitude of 

operations employed in the same body; as distillation with and without 

water, decoction and infpiration produced thereby in various degrees; also 
tinctures, by whatever menstruum produced, &c.

2. When such an extract is prepared not from one, but several bodies mixed together, it changes its name, and is called a Chymus; which term may also be 

applied to several extracts procured from the same body, and then mixed to- 
gether: As if, e. gr. from wormwood we draw the water, spirit, oil, salt, 

and tincture, and according to the rules of art unite these again into a mass 

compounded of them all, and containing the joint virtue of all. To this 

class are reducible many of the noblest productions of the art, as the more 
curious Sapo's, and an infinite number of others.

3. Magisteries seem to have been thus called by the antient chemists, as Magisteries, 

denoting the capital production, or master-piece of their art. They pretend 

they are able to take any simple body, and without any change of its weight, 
or division of its parts, alter it into another exceedingly different from the 

former, and usually liquid: for instance, to reduce an ounce of gold into a 

fluid of the same weight, by fire alone, without the addition of any other 

matter. This, if there be any reality in it, is undoubtedly the greatest ex- 
cellency of the art; but it is hitherto little known, except that something of 

the kind seems producible by force of fire. Thus, wax driven out of a retort 

by the fire, undergoes a surprizing alteration, yet without being separated.

4. Lastly, elixirs seem properly to be where several bodies are mixed to- 
gether, and without altering their weight, changed into quite other forms: 
so that an elixir is a kind of magistery made of several bodies. This, Para- 
celsus asserts to have done in aloes, saffron, and myrrh; but Helmont accuses
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him of concealing a solvent capable of working such a miracle; yet substitutes no better himself: not but something of this kind may be expected from the art. 'Tis certain, a preparation made with tartariz'd tartar, almost did the thing, excepting the exuviae of the saffron: and we make no doubt but that better solvents may be known to others; it being by no means decent to measure the knowledge of other people by our own scanty pittance; tho' the chemists are but too apt to fully themselves with boastling.

5. I am not ignorant that the terms abovementioned are sometimes used by good authors in a different sense, but I have some of the best to vouch for the acceptations I have given them: the reader is at liberty to take which he pleases (p).

Of the Use of Chemistry in Natural Philosophy.

Chemistry promotes natural philosophy.

1. Chemistry being employed in the examination of all sensible bodies, 'tis obvious of how much importance it is in the science of natural philosophy, and that it extends itself through all the parts thereof: besides, making great use of fire in the changing of bodies, it becomes on that account of great assistance to natural philosophy, in regard fire is the most general instrument which nature makes use of for the accomplishing of almost all her works. Natural philosophy therefore being the knowledge of all bodies, and of all the modifications which may be observed in them, chemistry has it immediately in view to promote this science; which I shall endeavour to shew more explicitly. The business of a natural philosopher is to communicate a solid and accurate knowledge of all the bodies in being, and all the affections thereof. Nor can this science be acquired otherwise than by observing, by means of our senses, all the objects which the author of nature has made cognizable thereeto: hence, the first and principal part of this science is to collect all the manifest and sensible appearances of things, and reduce them into a body of natural history. Now there are two ways of making such observations; the first, when we view things nearly as they happen to turn up, without any design or intervention of our own, in which way no great improvements can be expected in the art; because chance having here the direction, only exhibits occasional, or extemporary properties: the other method is, when after a thorough acquaintance with bodies, we apply them to other bodies equally known, diligently attending to the result, and observing whether any thing new arises. This is by far the more advantageous method to philosophers, as may appear from this consideration, to omit many others, that there are infinite and many of those very powerful properties in bodies, which never shew themselves in the ordinary and spontaneous course of nature, but are only

(p) This chapter might be improved from a particular consideration of all the general processes hereafter laid down in the practice; and much more from all that has hitherto been done by chemists in their laboratories; so as to include as well the various substances they have made by composition, as the simples they have obtained by the most perfect analysis, which would furnish out a thousand new productions, never considered or known by those who first invented this superficial division of the effects of chemical operations, into magisteries, extracts, elixirs and clystirs's.
only brought to notice, when bodies are examined either together, or asunder, by chemical means, and especially by fire, in a manner from which the artist can certainly expect such an event to arise therefrom. For the cultivation of this last method, chemistry seems the only art that is fit. It resolves a compound into its simples, and having examined those ingredients separately, unites them again after a certain manner, in hopes of finding some new appearance, or power turn up. This separating, or mixing various bodies, and then pursuing them with a determinate degree of fire carefully noted, turns its whole attention to the observing of what nature will produce in them. This art being thus instructed in the ways wherein those above mentioned obvious phenomena of nature may be exactly imitated, discovers and lays before our eyes the very instruments whereby that powerful agent produces her effects, and thus leads us in her most secret ways, and often wisely directs them to our own use.

2. Of this we have innumerable instances; particularly in gun-powder, Instances of it. Phosphorus, hot liquors produced by mixture, and the fiery ebullitions of such bodies. We own that mechanics, and those skilled in hydrostatics and hydraulics, have explained many operations in nature by an infallible method, from the general properties common to all bodies. But from all those sciences, how much soever improved, they have never been able to account for those effects of bodies which depend on the disposition peculiar to certain kinds thereof; which the creator has endowed therewith beyond all the rest; as those effects would never have existed, had such peculiar power or property of the body been wanting. Thus, if a load-stone be brought near a load-stone, iron be brought near the fame, or iron touch'd with a magnetic body be brought near any of the former; what swift and surprizing effects will arise; effects no where else to be found (g).

3. Now it is evident, that of all the sciences chemistry is best adapted for discovering these latent peculiar powers of bodies: whence we may safely conclude, that the chemical art is the best and fittest means of improving natural knowledge (r). They who are possessed hereof will be able, by a truly active knowledge, to produce physical effects, without resting in subtleties of words, or idle speculations of theory: it being the character of a chemist, that his speculations pass on to effects. Thus, when he explains glasses, he will at the fame

(g) Body being absolutely passive, there is a necessity for some active power or principle to put it into motion, and make it produce the phenomena it affords. Body at rest is not only incapable of acting, but even carries an opposition to action: it has a real power of inactivity, a vis inertiae, as we call it; which removes it even out of a state of indifferency, and determines it absolutely to remain inactive: so that not only a contrary power or principle, but that even in a higher degree than the former, is necessary to produce action therein.

The active powers which have hitherto fallen under observation, are gravity, whereby bodies tend toward the centre; attraction, whereby the particles of bodies cohere; the causes of elasticity, electricity, magnetism, fermentation, &c. See this point further considered in the notes on the chapter Of Operations.

(r) It is by means of chemistry, that Sir Isaac Newton has made a great part of his surprizing discoveries in natural philosophy; and that curious fett of quiries, which we find at the end of his optics, are almost wholly chemical. Indeed, chemistry, in its extent, is scarce less than the whole of natural philosophy; as might be satisfactorily shewn by a thorough chemist; after the manner wherein our learned author proceeds to shew, that almost the whole of medicine is chemistry.
same time shew the manner wherein it may certainly be made; and in accounting for fermentation, he will at the same time produce it; his sayings will be effects; and being free from the enquiry of ultimate causes, he will give the present ones. He does not invoke daemons, goblins, or spirits, but applies body to body, and thus works his end. He does not regard the names of substantial forms, but sticks to the consideration of the sensible powers peculiarly found in each body; which he exhibits by effects, and shews how they may be applied to the production of the noblest works. He pays no homage to occult qualities, but discovers by his art the effects ignorantly ascribed thereto; and teaches how, when discovered, they may be brought into action. He readily confesses his ignorance as to the creation of seeds, and the peculiar structure given to each body at its first origin; but carefully attends to the appearances arising therefrom, and after noting them faithfully down, applies them directly to the working changes in things. Such are the noble fruits which chemistry, duly cultivated, holds forth to natural philosophers; and from this will arise such a system of physical knowledge as the great Lord Bacon with'd for, and begun; and which, in pursuance of his design, the immortal Mr. Boyle considerably promoted.

Use of Chemistry in Medicine.

Chemistry necessary to physic. The same use which chemistry has in all physics, it evidently has in the medicinal part which treats of the human body, and the action of other bodies thereon: neither of which can be truly understood without the assistance of chemistry. We need not enter into a minute proof hereof. It is by chemistry alone we learn that the first elements of the solid parts of our body are mere earth, bound together by means of an oily Gluten, which is inseparable from the same; except by the utmost force of an open fire. The same art also shews us, that water infinuating between the solid parts, does also the office of a binder, hardens and consolidates with them, so as not to be easily separable therefrom. The same also first explained the origin of this earth, oil and water, out of the food chemically considered; as also the origin of the humors in the body from the same food, duly examined by chemical means. And for the parts, kinds, powers, and changes of those humors, who can unfold them without an intimate acquaintance with this art? And as there is a peculiar degree of heat, now determinable by a thermometer, which belongs to a healthy state of body; and as this, when well adjusted, is the proper rule whereby the power of acting is measured; 'tis evident of how much use chemistry is beyond all other arts, for explaining the effects of this fire.

Physic, how praiseworthy. 2. And as those skilful in mechanics and hydrostatics account for a multitude of appearances observed in the affair of health; and as other naturalists daily make other discoveries; so do chemists render many things intelligible, otherwise impossible to be learnt; insomuch that we must of necessity own, that many of the most important parts in all the medical physiology are only to be known by chemistry. The chief article of its praise is, that it alone detects
and explodes the errors which certain unskilful chemists had introduced into phisy; as has been fully shewn by Boyle, Bohn, Hoffman, and Homberg, to omit others. Some pretended retainers to chemistry have boasted that they could solve all the points of physiology by their art alone; an error equal to theirs who pretend to explain every thing without any chemistry at all. The business of anatomy is faithfully to relate the structure and parts of the body; of mechanics, to apply their doctrine to the solids; of hydrodynamics, to ascertain the common laws of the motion of fluids; of hydraulics, to demonstrate the actions of the same fluids in their passage through known canals: and to all these add what genuine doctrines chemistry will afford the whole, if I mistake not, this will make a perfect medical physiology.

3. Nor does chemistry seem of less service in framing a just pathology. For Pathology, how shall we assign the causes, changes and effects of morbid humors in the body, otherwise than from chemical principles? The diseases incident to the fluids, when they stagnate in the vessels, or move too flowly thro' the same; or when they are extravasated, and settle in the cavities of the body, are inexplicable without this art. So likewise the manner whereby a brisk agitation of the oils, felts, spirits, and earth intermixed with our fluids, and circulating therewith thro' the arteries, makes a change in them, is only to be learnt from chemistry. The nature and kinds of acrimony, and how generated in the body, are unintelligible without chemistry. By what means the parts of the blood are coagulated, and how resolved again, is best learnt from our art; which also explains the nature of pus, Ichor, Sanies, fluid Virus, the spreading of gangrenes, and the effect of mortifications; concerning any of which we have nothing tolerable without chemistry. Add, that the diseases of the bones, cannot be truly accounted for without the assistance of chemistry.

4. But tho' chemistry be allowed of great use in physiology and pathology; Semiotics, yet that part of physic employed about the signs of health, diseases, and life, was so thoroughly cultivated by the ancients Grecians, that many will imagine there is no room for chemistry here. We must own indeed, that the diligence and fidelity of the ancients in collecting the signs of diseases, surpased all belief; and yet they were wholly employed in observing those indications which nature spontaneously presents to the senses; which point they attended to so solicitorly, that they have left little for the moderns to do herein: in somuch that the chemist must learn this doctrine wholly from them, before he be qualified to apply his art to the discovery of diseases. And yet the true significance of each sign is not easy to be learnt without chemistry; but satisfactorily with it. This, if we had time, might be shewn in every particular. It was found by them that the too quick pulsations of the arteries denoted a fever present, the degree whereof they estimated by the number of pulsations; and thus that by an increase of the natural heat, the radical moisture was wasted. Consequently that the danger of the disease was different, according to the different degree of heat. Harvey further taught, that the too great celerity of the pulsations was owing to the heart, which received the blood from the veins and discharged it into the arteries too quick. Thus far only went the use of the sign which they had observed; but a chemist, upon observing the heat increased by the increase of the number of pulsations, will shew us by evident
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evident experiments, that the most liquid parts will thus be dissipated, the rest thickened, the oils dissolved, mixed with the blood, ground against the vessels, rendered acrid, made volatile, and become putrid; in that state being protruded into the finer vessels of the brain, will occasion violent commotions therein, or be easily expelled the blood; that the saline part of the fluids will be so changed as to lose its natural unfitness for motion; whence it now hurries almost spontaneously from place to place, and of mild and sapopaceous, which it was before, becomes acrid, biting and fiery, called alkaline. Thus at the same time, a chemist will both collect the true meaning of this sign, and exhibit its general use. The ancients were also used to learn the internal disposition of the body, and the secret nature of diseases, from inspecting the urine. And the modern physicians are forced to do the same; tho' to little purpose.

But if a physician skilled in chemistry examine the urine, according to the rules of his art, he will discover a multitude of very useful things by it. Its quantity, colour, taste, contents, sediment, the matter swimming in it, and the froth will shew the nature of the urine, and of the salt, oil, and earth therein contained, and consequently in the blood. Thus he will discover the secret disorders of the humors, and foretell the good or bad events shortly to arise from both; and hence govern the present symptoms, and provide against future ones, that life may not be endangered thereby. In effect, none but a skilful chemist is able to judge accurately of the nature of the spittle, sweat, pus, ichor, or stools, by the signs discoverable therein. Not that a bare skill in his own art will qualify him for this; but if he be at the same time intimately vers'd both in physic and chemistry, by the joint use and assistance of the two, he will be able to discover things, which neither of them singly could have furnished him with. All these particulars, it were to be wished, those, among the physicians, who are chemist-haters, would seriously consider. It would hinder them from rashly condemning an art whose office may be of service, but never hurtful. I own that some chemists, unacquainted with physic, have done much mischief upon their medling in practice; but this is the fault of the men, not of the science.

5. Again, no just rules for the diet of healthful persons can be laid down, unless the physician knows what kind of corruption the meat and drink will be changed into, by the particular degree of motion arising from the exercise which the patient uses, or from his peculiar temperature of body. Husbandmen, porters, and the like, who inure their limbs to hard labour, find that fish and flesh, when fresh, and thoroughly salted, quickly putrefy in their bodies by the two vehement attrition thereof: whereas four brown bread, fermentaceous food and milk, or fish and flesh dried in the air, or smoked, and well pickled with salt or vinegar, also water or fourish small-beer for drink, are advantageous; in regard the motion of the bile being here too great, tends as well as the whole mass of blood to putrefaction; to prevent which, such foods are to be chosen, as by their founrness, saltiness, and hardness, are the most remote from putrefaction. But such as devote themselves to a studious life, and spend their time in spirits in a close application to books; for want of the due motion and exercise, necessary to strengthen their bodies, much, for their diet, such things as are of easy digestion, and approach as much
much as may be to the nature of the juices of the human body: for instance, the more tender kinds of flesh, fish, and eggs, freh, and little salted, which chemistry here shews to be proper. Chemistry, in fine, is the science which of all others best explains what relates to meat and drink, their matter, seasoning, and dressing; to motion, sleep, promoting of excretions, and the passions of the mind, and directs all these to the purposes of health.

6. If we now turn our eyes to the cure of diseases, we shall find, both that the diet suitable for the sick, and most of the remedies necessary, either for supporting or recovering lost health, viz. such as will either correct or expel pectoral humors, and make the pungent more mild, must be chiefly furnished from those means and instruments which chemistry best explains, digests in proper order, and fits for the necessary uses.

7. Some perhaps may think it absurd if I say that chemistry gives us an exact knowledge of all the ways whereby, from the signs observable in the sick, we know whether, and by what means any thing is to be done to save and recover the patient, and remove, or correct the cause of the disease, and the disease itself. But, for further information on this head, I refer to what I have formerly published concerning the Methodus Medendi for the use of young physicians.

8. The truth of what we have asserted may be confirmed by the authority of the great Lord Bacon, who, from abundant experiments, every where recommends chemistry as necessary in all the parts of physic; not to mention Mr. Boyle, who in his elaborate pieces, of the Sceptical Chemist, improved with additions and illustrations by himself; of unexpected failure of experiments; of specific remedies; of the history of human blood; the usefulness of experimental philosophy; the mechanical production of qualities; and in many of his other writings, actually demonstrates the great use of chemistry in every part of physic. If any others need be alleged after these, consult the English Philosophical Transactions, and the Memoirs of the French Academy of Sciences, where you will fee with what industy and emulation the philosophers of the present age have cultivated chemistry, with a view to the improvement of physic: and the Ephemerides of the German academists, every where afford us the noblest proofs of the same. 'Tis indeed to be lamented that the physicians best instructed both with learning and experience, are seldom deeply vers'd in chemistry; and again, that the most intelligent chemists have frequently scarce known any thing of physic, to the apparent detriment of both those Arts. Jo. Boknius and Fred. Hoffman, it must be allowed, are perfectly vers'd in both; and excel the rest. I do not rank Francis de le Boe Sylvius, and Otto Tachenius, with them, by reason their too great fondness and attachment to chemistry led them to consider it rather as the mistress than the servant of physic. Such matters as chemistry affords, applicable without danger to the uses of physic, I have formerly collected, and inserted in their proper places, in a treatise de cognosciendis & curandis morbis, and in another, de Materia Medica, published since (s).

(s) The general ignorance of the ancient physicians in the chemical part of their profession, led some of their modern admirers into a persuasion, that chemistry was of no significance therein: as if, because neither Hippocrates, nor Galen, ever saw a difficult spirit.
Usefulness of Chemistry in the Mechanical Arts.

1. THOSE arts are vulgarly call’d mechanical, which are performed by the labour of the hands; being very different from that mechanics which lays down the powers of bodies, arising from the common properties of all bodies, which geometricians explain. Chemistry is of no service to this latter; but is of singular advantage to the former, which are employ’d in working upon, and making changes in bodies (i).

2. Painting is an art that imitates and expresses sensible bodies by lively colours; and has always been held in the highest estimation (u). There are many arts which contribute their share towards the improvement of painting; but for that part which relates to the colours, their beauty and durability, chemistry must be allow’d the preference, as may be shewn in few words. The celebrated blue, called Ultramarine, which has the advantages of being beautiful to the eye, yet altogether unchangeable, is prepared by a chemical process from Lapis Lazuli: and that other common blue, called Smaul, is the produce of the same art (x).

all such spirits must be trifeles. The first application of chemistry to the purposes of medicine, we have already traced out in the histories of Basil Valentine, Paracelsus, and Helmont.

In the days of Helmont, this kind of knowledge had gain’d considerable ground; and two men of eminence, Sir Theodore Mayer, and Quercetan, professed it publicly at Paris; tho’ they were strenuously opposed therein by the faculty, who commissioned one of their members to write an apology for Hippocrates and Galen, against the innovators: but these still proving obstinate, were in the year 1603, publicly censured, condemned, and ejected, together with their writings, and their art, by the consent of the whole college. This rash procedure only the more excited the chemists to write and divulge their experiments, and made their doctrine more inquired after: upon which, the physicians of Europe divided into sects under the names of Galenists and Chemical; which must be allowed a happy coalition. The just compiling of dispensatories, and the art of extemporaneous prescriptions, depend upon a knowledge of chemistry; and to the want of this are owing those errors so frequently committed by dispensatory writers, in ordering the standing medicines of the shops.

(1) “The ancients,” says Sir If. Newton, “made two kinds of mechanics: rational, which proceeds by demonstration; and practical, to which belong the manual arts, whence the name mechanics was originally taken. But in regard artificers usually work inaccurately, by this means mechanics have come to be distinguished from geometry; so that whatever is accurately done, is referred to geometry, and the rest, less accurately performed, to mechanics. Yet does not the difference lie in the thing, but wholly in the art. He that works inaccurately, is an imperfect mechanic; and he must be allowed the best of all mechanics who works the most accurately of all.”

(2) “In effect, mechanics, or the mechanic arts, are, as it were, the basis of geometry; the drawing of right lines and circles, which geometry is to consider, being wholly mechanical.”

(u) See Junius in his elaborate work De pictura veterum.

(x) See Ant. Neri. Lib. 7. 115; and Merret’s notes upon the same.

3. There is nothing more earnestly desired by the best painters than a beautiful green, which will keep its brightness long in perfection. Now the noble Ultramarine blue, not inferior in value to gold it self, being mix'd with a yellow, effectually answers this purpose: so that without chemistry, painting would want two of its best colours. The colours called lacca's, are prepared by a chemical coction and precipitation: and how much of their beauty do pictures owe to the brightness and clearness of these colours? I pass over cinnabar (y), orpiment, ochre, and others; nor shall I mention that a beautiful black colour is made use of by painters, from bones burnt in a close vessel.

4. Chemistry, 'tis certain, is an art very foreign to painting; yet the latter without the former would want its chief ornaments: a chemist may easily do without painting, but a painter scarce at all without chemistry.

5. The chemists have also found a method of painting on gold, and other metals; or of covering it with the brightest and most beautiful colours, composed chiefly of a metalline and glasy matter, with a most penetrating, fix'd, alcaline salt. These Colours, called enamels, Encaustia, Amanita, Emaillades, and smalts, by their great vivacity strike the eye with singular pleasure: nor are liable to fade in any length of time. It will here be worth while to turn to the above-mentioned Neri (x); but more especially to Isaac Hollandus, who gives us many excellent things concerning this noble art; which may vie with all the tessellated pieces of antiquity. 'Tis certain, the fine necklaces and other jewels wore by ladies, by way of ornament, owe much of their luftre to this art (a).

6. Manganese with calx of brafs. For yellow, tartar and manganese §.

Enamelling, to appear in perfection, should only be practised on plates of gold; the other metals being less pure: copper, for instance, scales with the application, and yields fumes; and silver turns the yellowes white. Nor must the plate be made flat: for in such case the enamel crackles: to avoid which, they usually forge them either a little round, or oval; and not too thick.

The plate being well and evenly forg'd, they usually begin the operation by laying on a couch of white enamel, on both sides, which prevents the metal from swelling or blistering: and this first lay serves for the ground of all the other colours.

On the plate, thus enamelled with white, they trace the design to be painted; touching and finishing it up with some other colour. This done, the plate is set in a reverberatory furnace, to fix the colour; and the other colours are applied in like manner in their turns. The white colour of the ground serves for the lights, and is therefore spared in all the places where such heightnings are required †.

* De Arte Vitrar. † Felibien, Princ. de l'Architecte, de la Sculpt. &c.
6. There is also a third kind of painting, which represents things on glafs in the most beautiful yet transparent colours: the wonders of this art we see in great perfection in the windows of a church at Gouda in Holland; which no modern performance can come up to. By means of this art they lay colours on the surface of glafs, which being baked by force of fire, their former lustré improved, and their substance diffused to a perfect transparency, penetrates the body of the glafs, yet without passing a hair's breadth beyond their assigned limits, or blending with the adjacent ones. I scarce know of any thing more curious and beautiful, or that contributes more to the ornament of churches, halls, and other buildings. The recovery of this art, now almost loft, is hardly to be expected, except from some chemist who should apply the discoveries of his art to this use.

(b) The colours used in staining or painting on glafs, are all of the metalline, or mineral kind, and not procured without chemical operations, and many of them painful ones too: black, according to Felibien, is made of scales of iron, ground with glafs beads: white, with sand, calcined, powdered, mixed with salt-petre, and the mixture calcined, repulveriz'd. 

Yellow is leaf silver, ground, and mix'd in a crucible, with sulphur or salt-petre; ground a second time and mix'd with oler. Red is made of litharge of silver, and scales of iron, gum-arabic, glafs-beads, blood-stone, &c. Green, of as willow, black lead and sand calcined, and incorporated; then salt-petre added; then calcined a second time, and a third time yet ere it be used. Blue, purple and violet, are prepared like green, only leaving out the as willow, and in lieu thereof using sulphur, for sky-blue; perigeeux, for purple; and both for violet. We must add, however, that these colours are not universal; most painters on glafs having their particular ones, which they keep secrets.

Method of staining or painting on glafs.

To paint on glafs, they first design their subject on paper; then make choice of pieces of glafs, proper to receive the several parts, and thus proceed to distribute the design on the paper itself into pieces suitable to those of the glafs: contriving, that the glafs may join in the outlines of the figures, and the folds of the draperies; that so the carnations, and other finer parts may not be damaged by the lead, in joining the pieces together. The distribution made, they mark all the glafs, as well as the paper, with letters, or numbers, that they may be known again. Which done, applying each part of the design on the glafs intended for it, they copy, or transfer the same upon the glafs, with the black colour diluted in gum-water, by tracing and following all the lines and strokes as they appear thro' the glafs, with the point of a pencil.

When the first strokes are well dried, which happens in about two days, if the work be only in black and white, they give it a slight wash over with urine, gum-arabic, and a little black; and this several times repeated, according as the shades are desired to be heightened; with this circumstance, never to apply a new lay till the former is sufficiently dried. This done, the lights and risings are given by rubbing off the colour in those places with a wooden point, or the handle of the pencil.

As to the other colours above mentioned, they are used with gum-water, much as in painting in miniature; taking care to apply them lightly, for fear of effacing the outlines of the design; or even for the greater security, to apply them on the other side: especially the yellow, which is very perversive to the other colours, by blending therewith.

And here too, as in pieces of black and white, particular regard must be had, not to lay colour upon colour, or lay on lay, till such time as the former are well dried. It may be added, that yellow is the only colour that penetrates the glafs, and incorporates therewith by the fire: the red, and particularly the blue, which is very difficult to use, remaining on the surface, or at least entering very little.

When the painting of all the pieces is finished, they are carried to the furnace to anneal, or bake, and fix the colours thereon. This furnace is small, and built of brick; a little above the bottom is an aperture to put in fuel, over which is a grate, which traverses the furnace, and divides it into two parts; above this is an aperture, thro' which to take out pieces, and examine how the cohesion goes forward.

On the grate is a square earthen pan, on one side,
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7. Somewhat akin to painting is the art of dyeing, which gives the dyer most beautiful colours to silk, cotton, linen, and woollen; and thus affords us garments, hangings, flags, and the like. This art depends chiefly on three things; viz. 1. Disposing the surface of the stuffs to receive and retain the colours; which is performed by washing them in different lyes, digesting, beating them, &c., in which human urine putrefied, a sharp salt of ashes, divers soaps, and gall of animals, are of principal use; by means whereof the viscid Glen of the silk-worms, naturally adhering to their threads, is washed and cleansed from them; and thus they become fitted to imbibe the colours. By these also the greasy foulness adhering to wool and flax, are scowred off. In every article of which, the use of chemistry is sufficiently conspicuous. — The 2d is, to grind the colours, as that they may enter the body duly prepared, and preserve their brightness undiminished; in which chemistry is known to be of singular importance, as appears from the manner of dying scarlet, discovered by Cornelius Drebbel, citizen of Alkmaar; a man of great honour and veracity, perfectly skilled in all the secrets of chemistry, (which recommended him to the king of England,) and enumerated among the adepts of those times. Among other of his writings, he left an account of an experiment concerning the method of dying wool with a bright flame-colour; which method his son-in-law, Kofflbaer, afterwards putting in practice, raised an immense fortune by it. Spirit of nitre is found to heighten and improve the rich colour of cochineal, into the brightness of burning fire; but then its acrimony corrodes and damages the wool, which is prevented by dulcifying it with tin; after which it neither hurts wool, nor silk, yet retains all its brightness.— The 3d consists in having beautiful colours; wherein the use of chemistry is obvious. I once shewed some colours, which I had prepared from solutions of copper, to some skilful masters, dyers, who were surprized with the beauty of them, and would have given any money to have been able to give colours of such brightness to their stuffs, &c. and no wonder, since the blue, violet, and green of copper, which may be raised, or weakened at pleasure, affords so agreeable a variety, that a person

side whereof is a little aperture, thro' which to make the trials, placed directly opposite to that in the furnace destined for the same end.

In this pan are the pieces of glass placed in the following manner: first, the bottom is covered with three strata of plaster, or beaten lime, separated from each other, by two others, of broken glass; serving to secure the painted glass from the too intense heat of the fire. The glasses are laid horizontally on the uppermost layer of this plaster or lime.

This first row of glasses they cover with a layer of the same powder, an inch deep; and over this lay another range of glasses; and thus alternately till the pan is quite full.

The pan thus prepared, they cover up the furnace with tiles, or a square table of earth closely luted all round; only leaving five little apertures, one at each corner, and another in the middle, to serve as chimneys.

Things thus disposed, there remains nothing but to give fire to the work: the fire for the two first hours must be very moderate, to be increased in proportion as the cohesion advances, for the space of ten or twelve hours, in which time it is usually completed. At last, the fire, which at first was only of charcoal, is made of dry wood; so that the flame covers the whole pan, and even issues out at the chimneys.

During the last hours, they make essay from time to time, by taking out pieces thro' the little aperture of the furnace, to see whether the yellow be perfect, and the other colours in good order. When the annealing is thought sufficient, they proceed hastily to extinguish the fire, which otherwise would soon burn the colours, and break the glasses.
8. The art of glass is one of the most useful to mankind: by this, together with the grinder's help, we obviate the natural infirmities of the eyes; without this old man would be debarred the use of letters; to this alone we owe that we are able to sit within doors, or in a coach, or ship, and see all things clearly around; yet without being expos'd either to the scorching heat, or freezing cold, or being annoyed with the dust, ingrel's of extraneous filth, or disturbed by the wind. Pure glass will scarce receive any stain; or, if it do, is quickly cleansed again: it prefers bodies reposit'd in it without changing them, or being changed by them; and if the glass be perfectly clos'd on all sides, they will remain incorruptible and immutable. Glass is proof against all corrosives; and eludes even the alcahest, if ever there was such a thing; confining it within its body, whilst others are dissolv'd by it into pure water. It is a principal instrument in chemistry; and were it not for its being common would be prize'd above all metals.

9. It is of ancient origin, being first cultivated in Egypt, rendered malleable in the age of Tiberius, and in our days is made to the greatest perfection in the island of Morrana at Venice, and in Great Britain (c).

(c) Nerl traces the antiquity of glass as far back as the time of Job: that writer, speaking of the value of wisdom, c. 28. v. 17. says, that gold and glass are not to be equal'd to it: so, at least, our version has it, after the Septuagint, Vulgate, the Syrac, St. Jerom, &c. But in other translations, as well as in the original Hebrew, the word glass is not seen: instead thereof, the Chaldee uses crystal; the Arabic, jacinth; the Italian, Spanish, French, Dutch, a diamond; the Thargum, a looking-glass; Pagninus, a precious stone; Vatable, a beryl, &c. The reason of all this diversity arises hence, that the original word Zechu-chich comes from the root Zacor, which signifies to purify, cleanse, shine, be white, or transparent; whence the same word is applied to frankincense, Exod. 30. 34. where the Septuagint renders it pellicium: so that the word may equally signify any thing beautiful, and transparent; and is by no means peculiarly appropriated to express what we now call glass.

Pline relates, that glass was first discovered by accident in Syria, at the mouth of the river Belus, by certain merchants driven thither by the fortune of the sea, and obliged to continue there, and dress their victuals by making a fire on the ground; where there being great flore of the herb kalli, that plant burning to ashes, its salts mixed and incorporated with sand or stones fitted to vitriify or make glass.

Dr. Merret will have glass as ancient as either pottery, or making bricks; for that a kiln of bricks can scarce be burnt, or a batch of pottery be made, but some of the bricks and the ware, will be at least superficially turn'd to glass: so that it must have been known at the building of Babel, and as long before as that art was used; and likewise by the Egyptians, among whom the Israelites were many years employ'd in making bricks. Of this kind, no doubt, was that fossil glass mentioned by Ferrant. Imperat. to be found under ground in places where great fires had been.

'Tis controverted among naturalists to what clays of bodies glass ought to be refer'd: Agricola, Lib. XII. de re metall. makes it a concrete juice: Vin. Bellasenfis, Lib. XI. calls it a stone; and Fallopius reckons it among the media mineralia or semi-metals: but Dr. Merret observes, that the forementioned are all natural productions; whereas glass is factitious, a compound made by art, a production of the fire, and never found in the earth. To obviate this, Fallopius distinguishes between glass contained in its own mine, or its own stone; and true glass that is extracted from the same. Now, the latter, says he, is no more artificial, than a metal is; extracted from its mineral: and as to the former, he urges, that as metal, by...
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10. The choice of the materials whereof it is made, the preparation it self, the proper mixture, coction, bringing to perfection, &c. are all owing wholly to chemists.

11. Flint, sand, stones, afford different species of glasses; and the calces, according to the different manners wherein they are burnt and extinguished, produce different degrees of beauty in the glass. So the ashes of plants us'd herein, also vary the goodness of glasses. A fixed alkaline salt, sharp and well purified, mixed with a pure calx of flints, yields a glass clearer than amber it self. It must be owned, that by using a great deal of salt to a small quantity of flints, the glass becomes very clear; but is weak and frail, apt to crack by fire and water, and by age grows dull; and even infects liquors put in it, and sometimes destroys them utterly. So tea remains uncorrupted in green glasses, but in the clear kind is totally spoiled. Hence, for our

by having its existence in the ore, so glass by having it in the stone out of which it is educed, is natural. But this argumentation Dr. Merret overturns, by shewing that glass is never found in that form in any mine, but only the sand and stone whereof it is form'd: whereas metals are perfectly form'd by nature into certain species, in proper veins, tho' frequently in such small parcels, that they lie hid, till the fire has collected them together, by separating from them the other matters wherewith they were mix'd. Accordingly, fire only produces metals by its faculty of separating heterogeneous, and congregating homogeneous bodies; whereas it produces glass by uniting and mixing heterogeneous matters, viz. salt and sand into one. Pallopus, indeed, denies this, and pleads, that 'tis false to say that glass is at all made of ashes: the ashes are only added instead of the nitre, used among the ancients, the better to extract the glass out of the substance of the stone: but this is easily refuted: for if the glass were procured from the stone alone, the weight of the metal must be less than that of the stones; whereas in reality it far surpasses it; 100 weight of sand yielding above 150 lb. of glass. Add, that the salts made use of, are of the most fixed kind; which therefore, we cannot suppose to be carried off by the fire: and that in the coarser glasses, which are corroded by the air, one may discern, may pick out pieces of salt, discovering themselves to be such by their taste.

Dr. Merret gives us a precise and accurate enumeration of the several characters, or properties of glasses: the principal whereof are, that it fuses in a vehement fire; when fused, it is tenacious, and cleaves to iron; does not consume or waffe in the fire, and is the last effect thereof; is ductile and fashionable into any form, while red-hot, but not malleable; friable when cold; diaphanous either hot or cold; flexible and elastic; disunited, and broke by cold and moisture, and especially by saline liquors; is only cut by a diamond or emery; does not let acid juices, or any other thing extract either colour, taste, or any other quality from it; does not wear by the longest use; nor will any liquor make it muty, change its colour, or rust; it softens metals, and renders them fusible; receives all metallic colours, both externally and internally; will not calcine; may be cemented, like stones and metals.

Making of glasses.

The materials whereof glasses is made, we have already hinted to be salt and sand, or stones. The salt here used, is procured from a sort of ashes brought from the Levant, call'd pohserine or rochetta; which ashes are those of a sort of water-plant, called kali, of the species of that found in some parts of England, call'd frog-grafs, or crab-grafs; cut down in summer, dried in the sun and burnt in heaps, either on the ground, or on iron grates; the ashes falling into a pit, grow into a hard mass, or stone, fit for use.

To extract the salt, these ashes, or pohserine, are powder'd, and sifted; then put into boiling water, and there kept till one third of the water be consumed; the whole being stirred up from time to time, that the ashes may incorporate with the fluid, and all its salts be extracted: then the vessel is filled up with new water, and boiled over again, till one half be consumed; what remains is a sort of lee, strongly impregnated with salt. This lee, boiled over again in fresh copper vats, thicken, and in about 24 hours shoots its salt, which is to be ladded out, as it shoots, into earthen pans, and thence into wooden vats to drain and dry. This done, it is grossly pounded, and thus put in a sort of oven, called calar, to dry. It may be added, that there are other parts besides kali which yield
our art, we choose a green durable glass made of a great proportion of earth and a less of salt, kept long in fusion, and well elaborated by a strong lasting fire. Consult Anton. Neri de arte vitraria; the excellent Agricola in his book of metals; Christopher Merret in his observations on Neri; and Jo. Kunkel, who at the expense of that generous prince, the Elector of Brandenbourg, has brought the art of glass to its highest perfection, in a comment on Neri, Libr. 1679. 4to. and more especially in a treatise of artificial gems annexed thereto.

yield a salt fit for glass, e. gr. alga, or sea-wrack, the common way-thistle, bramble, hops, wormwood, wool, tobacco, fern, and the whole leguminous tribe, as peas, beans, &c.

The sand, or stones, called by the artists Tarfa, is the second ingredient in glass; and that which gives it the body and firmness, These stones, Agricola observes, must be such as will fuse; and of these, such as are white and transparent, are the best: so that crystals challenge the precedence of all others. At Venice they chiefly use a sort of pebble, found in the river Tifna, resembling white marble, and called Cuogolo; indeed Ant. Neri assures us, that all stones which will strike fire with a flint, are fit to vitrify: but Dr. Merret shews, that there are some exceptions from this rule. Flint is admirable, and when calcined, powdered, and feared, make a pure white crystalline metal; but the expense of preparing them, makes the masters of our glass-house’s sparing of their use. Where proper stones cannot be so conveniently had, sand is used; which is to be white, and small, and well washed before it be applied: such is usually found in the mouths and sides of rivers. Our glass-house’s are furnished with a fine sand, for crystal, from Maijon, the name with that used for sand-boxes, and in scouring; and with a coarser, for green glass, from Woking.

For crystal glass, to 200 lib. of tarfa, pounded fine, they put 130 of salt of polverine, mix them together, and put them into the calar, a fort of oven or reverberatory furnace, which is first well heated. Here they remain, baking, frying, and calcining for five hours; during which the workman keeps mixing them with a rake, to make them incorporate: when taken out, the mixture is called frit or bolito.

Note, there are three kinds of frit: that here described is crystal frit: the second, or ordinary frit, for the common white, or crystalline metal, is made of the bare ashes of polverine, without extracting the salt from them. The third, for green glass, is made of common ashes, without any preparation, and a hard sand above mentioned.

It may be further observed, that glass might be made by immediately melting the materials, without thus calcining, and making them into frit; but the operation would be much more tedious.

Now, to proceed to the operation of making the glass itself; they take of this frit, and set it in melting-pots in the working furnace; adding, in each pot, a proper quantity of a blackish stone, not unlike loadstone, and called magnesia, which serves to purge off that greenish call natural to all glass, and to make it clearer, and more azure. While the whole is in fusion, the workman, here called the conicer, in the glass house, houres the foundr, mixes the metal well together, with his square; and with a ladle skimms off the sand, from which is a whitish salt, call’d sandier, continually cast up from the metal, and swimming on its surface; which is always in the greater quantity, as the polverine was weaker; and which, unless well purg’d off, would make the glass brittle, and unfit for working.

When the vitreffication is compleated, and the metal found sufficiently clear, and fine; they proceed to form it into the works required: in order to this, the operator dips a hollow iron into the melting pot, turns it about, and takes out enough for the vessel or work it is intended for; the metal sticking to the iron, like some glutinous or viscid juice. While ‘tis yet red-hot, he rolls it to and fro on a marble, to unite its parts more firmly: then gently blowing into the iron, he raises or swells the metal, just as in blowing into a bladder. This blowing he repeats again and again, till he has attained the desir’d bulk; then whirling it about his head, he lengthens, and cools the glass; and, if the design require it, moulds it in the fmal iron, and flats the bottom, by pressing it on the marble: and thus delivers it to the master workman, who breaking off the collet, by which it adhered to the blowing-iron, proceeds, as occasion requires, to fashion it further; e.g. if it be for a drinking glass with his pontil he ficks the glass, and scalds it;
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12. There is another species of glass contriv’d by chemistry, which, tho’
transparent, is at the same time adorned with a beautiful colour, so as al-
moment to equal the brightest native gems. It is made of the purest and most
perfect glass, intimately penetrated, and embodied with metals, which thus
communicate to it a durable lustre: in effect, there is scarce any gem, or stone,
valuable for its colour, but may be imitated in glass prepared after this man-
ner (d). If the art of glass-making should once arrive at such a perfection, as

it; with his paffage makes the bowl; with his
precello widens and makes it hollower; then
with his drewers cuts off what is superfluous.
Thus with blowing, pressing, scalding, (which
are to be repeated as oft as the glass cools )
impregning, cutting, &c. the work is brought
to the form intended; and, if need be, feet and
handles are fastened on; and rigarines and
marblings wrought.

As fast as the master finishes them, another
takes them up with an iron fork, and places
them in a tower, over the melting-furnace, to
anneal: into this tower, there is a hole, by
which the heat and flame are received from
the furnace; and after the glasses have stood
here some time, they are put into iron pans
call’d fachets, which by degrees are drawn,
by the sarcosman, further off, along an appen-
dage of the tower called the leer, five or six
yards along, that they may cool by degrees:
when they are arrived at the end of the leer,
they are quite cold, and thus taken out, fit
for use.*

(d) Tho’ crystal, in not being fusible,
becomes unuseable dye of dyes, or tintures in
substance; yet the industry of the chemists has
found mean of making it serve for the bases
of precious stones, with all the advantages of
colour Tho’ we cannot fuse it; we can cal-
cine, and make frit of it.

The art of imitating precious stones in glass,is
too curious and considerable to be passed
over without further notice; some of the lead-
ing compositions therein, we shall briefly
point out, on the authority of the never e-
nough to be commended Neri.

To make a sea-green glass; take crystal frit,
without allowing it any manganic; melt it,
and when clear, a halt will be found swimming
a top, in form of an oil, which is to be
skimmer’d off, as long as any riffes. When the
glass is perfectly clarified, mix calcined brats,
and zaffer; and add the mixture to the melted
crystal. Let the whole flame three hours,
that the colour may incorporate with the
metal: then fill and mix them again; take a
pro f, and either heighten or take down the
colour.—For a turquoise-colour’d glass, use cry-
stelline metal that has had no manganic, pas

* Antonio Neri de Arte Vitruviana, and Dr. Merrer’s notes on the same.
that by means of fire, we might be able to make glass once and a half heavier
than at present; we should then, with the assistance of metals, make arti-
ficial gems equally bright and beautiful as the natural ones: since by how
much the transparent matter is more dense and solid, the more lively and
 glittering will the metal appear thro' it. But as art has not yet discovered
any such method of giving density to glass; the matter of factitious gems is
 too porous and rare; and thus produces a weaker and more languishing re-
 flection of the rays; which renders them inferior to the native kind. Some
have endeavoured to increase the weight of glass by adding lead to it; but
this at the same time increases its softness. There is therefore still ground for
those who pursue chemical enquiries, to endeavour at a method of condensing
the substance of glass, which will amply reward them for their pains (e).

13. Another thing required to the perfection of the art of making arti-
ficial gems is, that they may be able to render their glass so hard and rigid,
as that it may lose nothing of its polish and lustre, by the frequent attrition
it will be subject to in wearing; but like the natural precious stones remain
incorruptible and unchanged.

14. Lastly, having rendered their matter thus ponderous and hard, they
must impregnate it by the fire with a rich tincture of metals, and thus shape,
or figure it into pieces of many sides; by which means they may be able to
excel nature, both in the magnitude and variety of their gems; since they
have a great stock of colours which may be diversified almost to infinity; where-
with they may tinge their glass, by mixing them with it when in fusion; or

loured, work it.—For a granat colour; to crys-
tal, and common frit mix'd, add manganese,
and zaffer; put them in a pot, and keep them
in the furnace twenty four hours.—For an
emethyf colour; to crystral frit add manganese
and zaffer, as before.—For a faphyr colour;
either to common or crystral frit, add zaffer and
manganese; mix and melt them in the furnace,
and when well colour'd, work it.—For a black
colour; to crystral and common frit, add calx
of lead and tin; mix, and set them in the fur-
nace: when the metal is melted, and pure,
add powder of calcined steel, and scales of iron;
after boiling with the mixture, let them stand
and settle twelve hours.—For a snow white;
to crystral frit add calcined tin and manganese;
mix them, and set them in the furnace to re-
fine, for eighteen hours: then call the matter
into water, and make a proof: if it be too
clear, add more of the tin.—For a marble co-
LOUR; crystral frit melted, and work'd without
purifying, suffices.—For a deep red; put crys-
tal frit, broken white glass, and calcined tin,
in a pot to melt and purify: and when in
fusion, add calcined steel, and scales of iron,
well powdered, thereto; mix, and let them
incorporate five or six hours. Make an essay,
and if the metal be too black or opaque, add
brafs calcined to a redness; mix, refine, and
make an essay as before, till it be of a blood-
red; and work it speedily, left it lose its co-
LOUR.

(e) It is no inconsiderable improvement of
the art of imitating gems in glass, to make
use of glass of lead; the stones produced here-
by, far exceeding those made of common
glass, or even of crystal, in point of colour.

To prepare this glass, the lead is first fused
and calcined in a kiln; then re-calci ned by a
reverberatory fire; and lastly, polverine or
rochetta frit being mixed therewith, and the
whole frit in the furnace for ten hours, it is
called out into water, and the glass separated
from the lead.

This glass may be blown or work'd into
veillets, after the usual manner: It becomes
of an emerald colour, by the addition of pol-
verine frit to purify it, and brafs thrice cal-
cined, and coccus Martis made with vinegar,
incorporated therewith.—A tofaz colour, by
using crys tal frit instead of polverine frit, and
adding half the quantity of yellow glass.—A
granate colour, by adding crys tal frit, mang-
anele, and zaffer.—A gold colour, by adding
crystral frit, brafs thrice calcined, and coccus
Martis.—Colour of lapis lazuli, by adding the
snow-white glass above-mentioned, with the
painters blue small.
by smearing them on the surface of the glass, and making them penetrate by fire, if the ancient art should ever be restored.

15. These three sure and solid foundations for making artificial gems are furnished by chemistry alone; which will likewise afford daily occasions of making further improvement in this noble manufacture. But as the artists have hitherto in vain attempted to give this density and hardness to the matter of glass; others have prudently bethought themselves to take pure and perfect rock-crystal, and try whether to the weight and hardness which it has from nature, so as to enable it to cut glass; they could not make it susceptible of metallic colours, yet without detriment to its transparency, and the brightness of its polish. This might be effected with some success by heating the crystals red-hot, and then extinguishing them in colour'd fluids; but that this method disposes them to crack and flaw (f). Others have attempted the like by cementing crystals with various metals, which being dissolved and carried upwards by the fire, penetrate the substance of the crystal. Lastly, it may not be impossible to find some matter richly impregnated with a metallic colour, which being laid thin over the crystal, may by force of fire be driven into the body of it, and give it a beautiful dye. In fine, from the whole, it seems to follow, that if there be any good to be hoped for in this elegant art, it is from chemistry we must expect it. Nor do we see how any other art can contribute any thing hereto (g).

(f) See Boyle of Gems, pag. 19, 44.

(g) M. Homberg gives us a new and curious application of the art of glass to the copying of engraved stones, and taking figures or impressions thereof, equally beautiful with the originals. He even assures us, that he made copies this way from a great number of such stones, furnished him by the Dukes of Orleans, in such perfection, that some of the most experienced persons took them for antique.

"The whole method consists in moulding "the graven stone in a fine earth, and impressing therein a piece of glass half melted "by the fire, in such manner, as that the figure of the stone remains accurately imprinted on the glass." The chief difficulty lies in finding an earth fine enough to take the figure, and yet that shall not melt, mix, flick to, and incorporate with the melted glass, which itself is little else but a sort of earth. The character of such earth must be, that it have as little as possible; for disposing it more easily to fusion. Of all the earths whereof M. Homberg made trial, the finest, and that which he found fittest for the purpose, was a sort of chalk, called tripoli of Venice, commonly used in polishing looking glasses, optic-glasses, and precious stones. Tho' there is also a coarser tripoli found in France, of some stead in saving the too great expense of the former.

The process is thus; pounding the French tripoli, pass it through a hair-sieve; scrape the tripoli of Venice very fine with a knife or piece of glass; pass it throu' a fine silk-sieve, and grind it in a glass mortar, with a pile of glass.

Proceed now to moisten the French tripoli with water, till it may be made into a paste by squeezing it between the fingers; and therewith fill a little flat crucible, pressing it lightly into the same; then drew some dry powder of the Venice tripoli over it; and on this lay the stone intended to be moulded; pressing it strongly into the same with the fingers, and flattening down the tripoli all around it. Here letting it remain a while, for the moisture of the French tripoli to penetrate the Venetian; turn the crucible upside down; upon which the stone falls out, leaving its impression behind.

The crucible having now stood till perfectly dry, take a piece of glass of any colour at pleasure, and of a size answerable to the work intended, and expose it in a furnace till it begin to shine, which shews it sufficiently softened for the impression. Upon this, immediately apply it with a piece of iron into the cavity of the mold; and as soon as it has taken.
16. The art of metals has so near a dependance on chemistry, that it seems to claim it as its own. I do not here mean the art which pretends to be employed in the making, and transmuting metals; concerning which, I shall give my real thoughts, when I come to speak of the use of chemistry in alchemy; but I mean the art which teaches how to prepare and fit metals for human uses, or even ornaments. Gold is frequently too pale on many accounts, wanting its fine yellow colour, which must be raised by a chemical cement, or by Regulus of antimony, as is now practised in Holland, where the gold pieces are brighter than elsewhere, to the peculiar skill of the mint-master.

17. The same metal, if it be pure, is too soft for the uses of coinage; and must be brought to a due temperature, by a mixture chiefly of copper and silver. The like may be paid of silver, which is too soft and ductile for common use, and needs a proper addition of copper, to fit it both for coinage and family service.—We need not mention that by a mixture of copper and calamine, a metal is made owing with gold in brightness: nor princes metals, or the metal denominated from prince Robert, which is made of brass and zink; and which being gilt, equals in brightness the fairest gold. So the valuable and beautiful art of gilding and silvering the baser metals, is the work of chemistry. From which few instances it will be easy to infer, what a multitude of other effects might be produced, if a skilful chemist were to employ his art in the mixing of metals.

18. Nor does medicine reject the use of cups which give a medicinal virtue to the wine pour’d into them, as has long ago been found in the Regulus of antimony tempered with other metals. 'tis pity Hallmont should have deprived the diseased of the benefit they might have received from a metalline matter he talks of; a ring of which wore for the space of a few minutes, removed all pain of the haemorrhoids, either internal or external; at the same time calming hysterick fits and spasmotic disorders (b). It may be worth while to make experiments with this view; there being frequently a hidden virtue in such compounds, and no great danger in making trials.

19. Again, metallurgy, which is employed in judging and distinguishing the fossil ores found in mineral veins, and preparing them into proper and pure metals, depends altogether on the art of chemistry; which may appear from hence, that chemistry chiefly owes its rise to these occasions, and has in later times produced many improvements in the art of metals. They who have carefully read George Agricola, Lazarus Erker, J. Rudolph Glauber, and others who chiefly copied after them, will need no proof hereof; for such as have not, I shall subjoin a few instances.

---

*b Mem. de l'Acad. an. 1716.

20.

taken the impression, let the crucible in a warm place in a furnace, that the glass may cool by degrees, without cracking; when cold, it is taken out of the crucible, complete.

To copy a stone in cera, that is imboss’d or wrought in siliceus; or to copy in siliceus a stone wrought in cera, proceed thus: Take the impression of the stone in sealing-wax, or sulphur, and pare off all that is superfluous on the edges; mould this waxen impression in a crucible of tripod, in the same manner as if it were a stone; and take an impression thereof in a piece of glass, as above taught.

(b) See his Works, p. 745. § 39.
20. Those conversant in chemistry know, that a matter is easily prepared, which being mixed with gold, silver, or other metals, immediately renders them all volatile, so that with a gentle fire they may, be driven over in glafs vessels, or drawn by the retort. Nor is it less certain that among the ores of metals, certain bodies are often found which exhale and dissipate the mineral matter, when exposed to the fire, in order for fusion, to the great joy of the miners. In effect, a pernicious confuming sulphur is frequently found adhering to gold, which has wafted many thousand pounds of that metal, even while only exposed to torrefy by the fire. But the chemists have found a method of fixing, in a moment, all the volatile ores, and making them endure the most violent fire; so as that they may be fued, and hereby separated from the refi. 'Tis known, also, that Regulus of antimony, mixed with double the quantity of corrosive sublimate, will become by a moderate degree of fire, an uncious fubftance, extremely volatile; and the fame, by a gentle warmth, will emit poifonous fumes; and by the repeated action of the fire, turn into a limpid oil, which smoaks spontaneously. What is still more furprizing, a pound of this oil being poured on the like quantity of fair water; the effect is, that it immediately turns white, and precipitates a white metallic cafl of antimony, which will fustain fuch a degree of fire, as that it may be melted into a mass like silver; being the beft Regulus of antimony that can be made.

21. By this experiment we are inftructed, to pour water on the volatile ores, and observe whether by this means, they do not yield more metal than otherwife. The addition of iron likewise at the time of calcination, will frequently absorb the sulphur, fo as to prevent its carrying off the metalline matter. Fix'd alkaline falts have likewise been found beneficial for subduing and resolving sulphurs, or acids, which being mix'd with the metalline matter, made it exhale by the fire. The rich silver mines of Peru are infel'd with a malignant uncious matter, which occasions the metalline fubftance, on the application of fire, to fly off; by which means the greateft part of the silver was formerly loft; but since, the chemists have taught them to torrefy the ore, by expofing it to a gentle heat slowly applied, and then breaking it to pieces, to grind it* with quicksilver, wash it in a proper manner with water, and laftly, reduce the pieces into a mass, by expelling the mercury which had drawn and united this to itfelf, scarce a grain is any longer loft; and thus are immense treasures saved. How have the miners and affayers lamented the difficulty of extracting the pure silver from tin mix'd with it; but since chemistry has fhewn the way of evaporating the tin, by the admixture of melted copper, the silver is now easily procured, and without much charge; being found pure in the copal. I could add infinite other instances of the benefits accruing to metallurgy from chemistry; but the preffent occasion neither requires nor admits of them.

22. It were indeed to be wish'd that our art had been les ingenious, in contriving means destructive to mankind; we meant those instruments of war, which were unknown to the ancients, and have made fuch havoc among the moderns. But as men have always been bent on seeking each other's destruc-

\*Notice: The asterisk (*) indicates a footnote or a note added in the margin, which is not included in the natural text representation.
tion by continual wars; and as force, when brought against us, can only be repelled by force; the chief support of war, must, after money, be now fought in chemistry.

23. Roger Bacon, as early as the twelfth century, had found out gun-powder, wherewith he imitated thunder and lightning; but that age was too happy as not to apply so extraordinary a discovery to the destruction of mankind. But two ages afterwards, Barthol. Schwartz (i), a German monk and chemist, happening by some accident to discover a prodigious power of expanding in some of this powder which had been made for medicinal uses, he apply’d it first in an iron barrel, and soon after to the military art, and taught it the Venetians. The effect is, that the art of war has since that time turned entirely

(i) What evidently shews the ordinary account of its invention false, is, that Schwartz is held to have first taught it the Venetians in the year 1380; and that they first used it in the war against the Genoese, in a place antiently called Paffa Caudeana, now Chioggia. For we find mention of fire arms much earlier: Peter Messias, in his variæ lectiones, relates, that Alphonfus XI. king of Castile used mortars against the Moors, in a siege in 1348; and Don Pedro, bishop of Leon, in his chronicle, mentions the same to have been used above four hundred years ago, by the people of Tunis, in a sea fight against the Moorish king of Sevil. De Cange adds, that there is mention made of this powder in the registers of the chambers of accounts in France, as early as the year 1338.

The composition of gun-powder is as follows: Take six pound of salt-petre well purified, and reduced to powder; one of sulphur, likewise purified and powder’d; and at least one of charcoal: put these ingredients in a mortar, moisten them with water, spirit of wine, vinegar, or urine, and pound them for twenty-four hours, remembering to moisten from time to time, to prevent the mass from taking fire. This done, squeeze it thro’ a sieve. By this means it will be formed into little grains or globules, which being dried are the gun-powder.

Other authors prescribe other proportions: Semnosovitz, for mortars directs 100 pounds of salt-petre, 2 of sulphur, and as many of charcoal; for great guns, 100 pounds of salt-petre, 1 of sulphur, and 1 of charcoal; for muskets and pistols, 100 pound of salt-petre, 8 of sulphur, and 10 of charcoal.

Misthos extols the proportion of one pound of salt-petre to three ounces of charcoal, and two, or two and a quarter of sulphur; than which, he affirms, no gun-powder can possibly be stronger. He adds, that the usual practice of making the gun-powder weaker for mortars than guns, is without any foundation, and renders the expense needlessly much greater; for, whereas to load a large mortar, 24 pound of common powder is required; and, consequently, to load it ten times, 240 pound: he shews, by calculation, that the same effect would be had by 180 pound of the strong powder.

The explosion of gun-powder is thus accounted for by Sir Isaac Newton: “The charcoal and sulphur easily taking fire, kindle the nitre, and the spirit of the nitre being thereby rarified into vapour, rushes out with vehemence, much after the same manner as the vapour of water out of an æolipile; the sulphur also being volatile is converted into vapour, and augments the explosion; and the acid vapour of the sulphur, viz. that which diffils under a bell, into oil of sulphur, entering violently into the fix’d body of the nitre, lets loose the spirit of the nitre, and excites a greater fermentation, whereby the heat is further augmented, and the fix’d body of the nitre also rarified into fume, and the explosion thereupon made more vehement and quick.”

If salt of tartar be mixed with gun-powder, and that mixture be warm’d till it takes fire; the explosion will be more vehement and quick than of gun-powder alone: which can proceed from no other cause but the action of the vapour of the gun-powder upon the salt of tartar, whereby that salt is rarified.

This makes what they call pulvis fulmínosus, whose effect Sir J. Newton, in the same work, accounts for from the great attractive force, whereby the acid spirits of the sulphur and nitre rushing towards one another, and towards the salt of tartar, by the violence of the shock turn the whole into vapour and flame.
entirely on this one chemical invention; so that the feeble boy may now kill the stoutest hero: Nor is there any thing, how vast and solid for ever, can withstand it. By a thorough acquaintance with the power of this powder, that intelligent Dutch General Cobem quite alter'd the whole art of fighting; making such a change in the manner of fortification, that places formerly held impregnable, now want defenders. In effect, the power of gun-powder is still more and more to be fear'd. I tremble to mention the stupendous force of another powder, prepar'd of sulphur, nitre, and burnt lees of wine; to say nothing of the well-known power of aurum fulminans. Some person taking a quantity of fragrant oil, chemically procured from spices, and mixing it with a liquor procured from falt-petre, discover'd a thing far more powerful than gun-powder itself; and which spontaneoufly kindles and burns with great fiercenes, without any application of fire. I shall but just mention a fatal event which lately happen'd in Germany, from an experiment made with balsam of sulphur terebinthinated, and confined in a close chemical vessel, and thus exploded by fire; God grant that mortal men may not be so ingenious at their own cost, as to pervert a profitable science any longer to such horrible uses. For this reason I forbear to mention several other matters far more horrible and destructive, than any of those above rehearsed.

24. Those anciantly called Afla Magi, were the wiser men of those times, as is allow'd among the learned; nor was the word always used in its proper fenfe to denote a sort of ill-disposed operators, dealers in deceit, and servants of the devil; as may appear from the Magi, or wife men, of St. Matthew (l), who were perfons skillful in astronomy, and worshippers of the true God; to whom they were also acceptable. It may be added, they were in great esteem with princes, and always admitted into their most secret councils. Zoroafter himself, the founder of this sect, was a king of Bactria, famous for his great knowledge of the stars; into the motions whereof, and the principles and origin of things, he is said by Justin (m) to have made a strict search. Accordingly, Cicero informs us (n), that the kings of Persia were always instructed in the magic arts, before they were admitted to govern the state. He adds (o), that the Magi in Persia were wife and learned men. From hence it arose, that an ignorant set of people, covetous of dishonest gain and fame, have endeavour'd to cover their sleights and impostures under the specious name of magic; by which means, their frauds having been frequently detected, a scandal has redounded to the name, and magic thus

(l) On this occasion we cannot omit to admire an instance of a noble and generous principle, in the late king of France, Louis XIV. A Roman chemist, S. Poli, having discovered something of this kind, of prodigious effect, came to Paris in 1702, on purpose to make an offer of it to that prince; who, tho' he was then going to be engaged in a war against a powerful confedera'tion; yet voluntarily renounced all the advantages of such a secret; handsomely rewarded the inventor, but enjoin'd him to let it perish.*


A drachm of compound spirit of nitre being poured on half a drachm of oil of caraway seeds in vacuo; the mixture immediately made a flash like gun-powder, and burnt the exhausted receiver, which was a glass five inches wide, and eight inches deep †.

(f) Matth. ii.

(m) Justin. I. i.

(n) De Divinat. I. 91.

(o) Id. I. 47.

thus become exploded, after the same manner as mathematics have unjustly been. The true Magi, by a close pursuit of nature, discovered things which the creator had desighnedly laid deep, as a reward for labour and industry; whence they appeared, to the vulgar, as endowed with a kind of supernatural knowledge, and were accordingly supposed to hold intelligence with daemons, and to receive their chief notices from them. Hence they were venerated rather out of fear than love; especially as an opinion had prevailed in all ages of the world, that there are both good daemons and bad, who, being intimately skilful in natural things, were induced either out of love, or hatred to mankind, to make use of their knowledge to gain men to them, either to save or ruin them. Whether the opinion were true or false, I shall not here enquire. The powers, instruments, and other virtues and riches of nature, as settled by the creator, are many of them unknown; but by those we do know, we may be inclin’d to believe, that there shall infinite things be clearly reveal’d to mankind, of which there is not now the least appearance. Who knows but there may be beings able to see further into things than the wisest of man have hitherto done? Who knows but such spirits may have a perception of bodies, understand their powers, see the order of causes, view present things, foresee future things, and know past ones, even without the asfifiance of bodily organs? It is no absurdity to suppose, that such spirits might infuse their thoughts into the minds of men; since, in reality, we are as much unacquainted with the connection and mutual intercourse between thinking beings, as the numbers and different species of beings endowed with understanding, will, and passions. Nor do we so much as know the true reason, why a moving body communicates motion to another; which it happens to strike against. Who will venture to deny the existence of a light incorporeal kind of beings fleeting among us, when we see spectres emerge out of a concave mirror, and subsist in the liquid air so clearly, as that tho’ acquainted with the thing, we are half terrified at the sight, to find an empty impassible image, exhibit such dimensions, magnitude, and vivid colours, with whatever elfe is discoverable in a solid body? And as our bodies have a mind united with them, by means whereof they see external things, why may not this fleeting species be also united with souls, and thus enabled to move, penetrate, and change things? Whether the case be thus, or not, I do not affirm; perhaps hereafter we may be allowed to know. In the mean while I neither asser, nor deny, that men by the assistance of daemons may have known, or done things, beyond what could have been by any natural powers. It must be highly vain and temerarious in us who scarce know any thing, to decide on things utterly unknown: all which I do not repeat, as if I would percuade perrons into a belief of old women’s fables, the empty fictions of idle people, or the foolish imaginations of the credulous. I am too sensible that these matters are rarely credited by the wise, commonly by the ignorant, and are so much the less regarded, by how much we are the more prudent and cautious not to be imposed upon. In effect, the true Magi never pretended they could foretell things to come; discover things hidden; raise or fix the passions on any object of pleasure; keep off harms; communi-
cate virtue; create, remove, or sooth diseases, by means of numbers, words, signs, figures, inarticulate murmurs, verses, images, looks, or injection; change themselves or others into other shapes; render any person, though present, invisible; be convey’d at pleasure through the air; walk on the water; give life, sense, motion, voice, and passion, to things inanimate; raise ghosts, daemons, shadows, and dead bodies; call, drive away, or bind spirits; attain to honours; discover treasures; cause their money always to return back into their pockets; render their bodies invulnerable; overcome their enemies, or strike them motionless at pleasure; command the elements, so that water or fire shall not hurt them; raise meteors in the atmosphere at command; tame the fiercest wild beasts by a charm; and produce diverting spectacles at a word speaking: these, and the like, we say, were not practised by the Magi; but are pretended to by doating old women, believ’d by the superstitious, and sometimes framed by the ill-minded, to deceive the imprudent, and bring them to their own purposes. Against all these did that excellent author Roger Bacon write with great force, to shew the nullity of such magic, and even that there never had been such in the world. But on the contrary, he seriously argues there are certain unknown and hidden powers lodg’d by the Creator in the nature of things, whereby as wonderful events may be produced as had ever been ascribed to the operations of devils: That such powers, ’tis true, are only discoverable by the endeavours of the most diligent and indefatigable enquirers, affiured by rational experiments purposely contrived, who, when they are discovered, compare and apply them to each other, and thus perform such things, as, by those who are ignorant of these powers, are supposed contrary to the laws of nature, and only owing to some preternatural power: this genuine knowledge therefore may properly be called natural magic. This I am now going to recommend as useful to human society, agreeable to the intelligent, and proper to display the glory of the Creator by the wonderfulness of his works; with which view I shall rehearse a few instances of the art derived from chemistry.

25. If any reputable author, ten centuries ago, had written that in his time a man publickly declared, before a multitude of witnefses, that a huge tower a few miles distant, would at a certain point of time rise up of its own accord, and immediately afterwards tumble into ruins; and that this accordingly happen’d, as he had foretold; would not all who read the account take it for a mere fable, or the effect of some supernatural power; and therefore denounce it, either owing to the intervention of the deity or the devil? Yet if only some one man had been acquainted with the power of gun-powder, and had repofited a competent quantity of it under the foundations of the tower, as is now sometimes practis’ed, and had so disposed a clock, as that at the prefixed point of time it should cause a flint to strike on a steel, the sparks wherof might fall upon the powder; he would have wrought a miracle, which might have not only imposed on the credulity of the world, but even have moved the faith of the most knowing; so that he might afterwards have induced them to any thing. Mabommet or Hały would have been but fools to a man posseff’d of such a secret. But after the secret
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is once known, the wonder ceaseth, and we all allow that feasible by natural means, which before we held to surpass any miracle of magic related in history. Nor that even the most intelligent in our days, can see into the cause of so extraordinary an effect; but we falsely imagine, that we understand, and are masters of things, which we frequently find to happen.

26. We may be able to foretell, that at a certain hour an earthquake shall be felt in a neighbouring spot of land; from whence a thick smoke shall ascend into the air, followed at last by eruptions of fire and flames. The hearers probably will laugh at the prediction; but how will they be confounded soon after, when the effect follows exactly as foretold? Taking a quantity of fresh iron filings, mixing it with an equal quantity of pure sulphur, working it with a little water into a paste; and laying fifty pound weight thereof in a hole dug under ground, a foot and half deep; covering the whole again with earth well ramm'd down: it will appear to our great astonishment, that such unpromising ingredients; as cold iron, and water, and unactive sulphur, will without other application, produce heat, smoke, fire, and flame, and shake the neighbouring ground (p).

27. We are told that the governor of a certain noble youth having endeav'our'd by all his persuasions, but to no purpose, to reform the dissolute manners of his pupil, whereby he disgrace'd his birth and ancestors; despairing of doing any good, he had recourse to a chemical stratagem, which succeeded to his wish. As the recreant youth lay asleep in the chamber with his governor, the latter rose privately in the middle of the night, and upon a board within the bed-tetter, near the feet of the pupil asleep, wrote his name in large letters with the English phosphorus, adding three other words to admonish him to repent or expect present death. This done, he retires quietly to bed, and making a noise soon after wakes the youth, but seems himself all the while fast asleep; the other, startled with the noise, rears himself in his bed, and anxiously calls out to know the cause of the disturbance, to which he received no answer but feigned snorers; till, looking about, he sees, with the utmost horror, the blue blazing letters; upon which he calls his companion, and shews him the writing; who protesting that he could see nothing, help'd to increase his fright. Servants were than called to bring candles, upon the appearance whereby the letters disappear'd; they too denying that they saw any thing, he at last was surpriz'd to find the writing vanished. The servants quit the room, leaving a candle which phone upon the board; the tutor staying with his frighted disciple, persuaded him to go to sleep, ascribing what had past to a dream; and returning himself to bed, puts out the light: but the poor youth no sooner casts his eyes toward the fatal place, than the same letters appear'd anew, which occasions a new outcry: his tutor hereupon accusing himself affrighted, owns with trembling that he saw the letters, and takes that opportunity to advise his ward to obey the miracle, and repent in earnest: then bringing

(p) This Sir If. Newton so'ves on the principle of attraction, which occasions that "even the gross body of sulphur pow'd, and with an equal weight of iron filings, and a little water, made into a paste, acts upon the iron, and in five or six hours grows too hot to be touch'd, and emits a flame" Opt. P. 354.
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bringing in candles afresh, removes him into another room, sits up with him the rest of the night, and thus reclaims him. If this be really true, as I have frequently heard it related, it is an instance of natural magic borrow'd from chemistry; if it be only fictitious, yet all who converse in the art must allow that the same might be done by phosphorus.—If the phosphorus abovemention'd be duly mix'd and diluted with some soot oil, so that it may be smeared over the skin of a man's body without burning it; then upon washing the face with some of this oil, it will shine in the dark to the amazement of the beholders: yet as soon as light is brought into the place, the spectacle disappears; but taking away the light again, the face will become luminous as before; than which scarce any thing can be seen more surprizing. The face, hands, hair, beard of a man thus anointed, appearing to those unacquainted with the thing, as I know not how angelical, or divine; this is a sufficient foundation for drawing the crowd into a persuasion of any thing.

28. I must not forget an experiment which has often been publickly made, viz. that two cold liquors, upon mixing them together, immediately yield an intense heat, and burst out into a real and beautiful flame. This succeeds even at mid-day, to the amazement of the by-standers; but much more so in the dark, when the thick smoke, mixing with the dazzling light of the flames, gives the whole a terrible appearance. I scarce know of any thing among the magic wonders related by historians, so surprizing as this experiment; and yet the whole is performed by only taking two drachms of the one, and one of the other. If several pounds were used of each, an immense smoke and vehement flame would arise, which resiiting all confinement, would seize and burn every thing inextinguishably; and immediately kill all that were near. Yet there is nothing more wonderful in this, than that if the mixture be made in an exhausted receiver, it will act with so much the more violence, and in a moment's time burst every thing, and fly about with a force greater than that of a whirlwind. This would be a very different fire from that raised by Medea on Creusa's head; since by this means a whole palace might be soon flung down, and burnt at once. Who ever heard of such terrible effects produced by magic power, as those which arise from balsam of sulphur terebinthinated, confined in a glass, and agitated by a fierce fire: it goes off with a loud crack, bursts the glass, and produces other such extraordinary effects, that among all the strange accounts I have met with of thunder and lightning, I don't remember any that may match it? An account of this Hoffman has given us (q); and in him you will meet with instances of things, that would have seem'd impossible in nature. He also relates an extraordinary event from spirit of wine, which a cooper had put in a strong wooden cask with lighted sulphur, and immediately well stop'd; upon which follow'd a displosition of the vesseal, with other effects almost incredible.—Again, how oft by the chemist's art have all kinds of colours been in a small space of time produced, destroyed, regenerated, and changed in a clear glass; after a manner perfectly surprizing, and seemingly beyond the power of magic, to those who are unacquainted in such matters.
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29. But there is no end of these things; and it may suffice to have given these few instances of the use of chemistry in natural magic. Give me leave to add a few reflections which occur on this matter. Mankind are so form'd by the Creator, as that when grown up, and especially if in a state of health, they have a power of perceiving certain changes and properties of the bodies around them, by means of organs contrived in their own frame; which undergoing some changes from external bodies, raise ideas thereof in the understanding, though after a manner little known. The first time such observation is made in a man's life, it fills him with wonder and amazement, striking him usually with an intense pleasure, and sometimes even disordering and unhinging his natural reason. A person who from his childhood had been quite blind by two cataracts, being happily couch'd for the fame by a skilful operator, and thus brought in one moment to his sight, was so finit with the exquisite pleasure he felt upon viewing external object, that, according to Mr. Boyle's relation, he was on the point of swooning; which oblig'd them to tie up his eyes, and bring him to the light by slow degrees, admitting only a little at a time, by which becoming gradually accustomed to the thing, he was no longer affected as at first. So the author of nature has taken care that the eyes of new-born infants have always their aqueous humour turbid, which grows transparent by degrees: the fame has wisely loft the external orifice of the meatus audiorius of infants with a kind of callous membrane, which separates the curved length from the duct, whereby sounds are so much augmented; left the first noises should prove hurtful to them; but as they grow accustomed thereto, the thick cover falls off, and the sertorian tube is left in perfection, by reason a stronger sound may then be safely born. Hence appears the absurdity, upon the birth of princes, of exposing their tender organs to the light of a multitude of tapers, and discomposing them with the loud discharge of cannon around them. Let these be either omitted, or defer'd to some after-time. But to return; 'tis well known how differently we are affected by usual things from those which are unusual; by which means we are led into an opinion that we know the causes of the former, which is an utter delusion owing to custom; but the latter generally appear miraculous, and we can hardly be induced to believe them owing to natural causes. When therefore any usual appearances occur, how little sooner known by their causes, we make no difficulty of calling them natural things; but when other appearances turn up, to which we are utter strangers, we immediately proclaim them beyond, or above the power of nature. As often therefore as any phisical phenomena arise not from those powers of nature which obtain in the bodies we are daily conversant among, but which are peculiar to some certain ones, which we had never observed before, we immediately suspect something of magic concern'd. A great general, the Count de Funstonbourg, going into an artificer's shop, where a person was filing metals to make tools by which a mixture was produced of iron filings with brass ones; ask'd the workman in a jocose way, what he would have to make a perfect separation of the particles of brass from those of the iron. A trifle, answers the workman; who hereupon applying a loadstone, the iron particles flew to it, leaving
leaving the brash ones behind it. The count immediately cried out magic, having never seen nor heard of any thing like it before; though otherwise a great soldier, and an able commander (r).

30. The like we are all forward to do upon seeing any unusual change in bodies, depending on some innate powers, which only show themselves when the bodies are prepared after some peculiar manner, either by art or chance. Of this it will be easy to produce instances. The cold fall of nitre well dried, and mix’d with half the quantity of pure oil of vitriol, and driven over by force of fire into a dry glass receiver, appears in form of a ruddy, volatile, fiery, acid, spirit, and becomes a liquor, which neither nature, nor art, produces after any other manner, except this invented by Glauber.—Divers vegetables, which were produced in the hottest climates, being extremely aromatic and acrimonious, yet if they be well boil’d with fair water, and the vapour kept in by a proper head, and cool’d by passing thro’ a tin worm, fix’d in a vessel fill’d with cold water, will come out in form of water, and yield an oil, which subsideing by its weight under water, perfectly contains the virtues of the plant it was drawn from: and this is the only way of producing such liquor.—We have here therefore two factitious liquids, both cold; to one of which, viz. the oil, if to one part you pour twice as much of the other, viz. the spirit above-describ’d, a great ebullition will immediately arise, and the mixture will emit flames, which burn every thing (s).

31. Thus we see an effect, the cause whereof is lodg’d by God in these bodies; yet so as that it never becomes manifest to man, except by these contrivances, precisely thus applied: and hence the raising such an ebullition and flame only appears to be feasible on the three above-mention’d conditions, and never otherwise. By this it appears, how little men may safely pronounce concerning the powers of bodies, in whatsoever age they live; there being still more surprizing things hidden in the secret powers of nature, than all those which at that time had been already discover’d. Add, we frequently find that things known in former ages, but since lost, and not committed to writing, when they happen to be recovered, raise new admiration of the wonderful powers of nature: but enough on this head, which would lead me into an infinite detail, were I to insist on every point as it deserves.

32. The art of cookery, called also the culinary art, is one of those most useful to mankind, being employ’d in the preservation, changing, and ordering of foods; so as to make them fittest for the service of human life. This art, which provides for the healthy, as physic does for the sick, is doubtless

---

See Zwingler, Thaet. 219.

(z) Oil of vitriol being drawn off from its weight of water, and from both the ingredients a compound spirit of nitre divided, and two parts of this spirit pour’d on one part of oil of cloves, or caraway seeds, or of any ponderous oil of vegetable or animal substances, or oil of turpentine thicken’d with a little balsam of sulphur; the liquors grow so very hot in mixing, as presently to lend up a vehemently burning flame: Does not this great and sudden heat argue that the two liquors mix with violence, and that their parts in mixing run towards one another, with an accelerated motion, and claff with the greatest force? *

* Newton, ubi supra.
doubtless of great antiquity, and perhaps not much later than man himself; yet may still receive great improvements from the art of chemistry. The single acid spirit procur'd from sea-salt, being diluted with a due quantity of water, preserves flesh, fish, and other meats from putrefaction; gives them an agreeable taste, and fits them for easy digestion; and even turns the putrid effects of close weather into nutriment itself, and cures the diseases arising therefrom. Hence it is not easy to say, of how much advantage it is to leaftaring people, who travel into other climes; where by reason of the excessive heats, they are forced to feed on putrefied water, ftinking fish and fiesh, rusty bacon and the like.

33. On this account Glaufer deserveth his praiseth, who wrote several treatises on the conservation of sailors, the prosperity of Germany, and the like; wherein he gives many things to this purpose, and teaches how persons may carry about with them in a little vial, without incumbrance, a liquor, of which a few drops will be of excellent salutary use: How from putrefied barley, now called malt, when diffolv'd, purify'd insipiated, and preserved from the air, a nutritious liquor may be made, a small quantity of which may serve for the support of life: How from this liquor and wheat-flower, biscuit may be made, which shall keep uncorrupted for the longest time, and prove an excellent food. Boyle, in his celebrated work of the usefulness of experimental philosophy, relates several easy ways, chiefly borrow’d from chemistry, for preferring flesh, fish, eggs, new, roasted or boil’d, for the longest space. The same art also affords us seasonings and pickles, to hinder, if not, or correct, the beginnings of putrefaction.

34. The juice of berries, apples, and almost all summer-fruits, well ripen’d, being press’d, boil’d, and insipiated, affords a durable mass; a quantity of which being again diluted in water, even in the winter-season, yields its primitive flavour; whether it be prepared with sugar or without. The same juice being expreff’d in the vintage-time, works, froths, after which the lees subside; and thus is wine made, the whole process whereof is borrow’d from chemistry: the several defects also which befal wine, and the diseases arising in it, may be prevented or cured, by means drawn from chemistry. Thus if it begin to work again out of season, or turn sour, turbid, ropy, or the like, remedies are supplied by our art: or if it be defir’d to make vinegar of wine, the same art will furnish a method. It also teaches to prepare the same from any other pulpy fruit.

34. Grapes, cherries of all kinds, gooseberries, barberries, raspberries, elderberries, pears, apples, and plumbs, though so different in kind, may yet all be so manag’d by a skilful chemist, as to yield a vinous liquor; which with a little help, becomes nearly of the same flavour and strength; being in reality always of the same nature. So, for instance, the first liquor which rifes from them, by a moderate fire, is always spirituous, inflammable, and miscible with water; and this liquor, if well purified by the chemists art, will always be found the same, from which formerly of the above-mention’d fruits it was procured. Hence the happy island of Great Britain has small reason to complain, that her otherwise fruitful soil does not ripen grapes to so much advantage; since indulgent nature has furnished her with apples,
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from whence, by an easy method, wine is made, which may vie, both in fragrancy of smell, and pleasantness of taste, with the best wines of France, Spain, or Italy. The Dutch rarely make any good wine of their grapes; but of their currant-berries, gooseberries, and green elder berries, they make wines nothing inferior to the produce of the hotter climates. Lastly, herbs themselves, by fermentation, will yield a spirit; which though less in quantity, yet as to strength is little inferior to that procured from the richer subjects. All these being duly prepared, we are taught by chemistry to smock them with burnt sulphur; in order to prevent their working anew, as well as to preserve their taste from turning flat and vapid. Chemistry also teaches us to correct their too great astringency, by a small mixture of salt of burnt lees of wine; if too sharp or sour, the remedy is to add a proper quantity of crabs’ eyes or chalk in powder. A vile practice formerly obtained, which has since been severely, but justly punished, of tempering the rough four Rhenish wines with lead, which gave them a grateful luscious richnctfs, but subjected the drinkers to an incurable palsy: this too was a discovery of chemistry.

35. The countries which do not afford wine were taught, by Isis and Osiris, Brewing, a manner of preparing beer from corn; which was appositehly denominated Ceres vinum, or the wine of Ceres. Accordingly, Corn. Tacitus relates, that the ancient Germans made a wine of corrupted corn. This art does immediately belong to chemistry, that both of them had their rise from the same country, viz. Egypt. And Basil Valentine has given the whole doctrine of alchemy, in the single description of brewing, or the manner of preparing beer; which he traces minutely thro’ all its branches, and delivers with no less accuracy than elegance (1). In effect, as wine and beer differ so little from

(1) Matthiolus takes the zythum, and curvi, to be the same with the beer or ale drink in England, Germany, &c. and that the only difference between the zythum and curvi lay in the manner of the preparation, which render’d them either weaker or stronger. In a famous dispute at Paris, in the year 1688, on the subject of the bakers using the yeast of ale and beer to leaven their dough, Mess. Patin, Brayter, Blondel, and Courtois, speak of that liquor in the following terms: “Beer,” says Corn. Tacitus, that unhappy beverage, “made of hops, and wheat or barley, corrupted with damaged water, was no sooner discover’d than it was condemn’d by Dioscorides, Galen, and other of the greatest physicians. They all charge it with prejudices the head, nerves, and membranous parts, of vitiating the animal juices, and of causing a more obdurate and painful drunkenness than wine.” Other physicians vindicated it, particularly Mess. Perreault, and Reinffant; who, among other things, insisted that “the hop was not a noxious herb, but "of cleansing the blood, and removing obstructions; and that it was added to the modern beers to correct the ill qualities charged on the beer of the ancients, which differed from ours, in that it was made without hops.”

In order for brewing, the barley is first to be made into malt; which is done by putting it into a cistern full of water wherein it may steep, for a longer or lesser time, as the weather is more or less cold; two days and nights sufficing in hot weather, and five or six in extremely cold: when sufficiently steep’d, the water is drain’d off, for twelve or twenty hours; then, being taken out, it is coughed or heaped up into one or two heaps, and turn’d every five or six hours, the outermost part inwards, and the bottom upwards. As it comes or sprouts, it is spread thinner to cool, and prevent its coming too fast; when come, it is spread very thin, and turn’d twelve or twenty times a day till the sprout is dead: then it is again thicken’d on the floor, and turn’d as before; great care being taken that it neither mould nor become acrog. spirited, that
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from each other; what we have above related, concerning the use of chemistry in the history of wine, may be easily applied to the art of brewing.

36. By all that I have hitherto delivered, it appears, that chemistry is of great use and extent thro' all, or at least the chief of the mechanical arts: so that they who cultivate them might truly be called artificers, and make incredible improvements in their several provinces, if at the same time they were skilled in chemistry. Consequently there are many and weighty reasons to induce men to superadd chemistry to all the other sciences employed in the consideration or changing of bodies; and lastly carefully to observe, and faithfully write down, such effects as arise therefrom, to be afterwards reduced into order, and made publick: that by a number of contributions, thus brought from all quarters, the arts may at length be brought to perfection. What was in my power, I have endeavoured to perform in this undertaking; wherein, tho' I make no great advances, I am of some use; as I have set an example of labour before you, which, with the advantage of genius, may lead you on to make much greater discoveries.

37. I come now to add a few, but candid and ingenuous considerations, on the great use of chemistry in alchemy. To speak my mind freely, I have not met any writers on natural philosophy, who tread of the nature of bodies, and the manner of changing them, so profoundly; or explain'd them so clearly, as tho' called alchemists. To be convinced of this, read carefully their genuine writings: for instance, that piece of Raymond Lully, which he entitles Experiments; you will find him with the utmost clearness and simplicity, relating experiments, which explain the nature and actions of animals, vegetables, and fossils. After this, you will hardly be able to name an author, wherein physical things are treated of so much advantage.

38. The bodies, which chemistry resolves before our eyes, afford demonstrations which call for our attention, infinitely more cogently than any words could do; by these we do what we say, and what we teach we perform: Insomuch, that these writers seem to have attempted to build that body of philosophy, with'd for by the great Lord Bacon, viz. a philosophy, which should lay down such powers of bodies, as the bodies themselves, when present

is, that the blade don't grow out at the end opposite to the root, or the malt come and sprout at both ends. The preparation is finished with drying it on the kiln; by spreading it on a hair cloth, or a tin bottom full of holes, over a brisk turf or charcoal fire; stirring and turning it from time to time.

Now to proceed to the operation of brewing itself; they boil a quantity of water, and pouring enough of it upon the malt, in a mashing tub, to wet the malt as stiff as it can be well rowed about; after standing a quarter of an hour, another portion of water is added, and the rowing repeated: lastly, the full quantity of water is added, according to the intended strength of the beer or ale. The whole having stood two or three hours, is drawn off into a receiver, and fresh water thrown on for a second wort; which is to be cooler, and to stand less time than the former. The two worts being mix'd, and the hops added, the whole is put into a copper well covered, and clos'd, there to boil an hour or two. Which done, the liquor is let into a receiver, and the hops strain'd therefrom: when cold, the yeast is added, and after fermenting or working, it remains to be tun'd up.

3
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present, really exhibit effects to warrant; and consequently should assign such causes of things, as being given, will readily produce the things themselves: so that when it pleased it could do what it taught.

39. They laugh'd at those subtile universal causes, sought for only by speculation; the knowledge whereof did not render the inquirers more fit for effecting any thing, and of which the schoolmen obtruded more than enough. Hence they are continually inculeting, that man cannot by any art go beyond the powers impressed by the Creator on bodies; of which powers such as are of necessary use to life, are obvious enough; but others lie less apparent, and are only revealed to those who seek them with great labour and industry, but that both are equally natural. That a man, therefore, possessed of all knowledge of things, both past and to come, would never be able to create, or make the least thing; for instance, a grain of mustard-feed; or produce it out of matter, which was not mustard-feed before. That wise men observe the works of nature as they offer themselves, and then by experiments endeavour to learn the laws; which the Creator has impressed on his work, and in what manner each thing, according to its peculiar nature, arises, is produced, or perfected; the principal of which laws is, that all things arise from other similar pre-existent ones; plants from plants, animals from animals, and fossils from fossils. That all power of propagating is contained in the feminal matter alone; which converts every crude thing it takes, into its own form, and assimilates it to itself. That to have an offspring from this semen always requires a male father, and female mother; so that nothing is ever produced without the natural copulation of these two. A prolific seed being given, lodg'd duly in a matrix intended for it, and supplied and cherished with due food and warmth for a proper time, an offspring arises like the parent: But if these be disturbed, an abortion will arise, instead of the thing desired. So that since the creation was compleated, no new thing can possibly arise; but only similar things to those already in being are produced from them by means of seeds. That after this manner any created being may be multiplied ad infinitum, supposing, we mean, a proper feed. So that the whole earth, for instance, might be cover'd with fennel, if the seeds it yields yearly were sown again, and duly cultivated. They have also observed, that certain of the more simple bodies have ordinarily no seminal power, and consequently do not increase nor transplant others into their own nature; but either serve for giving motion to other bodies, as fire; or as a vehicle for conveyance of the nutriment, as water; or to give firmness and solidity to bodies, as in true and pure earth: All which being found, by a multitude of experiments, to obtain throughout all nature; they conclude, by parity of reason, that the same must also obtain in fossils. For, the great simplicity of the constitution of these, excluded all organical structure of feed; yet there was found some innate power, whereby they were able to prepare and apply their proper nutriment, and thus continually propagate themselves. They also taught, that the spirits, called preexisting spirits, sealed up in metals, do not indeed appear in the dead metals, but becomes manifest in them when resolved, opened and revivified; and thus produce obvious and extraordinary effects.
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They further teach, that something like marriage and generation obtains here; there being an impregnating male, and fecundified female, by whose genital power a propagation sui generis is effected in living metals. Nor are they silent on the manner wherein living metals may be made, with what fire to be governed, in what proportion mixed, and with what pabulum fed, that they may be perpetually multiplied. They add also, that metals alone, by reason of their extreme simplicity, admit of being produced in the shortest time, from a heavy mercurial fluid, and a fixing feminal sulphurous power, intimately mixed by force of fire, and thus united together in an indissoluble bond, so that mercury, or argentum vivum, does the office of mother, and sal vivus, that of father: that, after this manner, what is performed in the bosom of the earth by subterraneous fire in a long series of years, may here be effected instantaneously, in metals properly vivified by art. They allow also, that among animals and vegetables, this power of generation is always limited by its proper time, which is prescribed by nature: that it could not possibly be otherwise, by reason of the smallness of the feminal fabric, and the numerous different parts, out of which it is intricately composed; as also by reason the live spark, or embryo, in the centre of the prolific sulphur, is so easily spoild. But at the same time they advance, that in the purer metals, as gold and silver, and the mother of these, mercury, the parts are so similar, that every minute particle is of the same nature as the largest mass: that they are likewise so inmutable, as not to be corrupted either by a small, or even the greatest fire. That the prolific virtue, therefore, of the seed resides in the fire; and thence acts very speedily, and in a moment's time assimilates a convenient mercurial matter to itself: and that on this principle it is, that metals may be generated or multiplied; and that the philosopher's stone may be made; concerning which last, if I were ask'd my opinion, I should answer, that the wise Socrates, after reading a most abstruse book of Heraclitus, being ask'd what he thought of it; replied, that where he understood it, he found it excellent, and believ'd it to be so in those other parts he could not comprehend, which required the greatest penetration to come at. So where-ever I understand the alchemists, I find them describe the truth in the most simple and naked terms, without deceiving us, or being deceived themselves. When therefore I come to places, where I do not comprehend the meaning; why should I charge them with falsehood, who have shewn themselves so much better skil'd in the art than myself; from whom I have learnt many things, in those parts of their writings where they thought proper to speak plain? It is said when they come to reveal the perfection of the art, they then only write that the art is true, in order to animate others to the pursuit of it; but that they may not publish a secret, capable of being abused to such ill purposes, that it is enough for them to point out the way, and guard from error. I therefore rather lay the blame on my own ignorance than on their vanity. Yet I have often doubted, upon reading their secrets, whether these skilful persons, after they had discovered so many extraordinary things by naked observations, might not by a too great quickness of apprehension anticipate, and relate things for facts, which they conclude might be
be done; or even most of necessity have been done, if they had persisted in the pursuit. 'Tis certain a very grave alchemist, Alexander Suckthien, a disciple of Paracelsus, and a zealot in defending his doctrine, had tried so many things as to little purpose, that he concludes, at the end of his treatise of antimony, that all the philosophers, the principal of whom he there recites, had died before they brought their speculations to an issue. If this be the case, which I shall not pretend to determine, we are nevertheless exceedingly obliged to them for the immense pains they have been at, in discovering, and handing to us, so many difficult physical truths: Inasmuch, that Lord Bacon justly compares them to a father, who on his deathbed inform'd his lazy sons, of a sum of money which he had hid under ground in his garden. After his death they went to digging, in hopes of finding the treasure, and tho' they missed their aim, for in reality there was none hid, yet they sufficiently enrich'd themselves, by the large crop which the ground, in consequence of this tillage, produced. Thus much I have long ago had a mind to say, concerning the knowledge of the true alchemists in physics; let such skilful artists should be condemn'd by incompetent judges.—Now the chief things which the alchemists promise are as follow:

40. To make the philosophers' stone, a little quantity whereof cast upon metals in fusion, shall immediately convert all the true mercurial part of the metal into pure gold; better than any that is dug out of the mines, or perfected by the refiner's art: whilst that part of the melted metal, which was not mercury, is immediately burnt and blow'd away. This stone is said to be equal in weight to gold, brittle like glass, of a deep red colour, and melting like wax by the fire.

41. To make the like stone for silver, which shall convert all metals, except gold and silver, into the finest silver.

42. To exalt and perfect the philosophers' stone to such a degree, as that when projected upon a quantity of gold, melted by the fire, it may convert the whole substance into philosopher's stone.

43. To exalt the same still further, so as that being projected upon pure quicksilver, it shall convert the whole into philosophers' stone.

44. To discover an artificial body of such virtue and efficacy, as that being applied to a body of any of the three kingdoms, it shall improve its natural inherent virtue, so as to make it the most perfect thing in its kind. Thus, for instance, if applied in the human body, it will become an universal medicine, and make such a change both in the solid and fluid parts thereof, as shall render it perfectly found, and even maintain it in that state, till the parts being slowly wore away and spent, death gently, and without any struggle, takes possession. The same it would also do in any other animal; and something like it even in plants themselves, if convey'd into their roots, and increas their fertility to a great degree.—Hence this wonder-working figment, is by them called the universal ferment.

45. To make precious stones, perfectly like the native ones.

46. To ripen the baser and more imperfect metals into gold, by continuing the coction and purification which nature had left short; for they
they conceive that her view in all mines is to generate gold at last; *viz.* out of a mercurial matter elaborated by the fire, and refined by the density and pureness of the place; but if prevented either by the want of fire, or the loofening of the passages, or the mixture of foreign matters with the mercury, some crude heterogeneous matter is produced, which is still capable of being chang’d by fire. And such is the origin of all metals, (except gold and silver,) which may be further perfected by art, and converted into gold and silver. This last opinion however is not universally adopted by the alchemists, but only by particular ones. In reality, it appears that lead, tin, copper, and iron, are as perfect bodies in their kind, as gold in its kind; having always the same precise uniform nature. Accordingly, copper is of a disposition which renders it equally, if not more fit for various human and physical uses, than silver or gold themselves; notwithstanding that being less simple, it is more easily changed. Nor is there any probability, that such a metal, by any further coction of the fire, or separation of heterogeneous matters, should ever become gold, but only a more perfect copper; and the same also holds in the other metals. It must indeed be allowed, that those called the bafer metals, when long detain’d in the fire, do always yield a little gold; but whether this had been generated there by maturation, or only discolored by the fire for separation, has not been proved; nor can I easily conceive how it comes that lead, which is the heaviest and moft solid of all metals after gold, should be reputed so much further from the nature of gold than silver is held to be; since the *Adepti* unanimously agree, that the only standard in these matters is to be taken from the weight.

47. But enough is said on this head: we are always to remember, that the limits of nature are by no means to be defined by us; things are taken for imposible which are only unknown by the ignorant. The ancient writers spoke something of a perpetual fire, which was of a solid nature, and endured even under water; but it was exploded as an idle chimera; though the fame has since been actually discover’d by *Kraft,* and prepared by *Kunkel,* describ’d by *Boyle,* further explain’d by *Nieuwentyt,* and more amply still by *Hoffman.* *Roger Bacon’s* artificial thunder and lightning were long laugh’d at, as empty fictions, but have been discover’d by *Schwartz* to be too true; and many of the other things related in the chapter of natural magic will appear much more incredible to those unacquainted with the experiments, than that lead should lose its natural form, and be converted into gold. Credulity is hurtful, so is incredulity: the business therefore of a wise man is to try all things, hold fast what is approv’d, never limit the power of God, nor assign bounds to nature.

48. Before I proceed to other matters, give me leave to rehearse all the *apparatus,* which the alchemists have declared to be necessary for performing their grand work. Gold, mercury, and fire, are by all allowed as requisite in the first and highest degree; then lead, iron, and antimony, as also nitre, and nitrous spirits extracted from it. A melting-pot, a glass mortar and pestle, a glass retort, with a receiver, and pure water; a furnace and bellows, a paper filtré, a glass, egg, and an *atbauer.* Lastly, the whole expense necessary, not to exceed 200 florins; setting aside labour and trouble.
Of the Instruments of Chemistry.

1. Having explain'd the subjects which chemistry is employ'd on; and, at the same time, shewn the chief uses it has in view in changing the same; it remains to relate the manner wherein these are to be obtain'd. In order to this I shall begin with the instruments which are always required when any thing is to be done by art. If a person asks me to shew him that which gives the bitter taste in wormwood, and desires it to be drawn separate from the other parts of the plant; I must first know that water, heated almost to a degree of boiling, will perfectly extract this bitter part; and if fresh be continually poured on, and, when well impregnated, pour'd off again, till after a number of repetitions the last water comes off as insipid as it went on, the plant will be left entirely destitute of bitterness, and the water contain all that was bitter in it.—In which instance it is evident, that water and fire were the instruments used in this operation.

2. In all arts which direct bodies to be chang'd, the name instrument is given to certain things capable of a particular motion; which being thence apply'd to the body intended to be chang'd, produces the requisite change therein: thus, in the present art, there are certain bodies by whose means the requisite actions are produced. These, with the best chemists, we usually reduce to six principal ones; fire, water, air, earth, menstruums, and utensils; which are to be well understood, in order to have a just notion of the operations performed by them. I shall therefore speak of each in the order wherein they are above-recited; beginning with fire, by reason no chemical operation ever was, or can be hereafter performed, to which fire does not contribute; and this cannot be so extensively said of the rest.
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Of Fire.

The wonderful nature of fire.

1. So great is the power, so extensive the action, and so wonderful the manner wherein fire acts; that it was antiently held and adored as the supreme God, by a nation reputed the wisest of all others. Thus some of the chemists having found its extraordinary force, took it for an uncreated being; and many of the most eminent among them, attributing all the knowledge they had acquired to this instrument, called themselves philosophers of fire; as thinking they could not be dignified by a higher title. There is, however, nothing more wonderful in the nature of fire, than that while it is the chief cause and principle of almost all the effects cognizable by our senses, yet itself is imperceptible by any sense; being so incomprehensible, by reason of its extreme minuteness, that it eludes our nicest research; so that with many it passes for a spirit rather than a body (u).

(u) The doctrine of fire here laid hown by our author, will appear new and extraordinary; at least among us, who have been used to consider fire in the light it is set by Lord Bacon, Mr. Boyle, and Sir I. Newton.

The great and fundamental difference in respect of the nature of fire, is, whether it be originally such, formed thus by the Creator himself at the beginning of things; or whether it be mechanically producible from other bodies, by inducing some alteration in the particles thereof. Among the modern writers, Homberg, Boerhaave, the younger Leuenery and Graufande maintain the former: the latter is chiefly supported by the English authors.

Bacon, in his treatise de forma calidii, deduces from a great number of particulars, that heat, in bodies, is no other than motion; only a motion so and so circumstantiated: so that, to produce heat in a body, nothing is required but to excite a certain motion in the parts thereof.

Boyle seconds him, in an express treatise of the Mechanical Origin of Heat and Cold; and maintains the same doctrine, with new observations and experiments: As a specimen we shall here give one or two of them. Many more will come in the course of the chapter.

"In the production, says he, of heat, there appears nothing on the part either of the agent or patient, but motion, and its natural effects. When a smith briskly hammers a small piece of iron, the metal thereby becomes exceedingly hot; yet there is nothing to make it so, except the forcible motion of the hammer, impressed a vehement, and variously determined agitation, on the small parts of the iron; which being a cold body before, grows, by that super-induced commotion of its small parts, hot: First, in a more loose acceptation of the word; with regard to some other bodies, compared with which, it was cold before: then, sensibly hot; because this agitation surpasses that of the parts of our fingers: and in this instance, oftentimes, the hammer and anvil continue cold, after the operation; which shews, that the heat acquired by the iron, was not communicated by either of those implements, as heat; but produced in it by a motion, great enough strongly to agitate the parts of so small a body as the piece of iron, without being able to have the like effect upon so much greater masses of metal, as the hammer and the anvil. Though if the percussions were often, and briskly renewed, and the hammer were small, this also might be heated. Whence it is not necessary, that a body itself should be hot, to give heat. If a large nail be driven by a hammer into a plank of wood, it will receive several strokes on its head, e'ter it grow hot; but when it is once driven to the head, a few strokes suffice to give it a considerable heat: for while, at every blow of the hammer, the nail enters further into the wood, the motion produced is chiefly progressive, and
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2. It will be necessary therefore, that we be strictly on our guard, lest in inquiring into the nature of a thing so deeply hid, we fall into error. To this end we must rigidly abstain from all speculations, framed only in the mind, nor give the least credit to any, however plausible, hypothesis, or prevaricious opinion, unless we have a mind to be bewildered and lost. If, in supposing fire of a certain nature, we be mistaken, an error will spring herefrom, which will spread itself thro' all physics; by reason, as we have above hinted, that in the natural actions of all kinds of things, fire has always the chief share. In our enquiry, therefore, what fire is, it will be proper to conduct ourselves as if utterly ignorant of it; entirely rejecting all preconceived opinions relating to it. Our method must be that of the algebraists, who, when they seek an unknown thing, suppose nothing at all known in it; and that they may still keep this in mind, denote it by a character which signifies nothing; except that such a quantity is unknown, and thenceforth to be sought: and further, these strict retainers to truth, while they endeavour to attain a thing which they yet do not understand, suppose no properties in the unknown thing, except such as are given, or at least have been absolutely demonstrated before.

3. Such caution can never be more necessary than on the present occasion, in regard the elements of fire are found everywhere; in the most solid gold, as well as in the most empty vacuum of an air-pump; being present equally and in the same quantity, in all bodies and spaces, as will be fully proved in the course of this chapter. Hence, in all physics, it is found exceedingly difficult perfectly to distinguish the very action of fire from that of other concurring causes; while yet the nature of fire is so very different from theirs, that to confound them together will introduce the utmost uncertainty and disorder.

"and is of the whole nail, tending one way; but when that motion ceases, the impulse given by the stroke, being unable to drive the nail further on, or break it, must be spent in making a various, vehement, and interline commotion of the parts among themselves; wherein the nature of heat confides."

Agreeable to this, is the opinion of Sir I. Newton, who conceives that "grofs bodies may be converted into light by the agitation of their particles; and light, again, into grofs bodies, by being fixed there-in."

On the other hand, M. Homberg, in his Essai du Souffre Princcipe, holds, "that the chemical principle, or element sulphur, which is supposed one of the simple, primary pre-existent ingredients of all natural bodies, is real fire; and consequently that fire is coeval with body."

Dr. 'Gravesande goes on much the same principle: "Fire, according to him, enters the composition of all bodies; is contained in all bodies; and may be separated, or procured from all bodies, by rubbing them against each other, and thus putting their fire in motion. But fire, he adds, is by no means generated by such motion."

M. Lernery the younger agrees with these two authors, in asserting this absolute, and ingenereable nature of fire: But he extends it further. Not contented to confine it as an element to bodies, he endeavours to shew that it is "equally diffused thro' all space, is present in all places, in the void spaces between bodies, as well as in the insensible interstices between their parts."

This last sentiment falls in with that of Boerhaave; which will be more largely set forth in what follows.

§ Elem. Phys. T. 2. c. 1; ** Mem. de l'Acad. an. 1713.
4. Another difficulty in the way of philosophers who study the nature of fire, is, that excessive minuteness of its constituent parts, which not only surpasses all other known bodies, but even penetrates to its solid, and even least particles that we can any way find. And hence so many different and absurd notions have gain'd ground among authors, who, of all things, appear to have studied the nature of fire with the greatest application. The errors sprung from this quarter have not only infected chemistr and natural philosophy, but also the art of medicine; as will easily appear, if we consider the strange opinions broach'd by physicians, concerning the innate heat, radical moisture, and the like matters, which arose wholly from this source. — Henceforth, therefore, we are to suppose we know nothing concerning fire, and are to conduct ourselves so, till we have obtain'd something certain of it.

5. Yet how solicitously forever we may endeavor to know nothing of it, we can no ways avoid being acquainted with some mark, by virtue of which all persons profess that they know there is, or is no fire in a certain place. 'Tis necessary that such mark or sign be obvious to the senses, and that all men be agreed of it; otherwise the word will convey no precise meaning at all. Such mark also must obtain every where, and be true at all times. Thus, though a person may say he does not know what thunder is, nor understand any thing concerning it, yet such person has something in his mind answering to that word, and knows at least thus much of it, that it makes a rumbling in the air; and thus using a word common to all persons, he means the same thing by it, nor of consequence will easily confound it with any other. So both the intelligent and the ignorant, provided they use the same language, upon hearing the word fire, immediately think of a certain thing; otherwise when the word is pronounced, it would have no other effect, than if spoken to an Indian or African.

6. This sign must also be so peculiar to fire, as that it can agree to no other thing; that when the sign is certainly found to be present, it may be an infallible indication, that fire is there. Likewise without this, it must leave us in doubt, which of the things denoted by it is then present.

7. Nor is it less necessary that such criterion be inseparable from fire, so as that fire may never be found any where without this mark necessarily attending it: For thus alone we shall discover that it is present; a mark of a thing being useles, if such things may be latent, and not discoverable thereby.

8. Lastly, it is requisite that such thing, which does the office of a sign be obvious to our senses, and affect them easily; in which case it will clearly indicate the degrees of increase, or decrease, wherein the fire in any given space, or body, is either augmented, diminished, or continues. If these three properties meet together in the criterion of fire, it may be made use of for our present purpose.

9. If a mark be found, wherein the three above-mention'd conditions obtain, we may confide in it, and safely proceed to make experiments concerning the nature of fire; which, however latent, is known to be present by
by such sign; especially, if being thus assured of its presence, we make use of means purposely contrived for making discoveries in the hidden properties of fire. And it will be so much clear gain, if, by the way, any thing new and unexpected shall voluntarily offer itself. Both these manners may afford us facts, which we shall endeavour to connect by proper reasons, in order to discover the unknown nature of fire; nor need we fear falling into error, while we pursue this path, which is allow'd by all as the only true one for arriving at certainty in physics.

10. In the meanwhile I must own, that it is not easy to assign this mark, whereby fire is known to be present in whatever place, or in how small quantity soever; and the reason of the difficulty is, that on enquiry there appears to be an incredible quantity of real fire in those places, where every one imagines not only that there is no fire, but that the contrary thereof obtains. Thus in the most severe frosty seasons, and in the coldest mists of matter, fire will be shown to be present, and capable of being soon incited in an intense degree; yet does it not in the least discover itself by any sensible indication, it exerts no apparent action, nor produces any of the effects usually ascribed to it (x). I own, therefore, I do not pretend to exhibit any sign, whereby we may discover the presence of fire, in the smallest quantity; but only such indication, which may certainly discover it to be present, when in any quantity beyond the least; which is sufficient for my purpose. 'Tis my opinion, that nothing, either great or little, can be known in bodies, except by a mere comparison of such bodies to each other, or to some common measure; so, in the present case, we have no sign whereby to determine how much fire there is in a given place; but only how much more or less there is in one place than another: hence also it is not easy to determine any thing concerning fire in the same individual moment of time; but the different degrees, which are observed at different times may be compared together.

11. Now looking round to discover such a sign, it occurs to me that the effects which are produced by fire alone, as oft as they are cognizable by our senses, are universally allow'd for proofs of the presence of fire: Wherefore these for the present we will admit for this purpose. For if those physical changes, which fire alone produces, be easily perceivable by the senses, they will afford us a mark whereby fire may be known to be present; and if those appearances always arise, wherever fire is produced, we shall have the very sign we wanted; nor need we be very solicitous, whether among such effects some may not be found, which sometimes arise from another cause; since, in the sequel of our inquiry, it will be easy to distinguish between those which are proper, and those which are only common. At present, therefore, we shall assume those which are usually ascribed by all men to fire; and shall afterwards examine each with care, in order to find the particular

(x) The younger Lamer obser'ves, that ice is only a re-establishment of the parts of water in their natural state: that the mere absence of fire is sufficient to account for this re-establishment; and, lastly, that the fluidity of water is a real fusion, like that of metals exposed to the fire; only differing in this, that a greater quantity of fire is necessary to the one than the other. Mem. de l'Acad. RoyaL, An. 1709.
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ticular one we are in quest of. The principal I meet with are, 1. Heat. 2. Light. 3. Colour. 4. Expansion, or rarefaction both of fluid bodies and solid. 5. Burning, fusion, &c. each of which we shall consider in order.

12. Heat, then, is in the first place attributed to fire, and with good reason, as the two are connected by a very close tie; yet if we look near into the idea of heat, it will easily appear, that by this word men denote a certain sensation impressed on the mind, when their organs of feeling happen to undergo some change by the application of fire to them; but in this idea there is nothing contained that denotes either the action of fire, or the change of the feeling organ in the body: so that heat considered as perceived by the understanding, from whence alone it has its name, does not imply any thing corporeal, but only a mere change of thinking in the person that perceives. When I am warm’d, a clear and distinct species of sensation is produced in me; yet I learn nothing by that concerning fire, nor of the change in my body produced by it. When any of us grow warm, I would ask what we find; I suppose the answer will be a pleasing kind of sensation. Now, if this be compared with what physicians tell us is then doing in the body we shall find a vast diversity between them. They will inform us, that a fine fluid is then moved in the extreme capillary nerves, with a certain peculiar kind of motion; of which we never had the least notion, tho’ we had a thousand times felt the impression of heat. But to estimate the degree of heat in the human body, it may be observed, that while the body and mind are both in order, and find heat agreeable to them, this degree of heat may be measured by the pleasure of the perception. When cold afterwards ensues, it denotes the heat first to be diminished, and afterwards extinct and absent. On the contrary, when the heat is increased, beyond that degree which gave pleasure, instead of an agreeable heat, we shall call it an offensive and painful one: in all which, there is nothing that can serve as any useful indication of fire. Add, that the degree of heat, to which we have long been accustomed, is not at all felt, agreeably to what we find on the like occasions: so that taking any degree less than the natural, or usual one, for none at all, we are continually deceiv’d. On the contrary, those who have been long exposed to the cold, are affected

(y) A body is only sensibly hot, when the degree of its heat exceeds that of our organs of sense; so that there may be a lucid body, without any sensible heat; and consequently, as heat is only a sensible quality, without any heat at all.

Heat, in the hot body, says Gagefandus, is an agitation of the parts of the body, made by means of the fire contained in it; by such agitation a motion is produced in our bodies, which excites the idea of heat in our mind; so that heat in respect of us is nothing but that idea; and in the hot body, nothing but motion. If such motion expel the fire, in right lines, it gives us the idea of light; if in a various and irregular motion, only heat.

'Tis not very difficult to conceive, how fire should become sensible either to the feeling, or sight, by being thus determined in right lines. By such determination, the vague, fluctuating corpuscles, are form’d into rays, and a train of them driven upon the organ in a constant succession. Hence, each subsequent one according the effort of the precedent one, the impression, by such a series of augmentations, at length is felt. Thus the sir, wherewith we are every way surrounded, if left at liberty, is not perceived; but if its particles be driven or directed in a stream, whether by a pair of bellows, or any other cause that excites a wind, the impression it makes will be very sensible.
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affected by it very differently from ourselves. It has been often observed, that subterraneous places afford a cool retreat, in the scorching heat of the dog-days; yet in the winter afford a no less grateful warmth in the severest colds: whence it was fallly inferred, that places under-ground are hot in the winter’s frost, and cool in the summer’s heat, and thus undergo a kind of Antipernisias; whereas ’tis certain that the deepest vaults are hottest in summer, and coldest in winter; but that if they were dug beyond a certain degree of depth, they would then remain nearly of the same degree of heat. From all which it appears, that no certain measure can be had from heat, to determine the quantity of fire. This may be further confirmed by a matter of great moment in physic: when, in close sultry weather, occasion’d by the sun’s being reflected, or refracted by the clouds, the heat becomes intolerable and suffocating; if thunder and lightning soon ensue, attended by severe showers, and sometimes even with hail, the effect is, that the air presently appears excessively cold, and men shak and tremble by the sudden change, as if smitten with a severe frost. And yet, I speak from experience, the air, which then seems so very cold, is in reality so hot, that if it should immediately succeed a sharp frost, it would destroy us by the extremity of heat: for if a room in pinching frost be heated to a degree, only equal to that of the atmosphere after such a thunder-storm in August, no person coming out of the cold air into such a room would be able to endure the heat, but would quickly faint away.—From all which we learn, that heat is no certain mark for determining fire.

13. Philosophers, therefore, think light may be used as an infallible proof of the presence of fire; for that being as it were the daughter of fire, it must be a just representative of its father; and in effect the more vigorously this noble creature diffuses its rays, the greater quantity of fire is usually supposed to prevail. And again, as the brightness of light decreases, fire is held to be diminished in equal proportion; consequently, this may be laid down as the criterion of fire. But they who argue thus, are little acquainted with experiments. If iron be taken out of the fire before it is red-hot, but very near approaching thereto, and thus held in a dark place, it will emit no light; and yet if you touch an animal with it, it will yield a hissing noise, a smell of burning, and even consume the creature to the bone, and the bone itself: or lay it on dry wood, and it will raise sparks and flame: so much fire may there be without any light. On the contrary, if you receive the image of the full moon in her meridian, on a clear winter’s night, on a concave speculum made of a solid polished metallic substance; and this image be then received on a white paper, placed in the focus of the speculum, you will find the light exceedingly intense, and scarce tolerable to the strongest eyes; yet the centre of the focus is all the while extremely cold. The famous Dr. Hook, a man framed by nature for inventing experiments, having brought the rays of the full moon into a focus, by a glass convex on both sides, found, that though the light appeared extremely bright on the paper, yet an excellent thermometer being applied to the same focus, gave not the least indication of heat or fire: and
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the same was confirmed by Tchirnhausen's burning-glasses at Paris (z). Lastly, in M. Villet's Speculum, if the focus remain in the air, without any opake body to fix on, no sign of light will appear therein, even though the sun act with all his force; unless a person should have the imprudence to oppose his own body directly in the way, which must instantly destroy him: there being all the while a most vehement fire in the place, which in a moment's time melts even stones themselves. After this no person, we suppose, will measure the degree of fire by that of light; since, by these instances, it appears, that the most powerful fire may be without the least appearances of light, and the strongest light without producing the least heat. We need not lay much concerning colour, which is only the reflection of light, variously chang'd by opake bodies, or even is light itself; since after having shewn that light itself is no true characteristic of fire, no body will imagine that colours can be so (a).

And colours.

Then the other effects of fire.

14. It will be necessary to examine the other effects of fire, in hopes that among them, we may find some one, which will enable us to discover and estimate the presence and quantity of this active element. But the more solicitously I look about, the more I despair; so contrary and unpromising does everything appear. If we think of its attenuating powers, it is immediately suggested, that many things are also inspissated by fire. If we next pitch on its power of binding, we presently recollect that it also dissolves many bodies. If on its faculty of separating things into different parts, tis easily alleged, that fire also combines many things, scarce capable of being intimately mix'd any other way; as we find in the making of glafs and the mixing of iron and gold. Not to pursue so very copious a subject, I shall only add, that scarce any effect of fire can be assign'd, which it is found to have in a multitude of bodies; but in some other bodies it will be found to have the very contrary thereof. It may be asked then, is there no effect of this wonderful cause which obtains always, and every where the fame, being also utterly inseparable from fire, and not variable by objects? I should believe there is such a one; and so far as I have been able to trace the footsteps of nature, there is only one. For on a careful inquiry, I do not

(z) See Mem. de l'Acad. an. 1699. p. 110.
(a) Natural bodies only become of different colours, as surfaces are disposed to reflect different coloured rays; and a body appears of the colour which arises from the mixture of the rays reflected by it. Thus placing two bodies, e. g. a red and a blue one in the dark, where neither of 'em is visible; and enlightening 'em successively by rays transmitted thro' a prism; they will then be seen, and each of the forts of colour'd rays, will be reflected from each; but the red rays will be most copiously reflected from the red body, and the blue from the blue. And enlightening 'em both with only one sort of rays, e. g. red ones; the red object will be very vivid, and the blue scarce visible.

To determine the precise constitution of the surface of bodies, whereon their colour depends; it is to be observed, that the smallest particles of all bodies are found to be transparent; and that they are separated by a medium of a different density from the particles themselves; and hence, in the surface of every colour'd body, we may conceive innumerable, small thin lamellae, or plates. But it is demonstrated of such plates, and consequently of the surfaces of bodies, that their colour depends on the thickenets, and density of the parts or plates in the surface, between the pores thereof; that the colour is so much the more vivid and homogeneous, as the plates or parts are thinner; and that, ceteris paribus, the said parts are the thickest, when red; and thinnest, when violet.
not find any body, to which we may not apply that which all men call fire, whether solar, culinary, or subterraneous; and all such bodies to which fire is thus applied, without one exception, are hereby render'd bigger, swell, and rarity, yet without any observables difference in their weight. This e-Rarification, the sign of heat.
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For this reason fluids are more fit for the office of judging of the presence of fire by rarification, than solids are. I have further found, that the lighter fluids always rarify more by the same fire, than the denser kind. On which account the rarification of the lightest fluid will affect the observers the most sensibly, and indicate the smallest increase, or diminution of the slenderest fire. Of this I shall give an ocular demonstration. Take a chemical phial, whose ample spherical body ends in a slender cylindrical neck; the whole being filled with clear water, as high as the mark fix'd on the neck; now upon immersing this in an open vessel full of hot water, you will immediately perceive the water mount up the neck of the phial above the first mark, and the like it continues to do every moment, so long as the water is made hotter and hotter. Again, if, taking the phial out of this water, you immerge it in other hotter than the former, you will find it rise still higher in the neck of the phial. Lastly, upon applying it nearer and nearer to the fire, you find it dilate more and more in proportion; but upon removing it from the fire, you again see the water sink. This may be a sufficient proof, that fire dilates water, so as to make it take up more space when hot, than when cold, without any apparent increase of weight. Hence it also appears, that a solid glass vessel does not stretch or expand so much as water; since, in the present case, the vessel which before contain'd the water will hold it no longer; notwithstanding that it is heated equally therewith. Again, you may observe how nimibly the spirit of wine in another phial, upon plunging it in the same hot water, rises up the neck, so as to be ready to run over: hence we may infer, that spirit of wine, being lighter than water, rarifies more and quicker by the same fire than water itself. These slight and familiar experiments abundantly evince the point proposed. It were to be wish'd the writers of hydrostatics had given us the comparative weights of all known fluids. By means of these I might have been able to give a general rule founded on them all, which at present I can only give as the result of a great number; viz. that the spaces of expansion produced by the same fire, are to each other, as the rarities of the bodies expanded; or in the reciprocal ratio of their densties. Now by the experiments which have been made they are found to follow in this order:

The
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The lightest fluid is the vacuum in the Torricellian tube.
Then the vacuum in an air-pump.
Then air.
Alcohol.
Pure petrol (b).
Spirit of turpentine.
Water.
Vinegar.
Aqua fortis.
Spirit of nitre.
Oil of vitriol.
Quicksilver (c).

15. Thus the dilatation of the lightest fluid may easily afford us a sure criterion of the presence of fire, and of its being either increased, or diminished; inasmuch as this effect has no dependance on our senses, (which are so easy to be deceived in these matters,) and therefore can hardly be liable to an error.

16. Again, this way shews very accurately the smallest increments, or decrements of the degree of fire, which I know no other way, yet discover'd of determining by experiment. Another advantage of this method is, that it may easily and readily be apply'd to use in all places, either within bodies, or without 'em, and this also at all times. Another considerable use is, that this expansion of bodies by heat, if it be performed in a glass hermetically sealed, cannot arise from any other physical cause hitherto known, but from fire alone; so that the thing desired is now found, viz. a true, certain, inseparable, peculiar, characteristic of fire; and this alone we shall use in the sequel for discovering the nature of fire; taking it for granted, that in all phenomena where this rarefaction is observed, there fire is discovering itself to us in proportion: by which we shall have an opportunity of examining fire in almost all its conditions, and of reasoning about its hidden nature, which discovers itself in all the experiments of this kind. I shall now proceed, step by step, through a beautiful field, of the most simple phenomena, till we arrive at the most remote and abstruse properties of fire, still proceeding from the more easy experiments to those less obvious and ordinary.

EXPERIMENT I.

17. Fire expands even the hardest bodies, in all their dimensions, so long as it is contained in them (d).

(b) Boyle, Mechan. Qual. 88.
(c) See Boyle's Medit. Hydrostatica.
(d) "Fire," says Dr. JGravesande, "naturally unites itself with bodies: and hence it is that a body brought near to the fire, grows hot: in which case it also expands or swells; which expansion is not only observed in very solid bodies, but in those whose parts do not cohere; in which case they likewise acquire a great degree of elasticity, as is observed in air and vapours." Thus JGravesande: "All bodies are dilated by
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Plate I see Pag. 215.

Fig. 1.

AB.CD. Two cylindrical Iron Rods 3 feet long.
EF. An Iron Ring for them to pass through cold.

Fig. 2.

AC.BD. Two parallel Brass Plates.
AB.CD. Two others moveable upon these.
EF. An Iron Rod.

AB. A Brass Ruler.
BC. Another joined to the former perpendicularly.
AD A brass Hypotenuse moveable at A.

Plate II see Pag. 224.

Fig. 1.

ABDC. Drebels Air Thermometer.
A. The Ball.
BD. Part of the Stem filled with Air.
DC. The remaining Part filled with the tinged Liquor.
E. A Vessel containing the Liquor.

Fig. 2.

ABDCEF. The same improved.

Fig. 3.

ABCD a side View of it.
18. To shew this, I take two cylindrical iron rods of equal length, each being three foot, and likewise of the same thickness, as appears from this, that both of 'em will just pass thro' the same iron ring. One of these I place in the hollow tower of an abanor, wherein a fire is burning from the bottom to the top; after it has continued there a due time, I draw it out almost red-hot, and applying it to the other rod left in the cold, find it to have gained considerably in length by means of the fire.

19. Yet, every moment after taking it out, it evidently shrinks, and grows shorter again as it cools; so that when returned to its former coldness, it measures just the same length with the former: the length decreasing at the same rate as the heat decreases.

20. I now heat a second time the extremity of the same rod, and endeavour to pass it through the ring as before, but am not able with all my force, being become, as you may easily observe, much thicker than when cold; yet wait but a little; till it has returned to its coldness, and you will see it pass the ring as before; which refuses to admit the hot rod, but freely lets it pass when cold.

21. If any one have a mind to compute the difference of magnitude between red-hot iron, or the like body when drawn out of the fire, to the same body when cooled to a certain degree noted by the thermometer; let him provide two parallel plates of brass, A B, C D, as represented in the figure. See Pl. I. These plates are moveable upon two other lateral ones, so as still to be kept parallel to each other; the lateral ones being also divided into very minute parts. Take now the body to be try'd, and fitted between A B, and C D, by the side of the plate A C, then heating it red-hot, immediately apply it against the same A C, at the same time moving A B from C D, till the heated body be just intercepted between the two; which must be done with expedition, so as A C may not acquire any considerable heat: thus we shall have the difference between the length of the hot and cold rod. It may here be necessary to have the rod sharp at both ends, as represented by the figure E F, that it may not communicate much warmth to the plates. — Otherwise take a brass ruler A B, the longer the better, at the end whereof B, erect the perpendicular B C, likewise long; on the point A, fit a brazen hypothemus A D, moveable at A, over the plain A B C, and let the perpendicular B C, be divided into minute equal parts; placing now the heated body upon A B, raise or lower A D, till it just intercept the rod: thus will it indicate

by the action of fire; but the degree of such dilatation seems rather to depend on the motion, than on the quantity of fire. For bodies are expanded by rubbing, as well as the application of fire externally."

"From this expansion it follows, that the constituent particles of bodies, acquire a repelling force by the action of fire; in virtue whereof, they end; avour to recede from each other, with a tendency contrary to that of attraction. While this last force remains stronger than the other, the particles cohere more or less, according to the less or greater degree of heat: when the repelling force is almost equal to the attraction, the particles before firmly join'd, scarce cohere, yield to the smallest impression, and are easily moved among each other: and thus it is, that a solid becomes a fluid by heat. The effect may be so increased in some bodies, as that the attracting force shall be overcome by the repelling force, in which case the particles fly from each other: and thus it is that heat volatilizes bodies."

* Element. Phys.
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upon BC, the parts that express the difference, which will be found so much the greater, as A B, and B C, are the longer.

22. It must here be observed, that this expansion of solid bodies by fire is general, and obtains after this manner in all the instances where observation has been made.

23. But you must not imagine, that it is thus great in all bodies. On the contrary, in the heaviest bodies it appears the least, supposing the fire the same; and in the rarer the greater, in such experiments as I have made; so that the rule is truly general. I shall content myself to have just indicated thus much; you will easily make further observations by the last instrument, and learn whether all the expansions of bodies, by the same fire, be to each other as their weights. I have been prevented from pursuing the search, by a multiplicity of business, and too scanty an allowance of time; but from what I have seen and done, I am inclined to believe, that among solid bodies the rarer they are, the more they expand; and the denser, the less.

24. But there are other causes which produce a variety in the quantity of the expansion, even beyond the density, which is measured by the weight. Having long been soliciting that industrious artist Dan. Gabriel Fahrenheit, to furnish me with two thermometers; one made of the densest fluid, viz. mercury; the other of the rarest, viz. spirit of wine; and so contrived, as that they should always equally exhibit, in the same degree of heat, the rising excess of the contained liquor on the adjoining scale, which he ingeniously endeavoured to effect accordingly; yet, when I came to try the agreement of these two thermometers, I found a difference, and discovered it to the maker, who ingenuously own’d the failing, though he did not then see the cause of it; but revolving it often in his mind, he at length discover’d, that the very glasses made in Bohemia, England and Holland, expands more or less easily and readily by the same degree of heat: hence he infer’d, that the instruments would answer, if both were made of the same kind of glass; but not if one were made of Bohemian glasses, and the other of Dutch: because that sort of glass expands the least, which requires the intensest fire to melt it; while that sort which easily runs in the fire, dilates the more; supposing both acted on by the same degree of fire. How circumspect does nature require us to be, in order to discover truth in physical matters; and how often are we deceived by following a general rule? How different a thing is it to make use of the hasty conclusions of reason, from that slowness of science, which goes patiently on by cautious experiments?

25. The expansion also increases in proportion, as the quantity of fire received into the body is greater; so that the iron rod, for instance, when red-hot, is longer than the same rod when only hot, but not ignited; and is shortest of all after it has stood a long time in a cold atmosphere. Here I would recommend it to others to compare the length of iron (which of all metals bears the greatest heat before it run) when thoroughly ignited, so as to be ready to melt in a very cold season, with the length of the same iron, when returned to its coldest state; by which the effect is seen in all its extent.

26. As soon as iron is melted into a fluid matter, it appears to continue of the same bulk in the vessel it is melted in, even though the action of the fire
be further increased by force of bellows: the reason seems to be, that it can receive no more fire into it; and consequently, is incapable of further expansion by any force of vulgar fire. Yet metals, thus liquified, may be made to imbibe more fire, if this be collected to a focus, and directed upon 'em by means of a concave speculum, or a convex burning glass.

27. Thus we learn, that fire, even from the greatest degree of cold known to us, to the highest degree of heat, expands all the parts of the hardest body it is applyed to, and removes 'em from their mutual contract on all sides: it likewise appears that this expansion, and the rarity of the body ensuing thereon, is successively increased, till at last the whole mass, if it be fusible, come to melt: so that in the whole course of the growing heat, the several parts of the heating body are perpetually receding from the centre of their respective masses, as well as the whole bulk.

28. Thus also we learn, that the particles of fire distributed through the mass, act every where with the same force upon the molecule which they possess; and that there is no body so extremely hard, but may be changed by the gentle action of the lightest fire, through its whole mass, so as no part of it shall remain unchanged.

29. Now what is this expansion but a receding into other greater spaces than the former? From whence I conclude, that the parts were moving during the whole course of the operation: which further shews that fire moves all the parts of the hardest body, both internal and external; and this according to all its dimensions; and the more so, by how much the fire is more raised; till having at length reduced them all into a fluid, it shakes and mixes them with great violence.

30. Yet it may be doubted, whether fire has yet attenuated the mass so as that the parts now fluid are the elements of the body, while they retain their fluidity; and whether the particles of metals, thus liquified by fire, be so intimately mixed even to their minutest parts as that the like attenuation cannot be produced by any other means. The refiner's art, 'tis certain, shews us that a single grain of gold, if mixed with an hundred thousand grains of pure melted silver, so as that the two may run together, the gold will blend and incorporate itself so thoroughly with the silver, that if you afterwards cut the smallest grain from the mass, you will find it the due proportion of gold and silver, viz. as 1 to 100000; and this ad infinitum; there being no limits to this faculty which gold has of dividing and distributing itself thro' silver. If this experiment be consider'd closely, we shall think it no way improbable, that the fire, while acting on the gold, in the whole course of its increase, from the greatest cold, was continually moving its elementary particles, so as to make them cohere lefs and lefs, till at last they become disunited, or set at liberty from each other, and thus move freely about.

31. 'Tis also the fire alone, which, while it continues to act with the same force, hinders the particles, as they touch one another, from clinging, or cohering again; for if the same fire be removed, they immediately coalesce and harden as before.
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32. It must be own'd, the parts of a pure metal, when melted by the fire, still retain an endeavour to unite again; as we see gold, silver, and the other metals, when fus'd, immediately collect themselves into a sphere, after the same manner, as mercury affects to form itself into a spherical figure, unless the weight of the parts should hinder. But this power cannot obtain its effect so long as the violence of the fire interposes.

33. Two pieces of gold can never be joint with the tenacity peculiar to this metal, unless they be both divided to the last particles; viz. by melting them by the fire: For then, when cold again, they immediately recover their former duality. And what has been spoke concerning metals, holds also in other simple bodies; as in fix'd salts, glafs, and the like. From hence we also learn, that it is not only possible, but even is actually seen, that a body which appears perfectly hard and immovable, may be immediately so shaken in all its component elements, as that even the minutest particle in its whole mass shall not remain absolutely at rest.—All which points hitherto enumerated, follow so clearly from the consideration of the experiment above proposed, that no difficulty can arise therein: so that fire appears to act on the very intimate nature of bodies.

34. Henceforward, therefore, we need not wonder, at what is sometimes known to happen, viz. that the strongest buildings tumble down in hot sultry weather, usually about noon-day, and without any wind.

35. From this property of fire we also infer, that bodies become much bigger in all their dimensions in the torrid zones than in the frigid ones: and thus also are comparatively lighter in the former situation; as containing the same quantity of matter under a greater surface: By this means also their percussions are performed with the less force: and hence pendulums prepared in the frigid zones, grow longer in the torrid ones, and thus make their oscillations slower; by which means the best clocks are made to err. The like is found even in the fame country at different times of the year, according to the different degrees of heat.

36. 'Tis with truth, therefore, it has been ascertained in all ages, that bodies are chiefly loofen'd, and weaken'd by fire; for as those two words denote the condition of solid bodies, whereby they become disposed to be easily dissolved, by a weaker agent, into their parts; it is evident from what we have just shewn, that fire does this from its weakest degree, and that every step whereby it is increased, promotes the dissolution more and more; till at length there is no more firmness left, even in the hardest bodies, but they liquify and run. Accordingly, it appears by the history of all ages, that the inhabitants of Asia and Africa, who are exposed to the greatest action of the sun, have always been fatter and weaker, and consequently more disposed to lazines and indolence. So in burning fevers, the excessive heat dissolves and enervates the whole body: the dried parts, it must be owned, do here grow firr and rigid; but this is not owing to the fire considered as lodged in the solid parts, but considered as it evaporates the aqueous parts: In which sense alone, it can be truly said, that fire strengthens some bodies which were weak before.
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37. Cold, which is usually called the absence of fire, contracts hard bodies in all their dimensions, so long as it remains in them. This has been shewn to clearly in the former experiment, that it would be needless to give any further proof.---But from this you will give me leave to draw several conclusions.

38. All bodies of a solid structure are equally subject to this action of cold; nor has any been yet found, however dense and compact, but cold renders still denser; not even excepting diamonds, the hardest of all known bodies.

39. That as the degree of cold increases, this contraction is also increased; the former contraction still decreasing as the cold is less.

40. And what is further remarkable, this reduction of bodies into less space obtains even in hollow spheres, and orbicular annuli, towards the centre of the body, or the surface. Thus if this iron ring be cold, it will not admit the cylinder in my hand; but after it has been a little heated, lets it pass with ease. So this glass sphere, which terminates in a narrow cylindrical neck, when filled with a coloured liquor as high as the mark in the cylinder, and then plunged into a liquor much colder than its own, the coloured fluid at first rises very sensibly, but presently falls again; by reason the external cold, applied to the surface of the immersed sphere, before it penetrates to the liquor contained in it, first cools the glass, which contracts and sinks; but no sooner has the cold arrived at the body of the liquid itself, than it makes it contract, and thus sink again. From which experiment we learn the nature of this contraction, which resides, if I may so call it, in the intimate substance of bodies.---The same contraction, ensuing upon cold, is still more sensible in other hot vessels.

41. It appears, likewise, from all experiments, that this reduction of bodies into less space, always proceeds proportionably to the cold itself; thus the bulk lessened, and the weight retained, though the comparative specific weight be increased: so that in severe cold weather, all bodies are found the less in bulk. But as no one can assign a body, wherein there is absolute cold, or in which there is no fire; hence it is also impossible to reduce any body, for instance an ounce of gold, into its least possible bulk. In the mean while, we must find the ratio of condensation, by that of the degrees of cold.

42. Hence, also, the mere absence of fire produces a motion wonderful in all solid bodies: I mean a motion in all, both the external and internal parts, by virtue whereof all the atoms of the body tend towards its centre, and by that means also draw nearer, and cohere faster together. If, therefore, cold were a mere privation of fire, the power which contracts the particles of a solid body, would be innate, or implanted in the nature of the body itself; while the power that expands would depend upon the fire, and...
consequently be something extrinsic, or superadded to bodies, and therefore violent. Accordingly, bodies would then endeavour to shrink into close mafles, till they arrived at the minima, or least elements; when they would remain perfectly solid and quiescent: whereas, on the contrary, they are now continually shaken by fire, nor ever arrive at a state of rest: so that the end of cold is a state of absolute rest, between coherent particles; and the end of fire a perpetual agitation of dissolved particles (c).

(c) Fire, thus being acknowledged the instrumental cause of all motion; it remains that itself be moved: nay, to move must be more natural, and immediate to fire, than to any other body; and, hence, some have ventured to make motion essential to fire: but as this is inconsistent with the notion of matter, which is defined to be inert, and passive; and as we shall hereafter show that fire is material; we must rather agree, that the motion of fire itself is derived from some other higher, and more metaphysical cause. A property of perpetual mobility may indeed be superadded to the other properties of fire; but it has no natural, necessary connection with them: nor can it be maintained with them otherwise than by some extrinsic efficacy of a superior cause.

However, that it is by motion that fire produces its effects, is evident. And hence the action of fire cannot make any alteration in the elementary substance of bodies; for it is necessary, that what acts upon an object, be without that object; i.e. the fire must not penetrate the elementary parts, but only enter the pores and interstices of bodies: so that it does not seem capable of making those transformations which Sir Isaac Newton ascribes to it; of which we shall speak hereafter.

In effect, as to all our purposes, it may perhaps be said, that fire is always in motion: take, for instance, fix several forts of thermometers, and two vessels of water with sal-ammoniac mixed therein; and apply the thermometers thereto: the consequence will be, that the air being condensed in them, the spirit will descend in all: remove the vessels of water; and the air growing warmer, and so rarefying, the spirit will ascend again. So that the active force in air which produces so many effects, does really all arise from the fire contained in it.

Again, as all bodies placed in a very cold air, do, by degrees, grow cold, motionless, rigid, &c. tho' there be still some remains of fire; and in proportion as that is diminished, the effect is accelerated; it follows, that cold, i.e. a less degree of heat, is the effect of a lesser action of fire. And so all action apparently arises from the same source.

Tho' fire be the great cause of fluidity, and motion, yet is it frequently found in such small quantity, that, instead of fusing, or keeping bodies in a state of fusion, it becomes inclosed, and fixed therein, so as to remain, as it were, imprisoned, till some external cause come to its assistance, and open the cells which before detained it.

This is the case in quick-lique, as also in lead, tin, regulus of antimony, &c. when calcined: in which the younger Lemery observes two things: (1) That the fire thus inclosed, makes a sensible addition to the weight of the body; amounting sometimes to one tenth of the whole: And, (2) That during this imprisonment it still retains all the particular properties or characters of fire; as appears hence, that when once set at liberty again, it has all the effects of other fire. Thus, a feoly or faline body being calcined, and water poured on them; that fluid is found sufficient, by its external impression, to break up the cells, and let the fire out: and upon this the water is rendered more or less warm, according to the quantity of fire lodged therein.

Hence, also, it is, that as some of these bodies contain a deal of fire; and the slightest occasion is capable of disengaging it; upon applying them to the skin, they burn, and raise an eschar not unlike that of a live coal.

To this it is objected, that the particles of fire are only such in virtue of the rapid motion whereby they are agitated; so that to suppose them fixed in the pores of a body, is to divest them at once of that which constitutes them fire; and consequently, to disqualify them for producing the effects ascribed to them. To which M. Lemery answers, that though the rapid motion of fire do contribute very greatly to its effects; yet, the particular figure of its particles is to be considered withal. And though fire should be detain'd, and fixed in the substance of bodies; yet why should it fare worse than other fluids in the same circumstances? Water, for instance, is a fluid, whose fluidity depends, as already observed, on fire; and, consequently, is left fluid than fire; and yet, every day, water is inclosed in bodies of all sorts, without losing its fluidity, or
43. It may be here alked, whether fire and cold do not seem the only things that affect the subsistence of bodies; others only affecting the parts thereof? Whether absolute rest in any space would not make the greatest cold? And whether there would not be rest in a place where there is absolutely no fire?

44. Hence also pendulums becoming shorter towards the poles of the earth make a greater number of vibrations in the same time; and the weights or bobs fasten'd to them, becoming thus also condenfed, have a less surface or any of the properties that characterize it. Add, that when water is froze, the motion of its parts is, doubles, discontinued; and yet the figure of the particles remaining the same, it is ready to commence a fluid, as before, upon the least warmth. Lastly, though salt be allowed to be the matter of taffe, and that it has certain properties, arising chiefly from the figure of its parts; yet, it only acts when dissolved; or, which amounts to the same, when it swins in a fluid proper to keep its parts in motion: yet it is not less salt, or less the matter of taffe, when not in a state of dissoluition. To deppoit it of that quality, the figure of its parts must be altered.

As to what may be farther objected of the impossibility of fixing so fine, subtle, penetrative, and active a matter as fire, within the fpongeous subsistence of a gross, porous body; it will be of no great weight, unless it can be proved, that the pores of the cells are bigger than the taffe. If it be insisted, again, that a body which could find its way into a solid body, might get out again the same way; and that as it only penetranted the body, inasmuch as its own corpuscles were smaller than the pores; so, the same pores must let it out again; it is anwered, that the pores are not now in the same condition as before; the fire, in calcining, open'd, and dilated the pores; which, upon the fire's ceasing, must close, and contrast again.

"Tho' a great likeness might be expected," says Mr. Boyle, "between the particles of fire adhering to quick-tême, and those of highly rectified spirit of wine; yet I have not found, that the allusion of that spirit upon quick-tême produced any sensible heat, or visible dissoluition of the lime, tho' it seem'd to be greedily fucked in, as common water would have been. And I further tried, that if cold water were pour'd on the same lime, so drench'd, there ensued no manifest heat; nor did the lump appear swell'd or broken, till some hours after; which seems to argue that the texture of the lime admitted some" particles of the spirit of wine into some of its pores, which were either larger, or more fit, without admitting it into the most numerous, whereinto the liquor must be retive, to be able suddenly to dissolipate the corpuscles of lime into their minuter particles."

"These phenomena seem to shew, that the disposition which lime has to grow hot with water, greatly depends on some peculiar liar texture; since the aqueous parts, which one would think capable of quenching most of the fiery atoms suppos'd to adhere to quick lime, did not near so much weaken the disposition of it to heat, as that access of the spirituous corpuscles; and their contract texture with thofe of the lime, increased it."

"If, instead of cold water, you quench the lime with hot water, the ebullition will be, oftentimes, far greater than if the liquor were cold. And this might well be expected; hot water being much fitter than cold, suddenly to pervade the body of the lime, and hastily dissolve, and set at liberty the fiery and saline parts, wherewith it abounds. And what a greater interest faltts may have in producing fuch heats than cold, I have also tried, by pouring acid spirits, and, particularly, spirit of falt, upon good quick lime. For by this means, there would be a far greater degree of heat excited, than if I had used common water; and this, whether I employed the spirit cold or hot."

"It is not easy, says the same author, to apprehend how fuch light and minute bodies should be fo long detained, as must by this hypothesis be allowed, in quick lime especially; since no great heat enfues the pouring of water upon minium, or cress maris per fè, though they have been calcined by a violent fire; the effluvia whereof seem to adhere to them, by the increafe of weight the lead and iron manifestly receive from the operation of it."

* Mem de l' Acad. an. 1709.
† Boyle Mech. Orig. of Heat, &c.
** Boyle Mech. Orig. of Heat;
†† Boyle Mech. Orig. of Heat and cold
§ Boyle Hist. of Cold.
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face to oppose to the air, and therefore will undergo less resistance from it. May not this be one of the causes of the spherical figure of the earth; and which makes cold prevail at the poles, and heat at the equator in a certain proportion?

45. Cold also consolidates all those called firm bodies, that is, brings that part, which we call body in them, into less compacts than before, and thus unites the matter thereof more closely together: by which means the cohesion of the whole mass is usually increased; which makes what we call strength, or firmness in bodies. It also makes the several parts, whereof the body consists, cohere more strongly to each other; so as not to be so easy to be torn or separated from the adjoining one, as before; which is another cause of the stability found in bodies. Lastly, so far as we can perceive, it binds the very atoms of the body closer, as well as the whole bulk; which was just now laid to be acting upon the very substance itself; by which means arises the highest firmness and stability of all things. But what can the most penetrating mind conceive of such last corpuscles? for my part, all I can conceive is, that tho' we go on dividing and abstracting to infiniteness, body will still consist of other lesser ones; which, if it be a simple body, will be perfectly like the greater; and those again consist of other similar lesser ones. It appears, therefore, that the Creator has infused a principle in things, whereby certain corpuscles unite into little masses, so firmly cohering as that no power implanted in nature, or to be excited by art, can divide them into lesser parcels; and consequently they must remain the same, what violence forever be applied. In the mean while, these may cohere again with the like bodies, and this with so much force, as to form a durable coalition, and rarely to be separated, yet liable to be so by a few certain means; but so as after separating into the above-mentioned atoms, they must thenceforward remain immutable. An intense meditation on the powers and actions of nature led me to the discovery of these simple principles, from whence the atoms of Democritus, the Monadists of some other philosophers, the Hylarchists of others, and the ultimate principles of things of almost all philosophers, may easily be explain'd; but it may be asked, are these particles so solid as to not admit fire between them; and are they neither dilatable nor compressible by any power; and does all condensation and rarification then go only to the compounds of these atoms, and not to the component elements themselves? 'Tis a known observation of naturalists and physicians, that all the solid bodies in the three kingdoms are strengthen'd by cold.

46. And the alternate change of heat and cold, which prevails in the universe, seems to produce a continual agitation in all the bodies, and the whole universe, and even all the particles thereof, whenever these two succeed each other; since the action of each necessarily produces the abovemention'd effects.

Useful in nature. 47. But the same degree of either does not long continue, but rather is continually changing, and the succession of one usually tempers the excess of the other, by producing direct contrary effects to the other. Thus, if we attend to the order of nature, she appears to observe nothing with more caution than
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than that heat and cold do not long continue the same. This the seems to have had in view, in so ordering the exhibition of the earth to the sun's rays, as that the earth might at one time be struck with more oblique rays, and at another with more direct and perpendicular ones; and should not ever remain, even for the shortest space of time, in the same aspect: by which means the different seasons of the year, by the diversities they make in the fire, are continually exciting different effects. I say nothing of the changes of day and night, which are producing continual diversities: so that the same degree of fire continues not a quarter of an hour, even on account of these: and meteors make this mutability still more conspicuous. The sun's heat has scarce scorched the earth, and fill'd the atmosphere with vapours and exhalations, before clouds arise, also thunder, lightning, hail, and rain, which produces a quick change to intense cold. From all which we may infer, that there is a perpetual peristaltic or oscillatory motion of the constituent parts of all the solid bodies in the universe.

48. The excellency of this continual vicissitude consists in this, that hereby other, and much greater varieties of things are produced, than could be if either of 'em were to continue a longer time in the same uniform degree. Thus, the fire, when it continues long, dries and renders what remains of plants and animals durable, and a constant frost does the like: but when it freezes and thaws by frequent turns, all things become intimately dissolved, volatiliz'd and dispersed into air. It would be endless to recount the numerous effects which depend on this principle.

49. Accordingly, the wise author of nature seems so have established this uniform vicissitude in things, that the whole universe might continue in perpetual motion, not only as to the larger bodies, but their intimate and remotest particles; and by such means the rise, growth, state, decrease, and destruction of all things, may be affected by the same law in each.

50. But who can define the limits of cold? Where is it so intense as that it may not be still increas'd? 'Tis probable, this may obtain where there is no fire; but it is impossible to find any such place; nor can we by any art drive all the cold out of any given body or space: it is vain even to think on it. But is the highest degree of cold then more easy to be assigned? By no means; nor do we in the least know how much fire might be collected in a certain space. We are surpriz'd at the force of fire when collected into a focus by concave speculums, or refracted and united by convex glases; but who knows how immensely these might still be increas'd; if the speculums were much bigger, and made of a conoidal, or parabolical figure; or of a perfectly solid, or compact matter, not admitting the least vacancy; or of a body of such a nature, as has a power of reflecting the rays such as they were before the incidence?

51. However, it may suffice for us to denote the degrees of fire, such No fixed limits as they are found among the bodies we converse with. It will be easy like of colds, but comparative. for the wife to observe the augmentations, diminutions, and general action of fire, by what we have already shown. In order to this, we need only observe the increase or decrease of bodies, as to extension; which may be done by proper instruments.

52. In
52. In the mean while, it will be a matter of great nicety, as well as labour, to determine the quantity of fire in any given place, as that its proportion to the fire of any other known place may be alligned in numbers; to find whether or no it be increased is easy and obvious; but to estimate the precise degree of such augmentation is exceedingly difficult: yet it will appear in the sequel, that this difficulty is by no means insuperable by human industry. These are the chief particulars clearly deducible from the first and second observation; and which are of much use in chemistry.

EXPERIMENT III.

53. Common air, by a small increase of fire, expands every way in its whole bulk as well as in all its parts.

45. This has long been known to philosophers, but farther illustrated and proved by Mr. Boyle; so that we need dwell no longer on it. This was shewn by the thermometer, first invented by Corn. Drebbel of Alcmaer, which visibly attracts or repels liquors, by the sole means of rarified or condensed air. You may observe how by bare blowing on the ball of this instrument, I make the tinged liquor contained in the tube sensibly ascend; and when I desist from blowing, you immediately perceive the liquor return to its former height.

55. The same may also be shewn by applying a warm hand to the ball.

—And the like instruments may also be so made, as to note even the minutest difference in the fire, so as to exhibit to the eye a perpetual unintermitting systole and diastole of the air: Provide, for instance, a vessel made of thin and very transparent glasses, and of a figure compos'd of two spherical segments connected together; so as the greatest opposite segments AB, CD, be not far apart from each other, the bigger and closer this vessel is provided the air may easily be let in and out of it, the fitter it will be for the present purpose. This vessel is to terminate in a slender tube EF, open at F, of a very narrow bore, yet wide enough to admit the air, with its whole force, freely thro' it. This vessel being exposed to the air so as to fill itself therewith, and then plunged with its orifice F, into a vessel full of deeply tinged water; and lastly, the vessel itself ABCD, a little heated, bubbles of air will immediately issue out of EF, through the orifice F, and this so long as the fire remains about the vessel. After enough of this air has been evacuated, viz. a few bubbles, remove the heat, and the tinged liquor will immediately ascend. If then care have been taken, that two much air be not expell'd by the heat, the tinged liquor will be suspended about the middle of the tube FE, where it will play up and down, upon the least variation of heat and cold; and this the more evidently, by how much the glass is thinner, the vessel ABCD, bigger in respect of the tube FE, and the segments AB, CB, nearer; all which is easily demonstrated on the principles of hydraulics. 'Tis obvious why I prefer segments in this instrument AB, CD, to an entire sphere, and why I require them so near together; you are aware, that by this means heat and cold may be the more readily communicated through a large surface, to a small quantity of air, and each part of it.
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To represent all this more sensibly, I take a chemical phial, of a large belly and narrow neck, full of air, such as that of the place wherein we are. This I invert in water, and upon applying fire to it, the air-bubbles fly out of the neck through the water; by this it is plain that less of the air remains in the vessel, viz. in proportion to the quantity of bubbles discharg’d; then removing the fire, the water immediately rises into the neck; and bringing the fire to it again, and again withdrawing it by turns, the water rises and falls in the neck by turns, scarce resting a moment in the same place.

Corollary I.

56. This expansion of the air, produced by fire, goes to an immense degree, which is not easy to be determined by experiments: for we find that hollow glass spheres exposed in a glass-house furnace, so as to be ready to melt, and then sealed hermetically, and at last gradually cool’d again, are not even thus left entirely destitute of air; since upon breaking the hollow end of a sphere of this kind under water, though the water rush in with great force, there always remains a space in the upper part full of air, which sustains the whole weight of the incumbent atmosphere. This abundantly proves, that the vehement heat of the furnace had indeed rarified the air excessively, but had by no means expell’d it entirely. ’Tis probable a still stronger fire would rarify the air yet further; but it is no les probable, that this rarification would never reach its utmost bounds; so that there always remains some air, even in the greatest fire. In the mean while, M. AMONTONS has inferred with great sagacity, that the heat of boiling water rarifies air one third part beyond its former bulk. It may perhaps be alleged, that the air collected in the top of the glass sphere, in the former experiment, had been imbibed out of the water, while press’d by the atmospheric weight on the neck of the vessel: in effect, by means of the hollows wherewith the vessel fills, a part of the water which first enter’d, is in a vacuum greater than that of an exhausted receiver, while the cavity of the sphere continues filling; in consequence whereof, part of the air intermix’d with the water must extricate itself, rush into the vacuum, and there collecting, hinder the entire repletion of the vessel. — But on the other hand, let it be considered that all the air which thus disengages itself, and enters the vacuum, returns in a few hours, and is again absorbed within the water, upon which the whole cavity of the sphere becomes full of water alone; as has been well observed by Mariotte, and as I shall hereafter shew in the history of air. Since, therefore, in the present case, the sphere does not fill, ’tis evident that the space not possessed by water, contains a quantity of true air, which the fire, however forcible, was not able to expel, but only to dilate.

Corollary II.

57. Let it now be remember’d, how very small the expansion of iron was found, even in a fire strong enough to make it red- hot; and on the contrary, how great the expansion of air is, even by a slender heat. There was
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was a dilatation immediately found in iron by a small fire, but it was trifling, and only discoverable by means of an instrument: but what a difference arises in the rarification produced by the same small degree of fire? No body is more easily affected by a slight fire than air, nor any body more difficultly fusible, or expandible to its greatest bulk by fire than iron.

COROLLARY III.

58. Hence we have an opportunity of exhibiting an agreeable and useful phenomenon; viz. to make any assignable increase of heat in the air to a given standard; in order to which the magnitude of the spherical segments in the above-mention'd instrument must be increased, and the tube be longer, and its bore narrower; by which means the small smallest difference of heat will have a great and sensible effect in the tube.

COROLLARY IV.

59. But since the greatest natural degree of heat in the air is found in the scorching dog-days, and a sultry sky rarely reaches the ninetieth degree in Mr. Fahrenheit's thermometer; it appears that the degree of such heat has known limits, which it scarce ever passes: so that all its natural variations are still terminated within a declination below that degree: whence Drebble's thermometers become not only handy, but useful. But observe that the augmentations of the weight of the atmosphere, must be remarked at the same time by the barometer; by such means, with very small trouble, we may find out the minutest changes of a small heat.

COROLLARY V.

60. If then we recollect how easily air is dilatable and contractible by the smallest increase or decrease of fire, and at the same time consider the perpetual vicissitude thereof; it will seem to follow, that this air can never be at rest, but must always be moving in all its parts; so that even its least particles must be incessantly vibrating: and this will equally hold in that called open air, which is only confined by the weight of the incumbent atmosphere, as in that shut up in close vessels.

EXPERIMENT IV.

61. The smallest decrease of heat contracts air, on all sides, in its whole bulk, as well as in its several parts.

62. This everywhere appears by the instances which were given in the third experiment; since upon the fire's receding, the contraction was always proportionably observed.

COROLLARY I.

63. This contraction reduces it still into less and less spaces, so long as the fire decreases; consequently it appears impossible to define the ultimate pitch,
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pitch, or minimum of this space; since, as we have already observed, there is no expelling all fire out of air. This is very apparent in Drebbel's thermometers, when successively exposed to a gradual increasing cold.

COROLLARY II.

64. The greatest contraction, produced in any body by the strongest cold, is less than the condensation observable in the air, upon the least decrease of heat any way cognizable by our senses; and consequently air on this account likewise is fit for discovering the quantity of fire.

COROLLARY III.

65. Again, therefore, any the least diminution of heat, or increase of cold, may be made visible, even in a given measure, by converting the third corollary of the third experiment.

COROLLARY IV.

66. The use therefore of the air-thermometer becomes the more conspicuous and easy, by how much the greatest degree of cold has been more certainly determin'd by experiments of artificial freezings, as well as by observations of the strongest natural cold in winter.

67. In that severe cold of the year 1709, the liquor of Fahrenheit's thermometer in Iceland stood at the first number; whereas in the present year, in a morning, in the garden of this university, I have usually found it about the fifth division.

68. But all the artifices hitherto known and tried, have never been able to produce an icy cold in summer-time, without the use of water first frozen, in form either of snow, ice, hail, or hoar-frost, though they have sometimes approached near it. But when the weather growing colder, being to tend towards the freezing point, the water is sufficiently cold for the experiment to succeed. There have been divers very operose experiments tried, for producing the most intense cold within the reach of art.

69. The chemists have long ago observ'd, that some salts, at the very moment of their dissolving in water, produced a greater degree of cold than was in them before the mixing. The chief salt, used for this purpose, is common sal-ammoniac well purified. I put four ounces of this, reduced to a fine dry powder, in a clean dry glas-veffel well corked in the night-time, and immersing the vefsel with its contained salt, thus secured from any wet, in clear water, exposed to the cold air, that every thing might be equally cold, viz. the sal-ammoniac, water, and glas; in the morning I applied Fabrenheit's thermometer in this water, till the cold which it diffused made the liquor stand at the 53d degree above O; then dropping in four ounces of sal-ammoniac, equally cold with the water, into twelve ounces of this water, and at the same time stirring and mixing it briskly with a stick, in a cylindrical glas vefsel, the liquor presently funk in the thermometer from the 53d to the 25th degree; yet the air at that time was hot to the 51st degree: whence it appears,
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pears, that a subtriple quantity of sal-ammoniac, dissolv'd in water, increases cold by 28 degrees of that thermometer.

70. After this manner we may always be able to make an artificial frost, while the heat of the weather does not exceed that mark'd the 60th degree in the thermometer. For it has been observed, that at the same point of time, when the temperature of the external air reduces the liquor of the thermometer to the 32d degree, the water being then reduced to the same temperature presently freezes. As the cold therefore grows gradually greater from the 60th degree to the 32d, we may by the same artifice raise an intenser cold than is necessary for the turning water into ice.

71. When water, therefore, is become so cold as to reach the 32d degree, this mixture will produce cold to the 4th degree; but if the artificer having cool'd the water to 28 degrees by the first solution in a large vessel, place another lesser vessel full of water in the same lixivium, and thus by means hereof, when it has attain'd its greatest coolness, reduces the water to the highest cold capable of being given it by the cold of the first lixivium, which remains cold a long time, and then immediately take fresh sal-ammoniac, likewise cool'd, in the glass within the same lixivium, and mix it again with the coolest water, he may in a short space of time, even in the hottest weather, produce a cold greater than any that has been known in this country. And after having by such a process produced ice, he may raise the cold still farther, by mixing it with fresh cool'd sal-ammoniac, and thus at pleasure produce, in the middle of summer, an intense cold, surpassing that of the severest winter.

72. These things it will be necessary rightly to comprehend, it being very difficult to exhibit to the eye the degree of cold wherein ice begins to form: for heat and cold once given to a body, adhere long to it before they quit it; nay, and by how much bodies are more dense, by so much the longer do they retain their heat, as will be shewn hereafter. When the air, therefore, is in such a state as keeps the thermometer at 32 degrees, water will not freeze; since water, being upwards of 800 times denser than air, remains warm a considerable time from the heat which it had before imbibed, after it has undergone a new impression of cold. If any person, therefore, is curious to know in what degree of coldness water begins to freeze, let him first suspend a thermometer in a free open air on all sides; for I have found that if it be hung against a wall, or the like body, the warmth of such bodies will have an effect on the thermometer. After he has thus carefully noted the degree of warmth of the air by the thermometer, let him expose water to the air, so as the smallest quantity of water may by its extensive surface come in contact with the air; which may be commodiously done by wetting a thin linen cloth with clear water, and thus hanging it for some time in the air; for in this case the linen will grow stiff upon the first access of the freezing-cold, and thus shew, that the water is beginning to turn to ice. This I have found by experiment to obtain about the 33d degree; and at such degree will water freeze, unless hindered, either by some neighbouring body, or by the heat itself had before imbibed.
73. Hence we deduce the cause why hoar-frost is found long before ice; being only an icy moisture, diffused over the wide surfaces of thin bodies, as glasses, leaves of plants, and other roughnesses of the ground. It has also been long ago observed, that the first approach of the winter's cold is perceived by a hoary whiteness spread on the arches of bridges, while the streets, and the water itself, shew no signs of freezing; it being here obvious, that the arch of a bridge, suspended on all sides in the air, receives the coldness of the ambient air on all quarters. And accordingly the same is found to thaw very early. But other gross bodies, retaining their heat long, only receive the cold of the contiguous air by their extreme surface, the impression whereof is gradually propagated through their substance, to the centre of gravity; so that in every different part thereof there is a different degree of cold, till the body have remain'd long enough, in this coldness of air, for its whole mass to have acquired the same uniform degree; though the exact time when this happens may not be easy to assign.

74. From all this we infer, that the utmost pitch to which cold is brought by natural means, is at $0$ in the thermometer; and that the utmost to which air may bring it by dissolving salts in cold water, is three or four degrees.

75. But the unwearied diligence of M. Fahrenheit has discovered something still further, which would hardly have been credited heretofore; an account whereof, as I received it from the author, I will here gratify the reader with; not doubting but that all who love physical inquiries will give him thanks for it.

76. The hard winter of the year 1729 afforded an opportunity of making experiments for producing degrees of cold; among which it fortunately came in his mind to try what the event would be, if spirit of nitre, made very strong, so as its weight to that of pure water might be as $1409$ to $1000$, and the heat of each $48$ degrees, were poured upon ice. He therefore poured two ounces of such spirit of nitre upon a quantity of ice, ground very small; the effect was, that in a moment's time a degree of cold was produced, which upon immersing the thermometer in the mixture, sunk above four degrees below $0$. His expectation being raised by so extraordinary an event, he proceeded to make a quicksilver thermometer, easily sensible of the least diversity of heat, and carefully divided into parts visible enough, but so contrived as to have in the cylinder over the ball $76$ degrees mark'd below $0$. Then 7 ounces of the spirit of nitre above-mentioned, reduced to the degree of coldness of the atmosphere, which was then 16 degrees, being poured on some ice finely ground, the thermometer immediately sunk $30$ degrees, viz. from 16 degrees above $0$, to $14$ degrees below it: the thermometer being then left at rest, the liquor swimming a-top of the melted ice was poured off, and new spirit of nitre poured on the ice remaining undissolved; upon which the thermometer immediately sunk to $29$ degrees below $0$; which done, for want of spirit of nitre, the experiment could be prosecuted no further at that time.
77. Spirit of sea-salt therefore, cold in 17 degrees, being poured on ice ground small, the thermometer presently sunk to 8 degrees below O; then the melted liquor being poured off, and new spirit of falt poured on, the remaining ice thus cooled, the thermometer sunk 14 degrees $\frac{1}{2}$ beneath O. Having seen thus much, the ingenious author concluded, that so extraordinary an experiment should by all means be prosecuted; and therefore went to work again with the same spirit of nitre; but the atmosphere was now come to the point of thawing, which put him upon thinking on a way of preserving the cold already produced. To this end he procured three vessels made of thin plates of iron of a cylindrical figure, about 6 $\frac{1}{2}$ inches wide; and in these he put three cylindrical glass vessels $3\frac{1}{2}$ inches wide, so as to leave a space of about 1 $\frac{1}{2}$ inch vacant between the glass and the iron plate; the bottom of the glass vessel was at a like distance from the bottom of the iron-plate vessel. This space, left between the two vessels was carefully filled with cotton; in order that the cold might be retain’d the longer, and the warmth of the air prevented from too soon interrupting the generated cold. These three vessels being ready, and those of glass filled with powder’d ice, he placed glass tubes in them $\frac{3}{4}$ of an inch wide, and full of spirit of nitre, warm in a degree of 32; pouring off the water which sprung from the ice very carefully. This done, spirit was poured on the ice, when the thermometer sunk no further, and what was liquified thereby instantly pour’d off from the refrigerated ice, and immediately afterwards the spirit of nitre, which in the mean while was equally cool’d in the other vessels, as in this by the affusion of spirit of nitre upon ice; by which means the spirit was always kept extremely cold. Thus pouring the spirit on the refrigerated ice four times, and as often carefully clearing it from the floating fluid, the thermometer was at last found to sink 40 degrees below O; and by this time the spirit of nitre had been so acted on by the cold, that it form’d itself into a kind of sharp slender crystals $\frac{1}{2}$ an inch long, appearing as if frozen, and no longer fluid, so that it could only be got out of the tube by force and shaking it; yet no sooner did the spirit thus thicken’d touch the ice, than immediately melted, and the ice with it; the mercury at the same time sinking from 37 degrees below 40.

78. If pot-ashes be mixed with powdered ice, a cold may be produced 8 degrees below O.

79. No-body could have imagined any thing like this. Nature never produced a degree of cold beyond O; which in effect is severe enough to kill both animals and vegetables instantly; yet art has brought it 40 degrees further. Now when to 32 degrees, which is the freezing point, we add 40 degrees the heat produced in the air is too vehement to be bore for any time, without frequently refreshing and cooling one’s self by turns. Hence we learn, that cold, capable of freezing water, may be increased 72 degrees further. What must become of things if the like temperature were part of the globe? We find then, that strong spirit of nitre may be frozen. We also see mercury so condensed, as to take up less space by almost $\frac{1}{2}$ part of its bulk; and we further know, that this wonderful body, though in so vehement
Corollary and fingle degree begins proper weight may be tender’d about—specifically heavier or lighter, merely by the degrees of heat and cold already known. All this we learn by experiments; and thus find mercury sensibly brought nearer, by means of cold, to the specific gravity of gold. And who shall determine what further degree of cold may be excited by other latent power, either of nature or art? Who can say what changes would befall solid and fluid bodies, if detain’d in such degree of cold? ’Twill doubtless be worth while, having discovered such a cold, to examine all kinds of bodies in it, for the promoting of natural knowledge. Infinite things might doubtless be discover’d by means of such an invention. In the mean while, let the excellent author have his due praise, who first broke the ice, shew’d the way, and afforded us helps for going further.

Corollary V.

80. Hence also appears the converse of the fifth corollary from the third experiment; viz. that air scarce rests a single moment, neither when open, nor even inclosed in any vessel.

Experiment V.

81. Pure spirit of wine expands every way, in its whole bulk, by a small degree of fire.

82. Of this we may have a visible proof, by taking a glass-vessel, capable of holding 1933 parts of this spirit; and terminating in a narrow cylinder carefully made, which contains 96 of the same parts, whereof the lower contains 1933; the cylinder being withal divided into numbers corresponding to those parts. In such an one the spirit was contracted to the first number by a sharp frost, in a very cold place, in the year 1709; but upon applying the warmth of a healthy man to the vessel, it expands to the 96th number in the cylinder, and fills it to far with liquor.

Corollary I.

83. In this instrument, therefore, spirit of wine, under the greatest natural cold hitherto known, expands itself by the vital warmth of a human body to the 20th part of its bulk. In the mean while it must be observed, that in this experiment, the inner cavity of the thermometer is supposed to have continued the same; whereas, in reality, this also must have been dilated, conformable to the second corollary of the second experiment.

Corollary II.

84. Hence, if the proportion of the capacity of the instrument in the severest cold, to the capacity of the same under a degree of vital warmth, could be
be accurately known, we might thence learn the true ratio of the increase of the bulk of liquor, answering to the increase of fire between those two intervals; since the difference of the two capacities would give the degree of the dilatation.

**COROLLARY III.**

85. If therefore the purest spirit of wine, about the poles of the earth, could be hydrostatically compared with the same between the tropicks, 'tis evident there would be a considerable difference between the specific gravities in those two places. 'Tis certain, that all fluids are heaviest about the poles, and lightest near the equator; which perhaps may be one cause of the flat spheroidal figure of the earth; since the same bulk near the poles, is equivalent in weight to a large bulk at another place, each tending with an equal force to the common centre.

**COROLLARY IV.**

86. From these observations we also learn, that such vessels, fill'd with liquids of this kind, are always less full in winter than in summer; since the solid parts of the vessels do not dilate so much by the same degree of fire, as the liquids themselves. This the chemists have often found to their cost; by filling vessels in winter-time, and frosty weather, up to the top with liquors, often of the most precious kind; the force of the summer's heat having either penetrated through the cork, or driven it out, or even burst the vessels. This may teach them never to fill vessels in the severity of the winter so high, but to leave the eighteenth part empty; or otherwise to warm the liquors and the vessel itself, to a degree equal to what may be expected in the middle of summer.

**COROLLARY V.**

87. If the spirit of wine be further heated, so as to be ready to boil, it will rise to 174 parts in the cylinder; in which case it must be expanded about the eleventh part of the whole; and from what has been observed in the first corollary of this experiment, it must even be expanded more. By the way, it may be noted, what a difference it would make between a person's buying spirit of wine by measure in the coldest time of winter, and the hottest of summer. If we suppose the spirit at 40 degrees below O in the greatest cold, and at 174 above O when it begins to boil; 'tis evident there may be a difference of 214 degrees in 1933 parts; and consequently the liquor be contracted and expanded to 2 part of the whole bulk.

**COROLLARY VI.**

88. When the spirit of wine is brought to boil, the extreme part of its surface flies off; and while this is continually doing, the vapour spreads itself in the vacuum above, which by this means grows still denser and denser, so that the further progress of the expansion cannot be easily observed: and when
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when the vessel of the thermometer is open'd above, the rarified vapour immediately exhalés; which hinders our learning how far it may then be dilated.

COROLLARY VII.

85. Spirit of wine therefore can scarce ever be absolutely at rest: for whether it have air, or the Torricellian vacuum over the containing vessel, it will always either be dilating and resolving into vapours, or contracting, and thus reducing the vapours into spirit again; unless we can suppose the same degree of heat and cold to remain unchang'd: or if it be contain'd in a vessel open to the air, it cannot even then be at rest, but, as we have already observed of air, must be subject to continual systoles and diaístoles, as the heat of the atmosphere is alternately increased and diminished: especially while either of those prevails in its highest degree, which is rarely of long duration. Hence also physicians may learn, what frequent, evident, reciprocal oscillations may be produced in the human body, from the parts of spirit of wine mixed with its juices, and sometimes driven through the arteries, and heated by their attrition, then again freed from pressure in the veins, and by this means cool'd: All which it will be easy to deduce.

EXPERIMENT VI.

86. The lightest and purest ætherial oil of turpentine expands every way in its bulk upon the smallest increase of heat.

87. This may be shewn by a spherical phial, terminating in a long narrow cylinder, the body whereof is filled to the beginning of the neck with the oil above-mention'd; for immersing this body in a vessel full of water of equal coldness with the oil itself, the oil remains at the same height; but placing the vessel with the water and the glass-body over a fire, made in an iron furnace, in proportion as the water, and consequently the oil in the body, grows gradually hotter and hotter, the oil itself rides in the neck of the glass, so as scarce to remain two moments at the same height. That it may be observed to better advantage, the phial may be kept thus till the water boils in the vessel, when the oil will remain at a stand, and rise no higher, nor even fall, though kept a considerable while in the boiling water. And though the fire about the vessel be increased, so as to make the water boile more strongly, the oil will still remain unmov'd in the glass. Nay, even the mercurial thermometer does not here rise in the least; which abundantly confirms the fine discovery of M. Amontons, which indeed meets with daily confirmations in all kinds of observations, and all sorts of hot liquors. And here the candour, which I trust will ever accompany me, obliges me to own, that nothing I have met with has given me a greater insight into the nature and properties of fire, and its use in chemistry, than this extraordinary experiment of that illustrious author; which you may consult in the original, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences. There he shews, that water heated to a degree of boiling, will not conceive any further heat, how much H h
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forever the fire be increased. Yet this excellent discovery may receive a considerable improvement, from what M. Fahrenheit has observed, viz. that the heat of the same boiling water is always regularly greater, by how much the weight of the atmosphere is greater which prevails on its surface; and again, that the same heat of the boiling water diminishes, as the weight of the incumbent atmosphere grows less. Hence, in marking the degree of heat of boiling water, it will be necessary to note the weight of the atmosphere at the same time, by the barometer; otherwise no certain measure will be expressed. In the mean while it must be allow'd true, that boiling water, while the weight of the atmosphere remains the same, becomes no hotter; whatever increase be made of the fire: with which emendation M. Amonton's rule will for ever hold true. If the greatest difference of the weight of the atmosphere be three ounces, the greatest degree of heat in boiling water under those different weights will be eight or nine degrees; from whence the author evidently deduces, that by how much the particles of water are more compressed to each other upon increasing the incumbent weights, by so much the more fire is required to make them recede from each other; wherein ebullition consists. Hence also he finally concluded, that a thermometer applied in boiling water, would mark, by the degree of heat produced therein, the gravity of the atmosphere at that time; and consequently, that this might be accurately enough found at sea, where the common barometers are too much shaken to be of use, by marking the several degrees of increase of heat on a thermometer; which would not be difficult to effect. Hence also, it may be inferred, that our atmosphere itself is the more heated by the sun's rays, by how much it is the more press'd, that is, the nearer it is to the surface of the earth; and the less, by how much the pressure of the atmosphere is less, that is, the higher we go from the surface of the earth. This is also confirm'd by experiments; which shew that on the tops of the highest mountains most exposed to the sun, and never covered with clouds, an intense cold still prevails, so that the snow remains solid, and unmelted by the action of the sun-beams. The like may be further evinced by an easy experiment: under a glass receiver of an air-pump place a phial full of water, warm in 90 degrees, extract the air gradually, and as the atmosphere diminishes, you will find a sensible ebullition raised in the water; which will be suppress'd again, as soon as the air is re-admitted into the vessel. Hence again we may note at what degree warm water begins to boil, according to the several degrees of the weight of the atmosphere, marked on the gauge of the air-pump. Many extraordinary discoveries might undoubtedly be made on this principle. One considerable thing I cannot forbear mentioning: If water and air be enclosed in Papin's digester, out of which nothing can escape, and thus made to boil, the water will be expanded $\frac{3}{4}$, and the air $\frac{1}{3}$; consequently the water will be press'd, as if it had ten inches more than the common atmosphere upon it; so that boiling water in this engine, will be thirty degrees hotter than ordinary, on this single account; to say nothing of any further incalculable caused by the motion and attrition of the particles of water and air within one another in the vessel; so that 'tis no wonder such surprizing effects should be produced. If now we would examine by the balance, what the proper
portion of the oil expanded by boiling water, is to the same oil as it was before, we may proceed thus: the oil filled the glafs body up to the top of the neck, when the water, glafs, oil, and air, were at 52 degrees of heat by Fahrenheit's thermometer; and when the water boil'd, and the oil ceased rising, the degree on the thermometer was 212; at which time the oil had risen in the neck to that mark. If, now, I weigh the vessel thus far fill'd with oil, again reduced to 52 degrees of cold, and then emptied to the body, and again weigh the oil in the body, I shall find the oil expanded to a large part of its bulk. Yet it may be proper to note, that no regard is here had to the space by which the compass of the glafs is dilated; which having been intimated above, Coroll. II. Exper. V. I shall for the future take no notice of.

88. If it be asked, why I here undertake precisely to define the limits of the heat of boiling water in oil of turpentine, which I did not in the former experiment; my answer is, that spirit of wine boils with a much less fire than water; but as soon as the boiling begins, its expansion can no longer be measured. See Coroll. V. Exper. V. But oil of turpentine, though much lighter than water, cannot be brought to boil by the greatest heat of boiling water, but remains perfectly at rest in this degree of heat; so that the dilatation may conveniently be marked in it.

89. In the mean while we may obverse something very extraordinary in the phenomena of boiling liquors. Spirit of wine boils sooner than water in a ratio hereafter to be assigned; yet water boils much sooner than oil of turpentine. May this be ascribed to an affinity between fire and inflammable oils; or is it rather owing to the greater or less weight of the boiling fluid; or lastly to the greater or less tenacity of the parts, and their cohesion with one another? You will find hereafter a multitude of things alleged, in order to solve these queries; by which I believe it will appear, that all the above matters are to be taken into the consideration; and further that the variation of the weight of the atmosphere is here of some consequence (f).

EXPERIMENT VII.

90. Pure rain-water being gradually heated, dilates still further at every The rarification increase of fire; and this every way, and in its whole bulk. This may also be shewn in a glass-body, where the dilatation is sufficiently con-spicuous, as extending to $\frac{1}{3}$ of its whole bulk; for from the 56th degree of heat to the 212th, it keeps continually ascending; but arriving at that degree, boils, and consequently stops; having now acquired the expansion above-mentioned.

EXPERIMENT VIII.

91. Quicksilver easily dilates by the application of heat. This appears by an elegant thermometer made at my request, by that excellent mechanic Dan. Gab. Fahrenheit. The lower cylinder of this thermometer contains 11124 parts of mercury, which in the utmost cold observed in Iceland, reach'd to the mark O; from whence the further degrees of heat are computed.

(f) See Newton's Optics, Exper. 7.
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puted upwards. Now if this be immersed in a vessel of water gradually heated, the mercury will be found continually to ascend till the water come to boil; upon which the mercury remains immoveable, having reach'd the number 212, and somewhat more; so that setting aside the dilatation of the glass, it now possesses 11336 spaces, of which in the greatest cold it only possesses'd 11124; so that by this difference of heat the bulk is dilated to \( \frac{1}{52} - \frac{25}{53} \).

COROLLARY I.

92. After the same manner a strong lixivium of sea-salt, nitre, and of fix'd alcaline salt, is expanded by heat; and even all liquors that have hitherto been try'd; so that air, spirit of wine, oils, water, faline spirits, lixiviums of salts, oil of vitriol, and mercury are subject to this law.

COROLLARY II.

93. The cause which dilates these bodies penetrates glass, and all other vessels, and thus enters the liquors.

COROLLARY III.

94. The same cause also arises from that universally called heat, or fire.

SCHOLIUM.

95. Henceforward, therefore, I shall call that unknown thing which has this property of penetrating all solid and fluid bodies, and dilating them so as to take up more space, by the name of fire. In effect, I do not remember any body hitherto known, which has all these conditions except fire alone. On the contrary, fire is never known to be present in any body, but it immediately produced these two effects. Add, that in proportion as it is increased, the expansion of bodies is also increased. Now such a criterion suffices, in physical matters, to denote and distinguish particular bodies by: nor are there any other marks but of this kind for that purpose; whatever some fanciful philosophers may imagine. It therefore imports us carefully to denote those properties, which we are able to discover in fire; the first of which seems to be, that it exists always, and every where, as will be clearly shewn by the following experiment.

EXPERIMENT IX.

96. In the coldest season and place, lay one dense iron-plate upon another, both of them being cold, and press the upper on the lower, by laying a weight thereon; then rubbing the one briskly over the other by reciprocal motions, they will first grow warm, and at length hot; so as in a short time to emit sparks, and at last grow red-hot, as if taken out of a vehement fire.

COROL-
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COROLLARY I.

97. This production of fire will hold in every season; nor does it matter, whether the weather be hot or cold, excepting that by how much the bodies are contracted by cold, the greatest heat they will conceive; supposing other circumstances the same.

COROLLARY II.

98. Nor is there any place wherein the same effect will not obtain, either on the tops of the highest mountains, or in the deepest caves; in the warmest or the coldest place; though the heat arises quicker and stronger in dry, and slower and in a less degree in moist places: and the like may also be done in any kind of solid bodies.

COROLLARY III.

99. Accordingly, bodies may be heated by mutual friction in a vacuum itself; as fully appears by accurate experiments of the ingenious Mr. Haukjbee; which have also been happily improv'd by my worthy colleague, J. G. s'Gravesande, who seems to have been form'd for such inquiries, and by whom physical knowledge is every day enlarg'd.

COROLLARY IV.

100. But there is nothing more worthy of notice, than that fire generated after the manner above-mention'd, should penetrate all kinds of bodies, even the densest; warm, expand, burn, melt, make them shine, glitter, and, in fine, perform all the effects known to be produced by true fire. Yet it is here generated without any pabulum, or without any pre-existing fire, whence it might be raised; as in the usual manner, where fire is kindled from fire, and flame from flame. We may therefore safely conclude, that this matter is real fire.

COROLLARY V.

101. It appears also, by constant observation, that by how much the bodies rubb'd on each other are harder and more rigid, the stronger fire they produce by their mutual attrition; so that the same body, as it is softer or harder, generates a very different degree of heat. Iron heated red-hot, so as to be ready to melt, being left to cool slowly in the air, in the middle of summer, becomes very soft and flexible; but if instantly immersed in cold water, its parts, which had been moved and made flexible by the fire, become compress'd by the sudden contraction, and are made to cohere much clother together; by which means the metal becomes exceedingly hard, rigid, and elastic. It is known also, that iron thus harden'd by cold, becomes fitter for striking fire, than if it had been soften'd. If the hard massive axle-tree of a wind-mill be driven too vehemently round by a tempestuous wind, in its rigid socket, it will emit fire and flame; but by the interposition...
tion of lead there is less danger of burning. By nimbly striking a hard piece of steel against a flint, sparks are constantly produced; which would not be the case if the collision were made with a hot iron (g). Hence, also, we

We must add, however, that the globe is to be first exhausted of air: in which case, both the inner and outer surface will appear all luminous: if it be not exhausted, there will no light be seen in the body itself, but on bodies at a small distance from it.

Hence, and from some other experiments of the like kind, of glass and silver, that the glass has a kind of atmosphere in and about its surface, which is excited, and put into a vibratory motion by the friction; by which motion the fire contain'd in the glass is expell'd; and that this atmosphere, and fire, are more easily put in motion, and discover themselves more readily, upon the absence of the air.

Mr. Boyle furnishes various instances of the effect of friction in the production of heat:

Having caused a piece of iron to be turn'd, and placing my naked hand at a convenient distance, to receive the little fragments, as they flew from the rod, they were so intensely heated, by the quick action of the tool upon them, that they seemed almost to give off many sparks of fire. And an expert workman in brass afford'd me, that the heat in the little fragments thrown off,
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we find that if any soft body be put between two hard ones, the strongest attrition will scarce produce fire; but as soon as such soft body is worn out,

"when he turn'd that metal, were sometimes very efficacious to his eyes; and that, when he employ'd a rough tool, which took off greater chips, he had found the heat so vehement, as not only to scourch his eye-lids, but the hard skin of his hand*.

Of the mechanical production of heat.

Many philosophers have asserted, "That heat is mechanically producible, which appears probable from a consideration of its nature: which seems principally to consist in that mechanical property of matter called motion; but which is here subject to three conditions, or modifications.

"First, the agitation of the parts of the body must be vehement for this distinguishes the bodies fai'd to be hot, from those which are barely fluid: thus the particles of water, in its natural state, move so calmly, that we do not feel it at all warm; tho' it could not be a liquor unless they were in a refracted motion; but when water comes to be actually hot, the motion manifestly and proportionately appears vehement, since it does not only strike our organs of feeling briskly, but ordinarily produces numerous very small bubbles, melts congelated oil cast upon it, and affords vapours, which by their agitation ascend into the air. And if the degree of heat be such as to make the water boil, then the agitation becomes more manifest, by the confused motions, waves, noise, bubbles, and other obvious effects excited therein. Thus in a heated iron, the vehement agitation of parts may be easily inferred from the motion, and the hissing noise it makes with the drops of water that fall upon it.

"But though the agitation be various as well as vehement, there is yet a third condition required to make a body hot: which is, that the agitation particles, or at least the greatest number of them, be minute, as to be singly ineffable. Were an heap of sand to be vehemently agitated by a whirlwind, the bulk of the corpuscles would keep their agitation from being properly heat; though by their numerous strokes upon a man's face, and the brisk commotion of the spirits, and their small particles, which may thence ensue, they may perhaps produce that quality.

"The second condition is, that the determination be various, and tend all manner of ways. This variety of determina-

tions appears to be in hot bodies, both by some of the instances already mention'd, and especially that of flames, which is a body by the distillation of metals when melted; and by the operation of heat, exercised by hot bodies upon others, in what posture or situation forever the body to be heated thereby, is applied to them: thus a coal thoroughly kindled, will appear on all sides red, and melt wax, and kindle brimstone; whether the body be applied to the upper, the lower, or to any other part of it."

"Hence if we duly attend to this notion of the nature of heat, 'tis easy to discern how it may be mechanically produced several ways; for, except in some few anomalous cases, by whatever means the inefible parts of a body can be put into a very confused and vehement agitation, heat will be introduced into that body. And as there are several agents and operations, by which the heating motion may be excited; so there must be several mechanical ways of producing heat. Various experiments may be reduced to almost each of these heads; chance itself having, in the laboratories of chemists, afforded several phenomena, referable thereto.

Confident with this is the system of the Lord Bacon; that noble author is so far from imagining any particular body necessary to exhibit the phenomena and effects of fire, that he undertakes to assign precisely the mechanical cause of heat, and point out the means necessary to generate it in any body, without supposing any pre-existent fire at all. From a particular enumeration of the several phenomena and effects of heat, he deduces, (1) That heat is motion: not that motion generates heat, or heat motion; tho' in many cases, this be true: but that the very thing heat is very motion, and nothing else. But this motion he shews has several peculiar circumstances, which constitute it heat. As, (2) That it is an expansive motion, whereby a body endeavours to dilate or stretch into a larger dimension than it had before. (3) That this expansive motion is directed towards the circumference; and at the same time upwards; which appears hence, that an iron rod being erected in the fire, will burn the hand that holds it, much sooner than if put in laterally. (4) That this expansive motion is not, equable, and of the whole, but only of the smaller particles of the body; as appears from the alternate trepidation of the particles of

* Boyle Effects of Vaguid Motion
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so that the surfaces of the two hard ones come to touch, fire immediately arises. So if two iron-plates, smeared with oil, be rubb'd over each other, no

of hot liquors, ignited iron, &c. Lastly, that this motion is very rapid.

Hence he defines heat, "an expansive un

dulatory motion in the minute particles of a body, whereby they tend with some rapid
dity, towards the circumference; and at the same time incline a little upwards." Hence, again, he adds, that if in any natural body you can excite a motion whereby it shall expand or diffuse itself, and can so repay and direct this motion upon itself, as that the dilatation shall not proceed uniformly, but obtain in some parts, and be checked in others; you will generate heat.

This system is further supported by Sir I. Newton, who does not conceive fire as any particular species of body, originally ended with such and such properties. "Fire, acc

cording to him, is only a body much igni

ated, i.e. heated so hot as to emit light copiously: what else, says he, is a red-hot iron than fire? and what else is a burning coal than red-hot wood? or flame itself than red-hot smoke? 'Tis certain, that flame is only the volatile part of the fuel heated red-hot, i.e. so hot as to shine:

and hence only such bodies as are volatile, i.e. such as emit a copious flame, will flame; nor will they flame any longer than they have flame to burn. In distilling hot spirits, if the head of the still be taken off, the ascen

ding vapours will catch fire from a cand

de, and turn into flame. So several bodies much heated by motion, attrition, fermenta
tion, or the like, will emit lucid flames, which, if they be copious enough, and the heat sufficiently great, will be flame; and the reason why fused metals do not flame, is the smallness of their flame; for spelter, which fumes more copiously, does like close flame. Add, that all flaming bodies,
as oil, tallow, wax, wood, pitch, sulphur, &c. by flaming wafers, and vanish into burn

ing fume and soot.

And do not all fixed bodies, when heated beyond a certain degree, emit light, and flame; and is not this emission performed by the vibrating motion of their parts? and do not all bodies which abound with ter

retial and sulphurous parts, emit light as often as those parts are sufficiently agitated, whether that agitation be made by external fire, or by frictio, or percussion, or putre

"ftractive, or any other cause? Thus sea-water

in a storm, quicksilver agitated in vacuo,

the back of a cat, or neck of a horse ob

liquely rubb'd in a dark place, wood, flesh,

and fish while they purefy, vapours from

putrefying waters, usually called ignes fatal

flacks of moist hay or corn, glow-worms,

amber and diamonds by rubbing, scrapings

of feel itract off with a fince, &c.

Are not gross bodies and light conver

ertible into one another; and may not bo

dies receive much of their activity from the particles of light, which enter their com

position? I know of no body left apart to shine than water, and yet water by frequent distillations changes into fix'd earth, which by a sufficient heat may be brought to shine like other bodies.

It seems extravagant to talk of heating cold liquors with ice; but I have easily done it, by taking out of a basin of cold water, wherein several fragments of ice were swim

ming, one piece or two, which I perc'ived very well drench'd with the liquor, and suddenly immersing them into a wide

mouth'd glafs of strong oil of vitriol; for the menhirum presently mixing with the water which adhered to the ice, produced in it a brisk heat, sometimes with a mani

fest smoke; and that suddenly dissolving the contiguous parts of the ice, and the

next, the whole ice was soon reduced to water; and the corrosive menhirum be

ing, by two or three shkes, well dispersed through it, the whole mixture would im

mediately grow so hot, that sometimes the containing phial could not be endured in

one's hand.

Though oil of vitriol be one of the most fiery liquors yet known, and even performs some of the operations of fire itself, and thaws ice sooner than the spirit of wine, or any other liquor; yet having put a pound of fine rectified oil of vitriol into a strong glas phial, proportionable to it, we found that, except a little which was fluid at the top, it was all congeal'd or congealed into a mass like ice, though the glas stood in a laboratory, where a fire was constantly kept not far from it, and where oil of vi

trio very seldom, or never, has before, or since, been observed to congeal so much as

in part **."
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no considerable heat will be raised; but after the sides of the hard iron come to move briskly on each other, an intense heat is presently occasion'd.

102. If the bodies rubb'd together agree in other respects, that will always be readiest to yield fire, which consists of the denser matter; and that the most backward which is the rarest; a property which holds universally in the generation of fire. But all circumstances corresponding, a denser and softer body, such as lead, will not yield more fire by attrition than a lighter, but more rigid one, as iron: supposing the two equally rigid, the heaviest will prevail. Hence it appears, why the Indian Sideroxylon, a wood most remarkable for its hardness and weight, not only serves them for weapons, but for the kindling a fire, by rubbing two pieces strongly against each other. Add, that fire will be raised the sooner by attrition, by how much the bodies rubb'd are harder and more weighty: thus the collision of flint and steel yields fire in a moment; whereas in lighter and soft bodies this requires some time.

Corollary VI.

104. But the chief condition necessary to the producing fire by attrition is, that the bodies, which are rubb'd on each other to this end, be strongly press'd against each other at the time of the attrition. For if an iron-plate be laid on another, so as only to press it with its own weight, and in this case the upper be mov'd, or worked on the under with a certain reciprocal motion, some heat, though only in a small degree, will be produced in each: but if ten pound weight be laid on the upper plate, and it be thus work'd with an equal motion as before, a much greater heat will immediately be perceiv'd; and by thus increasing the weights, the heats produced will still remain the same; so that at length, fire may be produced by an instantaneous motion or stroke, provided the two bodies be press'd strongly, and mov'd swiftly on each other. Something of the like kind, we have already observed, obtains even in the particles of fluids.

Corollary VII.

105. Lastly, it is to be observed, that this fire, from attrition, is so much the greater, as well as sooner produced, by how much, all other circumstances being supposed equal, the motion of the hard particles is the swifter; so that a very slow motion scarce generates any heat, while a quicker immediately produces a very intense one. Grasp a rope close in your hand, and at the same time draw it slowly along, and no heat will be perceiv'd; but as soon as the hand is made to pass rapidly along it, a burning heat will be felt. So a knife, however vigorously press'd on a threshold, or a grindstone, will scarce grow warm; but if nimbly agitated backwards and forwards along the same, produces a vehement heat; so that if applied on a grindstone briskly driven round, it may be made red-hot, provided it be strongly held down, and yet the grindstone all the while will scarce grow warm; because
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the part in contact is continually getting from under the knife. Hence, therefore, as the celerity is increased, the degree of fire will also be proportionally increased, and this in infinitum.

Corollary VIII.

106. From the whole it follows, that wherever the three above-mention'd causes concur, the intensest fire may immediately be produced from the coldest bodies. For if two large massive orbs of hard iron be press'd together by a weight of a million pound, and swiftly agitated by a powerful mover over the surfaces of each other, a furious heat will instantly be produced in either urb. This is evident in wind-mills, when a dry axis is vehemently driven by a whirlwind on a dry socket, which will immediately raise fire and flame; whereas the motion here can be but slow by reason of the small diameter of the axis. The small shavings of iron struck off by a turner will burn the hand; and dust of wood will do the same. May we not therefore suppose, that towards the centre of the earth, where the subjacent bodies are press'd with a vast load of superincumbent ones, so that of necessity they must become extremely dense, a most vehement fire must be produced by so extraordinary an attrition? And must not such fire be continually and gradually increasing (i)? By all this it appears, that we can never define the least and highest degree of fire capable of being produced by attrition; for though it were possible to assign which was the heaviest, and the hardest body, yet there is no ascertaining the utmost weight; nor can we assign any highest degree of motion: consequently there can be no such heat, but that a greater may be raised.

Experiment X.

107. But if in the preceding experiment some liquid be continually interposed between the surfaces of the two compress'd moving bodies, no considerable heat will arise, comparable to what would have been, if such compression had been wanting. Of this we have instances enough every where. It may suffice to mention that of the grindstone, on which if the blade of a knife be applied when dry, it presently grows warm, creeps, and frequently emits sparks; but if a drop of water, oil, or spirit, be put between, nothing of this will ordinarily be observed. 'Tis known, that the axes of wheels, if smeared with oil, will scarce grow hot; but if dry, and made to turn in a dry socket, they presently creep, smoke, grow hot, and at last catch fire. Who has not heard, as we have already mention'd, that windmills have sometimes been set on fire, and burnt down from the like cause, viz. the want of due greasing? But there is no instance where this appears more manifestly than in grinding of glass, where neither the dish, nor the lens to be ground, grow hot, unless the watery, or unctuous medium made use

(i) See Boyle of Cosmical Qualities.
ufe of be consumed, and the dish and glafs left dry; when a violent heat is immediately produced.

**COROLLARY I.**

108. Hence, by how much bodies are softer, more yielding, les Elastic, and rarer, by fo much the feeks are they disposed to produce heat by friction, in comparison of others; and as fluids are generally possess'd of those properties, they hereby become leaft disposed of all others for producing heat by attrition; instead whereof they yield, shrink back, and fly away: all which regularly obtain in all cases.

**COROLLARY II.**

109. So much the lefs heat is produced by the mutual friction of bodies, by how much they are possess'd together by a smaller force; which also obtains regularly in every case.

**COROLLARY III.**

110. Such also as are agitated by a slight motion, though they have all the other properties necessary for generating fire by friction, will yet afford none; and if they be left at rest, will return to the temperature of the ambient air. This we learn from vast heaps of iron, which how hard soever, and possess'd by so great an incumbent load, yet become no hotter than the soft thin light air which surrounds it.

**COROLLARY IV.**

111. From all which we may infer, that fire shews itself leaft by its effects, first, in such places which are either possess'd by none, or at leaft by very rare bodies, and those divided into parts scarce cohering with each other. Secondly, where there is no external cause to compress them together. Thirdly, if there be no cause which gives them motion; such with us would be a Torricellian vacuum: for if a glafs tube, forty inches long, closed at one end, and perfectly clean, be quite filled with pure well-dried hot mercury, and thus properly immersed by the open end into a basin of the like mercury, and now raised perpendicularly, so that there be nothing but pure mercury in the tube, the descending mercury will leave an empty space in the top of the tube, where there will not remain the least sign of any heavy resisting body: nay, if the mercury in the vessel be duly press'd it will rise again, and replenish the vacant space of the tube, filling it perfectly as before. Here, therefore, appears a space, wherein no attrition of any bodies is found; and consequently here must be the leaft degree of fire produced by the attrition above-mention'd; and yet upon shaking this tube, a light is produced in this vacuum, as has been elegantly shewn by that great mathematician Bernoulli. From whence also some will infer that here also are bodies. 'Tis certain indeed, that what penetrates glafs, and quicksilver, and air, must
must necessarily be found equally distributed in such place; but it does not any way appear that this, whatever it be, afford the least indication of any heat produced: so that the light here generated by the shaking, may probably be of that kind, which we have already spoke of in the history of light, as a property of fire. Hence we apprehend that light, and perhaps fire itself, can scarce appear to us under the form of fire, without the concurrent action of some solid bodies; but can freely pass through all spaces without betraying any of the usual effects. In reality, it appears, that the further we ascend from the common surface of the earth as upon high moun-
tains, where there are no meteors to hinder or disturb the equal action of the sun’s rays, which all strike directly, and with their full force, on the opposite bodies, here no heat is perceiv’d, but all things seem extremely cold. In fine, as we ascend nearer to the sun, and further from the earth, where vapours and exhalations are scarce found to mount in any sensible de-
gree, yet there water, if any rise so high, turns to snow, and even remains so on the tops of mountains in the middle of summer: so that it seems as if where there is no hard corporeal matter to reffit fire, and where there is nothing capable of exciting an attrition, there fire, though it is present, is found latent and inactive. Consequent as the highest mountains are scarce 1 1/23 semi-diameters of the earth high, and yet the cold increases so consider-
ably at so small a distance from the centre of the earth, and upon so small an approach towards the meridian sun, and where the gravity of the atmo-
sphere is still found so considerable, what shall we think would be found if we could make observations a thousand times higher; or if any relation thereof could be sent to us?

112. So far as we, who know but little of nature, are able to conjecture, all motions appear to decrease the more, by how much we ascend higher from the earth; so that the uppermost places enjoy a perpetual quietude and silence. Hence the fame trees, produced from the same seed, and planted on the same mountain, with the same aspect towards the sun, are always found biggest at the foot, and smaller and drier the higher we advance to-
wards the top. I have sometimes wonder’d upon reading what the ancient alchemists relate, viz. that in pure fire there is the utmost silence and abso-
lute refi, and even that God refiseth therein; from whence he sends out his miniftring fires to move and vivify bodies, which otherwise would die by their inactivity; thus performing the orders of the Almighty Maker. To the like effect we find testimonies among the ancient Jews and sacred writers(k).

COROLLARY V.

113. Lastly, the sudden and wonderful production of heat and fire, in the coldest, hardest, and heaviest bodies, by mere force of violent friction against the lightest, softest, and coldest fluids, is daily shewn before our eyes.---Suppose a large solid iron ball shot, in the winter time, from a cannon charg’d with gunpowder, it will fly 600 feet in a minute through the cold air, which makes a greater resistance to its motion than any wind, the most rapid of which

which only moves $22 \frac{1}{4}$ feet; whilst at the same time it condenses the air with so much violence, as to throw down every thing, tear up trees, break their branches, and beat buildings, &c. to the ground (1). Hence it appears, how much friction the ball must have undergone in its passage, which, by the way, did not proceed in a right line, but by its whirling motion continually describes a cycloid with every point of its body. When it falls it is found quite hot; notwithstanding that, in its whole passage, it had continually met with new cold air, and consequently must have lost every moment some part of the heat it had acquired. This heat of the ball could not have arisen from the flaming gunpowder, whereby it was exploded, since it only remain’d in that flame an incredibly small space of time, hardly the $\frac{1}{100000}$ part of an hour, in which time it is by no means credible so solid a ball should have acquired such a heat, which is much more naturally accounted for from the great attrition of the ball, driven with such a velocity against the air, and repell’d by a wind, which is $27 \frac{3}{11}$ times swifter than the strongest wind hitherto observed.

114. It appearing then, by all kinds of experiments, that fire may be immediately produced by the friction of any kind of body, at all times in every degree of cold, and every place, where trial has hitherto been made, provided the three physical conditions above-mention’d be found; we may hence infer several things which will give an insight into the nature of fire.

115. And first, that fire, as hitherto known, is present in all places, tho’ not always discoverable by us, when we look for it in the vulgar manner; for the best thermometer always shews, that in the highest degree of cold above-mention’d, there is always some heat remaining, though it be usually mistaken by supposed, that there is no fire left, when the thermometer sinks to $0$.

116. Nor is fire only contain’d in all space, but found equally distributed in all bodies, the rarest as well as the most solid; for if a very sensible thermometer be applied in the extremity either of summer, or winter, to a glass vessel in which is a Torricellian vacuum, where any one would perhaps imagine, that there is more fire contain’d, and at the same time the thermometer be applied to the heaviest of all bodies gold, we find the very same degree of heat and cold in both; provided both of them had continued long enough in the air, without any change therein as to the degree of heat and cold. This I have never found any body could believe at the first relation; but the truth and certainty of it is sufficiently made appear by the following experiments. In a sharp winter’s cold I placed a Torricellian vacuum, an exhausted receiver, air, pure alcohol, expressed oils, distilled oils, water, liquors of various salts, spirits distilled from salts, quick-firver, feathers, dust of metals, sand and calxes, to the open air, and found the same degree of heat and cold in them all, without the least difference.

117. I have not therefore found there is any space in nature destitute of fire; nor have I, with all my endeavours been able to discover any body, endued with such power by the Creator, as to attract this fire, thus equally distributed,

(1) Mariotte, p. 140.
tributed, and fix it to itself, so as to have more than its share thereof: in fine, I do not find that there is in nature any such thing as a magnet of fire; but, by all I have been able to observe, it appears, that if either the attrition, or the mixture of bodies come to be at rest, the fire they had conceived become again equably diffused in proportion to the space as before. Nor does it signify, whether such spaces be void, or full of matter, or what kind of bodies it be fill’d with. Here some will be apt to cry out, that I am dealing in chimeras, and alleging things, not only vain and false, but contrary to common sense and experience, which manifestly shews that iron, in winter, is colder than feathers, and quicksilver than alcohol. But let it be considered, I am not here speaking of fire appearing to the senses by its degree of heat and cold, but of fire discover’d by that characteristic above settled, of rarifying bodies: as for that greater degree of heat, discoverable in alcohol, than in quicksilver, or ice, I shall endeavour to account for it, after having treated of the different manner, wherein solid and rare bodies are affected by heat and cold; to do it now would be to trespass against my method. Another thing that may be alledged in favour of this doctrine of fire, is, that the fire thus equally distributed, by means of rest, through all places, is scarce perceived at all; by reason that things which are every where perfectly the same, and do not distinguish themselves by any diversity in them, usually pass for nothing at all; as would easily appear, if there were at any time such a degree of fire, as should make no change in any fluid or solid body; for no one would then think either of fire, heat, or cold; but as soon as the fire should be so far increased, as to render wax a little softer than before, they would immediately begin to suspect some accession of heat or fire; because they know that wax is liquified by fire. And from this mistaken opinion it arises, that mankind conclude, whenever fire becomes more manifest by its effects, that some new fire is generated either by art or accident.

A third point deducible hence is, that this fire, thus diffused thro’ all spaces and bodies, is continually in motion; for who will pretend to assign the last point of absolute cold, that is, the perfect rest of fire? but the smallest beginning of fire, or heat, or rarifying power, immediately begins to expand all bodies, and remove their parts from their natural closeness; and as long as it does thus, hinders the proper cohesion of the elements? all which plainly shews, that there is a real motion exercised in them. And hence it appears probable, that fire is always contained, as well as it is always in motion or action, both in vacuo, and in the void spaces of solid bodies, as in so many vessels, and thus continually produces certain operations inseparable from it; all which principally aim at this, viz. to remove the elements from one another, and thus make the fire expand itself more equally. In the mean while it is no less certain, that the particles of the matter are continually endeavouring to draw nearer each other; and thus confine the void spaces between them still more and more; and consequently extrude the fire contain’d therein, as much as may be, by destroying the equilibrium. Thus there would be a perpetual action and re-action between the fire in the pores, endeavouring to expand the particles, and the natural endeavours of

bodies,
bodies, which tends to make them contract more closely. After this manner, therefore, may all bodies, placed in immense space, be divided into fire, which expands them, and bodies which are continually striving against the separation of their elements: thus the two principles, the one expansive, the other contractile, prevail through all bodies, and become the causes of a multitude of corporeal actions, whole power or energy, therefore, can hardly be conceived from the idea we have hitherto had of them, and is thoroughly known by none but God himself.

119. The more a man considers this, the more certain it appears, that fire cannot penetrate into the last and least elements of bodies, but is repelled therefrom, as often as it attempts it; and this with the more force, by how much it endeavours to penetrate more forcibly. By this means there must arise a kind of attrition betwixt fire and other bodies; and consequently fire is never lodg'd in the proper substance of bodies, but only in the interstices, which are left between the particles, even of the most solid bodies. In effect, the doctrine of Democritus, called impenetrability by others, appears so essential to fire, and all other bodies, that in all the experiments which have hitherto been made, it seems inseparable therefrom.

120. We are to consider, that while the fire here described, lodging within the pores of bodies, is not moved, or acted on by any other cause, it does not discover itself by any effect; because it can go out of the pores, as easily as enter, and therefore will make no great alteration in its action on the containing body; since it appears to be present, and act equally everywhere. To conceive the more readily what I mean, take a very sensible thermometer, and note the degree of heat indicated thereby; then apply it to the mouth of a pair of large bellows, and blowing briskly therewith against the ball of the thermometer, you would naturally expect that this new blast of wind should produce some notable cold, and the thermometer be affected thereby: yet the contrary is found; the instrument standing still at the same time. Hence we learn, that neither heat nor cold are augmented in this manner to any sensible degree; for fire moves almost as easily through quiescent, as through moving air, by reason of the great rarity of it. Yet if the air were agitated with a much greater force than that of the bellows, the degree of heat would be something increased, as above shewn, by the attrition thereof: whence probably it may be, that in furious storms, other circumstances being supposed equal, the heat is rather increas'd than diminish'd. Accordingly, I have formerly observ'd the highest winds to be attended with a hot air; and the severest frosts happen when the wind is still. It may be ask'd than, why does the wind, nay the very breeze, appear cold to our body, especially when warm'd; by which men are induc'd to believe, that it has some cooling power? And is it not known that when a nipping wind blows strongly for a considerable time, the excessive cold thereof becomes offensive to the body, and if long enough continued, occasions a gangrene? The fact may be allow'd; but the cause is very different from what is ordinarily assign'd: it must be remember'd then, first, that no man can live in an air which is
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90 degrees hot, but that all known animals quickly die therein; yet the vital warmth of our bodies is 92 degrees, and that of infants often 94, as Fahrenheit has observed.

121. Hence a man is always hotter than the ambient air; and thus the garments worn on his body are always warmer than if they were exposed on all sides to the open air; nay, and this heat of the man warms the air contiguous to his body: if, therefore, the air, without wind, be at rest about a man's body, the atmosphere of the man will be warmer than that of the air, and accordingly, he will feel the air hot as it really is; but when the wind rises, this warmer air which invested the man is blown away, and its place supplied by fresh colder air; upon which a sensible cold must be perceived in the lungs, and on the surface of the body: add, that the heat given to the clothes by the warm body is carried off by the same wind, and thus a new fresh coldness is continually imparted by them to the body; the effect whereof is the same, as if a man should be continually putting on a fresh clothing of cold air: and hence it appears, that wind may cool the body of man by carrying of its excess of heat, though it do not generate cold of itself. This remark being of incredible service in medicine, we will further illustrate it by an example. Suppose a man by exercise, a disease, or any other cause, heated too 100 degrees within his clothes, in a still air; and suppose the temperature of the air at that time to be 48 degrees; it will be easy to conceive, that his apparel will be heated thereby almost to the same degree as the body itself; nay, and the quiescent air about his clothes and his head, will conceive a considerable degree of heat beyond that of 48 degrees. I have often observed upon the approach of a warm man, that a thermometer would be affected to the distance of four feet, by the mere warmth of the effluvia perspiring from his body; and on his retiring again, the effect would entirely cease. If therefore the neighbouring air and the clothes be supposed hereby reduced to 60 degrees, the body of the man will be as it were immersed on all sides in that temperature, and his vessels and humours relaxed according to that degree, and the cutaneous nerves affected with the sense of such a heat. Suppose this body now exposed to a wind, which scarce moves six feet in a second of time; the heat then of the ambient air and his clothes will be carried off within this second; and a lesse degree of heat, viz. of 48 degrees be applied on every side to his body: thus will his whole frame become physically 12 degrees colder on the outer parts; and as the wind is supposed still the same: the body must in a short time shrink into the most shivering cold, as the continual application of cold air, incessantly carries off an equal part of his vital warmth: from all which the truth of the paradox above is fully settled.

122. For if, in lieu of the human body, a thermometer be exposed to this wind; the degree of heat will be the same in the liquor of the thermometer, as in the ambient air; and hence, whether the same quiescent air remain contiguous to the surface of the thermometer, or whether a fresh parcel be perpetually succeeding, the degree of heat will be the same; and consequently, even the highest wind will impart no cold to the thermometer, except the air in the mean time acquire some new temperature in the place from
from whence the wind blows. Hence, such as are conversant in medical matters, will easily conceive how it happens, that the healthiest and strongest constitutions are often seized with the most severe diseases, and even sudden death itself, by being exposed to a cold wind, whilst the body remains heated to a degree of sweating by vehement motions; and especially if people, after heating themselves by violent motion in a cold wind, rest again too hastily. Hence arise asthma's, that continue during their lives, quinches, pleurises, peripneumonies, gouts, and rheumatisms: and for those of a weaker and tenderer frame, we often find them surprizingly affected by the least wind, even the gentlest breeze; and a window that is not close, but lets in a little colder air, than that within the chambers where they live, will have the same effect; especially if they have long accustomed themselves to direct the warmth according to a thermometer: a thing highly prejudicial to a sound state of health.

123. From hence it will now be easy to determine something concerning the nature of fire; for if two dense hard elastic bodies be struck against each other with great force and velocity, all the parts of such bodies will every moment be closely compressed; and being rigid, will react with equal force. Hence a quick and powerful contraction and expansion will arise in every part, resembling that swift kind of vibration, observed in stretched strings: how great these vibrations are, may be learnt from the instance of a bell, when struck with a single blow, by which the whole bulk, however vast, will for a long time expand, and contract itself in infinite ellipses. And when the attrition above described is produced, with what force and velocity are all the particles of the rubb'd body compressed, shaken, and loosened to their very intimate substance? Hence the thrall and intolerable cracking of rubb'd bodies, which is the certain sign of their utmost vibration. We are to suppose, that the whole body thus rubb'd, pressed, and loosened, is rapidly moved in all its parts; since all strings vibrate backwards and forwards with the more swiftnesses, by how much they are more elastic, shorter, and tighter stretched: all which conditions here concur. This is sufficiently evident from experiment. Nor is it less clear, that the fire lodged in the pores of bodies, and which there exerts a power of expanding the same in all their dimensions, and which being again strongly repressed by the contractile re-active power of the expanded body, undergoing a strong attrition by the action, is every moment violently compressed and relaxed again in all the pores. Hence, as the same fire appears the most powerful of all elastic bodies, from the consideration of its expansive force, its proper power and motion seems to be exceedingly increased; and hence in bodies under this attrition, and in fire equably distributed through the pores thereof, we may suppose a great degree of motion produced, and long continued: but this cannot be without the neighbouring and ambient air being equally agitated by both the said means; and this the more violently, by how much it is the nearer. Nor can it be otherwise, since it is evident that fire is equably distributed, and perhaps acts equally in all quiescent bodies; and in spaces incapable of all motion and mutation; consequently the adjacent air must every where follow the strokes.
of the fire, intercepted in the pores of the bodies rubbed, and therefore must also be reciprocally driven this way; and that this vibration of the fire must also continue as long as the vibration of the bodies produced by their attrition, or those reciprocal agitations of the fire be reduced to rest, or to a motion equal to that of the other fire in the neighbouring spaces and bodies. But since by the motive causes of the rubb’d bodies, a new motion is added to the fire, besides that common one which it had before, the power of the fire must hereby be increased, which, as it tends to expand bodies, will presently discover itself by this sign; and hence the power of fire may be understood, as excited by friction; and thus at the same time we see the reason of several phenomena. As,

124. (1) Why only elastic bodies chiefly generate fire by friction? because these alone vibrate in their elements. (2) Why the most elastic bodies generate the most fire, as a hard flint struck briskly against steel? because the quickest and greatest vibrations arise herefrom. (3) Why the softer and unelastic bodies generate less fire? because they do not rebound, nor return, and restore themselves. (4) Why, notwithstanding, the attrition of lead upon lead begets a vehement heat? because the last elements of bodies are expansive and contractile both of their own nature, and by reason of the fire; though the larger bodies compounded of these elements cohere together in a manner which makes them resist less, and easily give way: whence it appears, that there is one kind of elasticity of the elements, which is common to all bodies, and capable of being changed by heat and cold; and another species, which resists a stroke, and restores itself to the figure it had before the same. (5) Whether fluids do not also generate heat by attrition? If elastic they readily will; if unelastic, with difficulty; thus water is very difficult to heat by friction; yet if unelastic fluids be driven with a vehement force through very narrow channels, they will conceive heat by the attrition, because the last elements of this fluid seem in some measure elastic. But if the tubes be elastic, through which the fluid is driven, a greater heat may be generated: and hence our blood, being elastic, and impelled violently through elastic arteries, becomes warm in a state of health. But the more the constitution of the blood tends to that of water, which is unelastic, so much the less heat is produced in the body: and the like may be observed, in proportion, as the elaticity of the arteries themselves grows less and less. (6) Why the interposition of a fluid between two bodies in friction, impedes, or lessens the degree of heat? because the impress’d motions are eluded by the perpetual slipping backwards and forwards of the fluid. (7) Whether the elastic properties of bodies contribute much to increase the action of fire thereon? which it does in a great degree, as we have just shewn. (8) If the tendency of gravity did not determine bodies to one another, what would become of fire? Its effects, in that case, would be scarce perceivable; as appears from what has been observed of deep mines, and the tops of the highest mountains. (9) What then must we say of the deepest wells, where the air is eternally at rest? there will always remain an equal degree of heat and cold, which will be peculiar to peculiar depths, suitable to the temperature of that in the country adjoining; as has been
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been shewn by some elegant experiments made in the well of the royal observatory at Paris. (10) Why the striking of flint against steel affords the largest and brightest sparks in the coldest weather? But there would be no end, were I to rehearse all the new considerations which offer themselves on this head. Gravity, elacticity, and fire seem the three capital, and most universal causes of corporeal actions; to which, when attrition is superadded, a multitude of phenomena common to them all may be accounted for.

125. (5) Hence also we may infer, that to produce the greatest degree of fire, we must suppose the heaviest, and at the same time the most elatic of all bodies, placed in the deepest parts of the earth, and strongly compressed by others laid on them, and lastly, agitated on each other with the swiftest motion, that can be conceived. Hence also it is highly probable, that in receding from the centre of the earth, the intense heat thereof continually decreases, and becomes least in the middle term or space between two planets: supposing our earth and moon of the same nature, in the centre of each of them must be the intenfelf heat; which will sensibly decrease till it arrives at that place between the two spherical orbs, where the power of each terminates (m). Hence it appears impossible for birds to fly from the earth to the moon, or from the moon to us; as some philosophers have imagin’d; neither could they subsist in the abyss: and what we have said concerning the sun and moon will equally hold true of the other planets. Hence also it appears probable, that heavy bodies are only found about the planets, and perhaps about the sun or fixed stars; from whence they sensibly grow lighter and rarer, till at length they perhaps grow void of all resistance: and yet fire must be there found in equal quantity; consequently fire may probably not be heavy, but indeterminate to all places; probably it may have no power of itself, except of equally expanding itself every way, without any particular determination to one point more than another: and hence in those very high places, the action of fire may amount to nothing; on ac-

(10) Morinus, a French author, who had the curiosity to descend himself into the mines of Hungary, some of which are 3 or 400 fathom deep, relates, that after he had descended about 100 fathom, he came into a very warm region of the earth, which lasted to the bottom of the mine; being so hot, both in winter and summer, that the labourers usually work without their clothes: he adds, that he himself was scarce able to bear the heat. He was further told by the overseers, that twas universal, the lower they descend beyond 100 fathom, the hotter it is still growing.

Mr. Boyle, however, having been to the bottom of some mines himself, suspects, that this degree of heat, observed in the Hungarian mines, might in great part proceed from the peculiarity of the place, or of the minerals generated there; and not wholly from their depth. Very credible eye witnesses have assured him, that in some parts of England, they dig up large quantities of a kind of mineral, supposed to be vitriolic, which, by the bare addition of common water, will grow so hot as almost to take fire: so that the Hungarian mines being deep, and not defititute of water, it may be suspected, that either this fluid, or some peculiar mineral spirit, or juice, may with the mineral produce a warm steam, which for want of sufficient vent, in those close places, yields a considerable heat.

"It cannot be reasonably pretended, that "the subterraneal heat proceeds from the rays "of the sun; since they heat not the earth "above fix or seven feet deep, even in the "southern countries. And if the lower part "of the earth were, of its own nature, cold, "and received the heat it affords, only from "the sun and stars; the deeper men descend "therein, the less degree of heat and steam "they would meet with."
count that dense elastic moving bodies, rubbing against each other, are there wanting. May not the comets probably take their courses thro' those spaces between the planets and stars, where there are the least obstacles, and consequently the easiest passages; the motions and orbits of these wonderful bodies being not yet accurately ascertained?

125. (6) It also appears, that those bodies which having such large pores, as that air, water, spirits, and oils, may have easy entrance into, and passage from them, are the least disposed for generating heat by attrition: but that those whole corporeal substance is so closely condened, as that their pores are too small to admit any thing except pure simple fire, will, when rubbed against each other, excite a brisk motion in the fire therein contain'd. If then it be consider'd, that the surfaces of two bodies may so exactly correspond to each other, that, when fitted together, and thus moved, nothing can intermingle between them but pure fire; if these be rapidly turn'd on each other, while in such state, the fire alone between them becomes agitated; and a fervent motion is thus produced. Again, if the bodies be moved on each other so swiftly, as that neither the air, nor any other bodies can follow with equal velocity, excepting the fire alone contain'd in them; 'tis probable that this fire will rush so swiftly into the void places, and those already posses'd reciprocally, as that by this means more fire will be collected about the places adjoining to the surface of the bodies rubb'd than was before; which may be another cause why heat is rais'd by attrition. Lastly, if the particles of any hard body be connected closely together, and at the same time its fibres and laminae be so disposed, as to be very short and tremulous; they will, by their vibration, agitate the fire very swiftly and strongly; so as by their vehement attrition to raise a considerable heat in a short time: in effect, a great motion is excited in fire by all these means.

126. (7) It remains to be strictly enquired, whether there be any power in bodies themselves, whereby fire is attracted to them in such manner, as that the more solidity the bodies have, the more fire they imbibe. This is never found to obtain in quiescent bodies; but it uniformly appears by all experiments, that there is neither more nor less heat or fire in a Torricellian vacuum than in gold, when both of them are left at rest under the same temperature of the air. But whether the solid matter of bodies acquires, by the attrition so often mention'd, any power like to magnetism, whereby they may attract fire, and when brought in contact, retain it along time, is another question, which I have much consider'd; and find that a body conceives heat from the same fire, so much the sooner by how much it is the rarer; but, when once heated, cools again so much the slower, by how much it is denser; and the more speedily, the rarer it is, from whence we may infer, that there is something in solid matter much like to attraction; and particularly since this law obtains equally in elastic, as in the unelastic bodies (n). The fire is very vehement in the focus of a burning-glass,
yet if the glasses be covered with a shade towards the sun's rays, the heat immediately ceases in that place of the air, where a moment before it was so great: but if a metal had been there heated with the same fire, it would have retain'd its heat a long time. If one vessel full of air, and another of water, be exposed to the same heat, the warm air in the one will perhaps be a thousand times rarer than the warm water in the other; but the water as it acquires heat more slowly, retains it the longer; so that the air will perhaps be cool again in a thousandth part of the time. From the whole we can only conclude, that fire enters and passes out of bodies with the more difficulty, as the bodies exposed to it are denser; nor does it clearly follow, that there is anything more in the matter, though if we might be allowed to form a conjecture, 'tis not improbable, but that fire, in entering dense bodies, shakes the particles thereof, and thus causes vibrations, which will be greater according to the degree of expansion, and more durable according to the denseness which also, so long as they continue, will agitate the contained fire, in the same manner as attrition has before been observed to do in elastic bodies.—Upon the whole, therefore, we discover nothing like the magnetic power above hinted.

127. It is to be remembered, that by the doctrine of the first experiment it appeared, that the hardest and most solid bodies, when penetrated by the smallest fire, are continually shaken and kept in motion through all the particles of their whole mass; and consequently the same, when heated after a like manner by attrition, will be moved and agitated after the same manner.

128. By such means the particles being all, at the same time, put into a tremulous motion, may be supposed to rub mutually against each other, and thus be moved after the same manner as if rubbed from without, consequently they will also move the fire contained in the body, and attract, collect, and retain it a long time in the solid matter of the body; by which means the filaments of the body will be again acted on, and rubbed in their turn by the fire: on which account also, the fire once conceived, will be continued a considerable time.

129. The great Mr. Boyle long ago shewed by experiment, that a solid piece of cold iron laid on a cold anvil, and plied thick with strokes of the hammer, would by the compresion thereof, and the elastic power of the metal, grow hot, so as to kindle sulphur cast on it: and again, that an iron nail, when driven up to the head in hard wood with a cold hammer, when it can no longer penetrate further, immediately grows hot, though the hammer

---

"* Optics. † Id. ibid.

"As attraction is stronger in small magnets than great ones, in proportion to their bulk; and gravity is greater, on the surfaces of small planets than on those of great ones; and small bodies are agitated more by electric attraction than great ones: so the smallness of the rays of light may contribute much to the force of the agent where by they are reflected, &c. †."
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Hammer itself continues cold. The same gentleman also shew'd, that iron will grow hot in filing, though the file itself remain cold (o).

130. (9) The ninth thing we gather from the preceding observation is, that a great heat may be produced where we are sure nothing else has happen'd; but that a piece of elastic iron, being only compressed between irons also elastic, and restoring itself every moment in the intervals between the strokes of the hammer, yet a sufficient heat is collected thereby to raise a flame in sulphur, when sprinkled on it.

131. (10) We may suppose, that such elastic body, after it has once been heated by this action, will long retain such excursions and incursions in its compressed and rebounding parts; and thus also continue the motion of fire, after the same manner as a cord, when struck, will continue its tremors, or a bell its sonorous undulations a long time.

132. (11) A matter of great moment remains to be inquired, viz. whether the fire excited here by attrition and percussion, be really generated by such vibration of parts, or excited before: also whether the vibrated parts themselves do by the agitation so attenuate their bulk, as that flying off, they turn into fire itself; and thus other bodies, not igneous, by attrition, percussion, and vibration, commence true fire; so as fire may be made out of what was not fire before. This to me appears impossible; for I have shewn that fire exists every where; that it is equally diffus'd in all places; and have also proved, that it may be produced in more or less quantity by any attrition of any body; and it appears that fire, however produced, is always the same, and retains the properties peculiar to fire alone: from whence it is by no means conceivable, that such fire should be continually generated, and when generated, remain still the same, and in the same quantity; but that in all those operations the fire is so altered and affected by motion, rest, collection, dispersion, and diversity of direction, as that it sometimes appears, and again disappears to our senses.

133. Upon a mature consideration of the several matters hitherto alluded concerning the criterion of fire, and its production, I am fully confirmed in this opinion of its origin. 'Tis easy to conceive, that fire may be moved by the attrition and percussion of a hard elastic body, as also, that by such motion, it may at the same time move others; and it is easy to conceive the motions of a solid body so quick, as that nothing but fire can keep pace with them; which by such means will be collected about it; and that in what manner fire is produced in one place, just so much is lost from the adjoining ones. And this migration of fire is as readily conceived, as that of any other fluid; but as soon as it is collected out of a larger space into a lesser one, it must make its appearance to our senses as if but just generated, by reason of its quantity and effects.

134. (12) Lastly, let me rehearse some of the things above laid down; viz. That in all parts of the world, even where the greatest cold prevails, which nature or art can produce, there is fire present in great quantity; since by attrition and percussion, we can immediately excite an intense fire, as appears by the collision of flint and steel, and the application of a thermometer to all

all places and bodies under the same temperature: from all which I flatter myself I have explain'd, by experiments, and their corollaries, the first physical manner wherein we may always and every where certainly produce that which penetrates all things, and expands or rarifies all things, except space alone; and that this is what we call fire: having therefore discover'd something concerning its hidden nature, we are sufficiently encouraged to go on with our inquiries.

EXPERIMENT XI.

135. The fire above explain'd, and distinguished by its power of rarifying all bodies, of moving all bodies, and penetrating all bodies, if it be collected in any space or body, so as to be perceivable by our senses, removes itself out of the fame by its own power, and expands every way from the centre of its space or body.

136. To conceive the meaning, and at the same time the proof of this proposition, immerge a leaden ball in boiling water, till it have acquired the same degree of heat with the water; then draw it out by a thread fallen to it, and we shall find it diffuse an equal heat from every part of it, both by the judgment of our sense, and the thermometer, which placed at equal distances from all parts of it will be moved equally: a certain indication of the equal diffusion of the heat or fire. Thus a piece of ignited iron shines equally, and exhibits its fiery colour on every side, at the same time heating us equally, at equal distances from every part: add, that all its other effects of fusion, exfication, and burning, are alike produced on every quarter. But what shews this still more incontestably, is, that a thermometer, when immerged in any fluid, immediately, and equally on every side, accommodates itself to the temperature of the fluid, by either rarifying or contracting its substance. And this holds in all instancies without exception.

COROLLARY I.

137. It appears, therefore, a property belonging to fire, that its parts endeavour equably to diffuse themselves; that is, by moving every way, and consequently tend neither more or less to one point than another. This, it must be own'd, looks somewhat extraordinary, and scarcely intelligible, as differing very little from the idea which we have of rest. To conceive it the better, suppose a hollow sphere absolutely empty, and in its centre another spherule an hundred times less, the several parts whereof have a power, by equally receding from each other, to fill a greater sphere exactly: here than will be a true motion of all the parts, and yet the whole bulk thus moved, be indifferent to all sides. — From the preceding experiments it appears, that the fire contained in our common air, will be continually expanding and compressing on this account, if there were no other.

COROLLARY II.

138. The rate of fire, defined by the preceding corollary, may be called its flagnation: the powers of flagnating fire then will be as the spaces wherein it is contained; consequently the communication of powers will be to each
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Plate III. Fig. I

Fig. II. By an example.

Fig. III.

By an exact computation.
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each other as the spaces. Suppose a sphere A, full of air hotter than the other ambient air contain'd in a larger concentric sphere B, the quantity of fire, and the power arising herefrom, on each part of the circumscribed sphere, will be as the space of the circumscribing part to the place circumscribed, which a geometrician will easily calculate: so that as to this property of fire the case is manifest.

COROLLARY III.

139. To make this plain, suppose a geometrical sphere A, full of fire, and in contact with another equal one B, suppose the centre of the first to be C, from which draw a tangent to the other sphere CD and CE, 'tis evident that the fire from the sphere A can only come to the sphere B, from the sector AFG, whose proportion to the whole sphere A may be found, as also the magnitude of the cone CDE, and of the spherical segment DIE; which will give us the quantity of fire communicated to this segment.

140. The geometricians will easily demonstrate this from their principles; it will suffice us to have indicated the thing.

COROLLARY IV.

141. Thus much being understand, suppose some phisical cause proper to direct all the fire existing in such sphere in parallel lines, towards some one quarter; it will follow that its whole power will go in that direction, viz. in this proportion, that passing thro' the cylinder EFGI, it be wholly spent upon the sphere KGIB, and thus impart its whole power to the same; so that the effect of the fire thus directed, in respect of the former, will be as the whole to a part; and as a parallel direction to a diverging one; and consequently, by a combination of causes, will produce a much greater effect than the former. But fire increas'd in a duplicate ratio immediately conceives an incredible accession of force; for 32 degrees makes water freeze, whereas twice that quantity, viz. 64 degrees, renders the air to us hot, and thrice the quantity, or 96 degrees, exceeding the heat of the human blood in a healthy person, becomes mortal to most, if not all animals; and six times the quantity, or 216 degrees, surpasses the heat of boiling water, which diffolves and destroys the solid parts of all animals whatsoever. Since then the area of a great circle of this sphere, is to the whole surface of it, as 1 to 3, the fire will be three times more compact at the base of the same cylinder, than it was before at the surface of the sphere; and consequently its power will be increased suitable. If then it were exactly known how much the expansive force of fire is increased, proportionally to the lesser spaces into which it is condensed, the rest might be computed; since if there were as the area, the force would be triple, on account of the quantity, and triple again, on account of the expansion, and consequently from both together nine times greater than before. It may be worth while, therefore, to try by experiments, whether the expansive power of fire, with regard to its density, may not be determined. This is apparently very great; and consequently such direction of fire into a parallelism will be of great efficacy.
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EXPERIMENT XII.

140. If we look around, and consider the bodies which seem capable of directing the fire in our air into such a parallelism, it manifestly appears, that the fun posses[s] such power, to a degree beyond all others (p). For that vast globe, which astronomers make 12431 times bigger than our earth, and almost 12643 diameters of the earth distant from us, as it undeniably diffuses light and heat to us in right lines, considering the immense distance it is, acts among us as if in parallel lines. We need not produce considerations from optics, catoptrics, or dioptrics, to shew that the rays of light emitted by the sun always pass in right lines; and that when reflected after the point had diverted them, they again proceed in right lines as before. But one experiment occurs, which seems evidently to shew, that all the rays emitted or determined by the sun, always affect to proceed in right lines. If a per-

(p) "The sun, according to that excellent chemist, the younger Lemoyn, seems to be no other than a huge mass, or collection of the matter of fire, or light; though placed at such a distance, as to disable it to act on bodies here on earth, otherwise than by one of these two ways; viz., first, by emanations or emissions of his own substance, transmitted hither: but this hypothesis being subject to great difficulties, and not sufficiently answering to certain phenomena, recourse is had to another; which supposes trains of fire, or light, dispelled in all the interstices of the grand expanse of air and ether between the sun and us; and that these trains are made to act on terrestrial bodies, by their being vigorously driven, or impelling towards such bodies, by the immediate action of the fun thereon. These trains in effect may be esteemed as a sort of little funs prolonged, but always depending on the great fun, as the source of their motion, and action on bodies: 'tis thefe that form the rays of light: they do not, in point of matter, differ from the substance of the fun himself; but only in this, that the fame thing is more copious, in one cafe than the other. In the fun we may suppose the matter of light more abundant than in the focus of our largest burning-glasses: Thus, from the vehement action of the rays of the fun, collected in such glafs, we learn what use the air interpofed between the rays of light is of, in tempering their action, and rendering it more supportable; since, without such medium, instead of warm-

* Mem. de l' Acad. an. 1713.

† Ibid. Optic.
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son, about twelve o'clock at night, in the middle of winter, at the time of
new moon, in a very cold season, and a clear sky, look towards the heavens,
he would see nothing bright in that vast expanse except the lesser stars; the
sun shewing nothing of his heat or light through the whole visible hemi-
sphere, excepting the little that is reflected to us by the planets: and yet
at that time the rays of the sun are diffused through the whole hemisphere,
and illuminate it accordingly, excepting only that little cone in the immense
space, whose base is a great circle of the earth, and its axis 114 diameters
of the same; which little inconsiderable tract is the only one in the shadow of
the earth not illuminated by the sun. Hence it manifestly appears, that tho'
the sun's light fill any space ever so plentifully, yet it can by no means be
perceived by a person so placed that right lines drawn from the sun's body,
cannot come to his eye, unless the rays be reflected from some other re-
pelling body, which receives the rays in strait lines from the sun. This
may be shewn still better in a chamber closely darken'd on all sides, so as
not to admit the smallest light; if then a small part of the sun's rays be
admitted into the chamber through a minute aperture, there will be one
lucid cone produced in the space of the chamber, whose vertex will be in
the aperture, and its base projected in infinitum: if then a black body be
opposed to the base of this illuminated cone, no light will appear in the
chamber, except to an eye placed within the cone; which eye, if placed ever
so little out of this, will see nothing, even though the whole cone be cer-
tainly illumined. It must be own'd, that a person placed a little aside of the
cone will see somewhat, though very faintly; but if we consider the reason
thereof, we shall find this wholly owing to the dust floating in the air,
which reflects some rays all-around; and that if this were away, there
would be no visible light at all; as plainly enough appears, when at the
time of observation, the dust happens to be so disposed as to reflect no light:
by all which it appears, that the rays of the solar fire naturally act from the
centre to the circumference in parallel lines.

Further illustrated.

141. If now we consider, that all objects visible, by light, but obscure in
themselves, immediately begin to shine, or be seen, as soon as the rays de-
termined by the sun can fall upon them in right lines; and disappear at
the same time; if the passage to them in right lines from the sun is ob-
structed; and especially if we consider that the rays falling from the sun
upon a perfect plain speculum, and reflected thence according to certain
laws, will again only illuminate that side towards which they are reflected;
the doctrine above laid down will be still further confirmed. And thus
much we clearly learn from dioptrics, that a ray emitted in a straight line
from the sun, falling on a clear speculum, and reflected therefrom in a
straight line on another similar speculum, will be again reflected; and thus
the same ray, how often soever, reflected still retains its shining faculty, and
is only visible, in a right line drawn from the lucid point of the last re-
lecting speculum to the eye; and since this equally obtains in the whole image
of the sun, as in one point thereof; it appears that the power of fire, as
determined by the sun into parallel right lines, still continues as long as the
radiation, or reflection continues; but as soon as the illuminating sun retires,
this determination in right lines immediately also ceases, and the fire returns to its native tendency to expansion; so that the sun appears again as the director of fire.

142. If we reflect again, that the apparent image of the vast sun, on account of its great distance, appears only a lucid orb, whose diameter fills the
\[
\frac{43200}{61} \text{ or } \frac{708\frac{12}{61}}{1} \text{ or } 30'30'' \text{ of the visible circle of the heavens; we shall find}
\]
that his rays projected thence, on account of the smallness of the space wherein our observations are made, may so far be reputed as parallel. Lastly, the same may be further confirmed hence, that both in optics, catoptrics, and dioptrics, the rays of light are always supposed to issue in parallel lines from the sun; and this in the most accurate computations of the courses, reflections, and refractions thereof, whereby the true points of the foci, reflections, and courses are determined; so that all phenomena confirm our doctrine.

143. To sum up the whole in short, it appears that the sun is a cause, which, whenever it can act without any impediment on the matter of light lodged in the air, instantly drives it into parallel rays.

144. But it has also been observed in all ages, that these lucid and parallel rays of the sun, likewise produce heat in the bodies they are directed upon; so that what we have shewn concerning light, holds with equal evidence concerning heat. And as we here speak of that heat which is found by thermometers, it again follows, that the same will also hold good concerning true fire, which we have hitherto been speaking of. We have therefore found the true cause, whereby the sun, by his direct action, can make so considerable an increase in the force of fire known by expansion, by merely directing the rays without any addition of new matter, or any emission of fire from the body of the sun itself, or any generation of fire out of what was not fire before: a discovery which must be allow’d of great importance in a treatise of chemistry.

145. If then it be asked, why upon lighting a candle, which also determines light in right lines, it does not at the same time heat the place which it illuminates; the answer is, that the small radiant cone does not direct the rays into a parallelism, but diffuses them into a sphere; by which means the fire contained in the chamber, does not act towards any one part, but towards all around: but if you approach so near the candle, as that the nearness create as it were a kind of parallelism, the heat will also be perceived there. This seems to remove all difficulties, and especially if we consider withal, what has been above delivered concerning the great diversity of light and heat.

**COROLLARY I.**

146. Hence, therefore, upon intercepting the rectitude of the rays, which direct the fire from the sun into a parallelism, such parallelism immediately ceases, and at the same instant the particles of fire diffuse themselves equally all around; which plainly shews, that the whole effect was before owing to that parallelism. For suppose a burning concave opposed directly to the sun at

\[L \frac{12}{12}\]
at noon-day, and in clear weather; and let a body, for instance a rod of iron, be exposed to the focus, and while this is undergoing the utmost violence of fire, let an opaque body be interposed between the fun and the focus of the concave, large enough instantaneously to shadow the whole area of the concave; and the effect is, that the whole burning focus will be immediately extinguish'd, though the air between the shadow and concave be equally hot, that is, equally full of fire, and the fun shine equally as before, merely by reason the direction is taken away. Nor can it be allledged, that there is more fire between the concave and the focus, while the fun was acting straight upon the concave; since there was evidently no more heat at that time than afterwards, except what came from the reflection. There appears, therefore, a wide difference between the heat produced by the attrition of bodies, and that produced in the air by the solar parallelism; as the former continues a long time, whereas the latter vanishes immediately; tho' when the fun has once heated a body, it retains its degree of heat a considerable time, proportionably to its solidity.

147. What we have above said has been often experienced by the gardeners to their great cost, in the building of their green-houses; for if the windows thereof, whereby the warmth of the winter sun at its elevation between ten o'clock and two, is admitted, be so order'd as that the rays cannot reach to the cieiling of the room, but declining downwards leave a space between the cieiling and the part illumin'd by the fun; there is always observed a more intense cold, other circumstances remaining the same; and the cold moisture collecting thereon, will trickle down and destroy the tender plants: for which reason the green-houses exposed full to the south should always have their glass-windows erected to an angle of fourteen degrees thirty-nine minutes to the pavement; and the cieiling to be so built, as to decline downwards from the horizontal line, drawn from the height of the windows towards the hind-wall, by an angle of 20 degrees 30 minutes, in those countries where the elevation of the pole is $52^\frac{3}{4}$ degrees. The reason is easily deduced from astronomy and dialling; and may here, for brevity's sake, be omitted.

**COROLLARY II.**

148. The greatest fire in our air, and of bodies heated by the action of the sun producing a parallelism, is always much less than that found in the body of a healthy man, produced by the principle of life; the latter usually rising to 92 degrees on the thermometer, but the former rarely to 84 degrees: nor does it ever continue long at such height, but presently declines. But we are here speaking only of that heat produced in an open place, without help of reflection or collection, by the mere means of the rectitude of the sun's rays: for clouds by their reflection, and watery globules lodg'd in the air, by their refraction may much increase the action of this fire; and yet we never heard of such a fire produced by parallelism, or by natural reflections and refractions, as sufficed to kindle alcohol, oil, fulphur, or gun-powder; excepting only lightnings, of which we shall speak hereafter; and this will hold
hold true even of the natural heat under the equator, and all parts of the torrid zone. Whence it appears, that the greatest force of the sun is not able to heat any known bodies, to such a degree as to burn or kindle a live flame in them, and thus produce a spontaneous conflagration; lightening alone excepted. And consequently, it hence also appears, that the sun is never so hot, in the most sultry region of the earth, as to produce fire equal to what a moderate attrition will presently raise in the coldest country, and the coldest bodies. For if iron be thus rubbed against iron, it soon heats to a degree sufficient to kindle sulphur, or gun-powder cast upon it; and yet without affording any light: from whence we also learn, that it is no wonder other bodies may become lucid, though without being much heated; and that there is no necessary connection between a body's shining much, and being very hot. For the light of a winter's sun, about noon-day in a clear sky, affects the eye so strongly, as to blind it for some time; though its heat, under the same circumstances, is not sufficient to melt the thin icicles suspended in the air, and directly opposite to it; as I myself observed this winter. The image of the sun, reflected from polished gold, silver, brass, iron, tin, or glass, yields a glitter, which the eye can by no means bear, yet affords no heat perceivable either by sense, or the thermometer: from whence again, we conclude that there is a great difference between the nature of light and heat, or between lustre and fire.

**COROLLARY III.**

149. By this means the wise author of all things has provided, left the sun's rays coming straight upon us, might destroy the tender bodies of animals and vegetables; I say straight upon us, that no one may imagine I speak of reflected, and thus of collected rays, which by such means sometimes become far more violent, and render places uninhabitable; as in the island of Ormus, where the white mountains of salt, under a certain aspect of the sun, reflect the rays so fiercely, as to render the place at that time un sufferable: but such excessive heat of weather does not continue long; being soon temper'd by the ensuing cold.

**COROLLARY IV.**

150. If, therefore, the sun act on the atmosphere, at a time when all the corpuscles floating in it are disposed to an equable transmission of the rays, all the fire in the atmosphere would act in parallel lines, excepting that part hid in the conic shadow of the earth; but it is hardly credible this should happen on various accounts, but much more likely there should be at all times both reflexions, refractions, collections, and dispersions, within the same. And thus I have, accordingly, observed the sun's force and effect on the atmosphere, and the earth, to be always surprizingly diversified; but in those places, which are out of the atmosphere of our earth, the fire directed by the sun should always seem to be proportionable to the spaces themselves, we mean in regions not far from each other.
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Corollary V.

151. Hence it appears no way probable, that the same degree of fire should ever be found in two different places. For, whether we consider the different aspects of the sun with regard to the earth, or the different constitution and motion of the bodies floating in the atmosphere, or the different disposition of the air at different altitudes of it, or several other matters; we shall always find, that nothing appears more solicitously provided against, than that the same effect of fire should be found at different places.—The force of these causes will appear by the following experiment.

Experiment XIII.

If this fire determined by the sun, be received on the blackest known bodies, its heat will be long retain’d therein; and hence such bodies are the soonest and the strongest heated by the same fire, as also the quickest dried, after having been moisten’d with water; and it may be added, that they also burn by much the readiest: all which points are confirm’d by daily observations (q). Let a piece of cloth be hung in the air, open to the sun, one part of it dyed black, another part of a white colour, others of scarlet, and diverse other colours; the black part will always be found to heat the most, and the quickest of all; and the others will each heat the more slowly, by how much they reflect the rays more strongly to the eye; thus the white will warm the slowest of them all, and next to that the red, and so of the rest in proportion, as their colour is brighter or weaker. This is well known to the nations who inhabit the hotter climates, where the outer garments, if of a white colour, are found best to preserve the body from the scorching sun; and black ones, on the contrary, to increase the heat. And it has often been observed by the makers of woollen cloth, that if at the same time and place they hang out two wet pieces, the one black, the other white, the former will smock and dry quickly, but the latter retain its water long; and cloths of other colours will dry so much the faster, by how much their colours are the brighter.

153. It has also been long ago observed, that all black bodies are sooner kindled and set on flame by the same fire, than those of any other colour. The dust of white touch-wood will hardly catch, and sustain a spark of fire struck on it; whereas if the same be struck on a black coal, the dust hereof will readily receive, and keep it up, so that in a short time the whole dust will be on fire. The purest and whitest linen will hardly maintain a spark thrown on it; but if the like spark be cast on tinder, which is only the coal of linen kindled, and again extinguished, it will immediately catch through

(q) This extraordinary susceptibility of heat in black bodies, Sir J. Newton accounts for hence, that the rays of light falling on them, are neither reflected from them, or transmitted through them; but, entering the bodies, undergo a great number of refractions and reflections within, till their motion be spent, and, consequently, their heat, &c. lost; i.e. according to him, till they cease to be fire: but what motion and heat they themselves lose, the body receives.
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through the whole body of it. Nor would gun-powder, were it not for its black colour, be so easy to kindle; as appears by the powder made of white nitre ground with sulphur. The gardeners have long complain'd, that their white foils would not warm with the sun, except in the very outmost surface; whereas the black grows so hot, as to burn the roots of plants. The chemists have long ago observed, that black bodies, when committed to digestion, or reduced to blackness by art, eaiser grow hot by the same fire, in the caput corvi, collum cygni, or cauda pavonis, which require different degrees of fire. Lastly, the philosophers have confirmed the matter by experiments. If a piece of white paper be laid on the focus of a burning-glass, it will be long before it heat, and very long before it take fire; and as soon as kindled, quits its whiteness, turns brown, and then black; immediately after which it catches flame: whereas, if a black paper be laid on the same focus it immediately takes fire. We have some extraordinary things on this head in the experiments of the academy del Cimento (r). Hence we see the reason of many phænomena in meteors; it being a known point, that thunder and lightning are never found more furious than in dark weather, when the heavens are cover'd with black clouds; from whence usually arise terrible whirlwinds, by the rarification of the air, occasion'd by the sudden immense production of heat.

EXPERIMENT XIV.

154. Black bodies do not reflect or throw off the light, how strongly forever it strike on them, as we found by the following experiment: Smeering a strongly-burning glass over with the smoke of a burning candle, till it was quite black, and then exposing it to the sun, an eye, placed in the focus, could not perceive either the least light or heat therein, or any other mark of fire; but no sooner was the smoke quite clean off, and the glass restored to its former brightness, than upon exposing it to the sun, it had recovered all its power of shining and burning. Hence it is, that fore eyes are not offended with black colours; and those affected with the ophthalmia have no relief from any colour, equal to that of the privation of all colours, viz. darknes. So Tschirnhaus'e burning-glass, if covered with a thin fuligo from the smoke of a burning candle, and thus opposed to the hottest sun, will neither produce heat nor light in the focus thereof.

155. From all which it plainly appears, how small a matter in the air may often suffice to prevent the greatest effects of fire produced by the sun; and in the mean while, how different a degree of heat the same cause may produce in different places; wherein it is very remarkable what effect a slight coat or cover of blacknes will produce.

156. But the whitest bodies reflect the light which they receive with nearly the same force as it struck them: this clearly appears from a white do. metal; e. gr. pure solid silver, when formed into a speculum, which will retain
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retain the sun's image, almost with equal vigour as it received it; so as to
dazzle and hurt the eyes, and prove intolerable where the eyes are inflam'd.  
Thus if we view a clear plain glafs opposite to the sun, we shall find it
tranmit the rays seemingly without any alteration: but if we view it with
the eye placed directly against the sun and the glafs, we shall see nothing
in it; yet if the hind-part of the glafs be cover'd over with quicksilver and
tin, mixed in a certain proportion, which afford an exceeding white coat,
the sun's image will immediately appear in it in all its luifre, and be reflected
from it with intolerable brightness.

157. The yellow glittering of gold is also known to reflect the sun's rays
with great strength; but this is no where more conspicuous than in a con-
cave speculum form'd of wood, exquisitely turn'd into a spherical concave
figure, and thus polished, and exactly cover'd over with gold-leaves; the
incredible effect of which, in burning bodies, has lately been seen in Saxony.
Nor can it be supposed, that this is owing to any property in the metal; as
appears from another still more extraordinary speculum, which burns vehe-
mently, and yet is made of pieces of straw artfully interwoven together.

158. Thus red, and all the other capital colours defined by Sir Isaac
Newton's theory, may be examined both with regard to the light which
they collect in the focus, and the fire and heat, which they produce in the
same; for if speculums be made of the same matter, magnitude, and form,
polished also in the same manner, but their surfaces of different colours, and
thus exposed to the sun, the different powers of the fire collected in their
focus's, will give us a view of the effects of the colours, with regard to the
generation of fire; and at the same time shew which colours will heat, which
cool, and which temper, or mitigate the same; which reflect the fire, which
retain, and which dissipate it. It may suffice for our purpose, jut to indi-
cate these things; we proceed to a further examination of fire.

COROLLARY I.

159. From what has been observed, it will be easy to conceive the doc-
trine of burning speculum's, so far as their power depends on the colour of
their smooth polished surface: a few experiments, carefully made, may suf-
ficiently ascertain how far the colour of the speculum contributes to the
force of its focus.

COROLLARY II.

160. Nor will it be less easy to conceive the foundation of the force of
fire, by enquiring what colours are to be laid on bodies, in order to learn
what effect, as to heating and cooling, will arise therefrom. For thus much
may be learn'd from the colour of the ground we tread on: a black earth
burns the feet, but spares the eyes; walking on a white one scarce warms
the feet, but is troublesome to the eyes. The same may be observed with
regard to paintings and hangings; and hence we have a hint for the making
proper shades to keep heat from the body, and the blaze of light from the
eyes. 'Tis certain that houses white on the outside, are cold on the inside;
and those black on the outside are hot on the inside; supposing the matter and dimensions of the walls the same. Covers for the head, white on the outside, but the lower brim black, afford a great relief to the head in a scorching season.

**Corollary III.**

161. Upon the same accounts we find the ground intolerably hot, where the air is black, and exposed to a brisk sun. In some parts of the earth the air itself is so hot, that it can scarce be endured; as is particularly observed in the island of Ormus, where a chain of white mountains, running from east to west, reflect the light so strongly, that men have no way to preserve themselves from the extreme heat hence arising, but by lying and sleeping under water, with their heads only kept above it. The like is found at Gamron, occasion'd by a white sandy mountain, which reflects the rays so vehemently, that though these places lie without the tropic northwards, the atmosphere is scarce found so scorching in any other part (s).

**Corollary IV.**

162. Water and other fluids are raised in the atmosphere, either by force of the terrestrial or aerial fire, and are brought to recede from each other by the same fire, the more easily, by how much they are pressed with a less weight of atmosphere; consequently the higher they ascend, the further they still recede from each other, both on account of the enlargement of their spaces, and the diminution of their reciprocal attraction. Thus there will be continually a less attraction between them, and consequently the less fire will they collect about them; they will grow colder, and float about thro' the immense spaces of the atmosphere; which will still give them the less assistance, the higher they are. While thus agitated, the watery parts are probably resolved into their atoms, which singly are perfectly hard, rigid, and immutable; but when reunited, confitute a soft water, as before. And as soon as, from any cause, several particles of watery vapour begin again to unite in this upper, and consequently colder part of the air, 'tis probable the air becomes filled with a multitude of little slender icy shivers; which when they begin to descend, in their progress nearer the earth begin to be collected into less compass, reflect the rays of the sun which fall on them, and thus form the appearance of white clouds; which the whiter they are, the more certainly do they prognosticate snow, hail, cold showers, and winds; but the whiter the face of such a cloud, opposed to the sun, does appear, the colder always will its hind part turn'd from the sun necessarily be found; as being destitute at that time of the sun's heat. Hence it follows, that such clouds may increase the heat of the air, in a short time; especially when by their various positions, in respect to the sun, they happen to project his reflected rays upon some small part of the air, and thus form as it were a kind of focus; but if black clouds be seen in the sky, at the same time that the sun shines, thunder and lightning usually soon follow.

(s) See Nieuho. Itin. Terr. & Mar. from pag 80. to 91, and others.
163. After what has preceded, we can no longer wonder how such sudden vicissitudes of heat and cold should sometimes arise in a certain part of the atmosphere. For if we consider, that at the same time, when the sun strikes the air directly, the fire in it is immediately driven into parallel beams, though vaguely dispersed before; this gives us one great cause of the increase of heat. If we again consider, that the ground on which we tread, becomes suddenly exposed to these parallel rays, it must also heat quickly; lastly, that all bodies in this air, or upon the earth, will also be heated more and more by the irradiation of the appearing sun; from whence it follows, that the heat in a certain place may be increased as above mentioned, though not a single particle of fire should be added to what was in it before. So that we have found another manner of exciting latent fire; \textit{viz.} by the action of the sun impelling the particles of fire, so as to make them proceed in parallel lines.

\textbf{EXPERIMENT. XV.}

164. If now we conceive, perfectly white polished minute bodies so accommodated to each other, as that fire, when render'd parallel by the sun's action, and directed on the surfaces of such bodies, so as that all the rays reflected from them unite in one small point, all the fire will then be collected in such place; which fire, otherwise, if the bodies had been disposed parallelly in the same plane, would have been driven into a parallellism as it fell. Whence it follows, that the fire in this point, which we shall hereafter call a focus, will be so much the stronger, on account of the increase of its quantity, by how much such point or place collecting the rays, is less than the whole fun or space of the surface of the reflecting bodies: and this fire, as now increased by parallellism, has been described in the preceding articles.

165. If therefore, we could make a concave speculum, whose cavity were form'd by the revolution of a perfect Apolomian parabola about its axis, and consequently should have perfectly the figure of a parabolic conoid; and supposing the matter of such speculum also to be very denfe, as gold, and its colour white, as the finest mercury; and lastly that it be exceedingly elatic, as the finest steel, and its aperture or base very large, we should find, that in the point of the axis of such speculum, distant \frac{1}{7} part of the \textit{latus rectum} from the vertex, the whole power of the fire, which enter'd in a parallel direction, within the circular base of the parabolic conoid, placed parallel to the face of the sun's disks, will be connected, and consequently, by increasing the magnitude of the speculum, this force may be still further and further augmented. But human induftry has not yet been able to discover such a matter, nor to give such a figure to a concave body; so that the excellency here spoke of is hitherto little other than ideal.

166. The
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166. The next view after this, is to chuse the most solid, white, hard, elaffic matter, and to polifh it thoroughly, fo as to leave no inequalities on its concave ſurface, and give it a ſpherical figure, which was fuppofed practical by turning and grinding; but neither has this been found practicable, on account of the difficulty of the polifhing: fire, after this manner may be raised to an incredibly violent degree.

167. Not to enumerate all the other contrivances, it may suffice to consider the beft which has hitherto been produced; being that made by the two Villette’s, father and fon, of Lyons, with great expence and infinite labour. It is made of a metallic matter, whose due mixture was discover’d by a multitude of trials; it is ground to a hollow ſpherical figure, fo as the chord of the ſegment of the circle, by whose revolution it was formed, or the diameter of the circle which defines its plane or diameter, is 43 inches; consequently the area of its plane, whereby the rays are admitted, contains 1452 English inches: its figure is both concave and convex, and either fide or face polifhed with the greatest nicety poftible; the whole weighs 400 English pounds. Laftly, the rays determined on it by the sun, when oppofed directly thereto, are collected into a circle in the air, of half an inch diameter, at the distance of 3 feet and a half from the bottom of the ſpeculum; consequently the parallel rays of the sun, falling within the circle or aperture of the ſpeculum, on the concave ſurface thereof, if they be all reflected into the focus, will be contracted out of a space of 7396 into a space of 1; fo that the fire will be 7396 times stronger in the focus than it was before in the air. The difference appears exceffive; but it must be considered that we here fuppofed all the rays, which fell on the ſurface, to be reflected from it, which is found false by experiment; in regard its figure is neither perfectly ſpherical, nor perfectly smooth and polifhed, or without inequalities; as appears by the ſcopic, and even upon looking obliquely with the naked eye. However this be, if we could find the proportion of the reflected to the incident rays, it would be easy to compute the precise increafe of fire, without which we can only fay in the general, that the fire here produced is extremely violent: for, upon experiments frequently repeated, it has been found that all bodies, combustible by any fire, when placed in this focus, are inftantaneously burnt; and even bodies, which by reafon of their moiftnefs do not readily burn, till the fire have firft dried them, do here take flame immediately; as has been found in a thick piece of green wood, moved backwards and forwards in the focus, which is immediately fet on fire, and continues to burn continually, though moved about; the flame still arifing in that part which is expeffed to the focus. The fix metals melt in a minute in the fame focus; as do also all the ſemimetals hitherto tried. Add that ftones and rocky bodies likewise immediately fufe, and after fusion turn to glafs. The vehement force it exerts on these occasions may be learnt hence, that in the twinkling of an eye, it melts bones themselves, whose ashes can fo powerfully reftift the force of fire and lead in the refiner’s teft; and that it melts and vitriifes tiles, clay, fand, crucibles, marble, jasper, and porphire, inftantaneously. Laftly, what no perfon unacquainted with the hidden force of fire would ever have imagined, the very ftones used in the building of furnaces
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furnaces for melting iron, and separating it from the ore, immediately melt and vitrify in the same focus; notwithstanding that such stones might have continued exposed to the fiercest common fire for many years without any change: so that this fire, collected by the speculum, will do that in the shortest time, which the greatest fire we can raise by other means is not able to effect in any length of years; and yet this fire subsists in the thin air, or even perhaps invacuo; the air being all expelled out of the place by the force of fire, which thus remains without any fuel; continuing as long as the fun continues to shine on the speculum.

168. But the colder the matter of such speculum is, the more violent is the fire always found in its focus; consequently, the denser the metal-line matter is, the greater is its effect: add, that by this coldness, the elasticity is also increased, which makes another addition to the effect of the speculum. In proportion as the body of the same speculum grows hot, its action grows weaker and weaker; hence it is always found more powerful in the winter-time, in clear cold weather, than under the like clearness of air in summer. It has been above observed, that the cohesion of the particles of bodies is continually loosened by the action of fire, and this proportionably; which must leave greater interstices between those particles, and consequently lessen their contraction, and the elasticity arising therefrom. This would afford a large field for speculation: but it being impossible for us now to exhaust every thing, we shall only here take occasion to note, that in a clear winter’s night, at the time of full moon, the image of that luminary being received directly on the speculum, produces a very bright focus, too vehement for any eye to endure; and yet the ball of a most exquisite thermometer, being applied to the centre of the same focus, affords not the least sign either of heat or cold, but remains perfectly unmoved: which appears the more wonderful, as the rays reflected from the moon’s body upon the speculum, were originally directed by the sun; whose image, as mention’d in the former experiments, when received on a plain glass speculum, and reflected directly therefrom upon Villette’s concave one, produce a fire in its focus, almost as vehement, as if the rays had been received immediately from the sun itself: which affords a new proof of the difference above-mention’d, between heat and light. These are the chief physical effects relating to our present purpose, as they are accurately deliver’d by the excellent author himself: the use whereof will be presently shewn in prosecuting this subject.

169. One inconvenience is found in this noble instrument; viz. that requiring the sun to be of a good height, in order to receive the power of it, and be directly opposed to it, so as the axis of the disk of the sun, and of the concavity of the speculum be in the same right line, it thence becomes necessary for the bodies to be tried in its focus, to be placed in the same line; by which means they cannot be prevented from falling down as soon as fused; whence they escape the further action of the fire, and cannot be brought under any new trial after melted: which on many occasions would be highly useful. But this inconvenience is in some measure compensated, in that the external surface of the polished metal caues
all the reflection, and thus does not dissipate or change the rays; whereas glass speculums, made to reflect by covering them over with mercury, dissipate many of the rays by the multiplicity of images produced by the different positions, or transparent particles of glass: and other ways of producing the like focus's, by refraction of the rays produced by transparent bodies of proper figure, act still more faintly; in regard they at the same time reflect a great quantity of the rays in all directions, and absorb and suffocate many others in the obliquity of their pores.

COROLLARY I.

170. From a consideration of what has been above delivered, it evidently follows, that the heavenly bodies, both planets and fixed stars, make no sensible alteration in our fire as to heat and cold; for, to omit the sun, whose effects we have been above relating, the moon is the only one whole image received on this speculum, and after reflection collected into so narrow a compass, produces not the least sign either of expansion or contraction in the air; from whence it will easily follow, that the light of the other planets must do still less: neither has the light of the fixed stars any effect in the like case. If therefore, which does not appear improbable, these bodies have any influence on the heat or cold of our earth and atmosphere, it will necessarily follow, that they must act after some other manner than by the emission of rays of light. Nor will it avail the astrologers to alledge the various aspects, conjunctions, and constellations of the stars; it being evident, from the above experiments, that these make no alteration therein. So that we may therefore conclude, that all the heat derived to us from the heavenly bodies depends wholly on the sun; no other known body, having hitherto been found to contribute thereto.

COROLLARY II.

171. Upon considering these things, it will not be so easy to conceive the remarkable changes produced in bodies by the stars: in regard most of these known to us are accompanied with heat or cold at the time they produce their effects: it follows, therefore, that the influence which the stars are suppos'd to have on these sublunary bodies, must arise from some other causes which are not owing to fire; whence also those vicissitudes do not appear to depend on the communication or alteration of fire produced thereby. Nor has the power yet been ascertained by experiments, whereby these superior bodies affect our inferior regions, unless perhaps it be gravity, which is a very different thing both from fire and light, nor has any dependance on them. This power too is different, according to the different aspect of the stars; whence, in respect of the differences of attraction and repulsion, many changes may be produced in bodies, as no one acquainted with these things will deny.
172. From what has been above explain'd, we may be able to account for several phenomena of the air, which on some occasions have strange effects on our chemical operations. It has been shewn by the learned Halley, that water is continually evaporating and rising into the air in vast quantity, and that in clear weather it will mount to a great height, as appears by the transparency and the increased weight of the atmosphere, here also it will then freeze, if its particles happen to join in those high places.

173. And what hinders the fame, when thus form'd from uniting together in great masses, and thus appearing in form of clouds? And must not these on many accounts be continually changing their figures, and becoming sometimes plain, and then spherical, and so of the rest: and supposing thus much, must not the action of the sun shining through the air, and receiving on such specula, and again reflected therefrom, produce many sudden and extraordinary appearances of light? And when again disposed in a different manner and situation, in regard to each other, may not thick darkness immediately ensue by a suffocation of the rays of light? When the clouds are illuminated by the sun and moon, so as to appear very white, snow or hail usually ensue soon after; and in a very sultry season, after a long drought and calm, we have observed small white clouds, risen a good height, continuously increasing at a great rate; and in proportion as they increase, turning less and less white, till at length, collecting out of a vast extent into a narrow pyramidal space pointed towards the earth, they make a thick shadow, and at last burst down in showers with great vehemence; which falling with large drops, flew they had formerly made hail, while in the higher and colder regions; which, in its descent through the lower and warmer were suddenly thawed: or if the hail stones were too big when above, they fall to the ground in their solid form; on both which accounts they produce a great and speedy coolness in the lower air: all which is easily conceivable from the few simple principles above laid down. For the higher the watry particles were raised, the more icy must they necessarily become; and for the same reason, with the more violence must they fall, when once they begin to descend; their passage being continually accelerated, according to the principles of Galileo. Hence a small cloud compared to a bull's eye, appearing in a clear sky in Asia, and falling from thence, appears the bigger the nearer it comes, according to the reciprocal ratio of the distances till reaching the earth, it shakes every thing with immense force, forming a whirlwind, and often turning into a tornado, which drives from the centre towards the circumference of the horizontal circle. Does it not appear probable then, that the clear whitenes of clouds is always owing to snow or ice, formed and suspended therein? 'Tis certain, that water illumin'd by the sun never appears white, excepting when turn'd to froth, snow or ice, unleas it receive and transmit the sun's rays very obliquely to the eye. Again, if it be consider'd, that if frozen water, by the concurrence of wind, be gather'd from all quarters into one mass, and thus opposed
opposed to the sun, and the rays reflected from that part of the surface, and by this means the air between such surface of the frozen cloud and the sun, be heated, moved, and rarified, while at the same time in other parts the action of heat and light is very different; or if we conceive that large globe, as pretty solid, and not transparent, the cold will be so much the stronger in the part turn’d from the sun, and the air likewise so much the denser: on all which accounts there will arise a surprizing rotation of the globe, which will be the more rapid as the sun’s heat is the greater, the icy globe denser, the cold on the hind part keener, and the fall of the globe out of a high light air into one that is lower, denser, and more resisting.

174. If these things be considered attentively, we shall no longer wonder at those horrible storms which usually succeed long calms; especially if we recollect the great attrition which bodies undergo in falling from a high to lower heavy air; and the vehement heat and fire which must suddenly be produced thereby. It may also be remember’d, that in some parts of the earth an intolerable heat sometimes rises suddenly, which soon after turns into a horrible storm; and it has been observed that this always happens when the sky is interperfed with separate clouds. For if a few snowy or icy clouds, especially if of a large size, be so disposed in the atmosphere as to form reflexing speculums, whose joint effect meets in some one place, which may and must often be the case; ’tis easy to conceive that a vehement heat must suddenly arise in such place, and the air be greatly expanded therein, so as sometimes to produce a great vacuum; which being heated by the fire collected there, the cloud and expelled air will be driven with a violent motion and noise, and thus form a kind of rotatory vortices; presently after which, on a change of the situation of the clouds, the focus being dissipated, the air, snow, hail, water, and other bodies near at hand will rush violently into the void spaces. I have long been of opinion, that the sun’s light being repelled from icy clouds, and collected into vast focus’s was the chief cause of the many stupendous and destructive effects from time to time observed in the atmosphere. A learned Englishman has demonstrated with great subtility, what the force of common, heavy, elastic air would be, when rushing into a mere Torricellian vacuum; and shews, that it would be incomparably greater than that of the most violent wind that ever was known; which scarce moves above 22 or 23 feet in the space of a second; whereas this air would move 1305 feet in the same time (i) Considering then the number, magnitude, density, and different dispositions which these atmospherical specula may be found in; what stupendous effects may not be produced thereby? Hence, lightnings, thunder, whirlwinds, storms, thunder-bolts, winds, and other meteors. Hence also we may probably conceive why these rarely happen in a hot season, if the sky is clear, and frees from clouds; and why, after the formation of clouds, such surprizing changes so suddenly follow.
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**Corollary IV.**

175. But more frequent and violent effects of this kind never happen than when after a long sharp frost, which has bound up the rivers, and even penetrated the earth's surface to a considerable depth: for if a sudden thaw then take place, it is usually quickly succeeded by a multitude of clouds, uncommon heats, and then by thunder and lightning. The reason is, that the fat vapours and exhalations raised by the subterraneous heat, have long remained imprisoned under that covering of the earth; as appears hence, that if the ice of a ditch be broke in the middle of a severe frost, it presently emits warm vapours, and this the more plentifully, as well as the hotter, by how much the frost is harder, and the ice thicker. As soon therefore as the exterior frozen turf of earth is soften'd by warmth, the pent up vapours immediately escape through all the passages they can find, and mounting on high form clouds, which being driven about, and sometimes illumin'd by the sun, produce those effects above described. Hence those violent thunders in Muscovy, Sweden, and Denmark after a thaw. Add, that bodies in the most solid state of cold have still a considerable motion of attrition.

**Corollary V.**

176. It may next be considered, that the rays reflected from the earth, or buildings, mountains, and the like, may, in some situations, with regard to the sun, produce a much greater degree of heat in one place than in another: it being evident that there, either by design or accident, may be so constituted as to make a great addition to the heat in the centre of the place; and it may be added, that the diversity of colours found in the adjacent bodies, as we have hinted before, may make a great alteration in the degree of heat. Lastly, it must be remembered, that in the different seasons of the year, a great difference is continually arising in the sun's direction to those bodies; whence continual increases and diminutions, in the reflections, focus's, &c. From all which we may easily perceive whence it happens, that some places on a certain time of the day or year, differ so much from themselves, as to heat, cold, and light. It is well known, that in some countries the morning, in others the evening sun is the hottest: the three points above-mentioned ought here to be considered and examined in their proper places. What most concerns our present purpose is, that either the fire may be render'd greater or less, without any other cause than a mere reflection, and a collection, or dispersion arising therefrom. It is vulgarly imagined, that the heat, ceteris paribus, is strongest in high open places, but the contrary is founded on fact; since in clear hot weather the air is cooler and more temperate in a wide extended plain than in the valleys; whence horses and other cattle find themselves best, and move and run more without tiring or blowing on large heaths than in other places. In effect, in such plains there is scarce any heat produced, except from the common impulse of the rays, and their reflections from the clouds: all which things conduce much to a right understanding of fire; which, for want hereof, is falsely imagin'd to be inherent
rent in some parts of the earth more than others; whence many fictions have been entertain'd foreign to the true nature of fire: whereas, all things duly examin'd, fire appears equally distributed in all places.

**COROLLARY VI.**

177. It may suffice to have thus briefly shewn, that the meteors in the atmosphere, and the heats in the inhabited parts of the earth, with the several effects arising therefrom, all owe their origin, degrees, and vicissitudes, chiefly to a change in the reflection of the sun's parallel rays.

**COROLLARY VII.**

178. It would be a matter of still higher enquiry, as well as of considera-

ble use, to define the true proportion between the quantity of light falling from a given space upon a reflected body, and the quantity of the same collected after the reflection in a focus. Suppose then, the light from a
circle two feet in diameter to fall on a concave spherical speculum, and be
reflected thence into a circular focus of an inch diameter, the areas of the
luminous space and of the focus may easily be compared together, as being
in a duplicate ratio of their diameters: whence the mathematicians have also
deduced, that incident light is in the same proportion to reflected. But
if we consider the thing physically, we shall meet with much greater dif-
culties than at first sight would be apprehended in the solution of so simple a

problem.

179. For who can assign the number of pores or vacuities in the whole
concave surface of the speculum, in proportion to the solid matter, by whose
surface the reflexion is performed; all the substances hitherto used for this
purpose being much lighter than iron, and consequently so much more por-
rous than gold, whose real solidity, with regard to its bulk, has not yet
been ascertained? Hence it appears impossible to fix this matter, which how-
ever is absolutely necessary to determine the point required: perhaps not
above a millionth part of the bulk of a given body is true matter, and
that all other parts may be considered as pores or vacuums; what quan-
tity therefore of the incident light must be lost on this score is easy to
conceive.

180. But allowing a perfectly solid body were procurable, how should we its figure,
then determine the figure of the speculum? For suppose it to be spherical; if
it were really so, its inside would be perfectly black, except in the single place
of its focus, or in the lucid vertical cone carried on to the focus, or prolonged
a little beyond, in diverging and deflecting coloured rays, as follows from the
doctrine of the great Newton; whereas the bottom appears in every situation.
But to give the true figure to the metal, by grinding or polishing, is scarce
possible; for if we view the extreme parts, even of the smoothest and best
polished speculum, with a good microscope, we shall find it rugged, uneven and porous; and be convinced that only the smallest part of the con-
cavity is of the same figure: the figure of the whole being every where
diver-
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diversified and irregular; which takes away all hope of discovering the quantity of reflected light.

181. But where these difficulties overcome, there is another considerable one still behind; viz. what certainty we have that the matter is every where the same, and reflects the light equally, and with the same force in every point of the speculum; for by Sir Isaac Newton's doctrine it appears, that there may be a great diversity in bodies in this respect? How do we know, but there is some hitherto unknown matter mixed with the rest, which has no power of reflecting at all, and which extinguishes a part of the rays proportionable to the quantity of this matter found in the mixture. Again, tho' we might discover the quantity of fire in the focus, with regard to the quantity which falls parallel on the surface of the speculum, in each of the three cases above mention'd, yet we should only hereby learn the proportion of the quantity, which would not by any means inform us of the proportional power of the fire, which changes bodies in the focus, to that fire which by the sun's direction fell upon the circular basix of the concave, considered as this also changes bodies therein. The reason is, that it should first be known, whether the particles of fire act by their meer force, multiplied by the number of such parts; or whether the rule will hold, that upon doubling the quantity of fire, its power of acting on other bodies will be doubled; for tho' this be usually taken for granted, there is great room to suspect it: and though it be certain, that a greater quantity of fire in a less space will always act with more force, it is doubtful whether its active power be only increased as the quantity is increased. My reasons are, because certain experiments shew that some bodies act not at all while at a distance; but when brought to a certain degree of nearness, immediately exert certain powers, and produce certain new motions not before observed; and which become still greater and greater, the nearer the bodies are brought to each other: and again when removed to such a distance from each other, as that this reciprocal virtue is destroyed by the distance, all the motion immediately ceases. Of this we have an instance in loadftones, which if one be at rest in any given place, will remain so for ever; but if another be brought gradually near it, you will find a certain point of distance wherein it immediately begins to move and agitate the former; and as you bring it still nearer and nearer, both of them will move still more evidently; the caufe that produces the motion being continually increas'd, as the nearness of the bodies increases; the ratio or measure whereof is hitherto unknown, though for some cogent reasons the great Newton supposes it to be nearly in the triplicate reciprocal ratio of the distances.

182. To determine this more accurately, the learned M. Muschenbroek, professor in the university of Utrecht, has taken laudable pains, not without success. Let us suppose severall loadftones of equal power suspended in a spherical surface, at such distance from each other, that they almost begin to feel their mutual powers; and suppose thereby a very slow approach towards the centre of the sphere, as they gradually come nearer each other; an extraordinary kind of motion will doubtless immediately arise in them all, though
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though ever so many. But suppose them all remaining at rest at a certain distance, and let one of them be then placed in the centre of such sphere; from that moment a motion will doubtless arise in them all, not one of them remaining in its former situation; and as they again begin to approach nearer the centre, at every new distance another greater motion will be continually perceived, in regard that in every new place a new action will be produced between the attracting and repelling poles. The like might be shewn in air, and numerous other bodies: for our present purpose the single instance above may suffice. If then the like power, or perhaps a greater be found in the particles of fire, it will follow, that upon bringing them close together their action will be vastly increased; which is scarce perceived at all while they remain separate: so that the fire in such focus may acquire a power of changing bodies, much greater than what arises from the bare quantity and number of the particles brought together. In effect, the truth of this has been long found from experiment: for if a thermometer be placed in a cold winter’s air at noon-day in a place illumin’d by the sun, it will only stand at 20 degrees; yet at the same time stone will immediately melt and vitrify in the focus of Villette’s speculum: what effects shall we then expect from it, if a body be applied in the axis of a speculum only 5 inches distant from the focus, where the heat observed is scarce 190 degrees; and it is manifest that such a difference could not arise from the mere difference of density, but that there must be some new agitation produced in the particles by the nearness of their contact. And we have already shewn the proper virtue of fire to be that whereby it expands both itself, and all other bodies it acts upon: it is possible, that this virtue may be vastly increased by the collecting of its particles together; and hence perhaps its power may in a moment be so considerably augmented.

183. Lastly, it does not appear, whether the reflecting power in the parts of the speculum be equally great about its axis, with regard to which the rays fall parallel, as about the extremer parts of the surface of the speculum; and consequently it may be doubted whether all the rays repelled from any point of the speculum, and collected together in the area of the focus, be reflected thither with equal force; so as that the power of the collected rays correspond to the number thereof.

COROLLARY VIII.

184. I have had many thoughts concerning the manner of bringing these things to some kind of certainty; and have at length discover’d, that if any part of a speculum be covered with a dark opaque matter, yet the rays from all the other uncovered parts will still meet in the same focus, without deviating therefrom; from whatever part of the speculum they came, or whatever part of it were covered. If then we conceive the whole aperture of the speculum covered with a brazen circle, there will be no rays received, nor any reflected; but as we may divide this circle into as many equal parts from the centre as we please, we may by means of a circle thus divided, admit or exclude as many particles of the rays falling on the whole plain as we
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we please; consequently in this manner we may know the certain proportion of the rays admitted in respect to the whole plain. Thus, for instance, we may admit half the rays, or a third part, or a thousandth part, or any other which we chuse to be collected in a focus; and we may also compare the fire thus collected in the focus, and hence infer whether the power of the fire thus produced be as the number of the rays, or in any other proportion. In effect, by this way we may divide the rays of light which fall on the whole aperture of Villette's speculum, in any given ratio in which a circle is geometrically divisible, and thus examine the power of all those fires.

Corollary IX.

185. If by proper experiments it be found, that the part of the circle which admits rays, collects so much heat in the focus as is necessary to make water boil therein; and then such another part of the speculum be laid open as produces a heat in the focus, which raises the mercury in the parameter to 424 degrees, we shall then have produced double the degree of heat, considered as it discovers itself by the dilatation of mercury; and after the same manner we may try what proportion the aperture of the speculum in this heat, bears to that aperture of the speculum which produced double the heat: by thus comparing the spaces of the apertures, and the effects or degrees of heat produced thereby, we may at length find what the number of rays, and what the unifying or collecting them together contributes to their force; which would be of great importance in the history of fire, and would abundantly evince, that the whole power of fire does not depend on the mere quantity of the rays, but on their closeness to each other. This the few experiments we have had opportunity of making with burning speculums clearly shew; so that the utmost force of fire hitherto known and produced in one simple manner, may now be sufficiently conceived from the quantity of solar rays, transmitted by a circle of 3 feet 7 inches diameter in winter-time. If the same rays had continued on without any obstacle to reflect them, they would only have produced a small degree of warmth in the air; and if they had still proceeded straight on to a thinner air, the heat thence arising would have gradually decreased, and at length perhaps a degree of cold been occasion'd, beyond any hitherto observed. — From all which it appears, what wrong notions people commonly have of the nature, and action of fire: it being clear, that the greatest fire ever known to mankind, only differs from the greatest cold, by the action of a reflecting body. From whence we again infer, that fire is equably diffused through all bodies and spaces; but that it exerts no action where there is no body to receive and reflect it. And as the aperture of such speculums may be increased ad infinitum, it follows that there is no limit, beyond which the force of fire may not be raised.
C O R O L L A R Y X.

186. No fire has hitherto been discover'd greater than that in the focus of M. Villette's speculum, which surpasses even what is produced by M. Tschirnhaus's burning-glasses. Hence, the ultimate effect of any momentary action of fire hitherto observed, is to turn flint to glass; which is done in the focus of Villette's speculum: nor has any effect greater than this been ever known. For though lightning will instantly melt iron, it has never, I think, been known to vitrify either stones or metals. It may be added, that this effect of vitrification may be produced in a moment's time, in the coldest place, and the coldest bodies, without any assistance of the sun, without light, and without Jewels. Consequently the utmost effect, even of the greatest fire, may be had at any time, in the darkest place, and the coldest bodies. For if in the severest winter's night, a piece of flint and well tempered steel be struck against each other, they will yield live sparks, which will diffuse a vivid glittering light, and yield a hissing noise as they fly through the air. And if these be caught on a piece of clean paper, they will be found to be glass-spherules, form'd of the flint or steel, or both, melted down, and vitrified, and in their rotation through the air turn'd of this figure. Yet the conversion of stones and metals to glass is the utmost effect of the fiercest fire. It appears then, that a momentary friction may act as powerfully as the largest burning-glasses. Consequently, if a huge mass of the best prepared steel were struck against another vast lump of the choicest flint, what an immense fire may we suppose would arise?—Thus much for the other manner of producing a large fire in the shortest time, viz. by the collecting of parallel and reflected rays into a small point.

E X P E R I M E N T X VI.

187. If the same fire, driven into a parallelism by the sun, fall upon a transparent well-polished glass, of a perfectly spherical figure; it will be collected into a focus, and burn very fiercely.

188. This has been observed long ago, but never with so much accuracy as in the Duke of Orleans's burning-glasses, in the king's garden at Paris; where divers experiments were made to discover the nature of fire: which will be thought necessary to be here historically related, both as they give a considerable insight into the doctrine fire, and as their effect was the greatest that has been observed of the kind (n).

189. A spherical glass of this sort, four feet in diameter, and convex on both sides, being opposed directly to the sun, in the summer-season, when the air was clear, and purged of its water by preceding rains, between the hours of nine in the morning and three in the afternoon, made its focus about twelve feet distant from the glass; the focus being an inch and half in diameter: which was that used by M. Tschirnhaus himself.

(n) See Hist. de l'Acad. R. des Sciences, an. 1699. 90. 1700. 128. 1702. 34.
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190. All combustible bodies placed in this focus immediately burn; lead melts instantaneously; and tiles vitrify, if long enough held in it. From a comparison of this with what has been above delivered concerning the force of Villette's burning speculum, we may draw the following corollaries.

COROLLARY I.

191. The diameter of Villette's speculum was 43 inches; and consequently its circumference \( ^\frac{946}{7} \). The diameter of M. Tschirnhaus's spherical glass was 48 inches; and consequently its circumference \( ^\frac{1066}{7} \). The quantity of rays, therefore, which fall within the compass of the glass, will be to the quantity of those which fall on the speculum, as \( 2304 \) to \( 1849 \); yet the effect of the speculum is much greater and quicker than that of the glass.

COROLLARY II.

192. Whence it also follows, that catoptrics, if duly improved, would prefer the rays it receives and reflects more entire than dioptrics could do, tho' improved to the highest point: a great number of rays appearing to be lost in collecting them dioptrically.

COROLLARY III.

193. The difference, however, is very great between the focus's of the two. The aperture of M. Villette's speculum is \( ^\frac{42678}{28} \) square inches; and its focus \( ^\frac{292}{28} \) square lines. The area of M. Tschirnhaus's glass is \( ^\frac{52688}{28} \) square inches; and its focus \( ^\frac{7128}{28} \) square lines. Consequently, the focus of the speculum is to the focus of the glass as \( 1 \) to \( 9 \). From whence, again, it appears, how much the manner of producing fire by reflexion has the advantage of that by refraction. Consequently the power of fire will be promoted much better by opaque specula, than by transparent glasses; in regard a spherical glass of four feet diameter is the greatest that the glass-man's art has yet been able to produce: whereas the making of specula does not yet appear to have arrived at its utmost pitch; though it must be own'd our expectations from this quarter are not very great. Who can forbear lamenting, that no prince should be found to reward those incomparable artists for what they had done, and hereby animate them to further attempts! Such is the unhappy fate of the finest arts!

EXPERIMENT XVII.

194. The noble Tschirnhaus did not rest satisfied with the success of the foregoing experiment, but applied himself to contract the extent of the former focus into less compass; that by thus collecting the rays still closer, their power of burning might be increased. To this end he made use of a lesser glass, the segment of a smaller sphere, which being placed directly parallel to the former, received all its rays, as they went converging to the focus of the
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the former larger glass, and collected them into a circular space, of about 8 lines diameter. So that by this new collection they were reduced from 81 square lines to 16. Hence he gain'd indeed in the closeness of the rays; but by this new refraction lost many of the rays again. On the whole however, the power of burning was considerably greater than before. And here the endeavours of that excellent person flopped.

195. Having now explain'd the capital methods hitherto discovered of producing fire by catoptrics and dioptrics, it remains to rehearse the extraordinary effects produced in bodies by means of these glasses; that the chemists may be convinced there is no need of any grofs fire to produce even much greater effects, than any of those wrought in the furnaces of glassmen, ailayers, or refiners of metals. Nor will any person except against my relating these after the Academy of Sciences; whose Memoirs are not in the hands of every body: And in treating professedly on the subject of fire, it had been a fault to have omitted them.—The principal are these:

196. (1) Moift branches of green trees, and woods foak'd in water, being applied in the focus, immediately burn and confume in flame, smoke, and ashes.

197. (2) A little vessel of water placed in the focus immediately boils. We wish it had been tried by Fahrenheit's mercurial thermometer, whether this boiling water were hotter than water is heated in the usual manner; when it heats in all cafes alike.

198. (3) Thin pieces of metal applied in the focus do not immediately melt, but growing gradually hot, at length, run. If they be too thick for the power of the focus to penetrate, they scarce melt thoroughly.

199. (4) Tiles burnt, or dried in the sun, also talc, and other bodies, grow red-hot in a moment, and soon after turn to glass.

200. (5) Sulphur, pitch, and rosin, being covered over with water, melt under it.

201. (6) A piece of slender wood being put under water in the focus, in the summer time, and kept there a while, appears to remain entire, when viewed on the outside; but upon breaking the wood, is found, on the inside turn'd to coal and burnt. This seems to prove, that so intense a fire can only heat water to a certain degree; which being too weak to burn wood, hinders the fire directed under the water from burning the wood in that part contiguous to the water.

202. (7) If the matter intended to be changed, be expos'd in a black receiver, the power of the focus is surprizingly increas'd.

203. (8) If metals, or other bodies examined by this fire, be laid on a coal made of green wood, and not thoroughly dried, they instantly melt, emit sparks, and fly off. Lead and tin quickly melt, and not only fume, but calcine, vitrify, and are lost.

204. (9) The ashes of all vegetables presently vitrify.

205. (10) If any entire large body be applied to the focus, it frequently proves unable to melt it; yet, when ground to powder, easily performs the liquefaction; and when, after this preparation, it still refuses to melt, it is easily made to fuse by adding some salt.

206.
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206. (11) Black bodies, and such as remain black in this fire, undergo the greatest change of all others. Bodies that are white when exposèd, and which afterwards turn white in the fire, change more slowly, and with greater difficulty; and those which being black at the time of their exposèng, and afterwards become white, are the most difficult of all to change; especially if they turn white after fusion.—Lastly, such bodies as remain perfectly white in this focus, undergo the least change of all others; as lime, chalk, and flint.

207. (12) All metals, exposèd in an unglaz'd china-vessel, vitrify; provided the china be gradually heated, to prevent its breaking by too sudden a fire; and is likewise thick enough to prevent its fusing.

208. (13) If the matter to be tried by this fire, be exposèd in a large glās-vessel, and the focus be carefully directed within the cavity of the vessel, so as to fall on the matter to be changed, but not on the glās; several extraordinary phænomena will arise therein.

209. (14) Nitre being put in such a vessel, and exposèd after this manner, becomes wholly volatile in a moments time, and turns to volatile spirit of nitre: an effect the more extraordinary, in regard nitre, melted by any other fire, scarce changes at all, but runs like water: and to turn it to spirit by force of fire, there is always required a mixture of some terrestrial body, or the addition of true oil of vitriol, or the calx wherein the oil of vitriol still remains; whereas in the above experiment the busines is done without any addition at all.

210. (15) The utmost light of the full moon collected by this glās, yields a most lucid focus, but no heat at all.

211. (16) It moves and agitats almost all bodies, even in vacuo itself, tho' often not without great danger.

212. From all which, and many other experiments, it appears that this focus made by M. Tschirnhausen, is weaker than that of M. Villette's, and yet fitter for examining the nature of fire by its effects.

COROLLARY I.

213. If the water, or shivers of ice in the atmosphere, be by any phytical causes gather'd into vast globes of clouds, so as to form transparent bodies of a spherical figure, th' they should only continue so the smallest space of time, yet being illumin'd by the sun at a semidiameter's distance from the hind part, they may in an instant produce a focus much more violent than that of Tschirnhausen's glās, rarify the air in that place to a prodigious degree, and thus yield very sudden and extraordinary phænomena. If we reflect on the great clearnefs and purity of water ràiled into the atmosphere, and at the same time consider what a large quantity hereof is frequently poured down in rain in a short time, it will not be difficult to imagine, from the principles of dioptrics, what the effect must be of a huge sphere thus amass'd. And if we further consider, that the rays in falling on such a sphere, and passing through the same, must produce an intense light and fire in the axis of the sun and sphere, behind the sphere itself;
and that on the side illumin'd by the sun, there will no light, but a dense blackness appear, we shall be apt to conclude, that something of the like kind may be the cause, when we find the heavens full of black clouds, which preiently after burst into thunder and lightning. Another effect of this spherical form of clouds is, that the spaces intercepted between them differ exceedingly in their degree of light, or heat, from the spheres themselves; from whence again there must every moment arise strange varieties between the air, rarified and heated in one place, and condensed and cooled in another: which may be varying every moment. 'Tis enough to have mentioned these matters, which if carefully applied to meteors, will enable us to account readily for their appearances.

**COROLLARY II.**

214. Be pleased now to recollect what I before intimated, viz, that the mere attrition of flint against steel will make a greater and quicker change in bodies, and vitrify metals more readily than the greatest doubled focus of a burning-glass. This is apparent, in regard that Vilette's speculum is much more powerful than Tschirnhausen's glas; and yet the collision of iron turns that metal into glas sooner than is done by the focus of that speculum: whence we have a new indication of the vast power of elascic solid bodies struck against each other.

**COROLLARY III.**

215. Hence we gather, that there is no need of any action of the sun hitherto known, in order to produce the greatest and most efficacious fire hitherto discovered; nor is there need of any inflammable matter or fuel to melt a metal, of all others the most difficult to fuse, in a moment's time, and this even in the coldest weather and place, without any melting furnace, or even without any vessel to contain the matter: all which paradoxes are confirmed by the common way of producing fire.

**COROLLARY IV.**

216. I have been in suspense some time, whether or no I might venture to publish an opinion, which has frequently employ'd my thoughts; and at length have determined to do it. It is probable, that in the action of fire observed among us, the sun does not emit any fiery matter, to which such action should be attributed; but that this luminary only has a power of directing the fire already existing in any place, into parallel right lines, from whence the same quantity of fire being again collected out of its parallelism by reflection or refraction, and united still closer, acquires new powers, and thus is enabled to produce all its effects. To illustrate this by an easy experiment; suppose a hollow brass cube, upwards of three inches square, and cloised every way, except that one side being taken off, it is left open there; and suppose this cube directly oppoied by its open side to the sun, only cover'd with a white paper; in the cavity of it apply M. Fahrenheit's tender thermometer, which consists of a movable spi-
rit; while the paper prevents the sun'd rays from penetrating the cavity of the cube, and if the weather be cold, we shall find an intense cold in the whole vacant space of the cube; take away the paper at once, and at the moment that the cavity of the cube is illuminated by the sun, their immediately arises a considerable heat, which the thermometer indicates. Philosophers usually maintain, that the heat here admitted was sent from the sun's body, with a velocity scarce to be conceived; to me it rather appears, that the sun has only done now what it did before, and which it always does, viz. determine what we call fire into right lines, which can now reach the opaque body without any obstacle, and thus drives the fire, which before, while the paper interpos'd, was equably diffus'd through the fix containing squares; drives it, we say, without altering its quantity, in right lines against one side opposite to the open one, and thus heats the whole cavity, but especially such side; by merely directing the rays, and not by any increase of their number. Or suppose M. Villette's speculum to be directly opposed to the noon-day's sun, but covered over with a white veil, we shall have no more fire or heat produced in its cavity behind the veil, than at any where else; but at the instant you remove the veil, the fire, which before remain'd indetermined in the cavity of the speculum, is driven in parallel lines against the concave reflecting surface of the speculum; by which means that vehement fire is produced in its focus, and not, as usually imagined, projected from the sun: in effect, 'tis neither more nor less now than before, but only in a different direction: the same will hold in a refracting burning-gla's; and thus neither the fire produced by collision, nor by a burning speculum, nor a gla's lens, appears to owe any thing of its matter to the sun.

COROLLARY V.

217. From what has been observed, it appears, that the greatest fire which human art and industry is able to raise, is where the focus's of Villette's speculum and Eschirnbafe's gla's should meet directly in the same point: for as the focus of the speculum in the open air rises to 3 foot and an half distance from it in the axis of the speculum, we may, without hindering the action of the sun on the speculum, apply the burning-gla's before it in the same axis of the sun and speculum, and in such dispositions, as that the focus of the gla's exactly fall on the rising focus of the speculum: in the point of concurse, therefore, between the two, we must have the fiercest fire, that any human means hitherto discover'd are able to produce. It must be own'd the action of such fire cannot be so commodiously determined upon objects, except in the very moment when they are applied in this focus; since the instant they melt, they will drop out of it. To conclude, if it be not contrary to nature to suppose sphericall hollow icy clouds accommodated to each other in the air, after the manner above specified, what effects may not be produced thereby?
Suppose then the highest degree of force, and thus immediately acts with the whole violence wherewith it will ever act hereafter. Another thing considerable is, that at the instant when this fire it exerts its utmost power, if the glaf be but covered, the whole ceaseth at once, without the smallest sensible remains of it. But that light, heat, rarification, and all its other effects should perish so entirely, in so short a time, without leaving any thing in the place where they all obtain’d in so high a degree, must be hard to conceive. Yet the fire of the focus here described does not shew itself by any brightness, except just in the focus of the sun and speculum, nor yields any visible light on the sides thereof; consequently we have no indication of its presence by light, except the eye be placed in the axis, where the immense splendor would instantly destroy all sense of seeing.

From a consideration hereof we discover that other wonderful property of fire, whereby, when alone, it is found to have a physical power of expanding itself equally from the centre of its mass, in a kind of radii, towards all parts; and as fire is ever where the same, this power will also be every where the same: but when, on any account, this equality or balance of power is destroyed, stupendous effects must necessarily arise; and hence sometimes a wrong conceived opinion, that fire is then produced anew, or that its power its some way increas'd.
221. True fire may be united with all solid bodies hitherto tried; and when once united therewith, adheres to them a considerable time, nor is found to perish or disappear in them instantaneously, as in the focus's above explain'd.

222. Thus, if we try any of the ordinary bodies by committing them to any pure strong fire, they will be heated thereby to such a degree as to shine and melt: this appears from the experiments of Tschirnhaus, Hoemberg, and Hartsoeker; nay, and those of all smiths, cooks, and other persons who use fire, and even from the whole earth itself, when illumin'd by the sun: in all which cases the same event of the experiment has uniformly been found; e. gr. in all fixed earths, stones, gems, glases, fixed salts, woods, minerals, and metals. To the same purpose is that observation of the great Newton, that water itself, if ever it could be converted into earth, might be so impregnated with fire as to shine; nor does there seem any thing more remarkable in this affair, than that there must be some other cause, beside fire, to convert fire, so long a time to these bodies; because the fire in the focus of Villette's speculum, how vehement ever, immediately perishes as the illumination caees; and all those fires, before it closely united, separate and fly asunder. But if a ball of iron, a great circle of which is equal to that of the focus of the speculum, be held in it till thoroughly heated, the fire thus united to the ball will continue in it a considerable time, and exhibit all the marks of its being present; so that the fire which had been the focus, and would immediately have flown off, being thus received within the body, is retained there a long time, and hinder'd from being dissipated and extinguished. 'Tis hard to say what should be the cause hereof: if we answer that it is body; it may be asked again, in what manner this should retain fire; and whether in the place where the focus was before, there was nothing but fire alone, without any other body, even the air itself being expelled by the fire? Whether the reason of its vanishing so instantaneously is, that there was no body to retain it; whether the collected particles of fire, unless retained by some dense body, immediately return to their native equilibrium; and lastly, whether therefore there be no mutual attraction between the particles of the fire themselves, and whether, on the contrary, those particles do not mutually fly each other?

223. This pure elementary fire, while thus united to bodies, is found every moment in every point of such bodies to have the real physical effects of fire.

224. For the principal characteristic of the presence of fire is discovered upon examining it by a thermometer; since, as we have already observed, if a
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thermometer be held at a certain distance from a piece of red-hot iron, for instance, the liquor in the tube immediately rarifies, and this continually, the nearer we approach it to the iron itself, and the less, the further it is withdrawn from it; nor does it matter on what side the thermometer be applied, provided the distance be the same: the fire therefore now residing in the iron, in as much as it acts on the thermometer, is the same true fire as before; and continues still in the same place, without any friction or parallelism, exhibiting all the effects of elementary fire. If we approach a sulphurous body to the same iron thus ignited, we shall find that as it comes nearer and nearer, it will begin to smok, melt, sparkle, glitter, and catch flame.

225. The following experiment also deserves particular notice: having a quantity of the purest alcohol in a phial, and pouring slowly and carefully the minutest drop thereof on ignited iron, one would naturally expect that it should instantly be kindled; whereas, on the contrary, it no sooner falls upon the concave surface of the iron, than it gathers into a transparent globule like quicksilver, and runs like the flame over the metal, without any sign of flame; and after in its progress it has arrived at a colder part of the iron, presently flies off in fume, without raising any fire. This appears strange, since sulphur, gunpowder, wood, and other bodies presently kindle, when laid in the same iron; while alcohol, which when gently heated kindles the quickest of almost all bodies, will endure this fire without kindling at all: a problem worthy some pains to solve.

 Experiment XX.

226. It being found, then, that fire may be thus detain'd for so long a time, and to so great a degree in a solid body, it remains to enquire what the nature and conditions are of the thing which thus adheres; and as among the common properties found in bodies, weight is a principal one, I have endeavoured to learn whether this fire adds any sensible weight to the fixed bodies it is in; and to this purpose made choice of such a body as would scarce lose any weight by a large fire, and which at the same time would admit and sustain a great fire for a long time; withal making use of a nice pair of scales, which would turn easily on their axis. Weighing then a parallelepiped of pure iron herein, I found it to weigh five Amsterdam pounds and eight ounces, while in its cold state; then exposing it in a large fire made of pit-coal, and further excited by blowing with a pair of bellows, till the iron was heated perfectly red on all sides, I then weighed it, after shaking off the dust, in the balance as before; putting the former weight in the other scale, and still found it a just counterbalance thereto; weighing exactly five pounds eight ounces as before: and leaving it in the scales till perfectly cold, for the space of twenty-four hours, I found upon weighing it again, that it retain'd precisely its weight, without either loss or gain in the whole course. The same I have also found in a large solid body of copper; which being tried with all the conditions above specified, the event proved
proved the same. They who make these experiments will be apt at first sight to imagine they find the ignited body lighter than the cold one; the cause of which, on further examination, will be found owing to this, that the strings of the balance, whereby the scales are fallen to the beam, are liable to be moist, and to dry again by the heat of the metal, which, when put into the scale to be weighed, raises some of the watery part into vapour, and makes that scale lighter of course; to prevent this, it may be expedient to make use of metallic chains instead of strings.

COROLLARY I.

227. Fire, therefore, thus adhering to an ignited body, expands itself all around after the manner of an atmosphere; since from every point thereof we find its virtue diffused to a considerable distance, so as to produce all the effects belonging to fire; and in this law, that the nearer to the ignited body, the greater is the power still perceived: so that a globe being thus ignited, will form a heated sphere all around it, whole centre is the hottest of all.

COROLLARY II.

228. Hence we learn, that a great quantity of true fire is present in the body thus heated, and remains long in the same. For considering, that in these pieces of iron and copper, a great heat is produced to a considerable distance on all sides, which indicates fire to be present by these its distinguishing effects; and reflecting also, that during the whole time wherein this heat continues, the ambient cold of the air is every moment diminishing something of this heat; it will readily follow, that the quantity of fire in those bodies, when first ignited, must have been very great; and consequently, that in the whole mass thus heated, the quantity of fire is greatest in the body itself; greater we mean than in the adjacent air heated by it: and again, that if the body be long enough detain'd in the fire to be ignited, and penetrated by it through its whole substance, the heat will be greatest and densest in the centre of the body; which agrees with all observation.

COROLLARY III.

229. From this centre towards the surface the fire is continually weakening, by reason the extreme surface is contiguous to the air, and thus receiving the cold hereof, is first brought to a state of coldness: the same also holds in the aerial atmosphere around it; those orbs whereof nearest the heated ball, will be hoteft; and the exterior and remoter colder and colder to the outmost which is the limit of heat; beyond which the air is of the natural degree of coldness. From hence again we learn, that in the whole heated ball the centre expands itself most towards all sides, which is the nature of fire, as found greatest in the centre; but the next orb, being less expanded than the centre, will bound the expansion, and in some measure reflect and keep it again somewhat less hot, that is less expanded, and a little more con-
contradicted; and as this expansion and repulsion obtains among all the orbs which constitute the hot atmosphere, it appears, that during the whole time, wherein the fire produced in that sphere continues beyond what is found in the air not heated by this fire, there is a perpetual vibration and repercussion through the whole ball, in the body of it as well as in the ambient air; and that this vibration is considerably great and durable in proportion to the violence of the fire. Does not this vibration and repercussion produce a friction? Or does that friction produce fire, as in the manner of generating fire above explain'd?

**COROLLARY IV.**

230. It were to be wished, that the proportional quantity of fire contained in such a body could be determined; but this is not so easy as at first sight may seem, by reason, though from the discovered effects of fire we may estimate its power, we cannot estimate its quantity; as the augmentation of the power of fire, arising from the nearness of its particles, is hitherto undetermined. For, so long as the proportion of the power of fire depending on its denseness or closeness, to that depending on the quantity thereof, is unknown, so long we shall be unable to argue from the effect of fire to the quantity thereof. The greatest caution can never hurt, especially in physical matters.

**COROLLARY V.**

231. Yet fire, while it thus remains in a heated body, does not seem to unite with it into one corporeal concrete mass; since, though greater than before, it is not found heavier; unless we suppose that fire thus growing in a body may add to its bulk, without increasing its weight. All we know is, that the extension of the heated mass remains greater, so long as the fire remains in it.

**COROLLARY VI.**

232. Neither does fire diminish any thing of the weight which the body would have at that time, and to which cold should restore it; nothing of this kind appears from any experiment yet made.

**COROLLARY VII.**

233. Hence we are inclined to conceive this fire, e.g. that diffused around a ball of red-hot iron, as a fluid, which exists every where both about and in the ball, and whose parts are all moved freely and indifferently therein; since if there were any determination in them to one part more than another, it seems a necessary consequence, that the body would rather be heavier, or lighter, when heated, than before.
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Corollary VIII.

The cause of the detention of fire in bodies.

234. Some cause there must also be which makes the fire continue so long in the heated body, and hinders it from flying away as soon as produced in it; since in the focus's of M. Villette's and J. Cbrinbaufe's instruments there are as strong, or even stronger fire than in our ball of iron; and yet that immediately and totally ceases, unless continually reproduced in the same place: so that fire cannot preserve itself in a place it has possessed, but needs something else different from it to retain it therein.

Corollary IX.

Is the bulk of the body.

135. Whatever we can think of for this purpose, we find nothing to answer it except body itself, considered as distinguished from space, that is, as it resists and is impenetrable; and consequently is corporeal bulk. For we find, that if fire be imparted to bodies of different densities, they indeed receive the same degree of heat, but then they preserve this degree so much the longer, as they are denser, more ponderous, or have more corporeal substance: thus if several bodies of different weights be heated equally in boiling water, the heaviest will still remain hot the longest, and the lightest cool the soonest; and the rule holds almost universally, so far as experiments have hitherto been made. The vacuum in a Torricellian tube loses its heat the instant after it is generated: air heated in a pot quickly loses its heat; alcohol more slowly; water slower than alcohol; and quicksilver lastest of all: so among solid bodies, wood, stone, and metals, if equally heated, retain their acquired heat the longer, in proportion as they are denser.

And quantity of fire.

236. A greater degree of fire also vanishes later in bodies than a smaller; so that this also holds almost as an universal rule, that the greater heat a body has, or the more it is expanded by fire, till it arrive at the degree of fusion, the longer it retains the heat it has acquired. Thus if two bodies, in all other respects the same, be heated in different degrees, and the hotter have lost the degree of heat whereby it exceeded the less hot; the former will still remain as hot as the latter was at the first moment, and consequently will still require the whole time of cooling of the other to reduce it to the same temperature. It should indeed be examined, whether there be not some other cause to preserve fire when once produced, beside weight and the degree of heat: for if water and oil be equally heated, and the oil be lighter than water, most philosophers would expect that the oil, on account of its tenacity, would cool the slowest of the two; or that fire would continue longest in the oil. But upon taking two equal vessels, and filling one with water, and the other with oil of olives, and putting both in a larger vessel wherein I made water boil; and keeping both the other liquors therein, till I was sure they had each acquired the degree of heat of boiling water, I took them out, and set them in the open air, to see in what time they would both return to the same degree of coldness; the result was, that they did it in proportion to their weights.
237. Yet there appears some hidden cause, why fire, how great soever, can only give bodies a certain degree of heat; as we find in water, alcohol, oil, and quicksilver, when brought to the degree of boiling; yet as all do not boil equally soon, the lighter fluids may frequently admit a greater degree of heat and fire than the heavier, provided the former be not so easily brought to a state of boiling. Water is heavier than linseed oil, and when it boils is found to have 213 degrees of heat, beyond which the utmost fire cannot raise it; yet oil, though lighter, requires a greater or longer fire to make it boil, and when brought to this is found of almost 600 degrees of heat. The cause of which seems difficult to assign; since quicksilver, the fifteen times heavier than the same oil, only acquires the same degree of heat when arrived at ebullition: hence we find that there is something besides corporeal bulk, which disposes certain bodies to admit a much greater degree of fire than others.

238. Hence it appears, why even hot water extinguishes a fire composed of a combustible matter; since it occasions the vessel to be surrounded with a less degree of fire than is necessary to its kindling; fewel never catching fire or burning with 213 degrees of heat.

239. Hence also a large fire will not melt a tin-vessel when full of water; since, in order to the fusion of that metal, a much greater degree of heat is necessary, than water will admit of; but if the same tin-vessel be filled with oil, and placed over the fire, it will soon melt, even before the liquor in it can boil. The same holds of lead with water in it under the same circumstances: from all which we may gather, that when fire has so disposed a body, as that it can act equally, and pass freely through the pores thereof, no more fire can be united to it; and this is found in fluids, at the time when they begin to boil; and in solids, at the time when in perfect fusion, so as to appear like a glittering boiling liquid; as we have found in metals, glass, salts, and all other bodies wherein the experiment has been tried.

Laws of nature with regard to fire.

240. From this fertile head of observation we also learn, that fire has some connection with bodies; since the greater it is, the longer it adheres; and the denser the body, the longer it remains therein; that it adheres more largely to some bodies, especially oily ones, than others; that the heat more slowly, but imbibe a greater degree than others; that by how much bodies are heavier, the longer time they need to be equally heated with those that are rarer, by the same fire; lastly, that they require so much longer time to reduce them to the same temperature with rarer bodies, which cool quicker. All which things considered, we shall find many laws of nature settled with regard to fire, which will be of great use in physics. In effect, if this doctrine were carried to its height, we might be able by experiments to solve the following problems. To fill a given space with such a body as will conceive any given degree of heat by the greatest fire: and again, to fill a given space with such a body as the greatest possible fire may be retained in it. Whether iron, which melts more slowly than gold, be not, when melted, hotter, though lighter, than melted gold, may be worth enquiring.
241. Hence also, another law of nature seems to offer itself, viz. that bodies which contain fire more copiously than the ambient fluids, or other neighbouring bodies, lose it again so much the sooner, as the fluid into which they are immersed to cool is the denser. Thus suppose air, water, and quicksilver, in vessels exactly of the same temperature, suppose also three equal pieces of perfectly ignited iron, and let one of these be left in air of a known temperature, a second in water of the same degree of coldness with the air at that time, and the third in quicksilver of the same temperature with the air and water; the piece in the air will retain its heat a long time, that in water will lose it sooner, and that in the mercury soonest of all: in reality, it appears, that the iron in water cools so much the slower, as water is denser than air, that is about 800 times; and that in the quicksilver about 14 times sooner than the other in water. The workers in metals are well apprized of this, who to soften their metals, for certain purposes, ignite them thoroughly, and thus leave them in the summer-time, and in sultry weather, in the fire itself, till this gradually spending, sinks into cold ashes, and thus they are left to cool together: but when they require metals harder, for other purposes, they dip them suddenly in the coldest water in winter-time. We have therefore discovered two causes which accelerate the refrigeration of bodies, viz. the coldness and density of the fluids wherein they are immersed while hot. A third cause, which conduces to the same effect, is the agitating of the hot body throughout the fluid, which makes it cool still quicker; as by such means the body to be refrigerated is continually applied to a fresh quantity of the cold fluid. Hence, by the way, may be observed the physical cause of hardening iron; that metal, being ignited almost to fusion, is suddenly drawn through the coldest water, so as to be perfectly cool'd in a moment's time; by which means its particles, which had before been loosen'd and soften'd by the fire, become now intimately confringed and bound together; the effect whereof is, that they remain extremely close and hard, but at the same time brittle.

242. As to the reason why a denser fluid cools a hot body immersed in it so soon, it may be observed, that before the hot body was applied to the fluid, things remain'd equally cold, and consequently this effect could not arise from the diversity of cold, which cools one hot body immersed in it sooner than another; and may be suspected owing to this, that a denser mass of cold fluid draws more fire out of the hot body, in proportion to its density.

243. To determine which point I made the following experiment: Taking two equal quantities of the same fluid, viz. vinegar, alcohol, water, and oil, and reducing these to different degrees of heat, and then intimately mixing them together, they came to the same degree of heat, which was half the excess of the hotter quantity above the cooler. Thus, e. g. mixing
mixing a pound of boiling water, which had 212 degrees of heat, with a pound of cold water, which had only 32 degrees of heat, the mixture will have 90, viz. half of 180, which expresses the difference between 212 and 32: from whence it appears, that the distribution of fire is here as the bulk; consequently that fire, by a close contact between the smallest particles of bodies of the same kind, immediately diffuses itself equally, and leaving its former body, lays hold of a new one; in which experiment there appears something very subtle, viz. that the common degree of heat is loft, and the excess distributed equally between the two masses. If we take quicksilver and water in the same precise quantities, but of different degrees of heat, and thus mix them together, a temperature will here likewise rise from the mixture, but with some considerable difference from the former.

244. For if the water were hotter than the mercury, when equal bulks thereof were mixed, the degree of heat arising from the mixture, was always more than half which was expected. On the contrary, if the quicksilver were hotter than the water, and equal bulks of each were intermixed, the temperature produced by them was always less hot than the half of the differences. And this diversity was always found, as if in the former case three parts of hot water had been mixed with two parts of cold; or in the latter case, as if three parts of cold water had been mixed with two of hot: but when three equal bulks of mercury are taken, and two such bulks of water, it matters not whether you heat the mercury, or the water; since after mixture the temperature will correspond to half the difference of the heat in each; as before in water, where equal portions were mixed.

245. In this experiment it may be observed that we discover a new law of nature, viz. that fire is distributed in bodies in proportion to their bulk, or extension, and not of their density: for though the weight of quicksilver, with respect to water, be almost as 20 to 1, yet the power which produces heat proved the same in both, as if water alone has been mixed with an equal quantity of water. The same is confirmed from a multitude of other experiments, as we have intimated above, in making mention that all kinds of bodies, when committed a considerable time to the same common degree of warmth, never shewed any diversity in respect of heat, other than in proportion to the space they possess; so that nothing had been found in bodies which attracts fire; though the denser bodies are, the longer they detain the heat they have once conceived. The experiments here referred to were made for me by the celebrated Fahrenheit. What then shall we say is the cause why fire passes so much sooner out of its own body into another greater, than into a lighter body, or even an empty space, into which it might penetrate so much more seeming facility?

**COROLLARY XII.**

246. Again, it seems to follow, that the greater a body is, the longer it will retain the heat it has once conceived, other circumstances being supposed equal; by reason the density of the extremity hinders the quick egress of the fire, which was endeavouring to depart out of the intimate parts there-
of. Thus the orb nearest this confines another, and that a fourth, and thus to the end; so that a body thoroughly heated through its whole substance, always cools the latest towards its central parts: hence, as the magnitude of a body is still capable of further augmentation, it seems possible to have one so large, that the heat once communicated to it, may persist during the longest period.

COROLLARY XIII.

247. It is demonstrated by geometricians, that bodies, ceteris paribus, have always the less external surface, by how much they are greater; from whence, again, it appears that large bodies retain the heat which they have once conceived the longest; consequently, that the more corporeal mass a body has under a lesser surface, the longer will it preserve its fire, compared to others.

248. Again the same mathematicians shew, that a corporeal mass, while the same in quantity, can never be reduced under a less surface, than when form’d into a sphere; which figure therefore appears the most retentive of heat, both on account of the smallness of the surface, and of the equal accommodation of parts to the very centre, as well as their equable recedes from the surface. And this perhaps is one reason of the spherical figure of the sun and fixed stars.

COROLLARY XIV.

249. But when a body, in other respects remaining the same, is reduced to a less bulk by dividing it, its surface continually increases, while its mass remains the same; and hence also it cools the quicker. A cube, divided into two equal parallelepipeds, acquires $\frac{1}{3}$ more surface hereby; so a sphere, when divided into two hemispheres, acquires hereby two great circles of surface, and thus gains $\frac{1}{2}$ parts; and the sooner accordingly will they cool after heating. The division therefore of a hot body into lesser parts, and its reduction from a spherical figure to plain surfaces, are two causes whereby the cooling of bodies is greatly accelerated; as their contact with colder bodies is hereby much increased. Thus a pound of boiling water, while in a spherical figure, will retain its heat a long time; whereas if poured out on a large cold iron plate, it presently cools.

COROLLARY XV.

250. From a due consideration of what has been delivered, we shall be able to see into the causes of the continuance of heat in other things. It has long been observed, that men of hard, firm, robust bodies, inured to exercise, and at the same time of dense, ponderous humours, are always hotter, and cool much slower than others; the cause whereof has been variously assigned: from the premises it follows, that such bodies, compre-
within side, and fast in the outer parts; the cause whereof easily follows from what has been said, without recurring to any vestal fire hid in the viscera of the body. On the contrary, that lax soft sluggish weak bodies can never acquire so much fire in their watery humours is clear, in regard the parts are always under a less attrition, less condensation, and diffuse into larger surfaces; by which means they are unfit, even to retain the heat which they have conceived. Hence may appear what mischiefs are to be apprehended, and what remedies to be applied in both cases: so universally useful is this doctrine.

**COROLLARY XVI.**

251. The theory of the cooling of bodies may be also applied to explain what has hitherto perplex'd the chemists, physicians, and philosophers; viz. whether human blood be hottest in the heart, and why? What a variety of opinions have been advanced on this question, which yet naturally solves itself on our principles? The blood is allow'd by all to be coldest in the veins; in its return from the external cold parts of the body, it becomes mixed with the new humours just taken into the body, and colder than the rest; it is also contained in loose, weak, unactive, large vessels, and thus returns to the right ventricle of the heart; whence the venous blood should, in no part of the body, be colder than in the right ventricle of the heart: but the excessive cold, which would thus arise, might endanger life itself; for which reason the blood, in its return by the veins to the heart, is still kept in a somewhat more temperate degree of warmth, by the heat which the arteries supply, and communicate to the body. And yet on these accounts the blood must still be coldest in the right ventricle, if compared with the arterial blood. But the same blood, thus cooled, is driven by the force of the right ventricle of the heart into the narrow strong elastic canals of the pulmonary artery; where being compressed and agitated with the whole effort of respiration, it is necessarily driven through one of the lobes of the lungs in equal quantity, as at the same time through the whole body, and all its parts. Hence, therefore, the blood undergoes more attrition, and consequently must conceive more heat in the lungs than in any other part; so that the heat would here grow intolerable, and even mortal, were it not that the air drawn into them by respiration, is always much colder than this blood. And Malpighi shews, that this blood in the lungs, being divided through a multitude of minute arteries, which every where accompany the smallest vesicles of the lungs, is thus extended into an immense surface, and expos'd to the air, which every moment receives an accession of fresh, and therefore cold air; on which accounts the blood again should not be colder in any part of the body than in the lungs. How wonderful the contrivance, that where for certain purposes the blood required to be hottest of all, should for others again require to be coldest! The new chyle and blood could hardly, without endangering life, be duly driven through all the vessels of the body, unless it were first attenuated and divided by a vehement attrition into its minutest elements; which again could
could not be done, without at the same time producing an intense heat; yet if such heat had continued but for a small time, without the blood’s being cool’d again from other causes, it must all presently have purrefed, and thus put an end to life by a most pestilent disease. I formerly observed in a sugar-baker’s workhouse, that the air, in the apartment where they dry their sugar-loaves, is prodigiously hot and dry; so that I could not endure it for the smallest space of time, without danger of instant suffocation: this made me imagine I had found a proper opportunity of examining what heat of air living animals may endure. But being diverted herefrom by other necessary avocations, I desired M. Fabrenbeit, and my kinsman Jodoc. Provoost, to make experiments with this view, and relate me the success: which being done with great faithfulness, I shall here rehearse; being of opinion that few experiments have been made, which conduces more to the understanding of the aerial fire, and its action on animal bodies, their humour, and parts; nor shall we easily find another experiment of more extensive use in chemistry.

252. This apartment then of the sugar-baker’s workhouse was so hot, that the quicksilver thermometer being detain’d in it a considerable time, rose to 146. A sparrow, in a cage, being then placed in it at six in the evening, after remaining about a minute, gaped and panted with great labour, breathed thicker and thicker every moment, till its strength failing, it could no longer hold on its perch; but descending to the bottom, continued breathing very laboriously, and died in less than seven minutes. At the same time with the sparrow, a dog was shut into the same hot room, and, after continuing about seven minutes gaping, putting out his tongue, and panting for breath, sufficiently discovered how offensive the heat was to him; notwithstanding he kept in his wooden cage pretty quiet for about a quarter of an hour, when his breathing became very loud and forcible, and he struggled surprizingly to get away; but his strength soon after fail’d him, and he began to breathe flower and flower; but his respirations were still strong and laboured; at length these grew weaker and more languid; so that a little before his death they could scarce be heard: during the whole time he discharged an excessive quantity of foam, which was of a ruddy colour, and yielded so intolerable a stench, that none of the bystanders could bear it; and though so suddenly produced in the animal, was so horribly offensive, that a person coming near it, for the twinkling of an eye, fainted away, and needed to be recovered with spirit of wine and myrrh. The operator being thus struck, was disabled from applying the thermometer to the mouth of the dead animal, in order to learn what degree of heat his body had; but presently after his recovery, applying the thermometer, he found it at 110 degrees. With all this heat, and such violent struggles of the dog, there appear’d not the least sign of sweat on him. The dog when hung to the steepleyard, weigh’d ten pounds.

253. While these experiments were making with the bird and dog, a cat was also put, in a wicker-cafe, into the same hot room; and, after continuing about a minute, began to throw herself upon the ground, pant, and in about a quarter of an hour breath’d loud with a hissing noise, and making
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making incredible efforts to escape; after enduring like the former she died, cover'd with sweat as if drench'd in water.

254. By this we see how air, 48 degrees hotter than the blood of a healthy youth, found by applying the thermometer in his mouth, quickly raises a most acute disease, and causes death itself with all the signs of strong convulsions. What a change at the same time is made in all the humours of the body, which by this means become most fetidly putrid? There is not in nature a more abominable stench then this; which, though produced in so short a time, in a found animal, far surpasses any cadaverous matter; and could by its mere contagion strike down a strong person, inured to hard labour, and bring him to the very brink of death. How must the humours have been resolved, and how chang'd from their natural state, when the saliva itself could in so short a time assume a red colour? Fire alone could not have done this; for the fleh of a dead animal being suspended in the same heat, only grew dryer, without resolving into such a noisome filth; but the vital motion, while it remain'd in these animals, produced a further degree of heat by its attrition in the lungs, and at the same time a tendency to putrefaction; and as nothing was brough in to temper and allay it, rose to a much greater degree than in the hot room itself. Hence the oils, fats, and spirits of these animals became perfectly putrefied in about 28 minutes time; and the bird only lived about one minute in this state. Yet the servants employed in the sugar-house can enter the room when thus heated, and continue in it a short time; taking care to quit it seasonably for refreshment. Thus at those iron-forges, where the run metal is cut into large iron plates, the workmen can endure the heat for a moment, but unless they retire speedily, and recover themselves by lying down, and breathing a colder air, they soon fall and faint away. When the air is heated, by art, to the same degree as it is found in a healthy person, a man placed in it will find it intolerably hot and stifling, so that he cannot long endure it; but endeavours by all possible means to cool himself, and must otherwise quickly faint away. Thus hot air weakens our strength, and cold restores it; and unless the heat be temper'd with alternate cold both plants and animals soon perish.

255. Hence we learn, that the heat of the blood, both in the veins, arteries, heart, lungs, and other parts, is pretty equable; that it is made the hottest, and also the coldest in the lungs, and thus between the two reduced to a proper temperature.

Corollary XVII.

256. By how much therefore the matter whereof a body consists is denser, its bulk greater, and its figure more exactly spherical, the more disposed it is to preserve the fire it has conceived, for a long time; which is every where confirm'd by experience; and if to all this, the space wherein the body is found be exceedingly rare, or next to a vacuum, we shall have all the physical caues hitherto discover'd, which concur to the long preservation of heat.

Corol.
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Corollary XVIII.

Yet these grow cool in the air. 256. Yet bodies ignited even to a degree next to fusion, however large, solid, and spherical they may be, soon return in air, to the temperature thereof.

Corollary XIX.

Whether vibration be the cause of heat. 257. May we not, therefore, after Sir Isaac Newton, lay down the vibration of the particles which compose a body, for the sole entire cause to which the continuance of fire is owing in a heated body? 'Tis certain a large bell, with a single stroke given in one single place, by a mettalline elastic body, will yield sonorous tremors, sufficiently audible for several seconds, and continue the same, though not so as to be heard, a considerable time longer; as may be learnt from sprinkling sand on the bell: but otherwise the vibrations, even of elastic bodies, quickly cease among us.

Experiment XXI.

Dense bodies heat slowly. 258. By how much bodies, whether fluid, or solid, are denser, the longer time they require to conceive an equal heat by the same fire.

259. Suppose a hollow parallelipiped of brass, open a-top, and full of water, and on this suppose placed several equal cylindrical vessels, filled to the same height with fluids of different weights, and let fire be put under the whole, that the water in the parallelipiped may be equally heated; the effect will be, that the lightest and rarest fluids will soonest expand, and the densest the latest: the like will also be found, if thermometers be placed on the same. Air heats the soonest, then alcohol, then the purest petrol, then oil of turpentine, then fair water, then salt-water, then the strongest lixivium, metals, mercury, and gold.

Corollary I.

The disposition of body to heat. 260. The mass or mater of a body, therefore, both admits and dismisses fire with difficulty; so that body, considered as body, appears tenacious and retentive of its temperament, and resists any change to be made therein.

Experiment XXII.

Small bodies heat sooner than great. 261. Bodies, ceteris paribus, grow warm sooner, by how much they are larger; and quicker, by how much they are less; this is so well known from many vulgar experiments, that it may be laid down as an axiom.
EXPERIMENT XXIII.

262. By how much bodies are denser, and at the same time larger, the more and longer fire they require to arrive at their greatest heat; as also the nearer they are brought to a spherical figure, or a figure which contains the most matter under the least surface. Thus, suppose a pound of iron form’d into a thin parallelepiped plate, and another pound cast into a spherical form, immerse the two in boiling water, the plate will acquire the heat of the water presently; the sphere more slowly; so that thus far the surface appears to be the measure of the heat and cold, both admitted and let go again.

EXPERIMENT XXIV.

263. Among all the bodies hitherto observed, there is none which spontaneously, and when left to itself, becomes hotter than all others. This, how paradoxical soever it may appear, is the result of induction; for we have shewn in the above-mentioned experiments, that all those which are reputed the hottest bodies, if they be left to cool in an air of the same temperature, always return to the same degree of heat and cold. Thus the phosphorus of urine, whenimmerged in water, becomes as cold as the water which surrounds it; though upon admitting the air, it immediately grow hot. The phosphorus prepared of alum and unctuous matters calcin’d, while kept in a glass phial, has the same temperature with the phial itself, nor makes any change therein; but upon giving free ingress to the air, it presently catches fire. Linseed oil, which in the greatest natural cold never congeals into a solid mass, but still remains fluid, is yet then equally cold with the coldest ice: nor is the purest spirit of wine any hotter than quicksilver. That wonderful spirit of nitre, first discover’d by Glauber and reputed fiery in the highest degree; or that oil distil’d from fassafras wood, when kept at rest in cold vessels, are equally cold before their mixture, as the most rigid ice; though after mixture they appear to constitute an intense fire. Flint and flint in frosty weather, however cold when at rest, yet by a single collision instantly produce a vehement fire in the cold atmosphere; so that as far as bodies have hitherto been tried, there is no known one which of itself is more disposed to heat than to cold; or which of its own accord grows hotter than any others. And yet the contrary opinion is deeply rivetted in the minds of men, who imagine that at least the bodies of animals are always hotter than other things; which indeed may be granted, if we consider them as alive, while the vital attrition of their parts is continually collecting fire, and gathering heat; but when the healthiest man is drowned in water, all things still remaining the same, except that the motion of attrition is wanting, the carcasses soon returns to the degree of coldness of the water. It may be objected, that dead carcases...
are sometimes found very warm a considerable time after death, which seems to argue, that the bodies of some animals maintain a heat within themselves; but let it be considered that in such cases, there is a putrefaction, or a continual and brisk motion, which by its attrition collects the fire, otherwise foreign to it. So cold hay, if pressed into close heaps, and thus moisten'd, will produce a vehement heat, and sometimes break out into flame. In effect, fermentation, putrefaction, effervescence, and mixtion, often produce the most intense heat; as will be shewn more expressly hereafter; but these motions never obtain in any one simple body, and consequently are not proper, or spontaneous in any body. Other difficulties, which may be started against this doctrine, you will easily solve.

COROLLARY I.

264. Does not a dense body, therefore, the hotter and hotter it gradually grows, contain the greater quantity of fire in it; and is not this greater quantity of fire, thus procured, owing to the greater quantity of fire applied and united to such body; and does not the long application of the same fire occasion a greater quantity of it to be united with such body?

COROLLARY II.

265. Is not the physical cause of fire continuing so long in a body once heated, owing to the fire itself, which insinuates so plentifully, and continues so long in the heated body?

COROLLARY III.

266. Or is it the matter of the heated body, and the fire communicated to it, that conspire together to produce this effect?

SCHOLIUM.

267. Hitherto we have endeavoured, by a few simple experiments, to explain the chief points which we have been able to discover concerning the nature of what philosophers call elementary fire; by considering it as it is created, and exists in nature, separate from all other created bodies. And we have further also considered it, as it remains pure in bodies themselves, without taking any pabulum from them, but remaining pure, and only driven into parallel or converging rays: and again have considered it as collected in bodies by motion and attrition alone. No pains have been spared to explain and inculcate this doctrine fully, before proceeding to the consideration of fire, as supported by combustible matter, which is very different from the former, both in its nature and effects. Many errors have arisen among the chemists, for want of distinguishing, with sufficient accuracy, between these two kinds of things, which are known by the common name of fire. We proceed now to examine vulgar fire, which many hold as the only fire; but, by the way, it may be proper to subjoin some circumstances relating to the history of fire, as given by other authors; that the present history
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History may be rendered as complete as possible, and all the inventors find their due praise.

268. An iron rod, a foot long, being heated red-hot, became \( \frac{1}{60} \) longer than before: and a glass cylinder, a fathom long, under the same circumstance, gained \( \frac{1}{50} \) in length \((y)\). A metal ring thus heated gained \( \frac{9}{100} \) in its diameter \((z)\). A glass globe became extended \( \frac{1}{1000} \) part by the mere heat of the hand applied on its surface \((a)\).

269. A thermometer, when placed in a hot fluid, at first sinks, but presently rises again; and if set in a cold one, first rises, and then sinks \((b)\). This is shown to be owing to the expansion or contraction of the glass on the first application \((c)\). Fire, in heating fluids, does not seem to expand them equally, but per saltus, or by certain fits \((d)\). Mercury, being put in a glass phial, and this in water, and fire under both, till the water boils, the mercury rises equably; but after the water has once boil'd, will rise no further, though a much greater fire be applied: and hence excellent thermometers may be made of mercury \((e)\).—These matters I thought proper to insert, after the authors here-mentioned, to give further room for speculation; since one thing may frequently correct another. If you take two cold metallic rods of equal weight, heat one of them red-hot, and then examine them by the balance, the hot one will be the lightest; and if a coal be laid under the cold one, they will return to an equilibrium. Two metallic rods being hung in equilibrio, if a coal be laid over the one, it will become the lighter, or if laid under it heavier \((f)\).

\((y)\) Sturm. Col. Part. II. p. 101. \((c)\) Ibid.
\((a)\) Amontons Mem. Acad. R. 1704. p. 12. \((e)\) Id. Ibid.
\(1705.\) P. 4. \((f)\) Saggi di Nat. Sper. 266.
HAVING shewn that fire remains always the same, without alteration either in its nature or quantity; and that it may be collected in certain bodies, e. g. gold and silver, and remain a considerable time therein without causing any sensible destruction of them; it remains to examine those bodies wherein fire may be preserved the longest time; but with this condition, that while retained, and sometimes also increased therein, the bodies themselves are consumed and dissipat'd by the action thereof, so as almost to disappear from our notice; for the fire once collected in them usually continues, and retains its active nature, till those parts of the bodies, wherein it was before supported, be dissipat'd by the fire; and when those parts are thus dissipat'd, the fire itself usually disappears, nor can maintain its power long after, in the remains of such body.

2. Wherefore, as both the fire, and the body disappears at the same time, those bodies, or the parts thereof wherein it was found, have acquired the popular appellation of pabula, or aliment of fire; which, with this limitation, is allowable. But if to the word pabulum, we affix the precise idea of a matter feeding fire, and converted by the same into the very substance of elementary fire; and which laying aside its former nature, assumes that of fire just created, we make a conclusion, which before it be admitted as true, deserves mature consideration; and which, however easy to be ascertained, will be very difficult to prove. In effect, from this doctrine it must necessarily follow, that the quantity of bodies which are thus employed to feed and sustaine fire, as being continually wafting or diminishing, and the quantity of elementary fire in the universe being increas'd in proportion, by which means fire still growing, and all other bodies wafting, we should by this time have had nothing left but fire: and yet by comparing the most ancient times with our own, there appears not the least indication of such increase of fire.

On the contrary, it is generally observed, that the power of fire, and consequently the quantity of it, remains much the same, without any considerable increase, and no diminution. Of this we have a proof from those ingenious and accurate meteorological tables, made many years ago by that excellent geometer Nicol. Cruquius, which shew a great equability in the degree of heat. So after the burning of huge forests, which has sometimes lasted several months, the least addition of heat has never been observed to remain. Might we not expect, that during almost 6000 years, wherein the whole combustible matter of the inhabitable part of the earth has been so often burnt, the heat, by such continual augmentation, must have at length become too fierce for tender plants and animals to endure; whereas in reality the heat has still continued the same in every quarter of the globe. A certain determinate warmth of the air and soil is always necessary to cherish the tender embryo's of plants, hidden in their seeds, to fill, and distend them with moisture, and thus open their weak subtile flamina. A heat beyond the proper limit burns up the originally almost fluid little organical
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...technical body at its first appearance; or if the heat be too remis, the embryodroops and perishes as certainly. The like holds of animals, whose male seeds

...of the females, require to temperate a warmth, that the hundredth degree on Fahrenheit's thermometer burns and destroys them; and they can hardly be brought to perfection in the seventieth degree of the same. So the impregnated ovum of insects, which will endure the severest winter's frost, are, however, soon destroyed by a degree of warmth a little more intense than ordinary. Thus if we pursue our enquiry throughout all nature, we shall manifestly find, that fire continues the same as ever; nor after so many unhappy conflagrations caused by meteors, so many eruptions of burning mountains, so many fires in kitchens, stoves, and furnaces; so much fire and defolation in war by the accession of gunpowder, do we find any augmentation of fire at this day: we may add, that by the following examination of the pabulum of fire, it will plainly appear, that the case is much otherwise than is usually imagined. —— We proceed therefore to the consideration of this useful and agreeable point; and in the first place, laying down that there is a combustible matter found in vegetable, animal, and fossil bodies, we will, to proceed the more distinctly, next consider this matter as found in the vegetable class; since by this animals are also fed and sustained; and we find this class easier to examine than that of fossils.

3. All known vegetables are capable of burning, and in so doing of feeding vegetable fire, the larch-tree not excepted; but as these may either be exposed to the fire crude, and in the condition they were in when alive, and full of fresh juice, or as dead and dried, it will be proper to consider them in both those states; and because when we are acquainted with the green kind, what belongs to the dry will be easily understood, our first enquiry shall be what it is that is properly combustible in green or living plants.

4. All crude vegetables, of what sort soever, contain water, a fine substance called spirit, confiting of invisible volatile particles, usually odorous, which ordinarily reside in the water, and when separated therefrom, diffipate in the air; also an acid volatile salt, which usually appears in a fluid form, an alcaline volatile salt, a very light volatile oil, and usually strongly impregnated with the peculiar smell of the plant, a more fixed and ponderous oil, a black coal, which being agitated by a strong durable fire in a close vessel, remains fixed and black; white ashes which remain from this coal after burning it with an open fire; a salt left in these ashes, which being extracted from them by lotion, is of a fixed alcaline nature; and lastly pure earth, as it is called, the remains of the ashes after the salt is extracted. —— This is an accurate enumeration of the several matters discoverable in a burnt vegetable; and among these, as changed by the various actions of fire, we must enquire which it is, that is properly inflammable or combustible in respect of fire.

5. If we suppose then a crude vegetable, with all the above-mention'd parts in it, committed to the fire, while they are yet moist, it will first yield a smoke or vapour, which rises from the plant in form of a cloud, and according to the conditions of the subject may be collected either in form
of an acid or alcaline water, which usuallıe carries its specific smell along with it; and this vapour is very thin, light, and almost pellucid.

6. When the plant is deprived of this first part in the fire, and therefore begins to dry, another fume begins to arise, which is usuallıe black, much thicker, opaque, dense, acrimonious, fetid, and grows every minute more and more gros, dense, and at length almost pitchy, and comes out whirling about the vegetable.

7. Soon after this arises a bright shining crackling flame, in lieu of the smoke, which ends where the flame begins; so that there is always the less smoke, in proportion to the greater clearness of the flame; and if the flame be again extinguished, the smoke appears thick and black as before; if such smoke, however fluid and volatile, be collected into a mass, it forms a black, unctuous, tenacious, fetid, bitter pigment, called foot.

8. The vegetable, thus consumed to smoke, flame, and foot, leaves another part behind, which may be ignited like a metal, but is utterly unfit for maintaining fire, and is called ashes. These ashes are various, according to the species of the vegetable burnt; thus, if it abounded in volatile, acrimonious, saline, alcaline, fumes, the ashes will be almost insipid, as we find in garlic, onions, scurvy-grafs, rocket, hedge-mustard, cresses, leek, water-mint, mustard-feed, treacle-mustard, and the like pungent anti-scorbutic plants; where the fire hardly produces any fixed salt. On the contrary, if the plants be acid and succulent, much salt will remain in the ashes; as we find in the green woods of most trees, which being laid, in large blocks, on the fire, distil a great quantity of acid water at the ends. Lastly, if the plants be auster, acid, or aromatic and bitter, their ashes will yield the greatest plenty of salt.

9. If a vegetable, moderately dried by exhaling its water, yet not too old and sapfeis, be exposed to the fire, the same things will ensue, and, in the same order; only the first watery fumes will be less than in the former case.

10. Lastly, if a vegetable, when rotten, fungous, light, dry, and old, be laid on the fire, it will not burn with so fierce a flame; but will ignite and shine for a little while, and soon fall into ashes, which have scarce any Salt in them: and it will afford very little smoke or foot.

11. And as all these things are observed in the burning of every vegetable, we may hence make some inference concerning the matter in them which properly burns.

12. First then, let us consider the water, which makes a considerable part in all vegetables to be burnt; this, it is true, will admit a certain quantity of fire, and retain it for some time; but this fire only rises to about 212 degrees, before it affects the particles of the water, and their situation, with regard to each other, in such manner, as that they will admit or retain no more fire. Thus no art is yet known, whereby we might impregnate the particles of water, so as to give them a fiery brightness, and consequently make them yield a shining smoke: far from this, if water whether hot or cold be thrown in a quantity on flame, or any burning matter, it immediately reduces such fire from the degree it before had, to its own degree of...
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212, and consequently puts an end to all burning, takes away ignition, extinguishes flame, and dissipates the glittering brightness of fire: and when water is resolved by means of a violent fire into an active vapour, which diffuses itself briskly all around; yet being thus reduced into the form of fume, it exhibits all the same effects in respect of fire; as may appear by this, that if a live coal, or a burning torch be put in the thick steam of hot water, it will be as perfectly extinguish'd, as if water had been cast on it. So it appears by chemical distillations, that water, however agitated by fire, still remains pure water as before; yet it cannot be denied, that water has a great effect in the burning of vegetables, which would hardly happen were the water away. For if water be poured on boiling oil, we find a new action arise between the water, fire, and oil, very different from what would otherwise have obtain'd. Suppose, a pound of oil boiling hot and flaming in a copper vessel, the fire in this oil will be about 600 degrees, and not be very violent, if the oil be kept stirring: throw an ounce of water at once into this boiling burning oil, and it will produce a violent noise of the parts, with a strange unequal motion through the whole; for the water cast on the hot oil, in falling into the pores thereof, by its weight, meets continually with a degree of heat, almost triple to that which the hottest water is capable of; by which means the particles of water being dilated with an incredible force, and agitated by a vehement motion, shake all the tenacious parts of the oil, dissipate and dispel them into air: if therefore in burning, water and oil happen to meet, a new and very different fire arises from them, to which the smiths are all strangers; who when they would raise a fierce fire, by blowing up their coals with the bellows, first sprinkle them with cold water. Nor must it be omitted, that a greater heat may be communicated to water, when the weight of the atmosphere being increased, it is more compressed thereby: and in effect this augmentation is so considerable, that for every increase of the weight, a sensible addition is perceived to the degree of the heat. If therefore in burning, the water should be compressed as with a double weight of the atmosphere, its power of dispersion would be terrible. From the consideration of this, I have often wonder'd at the immense height to which the heat of water might be raised by fire, if there were any water in the centre of the earth. By the law demonstrated by Mariotte, it appears, that air, at the depth of 409640 fathoms under the surface of the earth, would be as heavy as gold. Supposing this law to obtain every where, how much greater weight then must water be there compressed with; with how much greater force would fire there burn; and would not water, if there heated to the degree of boiling, shine like ignited metals (g)? Besides this, we find another extraordinary power of water on fire; for if a fixed alcaline salt be fused with a strong fire in a crucible, till it run like water, and thus be expeditiously poured into an iron or brass vessel; e. gr. a mortar, at the bottom whereof is a small quantity of water, the salt will fly from it with incredible force, as the chemists have often found to their great loss and danger. But nothing is more terrible than the power of water, applied to the fire found in melted copper; for if in a copper-

foundery, where the melted metal is contain'd in large vessels, the smallest quantity of water, by misfortune fall on it, a clap like thunder with horrible force is immediately produced, which throws down every thing. So if a few grains of melted copper be thrown into water, a shock immediately ensues, which bursts the strongest vessel, both at the bottom and sides, converting it almost into powder (b). Hence may appear what effect the water naturally contain'd in a burning vegetable may have, in respect of the fire burning such vegetable, if we consider it as only a water; and how much its power may be still increas'd, if there be any oily, saline, or other metallic parts therein: so that a body, which otherwise is thought proper for subduing the force of fire, may, under some circumstances, prove the instrument of heightening and increasing it beyond belief.

13. We proceed now to examine the spirits of vegetables, which swim and float in and with water, in the natural state of things; or without any previous fermentation. These, however pure and well cleaned of water we may endeavour to procure them, yet we never find any thing in them to sustain flame or fire: on the contrary, when well purified, if we cast them on fire, they presently extinguish it, provided there be no oil in them. Thus if green roemary be so treated, as to exhale its fragrant water, we shall find nothing inflammable in it; and if by a gentle fire we continue further to separate the odorous part from the other, in close vessels neither will this be found fit to maintain fire, but on the contrary will put it out.

14. We come next to consider that part by chemists called acid salts, which exhale with the water and odoriferous spirit above-mention'd.

15. It has long ago been observed, that these volatile acid salts often prove highly acid, as appears from the smoke raised in the burning of acid woods, and also the acid foot sometimes collected from them: and in distilling the heavier woods, as box, juniper, guaiacum, oak, and the like, the spirits obtain'd are almost as acid as vinegar itself; the shavings of guaiacum distillé'd in a clean vessel, with a moderate fire, yield a liquor which has all the marks of a thorough acid; and this, as I have often observed, being carefully separated from all its adhering oil, which may easily be done by filtration, and a slow distillation, becomes exceedingly acid, liquid as water, and considerably volatile: yet after all this purification, if it be cast on the fire or flame, it does not increase, but extinguish them. That other pure and vegetable spirit, procured by fire from the native balsams of plants, has the same effect. If we distill some pounds of the purest turpentine, in a clean vessel; with a fire gradually raised, this oily fat balsamic substance will yield a limpid liquor, intimately miscible with water, and of an acid taste; which is perhaps one of the noblest diuretics known: yet this too, if cast on fire, puts it out like common water. From all which it appears, that the acid volatile salt, found in burnt vegetables, is not fit for the maintenance of fire or flame, but rather destroys them.

16. It may be objected, that sulphur is made of the fossil acid of vitriol, alum, or pyrites, with a vegetable, or fossil oil. Whence it seems to follow, that
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that the latent acid in this sulphur, affords a pabulum for fire: but it may be consider'd, that the oil alone here affords such pabulum; and that the acid flies unchang'd out of the flame, in form of fume, which does not stay in the flame once kindled, but trickling down in drops, returns again the same genuine acid, under the new denomination of oil or spirit of sulphur per campanam.

17. We now come to examine volatile alcaline salts, which exhale from Volatile alca. most vegetables in burning, and may be collected in form of foot, and may even be procured from some plants by distillation; as from garlic, onions, fcurvy-grass, rocket, hedge-mustard, cressû, leek, radish, mustard-feed, treacle-mustard, and the like: if the salts thus produced, be carefully separ. rated from the water, spirits, and acid salts, they will be found utterly unfit for burning, and not at all inflammable in the fire, but either fly swiftly away, or diminish the briskness of the fire. Neither does that volatile alcaline salt procure'd from a vegetable, by first putrefying it, though obtain'd in greater plenty, or stronger than the former, appear in the least fitter for the sustenance of fire. But this to be understood of these salts, when reduced to such a degree of purity, as that no oily part adheres to them; for in distillation as well as in burning, the volatile saline alcaline part, rising upwards, carries with it the fetid oil, which is also volatile and closely united with the former; whence we may sometimes be deceived; because the same salt, with this oil adhering to it, if cast on the fire, will truly burn; but when, by the method we shall hereafter explain, the oil is all perfectly separated, and the salt left pure, its inflammability entirely ceases.

18. Oil, which is produced from vegetables by distillation, commonly Known by the name of essentia. oil, appears the most volatile of all oils procured from them; and at the same time the most genuine, as being less adulterated with foreign matters than the rest. If this oil be expos'd, in a clean vessel, to the fire, and then be kindled by the application of flame, it will burn away, and smoke but little; leaving behind a few black, funguous, friable, carbonaceous earthy faces: and if this oil, however pure it is usually reputed, be again distill'd from boiling water, it becomes much purer, thinner, and lighter than before; leaving behind a great quantity of new faces, which will not rise. The oil thus purified, or as the chemists call it rectified, being again expos'd to the fire as before, will kindle, and in burning yield less smoke, and leave less faces than before; and the faces remaining after the second distillation will be much less combustible than the former. From this experiment it appears, that though the inflammable matter be here diminished, yet what remains is become more inflammable; and still fitter and fitter for the maintenance of fire. If then we continue this purification of the oil, by repeating its distillation from water, a great quantity of oil, before thought to be inflammable, will now be found of a terestrial nature, and unfit to burn in the fire; and the other oil, which again rises in the distillation, being thus further separated from the incombustible faces, becomes every time lighter, thinner, and more limpid; burns clearer in the fire,
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fire, yields less smoke, and leaves less feces behind it; till at length, after repeating the operation a multitude of times, the oil becomes exceedingly subtile, scarce yields any smoke, and burns away without leaving any feces and yet this last and purest oil, which appears wholly inflammable, if distill'd over again in a clean glass retort, by a gentle fire, gradually raised, and this be repeated a second time, the greatest part of it, as we are inform'd by Mr. Boyle, will turn into earthy feces, remaining at the bottom, and scarce combustible; the oil itself at every new distillation growing still purer and more inflammable, so as to burn away without leaving any sensible feces, or yielding any smoke. If then all the feces, obtain by the repeated distillations be collected together, and burnt in a clean open vessel, in the open air, they will ignite, sparkle, and yield a smoke, and sometimes also a flame, and at length fall into ashes utterly incombustible. Whence it appears how little a part it is, even in the purest oil, that truly burns, or turns into flame, exclusive of the smoke and ashes; which will be a considerable point gain'd in the history of fire, consider'd as it acts on its fuel, and is acted on, and changed by the flame.

19. Hence we proceed to a new experiment. Take a live coal full of fire, put it in a copper vessel, and pour on it some cold ethereal oil of turpentine, which is held the most inflammable of all oils; and to our great surprize it will put out the coal of fire, with a smoke and hissing, as certainly and readily as if water had been poured on it; so that cold oil is not kindled by fire after the manner usually imagined, but require certain conditions in the application of the oil to the fire. It will be imagined, that flame is necessary to this kindling of oil, let us therefore make the trial.

20. Place a lighted candle in a vessel, in such manner as that the extremity of the flame may be below the brim; then pour the former pure distill'd oil of turpentine into the vessel, and as it rises up to the flame, we shall find it extinguish the flame, without the oil catching fire; and if the same oil be heated in another vessel till it smoke, and be ready to boil, and while in this state we throw in a small live coal, we do not still find the oil kindle, but instead thereof the coal sinks dead and hissing to the bottom. And again, if we plunge a lighted candle in the same heated oil, instead of giving fire to that, it becomes extinguish'd itself.

21. It remains to try these other vegetable oils, procured by distillation in dry vessels, without the addition of water, having the empyreumatic smell, and being thicker and more opaque. These, if treated after the manner above-mention'd of distill'd oils, exhibit the very same appearances. At first they flame, yield a black copious smoke, and leave a great quantity of feces; but by repeating the distillation, become still purer, lighter, more limpid, and inflammable, afford less smoke, and leave less feces; and when purify'd still further, burn still more perfectly; thus being by art reduced to a kind of essential oils. As all these things therefore obtain in all oils of vegetables, after what manner ever they exist therein, whether by a native concretion in other parts, or by a natural secretion in those of gum, balsam, rosin, pitch, or by distillation, or lastly by burning;
ing; we have hence a view of the true nature of the combustible matter, and may draw several conclusions belonging to the history of fire: for want of which, great mistakes have been committed both about the nature of fire and fuel.

22. All vegetables, when burnt so far as to be ignited from their surface charcoal, to the middle of their body, but not wafted to ashes, and being then suddenly extinguish'd in water, or smother'd by excluding the air, or burying them deep under ashes, or other bodies, lose their fire, and are converted into a thoroughly black body, called coal, or charcoal; and if any vegetable body be put in a retort, and urged with so violent a fire, so long continued, as that nothing more will rise out of the retort into the receiver, the whole being done in close vessels without any access of the air; upon letting all cool again, we shall find at the bottom of the retort a black vegetable matter, which is also a true coal, and in all respects like the former. Either of these, when very dry, being laid on the fire, presently catch, and retain it strongly, till consumed almost wholly, without yielding smoke, so long as any blackness remains; though during the whole time it yield an exhalation, which if received in a close place, quickly and insensibly destroys any animal: and this holds whatever the operation be performed on, herbs, wood, bituminous turf, or peat. After all the black part of the coal has been thus consumed, what remains is a whitish dust, called ashes; on which the fire, however applied, will have no further effect. All we can do is to unite fire with them, as we do with metals, stones, and the like bodies, which retain fire without wafting. It is most remarkable, that this unfitness in coal for sustaining fire, commences at the same time; that its blackness gives way to the cineritious or ash colour, and continues as long as the blackness remains; as may be shewn by a familiar experiment in a slender kind of coal, viz. paper burnt to blackness: for if a spark be caught on paper thus burnt to blackness, it will run this way and that, still deferting the parts as they appear cineritious, and shifting to others where the blackness yet continues; which, when it has consumed, it immediately quits, and takes possession of some neighbouring part yet black; till having consumed every part of that colour, it leaves the paper only a slender compages of white ashes. Vegetable coal therefore is that part of the plant, from whence the fire has expell'd the water, spirits, volatile salts, and some part of the lighter oil, less intimately mixed with the rest; leaving behind the earth, fix'd salt, and cresp oil, which being rarified, attenuated, and reduced to a black colour by burning, is diffus'd over the increased surface of the earth and fix'd salt: for all that appears black in coal is the mere oily part, which being rapidly moved in the first action of the fire, and hereby greatly extended, freed, and as it were extricated from the unimmovable parts; and being of a nature nearest a-kin to flame, it is attracted to the surface of the body, and, by the stifling of the fire, remains spread on the outer face thereof, where, before the substance was chang'd to coal, there resided water, spirits, and volatile salts. From the whole we may infer, that the combustibility of coal consists altogether in its oil, which remains in it; and
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that the other parts are incapable of ignition, or inflammation, so as, after
the manner of a fewel, to consume by the fire they receive.

23. Not to omit any thing belonging to this history, we proceed to ex-
amine the ashes of vegetables perfectly burnt: These, if produced from a
mere vegetable, are of a white colour, and a faltish taste, a few instances
only excepted; and when boil'd with fair water, in a clean vessel, yield a
lixivium of an acrimonious, alcaline, fiery, urinous taste: and if the ope-
ration be again repeated, and the water a top be poured off the ashes,
and fresh water pour'd on them, boil'd with them, and pour'd off again,
till at length the water comes off as insipid as it was pour'd on; and lastly,
if all these lixiviums be mixed together, and evaporated to dryness, there
will remain, at the bottom of the vessel, a white, sharp, alcaline, fiery, fix'd
falt, which being made red-hot with a vehement fire, may retain the fiery
brightnes some time, but is by no means fit to feed fire, kindle a flame,
or burn away; so that fix'd alcaline falt appears as incombuftible as ftones,
&c.

24. And if that part of the ashes, which remain'd at the bottom of the
water after the separation of this falt, be carefully dried, and well preferred
from all admixture of other matter, it will be found a light, white, simple
earth, unalterable by fire: whence the alfayers make their tefts of this mix'd
with fair water; and if continued in the fiercest fire, for the longest time,
will keep red-hot like other incombuftible bodies, but never burn, flame,
or turn to the nutriment of fire.

25. We begin now to perceive what part of the vegetable that properly
is, which in a common fire made of vegetable matters, feeds such fire and
flame; and what those are which remain so long in the burning fire: but
while this proceeds, a thick smoke arises from every part of the kindled fire,
which at first is watery and thin, but grows every moment thicker and
blacker, and most so, when the flame is ready to start forth; which usually
happens with some crackling noise: upon this eruption of the flame, the
smoke instantly diminishes, and the more as the flame is quicker and brighter;
so that when this is in its utmost brightnes, the smoke seems to cease enti-
tely, tho' some still continues. Hence smoke seems only a confused mass of
different parts of the vegetable fewel, rapidly moved by the force of fire,
and thereby carried upwards, and continually driven against each other,
ths' not yet kindled to a compleat ignition; but when, by the continuance
and increase of this force, those parts become agitated by a stronger fire ap-
plied to them in the air, they grow red-hot, and thus of smoke commence
flame; the parts of the smoke, by such attenuation, appearing perfectly fiery.
Hence also appears why flame playing over the whole burning surface,
seems to consume all the lower parts, agitated by the fire, in mere flame with-
out smoke; it being certain that all but the watery part of smoke may be
wholly converted into flame. This was long ago discovered by an elegant
experiment of the fire consuming smoke, wherein the eye plainly sees, that
the black smoke raised by fire from vegetables, is itself a kind of coal, com-
busatile in a strong fire, or a violent flame; for the smoke here falls into mere
ashes,
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26. The inventor of this simple instrument was M. Dalesme, an ingenious engineer of Paris, in the year 1686 (2). The ingenious Mr. Jussel first exhibited the figure of it in the philosophical Transactions, about the same time. It may be conceived from what follows: ABCD is a cylinder, made of hammer’d iron, hollow, and open at both ends, to whose lower bale BD, is fitted on the inside a small cylindrical kind of grate BD, which serves for the fire-place of the instrument, being so fitted to the cylindrical tube EFG, as that the cavity of the one corresponds to that of the other; both are made of the same capacity, and of the same matter, and in the same manner; the tube ABCD, being open at G, and shut at E. If then the tube EFG be first well heated, and live coals be laid on the grate BD, and other combustible fowel on these, the flame produced hereby will descend into the tube EF, and proceed through FG, and all the heat issue at the orifice G; the smoke also produced thereby will all take the fame course, and pass through the tube EFG, through the middle of the flame which fills the whole cavity thereof; by which means, being acted on by the fire through its whole progress, it loses the grossinesfs and other properties of smoke, and turns into flame; in form whereof it issues at G, and vanishes without any apparent smoke or foot. M. De la Hire has added some notes and observations to the account of this machine (k).

27. And not to be wanting in my endeavours, I have contrived an engine something to the same purpose. ABCDEF is a vessel made of five equal plates of hammer’d iron carefully folder’d together, only the uppermost left open at ABCD; at the depth of EI within the vessel is a grate IKLM, and on the side DF is an elliptic aperture NO, of the breadth of MK, and the height of EI, to which is lastly fitted the tube OGH, open at ON and H, and every where of the same width.—If then we place burning coals on the grate LK, till the vessel is hot, the air in the aperture of the tube NOGP, will heat at the fame time; and again laying coals against the part of the tube NP with the fame view, no sooner will the air under the grate and in the tube NOGP be heated, but the heat before found in the vessel CK, over the grate, produced by the coals, will begin to diminish, and proportionably thereto the heat in LF under the grate, and in the tube NOPG will be increased; whence it appears, that the power of the fire and flame is driven downward, which produces a cold over the coals on the heart.—The instrument being thus prepared, suppose a quantity of straw laid on the coals when kindled, the flame will fly rapidly downwards, darts under the grate, and at length driving through the tube OGH, issue without smoke at H, where it produces an intense heat, at the same time that the space CK is quite cold.

28. The like will be found, when, instead of straw we place wood, turf, fulphurs, or oils: and so powerfully is the fire driven thro’ this tube

(2) See the Jour. des Scav. of that year, p. 116.

(2) See the place above cited in the Jour. des Scavous.
that it will grow red-hot, and the fire make a raging noise. It is further observable, that bodies, which in burning usually yield either a very fetid or a fragrant scent when laid on the fire, here yield not the least smell at all, but confume away without the least sign thereof; only leaving the ashes at the bottom of the vessel under the grate. The other parts are all impell'd by the atmophere, gravitating on the aperture of the fire-place, into the other deeper and narrower tube; so that all the fire and flame here is found in the space LFOGH.

29. Hence all the combustible parts of the fuel, turn'd by force of fire in to the thickeft fmoke, are now driven into this pure flame, and not into the open air; by which means the parts of the fmoke are agitated with the utmost violence within the fire; whereby in fo long a passage, and fo fierce a fire, they become fo attenuated, that all before combustible in them, which is capable of being attenuated, becomes utterly infensible, and dissipates without leaving any marks of their peculiar natures. Smoke, then, appears to be a combustible matter violently agitated, but not yet brought to shine or ignite; and flame is the fame matter at length perfectly ignited and divided into its smallcst particles.

30. This inflammability of fmoke may be fhewn by other experiments: for if the fhavings of guaiacum be di till'd, with a vehement heat in a retort, there will appear a thick fmoke; and at the end of the operation, when only an attenuated and rarified oil rifes, if this fmoke be made to tranfpire through crannies in the luting, and a candle be applied thereto: it will catch fire, not without fome danger: and the fame may hold of any part of an animal. Thus smoke appears near a-kin to flame, and the blacker it is so much the nearer, in regard it then becomes a true thin attenuated coal, extremely volatile, and easy to kindle, as may appear from the preceding history of coal: so that the oil in this fmoke is the only pabulum it affords to fire, as will appear more clearly hereafter.

31. Laffly, in the burning of a combustible matter, the fmoke rising on high, and sticking on the sides of the chimney, penetrates the fame with a black unctuous moist fubstance, which gathers on the surface in form of a black fleece, or wool, very light, and eafily swept off, called foot; which is itfelf a volatile coal, but of an unctuous kind, and, when dry, very inflammable. It is extremely bitter, like other burnt oils: fat, by reafon of the abundance of oil in it; and black, like all coals, on account of the burnt oil diffused over it. This matter, however fimple it appear, when carefully analysed by a chemical diftillation, yields firft a great quantity of water, which, when collected by itfelf, extinguishes fire and flame; and the watery vapour itfelf exhaling in this firft diftillation does alfo readily put out fire; fo that it can hardly be properly called a fpirit: After this comes a quantity of a yellow inflammable oil, which affords a plentiful nutriment to fire and flame; the more subtile part of this oil, called by the name of fpirit, is alfo inflammable: after this it affords a very volatile falt, then another fels volatile, and at length a dryer one; from all which, if we carefully separate the oil and fpirit juft mentioned, there will be nothing in-
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inflammable found; but a mere incombusuable salt, as above intimated. The last thing in this analysis will be coal; which has been already sufficiently consider’d.

32. Hence we see what foot is, and wherein its combustible part resides. If a quantity of this, gather’d fresh and dry from the chimney, be laid on the fire, it will burn vehemently, and break into an open flame, almost as much as any other combustible matter, as men have often found to their cost: A chimney, under which great store of combustible matter has long been burning, and which for want of sweeping is become thick lined with foot, is, upon making a larger fire than ordinary under it, apt to catch fire, which bursting out a top, frequently occasions great damage.

33. From the whole it appears, what the proper inflammable part of a crude vegetable is; and that oil, in whatever from it existed, whether thick, or thin like a spirit, is the only pabulum of fire.

34. By what has been above said, we find that there is nothing in crude vegetables, at the same time capable of dissolving in water, and yet of feeding or sustaining fire.—If we proceed to consider those vegetable matters, which are produced by a chemical fermentation, from plants disposed to admit such fermentation, we shall find that called wine the capital one. This liquor, when duly refin’d, and brought to the purest state, yet, if cast on the fire, presently extingiuishes it; nor can ever be brought to burn, or made fit for the maintenance of flame: and if the wine thus examined, be again committed, in a pure glass vessel, to a moderate fire, the most volatile part of it will gently rise in form of a smoke, which, upon applying a flame to it will scarce burn, but rather puts the flame out.

35. But if this vapour be cooled and collected into a liquor, and heated as before, it will afford a new fluid, which will mix with water, and also burn with fire, yielding a plentiful flame, and consuming wholly therein: for the vegetable matter which remains of the wine, whether it be its fæces, or what stays behind after the above-mention’d distillation, if it be tried with fire, will yield much the same substances, as we have above shewn to be produced from a crude vegetable. From which instance it appears, that fermentation produces a vegetable moisture miscible with water, and fit for the sustenance of fire; which was not before found in the crude plant.

36. We proceed now to consider vegetables, as treated in another manner. If crude vegetables, while full of their native juice, be laid in large heaps, or flow’d in large wooden vessels, and there kept close and well presi’d, they will spontaneously conceive heat, emit watery fumes, a rank smell, and at length thick smoke, flame, and sparks: whereas if the same vegetables, after gathering, be dried in the air, and then heaped up as before, they will remain without alteration; but if in this state they be again well moisten’d by pouring water on them, they will be disposed, as before, to gather heat and fire; and if after long continuing hot in this manner, without any flame ensuing, they grow cool again, we shall find them
them perfectly putrefied, and turn’d to a fetid pulp; which being distill’d, will first yield a watry vapour, which puts out fire and flame; and if the remainder be tried and burnt by an open fire, it will yield much the same as the former, either crude or fermented vegetables, produced by burning.

37. Lastly, if vegetables, when perfectly putrefied, be slowly distill’d with a moderate fire, in a glass retort, till they are left almost dry, the first matter that rises will be a fetid unctuous turbid water, containing a volatile alcaline salt dissolved therein, procurable by art in its proper form; the unctuousness of the water being rather owing to this than to an admixture of true oil. For whether we call this liquor into the fire, or separate the compound fluid into a purer water, and its proper salt, and thus cast both separately into the fire, the event will be the same, and the fire be equally extinguished in both cafes.

38. If the putrefied matter, after separating this first liquor, be put almost dry in a retort, and the remainder be urged by a stronger fire, there will first arise a thin fluid unctuous matter, which swells in water, stinks, and feeds flame like oil, or spirit of wine. After this spirit or thin oil is thus separated, if the fire be raised still further, a volatile alcaline salt and a thicker oil will arise together, in considerable quantity; and as this oil is still found inflammable, so the salt still remains incombustible. Lastly, if what remains after the preceding separations, be urged for a long time, by a still stronger fire, it will yield another thicker, and almost pitchy oil, and which is found very combustible: and at the same time with this, there will arise a thick vapour, which on the application of a burning candle readily catches fire in the open air. After all, if the fire be still kept up in its highest degree, a phosphorus will be produced; and this out of a vegetable, though not in so solid a form as that from the parts of animals; yet in other properties near a-kin to it. After the phosphorus nothing remains of the vegetable matter but a black coal at the bottom of the vessel, such as that above described; wherein a black inflammable oil predominates, and no fix’d salt can be found.

39. From all which we may safely pronounce concerning the parts of plants, both of those which spontaneously, on the application of fire, will catch flame, and consume therein, and withal continue or sustain the fire in that place for some time; and of those which by any art may be procured from them, capable of producing the same effect, so that among these parts, water, native spirits, all salts and earths of plants are disposed to be heated by fire; and consequently would admit fire within them; and when admitted, retain and preserve it a considerable time, with the limitations above expressed; and by their means the fire also, which they have conceived, may be communicated at pleasure to other bodies: also the fix’d salts and earths of such vegetables are capable of being ignited by a strong fire, and of preserving their redness for some time, but no one of these four parts is any way capable of being turn’d to flame, or consumed by it; as is necessary to a proper pabulum of fire; and the oils of plants, of what kind soever they be, also their balsams, gums, and resins, and the gummo-
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gummo-refins arising from a mixture hereof, are all five capable of being heated by fire, of retaining the fire a considerable time, of communicating it to others, even without ignition or inflammation, but by a further fire they will melt, boil, and seed fire and flame; yet this their inflammation only reaches to that part of them which is oily; the other parts in them, being chiefly earthy, undergo the fame as above-mention'd.

40. Lastly, vegetable spirits produced by fermentation, oil left in fermented bodies, or extracted therefrom, spirits also and oil produced by putrefaction, all of them consider'd as pure spirits, or oils of such kinds, are everywhere absolutely inflammable: from whence again it appears by undeniable experiments, that the oils of vegetables, of whatever kind they be, are the only matter in them capable, without the addition of any other parts, of being agitated by the fire, so as to produce true flame; and when once produced, preserve it as long as the oily part lasts: and in the mean while they are sensibly confum'd by this flame, till at length they disappear, and the flame cease at the same time. And tho' this oil exist in vegetables after very different manners, and may be chang'd by very different causes, yet while it remains oil, it still continues inflammable, in the sense above explain'd: and as fermentation and putrefaction attenuate this oil to such a degree as to turn it into a subtile spirit, capable of mixing with water; yet such spirits still remain inflammable, and have the effects before specify'd concerning true oils, as the pabulum of fire. And further, whenever all that part, which has the character of a true oil, is perfectly separated from any vegetable compound, or the several parts thereof; what remains is not capable, by any art or means hitherto discover'd, of being brought into a condition to conceive or nourish flame: yet the watery spirituous faline and terreftrial parts, while they contain those oils, are violently agitated and moved by the fire in kindling of the oil, and thus increase the force of the fire by their vehement agitation amongst the fire, and produce a great attrition in the flame itself, by the agitation of their parts (m). Hence also those parts thus agitated, communicate the fire with much

(m) One great effect of the matter of light, diffused among terreftrial bodies is, according to the younger Lemery, that being detained, and mix'd along with certain compositions of salt, earth, and water, it therewith forms oils, fats, and in a word all inflammable matters, which are only such in virtue of the particles of fire they contain. What principally inclines us to this opinion, is, that in the analysis such bodies are reduced into salt, earth, water, and a certain fine subtile matter which passes through the closest vessels; so that what pains forewer the artifit ues not to lose any thing, he still finds a considerable diminution of weight.

'Tis certain that salt, earth, and water, whether united together, or separated, never become inflammable; but even hinder or retard flame, in bodies that are inflammable. It may even be advanced, that these principles are of no use in the composition of inflammable bodies, but to detain and arrest the particles of fire, which are the real and only matter of flame; and which only rises into the air under this form, when the inflammable body having been expos'd to some external fire, has had its cells of vehicle broken up, and the contained fire set at liberty. It appears, therefore, to be the matter of flame that the artifit looses in decomposing inflammable bodies.*

M. Honberg indeed contends, that sulphur or oil is fire itself; or that there is no sulphur besides fire. In the analysis of oils, says

* Mem. de l'Acad. an. 1713.
much greater force to other bodies, and also defend the oils for some time, and prevent their being too quickly confumed by the flame, and thus hinder the fuel from being wafted too soon.

41. From all which effects duly consider’d, it appears, that the power of vegetable fire does not only depend on the mere elementary fire, and the oil kindled by it, but more especially on those other incombustible parts agitated, with great vehemence, within the sphere of activity of the fire. Hence elementary fire acting on the purest of all combustibles, viz. highly rectify’d spirit of wine, does not produce such violent effects, nor so intense a heat, as when it acts on heavy pit-coal, the greatest part of which is uniftrammable. So the unctuous wood of the pine-tree affords a stronger fire, than the pureft oil when carefully purged of all uniftrammable matter; and hence this paradox, that incombustible matter alone, with pure fire alone, often affords a lefs fire, than inflammable mixed with uniftrammable matter. For this end the author of things has no where created any pure uniftrammable body; but has every where hid it within the veins of other incombustible bodies, that it might hereby produce the stronger effects. This being a matter of great importance, will require to be thoroughly understood. Supposed then an unctuous wood laid on an open fire, the mere mixture of its oil with the fire will produce a flame, which playing over the surface of the wood, kindles, confumes, and converts into new flame all the oily part it can touch; by which means the firft flame is not only kept alive, but continually increased; fo long as this oil meets the active force of the flame: in the mean while, the falt and earth still closely cohere with the oil to be burnt, and become divided into minute parts by the rapidity of the kindled oil, and are agitated in the oil more than the parts of the oil itself; thus undergoing a prodigious attrition, the quickest of any we can well conceive; which violent attrition of those hard parts so strongly comprefs’d by the atmosphere, draws the fire to those places, and thus renders it much hotter and more copious than before: which increase of fire in its turn still further agitates the oil; fo that from the whole ’tis easy to conceive the force of a fire thus kindled. While this passes, the solid body of the wood laid on the fire grows hot through its whole fubftance, and by degrees rarifies, dispels the elfatic parts with great vehemence, and pours out its melted oil, and by fuch fuccefsive action continues the fire. Lastly, if it be consider’d that pure oil alone burns in the fire, it will follow, that the oily tenacious fays that author, their whole fubftance becomes reduced into a deal of aqueous matter, fome infipid earth, and a little falt, partly volatile and partly fixed; the real principle fulphur, which connected these fveral ingredients together, to make an oil, being loft in the operation. The fame befalls the fulphur, in all bodies whatever, that undergo a rigorous analysis; fo that we have no positive way of arriving at the knowledge of its nature by the decompoing of mixt bodies: hence he was led to examine it, by making artificial mixts or compositions. And the re-

fulc, he affures us of a great number of operations, of this kind, gave him plain indications, that ’tis fire is the principle fulphur, and that this is the only active matter in all bodies.

To support this opinion, he Endeavours to shew that fire, or the matter of light, is always in motion and action; and that this matter may be introduced into the other principles, change their figure and augment their weight and bulk, and connect them together, so as to produce all the mixts which fall under our observation. Mem. de l’Acad. an. 1705.
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Having said thus much concerning vegetable fuel, it remains to consider the action of nature; while this matter being committed to the fire feeds the flame.

42. I have been at great pains with this view; and in the course of my enquiry find first, that all those parts of vegetables, which are capable by fire of making a true flame, are easily miscible among each other, whenever they are pure, simple, and inflammable. Thus alcohol, which is the only known body perfectly inflammable, however prepared, provided it be pure, may be intimately mixed with any other alcohol prepared in any other manner, without the least alteration thence arising. So also all pure oils, when rightly purged of other parts, will mix thoroughly with each other, as appears from all instances; though there are some oils prepared from semi-fluid matters, as amber, and the like, which by a long distillation yield a sort of oils which lie in separate strata over each other, without mixing together; but then it is to be observed, that these ponderous oils, forced over by the ultimate force of fire, contain much of the mass of the body itself, liquified and mixed with them. Besides, we are here only speaking of vegetable oils, with regard to which it may be said universally, that they are all of such a nature, as to be easily miscible into a liquid concrete, uniformly similar. Again, all the purest oils, and alcohol itself, may be so accurately mixed together, as to form one homogeneous fluid, in which even the best microscope shall not discern the least diversity of parts; which however is to be understood with this restriction, that there be not the smallest drop of water in such oil or alcohol, otherwise so intimate a mixture will not be made. So also camphor, which may be reckoned among the vegetable solids, burns wholly away, dissolves and mixes intimately, not only in alcohol, but in any pure oil: and the like holds of other perfectly inflammable vegetables, which mix in oils or alcohol the more thoroughly, as they are more entirely inflammable: the same hold of refin, balsams, and gummy-refins, which, when mixed under the conditions above specify’d, may be liquify’d even by a small degree of heat, or even run spontaneously. Thus, how easily does camphor melt, as also balsams, colophonies, and rofins? 'Tis certain many of these inflammable bodies are incapable of being frozen by any degree of cold hitherto known; as appears in linseed oil, and others. Nor must it be omitted, that all these perfectly inflammable bodies, whether they be pure or mixed together, contain certain tinct parts which produce a brisk cohesion, and make a considerable resistance to their separation. Thus if we consider alcohol, the most subtle of all known fluids, we find, the parts even of this run into a kind of veins or spires, which have an apparent lentor or cohesion. So in mixing pure alcohol with water, we even then find the parts of the alcohol tending to cohere, and shooting like little eels between the water: so if an oil be diluted with alcohol, the like spires are found, which is a proof of their cohesion. Add, that all the oils, which

which are held inflammable, burn so much the quicker, the more perfectly, produce less smoke, and leave fewer ashes, the less thickness they have, and the nearer they approach to the tenuity and subtilty of alcohol: but at the same time the flame will be so much the weaker, as these oils are the thinner.

44. Having said thus much concerning the nature of the pabulum of fire, we proceed to shew the manner wherein fire acts on this pabulum, and the reaction of the pabulum itself on fire: and to this purpose we shall exhibit some further experiments.

**EXPERIMENT I.**

45. Putting some pure cold alcohol, which is the most inflammable of all known fluids, in a clean cylindrical brass vessel, and then plunging flaming brimstone-match therein, one would expect that the alcohol should thence catch flame, instead of which the match itself is immediately extinguish'd, as entirely as if it had been plung'd in cold water. But what is still more extraordinary, if we take a live burning sparkling coal out of the fire, and immerge it expeditiously in the alcohol, this likewise will be extinguish'd as readily as if it had been thrown into water. But if the former sulphur-match be of sufficient length for the tip of it to enter below the surface of the fluid, and yet some of the fiery part still remain above it, the alcohol will then catch fire, and the flame presently spread over the whole surface.

**COROLLARY I.**

46. Hence it appears, that the most inflammable of all bodies can only catch fire on its outermost surface contiguous to the air; and that fire, if immersed in the body of the inflammable matter, so as to leave no lighted part above such surface in the air, is so far from kindling the inflammable body, that itself becomes extinguished.

**COROLLARY II.**

47. It is false, therefore, that fire can easily kindle even those bodies which are most inflammable.

**EXPERIMENT II.**

48. Filling the same vessel again with pure alcohol, and heating the flame to such degree as to make it smoke, approach a lighted candle to the fumes arising from the hot alcohol, the result will be, that the flame of the candle no sooner comes in contact with those fumes, than they catch fire which soon spreads over the whole surface of the liquor; but still the flame thus conceived confines itself strictly to the superficial parts, as a limit beyond which it cannot pass; nor can it, by any art, be brought to turn any of the alcohol.
alcohol below the surface into flame; but the bulk of the alcohol still remains entire, transparent, unignited, under the flaming surface; nor is at all consumed, except so far as some of the spiritious parts separated from the rest, and carried upwards by the heat, arrive at the surface of the alcohol contiguous to the air, where they are presently kindled. In effect, 'tis impossible to set any on fire except such as have risen so as to float in the air, as may be fully shewn. For if cold alcohol be kindled slowly on its surface by the application of a sulphurous body after the manner above indicated, viz. so as that part of the lighted body remain above the surface of the alcohol, while the rest is plunged into the body of it: only a small weak flame will be excited thereby; but when the alcohol is first heated, and emits its spiritious parts into the air through the surface, the flame it then catches is greater and more violent; as more parts, being thus emitted into the air, are capable of being turn'd to flame. Thus in the present vessel, the same alcohol still yields a more copious flame, the more it is heated thro' its whole substance; and consequentially, when heated so as to boil, it will yield the strongest flame of all. So if a vessel full of boiling alcohol exhale its spiritious parts into the air, and those be confined within some narrow sphere, and a person approach such sphere with a lighted candle; the whole place will instantly catch a live flame, and shine with a weak momentary light, which presently tends to the surface of the vessel; and as soon as arrived at the flame, covers it, and prevents any more spirits being emitted into the open air, forcing it all to be acted on and changed by the incumbent flame, which becomes a while supported thereby, but changes it into a matter which is no longer alcohol. Again, this flame perfrifts in the vessel so long as the least drop of alcohol is left in it, and then goes out; whence it appears, that the whole alcohol cannot possibly be consumed by the flame in one instant, but only the superficial part of it, which was contiguous to the air; consequentially the wider such surface, the sooner will the consumption be effecte'd: on which principle this consumption may be accelerated and increased at pleasure: so that we have two known ways of accelerating the flame of alcohol, and consequentially its consumption, viz. by heating it with fire, and spreading it into a larger surface. Add, that alcohol thus wholly consumed by burning, leaves no fæces behind it; and, if pure will not so much as stain the place where fired; nor does the eye perceive any smoke on the surface of its flame; and if a clean white paper be laid over the flame, it will contract no filth or soot, but only a clear moisture; tho' the sense of smelling is a little affected with the fragrancy of the alcohol. This flame of kindled alcohol, when in a still air, riles in to a conical figure, in regard the fire being the greatest towards the centre, heaves up the incumbent air stronger there; and the fire being less confined towards the circumference of its base, becomes weaker of course, and less able to lift up the air. The flame appears blue to the eye; though, when carefully observed, we find it of various colours; the base being always blue, and the vertex double, the inner always appears yellow, and the outer blue. What is most wonderful in this experiment is, that if we cast a live coal into this alcohol thus burning, it is immediately extingush'd, nor can retain its fire in or under the alcohol; the
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the cause of which must be, that a live coal requires a much greater degree of fire than that in the boiling alcohol to keep it burning, whilst the alcohol will not admit of any greater degree of heat than is communicated to it by boiling. Thus the hotter coal, when in the alcohol, which is colder, loses the higher degree of heat which was required to keep it in a state of ignition, and therefore extinguishes or declines to about 180 degrees of heat, about which it was that the alcohol began to boil; but which is too weak to kindle any combustible matter, that is, to produce a shining fire in its oil: and since the coal being wholly immersed in the alcohol is thus excluded from any commerce with the external air; hence neither can this kindle the alcohol, but only by its first access occasion a greater motion, and make it displace more of its spirits upwards; and thus, as we have already mentioned, make an increase of flame at the time. But if the coal were so laid on the burning alcohol, as that some of its ignited part should remain above the surface of the alcohol, it would then burn strongly with the alcohol itself.

EXPERIMENT III.

49. I have long thought about a method of finding, by experiment, the manner wherein fire acts on its pabulum; and at length have hit on the following one. Having a cylindrical brass vessel full of pure heated alcohol, I set it on fire, and placing the vessel, while on flame, upon a table, in a still place, put a large glass vessel over it, being a receiver of the figure of a cucurbit, whose bottom is carefully cut out, so that it becomes a true bell; the upper part, where it is narrower, being open so as to admit the little finger, while the lower, which is ten inches in diameter, is open throughout. This clear transparent bell being thus placed over the burning alcohol, we plainly see all the phenomena related of the burning alcohol in the former experiment.

50. First then, it is observable, that the whole surface of the bell becomes darkned by means of the flame burning within, so long as the bell remains cold; but after this begins to heat by the flame, it begins at the same time to turn transparent again, and when quite hot, is perfectly so. If now we view the whole space within the bell, there appears not the least sign of any visible fumes, but the air remains entirely clear through the whole bell; and the vessel of alcohol being cylindrical, the flame, so far as we can observe, continues equable from beginning to end: at length we find spirits form’d within at the bottom of the bell, as usually happens in spirits, in the action of distillation.

51. Yet these are not the true spirits of alcohol, since we find their taste utterly watery; but to be better convinced of this, we need only apply a lighted candle to the thin fume which ascends through the upper orifice; if this were the vapour of alcohol, it would immediately catch fire; instead of which, it here extinguishes the flame of the candle, much the same as the vapour of water would do. If this candle, lighted as before, be put under
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the glass vessel, and held some time in the space filled with the vapour of the lighted alcohol, it still remains ignited, and burns till it be consumed; but does not in the least kindle the vapour of the alcohol, which, if it had retain’d its former nature after passing thro’ the fire, it necessarily would have done. It appears, then, that the most inflammable matter of all bodies, when turn’d into flame by fire, and consequently while it truly feeds such fire, is changed into another matter, which, after this change, is unable any longer to feed the fire, but turns, so far as we can judge, into a kind of water. And here it may be asked, did this water exist before in the alcohol, and was it only separable by these means? Or does fire, by burning the alcohol, convert it, by an intrinsic change, into pure water? Or did the air supply this water during the time of conflagration? Others may try further experiments. The best alcohol for these purposes, is that which has been gently distill’d in a tall vessel, with a quantity of dried fixed alcaline salt of tartar, by means whereof its watery part is so thoroughly absorbed, that it is impossible by any further art to procure the least drop more. With such were my experiments made; as being sensible of the close union between water and pure spirit of wine, which is not otherwise easy to be dissolved. The ingenious M. Geoffroy, the younger, has since given some curious and exact observation on this head, tho’ with a different view (n). My chief curiosity was to learn what change it is that inflammable matter naturally undergoes, when being committed to the fire it turns to a pure flame; and at the flame time what alteration happens to the fire, while this combustible matter turns with it into flame; being of opinion that if this were once discover’d, the way would be prepared for a thorough insight into the nature of fire. Accordingly, I provided a matter, which being burnt in the cylindrical vessel, and thus forced to pass wholly through the flame, which cover’d the entire surface of the fluid, served to nourish the flame, and was wholly converted into it, without either smoke, foot, or faces. This I found catch’d fire in the air, without there is no flame, and turn’d into flame itself, which afterwards afforded a liquid vapour, that at last resolved into water, or at least generated water; and having gone thus far, I could proceed no further: though, had I the leisure equal to my inclinations, I should endeavour by these glass bells to procure a large quantity of this water, having found that much the greatest part issues out at the upper orifice; so that if a similar bell was suspend’d over this, the vapour, after its exit, might be caught again, and condensed into a sensible liquor: over this also a third might be placed, and by such means the whole vapour be caught. A very cold season would be fittest for this proceed, that as the vapour arises it might be presently condensed by the force of cold, and freeze as it were on the surface of the upper bells. The driest weather also, and a dry still place would be most favourable to the experiments. By such means I do not doubt but a discovery might be made of the greatest importance both in physis and chemisty. We find M. Geoffroy infers from his experiment, that pure alcohol by this burning will yield above ½ its quantity of water; and that his experiment succeeding thus, is beyond question: but that excellent chemift cannot be

(n) See the Memoirs of the Royal Academy for the year 1718.
be ignorant how cloely a large quantity of water will lie hid in air; how subtly this will slide out of the air into saline and dry spirituous bodies, and mixing unperceived therewith, lead the observers into errors. 'Tis certain the dryest sulphur, when kindled, exhales into the air in a blue flame, and will yield, when collected, a very sharp acid liquor, which, if the operation be perform’d in a dry season, will indeed be in very small quantity, but so much the stronger: whereas in moist cloudy weather, the liquor, collected from sulphur, kindled under the bell, is more copious, but at the same time very watery. The same sulphur, in a clean vessel, by means of a gentle fire, will yield a great quantity of insipid water; and what remains will still afford a small quantity of a thicker and more acid fluid; which being exposed in a wide vessel to the open air, the water of the atmosphere presently unites itself with the acid, increasing its bulk and weight, but at the same time weakening its strength, and adulterating its purity; and it is not improbable, that the same happens to spirits in deflagration. These things put me in mind of the ancient alchemists, who call the motive of presiding spirit, the son of the sun, the issue of fire, and the internal fire of things. Probably all that is purely inflammable in bodies is only the spirit, or the smallest part of such matter, distributed through a large quantity of water intimately united with it, and disposed, on its contact with fire, to turn into flame; and in vain may we endeavour still further to pursue this subtile fugitive principle. I own myself tired in the pursuit, having defied nothing more solicitously for a long time, than to understand the true nature of this inflammable principle in alcohol; as knowing this to be the true perfect inflammable body; and as knowing by experiments, that other bodies only become inflammable, as they contain some proportion of this alcohol, or at least of something exceeding like it in point of tenuity; since the other grofser parts remaining after the separation of this subtile one are no longer inflammable; so that I promised myself, if I could once discover this in alcohol, it would be easy to find the manner wherein fire is maintain’d by fewel in all other combustible bodies. But how great was my disappointment upon finding that alcohol, by passing through the fire, becomes a vapour, which no longer retains the nature of alcohol, nor seems to be any thing more than pure water. This shews us some fix’d limits of science. The pabulum of fire, when consum’d by it, leaves water; and itself becomes so light, as to dissipate into the chaos of air, and thus eludes all further pursuit.

EXP E R I M E N T IV.

52. My sentiment concerning the pabulum of fire is further confirm’d by the following experiment. Put a pure live coal without smoke in a perfectly dry earthen pan, and over this lay a brass dish well clean’d, being about an inch deep, its bottom orbicular, and about five inches in diameter; into this pour pure alcohol to the height of about half an inch, and place the glass bell over all; you will here have an opportunity of seeing how the fire
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fire in the pan will make the alcohol boil pretty strongly, yet without catch-
ing fire, or emitting any visible fume into the cavity of the bell; and even
though it evaporate from so large a surface, yet no visible fumes issue at the
upper orifice of the bell; in the mean while, on the sides of the bell, espe-
cially towards the lower parts thereof, we shall find a kind of streaks or ftriae
of the spirits running on the glass. If, after a considerable part of the al-
cohol is wafted in boiling, and exhaled out of the bras dish, we apply a
lighted candle to the upper orifice, the flame will flutter over the flame, and
not give fire to the fumes within the bell, but rather be extinguished there-
by: from whence it may seem to follow, that as the alcohol thus diffused
through the bell does not take fire, the preceding experiment is no proof
that alcohol, when burnt, may not have loft its inflammabillity, yet still re-
main alcohol, since the flame is here loft by mere ebullition and exhalation,
without being kindled. But by attending further to the sequel of the experi-
ment this difficulty will be removed. Taking then the lighted candle for
safety's sake in tongs, and applying it cautiously, in a horizontal line,
along the table, under the lower edge of the glass bell, it no sooner comes
in contact with the fumes diiferfed over all the cavity, than the whole im-
mediately catches fire, and disjoludes like a clap of thunder; whilst the flame
rushes forcibly out from under the edges of the bell. The reafon is, that the
cavity of the bell being before full of minutely divided alcohol, and this all
kindling at once, the vessel cannot contain fo great a flame, but must dif-
charge the greatest part of it into the open air beneath the bell; which must
be left a little open at bottom, or there will be danger of its being all blown
up or bust in pieces, unlefs there be space enough at the bottom for the flame
to vent itself. The foregoing cautions must be well regarded in repeating
the experiment, otherwise the face, hair, and hands of the operator would
run great danger of being scorched.

53. At the moment the flame is thus produced under the bell, the whole
surface of the boiling alcohol in the bras dish catches fire, which did not
kindle before, though, by the brisk fire under it, it boil'd strongly; by which
it appears, that alcohol will not easily kindle without the application of a
live flame; but the flame once catch'd by the alcohol, continues burning
under the bell, till it be all consumed, and the dish left quite dry, when the
flame ceases.

54. What is most curious in this experiment is, that the flame excited by the
candle, placed at some distance from the dish wherein the alcohol was boil-
ing, should diffuse itself fo copiously through the cavity of the bell, as to
kindle the alcohol in the dish; and that in the moment when the alcohol
was thus kindled, all the flame in the bell ceased, while that on the sur-
fase of the burning alcohol continued to the end, till the whole fubstance
of the alcohol was consumed; nor did any the like flame appear again under
the bell during the whole course thereof. Hence it appears, that pure al-
cohol, though urged by a vehement fire, provided it be not set on flame,
will diffuse itself through vast spaces, and remain unchang'd therein with-
out loss of its inflammabillity; so that by the application of a live flame there-
to, it will instantly catch fire, and burn vehemently. Yet this flame alcohol,

T t upon
upon being forced to pass out of its vessel through the flame incumbent on its surface, and thus becoming a nutriment to the fire, and thence diffusing itself through the cavity of the bell, has lost all its disposition to catch fire; so that tho' now its matter be much more attenuated by the fire than before, it will no longer catch flame from the fire on the surface of the alcohol.

55. This phenomenon deserves mature consideration; for it does not seem probable, that fire could in a moment's time have expell'd all the alcohol it had burnt, out of the whole cavity of a large bell; but if, as is most likely, the matter of the alcohol arising from the flame, and floating in the bell, had continued inflammable as before, it must necessarily have catch'd fire from the same flame. What shall we say then, when the only pure inflammable matter known to us in all nature, after having once been kindled, loses all its inflammability; does it not follow hence, that so much of the pabulum, or alimentary matter, of fire is destroyed and lost in the universe, as is the quantity of flame exhausted daily? and must not this at length fail, unless it can some way be regenerated? Is not the pabulum of fire in the earth continually recruited by the course of nature's operations, particularly those which generate oil and spirits, as vegetation, fermentation, putrefaction, and distillation? And yet all these operations, in nature as well as art, are performed by the mere power of fire; so that the same fire which destroys combustible matters does also reproduce it in the universe. Or shall we rather adhere to that other doctrine above proposed, viz. that matter perfectly combustible by fire consists of a great proportion of water, and a small quantity of some other subtle principle, which is like fire, and perhaps no other than fire itself united therewith; and that in burning, this fire being separated from the water, is left entirely at liberty, and perhaps may thus constitute the element of fire? In this case fire itself will be the last inflammable part, and consequently, when separated from all other adhering bodies, must vanish into air.

E X P E R I M E N T V.

56. A lighted candle being immersed in cold and pure oil of turpentine, is extinguish'd thereby, as if it had been plunged in water, as was above specify'd in alcohol. Likewife if a live coal be thrown into the same oil of turpentine, it is immediately extinguished without raising any appearance of a flame: whence again, most of what has been said concerning alcohol may also be understood of this oil.

E X P E R I M E N T V I.

57. Putting some pure distill'd oil of turpentine in a brass cylinder; and setting it on the fire till it boil, if while under ebullition, we hold a lighted candle to its vapour, it will at length catch fire, though not so readily as alcohol; by degrees also it emits a black-smoke, upon the appearance
appearance whereof, it burns violently: it leaves scarce any faces at bottom, but consumes almost wholly, and by how much the purer and more limpid this oil is, the less of the black smoke it yields, and the more quietly it flames; and by repeating its distillation it grows still purer, leaving some faces every time, and thus approaches still nearer to alcohol, both in respect of levity, limpidity, purity, and flame: but however near it approaches to alcohol, it never becomes alcohol, as being incapable still of mixing with water.

**EXPERIMENT VII.**

58. Expose the same oil of turpentine in a brass vessel to the fire till it boil, then kindling it, lay it on an earthen foot under the glass bell, it will continue to burn as in the preceding sixth experiment; but it will yield a thick black smoke through the upper orifice of the bell, and even fill the whole space of the bell and the sides of it with a fuliginous vapour, and a watery moisture, which, hanging to the vessel, distils a watery liquor, so that one would conclude, that water were here produced from burnt oil; or at least from something which the air contributes thereto. Hence it appears, that oils nearest a-kin to alcohol, when urged by flame, and forced to pass through the flame, emit some parts still inflammable, and not thoroughly burnt, but retaining the characters of a coal; which arising out of the flame in form of a fuliginous smoke, and proceeding till they have spent their first motion, adhere to the sides of the chimney, or the like. The flame also appears from the fetid smell diffused by burning oils; but they seem too thick and tenacious to be so suddenly destroyed, or reduced to the extreme tenuity of alcohol, by the action of a swift transient flame: and when the flame oils, in common lamps, burn slowly away with a wick, surrounded on all sides with air, they yield a much greater quantity of smoke; as appears by holding a clean paper over the flame, which will presently be covered over with blackness: but when lighted in our present cylindrical vessel, the whole surface of the oil being here covered with flame, and consequently all the particles of the oil to be burnt undergoing the agitation of that flame, they become much more attenuated and altered than is usually found in lamps, where from every point of the surface of the flame there is a free passage for the oily particles to escape into the air, even while many of them have undergone but half their change; from all which it appears probable, that could we by any art render oils as thin and subtle as alcohol, they would produce a flame without smoke, and fire without foot.
59. Mixing equal quantities of fair water and pure alcohol in a clean brass cylindrical vessel, so that after shaking them together they form'd one homogeneous liquid; then heating this mixture, and setting fire to it under the glass bell as before, we find a much weaker fire produced than in the first experiment; nor is the bright glittering colour of this flame comparable to that of mere alcohol. This flame growing very weak long before extinction, at last leaves behind it in the bottom of the vessel, a quantity of water, with a very small remainder of the alcohol in it; as appears by the taste. Hence we learn that alcohol, when mix'd with water, may be again separated therefrom by means of fire, and be consum'd by the fire, while the water is repell'd both by the fire and the alcohol.

EXPERIMENT IX.

60. Taking a quantity of pure alcohol, wherein the best camphire was dissolved, and kindling it under the circumstances above described, and placing it when on fire under the glass bell; at first they burn as if there were nothing but pure alcohol, all the phænomena whereof they exhibit. In reality, it is the pure alcohol alone that is first consum'd; the camphire, which gathers to the bottom of the vessel, not coming yet in play; but when once the alcohol is consum'd, we find a new flame, very different from the former, arife, being both stronger, brighter, whiter, and more darting; at the same time a black smoke also proceeds from the flame, and the smell and taste of camphire spreads plentifully, not only over the vessel, but through the whole place. And thus the flame continues to the end, leaving no pieces behind it; from which we learn, that if inflammable matters of different natures be mixed into one compound, they do not burn at the same time together, but the more subtile part consumes first, and the remaining groffer part, after having defended itself so long, the former being quite dissipat'd, begins to burn in its turn. By this it should seem, that among combustible bodies, the lightest always burns the foonest and easief: as also that the flame of kindled alcohol alone is too weak to set oil on fire: whence it is, that as soon as the oil, or in this instance the camphire, begins to burn, the fire becomes much fiercer than before. Again, hence we infer, that fire in the burning, as well as distilling of bodies, divides visible inflammable matters, combin'd in the same combustible, according to their different degrees of subtilty or thickness; so that first spirit, then a thinner oil, then a somewhat thicker oil, and lastly a very grofs, pitchy, tenacious oil rises in flame. Hence also it is that charcoal, which consists of this last groffest oil spread over earth and salt, affords a much stronger fire, than the wood of which it is prepared could of itself ever have produced; since we find in all bodies, that the fire of any kindled oil is constantly
constantly the stronger, in proportion as such burnt oil is heavier and thicker: which also obtains in the burnt alcohol and camphire; and of which we shall have further confirmation in the sequel of these experiments; where it will appear, that the fire is always the hottest, when it comes to consume the last inflammable part of the fuel. Upon the whole, therefore, we are not to look on the kindling of combustible matters by fire, as an action which mixes all inflammable materials, and burns them together, but separately and successively.

**EXPERIMENT X.**

61. We proceed now to a like examination of alcohol intimately mixed with a distilled oil, *viz.* thin oil of turpentine; so that the two appear to form one homogeneous fluid. Kindling some of this mixture in the same cylindrical vessel under the bell, as before, the first thing that appears is a strong, equable, lucid, cloven flame, which, so far as we can find, produces no appearance of smoke, nor generates or deposits any soot, and yet blackens a clean paper held over the orifice of the bell; which shews, that even in so pure and simple a liquor, something immediately arises from the mixture, which makes its way through the flame, before it has been quite burnt thereby: yet no stench is perceived from such vapour of the flame, which burns very quietly, without yielding any crackling or noise. But after the flame has consumed the alcohol, a new face of things appears; for the oil of turpentine remaining at the bottom, begins now to burn, fly, crackle, hiss, and smoke plentifully, yields a black foot, and at last goes out, leaving behind it a resinous matter, which will burn no longer with this fire.

**EXPERIMENT XI.**

62. By mixing equal parts of pure alcohol and the alcaline spirit of sal ammoniac, we produce that surprising *coagulum* mention'd long ago by *Lully*, and further celebrated by *Van Helmont*. Upon setting fire to this, as we did to the former, the alcohol first kindles; which being consumed, the flame goes out, leaving at the bottom of the vessel almost the whole quantity of the spirit of sal ammoniac. In this experiment, therefore, the *off a Helmontii*, as it is called, is first heated, then set on fire, and put under the bell, where in the first place it yields a weak, equable, scarce visible flame, without smoke or foot; but with this circumstance, that the lower part of the bell becomes very opaque with the vapour. Secondly, the flame grows stronger, brighter, sparkling, hissing, unequal, and vibratory a little before its extinction, and now yields a smell of a volatile alcaline spirituous salt: the vapour, collected into a liquor on the sides of the bell, is almost insipid, and at the bottom remains a strong sharp urinous spirit, very volatile and odorous; and what is very remarkable, the salt in the spirit of sal ammoniac is much more volatile than alcohol itself, as appears by slowly subliming.
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ming the eff a Helmontii when the dry salt always rises first: yet in burning the mixture, the alcohol always consumes the first, being first drawn up to the flame; and though the mixture be heated in a brass vessel, and vehemently agitated by a fire over it, yet that exceedingly volatile salt will tend with its water downwards, till it be stopped by the flame, thro' which it cannot pass to difengage itself. Hence we may observe how little the true nature of flame and combustible matter has hitherto been understood: and as camphire is held by many eminent chemists to be a solid volatile oily salt, form'd like the eff a Helmontii, of the same two saline and oily principles, it may be worth while to burn this alfo under the bell. This we find easily kindles upon the application of a burning candle; and the flame it produces is very extraordinary, being white, equable, long, flender, and terminating in a smoaky cone; filling the bell with a copious, dense, black smoke, and at the fame time black, fuliginous particles are thrown out from all parts of the flame, and fo ponderous, that they fall to the bottom, where they still retain the smell and taste of camphire, notwithstanding their blackness: scarce any faces remain at the bottom after the burning is finished. From the whole we may form some judgment of that wonderful body, viz. that it is a most perfect simple rosin, or oil in a solid form.

EXPERIMENT XII.

63. Taking pure English chalk, reduced to fine powder, and mixing therewith an equal quantity of alcohol as intimately as may be, put the whole under the bell as before; the alcohol will burn away first, as in the third experiment, and the earth, after the deflagration, remain entire, pure, dry, and unchanged at the bottom.

EXPERIMENT XIII.

64. The most entertaining experiment consists in mixing together alcohol, camphire, and oil of turpentine, as accurately as may be; and adding to thefè the eff a Helmontii, which eafily mixes with any of the former, bringing these into a mass with fine English chalk, and fectly adding saw-dift to the whole; let fire to the mixture, with the circumstance above expreffed; the effect will be, that the alcohol deflagrates first, almost after the fame manner as if this alone had been kindled. This being consumed, the oil of turpentine kindles, and exhibits its particular phænomena already specified; next the camphire burns, as appears by the feveral characters thereof: the alkaline spirit of sal ammoniac, the saw-dift, and mere earth remaining at the bottom. It may be observed, that the flame is very strong, unequal, red, and crackling; that it yields little fmoke at the beginning, but that the fmoke gradually increases, and becomes extremely black and thick; the fuel alfo towards the end is very black and thick, and at the close of the whole we fee fuliginous fioce floating confusedly through the bell; and the flame during the whole never touches the wood.
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65. From the whole we have an opportunity of learning the manner which nature makes use of, in confounding combustible jewels by means of fire, which 'tis certain is very different from what is vulgarly imagin'd. At the same time it appears, that nothing in all physics is more difficult to be ascertained, than wherein the properly combustible part of a fewel consists: 'tis easy to enumerate the names of alcohol, oil, and sulphur, to which is generally falsely added nitre, and to say that these are the inflammable part; but to extricate the true inflammable principle out of all these, is a matter of immense labour: nor do I find any writer has hitherto done any thing considerable in it; far from having shewn what change it is that fire makes therein by burning.

Scholium I.

66. (1) In the first place, therefore, there appears to be a liquor in nature, produced from vegetables by fermentation and distillation, which of all others is the simplest, lightest, most limpid, moveable, unchangeable, and perfectly miscible with water and oils; and which, when heated with fire, may be kindled by the application of fire, so as to burn away and maintain a pure flame throughout its whole surface, contiguous to the air; and thus by degrees turn its whole substance into flame, so that as long as a single drop of it remains the flame will subsist, but when this is totally exhausted, the flame at the same time entirely disappears: we have, therefore, found a body, which truly deserves the name of a food or pabulum of fire, since it appears to our senses that it may be absolutely and wholly converted by burning into pure live fire or flame. And now, if we consider what becomes of the alcohol in the experiment, we shall find it turn'd to nothing but pure flame; which flame, thus produced and fed by it, has all the effects of true fire, and exhibits all the physical characters above laid down in the history of fire (p).

(p) "The flame of a body, Sir If. Newton observes, is only the smoke thereof heated red-hot; and the smoke is only the volatile part of the body separated by the fire. Thus, all inflammable bodies, as sulphur, oil, wax, wood, &c. by flaming, will and vanish into burning smoke; which smoke, if the flame be hastily put out, is very thick and visible, and sometimes smells strongly, but in the flame loses its smell by burning; and, according to the nature of the smoke, the flame is of this or that colour. Thus, the flame of sulphur is blue: that of camphire, white; that of tallow, yellow, &c. When gun-powder takes fire, it goes off in a flaming smoke; the explosion arises from the violent action of its ingredients, nitre, sulphur, and charcoal upon each other, whereby the mixture being suddenly and violently heated, becomes raised and converted into flame; which, by the violence of that action becoming hot enough to shine, appears in the form of flame.

'Flame I take for a mixture of fire with the oily part of the fewel; and this oil, being the sulphurous part of the mixt. i. e. the part wherein the fire that acts therein is lodg'd, is more disposed than any other part to admit and retain a quantity thereof. A quantity of fire then being enter'd into such oil, must extend its mass, and augment its bulk so far as the oil is capable of stretching, at the same time filling all the interstices thereof with its own substance. Thus the mixture becomes what we call flame; which, therefore, is an oily body without pores, or whose pores are exactly filled up with the globules of fire contained therein."
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66. (2) Another thing we learn hereby, is, that the fire thus collected about alcohol remains still free, as long as the alcohol remains without any other fire added or conveyed to it by any other art; so that when once kindled, it would remain the flame for ever, nor needs any other fuel to keep it up in the open air.

67. (3) Thirdly, we also learn, that when the alcohol is consumed, there remains nothing of the fire and flame, which disappear at the flame moment with the alcohol; and consequently, that this fuel is the true cause which produces at least the presence of all that fire: the fire remains no longer than the pabulum, nor ceases while any of that remains.

68. Fourthly, what is very remarkable in this pabulum, and the flame produced by it, is, that from the moment of its beginning to burn, to the moment it goes out, it emits not the least smoke; which is commonly found in all other bodies, at least either at the beginning or end of the flame. 'Tis true, this flame of alcohol emits a humid vapour; but then this is as limpid and transparent as water, and when collected, produces a mere pure water, without either colour, grossness, or oiliness. In effect, we may lay it down as a rule, that there is no other body, whether fluid or solid, hitherto discovered, which nourishes fire without affording any smoke, except alcohol alone.

69. (5) We learn from these experiments, that there is not any fix'd in-combustible matter in alcohol; since, when perfectly pure, as is always necessary in this experiment, it leaves not the least stain behind when burnt, but turns totally into mere flame, without leaving any faces. Nor is this again found in any body excepting alcohol; all others constantly leaving some faces behind, incapable of being burnt further; though some of them very little. Naptha, petroleum, and camphire burn vehemently, and turn into bright flames, but are always found to leave something less combustible behind them at the bottom of the vessel they were burnt in; alcohol alone leaves nothing.

70. (6) Again, we learn that alcohol, thus burnt, yields no smell different from what it naturally affords without burning; the like of which is not found in any other combustible matter, which always yields something rank, fuliginous, or empyreumatic, at the time when they are converted into flame: whence one would be apt to imagine, that all the parts of alcohol remain homogeneous, and the flame both before, in, and after the burning, were it not for what we have observed of the water arising from the flame of alcohol, wherein there is something not combustible.

71. Seventhly, we also learn hence, that the one only body, which has all the above-mentioned properties in the fire, does not appear either by the sharpest sight, or the best microscope, to have any solidity or firmness in it; and consequently that a solid form is by no means necessary to the constitution of a pabulum of fire; but rather the most fluid of all bodies hitherto observed.

72. (8) We have also learnt, that this alcohol is of such a nature, as to attract, imbibe, and retain the purest elementary water; and that the flame produced in alcohol again attracts from the water and alcohol mix'd together,
together, the sole pure parts of alcohol, brings them up to the surface of the mixture, and here absorbs and turns them to flame; thus separating them from the water, which it rejects, and leaves to settle at the bottom of the vessel.

73. (9) Again, we find that an alcohol, having all the same properties, may be procured from all known vegetables, by previous fermentation, and subsequent slow distillation: but excluding vegetables and fermentation, there will be no other body or means in nature, whereby to attain a fluid of similar properties.

74. (10) Again we learn, that in this alcohol, however pure, there is still a diversity of parts, which is not discoverable by any other art, but by burning alone; and which, by means heretof, produces a water capable of extinguishing fire, and another inflammable part, which totally consumes and dissipates in the fire. Helmont affirms, that by the addition of salt of tartar, he could immediately convert the purest spirit of wine into half the quantity of pure water, leaving the other part behind in the alkali; but I have always doubted whether this was not to be understood of rectified spirit of wine, in which it holds good, rather than of true alcohol produced by the strictest rules of art; in which, I believe, it never has hitherto been demonstrated. From the whole it appears, that alcohol is much like sulphur, since both consume in the fire, both yield a blue flame, both turn into one part inflammable by fire, and another which extinguishes fire, and which in alcohol is a mere water, and in sulphur an acid salt of vitriol, diluted with a little water, whence its vapour becomes suffocating.

75. (11) Lastly, we here find that solid vegetables burn by the same law as fluid, and are changed and agitated in burning after the same manner; viz. the inflammable part alone being consumed by the fire, and the others dissipated into a matter, which, when collected, becomes visible again, and sometimes also combustible again, and lastly into a fixed part, called ash or fæces.

**S C H O L I U M II.**

76. (1) It appears that alcohol bears a similitude to fire, of which we have many indications; both of them coagulate blood, serum, and bile, and, as it were, parch up the flesh, blood, nerves, viscera, the white of eggs, and bread. Does it not even appear as a magnet of fire, since it attracts the light when held to it? And does not alcohol when committed to the fire, heat along with it till it boil, and thus emit flame?

77. (2) All other inflammable fluids, however subtile they be, yet when kindled after the manner above specified, always afford a visible black smoke and foot, as also some fæces or remains, not quite combustible. This incombustible part in the purest oils, is first merce earth, wherein there always remains a little portion of the oil, on account of which it retains the nature of a coal, and has always something inflammable remaining; and if such oils be further purified by repeated distillations, they always deposite a proportion of earth, become still thinner, finer, and more combustible, yielding
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ing still less smoke, foot, and ashes, and approaching nearer and nearer to the nature of alcohol; but though the operation be continued ever so long, it does not appear that they are reducible to such a degree of subtilty, as to dissolve and mix with water.

78. (3) The only known body, therefore, that is absolutely and wholly inflammable, so as to nourish flame, yields no smoke, nor produces the least foot, or leaves any fæces when burnt, but passeth in its whole substance, so far as our senses may judge, into fire; excepting that it affords a little pure water. If then it were possible by any art to separate the combustible part of the alcohol from the water, and thus commit the first part alone to the fire or flame, what must the result be? Would it then burn successively, as it does now when intermix’d with water; or would it not rather go off and consume instantaneously like lightning? The imagination would suggest many things on this head; but we must check its forwardness by the weight of experiments.

79. (4) From what has been said, we may venture to affirm, that the part which is not absolutely inflammable in any combustible vegetable, as alcohol, or any oil, either consists of water adhering intimately to them, or of salt, or lastly of earth; and that if these could by any art be perfectly separated from the oil or alcohol, the remainder would be simple, pure, perfectly combustible, and yield the purest flame without smoke, foot, or fæces. This holds so true of the limpid subtile vapour, collected in the bell during the burning of alcohol, that itself is only the watery combustible part of the alcohol; consequently all the ashes, smoke, and foot mix’d in a true inflammable body, consist of water, salt, and earth.

80. (5) We also learn that smoke, foot, and the visible fumes of a burnt vegetable, are always the more copious, by how much there was more water, salt, and earth contain’d in them; in proportion to their oil and alcohol; as may be fully made out from the above experiments. In reality, those bodies in burning afford such parts, which being violently agitated by the flame, are incapable of being converted into the subtile fleeting matter, but are again either expelled from the flame upwards, or fall downwards. If we compare green wood, when laid on the fire, with the same wood after it has been dried a considerable time, so as it have preserved its oil, the truth of this doctrine will be still further confirm’d.

81. (6) Again, we learn that in a vegetable combustible body, the incombustible parts, viz. water, salt, and earth, may chance to predominate so far, as that the other combustible part alcohol, or pure oil, cannot be kindled, but only emit a mere smoke. Thus alcohol, when mix’d with a hundred times the quantity of water, though it be heated beyond the degree of boiling alcohol, will not kindle; but if cast on the fire, puts it out: and wood, though very oily, yet if it be green and full of water, will yield plenty of smoke, but no flame. So fat potter’s clay doubtless contains oil, which, when separated, will burn, but is so check’d by the prevailing earth mix’d with it, that the small quantity of oil cannot burn therein.

82. (7) One thing remarkable, proved from the preceding experiments, is, that if the fire applied in a combustible vegetable, consisting of a combustible
buftible and an incombuftible part, exert fo much power, as at the fame
time, and with the fame action, both to kindle the buftible part, and
divide and attenuate the incombuftible one into minute particles, and the
flame thus produced by the joint action of the buftible and incombuftible
matters, will be much stronger than what the buftible part alone, if
collected and kindled by itself, would have produced. For flame, ceteris
paribus, is always found the weaker, by how much the matter of which it
confists is purer; confequently also the flame produced by such a mixture will
be much more unequal, than that which would have been produced by the
pure inflammable part alone: and hence the fire arising from such a mix-
ture is more audible, crackles, flies, and is often very troublesome, as well as
more smoky and feculent, than that of a purer matter. In fine, the more
incombuftible matter there is in fweel, the more violent will the fire be,
provided it can be kindled at all.

83. (8) This also will hold every where true, that by how much the in-
combuftible matter united with the oil is denser, more compact and ponde-
rous; by fo much will the fire and flame produced by such buftible bo-
dy be more violent.

84. Thus, we not only find that, in the same vegetable, its more solid
parts produce a stronger fire than the other looser parts, e. gr. the wood,
than the blossoms or leaves of trees; but also, that different woods, if
compared with each other, always yield stronger or weaker flames, as they
are more solid, or more loose and fungous. Cedar, for instance, yields a
much stronger fire than willow; fideroxylon than poplar; and this in pro-
portion to the heaviness of the one beyond the other.

85. (9) We also gather from the preceding doctrine, that no vegetable
burns till it be firft heated by fire, and this to a degree sufficient to make oil
boil; but lighter bodies heat sooner to that degree, by the fame fire, than
heavier ones: whence it may be infer’d, that heavier fluids kindle flower,
and lighter sooner. Accordingly, we never fee matches made of folid oak,
but always of spongy deal or fledge. But the sooner a body kindles, the
weaker is its flame; and the flower, the stronger and more durable: on
the whole, fo much the more fire must always be supposed pre-exifting,
by how much the wood to be kindled is the heavier; otherwife it will not
be sufficiently heated to catch fire.

86. (10) Again, it follows from what has been faid, that in the burning
of vegetables, the buftible part is always consumed by a fuccesfive, and
not an instantaneous or momentary action of the fire; add, that in such a
burning, the confundtion and feparation of the buftible matter is al-
ways fuccesfive; fo as that the pureft and lighteft among the materials to
be burnt, always kindles and is feparated and changed the firft; as this
grows hot the foonest, and is eafeft moved and difengaged from the refl.
When this is consumed, the matter next to it in degree of inflammability, &c.
begins to be agitated, heated, kindled, and feparated; which being at
length confumed in its turn, the others will fucceed; and laft of all that
which is leaft inflammable: and this laft appears by a multitude of expri-
ments to be a little quantity of oil ftrongly adhering to a large portion of
fix'd earth. Whence again it appears, why in a close vessel, without admitting fresh air, this oil cannot be separated from its adhering earth: and hence also we may learn, that this last incombusible part will never yield a violent fire, on account of the excess of the incombusible earth in proportion to the combustible oil; whence, though it be capable of being ignited and shining, it will rarely break into flame.

87. (11) We may also observe, that a fire kindled by a compound combustible body burns, with the most vehemence when it is about the middle of its burning, viz. when all the parts are the most rapidly kindled; since towards the end, there is usually need of bellows to keep it brisker; otherwise the terrestrial and faline fix'd parts, by the ashes which they spread over the fire, are apt to deaden and extinguish that little, which is kept alive in the small quantity of oil.

88. (12) Hence we also learn, that the purest of all flames produced by a mere combustible matter, without any admixture of other substances, can never yield a very strong fire, though it will a very equable one; since in the preceding experiments it has been shewn, that the purest pabulum yields the weakest fire.

89. (13) Contrary to the common opinion, we gather, that the power of flame depends as much, or perhaps more, on those incombusible parts contain'd in the kindled matter, as on those which are truly combustible; and therefore, that the quantity of fire in flame, produced by a combustible matter, is rather collected into the space of the flame, by the rotation of the unchangeable particles mixed with the refl., than by that other thin volatile oily part, more immediately agitated by the fire.

90. (14) We may hence infer, that there is a double cause in material fire; viz. first elementary fire and its proper genuine pabulum, which is mere pure alcohol; and, secondly, in this pure and proper fire, there are also other parts, which alone could not have sustained elementary fire; but when agitated in the former pure flame, increase the violence thereof by their own vibration, which frequently, by this means, is raised to a pitch much beyond what could ever have been produced by the former cause alone. To illustrate this point; suppose half an ounce of gun-powder kindled in the open air, and spread all around into a flame, and thus in a moment disappearing; suppose then the same powder ram'd into a cylindrical barrel, and after this a suitable ball of lead, and then the gun-powder kindled; the powder will now, by its proper motion, project the leaden bullet out of the barrel with an incredible force; of which we had but small signs in the particles of the gun-powder, when kindled before in the open air; whence it appears, that the like hard incombusible bodies, being whirl'd about and vibrated in so rapid a flame, may add great power to the body of the flame.

91. (15) The utmost power, therefore, of this fire may be heightened by water, salt, and earth, intimately mix'd with the combustible matter, and with one another, in the pure kindled fire; provided that fire be strong enough to put them in a quick motion.

92.
92. (16) Some cause is necessary, in order to preserve and continue the flame when once kindled; and one condition of such cause must be, to make the pabulum during the burning remain closely join'd to the fire itself, and prevent the separation between the two; which otherwise the fire naturally tends immediately to make. Another effect hereof should be, to keep the hard incombustible parts, when agitated by the force of the former, within the space of the kindled fire, that they may not hastily fly off, but be retained in the place where they are so agitated, in order continually to receive the impulse thereof: for without such a cause, all this matter, thus agitated, must be every moment flying off from the fire, which would put an end to the action of these vibrating particles within the sphere of the fire. Whence again it appears, that all fire would only be momentary, were it not for this cause which applies, presses, and unites it to the matter. Yet it does not appear, that this compressing cause should so act on them, as by the pressure to reduce them into a motionless mass; the effect of which would be, to suffocate the fire; but such a compresion seems chiefly necessary, whereby the groffer parts, whether combustible or incombustible, after having been agitated by the fire, may successively fly off in proportion as new parts begin to be agitated; and the cause which seems fittest for this purpose, is such as may effect this by a reciprocal oscillatory compresion, or remission, being itself all the while entirely fluid, and incapable of being consolidated.—Such a cause is the atmosphere, which surrounds and presses upon all bodies at all times; this therefore seems the place for ascertaining what the power of the atmosphere contributes to the maintenance of fire.

93. Suppose then a fire made of the beft wood, thoroughly kindled, on an iron plate, so that its bafe be a Rhinland foot square; the weight of the atmosphere incumbent on the bafe of this fire will be that of a prism of air, whose bafe is a Rhinland foot square; the weight of such a prism is found by the barometer to be different at different times; but with this restriction, that the difference between the heaviest and lightest states rarely exceeds 70. Suppose then, at the time of our experiment, the height of the mercury in the barometer to be 30 Rhinland inches; and suppose the weight of mercury to be that of water as 14 to 1, and that a foot of water at such time weighs 64 Troy pounds, the pressure of the atmosphere incumbent on the square bafe above-mention'd must be 2240 such pounds; and this immense weight is then acting on the fire: but the live parts of the same fire are every where endeavouring to remove and cast off this load with vehement force, and by such means expel all the heavy parts of the atmosphere out of the place where the fire is kindled; which again increases the weight of the atmosphere itself. Now, by the laws of hydrostatics, the refilling fluid of air thus repelled, must press on all the points of the surface of the fire here kindled, which of confequence must be impelled and acted on from every side by this weight with an equal force, as if compreffed by a vault so strong as to bear a load of 2240 pounds without burning; so that the inflammable parts in this fire being agitated by the force of the elementary fire collected therein, and at the fame time all the other incombustible particles being acted on by the force of both the former
mer, when they endeavour to fly off from the fire, they will be repelled back towards the centre of the same fire by so vast a weight; and this continually, but still more and more, as the fire within acts more strongly. Hence again we learn, that both the particles of the fire, and the combustible matter, will be applied and compressed with immense force against each other; and at the same time be rapidly agitated, and shaken around by the incredible force of the fire, which dilates all: by such means a vehement attrition must be excited between all the solid parts, which will be proportionably greater, as the force wherewith they were pressed together, and the attrition of the fire is greater. And the fire, burning with the combustible matter, acts always with equal concussions on the atmosphere, which still makes an equal resistance; consequently the fire by this perpetual recidivation of the atmosphere, will be impell'd much after the same manner, as if continually beaten with a hammer of 2240 pound weight. And again, as the air over the fire must be in a continual ebullition, like that we find over a live coal, when exposed to the sun, and viewed with the eye directed above the coal towards the sun: it will follow then, that the strokes or pulsations of so elastic a fluid in such a vehement ebullition, will be so much the stronger, and succeed the thicker; and that if less resistance be made from one part of the fire than another, the air will rush more swiftly against that part in proportion; till being rarified and repulsed by the fire, it makes a continual and vehement oscillation over the whole compass of the fire. So long, therefore, as there remains sufficient fire in this place to produce a flame with its proper pulpulm; so long as the other parts can be strongly agitated by this flame; and so long as they are compressed by the aerial vault with sufficient force to prevent the flying off; so long there will be a sufficient attrition produced on this hearth, to collect a quantity of fire sufficient for the continuation of such a flame: but when either elementary fire is wanting to agitate, or fewel to be kindled, or that the particles to be agitated are too gross and hard to undergo the due alteration by those other, the fire will immediately begin to dwindle, and at length entirely cease. So if the aerial vault happen to be weaken'd, or render'd less ponderous, the fire on the hearth must be weaken'd proportionable; and when the former is much diminished, the fire and the pulpulm will fly from each other, and dissipate in air. Hence all flame, and presently after, all fire and sparks go out in the vacuum of an air-pump, for want of a due application between the parts: hence wind increases the power of flame; the effect of this being the same as if the weight of the atmosphere on it were encreased: but if the wind blow so strongly on the fire, as to break the aerial vault about it, the flame will be immediately extinguished, and perhaps instantly re-kindled by the flame blast which put it out: consequently if the fire be blown by bellows, supposing this be not done so forcibly as to extinguish it, the additional pressure of air must always apply the parts more strongly together, and thus breed a fiercer flame: and if two strong bellows be blown from opposite quarters upon the same fire, a violent flame will necessarily be produced in the middle of the fire, whereby metals will presently be melted, and other operations may be performed, as we find practised accordingly among goldsmiths and other workers in metals.
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94. Hence, again, we see why fire burns so much the fiercer, as the fire whether is colder, and the air more constricted by a keen frost; the aerial vault surrounding the fire, then binding it so much the closer and stronger, and thus preventing the particles floating in the torrent of fire from flying off, till by the continued action of the fire they become so attenuated, as to be able to make their escape through the air itself. Hence also it happens, that the pressure on the fire is greatest about the upper parts, and least towards the circumference of the base; whence the air, finding least resistance from that part, drives the flame upwards: and as the fire is densest, and consequently strongest about the middle, it thence follows, that the flame will rise higher from the middle of the fire than from its sides, where the quantity of fire is considerably lessened; and hence we see the reason of the pyramidal figure of flame. But if the surface of the fire be every where invested with a hard body, which excludes the air; the pabulum, as also the rotation of the particles, and their equal pressure and resistance from all sides, presently rest among each other, and thus the flame ceases, and the fire soon goes out; though, upon removing this cover, and re-admitting the free air, it presently kindles again into a live flame, or at least in to a glowing fire.

95. (17) Lastly, from the consideration of all that precedes, it does not appear that there is anything in nature, which, when committed to elementary fire, is changed into the substance thereof. In all the instances and experiments which have occurred to me, I have examined very narrowly for an indication of this kind, but find none; and therefore dare not affirm, that either alcohol, oil, or any other body, becomes fire in burning. Indeed bodies perfectly combustible are so alter'd in the flame, that we can find nothing remaining of them, by any way of enquiry hitherto known; being so far sublimated, as to escape all notice of our senses; but it does not therefore follow that they are turn'd into fire itself.

Of Fewels from animal Bodies.

1. Having examined the matter which is properly combustible in vegetables, we should proceed to a like enquiry of the fewels in animals; but it being evident that the bodies of animals consist of a vegetable matter digested in them, such an enquiry is in great measure unnecessary. If we may truft to history, the humours of the bodies of animals have been sometimes carried to such a degree of oiliness and subtility, as to catch, like alcohol, a weak pure flame. To this effect we have instances of men, whose fumes as they perspired would kindle around them; and Helmont even speaks of a man, whose wind, broken downwards, if directed upon a candle, would turn to flame: but such instances, if true, must be allow'd very rare.

2. The oils, however, of animals, scarce differ at all, in respect of inflammability, from those of vegetables; so that it would be to little purpose to repeat what has been already rehearsed. We find waters, spirits, 

Animal exhalations sometimes inflammable.
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Salt, oils, and earths in animal substances; but the nature, preparation, purification, and effects of these in the fire, are perfectly the same as in vegetable substances; so that it may suffice to recommend it to the reader, and to compare and apply what has been said in the one to the other. Some indeed may suspect, on account of the phosphirom obtain'd from animals, that the inflammable principles of these are somewhat different from those of vegetables; but to obviate this, we need only observe, that chemistry can also produce phosphirom from fat coals of vegetables, especially of those vegetables, whose juices bear the nearest resemblance to the humours of animals; as has long ago been shewn in the instance of mustard.

Of Jewels from fossil Bodies.

1. What is still further remarkable, is, that the same law of combustibility holds also in the fossil clafs; for it has been found that oils are the only parts of these that are inflammable; and again, that among these several oils, the lighter and thinner afford the less smoke, foot, and ashes; and the thicker and heavier the more. Some of these may not improbably be almost as subtile as alcohol; though I do not know that any have yet been found capable of mixing with water.

2. We read indeed of a liquor distilling from rocks, which, on the application of a torch will catch fire; and even of the water of some fountains which will do the like; but whether the liquors here kindled be miscible by water, is not mentioned by the relaters. We read in history, that the Babylonian naptha was so subtile, volatile, and apt to catch fire, that it frequently kindled by the torches as they were carried along in the night-time, and thus seemed as if it had burnt of itself, and would sometimes cover the whole streets with a blue, weak, and hardly devouring flame: by which it should seem, that this liquor, by its tenuity and subtilty, comes near to the nature of alcohol; since in that hot climate, 'tis probable, our alcohol, spread after the same manner, might have the same effect; as is confirmed by the above recited experiment, of alcohol under a bell kindling by a candle, and blazing away. But it being difficult to procure this true naptha, we cannot determine any thing precisely concerning it; for as to what is sold among us under the name of naptha, it always comes far short of such inflammability, being at the same time much thicker and heavier than alcohol.

3. Petroleum, again, however subtile, appears no way comparable either to the naptha of the ancients, or our alcohol; though when this is purified by a suitable distillation, it grows considerably more subtile, and easier to kindle; but even then it still continues oil, and does not become alcohol.

—In the mean while, what has been observed of vegetables obtains here likewise; viz. that the purer, lighter, and more subtile any fossil oily combustible matter is, the less smoke, foot, flench, and fces, and likewise the lighter, purer, and weaker flame it always affords.
4. Other inflammable fossils, wherein any thick ponderous incombusible matter is mixed, always kindle more difficulties, and require a strong blast of wind or bellows to make them burn briskly; but then the fire and flame, which these fossils hereby conceive, is fiercer in proportion, as sufficiently appears in lithanthrax, or pit-coal. Such bodies again afford a gross black smoke, usually of a rank smell; and when collected, a plentiful fume; leaving behind them a great quantity of fix’d infipid ponderous ashes.

5. Lastly, among fossil jewels, there are some composed of a mere combustible oil, with the addition of a sharp acid salt; such are sulphurs. When the oily combustible part of these is burnt in the fire, the saline, acid, incombusible part, bearing a near resemblance to the oil procured by fire from vitriol, is collected in form of vapour, and being cool’d again is called spiritus sulphuris per cælanam; which being further separated from the water mix’d with it in burning, and thus brought to its natural degree of purity, is the heaviest of all fluids except mercury, as well as the sharpest and most acrimonious.

6. Hence, again, it easily follows, that sulphur does not catch flame till it be liquified by the fire, and consequently till it be first heated to a great degree: and again, when the flame has seiz’d its inflammable part, then its heavier, acrimonious, and saline part, becoming much agitated and attenuated thereby, begins to boil in the flame, and is hence diffipated round, producing hereby a great increase in the action and violence of the fire, till becoming sufficiently broken and divided by the continuance of the action of the fire, so as to enable it to escape from the fiery vault into the open air, it diffuses a vapour, which powerfully inflames all the parts of animals it can come at, and particularly occasions suffocation. Other bodies also struck by this vapour of burning sulphur, becomes greatly alter’d thereby, but differently according to the different natures, and the relation which they bear to this, which is the most acid of all known bodies. These effects of kindled sulphur are usually mistaken, and attributed to elementary fire, from whence they ought by all means to be distinguished; 'tis certain however, that they are owing partly to the elementary fire, partly to the combustible part of the sulphur, and partly to the acid incombusible matter render’d volatile by the fire. After this we shall not need to give any particular explanations of the manner wherein bitumens, asphaltums, pitch, or jexs-pitch act in the fire, or are act’d on by it; which may easily be understood from what has already been deliver’d. It may suffice to ob-serve, that in these there are found fossil fat oils, generally acid salt, also earth, and frequently something metallic and stony; in all which, however, that which properly burns is of the oily kind, tho’ the other matters mix’d therewith, afford a sort of spicula, which being vibrated by the fire, increase the force thereof, and enable it to produce extraordinary effects on certain bodies. We have treated sufficiently, with regard to the present design, concerning the nature of the blastum of fire; and shall now, from the preceding history, draw a number of corollaries, which we apprehend fully made out thereby.
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7. (1) That simple pure elementary fire rarifies all the tribe of bodies, hitherto discoverable by the senses, whether solid or fluid, or compounded of both, by mixing itself therewith.

8. (2) That this property is peculiar to fire only; no other known body having yet been found to be posseted thereof: the effervescencies, fermentations, and particular rarifications of bodies, being no sufficient proof of the contrary.

9. (3) That fire, so far as 'tis known by rarification, is perpetually present in all places, as well in the fullest corporeal space, as in the most perfect vacuum.

10. (4) That fire is equably distributed every where, so long as no particular cause arises to collect it, thus dispersed, in some determinate place.

11. (5) That the mutual attrition of certain bodies, is, perhaps, the first and primary collecting cause.

12. (6) That fire has a power of moving freely every way, or of thus expanding itself spontaneously.

13. (7) This motion or expansion may however be directed in a parallelism, or by converging lines; which is another, and the most common way of procuring fire.

14. (8) That the sun is manifestly the capital cause, whereby fire, of itself undetermined, is forced into parallelism.

15. (9) That reflexion or refraction of the collected fiery rays is the cause of their converging in a small space, called a focus; which is another manner of obtaining fire.

16. (10) That a vehement fire is produced in a moment by the quick collision of a cold steel and a cold flint in a cold place and season; which is a fourth manner of obtaining fire.

17. (11) That this fire, with respect to its matter, does in no wise proceed from the sun.

18. (12) That it remains, however, united with bodies a shorter or longer time, in proportion to their less or greater density.

19. (13) That no body, yet found out, is capable of retaining fire for a perpetuity.

20. (14) That the fire we have here described is that universally allow'd to be elementary fire.

21. (15) 'Tis commonly suppos'd there is likewise another kind of fire, which consumes combustible bodies into invisible parts, and which is judg'd to be fed, and falsely imagined to change such bodies into true fire: and this is thought to be produced by applying fire to a proper pabulum in the open air: and is the fifth and most usual manner of procuring fire.

22. (16) Pure alcohol is the only matter yet discovered that nourishes fire so as to be totally consumed thereby; without yielding any thing more than a pure flame, and leaving nothing behind upon its extinction.

23. (17) The force of fire, however, may be increased by a mixture of other bodies with its pabulum; these being agitated therewith by the fire.
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24. (18) The kindling a fire does not create or generate fire de novo, Fire, whether neith er is there any destroy'd by its extinction; fire being unchangeable, and perhaps void of gravity. It should seem, however, that the contrary to this assertion is built on such solid arguments, that after Mr. Boyle gave us his treatise of the ponderability of flame (q), it scarce appeared to admit of a doubt; and much less since Homberg published his observations on the great additional weight that incombustible bodies receive from the purest elementary fire, quite unmixed with any material fowel: from all which 'tis manifest, that elementary fire is capable of concretling instantaneously with bodies, and considerably augmenting their weight. I proceed therefore, out of the regard I bear to truth, to relate the experiments brought in proof thereof. (1) Mercury, previously well cleaned by metals, and thus render'd more fluid than the native fort, being digested in a clean vessel over the flame of a lamp, for a sufficient time, is changed into a black, white, or red powder, and has its weight increas'd by the operation. (2) Du Clois shew'd before the Academy of Sciences, that a quantity of antimony, expos'd to the burning glass, encreas'd a sixteenth part in weight, though a large share of it was lost in fumes by the operation. (3) Homberg, carrying his enquiries still further into these matters, by experiments made with Trybirnbauf's glafs, having its focus directed into a hollow vessel, seems to have proved it still more clearly the possibility of the union of true fire with bodies, its consequent concretion, and forming therewith a new and very different body, considerably encreas'd in weight. In this view he expos'd four ounces of regulus antinominis martialis, reduced to powder, to the focus of the large dioptrical glass of the Duke of Orleans, at the distance of a foot and half from its true focus; stirring it frequently with an iron ladle, till it ceas'd fuming: a copious thick fume arose in the beginning, and continued for a long time afterwards; and the powder, after the operation, was found to weigh four ounces, three drams, and a few grains; so that it had encreas'd near one tenth of its original weight. This powder being next expos'd to the true focus of the glafs, and thereby instantly fus'd, directly lost an eighth part of its original weight, with the three drams and few grains it had gain'd in the former operation: whence it should seem probable, that half an ounce of the regulus was lost in the first calcination; and that the fusion in the second wasted the three drams of fire introduced in the first. And this seems confirm'd by the preparations of red-lead, quick-lime, and some other substances in the fire. That such was the event of these, and some experiments of Mr. Boyle, I do not doubt; being equally convinced of the ability of those great men for making experiments, and their candour in relating them. But I must add, that having thoroughly ignit'd a piece of iron, of eight pounds, it acquire'd no additional weight; for weighing it in this state, and after leaving it in the scale till it was become cold, the weight thereof in both cates was precisely the same: and yet the degree of heat, or quantity of fire in the iron, considerably exceed'd that of the focus above-mentioned in M. Homberg's experiment. But as the calcination there was made in an iron ladle, or earthen vessel, and the matter employ'd kept

(q) See Boyle's 'Trav. Vol. II. p. 388.
kept constantly stirring with an iron ladle, the bulk of the powder might hence be increased. The true focus immediately expels the fire, supposed to be united with the antimony; if indeed it may be called real fire. Such an increase of weight, however, does not happen in all bodies thus calcined, but only in those abounding with a rapacious sulphur, as antimony, lead, tin, iron, and orpiment; whence this addition is, perhaps, owing to the corrosion, attrition, and mixture of the particles of the sulphur with those of the other bodies, separated by fusion in such operation. But the increase of weight, in bodies exposed in glass vessels, from the supposed in infusion of fire into them, is so small, that it may, perhaps, rather be ascribed to something communicated to them from the glass itself. Experiments of this kind should be purposely made, but with great caution, as we may be easily led into error: and that I myself may not seem too peremptory and partial in my opinion, I shall refer you to that accurate relater of experiments, Du Hamel; whom you will find after such relations, skilfully raising difficulties against them, requiring further illustration. And you will there meet some experiments of Bouliau (r), strongly favouring the contrary opinion (s).

(s) Mr. Boyle gives us several experiments to shew, "That fire and flame may incorporate with solid bodies, and increase their weight. Having disposed a quantity of sulphur and a copper-plate in a tall receiver, so as that the plate was at a considerable distance from the sulphur; upon firing the sulphur, and letting it burn away, so that its flame reached the metal, the flame seems'd to have actually penetrated it, and to have made it visibly swell, and grow thicker; which appeared to be done by a real accession of sub stance; since, after he had wiped off some little adhering fordes, and with them several particles of copper, that stuck close to them, the plate was found to weigh near thirty two grains more than at first; and, consequently had increased its former weight above a fifth part. Upon a very shallow crucible, we put one ounce of copper-plate, and set it in a cupeling furnace, where it was kept for two hours; and then being taken out, we weighed the copper, which had not been melted, (having first blown off all the ashes) and found it had gained thirty grains. Steel being a metal that, as experience informed me, will very easily be wrought on by fluids of a saline nature, was reasonable to expect, that flame would have a greater operation on it, especially if it were before hand reduced to small parts, then on any bodies hitherto described. And accor-
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25. (19) It should seem that elementary fire may be increased to so great a degree in a particular place, as to prove the cause of certain physical effects in bodies, otherwise not readily accounted for; but which may now be observed and reduced to a body of natural history. And this is further confirmed by dioptrics and catoptrics, especially when they are both applied, and confpire in the same operation. And the action of this fire is the more remarkable, on account of its being unmixed with any heterogeneous matter, and material felif; whence we are shown the force of the action of simple pure elementary fire upon bodies exposed thereto; which, by a nice inquiry, seems reducible to two effects, namely dissipation and vitrification. (1) It instantly dissipates all such liquors and solids as are volatile in the fire: and, (2) It vitrifies almost all the fixed solids yet known, that are not dissipated thereby. These, we have already frequently observed, are all the effects discoverable in the greatest degree of fire, procurable by all the means hitherto found out for this purpose; but as fire may possibly be collected, and increased to infinite degrees, it would be wrong to imagine that its ultimate possible action upon bodies is determined. On the contrary, the greatest known degree of fire, is but the beginning, as it were, of the greatest degree possibly producible. And since it appears, that the small increase of fire from the extreme cold to the intenfe heat, by the union of the foci of Villette's and Tschirnhaus's glaffes, produces fo many feveral and wonderful effects; what folly muft it be for a person to conclude, that he has gained a complete knowledge of the action of fire on bodies?

26. (20) Again, it appears that elementary fire, being once collected in any place, from whatever caufe, may be there preferved by a fuitable pabulum; which is always either alcohol, vegetable, fofil, or animal oil: and that fuch fire, thus supported, may be surprizingly encreafed by the additional

and gradually reduce them to calces; a phenomenon that one would not easily look for, especially considering how fimple a texture that of lead or tin may be, in comparison of the more elaborate ftrucures of many other bodies.

And this phenomenon, which fhews us what light, and fugitive particles of matter may permanently concour to the composition of ponderous and fixed bodies, will perhaps afford useful hints to the speculative; especially, if this ftrict combination of a fpirituous and fugitive fhaffine with fuch as being gros and unwieldy, are lefs fit than organized matter, to entangle or detain them, be applied, as it may be, with advantage, to tho fole aggregates of fpirituous corpuscles and organical parts, that make up the bodies of plants and animals. And this hint may suggeft a considerable inference to be drawn from the operation of the fim on appropriated fubjefts; supposing it to prove like the flame of tin and lead."
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Tional gravity of the incumbent atmosphere, and a large supply of oleous
fivel, intimately mixed, in a proper quantity, with other heavy matters, and
briskly blown with several large bellows, all directed to the same centre of
the fire. The ultimate effect of the greatest known degree of such fire, is
the production of phosphorus in animals and vegetables, of glafs in vegetables,
and the fusion of gold in fossils, which undergoes no change therein.

27. (21) Having now explain’d the chief phylical ways hitherto known
of collecting and preferring fire in any place, it remains to speak of another
very powerful and frequent manner of doing the fame, viz. by the mixtion
of different bodies together; in which there occurs a great number of sur-
prizing effects and phenomena: we shall only single out a few.

Of producing Heat by the mixture of vegetable bodies.

1. Naturals have long ago obferved, that a considerable heat or cold
are sometimes produced, from the mere mixting of certain different
bodies intimately together, though there existed no such heat or cold in ei-
ther of the bodies before mixture; nor does it continue longer than while
they are mixting; which being finifhed, the new heat or cold ceafe, and the
bodies return to the fame temperature, which they had before mixture.

2. This history was first begun by the Lord Bacon, and compleated by
Mr. Boyle and Dr. Hook: Some articles of it I shall now exhibit; in order
to which it may first be neceffary to give some account of the instruments,
which I shall use therein. ABC is a large thermometer, filled with fine
spirit of wine, and faften’d to a groove in the middle of a board, in such
manner, as that the lower part MBA remain at liberty from the wood, that
vessels may be the more commodiously placed under the fame; on the board
EG are mark’d the numbers of the degrees of the ascending and descending
liquor, which will be the more visible, if the board be painted black, and
the figures white. Last ly, a vessel full of liquor is applied under the instru-
ment in such manner, as that the whole thermometer AB remains within the
vessel, in a fluid of the fame degree of warmth with the thermometer itself:
things being in this situation, and another fluid being poured in, and mix’d
by stirring it about with a glafs tube, the thermometer will then indicate the
change in refpect of heat and cold produced by the mixture.

Experiment I.

3. Having in one vessel two ounces of rain-water, brought to a great degree
of purity by distilling with a flow fire in a tall vessel; and in another vessel the
same quantity of common spirit of wine, I examine both fluids by a small
thermometer, and find the heat of each of them 44 degrees; then placing
one of the vessels under the thermometer above described, which also de-
notes 44 degrees of heat, I suddenly mix the water and spirit of wine together,
by pouring one into the other, and stirring them about with a glass tube of equal coldness; the result is, that the liquors grow hotter, so that the spirit in the thermometer rises to 52 degrees: whence we learn, 1. That pure water and spirit of wine were equally hot in the air before the mixture. 2. That the air, spirit of wine and water were equally hot before the mixture. 3. That air and water, or spirit of wine and air, remain equally hot after mixture, as before. 4. That water and spirit of wine, when mixed, presently grow hot; and this not from any heat which before pre-existed in them, in regard they were equally hot or cold. 5. But from some physical cause latent in them, and which after mixture immediately turn’d them hot. 6. That this heat produced by the mixture does not continue longer than the act of mixture continues; which being compleated, the heat ceases, even tho’ we continue stirring more strongly than before. 7. That the whole physical cause therefore of so considerable a heat here produced is the application of the particles of spirit of wine to the particles of water; at the moment of the contact between which fire is produced, which presently disappears again after the contact is compleated. 8. That the fire produced, or render’d manifest by this mixture, is true elementary fire, as appears from its effect on the thermometer. 9. That a considerable quantity of the heat produced must have been lost, before the thermometer could have been heated to such a degree.

**EXPERIMENT II.**

4. Again, I take two vessels, in one of which is the same quantity of the former water, but heated to 44 degrees, and in the other an equal quantity of pure alcohol, exactly of the same degree of heat as in the former experiment, which is found by the thermometer’s noting the same degree; then mixing the two together as before, the thermometer rises to 62 degrees. —Hence, (1) We infer all the same particulars already enumerated in the former experiment. (2) Water and alcohol mix’d together heat much more strongly than water and spirit of wine. (3) The cause therefore of such greater heat depends only on the proportion of the alcohol to the water. (4) Water, when poured on alcohol, occasions a greater degree of heat in the same, than the alcohol had before, notwithstanding its great similitude with fire; for alcohol, if mix’d with alcohol, does not generate any further heat, which water mixed with alcohol does. (5) The less alcohol this water has in it, that is, the purer it is, the greater heat it produces by mixture with alcohol, and vice versa.

**EXPERIMENT III.**

5. Take two ounces of alcalised alcohol, and as much of the purest water; before mixture they will be found equally cold, viz. in 41 degrees, which is also that of the thermometer; but upon mixing them the heat arises
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to 54 degrees. Hence we learn, (1) The same particular above specified in the first and second experiments. (2) That water and alcalifed alcohol, by mixtion, produce a greater degree of heat than water and spirit of wine; but less than water and pure alcohol. (3) That the cause thereof of this increase of heat is in the alcohol and water alone.

6. These may be compared with several experiments of M. Geoffroy, which shew a considerable production of heat; in all which, besides what has already been ob served, one of the most remarkable things is, that the heat was wholly generated at the moment of the mixtion, and increased not the least afterwards; whence the sooner this was effected, the greater degree of heat was also produced; and the more slowly and successively the mixtion was, the less heat was always produced by the same quantity of ingredients (t). In effect, when once the mixture is compleated, so that the several parts of the water are in contact with those of the alcohol, no further heat is to be expected; for though the mixtion be shaken with the greatest vehemency, the degree of heat will still remain the same, and even presently after will begin to abate, which it will continue every moment to do, till in a short time it have return’d to the degree of heat found at that time in the external air. — Hence again we learn, (1) That at the point of time when the attraction arises between the particles of the alcohol and the water, the physical cause which collects the heat arises also; but what this should be, may be hard to say; yet thus much is ob served, that about the moment when this mixtion is made, the transparency of both fluids is considerably disturbed, and they continue in some measure opaque, so long as the heat here produced continues, and when this is van ished becomes limpid again. At the same time also there arises a great number of small bubbles, which gliding through the mixture quickly break, vanish, and rise again; but after the heat is once produced, we perceive them no longer. Whether these bubbles by their motion produce the heat itself, or whether they themselves are produced by the heat, from the rarification of the aerial particles whilst they are heating, will be difficult to assign.

7. (2) Thus much at least we learn hence, that this heat does not immediately depend on the contract between the united substance of the two ingredient liquors, but rather on some other cause, which itself depends on that first union of the parts. Whence it appears probable, that the whole heat thus produced, only exists a moment of time; which seems very surprizing; gun-powder itself scarce catching flame quicker on the application of a spark, than this heat is produced by the mixtion of two fluids.

8. (3) The nearer we look into these things, the more dubious still we grow about the true cause which here collects the fire; whether it be the reciprocal attraction between the particles, where by approaching they rush violently upon each other, and by such collision agitate the elementary fire; or whether it be the attraction and repulsion immediately succeeding, which produces so instantaneous an attrition as to generate heat; so that when such attrition ceases, all things return to their former rest.

9. (4) And as this heat arises by mixing of water and alcohol together, whether they had separated this or that degree of heat before the mixture, since a new proportionable increase of heat is always found after the mixing, it follows that alcohol, mixing with the watery part of our blood, may heat it very suddenly to a certain degree, and for a certain time, beyond which it will have no effect.

10. (5) Hence also cold moist bodies may be heated by friction with alcohol; whence we may conceive the effects of baths and fomentations made with alcohol.

**EXPERIMENT IV.**

11. If we mix pure water with the finest generous wine after the same manner as the former, when the mixture is compleated, there will be no sensible increase or diminution of heat; some fliender, but scarce sensible warmth indeed appears excited. Whence it follows, first, that water and wine, which are equally hot in themselves, continue likewise, after mixture, of the same degree of heat as before. (2) That the application, therefore, of wine does not of itself heat either more or less than water; consequently the heat imparted to the human body, by drinking wine, does not depend on the heat before existing in the wine, and communicated thereby to the juices, so much as on its stimulus, whereby the velocity of the blood's motion thro' the vessels is increased, and consequently the attrition between the vessels and their contents.

**EXPERIMENT V.**

12. Water, and strong distill'd vinegar, which before in the air were equally hot, being suddenly mix'd together, produce no new heat, but remain at the same degree as before mixture.---Whence it follows, (1) That water and vinegar are equally hot, and this either when separate, or mix'd together. (2) That the cooling virtue of vinegar, with regard to the human body, so much celebrated by physicians, must depend on some other cause than the cold naturally inherent in it.

**EXPERIMENT VI.**

13. Oil of tartar per deliquium, and pure water taken in equal quantities in two vessels, are found equally hot with the external air, and after mixing them suddenly and intimately together, they still retain the same degree of heat.---Whence, (1) That liquor, which to us appears the most fiery of all others, is in reality no hotter than pure water; nor is water at all colder than that most heating of all fluids: This might appear a paradox to a person unacquainted with the above experiment; but in reality nothing is truer. 

(2)
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(2) The same fiery liquor, when mix’d with water, does not abate any thing of the coldness thereof. (3) A fixed fiery alcali, after being dissolved in a sufficient quantity of water, can raise no further heat in any other water. (4) This alcaline fluid, when mixed with the watery part of the blood, cannot excite any heat therein.

Experiment VII.

Water and oil of turpentine.

14. Water and distill’d oil of turpentine, when separate, are of the same degree of heat with the atmosphere at that time, as appears by examining them with a thermometer; and even when intimately mixed, and vehemently stirred about, there appears not the least addition of heat. — Hence again, (1) An essential distill’d oil, which commonly warms the human body to a degree, and preserves it so powerfully against cold, is in itself, in reality, no hotter than pure cold water. (2) This oil, which in many respects approaches so near the nature of alcohol, yet being mixed with water, adds nothing to its heat; whilst the mixture of alcohol makes so considerable an addition, as above shewn: which further confirms the doctrine above delivered, of the first access and contact of the alcohol and water being the chief cause of the heat there produced. (3) Therefore the admixture of this oil with the humours of our body cannot increase their heat.

Experiment VIII.

Alcohol and oil of turpentine.

15. The surest sign of the perfect purity of alcohol is, when it can be intimately mixed with a distill’d oil by only shaking them together; since the least quantity of water in it, will render such intimate mixture impossible.

16. Taking a quantity of such alcohol, which in the air is equally hot with another quantity of pure aetherial oil of turpentine, and mixing them together, we find them unite like alcohol with alcohol, without making the least alteration in the degree of heat that each of them had before mixture, which those acquainted with the former experiments would scarce have expected. — Hence we find, that the particles of alcohol will diffuse and mix with those of oil, almost as perfectly and equally as with those of water, yet without producing any heat thereby; and consequently, that alcohol, when mixed with the oils in our juices, will not increase their heat, though when mixed with the watery part of our blood it may: such new unforeseen events arise in nature from mixing different bodies together.

Experiment IX.

Distill’d vinegar and oil of turpentine.

17. Distill’d vinegar and oil of turpentine, when separate, are of the same heat as the air at such time, suppose 44 degrees; but if slowly and gradually mixed together may increase the heat to 45 degrees. — Hence, (1) vinegar and
and oil of turpentine are of equal heat in themselves. (2) But blending them together, produces a further degree of heat. (3) Hence we begin to perceive the power of acids to generate heat with oily bodies, even tho' the acidity be in the smallest quantity; since by M. Homberg's observations it appears, that the quantity of true acid found in the strongest vinegar does not exceed an 80th part of the whole (a). (4) Vinegar, therefore, by mixture with our oil, produces some heat. (5) Vinegar differs in this from water.

**Experiment X.**

18. Taking the same vinegar and alcohol as in the former case, and finding them, on trial, of the same heat as air, we mix them together, and immediately a sensible heat arises; so that the thermometer mounts, for instance, from 42 degrees, at which it stood before the mixture, to 52 degrees. — Hence we perceive, (1) That alcohol and vinegar are of equal heat in themselves. (2) That being mixed together they produce a much greater degree of heat. (3) That alcohol grows much hotter, when mixed with vinegar, than with oil.

**Experiment XI.**

19. Oil of tartar per deliquium, and oil of turpentine, before mixture, were each found to have 45 degrees of heat, and after mixture the thermometer rose to 48 degrees. — Whence, (1) Those two fluids are of equal heat in themselves. (2) Mixing them together, produces a considerable heat.

**Experiment XII.**

20. The same vinegar and oil of tartar per deliquium, which singly in the air are found equally hot, for instance of 46 degrees, being suddenly and thoroughly mixed, remain exactly in the same degree. In this experiment I made use of three parts of vinegar to one of oil of tartar. — Hence it appears, that the mixture of opposite salts does not produce fire.

**Experiment XIII.**

21. Alcohol and oil of tartar per deliquium were found of the same heat with the ambient air, and being mixed in equal quantities as intimately as might be, rose from 64 to 68 degrees.

(a) Mem. Acad. Rey. V. I. p. 52.
EXPERIMENT XIV.

Alcohol and salt of tartar.

22. Having some alcohol in a phial of the same heat with the air, viz. 47 degrees, and pouring into it some pure dry fixed alcaline salt of tartar, the thermometer immediately rose to 51 degrees.

EXPERIMENT XV.

Salt of tartar and water.

23. By adding some dry fixed alcaline salt of tartar to three times the quantity of pure water, the thermometer rises from 47 degrees to 57.

EXPERIMENT XVI.

The same and vinegar.

24. Upon mixing some of the same salt of tartar with three times the quantity of vinegar, the thermometer rises from 43 degrees to 49.

EXPERIMENT XVII.

The same and oil of turpentine.

25. By mixing the same salt of tartar with three times the quantity of oil of turpentine, the thermometer rises from 43 degrees to 48.

26. Hence we learn, (1) That the simples procurable from vegetables by chemistry are naturally of the same degree of heat, viz. the same with that of the atmosphere at such time. (2) That some of those above specified contract a further heat at the time of their mixture; but that this heat does not continue longer than while the mixture is making; which being once completed, the additional heat disappears, and the mixture returns to the temperature of the air at that time. (3) That this accession of heat therefore does not arise out of the substance of the mixed bodies, but results only from their present union. (4) That alcohol and water are the chief vegetable fluids, which have this power of generating heat. (5) That salt of tartar and water are the principal solid and fluid bodies, which by their mixture together produce the greatest heat. (6) That alcohol and salt of tartar are the next powerful to these. — We proceed now to examine the parts of animals.
Of producing Heat by the mixture of animal and vegetable Substances.

EXPERIMENT I. in various manners.

1. The fresh urine of a healthy man being kept in the air, soon returns to the temperature thereof; and after this, if it be mixed with an equal quantity of water of the same degree of heat, the thermometer remains at the same height as before.
   
   If it be mixed with alcohol, the heat will rise from 38 degrees to 49.
   
   Mixed with oil of turpentine, no alteration is produced.
   
   With salt of tartar, it rises from 38 degrees to 39.
   
   With the strongest vinegar, no alteration is perceived.
   
   With spirit of urine, no alteration.
   
   With salt of urine, it sinks two degrees.
   
   With spirit of nitre, it rises from 38 degrees to 43.
   
   With spirit of salt it rises from 39 degrees to 43.
   
   With oil of vitriol, it rises from 39 degrees to 54.

EXPERIMENT II. in different manners.

2. The urine of a healthy man being kept a long time in a close vessel, and hereby much putrefied, is found of the same degree of warmth as the air in that time; and being mixed with an equal quantity of pure water, makes the thermometer sink a little.

   Being mixed in the same manner with alcohol, the heat rose from 38 degrees to 45.
   
   With oil of turpentine, no change is perceived.
   
   With salt of tartar, it fell from 38 degrees to 36.
   
   With the strongest vinegar, it rose from 37 to 38.
   
   With spirit of urine, it fell from 38 to 36.
   
   With salt of urine, from 38 to 32.
   
   With spirit of nitre, it rose from 38 to 40.
   
   With spirit of sea-salt, from 38 to 41.
   
   With oil of vitriol, from 38 to 45.

EXPERIMENT III. in various manners.

3. Salt of urine, procured by distillation from fresh urine, without any other addition except sand, being mixed with water, after the manner so often already specified, made the thermometer sink from 40 degrees to 38.

With
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With alcohol, it rose from 40 to 41.
With salt of tartar, from 40 to 45.
With the strongest vinegar, it fell from 43 to 41; and with the same vinegar inspissated to half the quantity, from 42 to 44.
With spirit of nitre, from 43 to 60.

Experiment IV. in different manners.

4. Taking some of the strong volatile alcaline spirit, prepared with equal quantities of salt ammoniac and salt of tartar, and mixing it with an equal quantity of strong spirit of vinegar, the two liquors, which before mixture were equally hot with the ambient air, made the thermometer rise after mixture from 44 degrees to 48.

With the strongest vinegar, inspissated to half the quantity, from 44 degrees to 47½.

With spirit of salt distill’d with bole, and then rectified, from 46 degrees to 64.

With spirit of nitre distill’d with bole, from 46 degrees to 82.

Of producing Heat by the mixture of fossils.

Experiment I. in various manners.

1. Upon mixing 3 ounces of pure water, when 47 degrees hot, with one ounce of pure nitre finely powder’d, the thermometer sinks to 36 degrees.

2. Mixing 1 ounce of pure borax with three of pure water, 48 degrees hot, the liquor in the thermometer falls to 45 degrees ½.

3. Mixing 1 ounce of sea-salt with 3 of pure water, 46 degrees hot, the thermometer falls to 43 degrees.

4. Mixing 1 ounce of sal ammoniac with 3 of pure water, 47 degrees hot, the thermometer falls to 28 degrees.

5. Mixing 1 ounce of oil of vitriol unrectified, with 3 of pure water 45 degrees hot, it rises to 60 degrees.

6. Mixing one ounce of oil of vitriol unrectified, with two ounces of pure alcohol 47 degrees hot, it rises to 60 degrees.

7. Mixing 1 ounce of oil of vitriol unrectified, with 3 ounces of distill’d vinegar, 46 degrees hot, it rises to 60 degrees.

8. Ceruse being mixed with weak aqua fortis, in the act of ebullition rises from 44 degrees to 57.

9. Tin-filings mixed in aqua regia, during the ebullition, raises its heat from 44 to 56. Iron-filings in aqua regia, while the ebullition holds, raise it from 44 degrees to 160 degrees.
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10. I have made numerous other experiments of this kind, which it might be tedious to recite; but one thing we may observe, that if all the simple bodies, whole histories we have given among the vegetable, animal, or fossil classes, be examined in such order, as that, first, observation be made of the phenomena arising, when by the laws of combination they appear separately in each single class; and then, after the like manner, the simples of each class be mixed together; we might soon arrive at a complete authentic history of the heat arising from the mixture of different bodies (w).

By

(c) "Take some ounces of strong oil of vitriol, and shaking it with three or four times its weight of common water; though both these liquors were cold when put together, yet in their mixture they will immediately grow intensely hot, and continue considerably so for some time.

By putting a considerable quantity of dry salt of tartar in the palm of my hand, and wetting it well with cold water, there has been a very sensible heat produced in the mixture; and when I have made the trial with a large quantity of the salt and water in a phial, the heat proved very intense, and continued to be sensible for a long time after.

'Tis known that salt-petre being put into common water, produces a sensible coldness therein, as it doth also in many other liquors, but that the same salt, put into a liquor of another constitution, may have a quite different effect, appears by mixing eight ounces of fine salt-petre in powder, with six ounces of oil of vitriol: for here a faint, not only actually cold, but with regard to many other bodies, potentially so, mixed with oil of vitriol, which is sensibly cold too, quickly conceives a considerable degree of heat, whose effects also become visible in the plenty of fumes emitted by the heated mixture. And when gun-powder seems to be of a very fiery nature, yet if some ounces of it, reduced to a powder, be thrown into four or five times as much water, it will very manifestly impart a coldness to it, as experience made with, as well as without, a fial'd thermometer, has shewed me.

I have made an experiment, says Mr. Boyle, in which two liquors, whereof one was natural, did, by being several times separated, and reconjoined without addition, at each conjunction produce a sensible heat. An instance of this kind we have in fact of tartar, from which, after it had been once heated by the diffusion of water, we abstracted the liquor without violence of fire, till the salt was again dry; and then putting on water a second time, the same salt grew hot again in the phial, and produced the like heat a third time, and might probably have done it oftener.

Perhaps the heat may much depend on the particular disposition of the calcined body, which being deprived of its former moisture, and made more porous by the fire, acquires, by means of those igneous effluvia, such a texture, that the water, impelled by its own weight, and the pressure of the atmosphere, is able to get into a multitude of its interfaces at once, suddenly dissolve the alcalizate salts it every where meets with; and briskly disjoin the earthy and solid particles that were blended with them, which being exceeding numerous, though each of them perhaps be very minute, and moves but a very little way, yet their multitude makes the confused agitation of the whole aggregate, and of the particles of the water and salt, vehement enough to produce a sensible heat.

And the same that is here shewn of heat, does likewise appear of its opposite, cold. Mr. Boyle observes, that a more intense degree of cold may result from a mixture, than was to be found in either of the ingredients a-part; and also that a considerable coldness may be begun between bodies, neither of them actually cold before they were put together. Having brought a glass full of water to such a temper, that its warmth made the spirit of wine in the sealed weather glafs manifestly ascend, I took out the thermometer, and laid it in powder'd salt ammoniac, warmed before-hand, whereby the tinged liquor was made to ascend much quicker than just before by the water; and having presently removed the instrument into that liquor again, and poured the warmish salt ammoniac into the same, I found, that within half a minute or less, the spirit of wine began to subside, and fell above a whole division and a quarter, below the mark at which it stood in the water, before the liquor or salt were warmed. Nor did the spirit in a great while re-ascend.
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--- By the way it may be observed, that the experiments which I have here rehearsed, were not made with all the accuracy possible, but many of them too hastily, for fear of prolonging time; besides, that in regard of the great number of my spectator, I found it necessary to make use of large thermometers, which, it is evident by the great bulk of the part immerged in a small quantity of liquor, must make a considerable alteration in the heat or cold produced in the mixture by drawing it to itself, and thus changing the event. The experiments therefore, for these reasons, must not be look'd on as strictly and accurately just. For such as are disposed to repeat them, I would recommend Fahrenheit's excellent mercurial thermometer, which I used in the above-mentioned experiment of producing cold by means of sal-ammoniac. This instrument is exceedingly sensible, even of the smallest heat and cold; and can make very little alteration in the liquors to be examined thereby.

"to the height it had when the water was cold.
"We took a small sealed thermometer, whole item was divided into equal parts by little specks of amel, that sharp liquors might not eat off, nor spoil the marks.
"The ball of this instrument we put into a slender cylindrical vessel, and more than cover'd it with strong oil of vitriol; and left it there a while to be reduced to the temper of the surrounding liquor; then we cast upon it by degree sal ammoniac well powder'd, which being soon furious brought upon the menium, a seeming effervescence was produced in the cylinder, with great noise and much froth, which more than once was ready to run out of the vessel. But for all this seeming ebullition the mixture, instead of proving hot, did really grow gradually colder, as appeared not only to the touch, but by the descent of the tinged spirit of wine. But pouring this actually cold mixture into three or four times its weight of common water, which was likewise actually cold; this second mixture immediately grew so hot, that I could not keep my finger for a minute or two upon the outside of the containing glas.
"To 12 ounces of sal-ammoniac we put, by degrees, an equal weight of water; and whilst the liquor dissolved the salt, and by the action produced a great coldness, we warily poured in 12 ounces of good oil of vitriol; whence a notable degree of heat was quickly produced in the glas, wherein the ingredients were mixed, tho' it seem'd unlikely, that the two liquors, which usually with sal ammoniac do each produce an intense cold, should, upon acting together, produce the contrary quality.
"In most of the experiments hitherto proposed, cold is regularly produced in a mechanical way; but in some sort of trials, I found the event varied by unobserved circumstances, so that manifest coldness would be sometimes produced by mixing two bodies together, which at another time would upon uniting disclose a manifest heat; and sometimes again, tho' more rarely, would have but a very faint degree of either."
Of producing true Fire in a cold body, by the sole access of the Air.

1. The unwearied industry of the chemists has been continually discovering new things, unknown to former ages; among which there is nothing more remarkable, setting gun-powder aside, than that a body should be hereby produced, which, though cold, like all other things, when kept close from the air, is no sooner exposed thereto, and its surface brought in immediate contact therewith, than it conceives fire, and breaks into flames; without the mediation of any other body, or without mechanical attrition, or the application of any fire to it. Such bodies are called phosphorii, and of such alone we shall here treat, as not including under this name those others which only shine in the dark, without kindling fire.

2. In the first place, therefore, the juices of animals, especially when putrefied, and deprived by fire, of all the volatile parts, viz. their volatile salt or oil, leave a sort of coal behind them, which being mixed with three times the quantity of sand, or of charcoal-dust, or with double the quantity of charcoal, and half of alum, and the whole gradually distill'd in a retort made of crucible earth well luted, by an open reverberatory fire, continually increased, till it be raised to the highest pitch, and there continued equably for a long time, the retort being withal so fitted to the furnace, that the mouth of its beak may touch the water in the receiver, which is duly luted on for the purpose; the fire at last, after causing fumes, will raise a ponderous grey matter, which falls in grains to the bottom of the water, is not dissoluble in water, but liquifiable by fire, and capable of being melted thereby into muffs under the water. This is that called the phosphorus of Kraff, Kunkel, and Boyle; which, if kept in a close vessel under water, and cold, may be preferred good for a long time. But when the air becomes hotter, it may be seen to flash in the dark thro' the water it lies in, and when exposed to an open warm air, will emit light, and if the air become a little hotter, a constant ebullition of the internal parts of phosphorus may be perceived by a microscope, soon after which it kindles, flames, and consumes away, only leaving behind an oil of vitriol, or some other fluid much like it in acidity and weight.---This therefore is a new and very different method from the cause of its burning.

(y) Phosphorii in general, says M. Lemery, may be considered as so many sponges full of fire, or the matter of light, which is so weakly retained therein, and by so slender a hold, that a small external force is sufficient to put it in a condition to exhale in a lucid form, and sometimes even to burn the bodies that come in its way.*

It has been above observed, that there is no body, which can be affected a magnet with respect to fire, i.e. no body which attracts it by any peculiar virtue, more than other; and yet our author furnishes some considerations on phosphorii, which seem to evince the contrary. "That the fourth way of cooling fire, some have observed, is in some means magnetic. i.e. performed by means of certain bodies, peculiarly disposed to imbibe and retain fire. For that there is some peculiar agreement and attraction between..."
from any of the former, of producing fire. Is it that the air, which, when a little hotter than usual, is always supposed to be in a state of ebullition, by its frequent shakes and concussions makes an attrition on the phosphorus, agitates its particles, and thus excites, first, a feeble heat, then light, and laftly flame, in a substance before easily moveable, though fixed? 'Tis certain the fame matter, in very cold weather, hardly shines, or grows warm, much less kindles, even when exposed to the air; but when once it has catch'd fire, can hardly be extinguished again. By most of its properties, as well as the analysis made of it by deflagration, it appears to come nearest the nature of the pureft common sulphur; only it is somewhat fofier and more fufible, and more approaching the nature of wax: but differs from both in this, that it boils and kindles by fo small a degree of fire (z).

3. There is another more elegant manner of preparing a matter, which upon mere contact with the air, whether hot or cold, shall immediately produce true burning fire. This was first communicated to me in a letter from Paris, dated the 8th of April 1712, written by the excellent M. Homberg, and delivered to me by the noble Lord Haefberg, who added several observations

between fire and certain bodies, is evident, among other things, from black bodies, which, as already observed, absorb almost all the fire that falls on them, whereas other bodies reftact a great part of it, and some all. Other instances of fuch agreement we have in the phosphorus Balduini and the Bonnian stone; which when fnaily prepared have all the characters of attractive; thus, being immediately exposed in a dark place, they do not afford any light; but expofe them first to the fun a while, and they will then shine in the dark, as having imbided a flock of fire, and lodged it in their fpon-geous substance, to be difpenf'd again by degrees. The like may be faid of the phosphorus made of human urine, and other chemical preparations, which receive fuch a proportion of fire in the preparation, and retain it fo well in their unctuous substance, that it fhall keep there, in water, for 20 years; fo as upon the firft laying them open to the air, to take fire, and exhale in luctul fumes; leaving nothing behind but an acid malagma, like oil of sulphur, per compandon, or oil of vitriol. Not that we fo fuppofe the fire fixed and quietest all the while in the body of the phosphorus; for that it has a real motion all the while, is evident hence, that if you obferve it in any dark place, in the summer time, you will find it continually fulminating and emitting flakes: tho' with all this it fcarce loses any thing of the fire. So that the fire is not fixed in the phosphorus, but in a continual undula-tory motion."

In the experiment of the phosphorus, we obferve, that water acts on the fire contained in the phosphorus; as keeping it in, and preventing its conflagration and deflagration. Hence, as soon as the water is taken away, the heat and fmoke immediately ceafe that the fire is breaking out. Add, that air itself does also ften, in fome meafure, to keep in the fire contained in hot water; and hinder it from eloping to faff as it does in water: Thus, heating two equal veflfs of water equally, and then putting one of them in a re-ceiver; as you exhaust the air, the water will boil vehemently, and soon become barely lukewarm; while the other remaining in the open air, has neither boiled, nor left any fensible part of its heat. Something like this is obferved in fhining-woods; for some wood having rotted in the ground, all faine very brightly when taken out. The fire having been kept in by the contiguous earth: but in a day or two's continuance in the air, it spends all its light, and ceafes to fhine. 'Tis hard to fay how fire fhould thus be confined by ambient, loofe, porous bodies; or by what action such bodies should produce this effect: preface, one would imagine, should be altogether inadequate, since it has been fhewn that fire, by its extreme fubtility, can readily penetrate through all, even the molt folid bodies. [Gravesanf, ibid.
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vations of his own. The fame was afterwards render'd easier, and more agreeable, and thus published in the 'Journ. des Scavans,' an. 1716. p. 60. And as the former ow'd its origin to the curiosity of an alchemist, mainly seeking for the philosopher's stone in urine; so we are obliged for the latter to a person of the fame fect, with equal wisdom seeking the philosopher's stone in human ordure. The manner of making it is this. Take some part of an animal, cut extremely small, or even some juice or excrement thereof, put it in an iron pan over a moderate fire, and keep it stirring with an iron spatula, till it be scorch'd and converted into a black powder. Or take some fine vegetable matter, for instance, the meal or flower of any vegetable, burnt to blackness as before; to one part of which add four times the quantity of crude alum; make the whole into a fine powder, which being put in an iron pan over the fire, should be kept constantly stirring with a spatula, till almost ignited, to prevent its cohering in lumps, as it is apt to do upon the melting of the alum, when it must be broke again, stirr'd about, and accurately mixed with the flower, till at length it emit no more fumes, and the whole appears a fine, dry, black, fixed powder. Put this in a clean dry glass phial with a narrow neck, filling it fo high as to leave a third part at the top of the phial empty; then stop the mouth thereof with a loose paper, so as to let the air pass freely through it, and leave room for the fumes to come through the neck; then place the phial in a crucible encompass'd on all sides with sand, so as it may not touch any part, either of the bottom or sides of the crucible, but a considerable space be every where left between the two: and the phial must be covered up with sand, so as only to leave a part of it bare, through which to look into the inside, and observe whether or no the matter in it be ignited. In this state the crucible, with the sand and phial, is surrounded with coals kindled slowly, till at length it be well heated on all sides; when the fire is to be raised, till the crucible, sand, glasses, and matter in it be all red-hot, in which state they are to be kept for the space of an hour; after this, the fire being still kept up, the orifice of the phial is to be well closed with wax, to prevent any air from entering: Thus the whole being left to cool of its own accord, we at last find in the phial a black dusty coal, formed of the flower and alum. A small quantity being shaken out of the phial into the cold air, immediately catches fire and burns; but so soon as it has once felt the air, loses all its power of kindling thereby. This manner of producing fire appears the most extraordinary of all that have hitherto been discovered; since the matter thus prepared, will preserve its virtue three months, provided the air be carefully kept from it. 'Tis certain, in this experiment the fire produces a true animal or vegetable coal, of a most subtle nature, and consequently fittest to catch, cherish, and keep alive the smallest spark of fire, as we have shewn in the preceding history of coal; and this coal, in the experiment before us, is made drier than can be done by any other means, as appears by the whole process; for if the smallest quantity of moisture, even of that little which is lodg'd in the air, come to touch this powder, the experiment will not succeed: It may be added, that all the air is likewise expell'd out of it by the vegetable

And used.
hemence of fire; for the phial must be carefully stopp'd at the time when
the fire is at the highest degree that the glass can bear without melting, and
consequently has expelled all the air out of its cavity, and out of the matter
contained in it: for if the air be suffered by any means to insinuate itself
again into the phial, the experiment will fail. At the same time, during so
long a calcination, the alum, which seems only a lapis calcarius, corroded
by oil of vitriol, and converted into the form of salt, becomes entirely de-
prived of its air, water, and volatile spirit, leaving only a strong oil of vitriol,
deficient of water, and fixed in the dry remaining earth: but such bodies
being unable to bear dryness, on the first admission of the air grow hot, by
reason of the air rushing into the empty spaces with a force which we have
already calculated, produce the vehement attrition between the parts thereof,
and thus excite fire; which being received in the fine coal above-men-
tioned, is easily preferred and kept alive. Whether this, or whatever else
be the cause of so extraordinary a phenomenon, it appears that a cold body
may, by the mere contact of the cold common air, without any assistance of
fire, be so kindled as to consume wholly to ashes, and this with as much
certainty as could have been done by means of any known fire: and per-
haps the experiment last recited, is the only means whereby this may be ef-
fected as often as we please. Who then will undertake to assign the limits
of the power of fire? What person would have thought thus much possible
twenty-five years ago? And who shall foretell what may be discovered in future
ages? What would be the consequence, if the glass phial wherein this cold pow-
der is contained, should break, and the powder fall among gun-powder?

Of Fire produced from cold fossils, by means of Water.

1. If fresh filings of iron, free from rust, be strongly ground with an
equal quantity of pure sulphur for a long time, till the whole be
formed into a fine powder; the mixture, if kept in a dry air, will continue
cold for the longest space, if all moisture be kept from it: but if this powder
be only wrought up with as much fair water as will form it into a stiff
paste, the mass will soon grow warm, swell, heat, emit a thick smoke,
and at length a fulphurous fire and flame; and after the operation is over,
there remains a fine blackish calx, which by the affusion of water pro-
duces a kind of vitriol of iron, much like the common vitriolum Martis,
made with oil of vitriol. If a large quantity of each of these ingredients
be taken, e. gr. twenty-five pounds of iron, and as much sulphur, and the
mass thence formed, as before, be buried afoot deep under ground; in about
eight hours time the ground will begin to heave and swell, emit hot fulphu-
rous flames, and at length burst out into live flames; thus forming a true
vulcano (a). For, sulphur being an inflammable oil united with the acid oil
of vitriol, and iron a metal always soluble in the acid of vitriol, and produ-
cing an intense heat therein; it appears, that when these two are ground
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fine, and thus come into a number of close multiplied contacts, and bound still closer together by means of water, the acid of the sulphur begins to corrode and act on the iron, and thus excites the usual heat; which increasing every moment, the dissolution itself becomes continually increased; and by the dissolution the heat is raised still further, till at length there arises a flame, partly from the oily part of the sulphur, being now freed from the acid, which is absorbed by the iron, and partly from the vapour of the iron dissolved by the acid oil of sulphur, which is exceedingly inflammable, as Dr. Hoffman has shewn by an elegant experiment (b). For mixing three ounces of oil of vitriol with twelve ounces of water, in a glass phial, whose neck was cut off, and keeping the whole in a moderate degree of warmth, and casting into it at different times an ounce or half an ounce of iron filings, he found a white vapour arose out of the neck of the phial, which emitted a fulphurous garlick smell, and upon the application of a candle took fire like a flash of lightning; and catching within the phial, and being there violently repelled, produced very surprising effects: whence it appears, that the matter which forms these fumes, is much like that which the fire arises from alcohol. Hence was discovered a new way of exciting fire from a cold inflammable substance by means of water; and no doubt there are infinite other hidden ways in nature, by which the same effect might be produced, and which may probably be discovered hereafter. Moist hay thrown into heaps, does the same.

Of the production of Fire by the mixture of cold Liquors.

1. Taking half a pound of pure dry nitre reduced to powder, putting it in a pure dry retort, and mixing with it an equal quantity of pure oil of vitriol well rectified, and distilling the mixture in a moderate sand-heat, it will yield a liquor in form of a yellowish fume, which being caught in a clean dry receiver, is the spiritus nitri Glauberianus. If now to a drachm of distill'd oil of cloves, saffapras, turpentine, or caraways, contain'd in a glass vessel, be added an equal quantity, or half as much more of the spiritus nitri above-mentioned, a violent flame will arise, however cold the bodies were before the mixture: an experiment doubtless of infinite use in chemistry, where from two cold liquors, in an instant of time, so rapid a flame is produced as consumes both the liquors, leaving only a little resinous matter, instead of ashes, at the bottom. Hence again we observe, that an acid matter mixed with oily ones, abounding with the spiritus resot, constitute a substance much like sulphur, since it readily kindles (c).

2. From a careful consideration of what has been above laid down, we may perhaps be enabled to avert divers things concerning the nature of fire. First then it appears, that true elementary fire is corporeal; since under

under the name corporeal is included any thing geometrically measurable by three lines, drawn perpendicularly to each other from the same centre; or, as we more usually express it, an extended surface. Accordingly, all that has hitherto occurred to us, under the denomination of fire in this discourse, was always extended. For suppose a solid silver globe suspended by a thread, and almost ignited, let it fall gently into cold water, without making any considerable shake or agitation therein, the fire will distill itself through the measurable spaces of such water, heating those moist which are nearest the globe, and all the rest in proportion, and thus truly extends itself: And if thermometers be placed in the same water at different distances from the globe, they will indicate different degrees of fire diffused through the body and space of the water; which shews, that there is a true mixture between fire and body, or space; and consequently a true extension. In effect, the whole history of fire evidently proves, that fire is extended as truly as body or space itself.

3. Another general property inseparable from bodies, is, that they may exist successively in the place which is next contiguous to that they already possess, and thus may truly be moved, whether they remain in the same space, and only revolve round an axis, so that all the parts continue in the same place, though none of them singly remain in the same place which it had before; or whether the whole mass, consisting of all the parts united together, quit its former space, and remove into that adjoining, and thus continue to do for some time: or lastly, whether both these happen together. Now that fire is moved after this manner, abundantly appears from all experiments; there being none wherein fire is not found to have a true physical motion: and as mobility is so strongly connected with a power of retarding in bodies, it cannot well be denied, but that a body which exists one moment in any given space, might continue in the same for two moments, which makes what we call rest: and as all the actions of fire, which are performed by motion, may still be increased or diminished, it appears in no wise absurd to hold, that fire may also rest in a certain place, as well as all other bodies.

4. A third property peculiar to body is, that a solid body, considered as such, when subliming in a certain place, resists with an infinite force any other body from exiting in the same space at the same time with it. This some call resistance or impenetrability: Democritus, by a very significant term, calls it ἀναρρίας, or repercussion, which expresses the former; for we suppose nothing more is meant by the word impenetrability, than that a body, tending into a space already possessed by another, is repelled from it; which repercussion, if it be found in any body, certainly is in fire, which moves, changes, and fashions even the most solid matters, so that none has hitherto been found which is not changeable, even in its solid nature, by fire; and likewise moveable by it, so as to be carried into other places, by the impetus which it hence acquires. If we further consider, that pure elementary fire, when acting upon given bodies, is repelled and reflected by the same with a vehement force, capable of moving all other things, we shall be sufficiently convinced of the true ἀναρρίας of fire, and consequently
which from body all repelled fo where But the be must mere corporeal the repercussive due they will exert their corporeal action in a violent degree: which sufficiently shews, that fire moves with a power of refisting. But the argument will be still more confirmed, if we consider, that if the speculum were first heated, and so dilated, made laxer, and les elactic, and consequently les vibrative and repercussive; the same rays of fire, in their reflexion from the speculum, will come exactly with so much les force into the focus, as the speculum is now les hard than before: from whence it evidently appears, that fire is truly corporeal and refistable, since it is repelled from a body it strikes against. It may be added on this head, that if the rays of fire be collected clofely together, and thus rendered extremely powerful, so as to be able to melt the metalline part of the speculum, no reflexion will arife; but the fire, by the superiority of its force to the speculum, will deffroy the fame: a clear proof that this reflexion is performed by a mere repercussion of one body against another. Nor muft it be omitted, that this pure elementary fire, if directed by the sun, through the burning-glas of M. Tschirnhaus, so as to fall on the iron needle of a mariner's compas, in the very point of the focus or contact, it will drive the needle round on its pivot by a true corporeal percussiôn: from whence it appears, that the fire was not penetrable, but truly refistable. Elementary fire, therefore, muft be truly corporeal, and consequently every particle of it muft confist of other lefser parts united together, but so strongly united, as that we have no reason to think there is any power in nature capable of dividing them. And hence again it appears probable, that the figures of those particles are not changeable by any natural power; so that the element of fire appears immutable in itself, and the great instrument or means of changing all other things.

5. But whether fire have also that further property, which some of the greatest men of the present age hold inseparable from all bodies, viz. weight or gravity, in proportion to its solidity, does not so certainly appear from the confideration of the whole history of fire. I am rather induced to believe, that it has no more tendency to the centre of the earth than to any other point; that it has no natural or spontaneous determination at all; that it may be determined any way; that it is prefent every where, unless hinder'd by some foreign caufe, through the whole univerè; that of itself it is every where in the fame quantity, and acts with the fame force: all which particulars, unless I am much deceived, have been proved by the preceding experiments.

6. The particles of fire, which have already been shewn to be corporeal, appear further to be the finallest of all the bodies yet known: for if they be corporeal, they muft necessarily be exceedingly subtile, as they readily penetrate all, even the denfest bodies, and pervading the thickest parts, thereof, shew themselves prefent in every assignable part thereof. Thus, if a large globe be made of solid gold, and laid on the fire for a due time, it may be so penetrated thereby, as to become ignited to its very centre; fo that if it were then divided into two hemispheres, we should find on every point
point in the inside both light and heat, and the other properties and powers of fire. So small then are the particles of this body, that there is no known body so compact and void of pores, so entirely filled to its own bulk, as not to admit and transmit fire. All other bodies hitherto discovered may be excluded from entring the vacuities of others. Thus air, water, spirits, salts, oils, and other things may easily be hinder'd from entring a glafs phial hermetically seal'd; and when they are in, may as easily be hinder'd from going out again; only fire has free ingress and egress, and hence produces its peculiar effects. The caufe of gravity and the power of magnetifm, it must be own'd, will pass through all bodies, yet still preserve their native properties and effects; but we are not certain whether they do this by any particles issuing from them, or in any other manner unknown: and it may be added, that the caufe of gravity, and magnetifm pervade bodies instantaneously, without any diminution of their powers; while fire requires some space of time before it can penetrate the densest bodies; but hence the corporeity appears more evidently in fire, and less so in them. Hence we have ob served, that the particles of fire are the least of all those commonly allow'd for true bodies; since we cannot say whether there may not have been created some corpuscles, which are less than those of fire; but thus much we may affirm, that no physical effects have hitherto occur'd to the senses of mankind, from whence they might be forced to infer, that there are bodies smaller than fire. This their extreme subtlety may also be conceived hence, that gold is so solid, that when a grain of it is drawn over a quantity of silver, so as the thickness of the skin of gold is only \( \frac{1}{5000} \) of a 12th part of an inch, yet the best microscope cannot discover the least pore in so thin a leaf \( (d) \). Nay, if the thinnest leaf-gold be oppose'd to the sun, when shining into a dark room, the rays of light will not be able clearly to pervade it, but only shew a little greenishness through it; and yet a large sphere of solid gold may be penetrat ed through its matter, however dense, and its bulk however large, by the greatest, as well as by the least fire. For if so large a globe be long expos'd to the cold air in the coldest season, it will assume that temperature, or receive that degree of fire, which is found at that time in the air; and if it be then commit ted to a strong fire till it become glowing hot, and ready to melt, it has then doubtless a vehement degree of fire in all its parts; yet all this fire will van ish again out of the globe, which in a short time returns to the tempera ture of the common air. Hence again it follows, that the small quantity of fire found in the thin, fluid air, may equally infinuate itself into all the pores of gold, as the largest and fiercest fire. But if the pores were so very small in so thin a leaf of gold, what must we think of those when so large a mass of solid gold is penetrat ed through its whole substance by fire. To grow warm and cool again, is doubtless to receive fire in a greater or a less quantity. Thus much might suffice to shew the great subtlety of fire, which yet would appear to be a thousand times more subtile, if it be true that the matter of light and colours is the same with that of fire; for if a chamber be made perfectly dark, with only a little aperture in one

\( (d) \) Mem. Acad. Roy. 1713. p. 10.
single part, and a good eye, which has been for some time in the dark, be applied on the dark side of the room to the aperture, it will see very distinctly all the external objects, by so many definite distinct rays of fire, reflected from the several visible points of so many different objects, and propagated thence without confusion through the little aperture. If we now consider what a multitude of visible points are here seen in the whole hemisphere, each of which however can only be seen by its own rays, it will give us an idea of subtlety scarce to be conceived. But if a white paper be applied, at a proper distance, in the same chamber, and the rays be transmitted by a convex glass upon it, all the external objects will be painted pretty large, and perfectly distinct thereon; consequently all those rays, and, from the supposition above, all that immense quantity of fire reflected by such a multitude of objects, could be contracted within the narrow space of that aperture: this shews, that the particles of fire, with respect to our imagination, are of an infinite degree of subtlety.

7: The small particles which constitute the ultimate elements of fire, appear to be the most solid of all bodies: where, by the word solidity, we mean an extended thing which resists infinitely; and by space, an extended thing, which admits and transmits solid matters; so that an absolute solid would be an extended thing, in which there is no penetrable space, but which is every where equably impenetrable in all its points: and if any extended substance be constituted partly of particles thus solid, but so connected together as to leave empty spaces between them; it will follow that such body is partly composed of body, and partly of empty space. Hence also it will appear, that the ultimate elements, or particles of all bodies, must be perfectly solid; but that when these elements are compounded into a mass, there arise vacuities between the particles thus joined together, by their not every where touching each other: whence a mass thus composed will always be full of pores, and consequently less solid than those ultimate elements, separately taken, of which it was composed; and on this account such particles will be more easy to be separated from each other, that is, to be divided. Again, in those last and least particles there should seem to be no pores; and consequently that they are not divisible by any other bodies, but must always remain the same. It being shewn therefore, that fire consists of the minutest particles; it follows, that these can have none, or at least the fewest pores, but all their molecules must be extremely solid. And as impenetrable substance is corporeal substance itself, 'tis probable that all truly corporeal substance, considered as such, coheres with an infinite force, not to be separated by any power; but a mass composed of such matter, with vacuities interpersed among it, will be so far only divisible as it includes empty pores. Fire, therefore, according to this doctrine, must be all corporeal, immutable, incapable of any alteration of figure, and unable either to join and grow to itself, or to other bodies; and in the mean while must have the greatest power of dividing all other things, as it can always enter the pores of bodies to be divided, and exert its power therein, so as to break and dissolve their parts and branches, and thus reduce their composition to its simple elements; or so dispoze the elementary particles, as that...
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it may pass equally thro' all the pores in any direction; as we find in gold melted by the fire, which afterwards becomes incapable of being any further changed thereby. But if this subtile and solid fire be applied to the absolutely solid particles of other bodies, it does not appear that it can make any change therein; but only move their whole mafs with some mechanical impulse or attraction, beyond which it can do nothing; which is confirm'd by all experiments. On account therefore of this property, fire may be laid down as the great changer of all things in the universe, whilst itself remains wholly unchangeable.

8. These corporeal, solid, subtile particles appear perfectly smooth, even, and polished on their surfaces; we mean they have no eminencies or sinkings in any point of their whole circumference: for if any of their extremities were rough or uneven, such places being more exposed to the shock and attrition of other bodies than the rest of the mass, it would follow, that in all actions of the fire, either on its own particles, or on other bodies, the greatest impetus would always be given to those particles which cohere least to the whole; by which means those particles must be continually breaking off from the rest of the mass: so that there would be a continual change of the particles of fire, and consequently of the fire itself; which is contrary to what has been already proved. The utmost solidity of fire, therefore, seems to tend to such a figure, as that all the parts become equally distant from a central point within the same; since by this means they acquire a figure which is least liable to be changed, and makes the greatest resistance to being transposed. If, again, we consider that extreme penetrability, whereby fire passes in any direction through all the pores of any body, it will seem necessary, that the surface of its particles have the greatest facility for passing without impediment; which they could not well do, if beset with hooks or points, or any thing downy and woolly. And since the rays of fire are transmitted so readily, so copiously, distinctly, and freely thro' a small aperture in a dark chamber; it sufficiently appears, how very smooth and equable their surfaces must be in all the points of contact, to prevent their hanging to one another. Add, that the quick reflection and refraction, which is always found in the particles of light, and which answers so exactly to the effect of a spherical figure, is a further indication, that the particles of pure fire are of that figure. From the whole we may venture to collect, that the ultimate particles of pure fire are polished spherules.

9. From the whole history of fire we may infer its absolute simplicity, by which we mean that condition of a body, whereby each particle of it retains the same nature which is observed in the whole; so that the simplicity of fire denotes such a disposition, as that each of its single particles, should consist altogether of body without any pores; otherwise all the component particles would scarce be alike; and further, that they probably are solid spherules, the whole congeries of which may thus be the same. It may be added, that the simplicity of fire appears chiefly dependant on this, that there being no corpuscles in nature smaller than of fire, it cannot in any wise be compounded of other lesser heterogeneous parts. In effect, the utmost
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atmost smallness must be acknowledged for simplicity; their absolute solidi
dity supposes as much, and their spherical figure abundantly denotes it;
so that fire may be put down as the most simple of all bodies exist
ing. Yet it must be own'd the doctrine of the great Sir Isaac Newton over
throws the absolute simplicity of fire; a philosopher whose subtile and pene
trating genius seems to have surpassed the limits prescribed to human under
standing; and who by a most artful anatomy, from a single ray of light pro
curcs seven several ones, very different not only in their primitive colours,
but in their reflection and refraction: and yet how fine and simple must that
single ray have been? If then, after the nature of fire and light had been
with so much labour examined, for so many ages, in so many countries, and
after so many different manners, a single person could arise in our age, and
make such discoveries, who shall assign any limits to the discoveries of future
ages in natural things? Who knows what additions may hereafter be made
to the discoveries of Newton? 'Tis but half an age since all philosophers con
sider'd a single ray of light, as so exceedingly slender, that in respect of
thickness, they unanimously pronounced it indivisible; yet this prince of ge
ometricians has, by invincible experiments and arguments, shewn, that such a
single ray is a farcilus made of seven very different rays, which may be
joined to each other lengthwise, and again be parted from each other, so as
to form seven fine threads of different colours, which before made but one
apparent thread; and who knows but when dioptical glasses come to be fur
ther improved, and other means and instruments brought to a greater degree
of perfection, something like composition may be found even in the simplest
rays discovered by Newton? We are struck with admiration, when, from
these instances, we see what powers the Creator has given to the human mind;
whereby, when duly cultivated, we can discover the laws he established in
framing the world. Certainly we owe the greatest veneration and thanksgiv
ing to that B.ing, which impressing his own image on our minds, gave us a
disposition to understand, study, and love the truth. Yet is not this all the
diversity found in a simple particle of fire; the same Newton having, in the
different sides of one of these simplest rays, discover'd a further diversity.

10. By the refraction of Island-crytal, it appears, that there is a dif
ferent power found on one side of a ray from that found on the other: and
as in one magnet with respect to another, the same pole is either attract
g or repelling; so in the same ray we find a like power, with respect to the
transparent medium it falls on. From the whole it appears, that fire, how
ever simple, contains the following diversities already discovered. (1) With
respect to colour, it contains seven different primitive ones. (2) With
respect to reflecting and refracting bodies, the rays act differently ac
ccording to the colours they are of (c). And (3) that this diversity in the

(c) Every sort of ray, as it is more or less
inflected by refraction, has a particular co
lour. The rays, e. gr. lead, bent by refra
ction, are red; those next, orange; then ye
low, green, blue, purple, and violet; which
last are the most refrangible. And such co
lour of any ray is abolutely unchange bie by
any refractions, reflections, refractions, mi
tions, &c.

The reflection of the rays, Sir If. Newton
A a a 2
shews,
sides of the rays appears in a more extraordinary manner in their passing thro' a crystal- (I) such a manifold diversity is conceal'd in the simplest of all bodies! What then may we suppose in the more compound kinds? The smaller every where hold forth an image or resemblance of the larger. And were it not for the discovery made by Sir Jf. Newton, we should have believ'd that the particles of fire are the minutest possible, and perfectly simple: but now though we allow fire the simplest of all known bodies, we cannot deny but that a great diversity obtains in it.

II. The sixth property of fire is its mobility; which is so great, that we are almost certain it never absolutely rests in any place: nor do we here only speak of that motion, which is always found to obtain in all bodies; for it is certain,

always moveable.

which it makes of the visual rays in passing through it: And a ray of light falling on its surface, in any direction, becomes divided into two rays from the same cause. Now one of these refractions is performed according to the usual rule of optics; i.e. the sine of incidence out of air into the crystal, is to the sine of refraction as five to three: But the other, called the unusual refraction, obeys another rule; and the ray, which by the first surface of the crystal was refracted after the usual manner, upon passing the second surface, is also refracted: so that both emerge out of the second surface parallel to the incident beam; And the same will hold, if the rays pass thro' several pieces of a crystal- placed parallel to each other; the ray refracted after the unusual manner in the first surface of the first, being found to perist in the same way, in all the surfaces of the rest.

Hence Sir Jf. Newton gathers, that there is an original difference in the rays of light; by means of which, some are constantly disposed to be refracted after the usual, and some after the unusual manner; for if the difference were not original, but arose from some new modification, which the rays underwent at their first refraction, it would be alter'd by new modifications in the following refractions. And this may give us a suspicion of more original properties in light, than have yet been discovered.

In effect, the rays of light appear to have several sides, enuud with several original properties; for the two rays, thus differently circumstanced, are not of different natures, so as that one in all positions of the crystal will be refracted after the one, and the other, after the other manner: all the difference between them consists in the different position of the sides of the ray to the planes of perpendicular refraction: And the same ray, in this or that position of its sides to the crystal, will be refracted either in the usual or the unusual manner. Newton Optic.
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tain, there is no body in all nature, that ever absolutely is at rest for one moment; the sun, planets, and comets, and the several atmospheres which gravitate along with them, are all continually revolving with rapid motions; and we know of no bodies besides these: nothing therefore is ever at rest, but all things are in a constant vehement motion. Such was the pleasure of the Creator of all things. But besides this, there is another perpetual motion of agility peculiar to fire, as may be shewn from undeniable proofs. Suppose water left to cool till it fall to 33 degrees; which is the utmost pitch of cold that water admits of; since if it go a little beyond this, it can no longer remain water, but is converted into a sort of glafs, very brittle and transparent, but liable, by 33 degrees of heat, of being again melted to water; while genuine glafs requires upwards of 600 degrees of heat to reduce it to the same state of fluidity: it follows, therefore, that water only becomes water, by virtue of the motion of the fire lodged in it; and that water is not water of its own nature, consider'd separately and independant of fire. The same holds of glafs also, of fofils, sulphurs, semi-metals, metals, and perhaps all other bodies; which under a certain lesfer degree of fire appear in form of hard bodies, as we have just observed in ice; but upon increasing the degree of heat to a certain pitch, which will be different according to their different natures, they all readily melt, and are converted into a kind of running water. Since then it has been shewn by M. Fabrenheit's experiments, that there are still 32 degrees of heat below the point of freezing; it follows, that in all these different degrees the fire is still either in a greater or less motion, and never entirely at rest; not even at those times when all animals and vegetables perish with cold. But it has been shewn by the same experiments, that such degree of fire may still be lessend by art 40 degrees more, which proves, that in the greatest natural degree of cold possible, the fire has still 40 degrees of motion more than in such artificial cold; and in the whole interval between the two, it still dissolves some bodies, which by a lesser degree of heat cohere again into solids; as appears by all the experiments there recited. Fire, therefore, is constantly moving, even in the utmost degree of cold; and in all the degrees of heat therefrom, it moves still more and more. The great velocity of fire, when emitted from the sun to the Satellites of Jupiter, and reflected thence to our earth, was discovered by a very subtile method, from a multitude of true astronomical observations continued for ten years, by M. Roemer, and communicated in a letter to M. Huygens; from which this last author fully demonstrated, that the velocity wherewith fire is propagated, is such as carries it upward of 110000000 feet in a second (g). Hence it appears, that the velocity must have been very great in this fire or light emitted by the sun, which is allow'd for true elementary fire; if such light be supposed to have proceeded from the sun to such Satellites, and thence directed to us as is held in Sir Isaac Newton's sytem: or if, according to the doctrine of others, those spaces be full of matter, it will follow, that such action of the luminous fire could not be communicated so swiftly. But those great astronomers Caffini and Maraldi have since with infinite pains, by a series of

(g) Vid. Hugen. de Lam. p. 8, 9.
accurate observations of many years, carefully compared together, discovered that this system of Roemer and Huygens, is far from strict truth (b). So that nothing certain can be inferred concerning the velocity of light from this principle; thus much, however, we are certain of, that this propagation of light is always the more swift, as it is less successive.

11. From the same history we may also deduce, that this elementary fire makes numerous alterations in all bodies exposed to it, though it does not appear by any experiment that it alters them so as to turn bodies, which before were not fire, into true elementary fire: from whence again, it does not hitherto appear, that fire has any power of multiplying itself by converting its fewel or other bodies into true fire, and assimilating them to itself.

12. The more we every day consider the effects of true fire, the less reason we find for concluding any such power in fire, or such disposition in other bodies: from whence again it evidently follows, that if fire be unable to generate fire out of any other matters, neither can fire itself be generated out of any other matters; for what can by any action produce fire out of a body which was not fiery, if fire itself cannot do it? No other thing in nature should seem to bid half so fair for such power, as that universal mover from whence all other things derive their motion, at least all fluids, and probably most solids, and which can neither be produced nor refuscitated, but only made visible where it did not appear before.

13. All these things being sufficiently evident, we may venture to assert, that this elementary fire is always and every where the same in all hot bodies, after what manner soever it were produced therein, with whatever fewel nourished, or by whatever artifice kept alive. It is a false complaint therefore of the generality of chemists, that they want pure fire to use in their subtilest operations, wherein they imagine a most pure astral, celestial, solar, elementary, incorruptible fire required: such needles solicitude they have fallen into through inattention to what we have above shewn. For the heat produced in the bodies either of animals, vegetables, or fossils, always arises from the same fire, and when it has penetrated through glafs into the cavity of a vessel, is equally pure, and in all respects the same, as if the vessel had been exposed to the pure rays of the brightest sun: so the heat of burning alcohol and of pit-coal, acting on a matter contain'd in a pure glafs hermetically sealed, provided the degree of heat and the manner of application be the same in both, will always have the same effects; and even the fire produced by the putrefaction of the most loathsome bodies, after it has passed through a thick glafs, becomes as pure and simple, as if emitted from the clearest sun into the same glafs: and thus the heat produced by fermentation, putrefaction of animal dungs, &c. is of the same quality as fire. Nor do we find any difference as to chemical operations between the heat of horfe-dung, and that of any other heat in the same degree; it follows, therefore, that there is but one kind of fire in all nature, and that elementary and artificial fire are always the same. But this is not to be understood of subterraneous fires, in regard all other kinds of bodies are found floating herein, which mingling with the fire, and undergoing certain changes thereby,
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thereby, have different effects, and make different changes in bodies, exposed to such fire, from what would have happen'd to them in the focus of a burning lens, or speculum; and these too very different, according to the peculiar natures of such heterogeneous parts mixed with the fire. But then these different effects do not arise from fire, as fire; but from fire, as combined with other corpuscles agitated by it; though the whole, by mistake, be promiscuously attributed to some diversity in fire. In the mean while, the effect of fire on bodies is found very different, according to the different jewels it is sustain'd by; whence it becomes either stronger or weaker, or even mixes part of the jewel agitated, and often, as it were, united to it, with the bodies exposed to it's action.

14. In respect of this, therefore, that fire is judged the purest, which is in alcohol, produced and maintained by burning alcohol; as adultering bodies the leaft with any mixture of it's jewel.

15. The next is that produced by distill'd oils, frequently rectified and distill'd oils. cleafned, especially from their fixed alcaline salt, and thus render'd exceedingly thin, simple, fubtile and limpid, like alcohol itself. To this class belong naptha and petroleum, wherein the like property obtains.

16. After these, good charcoal yields the pureft fire.—Then the purer Wood-coal. natural woods themselves.—Then turf, or bituminous clods, which are of two kinds; the firft pared from the surface of heathy ground, the other dug out of a moift, black, fat mud or soil, in a parallelepiped form; which being dried by the fun afford a noble, wholesome, settled fire, much effect'md and praified by Mr. Boyle.

17. The coal of such turf being duly prepared, by kindling it till tho'-Turf: roughly ignited, fo as to emit no sensible smoke, and then extinguishing it; if kept dry, will afford a jewel very easy to be kindled, and fit for various purposes, in regard it neither produces smoke nor ftench; but when once lighted, spontaneously maintains its fire a long time, and is the most equitable of all hitherto obser'd.

18. To these more compound jewels belong also pit-coal; which consists Pit-coal, &c. of a fossil oil much like naptha or petroleum, and a vitrifiable matter (r).

19. And laftly, the dried dungs of certain animals.

20. That vast diversity, therefore, of physical effects, which seems so often to arise from the operation of fire, ought to be wholly attributed to the diversity of jewel; as might be shown by many, and particularly by the following experiments. If wood or turf be burnt in an open fire in the air, the vapour they yield is by no means mortal, but painful to the eyes, and affecting the lungs so, as to cause a cough; but the same being, either of them,

(r) "The smoke pit-coal being very offen-" "five, and other inconveniences attending its " use; a way has been found to char, and " reduce it into coherent masses of a proper " fixe. 'Tis true it is fold 'most as dear as " charcoal; yet those who consume large quan- " tities, find it near twice as cheap, because it " lasts much longer, and gives a heat far more " intense. It would therefore be a very useful " thing in chemistry, to be able to char coals " without the use of those pots, to which their " present price is owing. In Holland they have " likewise a way of charring peat, a kind of " turf, which might serve for fuel in chemi- " cal operations; thus the manner of charring " be not yet known in several countries, where " perhaps peat might be found.
them, char'd or prepared after the manner above specified, and thus lighted thoroughly, when very dry, yield a very thin scarcely perceivable fume, which if confined in a close place, sufficiently kills all animals; and this with some extraordinary circumstances. For an animal being put in a large vessel, and then the air so far exhausted, as that the animal might still live some time in it; and lastly, air being driven through coal till smoking, and conveyed by a funnel into this kind of vacuum, the animal did not die; whereas the same air being driven through coals perfectly kindled, instantly suffocated the creature. The air also sometimes communicates an extraordinary power to fire; as appears from that experiment related by the celebrated historian of America, Acolfa; viz. that in the rich silver-mines of Peru, the native metal, while in its ore, will not melt with the utmost fire raised by the largest bellows; but that it readily melts, if the same fire be excited by an artificial blast of wind, raised by a swift fall of cold water, conveyed forcibly by proper instruments into the fire. These, and many other instances, shew how necessary it is to be very circumspect in examining the action of fire on bodies; since the minutest circumstance often alters the whole effect.

21. It remains now to consider some things further in this history of fire, which may be of great use in chemistry.

22. First, then, we must not give into the vulgarly received opinion, that fire is an universal solvent of all bodies. 'Tis certain it dissolves a great number of bodies; but that it dissolves all, we positively deny. In reality, according to its different degree, it acts differently on the same object. Thus, if very small, and gradually raised, it will, in a long course of time, turn quicksilver in a glass phial into a sort of fixed powder, scarce miscible with any other liquor; whereas, if the same utmost degree of fire had been applied at first, as at last; the quicksilver would all have evaporated. And again, if the same highest degree of fire be suddenly applied to this powder, thus fixed by a slow one, gently raised, the whole becomes volatile again: so that one degree destroys what another had done.

23. Secondly, neither is fire so pure a solvent, as only to extract from bodies what before existed in them; since it mixes some things with them at the same time that it extracts others; of which we have many indications. Thus while antimony is calcining by the solar fire, it occasions it to emit a copious fume; yet at the same time introduces such a quantity of other matter, that the calx is increased both in bulk and weight. And if lead, by the like operation, be reduced to minium, it all the while yields a plentiful poisonous fume; and yet the calx becomes considerably heavier than the metal originally was. The like augmentation of weight is found in coral, when calcined by a vehement fire long continued. So mercury, if well purified by means of metals, and then digested a long time in a glass phial by fire, turns at length into a fixed powder, and a small quantity of good metal, weighing together more than the mercury first employed.

24. Fire, from some bodies, produces nothing new; but lets them pass unchanged, and untouched as it were: as we find in gold, silver, often-
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ofsteocolla, glafl, seifinitis, talc, and virgin-lan(l); which are not separated into elements, or any other bodies by fire alone, however applied (k).

25. There are many bodies from which fire, in what manner soever applied, will not, of itself, separate any different parts; though it be known that different parts concur to the composition of such bodies; and tho' by other means we can actually resolve them into such component parts. Various instances hereof have been long ago alleged by learned authors: we shall only mention a few. If gold, silver, and copper be melted, and thus mix'd together, they will afford a mass; out of which the fire will scarce ever extract those three ingredients. But if we put this mixture, with twenty times the quantity of lead, in a refiner's furnace, the copper will very soon be accurately separated; leaving the gold and silver pure behind. And if these two be again exposed, in what manner soever, to the fire, they will still remain mixed; and this so intimately, that each particle of the mass shall contain the same proportion of gold and silver, as is found in the whole mass. But if spirit of nitre be poured on the same, all the silver will be dissolved, and the gold remain at the bottom of the vessel, in form of a black powder. The silver thus separated from the gold, and conceal'd in the spirit of nitre, is very difficultly separable therefrom without losses: for with fire it will dry into a mass, called lapis infernalis, wherein the acid part of the nitre still obstinately adheres to the silver, and melts with it, like a metal, yielding no smoke. But if a quantity of thin pieces of copper be added to the solution, the whole body of the silver, gradually separating from the spirit of nitre, will gently adhere to the copper; and the vessel being shaken, fall to the bottom thereof; and being washed with fair water, become perfectly pure: so that what the fire could not do, is here done by other means. I need not add, that sulphurs adhere so strongly to the ores in metals, that, when exposed to the fire, they either melt, or evaporate with them into the air. How vainly, and with what immense losses, have the refiners of metals endeavoured to expel the sulphurous parts by fire, so as to obtain only the metallic parts pure at the bottom of the ret? But when they came to mix fix'd alcalies, or iron, which in the fire attract sulphur, or absorbent powders made of these or the like matters, with the ore; the sulphur absorbing such addition, and uniting the sulphurous scoriae with itself, left the metallic part pure behind. Thus antimony, when pure, appears homogeneous; but if exposed in any manner to the fire, either evaporates wholly, or if the fire be slow, remains fixed therein: but upon mixing it with tartar and nitre, or with iron and nitre, and then degrading the mixture, an heterogeneous sulphurous part presently separates from the rest, leaving a metallic, homogeneous, ponderous mass behind. The same antimony is dissolvable in its metallic part by aqua regia, whilst its sulphur remains untouched'd by the acid thereof. Sal-ammoniac, which is a composition of various matters, evaporates wholly in a strong fire, and in a lesser remains unchang'd; but upon adding to it a fix'd alcaline salt, it presently separates into a fixed sea-salt and a volatile animal one. So corrosive-sublimate of mercury, exposed to a long continued fire, suffers no

(k) See Helmont in various places; and Boyle Abr. Vol. III. p. 266, & seq.
division of its component parts; but upon mixing with it a quantity of iron or alkalies, becomes freed of its acids. Chemistry abounds with similar instances.

26. It is further remarkable, that those parts which fire, however carefully applied, procures from compound bodies, are not simple, but still variously mixed together. If we examine the simple waters drawn from bodies by fire, they evidently appear, both by their smell, the thicknes they spontaneously acquire, and their mucilage, to be still much compounded; since none of these ever obtain in truly simple water. If we consider spirits, they will be found so compounded of water, and a salt inherent therein, that there is no separating them perfectly by any art, without applying both fixed salts and fire. For oils, the generality of chemists allow them as true, simple, sulphureous elements; but the more knowing few shew them to be compounded of a great variety of parts; viz. that inflammable principle, of which we have already treated so fully, a large proportion of water, a quantity of salt intimately mixed, and some earth. And what extreme care does it require, before the earth obtained from bodies by fire can be had absolutely pure; fixed salts still adhering to it, even till it vitrifies?

27. It appears, by the result of numerous experiments, that fire compounds bodies, as well as divides them; being found to unite different matters fo closely together, that the whole resulting therefrom appears extremely simple; and will even bear the fire afterwards, without being changed. Thus, pure sand and fixed alcali being intimately mixed by grinding, calcining, and melting them together, with a vehement fire, produce glass; which is a body so simple both in its parts, and the whole, that we scarce know another more simple one, or harder to be resolved into its ingredients; which can only be effectted by melting it with a great proportion of fixed alcali, sufficient to give it a saline nature, and then digesting it in an acid; upon which the sand precipitates to the bottom, in form of a fine powder. The same is shewn by fapo's; also by the distillations of aqua regia; and by the electra of metals. In fine, all nature makes use of fire, as the chief instrument of producing compounds. What compound do we find, either in the animal, vegetable, or fossil kingdom, but owes its origin to a gentle, digesting, arranging, compounding fire? In reality, a slow fedate action of fire in motion, appears the principal cause of all the closest combinations we meet with; so that it may well be doubted, whether fire contributes more to the composition, or the dissolution of bodies.

28. It may be observed, that the same fire, as applied in different quantities, first compounds bodies, and, when raised to a higher pitch, decomposes them again. This the chemists have found, to their no small loss; when after employing many years to fix mercury by a slow fire, gently raised through several degrees, they have at length brought it into a red powder, which remains long fixed in the fire; yet when the same fire is raised to its utmost pitch by force of bellows, this likewise evaporates into the air; whereby, at the same time they were disappointed in their expectation they learnt
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learnt this secret; viz. that one degree of fire will separate, what another had compounded.

29. One and the same fire, applied to the same body with different circumstances, will have quite different effects; and especially as the air really with happens to be variously admitted, during the operation. Dr. Hook took a coal, put it in an iron box, and closed the same very accurately with a lid screw'd down: then applying the whole a longtime over a strong fire, the coal, upon taking it out again, was not found burnt (l). From whence he infer'd, that air is a menstruum, which being agitated by fire, could dissolve all sulphurous bodies; which, fire without air could not do (m). The same has been observed by Helmont in distillations with his fixed coal; and by Papin (n). I myself have burnt the fine dust of guaiacum, with a vehement fire long continued; yet have found the black faces remaining with the oil in them, which no force of fire could drive out of the retort. Yet no sooner

was this carbonaceous powder laid in a shallow bason, and a small spark of fire applied to it, than the black oil all exhaled with an aromatic cedar-like fume; leaving nothing behind but white tasteless ashes. Thus camphire, when kindled in air, even though it were swimming on water, will burn quite away; but if put in a subliming glass-vessel over the fire, it will melt, rise to the top, and concret into new camphire, altogether the same as before. And the like will happen, though the operation be repeated a number of times. Thus sulphur, in close vessels, will sublime a hundred times; yet still remain sulphur: but if during the operation, a crack happen in the vessel, and the melted sulphur becomes by this contiguous to the air; it immediately

ducet sometimes bubbles, sometimes snotke,

and quickly communicate a degree of heat,

able to melt it, if not also to make it boil +.

We took a pistol, and having firmly tied

it to a flick almost as long as the cavity of

the receiver, we primed it with dry gun-
powder; then cocking it, we fastened the

trigger to one end of a firing; the other

taking the key in the cover of

our receiver: this done, we convey'd the

whole apparatus into the vessel, which being clozed up, and emptied after the usual

manner, we turn'd the key in the cover,

and thereby shortning the firing, pulled

the trigger, and observ'd, that the force

of the spring of the lock, was not sensibly

abated by the absence of the air; for the

cock falling with its usual violence, struck

as many, and as conficous sparks of fire,

as, for aught we could perceive, it did in

the open air. Upon often repeating this

experiment, we could not perceive, but

that the sparks of fire moved upwards, down-

wards, and sidewayes, as when out of the

receiver †.

(l) See his life prefixed to his posthumous
works, p. xxii.

(m) The truth is, in some cases, the pre-

cence of air is necessary for the production

of light, or preservation of fire; as appears

from the burning of these bodies which go

out when the air is taken away; thus a lithe

candle being put in a receiver, and the air

exhausted, the candle is immediately extin-
guished; nor will the ordinary attrition of

a flint and steel produce any spark of light in

vacuo. On the contrary, on some occasions

the absence of the air is necessary to light.

Lastly, in other cases, the light which was

before seen in the air, becomes augmented

upon taking away the air; as we fee in the

lucid lines drawn by phosphorus*

* s'Graaffand.
† Boyle Phy. Mech. Exper. on Air.

‡ Boyle Mech. Orig. of Heat, &c.
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Immediately catches fire, and resolves into a blue flame and acid fume. So amber, if kindled in the open air, burns almost wholly away, maintaining a fire and flame: but if the same be distill’d in a retort, with a fire at first very gentle, but gradually raised to the highest pitch: it will first yield a water, spirit, volatile acid salt, and an oil of different kinds; and at length, by the highest degree of fire, the whole substance will rise through the neck of the retort, as I have often experienced. It follows therefore, that fire, either without air, or pent up with it, and restrain’d from motion, has very different effects, from what it is found to have under other circumstances.

30. The same fire, as applied in different degrees to the same object, has very different effects, as we find by experiments. For if the white of a new-laid egg be put in a clean open vessel, and kept in a degree of heat, denoted by 92 degrees on Fahrenheit’s thermometer, it will in a short time be turn’d into a thinner, fanious, fetid, putrid liquor, incapable of being again coagulated by the heat of boiling water; and at length becomes a volatile fetid alkali: but if the same white of egg be kept in the 200th degree of heat on the same thermometer, it quickly turns to a white, solid, scintillate, insipid mass, and yields plenty of aqueous, inodorous, insipid fume; leaving at bottom a hard, brittle, pellucid, insipid, inodorous matter, which will remain immutable for many years. Again, the same white being put in a clean glass retort in 400 degrees of heat, yields phlegm, spirits, fetid oils, volatile, alcaline, oleous, and fetid salt, with a black coal which swells exceedingly by the fire. —There would be no end, were I to rehearse all that might be said of the nature and power of fire. It may now suffice to give a short recapitulation of the doctrine laid down in the foregoing articles; as that fire, diversified according to all the preceding circumstances, may produce most of the effects observed in nature, we mean as a concurrent cause; viz. it may change concretes, both in their figures and cohesions, but so as that the diversity of concretes will hereby produce different things; it being never observed, that fire can produce the same things from different ones, but only certain definite things from certain bodies, and these also different according to the order, degree, and manner of application of the fire.

Of the Direction and Regulation of Fire in Chemistry.

1. It remains now to speak of that knowledge of fire, considered as present and acting in any given place, which is requisite in a chemist, to enable him to raise, direct, maintain, and apply the degree of fire necessary to produce the desired change in a given body. This part of knowledge indeed is delivered by the antient chemists, but has been brought almost to perfection in our days, since the way has been found of applying M. Fahrenheit’s excellent thermometer to this purpose. The antients teach, that the power of fire may commodiously be divided into four different degrees, which they hold sufficient to the practice of their art, but say little very distinctly on that head; nor have the generality of moderns added any thing considerable to their doctrine. Our endeavour will be in what follows to reduce the rules of art to more natural principles.
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2. The first degree of fire then is that which in nature performs the office of vegetation in plants, and whereby chemistry imitates, or does the like. This commences from the highest degree of cold, which in Fahrenheit's thermometer is denoted by one, and ends at 80 degrees; since, in this whole interval, we find certain plants give indications of life and growth. Thus in the severest winter's cold we find the bitter mosses growing on the barks of trees; and what is more, they only grow at such times; the fir, juniper, oriental larch, cedar, pine, fævin, yew, life-tree, and other ever-greens, maintain their verdure during the most pinching frost: the like holds of corallines, earth-mosses, black hellebore, hepatica, the Leucoan narciflus, the winter aconite, helieborafter, and others, which will shoot, blossom, generate, conceive, and bring forth under the severest cold, which is unable to check their conjugal heat. In fine, were we to rise from the lowest to the highest pitch of this degree of heat, and then rehearse all the species of known plants, we should find some which arrive at their utmost strength in every point or degree of the heat above-mentioned.

3. Hence it appears probable, that a chemist, by duly conducting this degree of heat in an artificial stove, might imitate the heat which nature makes use of in the production of plants; proceeding by gentle degrees, so as to cherish, not destroy them. To raise this degree, let a furnace be made and on this set a vessel full of water, to which a thermometer being applied, may by its rising and falling indicate the degree of heat required; then placing glass-vessels in the water thus temper'd, put the bodies there-in, which are to undergo the action of the fire: 'tis very probable this degree of heat would be fittest for impregnating of oils with any excellent, precious, vegetable spirit without wafting. Thus, to communicate the fragrant scent of roses to a given oil, the best method should seem to be to take pure, inodorous, insipid oil of olives, and put it in a tall clean chemical fire, and digest it in a heat of 56 degrees with roses, gather'd just as they open in the morning; by such means the warmth will unite the spirit of the rose with the viscosity of the oil, in the moist intimate manner, and exhibit an highly odorous balsam. The application of a similiar degree of heat would impregnate alcohol with the finest spirit of saffron; a leffer degree scarce sufficing to extract this spirit from its body, whilst a greater will dissipate the more volatile part of the same spirit. Few conceive the justness of this method; and yet 'tis certain several incomparable medicines are thus prepared, merely by a cautious management of the fire; which are utterly lost if the fire be raised beyond the proper degree.

4. The second degree of fire may commodiously be taken from the heat which ordinarily obtains in an healthy man, and which may be supposed to commence at the 40th degree of the thermometer, and end about the 94th. Within this compass animals may live and subsist; that is, if their juices be of any degree of heat within these bounds. The vital juices of some insects have indeed a very small degree of heat; and I have often wonder'd how the embryo's in the ova of caterpillars, which fix their secundified eggs by a viscus to the slender branches of trees, should have subsisted unhurt during the whole hard winter of the years 1709 and 1729, when
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when every body would have imagined this whole race of worms must have been destroy'd by so severe a frost; yet as the warmth of the spring approach'd, we found them creep out of their ovula; and consequently they must have bore the whole severity of the season without harm. So fishes, both of the river and sea kind, which have gills instead of lungs, live in a watery medium, which is only 34 degrees hot; and consequently their bodies are reduced to the same temperature; yet they can bear any heat from hence to the 60th degree, and somewhat further: but fishes that are furnished with lungs, as also all breathing animals, conceive a greater heat of their juices, which, when healthy, are found about 92 degrees hot; for which reason we limit this second degree of fire between 33 and 94 degrees: within which compass the vital functions of all animals, the fermentations of vegetables, and the putrefactions of animals and vegetables, as well as all generations, gestations, incubations, births, nutritions, &c. of animals are performed. This degree is used by the best chemists for making elixirs, volatile alcaline salts, both simple and oily, also tinctures, and the digesting of the philosophical mercury for the first preparation of the stone.

5. The third degree of fire is that which extends from 94 degrees of the thermometer to 212; at which height, water usually boils. In the whole compass of this degree the water and native spirits are separated from all vegetables and animals, and the remainder drying, becomes durable, and almost immutable; the essential oils of plants thus become volatile; but the salts and oils obtainable from the recent juices of animals, scarce rise within this degree, but rather dry into a thick, hard, brittle, insipid, inodorous matter, which remains unchang'd for many years; by which appears the falsity of that usual opinion, that volatile, alcaline, and oily salts are generated and found in the healthy bodies of men, with this degree of heat. All distill'd oils are prepared, and also all distillations of medicated waters from vegetables are made in this; and the fanguineous and ferous humours of animals coagulate by boiling water into sciffile maffes; all their solid parts are destroy'd and turned into a thick tenacious liquid; consequently all animals are quickly destroy'd therein.

6. The fourth degree may be taken from 211 to 600 degrees on the thermometer; within which latitude the distillation of all oils, fagine lixiviums, quicksilver, and oil of vitriol, is performable. Within this also lead and tin will melt and mix together; oils, salts, and sapo's both of animals and vegetables, become volatile and acrimonious, tending more or less to an alcaline nature; their solid parts dry up, and burn into a black coal. In fine, all these matters are utterly destroy'd, have their nature chang'd, and lose their proper powers in this degree of heat: and fossil sulphur and sal ammoniac are sublimed by the flame.

7. The fifth degree is that wherein the other metals melt, and which commences from 600 degrees of the thermometer, and ends where iron is held in a state of fusion. In this degree most bodies are destroy'd; but glass, gold, silver, copper, and iron, remain long unchang'd; all other fixed bodies, grow red-hot in this degree: the fixed salts of vegetables and fossils melt
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are deprived of most of their oils, and raised further and further towards an alkaline acrimony, and thus with sand or flint turn to glass; in this lime-stones calcine, and all other bodies vitrify, or become volatile, and difsipate in the air.

8. The sixth and last degree of fire is that made either by a burning lens or a speculum, which scarce any substance is able to withstand, and gold itself becomes considerably altered thereby: concerning this degree of fire consult Homberg’s, Hartsoeker’s, and Villette’s experiments; as also what we have already delivered in the course of this history. Its usual and almost universal effect on all bodies is their vitrification; whence we lay it down, that the ultimate effort of any fire hitherto discovered is to vitrify all fixed bodies. This the ancient fages of Asia seem to have been apprized of; as they relate in their predictions, that the whole world should at length perish by fire, and be turned into transparent glafs. Thus much at least we have sufficiently made out concerning the degrees of fire; human understanding being unable to fix its ultimate limits. It will now be necessary to shew how a fire may be raised, and maintained in any given degree; upon which the whole art of the chemist immediately depends.

9. In respect of this we observe, that it is much more difficult to preserve a great degree of cold for a long time, than to maintain a great degree of heat for an equal continuance; as sufficiently appears from the works of glafs-men, forgers, and founders of metals, &c. Now the way to guide and moderate the fire, is first by making choice of such among the jewels above rehearsed, as is fit for raising the requisite degree of fire. Alcohol affords a very feeble but equal flame, which may easily be guided by the lighting a greater or less number of wicks; for the requisite degree of fire being settled, there remains nothing but to light a lamp furnished with a sufficient number of wicks to raise the thermometer to the degree desired. After alcohol follow other light, porous, and spongy jewels, as hay, straw, rushies, dried leaves, hair, feathers, saw-dust, banks, chaff, bran, &c. and after these, oils, tallow, wax, camphire, pitch, rosin, sulphur, and other combustibles prepared from these; then the thick-hard heavy woods, not over dry, and the coals made from thence; and lastly, red-hot metals and pit-coal.

10. A different degree of fire may also be raised, from the lowest to the highest, by the quantity of the jewel applied; since if a great heap of it is thrown on and kindled together, the fire produced thereby will be proportionably greater and stronger; it being a rule here, as every where, that vis unita fortes.

11. The degree of heat produced, also differs, with regard to the object to be changed, according to the distance which the fire is applied to it, by reason the heat necessarily diminishes as that distance is greater. Some philosophers having imagin’d, that this diversify might be reduced to a simple law; as holding that the powers of corporeal qualities decrease in a reciprocal ratio of the squares of the distance, from the centre of the body which exerts such quality; and accordingly, that at a double distance from the fire its power will be four times less. But to admit this for a rule, we should
should first be certain whether the fire itself, when collected into less space does not acquire some new powers, which do not depend on the mere number of the fiery particles, but on some other power arising from their closer contact. If this be considered, we shall find it true, that the nearer the fire, the greater always the heat; but that the law of such increase or decrease is very different from the general one first laid down; since in making experiments with care, we find a sudden great diminution of the force of fire at a very small distance from the body that emits it, which diminution increases, the further we recede from the fire, though not in the same, but a less proportion. From whence it appears probable, that the particles of fire, besides that power which they have in acting on any other bodies, have some other power arising from a relative motion produced by their being very near each other. For as Grimaldi and Sir Isaac Newton have observed, that the particles of fire, when ready to strike against opaque reflected bodies, acquire new motions by the vicinity of such bodies; those particles may perhaps acquire something of the same kind by their vicinity to each other: but of this matter we have spoke more fully above.

12. Lastly, the degree of fire may be modified by shaking, stirring, and compressing its fuel, or the airy surrounding it: These make a great increase in the violence of fire, and the greater as they are stronger, provided the vault be not destroyed by them, as we have above explain’d; and since we have no more commodious and cogent way of producing this agitation and compression than by blowing, or driving a stream of air upon the fire, bellows hence become of extraordinary use to press the air closer against the surface of the fire, and hereby shake the fire compressed under it; as has been already shewn in speaking of this aerial vault around a kindled fire: where we likewise observed, that if the blasts of a great number of forcible bellows were directed from different parts of the circumference, around a fire to the same point in it, its power would be directed with still greater violence upon an object placed in such point, and consequently make a greater alteration therein: this artifice is accordingly used by refiners and assayers, when they require the highest degree of fire.

13. To these may be added, a fifth method of ordering the degree of fire; viz. by means of the arched figure of the furnace, disposed to reflect the fire, and collect it into a given place of the focus (o).

14. To say no more; if the five above-mentioned helps be applied at the same time, we shall have the greatest possible degree of vulgar fire.

15. These are the chief matters which I had to deliver concerning the natural history of fire, as it is concerned in chemistry. They have cost me indeed much labour; to what purpose I must leave to others: but thus much I think I have fully shewn may safely be inferred hence, that a fire of the same definite fuel, degree, and manner of application will always have the same effect, on the same object, whether it be to separate or combine; and that unless those conditions be first accurately assign’d, nothing certain can be concluded concerning the action of fire on bodies; consequently, that in describing chemical operations, the greatest care must always

(o) See hereafter the article of Furnaces.
always be taken to be very precife on those heads, which accordingly we have been very follicitous to do thro' the course of this chapter. By such means might the art of chemistry be reduced into a science equally certain and regular with others. The degree of air, then, is always to be exprefled, as also the fucceffion of degrees, the fewel it is supported by, with the weight of the atmoferphere, its warmth, motion, wind, or blast; and laftly, the object itself: this will prevent a person being led into error, who fhall undertake to imitate the fame.

16. To the whole, we may add a few circumftances relating to the nature of air; as that fire does not want air, nitre, fewel, fufphur, or any other body. The true naphtha catches fire the eafeft of all known bodies, at a considerable distance from the flame; and the like holds of the pureft petroleum (p). Bodies ftair'd with this liquor of naphtha, and then kindled and thrown under water, continue ftill to burn (q). Naphtha will kindle by the flame of a candle, even placed in a lanthorn, and thus excluded from any contact with it (r). Gun-powder being enclofed in a machine, which water could not penetrate, and a clock enclofed together with it, which fhould at a certain time, by ftirring a fliint againft a fteel, fet fire to the powder, and the whole being let down to the bottom of the air, the powder was accordingly kindled there, a great rumbling noise heard, and a thick fmoke raised from the fame, but no flame (s). An experiment very confiderable, and which may afford matter of much fpeculation. Sibbald relates fomething ftill more fingular concerning the lake Strath-Erith, whose water never freezes, even in the fervefeft cold, before the month of February; but often afterwards, even with a fingle night's froft, will be covered with a fharp ice (t). This fheems to argue, that as the heat increases in one place, it increases the cold proportionably in another; which is further confirmed from a remarkable obfervation of a little brook which never freezes, even in the coldeft feanon (u). And the fame is ftill further confirmed, from what is related by the Abbot Baifo', and du Hamel (x) viz. that about five leagues distant from Vefuvius in France, there is a cave three hundred paces deep, which, in a hot feanon, yields more ice in one day's time, than the carts and mules can carry off in eight days; being often found to rife to four fent thickness; whilst in the winter-time it fhows only a thick vapour, with a rivulet running in the middle; which rivulet is always frozen in fummer. When the vapour appears in this cave, it is looked on as a certain prognoftic of rainy speedily to ensue. So we find in green-houfes and ftoves, where plants are kept in winter, that the more the heat is increased in some places, the more severe is the cold in others, where the fire cannot reach. So in the fmelting-houfes for iron and fmiths forges, the more violently the fire burns, the greater cold is found in the adjacent places.

(f) Journ. des Scav. 1675. p. 53. 
(g) Journ. des Scav. 1683. p. 104. 
(t) Scot. Illustrat.
17. Thus much for the nature of that wonderful cause, which the Creator has lodged in the universe, with a power of exciting such motions in bodies, as are necessary for effecting those great alterations, everywhere found throughout the world. I here leave the matter, after having examin'd it with my utmost endeavours, to be further pursued by others. There are infinite things still remaining to be discovered in it, which may afford room for sagacity and beneficence to find out and impart to mankind, in order to enable them more fully to understand and adore the power and wisdom of the Creator, from a clearer view of his works.
Of AIR.

Our next step is to treat of air, whose action and concurrence are used in most of the operations, both of nature and art; consequently its properties and powers are to be thoroughly understood, in order to a knowledge of the manner wherein physical alterations are made. But as this is more compound than fire itself, its nature accordingly becomes more difficult to investigate; so that to get an insight into its hidden properties, we must set out as if we were utterly ignorant of it; and proceed with the same caution as we have already done in the discovery of fire. — By air, then, we mean a fluid scarcely perceivable by our senses, and which only discovers itself by the resistancy it makes to the velocity of moving bodies; or by its own vehement motion against other bodies, called wind (y). This we find by experiments is every where incumbent over the surface.

(y) Mr. Boyle conjectures the atmospheric air to consist of three different kinds of corpuscles: the first, those numberless particles, which, in the form of vapours, or dry exhalations, ascend from the earth, water, minerals, vegetables, animals, &c. in a word, whatever substances are elevated by the celestial, or subterranean heat, and thence diffused into the atmosphere. The second may be yet more subtle, and consist of those exceedingly minute atoms, the magnetic effluvia of the earth, with other innumerable particles sent from the bodies of the celestial luminaries, and causing, by their impulsion, the idea of light in us. The third part is its characteristic and essential property, we mean permanently elastic parts.

The same author gives us several experiments and methods for the production of air; taking the word production for the obtaining a sensible quantity of that fluid from bodies wherein it did not before appear either at all, or in so great plenty; though perhaps some of his experiments may argue a new and real production of air in the fiercer sense of the word.

Among the several ways of producing air, the safest for practice seem to be fermentation, corrosion, and the dissolution of bodies, by the boiling of water and other liquors; by the mutual action of bodies upon one another, especially saline ones; and lastly, by analyzing and resolving certain substances.


† Optics, p. 317.

‡ Ibid.

Air, how to be enquired into.

I have found that various, solid, and mineral bodies, unsuspected of elastics, being plunged in corrosive unelastics; will, upon a proper commination of their parts, afford, in the concilium, a considerable quantity of permanently elastic air.

Sir If. Newton shews that gunpowder generates air; i.e. by explosion it goes off in a flaming smoke, or red-hot exhalation, consisting chiefly of the spirit of nitre, rarified by the ascension of the sulphur and charcoal, and driven off much after the manner of water out of an eolipile; the volatile sulphur, at the same time, and the fixed body of nitre, joining with it, and increasing the effect.

Some of the later authors divide air into transient or apparent, and permanent or real: for that all which appears to be air, does not continue such, is evident hence, that if an eolipile of water be sufficiently heated, and suffer'd to expel the particles of air by its aqueous vapour; this will afterwards be forcibly driven out in a large quantity, like the blast of a pair of bellows, and occasion a sharp, whistling noise against the edge of a knife conveniently held thereto: yet such a vapour, tho' whilst the motion laft it resembles air, soon loses that resemblance; especially in the cold; and returns, by condensation, to its original water.

Various hypotheses may be framed relating to the structure of the particles of air. They might be resembled to the springs of watches, coiled up and endea-
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surface of our earth: in this mankind live; this they continually breathe, and are necessarily every moment inspiring and expiring to support life; so that all affinities of art, exclusive of the help of air, would be of no use to its preservation.

...vouring to restore themselves; to flocks of wool, which being comprefted, have an elastic force; to slender wires of difcent substances, confistency, lengths, and thickens; in greater curls, or less, near to or remote from each other, yet all continuing springs, expanfible and compreffible. Lastly, they may also be compared to the thin flavings of different kinds of wood, various in their lengths, breadth, and thickness.

(z) In an express treatife on the wholefome, and unwholefome of the air, Mr. Boyle makes appear, that it depends principally on the impregnation the air receives from subterraneous effluvia, a cause generally overlooked by physicians; which he distinguishes different kinds, viz. ordinary, which are almost constantly fending up; extraordinary, which rise but at certain times. Thence, again, if they come at stated feafons, he calls ferolitic, if uncertainly, fortuitous or irregular.

In the general, tho' the wholefomeness of the air in some places may be chiefly due to the wholefome expirations of subterraneous bodies; yet is the air depraved in far more places than it is improved, by being impregnated with mineral expirations. Indeed, among the minerals known to us, there are many more noxious than wholefome; and the power of the former to do mischief is more efficacious than of the latter to do good; as we may guess by the small benefit men receive in point of health, by the effluvia of any mineral, or other known folid, in comparison of the great and fudden damage that is often done by the expirations of orpiment, sandrac, and white arfenic.

...Among the various farts of particles wherewith the atmosphere is refpeft, fome, he fews, may be fo small and folid, or fo convenientiy shaped, as to enter many of the numerous orifices of the minute glands of the skin, or at other pores thereof. Thus, tho' neither paper, nor a bladder, be pervers to the elastic parts of the air; yet may either of them be easily penetrated by other corpuscles of the atmosphere: and that excellent author has prepared a dry body, which being inclofed in either, would, without wetting or discoloring, or any way fensibly altering them, pafs in a trice thro' the pores thereof, in fuch plenty as to exert a manifest operation on bodies placed at fome distance therefrom.

This is confirmed from the fudden check almost every summer given to the plague at Grand Cairo: for, fince morbidfe caufes operate more effectually than curative ones; it forms more than probable, that exhalations ascending from under ground, may produce pestilential fevers, and the plague itself; fince the corpuscles which impregnate the Egyptian air upon the fwellings of the Nile, put a fpeedy ftop not only to the contagion, but to the malignity of the plague, affifted even by the fummer's heat, which there is exceffive.

...Tis very probable, that molt of the difeafes, which even physicians call new, are caufed either principally or fecondarily, by subterraneous fleams.

Indeed, there may be noxious minerals in a country, without being often able to produce pellifences: they may lie in beds fo deep, that even a small earthquake fhall not reach fo far downwards as to affect them; tho' a more violent fhook may. And hence we may account for the plague's raging in fome parts of Africa, once in thirty, or once in a hundred years; fince there may be periodical paroxysms, or grand and vehement commotions in subterraneous parts, tho' not yet obferved in them. A late judicious French historian records, that a very pernicious difeafe, of the nature of a cholick, reign'd in France every tenth year, for seventy years together.

Necayrel relates, 'That the great plague, which happen'd in France in the year 1349, and which was fo contagious that scarce a village, or even an houfe, escape uninfected, began, two years before, in the kingdom of Cathay, by a vapour moft horribly fetid, and breaking out of the earth, like a kind of subterraneous fire; which consumed and devoured above two hundred leagues of that country, even to the very trees and fones; and infected the air in a wonderful manner.' He adds, 'That from Cathay it paffed into Asia and Greece, thence into Africa, and afterwards into Europe, which it ranflaked throughout.'

And not only plagues, but molt new, contagious, and epidemical difeafes, Mr. Boyle takes to arife from subterraneous caufes. He in-
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2. If we trace the order of nature, it will be found, that this air is an universal, necessary, and most efficacious instrument, which nature is perpetually applying in almost all her works: for in this all the species of bodies are placed; in this they perform their motions, and exert the several actions, which arise either from the proper and peculiar nature and powers of each, or from the mutual relative powers between them. Nay, it will hereafter be shewn from experiments, that there is scarce any fluid, with whose particles air is not mixed; or any solid, from whence air may not be extracted by art; so that it would be very difficult to assign any known operation of nature, which is performed without air, excepting, perhaps, those of magnetism, gravity, and the particular attraction and repulsion between the particles of bodies, which seem capable of being performed without air; but for all the rest, this instrument is indispensably necessary: and for the operations of chemistry they are all performed in air, without one exception that I know of; unless alchemists imagine, that the matter of the philosopher's stone, duly prepared, and carefully inclosed in the philosophical egg, is to be destitute of all crude air, and succeeds better in vacuo than in the air itself: it being a constant principle among them all, that nothing is a greater impediment to the maturation of this wonderful work than crude air; but this probably is rather to be understood of the other ingredients mixed with air than of the pure element itself. 'Tis certain that fire, which moves all things, can scarce be collected, preserved, directed, heighten'd, or abated without air; and consequently if air be necessary to fire, it is also necessary to all the works performed by it; since without air, fire ceases to operate, nor can be applied at all: where, by fire I mean that kindled and preserved by a proper fuel, which is that used both by art and nature in most of their works; and for which, we have already shewn, by a great variety of arguments, that fire is absolutely required (a).

stances a great cold, which, in one day or two, invaded multitudes in the same city, with violent and fatal symptoms; when yet, he could see no room to judge, that the bare coldness of the air could so suddenly produce a disease so epidemic and hurtful; and it appeared more probable, that the cause came from under ground, because it began with a very troublesome fog.

Peculiar kinds of venomous exhalations, 'tis probable, may sometimes be emitted; especially after earthquakes; and thus occasion mortal diseases in animals of one kind, and not of another; and in this or that place, and not elsewhere. Firmicus gives us an account of a plague or murrain in 1514, which invaded none but cats. Dioscorides of Haliartensis mentions a plague which attacked none but maidens; and that which raged in the time of Gentiles killed scarce any women, and very few but lusty men. Böerius mentions another great plague which assaulted none but the younger fort:

3. If we examine the most universal species or classes of bodies, it is evident they everywhere require air, in order to live, grow, thrive, and act; for if life in these be only a motion of their several humours through their proper vessels, a converting of other matters by some inherent power into their own nature, or at least the apposition of such matters to their own mass, from whence arises an increase of their magnitude; it does not appear that any one of these can ever be effected without the continual action and assistance of the air.

4. The chemists will perhaps wonder to hear me allude air as necessary in the economy of fossils, whose great simplicity of matter seems only to require the action of fire to enable them to act, or undergo everything that belongs to this species of things; but the skilful enquirers into nature have long ago discovered that fossils, even in the deepest mines, generate, multiply, and are driven upwards; all which is performed by some peculiar power of the subterraneous fire: but then it is also evident, that such subterraneous fire, as perpetual as it is, is only retained, collected, and applied in such places by means of air. It may be worth while to set this matter in a clearer light, in regard it has not hitherto been well stated. Air, which is fluid, heavy, elastic, dense, in proportion to the weight wherewith it is compressed, acts more strongly by the same fire, in proportion to the density it has acquired; expands in proportion as it is freed from the compression of weights; and rarifies in proportion to the fire which acts on it. This air, we say, infinuates into all bodies, penetrates into the very bowels of the earth, and more especially exerts all its powers towards the centre

this view composed that excellent piece of

Sulphur...of the air.

' The difficulty, says he, we find in keeping flame and fire alive, tho' but for a little time, without air, renders it suspicious, that there may be diffused through the atmosphere, some odd substances, either of a solar, astral, or subterraneous nature; on account whereof, the air is so necessary to the subsistance of flame. And this necessity I have found to be more considerable, and less dependant upon the manifest attributes of the air, than is usually observed; for by trials purposely made, it has appeared that a small flame of a lamp, tho' fed perhaps with a subtile thin oil, would in a large receiver, expire for want of air, in a far less time than one would believe. And it will not much lessen the difficulty to allude, that either the gross fuliginous smoke in a large vessel, stifled the flame; or that the preface of the air is requisite to impel up the aliment into the vessels; for to obviate these objections, it may be observed, that the experiment holds of spirit of wine which, in the open air, will burn quite a-way, without any sensible smoke; and this without any weight at all.'

Again,—' It seems surprizing what should be in the air, which enabling it to keep flame alive, does yet, by being consumed or removed, so suddenly render the air unfit to preserve flame. It should seem, by the sudden wasting or spoiling of this fine substance, whatever it be, that the bulk of it is but very small, in proportion to the air it impregnates with its virtue; for after the extinction of the flame, the air in the receiver was not visibly altered, and, for aught I could perceive, by several ways of judging, the air retained either all, or the greatest part of its elasticity; which I take to be its most genuine and distinguishing property. This undefreyed springiness of the air, with the necessity of fresh air to the life of hot animals, suggests a great suspicion of some vital substance, if I may so call it, diffused through the air, whether it be a volatile nitre, or rather some anonymous substance, fidereal or subterraneous; tho' not improbably of akin to that which seems so necessary to the maintenance of other flames'.

*Boyle Abr. Vol. III. p. 76, & seq.
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centre thereof: Hence then it will always act more violently in the earth, in proportion as it is deeper and denser, and more agitated by the fire, more plentifully collected by this attrition of the air; and thus becomes the physical cause of the strong compression, attrition, purification, and collection of homogeneous matters; whence it is, that the fossils here produced are endowed with the like nature. Nothing of this, therefore, could be effected without air; and hence we have a probable reason why those bodies are only generated there; but of this we shall have occasion to speak hereafter; all we here intend to shew is, that the presence and active power of air are necessary in all the operations of nature.

5. Nor need we expatiate on the power of air upon vegetables and plants; it being known, by the most accurate modern experiments, that no eggs of animals, or seeds of vegetables, however mature and prolific, will, if kept without air, ever breed or produce their embryo’s, even though they be cherished with the proper brooding heat. Thus even the smallest plants, for instance mosses and weeds floating on water, immediately die in a place where there is no air, or even when the air stagnates, and is at rest: and the same holds true of all animals, even the minutest insect: so great is the dominion of the air over all things.

6. An exact knowledge of the air, therefore, comprehending its active properties, is absolutely necessary, both to a chemist, a physician, and a philosopher, in order to understand the productions both of art and nature; one of the chief causes and agents wherein is some innate property of air, no where else existing.

7. In the mean while, there is not perhaps any body more difficult to be perfectly understood, in regard it does not of itself, and by its own nature, affect the organs of our senses, by reason doubtless of its great subtility, which escapes the grossness of our nerves; so that even the most perfect microscopes discover nothing in it. What renders it still more difficult to understand, is, that it contains within it various kinds of other bodies, so that we scarcely find any fluid in nature, composed of such a variety of different ingredients; and it will be shewn in the course of this chapter, that there is scarce any species of bodies, some parts of which are not found floating in the air; gold itself, though one of the least volatile, not excepted.

8. Hence, the more necessary it will be to examine all its properties distinctly and separately, taking care not to admit any confusion therein; and after each of them has been thus severally considered, it only remains to collect all the observations into one aggregate, and we shall have as just a knowledge of the nature of air, as the subject will admit.

9. The first property which appears in the consideration of air is its fluidity. This indeed is so essential to air, that we do not find any instance wherein it was ever taken from it.

10. 'Tis obvious, that in the keenest frost, when every thing else congeals, air still remains fluid; so in a cold, 40 degrees greater than nature ever made, the air has been found fluid, though excessively constringed; and if air be compressed into the smallest space, by the greatest power or
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or weights, it still remains equally fluid, and when the compression is abated, returns to its former fluidity. Among a great number of experiments, wherein I have mixed a great variety of liquors, and by this means have procured a multitude of different coagulums; I have never met with a single instance, which shew'd that common air might be coagulated into a solid mass. 'Tis true, I have sometimes observed, upon viewing the air at noon in a cold clear day, a number of little corpuscles floating in it, which shined by the sun's rays, and even sparkled by the different reflection of these rays, as the little surfaces of the corpuscles happen'd to change their situation; but upon further examination, I have found that there were only little globes or masses, formed out of particles of water dispersed in the air, collected together, and as it were frozen into the form of a subtle floating hoar-frost. So that if fire be able to cohere and condolidate with other bodies, of which we have spoken in the preceding chapter, air would be much more tenacious of its natural fluidity than fire itself. But to me it rather seems probable, that there are in nature two fluids, whose particles never unite or cohere, either with themselves, or with any other matters, so as to form an homogeneous mass; and these are air and fire: though it must be remember'd, that this same air coheres with all kinds of known bodies, and thus conspires as an element to the composition of concretes, as sufficiently appears by the great quantity of air, which arises from almost all bodies, when resolved into their elements. This the late philosophers call, though perhaps with little propriety, fictitious air: upon examination it appears, that this air is contained in all known fluids, and penetrates, together with these, into all the recesses of solids, so as upon the coalition thereof, it is stopped and detained in their pores, as in so many minute bubbles, and at last, upon the dissipation of the fluid, wherewith it was at first introduced, is left alone: from whence it clearly appears, that the air here had not cohered or united with the body, but only been detain'd or imprisoned therein; and accordingly, no sooner does it find a passage, than it immediately flies out, and resumes its former nature. This may be further shewn from the instance of common water, when turning to ice, wherein a great quantity of air is lodged, though invisible; for as soon as the water begins to cohere, and its parts become closer applied to each other, wanting the power of fire, which is necessary to separate the particles from each other, and hinder them from joining in their mutual natural embraces, the particles of air, intercepted between those of the water, are unable to cohere, but are extruded out of the pores of the water, united with other aerial particles, and thus separating from the water, gather into bubbles, and constitute a fluid air, as before. This shews, that the air did not cohere or coagulate, that it only remain'd intercepted, not alter'd; and the like being found in all other cases, we may lay down fluidity as the first property of air.

II. This fluidity of air seems, in the first place, owing to the tenuity of its parts, which are so exceedingly fine, as to be incapable of being render'd visible by any microscope; and yet they must be much larger than those of fire, in regard they cannot penetrate metals, glasses, stones, the closer woods, nor even good paper itself; and hence air may also be excluded.
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closed from many bodies, and cannot even pass thro' the invisible pores
of some, that would admit of alcohol, wine, oil, water, brine, lixiviums,
and alcaline or acid spirits; as appears from the air-pump experiments:
for here the ring of leather, laid upon the brass plate of the air-pump,
to support the glass receiver, being pressed upon by the edges of the glass;
and the air being extracted from its cavity, the weight of the atmosphere
presses the edges close to the leather; upon which, the external air will
not enter thro' the pores of the leather, under the edges into the receiver,
but be entirely kept out: whereas if any of the above-mentioned liquors
be externally poured upon the leather ring, they will soon be sucked up
by it, infalutate themselves under the edges, and get into the receiver: which
plainly shews, that even thick and viscid liquors may easily enter, where air
will not; and the fame might be shewn by many other experiments.

12. These smallest particles of air, are so easily separated from each other, that
in order to separate them, even a lesser force is required than our senses
can perceive; and this separation is equally easy in every direction. That
air is so easily divisible, any one may find, by observing the motion of a
small smooth body thro' that fluid at rest: thus, a needle may be moved in
any direction thro' the air that surrounds it; and the like holds in all other
similar cases: this property of air, I shall hereafter call its lubricity.

13. Upon carefully examining into this property, it should seem as if there
was a certain attraction between these particles of air, whereby they
can easily run into mutual contact, tho' of a very slight and separable kind;
thus, when a single particle of air lies concealed in any fluid, we cannot
perceive the least signs of it; but if another joins it, we presently perceive
a little air-bubble made of the two; which bubble refists its separation by
a certain tenacity: if another such bubble or two be added to the former,
'tis manifest they make a larger, that retains its peculiar magnitude and
spherical figure. This, it may be suspected, is owing to the compresseur
of the surrounding fluid: and by allowing it to be so, it will follow, that
there is a stronger attraction between the particles of air and air, than
between those of air and the particles of the compressing fluid; and doublets
the attraction between these particles is exceeding small. Some might suspect
that repulsion takes place here, according to what Sir Isaac Newton has
shewn (b). This may be possible, and we shall treat of it below: in the

(b) The instance of air and vapours, which seem to discover some such repelling power,
that illustrious author brings as an argument of the same power being found in other bod-
ies.—— The particles emitted or shaken off from bodies by heat or fermentation,
'says he, as soon as they are beyond the reach of the attraction of the body, recede from
it, and also from one another, with great strength, and keep at a distance; so as some-
times to take above a million of times more space than they did before; in the form of

a dense body: which vast contraction and

expansion seems unintelligible, by feigning

the particles of air to be firings and ramous,

or rolled up like hoops, or, by any other

means than a repulsive power.

The particles of fluids, which do not co-
here too strongly, and are of such smallness,
as renders them most susceptible of those
agitations, which keep liquors in a flour, are
most easily separated, and rarified into va-
pour, and in the language of the chemists,
are volatile, rarifying with an easy heat, and

d d d condensing
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mean time, we lay it down as certain, that these particles have a power of uniting into a spherical figure, and thus do long defending themselves against the surrounding presfure.

14. For, upon a clofer examination of this attractive principle, we shall find that these particles of air, when single, prefently insinuate into, and mix themselves with any liquor that is delitute of air, adhere tenaciously to it, and lodge quietly in the interftices thereof; after the manner of falt dif- solved in water: on the other hand, we fhall fee hereafter, that a large bubble of air, conftiting of many aerial particles united, being placed upon the surface of a liquor purged of air, resolves into its particles, which being thus disjoined, flip into the interftices left in the liquid, without ever collecting into bubbles again, unless a fresh caufe be applied.

15. And hence we may understand the above-mentioned imperceptibility of air, with refpect to our fenses: for we fhould have had no notion of air, the fubjedt we are treating, without observing the motion of large bodies thro' it, and particularly of fuch as have much furface, and are moved broad- ways: for thus we are prefently made fenfible, that air by its strong refiftance, is a corporeal fubftance: and as this refiftance increases in a duplicate ratio of the velocity of the moving body; 'tis manifest it may be prodigiously augmented. For example, let any one attempt to move a thin copper- plate of a hundred square feet, perpendicularly, with its flat fide forwards, in a ftil air, at the rate of 22 feet in a second, and he will be fenfible of an almost incredible refiftance, which may easily be computed on M. Mariotte's principles. This is to be underftood of the entire air as a compound, wherein not only light and fmall bodies, but also large and heavy ones may float; as we fee by the flight of birds, and bodies carried away by the winds.

16. The next thing to be confidered of air is its entire weight, or the weight of the atmosphere. Torricelli attempted to discover it flatly, in the year 1643; Otto Guericke confirm'd it by experiments, in the year 1655; it was afterwards illuftrated by M. Pascal, carried further by Mr. Boyle, and finished by M. Mariotte, in a fett of elegant experiments; fo that at prefent nothing seems better eftablfhed in all physics (c).

17. But

\begin{itemize}
  \item condenfing with cold: but, tho' which are
  \item grofier, and fo lefs fufeceptible of agitation,
  \item cohere by a stronger attraction, and are not
  \item feparated without stronger heat, or perhaps
  \item not without fermentation, and thefe laft are
  \item the bodies, which chemifts call fixed; which,
  \item being rafified by fermentation, become true
  \item permanent air; tho' particles receding from
  \item one another with the greateft force, and be-
  \item ing moft difficultly brought together, which,
  \item upon contact, cohere moft strongly.
  \item And becaufe the particles of permanent
  \item air are grofier, and arife from denfer sub-
  \item fances than tho' of vapours, thence it is
  \item that true air is more ponderous than vapour,
  \item and that a moifl atmosphere is lighter than
  \item a dry one. Opticks, p. 371, 372.
\end{itemize}

(c) We have fenfible demonstrations of the thing from experiment; thus the hand applied to cover the orifice of a receiver, upon working the air-pump, and thus withdrawing the subjacent air,foon feels the load; fo exhausting the air from a thin, fquare glas receiver, the prefure of the incumbent air easily burfts it: again, two hollow segments of a fphere exactly fitting each other, being exhausted of their air, and thus exposerd to the prefure of the external air, will fustain a force of
17. But the comparative weight of air still remained difficult to determine; it appearing upon trial, that no two equal bulks thereof, taken at the same time at different heights, were equiponderant, but that the lower always weighed more than the upper; and this was found true, beginning at the surface of the earth, and proceeding to the tops of the highest mountains: and even at the same place at different times, an equal bulk of air does not retain the same weight, but suffers a great variety.

18. Again the atmosphere in our climate, where-ever it has hitherto been tried, is subject to great and almost perpetual changes with respect to its weight, which never remains the same long together. This difference is chiefly found on the change of meteorites in the air, which frequently happens: thus, the atmosphere has a different weight upon the coming on of rain, showers, mist, hail, snow, lightning, thunder, coruscation, alterations of the wind, storms, whirlwind, droughts, and the changes of the aspects of the planets: even the different seasons of the year occasion surprizing changes therein; so that the constant, and successive mutability, depending upon so many renewable causes, renders the atmosphere ever variable in its weight: whence also proceed numerous effects about the surface of the earth, depending chiefly upon the variable weight of the air, which is continually changing (d).

We learn from careful observation, made and continued for the space of 86 years; that the greatest and least difference, here in Europe, in this weight of the atmosphere, is equal to that of 30 inches and \(\frac{1}{2}\), and 27 and \(\frac{1}{2}\) of mercury in the barometer; so that the difference is about a \(\frac{1}{40}\) part of the greatest weight.

19. This frequent change in the weight of the air depends upon many different causes; and as these causes are certain, they may be discovered by careful and accurate observations, so as to assign the reason of this fluctuation and uncertainty. Nicolas Cruquius has shewn us the way of bringing this matter to a certainty, in his meteorological tables, formed with great industry and exactness; where we see at one view, all the causes that contribute to increase the weight of the atmosphere in every degree. It were to be wished, that a proper inducement might encourage others to follow the example of so useful an inquirer into natural philosophy.

20. It was also at length discovered, that the common weight of the air about our earth, in a mean weight of the atmosphere, and in a mean temperature of the year, is to that of water nearly as 1 to 850; tho’ this is to be understood according to the conditions above laid down, otherwise nothing certain can be determined about it.

D d d 2

21. The

of 140 pounds, supposing their diameter three inches, before they separate: to say no more, the rising of mercury in the barometer to the height of 28 inches, and of water in pumps, &c. to that of 32 feet, are incontestable proofs of the weight of the air. See the writers on hydrostatics, Boyle, Wofius, Grawesjaede, &c.

(d) Thus the difference of the air in point of gravity may come to have a very confiderab-
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21. The air, by its weight, continually presses upon the surface of our earth, with a force equal to that which sustains a perpendicular column of quicksilver at the same height, it then stands at in the barometer; the base of which column is an horizontal plane, cutting a pyramid, whose vertex is in the center of the earth, and whose sides touch the horizontal limits of the body pressed upon by the incumbent atmosphere; so that this power may everywhere be exactly calculated, from knowing the height of the mercury in the barometer, and the quantity of surface pressed upon. And hence it follows, that bodies, situated in the earth, sustain a greater pressure from the incumbent atmosphere, the nearer they are to the center of the earth: for, it appears from hydrostatics, that fluids press upon their bases in proportion to their altitudes; so that, if air be considered as an homogeneous incompressible fluid, we may easily compute in what proportion it presses upon bodies in any part of a perpendicular, tending from the surface to the center of the earth (e): but as the elastic property of the air greatly alters the case, we shall treat of its effect below. Hence all bodies, contiguous to the air, are never long pressed upon by the same external weight; the pressure varying almost every moment; tho' the difference in the same place never exceeds 1/8 of the whole. While the air thus presses bodies with a different force, it is also repelled by such as are elatic, or have a natural power of expanding themselves, or recovering their own bulk: whence all such bodies, contiguous to the air, have a constant oscillation in their parts, corresponding reciprocally to the increase or decrease of the weight of the air; and tho' this difference be small, as never exceeding 1/8, yet it is always something, and nearly perpetual. It was observed in the history of fire, that the parts of bodies had another tremulous vibration, depending upon the vicissitude of heat and cold; and this, with the present, may produce considerable and constant effects: so that we must allow these two causes, viz. fire and air, productive of a constant internal motion in all the parts of elatic bodies. It may here be added, that on bodies absolutely soft, if any such there are, or perfectly unelatic, as water for example, which cannot be compressed by external weight, the weight of the atmosphere cannot act by any increase, or diminution of its weight, and consequently such bodies will hence have no tremulous motion in their parts:

(b) The atmosphere in its free state may be considered, as if it had once been water, covering the earth to the height of 31 feet; but afterwards exceedingly rarified, expanded, and converted into what we call air; which, tho' in fact it possesses a larger space, has not a greater weight than water of the height of 31 feet: now it is easy to compute what quantity of water would every way surround the earth to that height, which gives the whole weight of the air; for, since a cubic foot of water weighs twenty pounds, a prism thereof (to use that for the sect of a sphere) whose base is a foot square, and height 31 feet, will weigh 2232 pounds; and since the surface of the earth, contains 3711420000.000000 square feet, the product of these two sums, which is 8.283889.440000.000000 pounds, gives the quantity of water, and consequently the quantity of air required. Perchal, Traité de l'Équilibre des Liqueurs.

Hence, when a column of quicksilver, 30 inches high, is sustained in the barometer, as it frequently happens; a column of air, that presses upon an inch square near the surface of the earth, must weigh above 15 avoirdupois pounds. Ed. ibid.
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but then, as fire acts more upon such bodies than upon any others, it is plain, that the force of fire is much more general in this respect than that of air.

22. It may be proper, with regard to chemistry, that we next consider The effect of the external air, as it is at once both a fluid and heavy body: for as such, we have already seen, it externally presses upon the surfaces of all bodies; and hence it will infinuate it fell into the surfaces of all those bodies, whose pores are large enough to receive its subtile particles, or whose texture is light enough to admit them: whence we may infer, that the pores of bodies, which to us appear empty, may be full of common air; which air will produce its proper effects in those pores: and upon this, numerous natural effects frequently depend. 'Tis a curious observation in hydrostatics, that air, as a gravitating fluid, presses bodies equally every way; as laterally, horizontally, vertically, upwards, downwards, and obliquely. This is demonstrated in that science; but as chemists are seldom acquainted therewith, it may be proper to prove a truth of such moment in chemistry, by a familiar example. Take three glafs vessels, the one of a cylindrical figure A, the other conical B, the third bellied C, with a cylindrical neck; 'tis plain from geometry, that all the kinds of simple vessels may be referred to these three: let these be filled to the brim with fair water, and covered with a single piece of paper, so as to touch the surface of the water, and by pressing it down with the hand, prevent the external air infinuating between the paper and the water; if the glasses be now inverted, whilst the paper remains pressed close with the palm of the hand, and the hand be afterwards gently withdrawn, the water will still remain in the glasses; and the same holds true, tho' the glasses be held horizontal, or in any other position: whence we see that air, as a heavy fluid, presses equally upwards, laterally, downwards, &c. Archimedes, observing this property of every gravitating fluid, has raised many noble demonstrations upon it; and indeed numerous consequences might hence be deduced, which we leave mechanics to explain, whilst we make use of them only as chemists. Hence it appears, that the air presses upon all the points of a surface exposed to it, and enters into all the pores it can come at; however they are situated, constantly pressing against them with an equal weight, tho' always more as the body is situated lower therein. And by these its properties, air compresses bodies on all sides, fills up their cavities, and forms a strong compressing surface about them; and hence it happens, that both the external and internal air, which is always supposed a moveable fluid, and by its gravity applies it fell to the surfaces of fluids, impinges against, shakes, moves and agitates their superficial parts; whence it wonderfully mixes these different fluids together, excites and applies their forces reciprocally, and thus constantly produces numerous effects: yet it does not change the figures of the bodies it touches, except so far only as they have pores void of air; but if they are capable of yielding to the air's pressure, they will thus be condensed and leaffened in their bulk; otherwise the air with all its weight cannot break even the weakest and most brittle body, that, being replete with air, rests in the atmosphere: the external pressure in this case being exactly.
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exactly equal to the internal. On the other hand we know, that the air is always in considerable rapid motion; as clearly appears from hence, that in a still place, suppose a close darkened chamber, illumined only by one small hole in the window-shutter, where, if a person at rest views the enlightened cone of air sideways, as it extends along the room, he will perceive a surprising motion of the dusty atoms therein, perpetually rolling and toiling about with great rapidity: whence it may be fairly concluded, that the same thing happens, in a higher degree, in the external open air; so as to excite a still greater agitation, motion, and attrition in the bodies it hits against; since the motion is here perpetual, and the power of gravity in the air equal to that of a column of water thirty-three foot high. Hence it is easy to conceive, how great a degree of motion and attrition the atmosphere exerts upon the surfaces of all bodies, especially when a large bulk of it is put into a rapid motion, either by fire or violent winds: thus supposing a body of 2080 pound weight to press, by its gravity, upon an area of a foot square, and this body to be moved by a violent storm, at the rate of twenty-two feet in a second, it must needs exert a prodigious force against the body it moves upon: and hence numerous and great physical changes are every moment performed by these causes; which chemists overlooking, fly to other abstruse and fictitious ones for explaining the same effects. But here we must remember, that the smallest particles of air cohere together in such a manner, as not to be easily separable so far as readily to enter the smallest pores of bodies, but must first form themselves into bubbles of some size, before they can infinuate; this appears by the following experiment. Take a thermometer-glass four foot long, the diameter of its tube being only 1/8 of an inch; perfectly fill it with water; and if now it be inverted, not a drop of the water will run out, but the whole remain suspended, as if the open end was carefully closed: so in the common barometer, filled with quicksilver, no air is forced up into the vacuum at the top of the tube, tho' the atmosphere press with all its weight upon the surface of the quicksilver below; for here the air cannot divide itself into such small particles, as to enter the interstices of the quicksilver, but remains excluded. The same experiment holds, tho' made with water, or even alcohol itself; whence it is plain, that air cannot be easily divided into its smallest particles, otherwise they would pass thro' the pores of these fluids, wherein however the particles of air may be concealed, as we shall manifest hereafter: at present we shall attempt to shew the size of these bubbles, under which air ascends thro' water in tubes. Take a thermometer-glass with a long stem, whose diameter is 1/8 of an inch, fill it with water and invert it, the air will now ascend up thro' the water in large bubbles, without separating itself into small ones; whilst some, of a considerable magnitude, stick up and down in the neck of the glass: here therefore, there is either an attracting quality in the air, or a repelling force in the liquors with respect to the air, driving its particles into contact. The following experiment may give more light to the affair: into a glass vessel of alcohol invert a thermometer-glass full of water, the orifice of which glass air would not enter, when held inverted therein; the alcohol will here ascend in curling veins thro' the water to the top of the ball, whilst the water
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water descends into the glass deserted by the alcohol, till the two liquors entirely change their places: whence I conclude, that the parts of alcohol and water do, by their single force of gravity and fluidity, easily pass thro' the interfaces of each other, whilst air does it with difficulty. The same is proved evidently by using oil instead of alcohol, and proceeding as above; and the like effect is found upon inverting a thermometer-glass of a saturated lixivium into water, alcohol, or oil. This property of air therefore, as compared with other fluids, we recommend to the farther consideration of chemists, to shew why the particles of air, collected into a bubble, are much more difficult to separate than the particles of any other known fluid; whence the smallest particles of air do not readily mix with other fluids, but rather unite with each other within them, so as to manifest themselves therein by bubbles, or froth, which is a collection of bubbles; and whence, when single particles of air separately lodge themselves in the deserted pores of other fluids, they are hard to be got out; thus it is extremely difficult perfectly to separate air concealed in quicksilver; which when once done, what strange phenomena may ensue, we learn from M. Huygens, who found that quicksilver, well purged of air, stood at the height of above fifty inches in the barometer: but of this property of the air I shall more expressly treat hereafter.

Hitherto I have endeavoured to explain those properties of air, which it has in common with other bodies, together with the effects thence arising in chemical operations; as also tranfiently its miscibility with other fluids: I next proceed to consider its peculiar properties.

23. The first of these is its elasticity, by which is meant that particular power wherewith all known air, confined in a certain space, so that it cannot escape, contracts its dimensions upon pressure, in proportion to the weight applied; but so as always to restore it self by its own natural expansive power, in proportion as the weight is lessened; where, if no other cause intervenes, it constantly returns to the same space it possessed before, when the compressing force is removed; and stretches farther, if the power be diminished (f).

(f) The elasticity of air is as its density; for this last is inversely as the space taken up by the air, and therefore as the force compressing the air, which is equal to that by which the air endeavours to expand itself, but this force is its elasticity. 's Gravestand's Elem. Phs.

The air is loaded by the weight of the whole atmosphere, pressing every way according to the nature of a fluid; the force it exerts, does no way depend upon the Elasticity; because, whether you suppose elasticity or not, that force which arises from the weight of the atmosphere, and is equal to it, can no way be changed; but, as the air is elastic, it is reduced to such a space by the weight of the atmosphere, as that the elasticity, which re-acts against the compressing weight, is equal to that weight. But the elasticity increases and diminishes as the distance of the particles diminishes or increases; and it is no matter, whether the air be retained in a certain space by the weight of the atmosphere, or any other way; for in either case, it will endeavour to expand itself with the same force, and press every way. Therefore if the air near the earth be included in any vessel, without altering its density, the pressure of the included air will be equal to the weight of the whole atmosphere. Thus we find mercury sustained to the same height by the elastic force of air included in a glass vessel no way communicating with the external air, as by the weight of the whole atmosphere. 'Id. ibid.

The effects of the elasticity of the air are like those of its gravity; and included air acts by elasticity, just as air not included by its weight. 'Id. ibid.
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Peculiar to it. 24. This kind of elasticity I do not remember to have been observed in any other fluid; 'tis never found in alcohol, oil, water, spirits, or lixiviums, tho' these all easily expand with heat, and contract with cold, but they are not compressible by weight: this therefore may be a peculiar property of the air alone, and should be carefully explain'd, as we shall endeavour to do from the discoveries of Mr. Boyle and M. Mariotte.

The law of its elasticity. 25. These gentlemen found, by experiments, the first law of this elasticity, and consequently its density, to be always proportionable to the compressing weight. Suppose a strong cylindrical vessel, the area of whose basis is a foot square, and its height sixty-four inches, to be filled with air; this air will sustain upon its upper surface the pressure of the atmosphere, which we may suppose to be 2112 pound Troy; 'tis plain, the air in the tube will then be as common air: if now its upper surface be pressed upon by the incumbent weight of quicksilver, rising to the height of twenty-nine inches, it will then sustain a pressure twice as great as that of the atmosphere alone; and so in proportion the air will be compressed according to the following table, viz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume of Tube</th>
<th>Compressibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4224</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{7} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8448</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{7} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16896</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{7} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33792</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{7} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67584</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{7} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135168</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{7} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260336</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{7} ) &amp;c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence it appears difficult to find a way of compressing air into a \( \frac{1}{2} \) part of the space it naturally possesses, when such a prodigious weight, and so strong a tube, of so considerable a height as 203 inches, are required for the purpose; and in this case, the weight of air would be to that of water, as 11 to 13; and upon doubling the weight of the mercury 11 times, the air would be reduced to a \( \frac{1}{7} \) part of its natural bulk, and thus become much more dense, and ponderous than common water; but how much sooner it is condensed, it will always retain some bulk, as appears by the table.

How far carried. 26. It will be shewn hereafter, that perhaps at least \( \frac{1}{1000} \) part of common air consists of aqueous, spirituous, oily, saline liquids, and other corpuscles floating in it; which being brought together by this compression, will at length form an incompressible substance: whence it appears probable to me, that common air can never be condensed to \( \frac{1}{1000} \) part of its bulk, without forming masses nearly solid; tho' these indeed, with respect to the elastic part of the air, may be always farther compressible, but never in proportion to the compressing weights; otherwize the bodies, mixed in among common air, must have the same degree of elasticity therewith; which is contrary to experiment. But as these incompressible parts in common air seldom make up \( \frac{1}{2} \) part of its bulk, 'tis no wonder that in the experiments, made to determine this law, this proportion should always be found;
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27. 'Tis easy by means of a compressing weight to reduce the common air to \( \frac{1}{4} \) its bulk; and it has been accurately observed, that twice the weight gives it this degree of condensation; for, here the millesimal proportion of the incompressible particles is so small, as to be insensible in this primary condensation, so that here the rule corresponds to sight.

28. But it is plainly more difficult to determine this law, in proportion as the air is more and more compressed: we see in hydrostaticks, that fluids press upon the bottom and sides of the containing vessels, in proportion to their perpendicular altitudes; whence very strong tubes would be necessary to carry on this experiment, so as to compress the air into a \( \frac{1}{10} \) part of its natural space. It also appears by the observations of the academy del Cimento, that metallic vessels, filled with ponderous liquors, yield and grow larger; much more would vessels of glass do so: yet this is the matter here required for the purpose, in order to observe and mark the height of the compressing quicksilver, in proportion to that of the air compressed; since an exact knowledge, and just comparison of these heights, are here absolutely requisite. Besides, great caution must needs be required, the tube must be very high, not dilatable, of a perfectly even bore, and perfectly transparent; at the same time the air to be compressed, should, during the whole examination, remain constantly of the same equable heat; the least increase whereof will dilate the air more, as it is the more compressed by the incumbent weight. Physical experiments are made in the midst of a thousand concurring causes, any of which being neglected alters the case.

29. To render this matter clearer, it may be worth while to relate after what manner philosophers discovered this law of the air's elasticity; whence we may the better judge what is reasonably to be thought of it, and of its expansion, which perhaps has been stretched too far. Mr. Boyle took a glass-tube AB b c bent, as expressed in the figure, open at A, hermetically sealed at c; it was nearly of an equal width at b c, and consist of thick and very strong glass; the higher leg b c was 12 inches, accurately divided into lines, and the other leg AB was several feet in length; then by the pouring in of quicksilver, he condensed the air in b c, from 48 to 3, or from 16 to 1, and constantly found the space of the compressed air diminished proportionably, as the weight was increased (g).

30. As these have been the methods and limits of the observations, that shew air to be compressible in proportion to the weights applied; it appears, that this compressibility has not been observed farther than to \( \frac{1}{10} \) part; nor do I remember any experiments published, that have carried it farther: Dr. Halley (b) indeed, and the academy del Cimento affirm, that air cannot be

---

(g) See Boyle Abr. Vol. II. p. 67, and Mariotte of the Nature of Air, p. 151, 154.

(b) Dr. Halley offers in the Philosophical Transactions, that from the experiments made at London, and by the Academy del Cimento at Florence, it may be safely concluded, that no force is able to reduce air into 800 times less space than it naturally possesses on the surface of the earth. In answer to which, M. Arithmoi maintains that there is no fixing any bounds to its condensation at all; that greater weights will still bring in less.
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condensed to less than \( \frac{31}{32} \) (i), but they have not described the experiments, whereby they could compress it to such a degree as not to receive a farther compression by the same means; however this matter be, 'tis certain that air, thus compressed, again dilates itself in proportion as the weight is lessened; and that this spontaneous dilatation constantly observes this law, upon the diminution of the weight, from 32 to 1, as Mr. Townley found by experiment, according to what Mr. Boyle relates in the place above cited; but from this limited experiment we must not draw too general a conclusion, and assert that the same law constantly holds, or that air is always compressible in proportion to the incumbent weight; which I believe is not determined. This much I myself have found to be true, viz. 1. That common air may be truely reduced, and consequently condensed, into a \( \frac{7}{8} \) part of its natural space. 2. That it may expand itself equally into 32 times its natural dimensions. 3. That this contraction of air by compression depends entirely upon the external weight applied. 4. That the air, freed from pressure, barely by removing the incumbent weight, does of its own nature, without any other cause, except the presence of fire, dilate itself, so as to recover the very dimensions it lost upon compression. 5. That this expansive power, peculiar to air, remains in it, even after the strongest compression; as being always exactly proportional to the weight removed. 6. That 'tis always capable of sustaining pressure; for, even after its rarification to 32; by removing the weight, the air, thus rarified, may be recompressed by the same weight applied. 7. That this dilatation and compression of the air by weight exactly corresponds as to sense, with the increase, or diminution of the weight applied. As to that observation of the Italians and the English, that air cannot be compressed beyond \( \frac{7}{8} \) part; since they have not taught us their method, I shall attempt to shew the great probability of the fact, when I come to treat of the corpuscles that float in common air. 8. That the spaces possessed by the same portion of air, are thus far in a reciprocal proportion of the compressing weight. 9. That this always holds in air, reduced to \( \frac{7}{8} \) part of its space, as well as in that which is compressed by the atmosphere. 10. That in the whole extent, from 32 to 1, the proportion holds invariably the same, according to Mr. Townley's observations. 11. Whence it seems highly probable, that the same rule always holds in farther condensations; but so, that to make the same compression, a greater weight is required, as the air becomes more dense; till at length it remains no longer compressible. 12. That air, thus confined and compressed, does not pass through the pores of glass, nor even of quicksilver; for, it still remains in the tube, tho' so highly condensed by such an incumbent weight of mercury; nay, and if even heated in this state, so as to raise the mercury, still it neither penetrates that, nor the glass.

31. Indestructibility is another law, that obtains in the air's elasitiy; for, after all the experiments hitherto made upon it, the air has always remained elastic; so that neither long continued rest, nor violent compression, compacts; that it is only elastic in virtue of the fiery particles it contains, and that it is impossible absolutely to drive out all the fire, and consequently to make a perfect condensation.

Remark to proposition 6 - Mercury

This, which had been conjectured by theoretical chemists, has been lately opposed by the members of the Academy at Berlin - they considered themselves of the intense cold on Dec 25, 1759, which had been further increased by the artificial method known particularly by the mixture of Jes. nit. in the snow, etc. Mr. L. thermometer was made so the 20th degree they then perceived that the mercury in the thermometer no longer continued to mark the degree of cold. If suspected that it lost its fluidity - having broken their thermometers they replaced the mercury actually condensed. They repeated this experiment upon other thermometers finding it succeeded so completely that after having broken and used the instruments, they extracted the mercury in its solid state. They treated it with a hammer and perceived it was changed into a brittle metal, which they called mercury.

Marques, sect. p. 394.
Plate VII.

Fig. 1. p. 393.
AB. A narrow glass Tube, open at both Ends.
AC. Water into which the part AC is plung'd.
CD. Water ascending Spontaneously therein.

Fig. 2. p. 421.
ABC. A small Bothead full of Water inverted.
BC. Its Belly, at the Top thereof, C the Air is lodg'd.
AB. Its Neck, whose mouth A is five lines diameter.
ADG. Air Bubbles.

Fig. 3. p. 422.
ABC. Another small Bothead full of Water inverted.
BC. Its Belly, still full of Water.
AB. Its Neck, whose Mouth is \\
\& Lines diameter.
DC. large Air bubbles.

Plate VIII.

Fig. 4. p. 422.

ABC. The same Vessel plac'd horizontally.
DE. Large Air bubbles.

Fig. 1. p. 422.

ABC. Three conical Glass Vessels, Air pump.
DHEI. The brass Plate fixed to the Tube of the
FGMN. The Bell which stands upon it and
covers the Vessels ABC.

Fig. 2. p. 423.

AB. The wide cylindrical
brass Vessel.
BCD. A Funnel.
EFG. The Neck & Belly of the
Vessel, full of Water.

Fig. 3. p. 425.

AB. A parallelopipedal Copper
Vessel.
B. Its Bottom with the cavity C.
D. A conical Glass Vessel.
E. The same placed over the
water in C.
F. The same lying horizontally
G. The Flame of a lighted
Candle.

AB. The cylindrical flat bottom'd glass Vessel.
CD. The spherical glass bottle.
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ension, can deprive it thereof; thus when Mr. Boyle and M. Mariotte strongly compressed common air in a gun-barrel, and kept it long in a quiet place, yet upon opening the barrel, they found this air as elastic as at first; and M. Roberval, examining air, after it had been confined fifteen Years in the same manner, found its elasticity perfect (k). It will hereafter appear, that the elastic parts of air, deeply imbedded in the pores of fluid, or solid bodies, being at length set free, and then uniting with others, exert the same degree of elasticity, which they thus seem to have lost, by giving no signs thereof; but when once released, they presently recover themselves, and produce extraordinary effects, merely owing to their elasticity: which shows, that neither time, nor rest, nor even their supposed concretion with animal, vegetable and mineral bodies, can destroy this wonderful property of the air. And we see by experiment, that these elastic particles of air, when existing separate, may be so united with other bodies, or remain so much at rest therein, as to afford no signs of elasticity for ages; and yet when they come to be loosened, and mixed with other particles of a like nature, they recover, or appear to have retained their whole elasticity: thus in the distillation of hartshorn, which may be kept for ages, we see a large quantity of air produced; whence it appears highly probable, that a single particle of air is not elastic; but that the elasticity of air arises from two of these particles, touching and repelling one another; so that if a parcel of these particles should be so far distant from each other, as to exert no repelling force, the whole of them would make no resistance to their compression, nor be capable of spontaneous expansion, till they come to be compressed so close, as that they might exert their repelling force. A single particle of air therefore would not be elastic; but elasticity depends upon the contact of several particles: We may, therefore, suppose the effects of elastic air to be immutable and eternal.

32. But how much soever air hath been compressed by weight, it hath always remained highly fluid, and capable of restoring itself so easily in all its parts, as perfectly to possess its former space; all these parts receding from one another as readily, as they came together. And as this has been the uniform success of all the experiments hitherto made, from 1 to 52000; it may be presumed true, that the fluidity of air remains unchanged in this large scale of rarefaction and condensation, so as never to become a solid by any force, either of cold, or pressure.

33. Mr. Boyle has demonstrated a considerable paradox, with respect to this elasticity of air, by shewing that the elasticity in every part thereof may, without any farther compression than it receives from the atmosphere, sustain the whole weight of an entire column thereof; and that this elasticity, in a very small quantity of air, so powerfully refits the pressure of bodies by its expansion, as to equal the power of the external weight (l): this he shews by the two following experiments. (1.) Take a barometer, with the mercury standing in it at the height of 28 inches, plunge its lower part into a close cylindrical vessel filled with mercury; this vessel being so contrived, that by turning of a cock, the spaces, possessed by the air, are always inversely as the forces whereby it is compressed.

(k) See du Hamel Hist. of the Royal Academy of Sciences, p. 368.

(l) The rule of this dilatation, is, that the
all communication may be cut off between the external air and that small quantity contained in the vessel, above the surface of the mercury; the cock therefore being thus turned, so as to exclude the external air, no other air can press upon the surface of the mercury, except that shut up along with it; but now the mercury in the tube, still remains at the same height, as it did when the whole weight of the atmosphere pressed upon it; consequently this small quantity of confined air sustains the weight of the quicksilver, as much as that of the incumbent atmosphere: and if in this state the vessel be heated, the quicksilver gradually rises higher in the tube; for, as the included air cannot get out, it expands with heat, and thus presses the surface of the quicksilver, so as to raise it: and that but a very small quantity of air were contained in this vessel above the mercury, these effects will be the same. (2.) Again, let the vessel be almost full of quicksilver, only a little air remaining upon the surface; if now a small glass tube, open at both ends, be dipped into the mercury, so as no air can get in or out from the vessel, along the surface of the tube; then the air by means of the air-pump, being extracted from the tube, the quicksilver will rise into the barometer, to nearly the height of 28 inches, as if the whole weight of the atmosphere had pressed it (m). And this elastic power of the air deferves the particular regard of chemists, as it may certainly produce surprizing and terrible effects in all their operations, performed by fire in close vessels, by compressing the subjects, burbling the glasses, &c.

34. A very small portion of air, therefore, under confinement may produce the same effects as a larger: thus if common air should be lodged in any compressible cavity, it may there not only sustain, but even repel the whole pressure of the atmosphere, upon coming to be rarified by fire, or freed from external pressure, so as immediately to expand or rarefy, and equal the force of a larger quantity. 'Tis another law of this elasticity of air, that when air is condensed to a certain degree, it expands itself every way upon the application of heat; and the power of this expansion, arising from heat, is the same as if the air was condensed instead of being rarified; for example, if in the foregoing case and apparatus, the air in the vessel raises the mercury in the barometer 28 inches, and then the air in this vessel becomes twice as dense, it will raise the mercury to 56 inches, as Mr. Boyle has shewn: so on the other hand, if the former air be rarefied to twice its bulk, upon the application of fire, and yet be confined within the same vessel, it will then also raise the mercury to 56 inches: and all kinds of experiments, made with the barometer and thermometer, manifest this to be true. And hence arise great and unexpected chemical effects, upon the application of fire to air, assignable to no other cause, and deserving to be carefully remarked.

35. The rarification in air by heat is quicker than in any other known solid, or fluid body; an otherwise imperceptible increase of heat immediately producing a sensible rarification of the air in Drebcl's thermometer: but the preceding history of fire has shewn these things so particularly, that they need not be repeated. We only add that, air is so prodigiously rarifiable by fire, that,

(m) See Mr. Boyle's mechanical exper. vol. 1. part 2. p. 24.
that no limits have hitherto been found of its expansion; the heat of boiling water rarifies it ¼ of its bulk (n); but this rarification must needs be very great in a fire capable of melting iron; to which purpose consult the history of fire above.

36. We also find, that unequal quantities of air of the same density expand equally with the same degree of heat; and consequently, that these expansions of air of the same density universally correspond to the increase of heat applied; whence if the degree of expansion of any portion of air to a given heat be known, its degree of expansion may be determined in all other cases: many excellent particulars to this purpose may be found in the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences (o).

37. 'Tis also constantly found, that the more air is condensed by compression, the more elastic it becomes with the same degree of heat, and this nearly in a direct proportion of its density, as M. Amontons has discovered (p); so that air, greatly condensed, may acquire a strongly resisting force by a very small heat; whence if air could possibly be condensed to 1/100 part of its space, it might by the heat of boiling water be made capable of sustaining 29600 inches of mercury, as common air with the same heat sustains 37: this prodigious power may shew, that if the highest subterraneous heat be applied to air, compressed to 1/100 part of its bulk, in the deep parts of the earth, an almost incredible power would thence arise, so as far to exceed all the effects we are acquainted with; doubtless, the elastic power of the air would increase in a compound ratio of the increased density and heat applied (q): the converse also holds true, so that air, twice as much rarified, requires

---

(p) Ibid. anno 1699, p. 173, and anno 1702, P. 1—5.
(q) See History of the Royal Acad. anns 1702, P. 1—5, and Mem. 155.

Air of the same density equally rarified by the same heat.

Denfe air made more elastic by the same fire.
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requires twice the heat to make it of the same elaticity, &c. as the above-mentioned author has shewn by experiments; whence we suppose, that air at the top of the atmosphere would scarce be rendered more elatic by the most violent fire, being already so highly rarified.

38. The next thing observable in air, with regard to its elaticity, is, that it condenſes by cold, as well as by increafe of weight; so that an increafe of cold always increafes its denfity. The higheſt known degree of cold in the north of Europe is marked on the beginning of Fahrenheit's thermometer: hence by defcending from the degree of boiling water to O, we may learn the effect of cold in the condenſing of air; but as artificial cold reduces the spirit of this thermometer 40 degrees below O, hence we know the power of cold in increaſing the denſity of the air, and find that no body in nature has its bulk more contracted thereby than air: when the atmosphere is 46 degrees hot by Fahrenheit's thermometer, if the heat be farther increafed by 166 degrees, it will then be 212, the heat of boiling water, when air is rarified \( \frac{1}{4} \); conſequently, 166 degrees of heat expand air \( \frac{1}{4} \); and by adding 40 degrees to 212, we ſhall have 252, for the difference between the higheſt known degree of cold and the heat of boiling water; within which difference the air is condenſed \( \frac{4}{5} \) or nearly \( \frac{4}{5} \) of the whole. Upon the ſame footing, supposing the greatest heat of the atmosphere, in a free air, to riſe by natural cauſes up to 90 degrees, which I believe ſeldom happens; in this cafe, the rarification or condenſation of the air from the greatest natural cold to the ſtrongeſt natural heat, may either increafe or diminith to \( \frac{4}{7} \). Hence it appears, how great a change may be made in nature by the air, as it surrounds bodies, or lodges in them, and receives the effects of natural heat and cold; the knowledge of which is of great uſe in the business of fermentation and putrefaction; the greatest difference between the moſt rarified air and the moſt condenſed is determined by Mr. Boyle to be as 1 to 520000.

39. This elaticity is fo peculiar to, and inseparable from air, as not to be destroyed by the moſt violent fire; for, if a ſpherical glaſs phial be kept in a glaſs-house furnace, till ready to melt, and then be hermetically ſealed in that heat, and ſuffered gradually to cool; if now it be held, inverted, under cold water, and the end of the neck be carefully broke off, the water will be violently forced into it, and fill the glaſs, but fo as to leave a bubble of true elatic air at the top; which ſhews, that the elaticity of the air could not be destroyed by fo great a heat: and by comparing the weight of this phial, full of water, with that of the fame phial, full of water and the air-bubble, we may learn the degree of expansion that airuffers by a heat wherein glaſs is ready to melt. And hence chemiſts may know, what changes they are to expect in their operations, when they treat bodies, full of air, with ſuch a degree of heat: and tho' they ſeldom think of ſuch things, yet it is of conſequence that operators ſhould remember them.

40.

it is prefleſt; we may infer that a degree of heat, which in our orb can only produce a moderate eſteff, may have a very violent one in ſuch lower orb; and that as there may be many degrees of heat in nature, beyond that of boiling water, it is probable there may be some, whose violence, thus afflied by the weight of the air, may be ſufficient to tear aſunder the ſolid globe. Mem. de l' Acad. 1703.
40. Since therefore, after so high a degree of rarification, as from 1 to 520000, or more, and the corresponding numerous condensations, by the highest degrees of heat and cold, and this for so many years successively, the elasticcity of air may still remain unaltered, it is probable that air is an unchangeably elastic, moveable fluid, constantly operating in, and open all bodies, by its own peculiar vibratory motion.

41. Having hitherto considered the properties of common air, as they relate to chemistry; we next proceed to examine into its contents, which are not only incredibly numerous and various, but also different in different parts of the atmosphere; so that it may properly be considered as an universal chaos, consisting of almost all kinds of corpuscles, confusedly jumbled together, and constituting one mass (r): we shall examine into them severally, in order to discover its real state.

42. Fire is a constant concomitant of the air, as is plain from our history of that element, and lodges in it in the same quantity as in all other bodies and in the Torricellian vacuum, as hath been already shewn by repeated trials with the thermometer; for, fire is plainly contained in vacuo, in air, &c. always alike, both in quantity and quality; whence we have a farther confirmation of this rule, that fire is co-extensive with space. And since fire does not lodge in one body more than in another; it hence follows, that no one part of air will be hotter than another, on account of its containing different bodies; and therefore fire is always equally distributed in air, separately considered: on the other hand, numerous causes may arise, and be applied in the air, so as to collect fire, in a certain place, after a manner scarce to be determined; as we have shewn in the history of fire.

43. Water likewise is always present in air, so as scarce to be separated from it by art. As the perspirable matter is chiefly water, and as Sanctorius has shewn, that a man in health perspires nearly six pounds in twenty-four hours, how large a quantity herof must go off into the air from the bodies of all animals? Plants also are observed to perspire, and Dr. Hales in his vegetable statics shews, they thus discharge a prodigious quantity. Again, what a quantity of water is exhaled by subterraneous fires, &c.? Dr. Halley has computed, that the Mediterranean alone, in one summer's day, without the assistance of winds, exhaled 5280000000 hogheads of water (s). Since therefore, the sun and winds may still raise a much greater quantity; to which if we add all that arising from mists, dew, rain, hoar-frost, hail, snow, and nocturnal moisture, which might be collected in the space of a year, and add it to the water which rises into the air by means of the natural heat, in the same time; we shall find the whole capable of covering the surface of the earth to about 30 inches, as Cruquius has shewn in his meteorological tables; whence it is probable, that such a quantity of water is annually exhaled into the air.

We have also a sensible proof, that water is contained in every part of air by means of the air-pump; where, as the air is extracted, the remainder being

(r) This Mr. Boyle long ago noted: 'Our atmosphere, says he, is a compound or aggregate of effluvium from such different bodies, as, tho' they all agree in constituting, by their minutenes and various motions, one great mass of fluid matter, yet, perhaps, there is not a more heterogeneous body in the world. Suspic. of Hid. Qual. in the Air.'

being more rarified, becomes unable to support the water, which therefore, falls on the inside of the glass receiver, so as to render it opaque and cloudy; which not only shews us, that water is contained in all air, but also that the more rare the elastic part of the air becomes, it always proves less capable of containing water.

44. But that water is copiously contained in all common air, appears evidently in the making of oleum tartari per deliquium; where, the dry fixed salt, being exposed to the air of any place, spontaneously dissolves by means of the water it attracts from the air, so as to afford a considerable increase of weight; which may easily be tried by the balance, and sometimes amounts to thrice the original weight of the salt employed: and this water so attracted by the air, may be obtained separate, by distilling the oleum tartari per deliquium to dryness. It is here remarkable, that the water, thus attracted from the air by the salt, performs the solution in a different manner than if common water was put to the same salt; for, the accession of the water in this experiment being successive and slow, it only dissolves that pure part of the alkaline salt, which is most soluble, and thus separates this part from the rest, which is more earthy; a thing that can be performed no other way: and hence, by repeated solution and coagulation, the whole quantity of salt may at length be converted into earth, and volatile substance, that does not appear to the senses; as was well-known to Helmont and other alchemists before him.

45. These considerations led me to discover that the air contained in a three-pint bottle, might hold water enough to moisten an ounce of salt of tartar, and increase its weight; and upon repeating the experiment, I found, that the water (here mixed with the air) being, perhaps, 850 times heavier than common air, must make up the largest part of the weight of this portion of air; for, if the 850th part of common air be water, the whole weight of the air must be owing to the water alone; whilst the other parts add little or nothing the weight, or perhaps do not gravitate at all. M. Deventer the famous writer upon midwifery, assured me he had made the same observation.

46. The following conclusions may, perhaps, be justly drawn from the premises. (1.) That the air is always in motion, tho' the place be ever so still, close, or subterraneous; otherwise the water, diffused in the air, cannot well come in contact with the salt of tartar; for, if a cubic foot of air, contains at most but \( \frac{2}{3} \) of a pound troy of water, and deposits its water in the salt, contained in a close vessel, all the air must play about the surface of this salt, so that all its parts may successively touch it, and deposit the water they contain; or (2.) We must suppose, that the aqueous particles at one time diffused thro' the whole mass of the air, move in a certain time thro' it, so as successively to be in all the parts thereof, and at length meet in the salt contained within this air; or (3.) We must allow, that there is a real attraction between the salt and the water: and if attraction be here supposed the cause of the effect, the attraction must be allowed of an extensive nature; since the salt employed will attract thrice its weight of water; as three ounces of water must here posseis at least two cubic feet and
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a half of air: but to me it seems probable, from the experiments I have made, that all the three above-mentioned causes concur to produce the effect. It is observable, that in the preceding experiment, nothing elastic can be found in the oil of tartar per deliquium, and that the salt appears to attract the moisture of the air, without destroying its elasticitY; whence, it should seem that the more the air is freed from aqueous vapours, the more elastic it becomes. In a clear dry season, the atmosphere is always heavier, and the water ascends higher therein; so that the atmosphere never contains more water than when, by reason of its dryness below, it seems to contain the leaf. 'Tis easy to imagine, that the higher the water ascends into the atmosphere, the more space it possesses, or the more it is rarified, till the particles come to be set so far asunder, as to lose the property of moisture; but if the barometer stands high, and thick fetid fogs arise, watery particles almost constantly float low, and are attended with gros, oily, saline exhalations; all which, at this time, are not equally mixed together. On the other hand, when the barometer stands low, and the weather proves hot and cloudy; the water, now falling lower in an uniform vapour, occasions a mist without rain; whence it appears, that an air, loaded with water, may often appear to be dry, clear and transparent; but when it contains less water, and this falls low, so as to collect together unequably, it may prove to be moist, thick, and dark; as we see in chemical distillations of water, where, if the glasses are well closed, while the operation is performed, we find no appearance of vapour; but if an opening be made, and the equality of pressure thus destroyed, the water exhalates into the air in the form of vapour, rendering the contiguous bodies, and the air itself, moist, dark, and cloudy.

47. But if in a long continued summer's drought, the surface of the earth comes to be greatly parched with the heat of the sun, not only water, but air, also other less volatile substances, of an unctuous and saline nature, will thus be raised to some height in the atmosphere; tho' invisibly, so long as such exhalations are agitated by the sun's heat, which coming to lessen towards the evening, the air soon grows cooler; whilst at the same time, the earth, retaining the heat much longer than the air,still continues to breathe out hot exhalations; whence arises a white dense visible vapour, hotter below than above: this vapour appears, therefore, first in low, watery places, thence gradually diffuses itself, so as in the night to cover the earth with a mist, which is diffipated by the rising sun. This moisture, called by the name of dew, is a very compound substance; nor can we affair any thing, that will hold universally true of its peculiar nature: it must needs be a chaos, as it is a collection of all sorts of volatile particles, promiscuously jumbled together by the heat of the sun, acting upon the earth; it must also be different in different parts of the earth, according as different kinds of particles lodge therein. Thus, in large tracts of gravelly, or heath ground, which lie dry and high, it will be small in quantity, and almost totally aqueous; as in fat bituminous earths, near marshes, and standing waters, it is far different in quantity and quality, and prejudicial to health; whence, it is no wonder that chemists, in their analysing of dew, should find such different results, that scarce any two are agreed about them: certainly, they who seek for the spirit of life, the universal solvent, the mercury of life, the nitre and
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The feel of *Saponugum*, in dew, seem not to take them right; it is more sober to say, that dew is of a sublime saponaceous nature, capable of supporting vegetables. Some dew, that had been collected in a certain part of the earth, has afforded a liquor, by distillation, which stuck the colours of the rainbow upon glass, so strong as not to be effaced by friction, alkaline lixiviums, or *aqua-regia*; it also burnt like spirit of wine: again, some distilled dew, having been digested with a gentle heat for eight days, and then rectified six times over, till it was exceeding sublime, is reported to have broke three glass vessels successively, tho' it still remained perfectly insipid: again, some dew is described to be like a yellowish butter, that melts being rubbed upon the hand, yet grows hard and dry with a moderate heat, being of a fetid odour, and to be found in pretty large lumps in the night, especially in the spring and winter. The nature of dew also differs surprizingly with the different seasons of the year, and the various successions of meteors; hence, exceedingly small seeds of vegetables, and invisible eggs of minute animals, with numerous other things, coming to be digested, fermented or putrefied therein, it must afford many very different productions by distillation; whence chemists have formed very odd opinions about it: we can only say, that the greatest part of it is water; and that the other parts cannot be ascertained on account of their infinite variety.

48. 'Tis manifest that clouds chiefly arise from water, and that water, brought into an equable mass, is transparent; so that clouds must be formed from water, whose particles are beginning to come together, before they obtain their point of rest, and continue to roll about unequably; hence if water, floating in the air, rises higher and higher, its parts will at length rise so high, as to have no great power of union, but rather recede from each other: in this case, they will not constitute water, but the primary particles of water, which as they afterwards begin to descend, come closer together, unite, put on the form of water, and constitute clouds; whence, the higher water rises into the air, the clearer and dryer the seafon, and vice versa. That water rises to a considerable height in the air, we see by the mountains in Campania, which tho' 10274 geometrical feet high, yet snow is found on their tops. Even the high mountain Teneriff is daily found, to have clouds about it in the middle of the day, which turning to water, flow down so plentifully as to water the whole island, where showers are wanting.

49. When the lower air is charged with water, the aqueous particles begin to unite, so as to form the minutest drops, or the finest rain, which generally falls thick, but with little force; as the smaller these drops are, the more surface they have in proportion to their bulk; whence their descent is the more hindered by the resistance of the air: but when water begins to

---

(t) See *Phil. Trans. Abridg.* Vol. II. p. 143.
(b) *See Act. Erud. Leps.* 1691. p. 98.
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to collect high in the atmosphere, so as to become heavier and fall thro' the air, thence gradually descending into more crowded spaces, they con-
stantly unite with other aqueous particles in their way; whence proceed the largest drops of water we meet with in Europe, whose diameter is three lines; but in Negro-land 'tis often an inch (c): thefe drops are found to be the larger as they fall from a greater height, and vice versâ; for, it is a constant obervation, that the rain is small near the top of a high mountain, but grows larger and larger the nearer it comes to the bottom. And hence, the strongest flowers happen in the summer, when water, by its rapid defcent in rain, suddenly produces thunder, lightning, and storms; and then the drops of rain prove larger than in winter: thus much at least is certain, that rain in every part of the atmosphere is the finest, when it first begins to be generated.

50. When the air is faturated with water, and growing cold in the Spring, night, daffes against the surface of high mountains, especially fuch as are formed into a long ridge, this dene and cold body, first, towards the north and eaf in the beginning of the night, and towards the south and west after midnight, is ftopped, cooled, collected and turned into aqueous humidity; thence forms flender threads on the tops of the mountains, and constantly increasing in their defcent, by uniting with the like fine streams, they increase, and thus make a perpetual dripping, that affords a large quantity of water, running down the sides of the mountain, so as to form rivulets, which finking into fubterraneous passages, conftitute fprings rising in other places; whence, according to the different depth of each spring from its vent, the jet of water must be different: and hence we may easily understand how the water of one spring comes to differ from that of another, in quantity and quality: and hence also, there are no springs, but where there are high mountains; an eminart instance whereof we have in the fortunate valley decribed by Bernier, in his account of the Mogul's country.

51. Wherever, therefore, fuch mountains and springs are found, the water Rivulets and running from the mountains, or continually discharged from the springs, rivers. forms itfelf into rivulets; which generally run a small stream at first, but being joined by others, they at length form a river; and this alfo increafing as it goes, may become of a very large fize where it difcharges itfelf into the fea, which it neither increafes nor runs back from; the fea constantly exhaling as much as it receives: indeed, the rapid torrents of rivers fall into fubterraneous caves, and rife in other places; whence no rivers are found in flat countries, where there are neither mountains nor springs. Thuf we fee that mountains are alwifes difpersed over the globe, in order to the collecting of water, and forming of rivers; and hence we find, that the course of rivers correfponds with the direction of mountains all over the globe. The difcoveries of Dr. Halley deferve to be read, upon this fubject, in the Philosophical Transactions. All these particulars should be known to chemifs, who are frequently obliged to obferve the difference there is between one water, as well as one air and another.

52. It does not appear from what is hitherto discover'd, how high water may rife into the atmosphere; but thus much is certain, that there is no air Water ever without (c) See AIt. Erud. Lips. Sup. I. p.425.
without water, even on the tops of the highest mountains, where the air is constantly wet with vapours; and consequently the air applied in chemistry, will always contain water. It may perhaps be possible to extract the water out of a parcel of air contained in a glass; for, if hot and dry salt of tartar be put into a glass, the alkali might thus attract all the water from the air in that glass, whilst it remains close stopped: but such air as this cannot be used in chemical operations, because as soon as the glass is opened, moist air would immediately enter.

53. We learn by experience, that the higher water rises into the air, the farther its parts recede from each other, and the colder it grows: for, we find by experiments, that in all the habitable parts of the globe, the heat is the greatest, \textit{ceteris paribus}, on the surface of the earth; and a freezing cold is constantly found on the tops of the highest mountains, which are covered with snow. This holds true even under the equator and in the torrid zones. The degree of cold also increases, in proportion, as we rise from the foot of a mountain to the top; the increase being in proportion to that of the altitude. Hence, the water, rising into the air, and coming to the freezing height, must necessarily be turned to ice, unless all its particles should separate so as not to touch each other; but if, at this height, the particles of water, so dispersed, should by any means whatever come into contact, they must immediately begin to freeze into small icy flakes, floating about in the air; and if they should here happen to dash against the surface of any bodies in their way, they would constitute a fine hoar-frost, that would otherwise scarce be perceivable: whence, therefore, there is a space in the atmosphere, concentrical with the earth, where the water of the air, when it arrives and unites, is constantly turned to ice. 'Tis however probable, that this water, being at first little united, can seldom freeze, but remains floating about, in its separate particles, till some cause happening to unite them, it is then turned into ice.

54. The water of the air, in the space assigned, growing heavier, by a larger quantity coming under less surface, and being now froze, it immediately begins to fall downwards into spaces fuller of water; where joining with other aqueous particles, it gradually forms larger mists of snow, or hail: and as there are many different causes, that may make these particles of water, which were dispersed in the upper air, suddenly unite in large quantities, 'tis easy to understand how these collections, coming into the freezing height of the atmosphere, may present form considerable mists of snow, or hail.

55. These mists, collecting together, occasion high small white clouds to appear, from the reflection of the sun in the air; hence falling with great velocity downwards, they seem suddenly to increase in magnitude, and dashing violently against others of the same kind, they make lightning, thunder, storms, showers, and hail, and this the stronger, the higher the places they fall from: and hence, in the summer-time, when the sky has long been clear, the lower air dry, the atmosphere heavy, and consequently the water raised high, the atmosphere then becoming light all on a sudden, the above-mentioned meteors are apt to appear; especially between the tropics.
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tropics, where a small cloud, appearing high in the air, portends a sudden violent storm. And it is highly probable, that as hail is always formed in the high cold parts of the atmosphere, and falling by its weight into a hotter region near the earth, is there melted, and forms violent showers, attending, following, or flopping thunder and lightning: but if they fall so quick, as not to be melted, they make violent storms of hail, capable of producing mischievous effects; and accordingly, we have accounts of hail-stones of a prodigious size (d).

56. Among the principal causes of these sudden changes in the atmosphere, we may chiefly reckon the diminution of its weight; since, when air becomes lighter, water always spontaneously separates from it, so as to manifest itself, tho' it before lay concealed therein. Add to this, that the parts of the air, being frequently driven together from opposite quarters, thus suddenly unite the primary particles of water, which before floated separately. Perhaps also the different aspects of the planets may contribute to this effect; not to mention anything thing the change of heat and winds: all which are capable of producing the above-mentioned phenomena.

57. Numerous causes may conspire to raise up water, and mix it with the air; but a principle one is the sun, which the more perpendicularly its rays strike upon water, the more it raises. Another cause may be subterraneous fire, which is continually in action; for we find by observation, upon going down into deep mines, we soon come to a place where water does not freeze, but the degree of heat remains invariably the same; as the academicians of Paris have observed in the cave of their observatory: but upon going lower into mines, the heat is found to increase in proportion to the depth, so as at length to become suffocating, unless the air be refreshed by a current of water. We also see, in the winter-time, both the earth and water send out a warm vapour, upon breaking the ice, or digging into the frozen ground. Let no one imagine subterraneous fire a fiction, as if it could not there exist without air or fuel; for, this fire may arise, and be preferred, by the bare attrition of condensed air, without any other assistance; for, what heat will not air produce, when rendered 600 times more dense than common air, as it may be at the bottom of the deepest mines? And credible persons have affirmed, that air, compressed in an iron tube, has grown hot in such places. Doubtless, in the deepest parts of the earth, bodies are pressed with a prodigious incumbent weight, so as that a small attrition may produce a great degree of heat. As, therefore, the action of this fire is constant, it must produce a constant exhalation. In the next place; we must consider the great effects of culinary fire, used in all parts of the habitable globe, so as to raise water into the air from all kinds of subjects. Sharp frost raises a considerable part of ice into the air every moment, so as in a short time to carry off its whole bulk, as Mr. Boyle has shewn by flatical experiments; and we frequently observe, that the violent cold of a hard winter wonderfully wears down all sorts of bodies, lesseners, consumes, and disperses them into the air. Whatever physical cause may

(d) See Phil. Trans. Abridg. Vol. II. p. 149.
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To separate the particles of water from each other, as to make them exist single, will render them capable of floating in the air; as they now have a much larger surface in proportion to their solidity. We must also here consider the repelling power, which resists the contact of the surfaces of different bodies, and therefore continually increases as their surfaces increase; whence bodies, minutely divided, are less apt to descend by their own gravity: and hence we see the reason, why all the parts of water about the earth do not always fall at once out of the air. This repelling power seems also to be the cause, why the parts of water form themselves into a spherical figure about the air they contain; and when water, thus formed into drops, rises upwards, it expands as it rises, and in this form may remain at a great height in the atmosphere. But lastly, there is no cause, that carries off a greater quantity of water into the air than the wind, as Dr. Halley has shewn, and as I myself have seen by many surprising experiments; for, upon exposing a cylindrical copper vessel, full of water, in a storm of wind, I found an astonishing quantity evaporated in a very little time; whereas, when the wind was laid, but a very little exhaled in the same degree of heat: and hence violent winds follow upon showers, in order to agitate the water, before fallen, and carry it back into the air, left it should otherwise stagnate and prove hurtful to vegetables. All these causes, therefore, conspiring together, are abundantly sufficient to raise water into the air, and keep it moving therein.

§8. Now supposing this elastic air, saturated with water, to act upon the bodies of men, vegetables, and minerals, we shall find it capable of producing many wonderful changes; its extreme tenuity, which makes it extremely penetrating, and fit to enter the smallest pores, joined to its perpetual mobility, and the determination it has to bodies by its gravity, render it productive of numerous effects, and occasion it to dissolve the salts, the saline and faponaceous matters contained in bodies (f): and as there are many such parts contained in most bodies; and as these are the principal instru-

(f) Mr. Boyle assures us, that he has several times made a sub stance, consisting of a metallic body, of a texture so close, as to tie for many hours undissolved in a corrosive menstruum; yet this substance, that was fixed enough to endure melting by the fire, without losing its colour, would, when exposed to the air, be dissolved in a very short time, and have its superficial parts turned almost black. Boyle's Hist, of Air.

Air, its observed, may have a notable operation on vitriol, even after a strong fire could work no further thereon. The experienced Zweisler informs us, that the colcothar of this mineral, made by a strong distillation, is not corrosive; and that no salt can be obtained from it soon after distillation, by the affusion of water. But, says he, if it be for some time exposed to the air, it will yield a salt, which is sometimes white, and sometimes of a beautiful purple colour, and sometimes also a nitrous kind.

Mr. Boyle has even found the fumes of a sharp liquor to work more suddenly and manifestly on a certain metal, when sustained in the air, than did the menstruum itself, that emitted those fumes, on the parts of the metal it covered. And a chemist, who had been in Hungary and other parts, purposely to visit mines, assured him, that as to the ladders and other wooden works, employed in one or more of the deep Hungarian mines, those that were in the upper part of the grooves, near the external air, would by the fretting exhalations, be rendered unserviceable in a few months; whilst such ladders, pieces of timber, &c. as were employed in the lower parts of the mine, would hold good two or three times as long. Id. ibid.
instruments of their actions, it is easy to perceive, that the particular virtues of bodies are thus excited, so far as these depend upon the peculiar faults and faponaceous matters thereof. This principal change is wrought upon bodies by the water of the air, that it renders fixed faults, and other compound substances, volatile. It has long been found true in chemistry, that all native faults, treated in an open fire, and exposed to the air, run per deliquium, leaving a quantity of earth behind, that did not appear in the fault before; and if the liquor, thus freed from its first earth, be again evaporated to drynefs, and exposed to the air a-fresh, more earth will be thus procured, till at length an incredible quantity thereof may be obtain'd; whilst the other principle, which before adhering to this earth, constituted the fault, is, by the repeated action of the water in the air, so loosened from its earth and separated, as to become volatile and vanish insensibly into the atmosphere. This surprizing change does not only hold true of native faults, but also of the fixed kind made by calcination. So long therefore, as water is lodged in the air, and is agitated by heat, or by winds, it may produce great and unexpected relaxations in bodies, and in a manner exhaust many of them. Its effects in fermentation (g) are also considerable; and in the putrefaction of bodies, no cause has so great a share as a moist and warm air (b), which in a short time resolves bodies into corruption; and hence, physicians

(g) The air, Sir Isaac Newton observes, abounds with acid vapours, fit to promote fermentations; as appears by the ruling of iron and copper in it, the kindling of fire by blowing, and the heating of the heart by means of respiration.

The above-mentioned motions, he adds, are so great and violent, as to show that in fermentations the particles of bodies almost at rest, are put into new motions by a very potent principle, which acts upon them only when they approach one another, and causes them to meet and clash with great violence, and grow hot with the motion, and dash one another into pieces, and vanish into air, vapour, and flame.' Opticks.

(b) At Guayn, the heat, with the moisture of the air, are said to be so favourable to putrefaction, that the finest white sugar shall sometimes be full of maggots; and all their drugs, plasters, &c. quite lose their virtue, and some of them grow verminous. 'Tis added, that in the island of Iago, they are obliged to expose their sweetenings to the heat of the sun, and thereby exhale the moisture, they contracted in the night, which would otherwise have caused them to putrefy. Boyle's Hist. of Air.

Are not the moist particles, which float in the air, the cause of all corruption in bodies; since, according to Acosta, every thing in Peru, (and the same is observed in Egypt,) where it seldom rains, continues long uncorrupted? Or, is this resistibility of putrefaction rather owing to the nitrous salt, where the air of these countries abounds? Boyle's Hist. of Air.

Mr. Boyle gives us some singular instances of the effect of the air, hardly deducible from any of the known properties of this fluid. Dr. Stubbs assured him, 'that the silk brought from Jamaica, will, if there exposed to the air, rot, even whilst they preserve their colour; but if kept therefrom, hold both their strength and dye.' Ibid.

The same author was informed by a learned gentleman, 'that the air at Brazil had a great influence upon the colours of clothes, and even upon black; so that the false safety there worn by the higher ranks, will, in a few days, become of an iron-colour; tho' when kept close in shops, it preserves its proper hue.' He also informed him, that at a place fifty leagues beyond Paragua, white people soon grow tawney, and as soon recover their native colour, by removing out of that quarter. Ibid.

The string of a violin has been observed to increase in the acuteness of its tone, by almost half a note, either a little before, or in rainy weather; and the same observer has likewise found, that putting false strings in his pocket for frets, they have been found true, when he came to use them. Ibid.

If some Egyptian earth be taken up near the river, and carefully preserved from the wet and waste, it will be found, if duly examined, by
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physicians have observed, that the plague itself has been occasioned among animals by a long continued state of a hot and moist air. As, therefore, salts and saporous substances may be thus dissolved by means of the water in the air, and these be raised, conveyed, applied, and introduced into other bodies they meet with; hence it is plain, that the air may communicate the particular qualities of some bodies to others, and produce such effects upon them as could scarce happen from any other cause (i).

59. We have hitherto considered the air as containing elastic parts, fire and water; we next proceed to examine what other substances continually float therein; and these we shall find are extremely numerous: for, as the earth receives all forts of bodies out of the air, so the air, on the other hand, receives all sorts of bodies from the earth; whence there is a continual change, or a kind of distillation, of all things between the two.

60. Thus all the parts of vegetables ascend into the atmosphere; especially, their native spirits, which are every where breathed out from the surface of the earth, and fill the air: thus the adjacent shores send out the odoriferous exhalations of plants to a great distance upon the sea; and thus all the plants in nature exhale their spirits into the air, which returns them to the earth again, along with the waters of the atmosphere (k): There is nothing more difficult to imitate by art than the fragrant spirit peculiar to vegetables; and these spirits, being set free from their tenacious binding sulphur, constantly become volatile, and float about in the atmosphere; whence many wonderful transformations proceed.

61. On the other hand, vegetables, after fermentation, afford a long quantity of vinous spirit, which is not easily changed, but exhales spontaneously into the air; and if we remember that all these spirits, which were at any time produced upon the earth by any fermented vegetable, have exhaled into the balance, neither to increase, nor diminish its weight till the 17th of June; when it will begin to grow heavier, and continue to do so, as the river fills; whence they certainly know the state of the deluge, which doubtless proceeds from the moisture of the air. Proper Alphus, Job. Parrot, &c. p. 69.

The generation of animal substance from vegetable being the effect of putrefaction, as will hereafter be made appear; it seems, that the presence of the air is necessary for any piece of matter to commence animal. Thus the philosopher so oft quoted, observes, that by keeping putrefied bodies in glasses hermetically sealed, and thereby secured from the contact of the external air, he had never been able to produce any insect, or other living creature; tho' he had sometimes kept animal substances, and even blood so included, for many months, and one or two of them for a longer time; and tho' these substances had a manifold change made in their consistency, whilst they remained sealed up. Boyle's Hist. of Air.

Opening an exhausted receiver, wherein a large quantity of vinegar with green, four-grape, had lain included for three years, there appear'd no mouldiness anywhere; only the surface of the uppermost skins were a little discoloured with something, which by its taste, and appearance through a microscope, was suspected to be a kind of tartar. Id. ibid.


(k) 'A very ingenious physician told me, says Mr. Boyle, he learned upon the island Termate, that the Dutch having agreed with the king, to fell almost all the clove-trees that grew there, in order to raise the value of their spice; such a change in the temper of the air happened thereupon, as shoved the exhalations which the blossoms afforded, to be very wholesome; for soon after these fragrant trees were cut down, the whole island became exceedingly sickly; which my relation imputed to the corrosive and noxious fumes of a vulcano there, the ill effects whereof were formerly prevented by the aromatic effluvia of those spicy blossoms.' Boyle Hist. of Air.
into the air; we may suppose that the atmosphere itself is impregnated with spirit of wine. In whatever way, therefore, wine comes to be applied, its spirit must exhale into the air; which may furnish us with one probable reason, why fermentation is more successfully carried on in the open air. So likewise the parts of vegetables thrown off by the fire, which are another kind of spirit, ascend into the air and float therein (f).

62. Again, the native oils of vegetables ascend in time, or become totally volatile by the spontaneous heat of the air; for, there are few woods, wherein the oil is so closely connected with the earth of the subject, as long to withstand the force of the open air: and as for distilled chemical oils, they are much more volatile, and soon escape, so as to form unctuous exhalations in the atmosphere, that are readily inflammable; for, being now finely divided, so as to resemble alcohol, they may, as they float about in the air, be easily set on fire by the refracted or reflected rays of the sun; especially, if before heated by the attrition of the clouds. All vegetable oils, therefore, may be raised into the atmosphere, and fall back again, as well as the vegetable waters and spirits, at their proper times, in a fat moistening dew, so as to fertilize the earth, especially in the warm seasons; for, the rain in summer is more fertilizing than in winter.

63. All kinds of vegetable salts, whether procured by crystallization, fermentation, putrefaction, or calcination, sooner or later become volatile, and fly into the air, after being once released from their fixing earth.

64. Even the earth itself, which makes the fixed element of plants, may be rendered so fine, as to become volatile: thus, foot we find affords by distillation no inconsiderable proportion of earth; yet smoke, which is the matter of foot, floats freely in the air; and strong winds tear up, and carry away the sands of Egypt and Libya, and the ashes of Etna and Vesuvius (m); nay, the seeds of plants, and shoals of little fish (n) have been carried thro' the air: whence, 'tis plain, that all the elementary parts of vegetables may be carried into the air, and mixed with it (o).

65. 'Tis obvious, that the perspirable matter of animals goes into the air, Animals, and as well as their excrementitious parts (p); nay, even the vast bodies of whales, elephants, &c. by lying exposed in a warm air, will in a little time be almost totally exhaled (q). 'Tis here worth considering, that the impregnated

("I) In places where much wood is burnt, numerous particles of volatile salt may easily be dispersed through the adjacent air; for wood-foot, which is only that small part of the smoke, which adheres to the chimney-sides, affords a volatile, saline spirit in great plenty; and not readily, unless by the scent, distinguishtable from that of urine or hartshorn. Boyle Hist. of Air.

(m) Phil. Trans. Vol. II. p. 143 & 144.
(p) Phil. Trans. No. 108. p. 911.
(q) My Lord Sandwich and two gentlemen of his retinue assured Mr. Boyle, 'That the common report, as to there being no necess-
nated eggs of animals may be carried through the air. As Rbedi had shewn, that all insects were produced by the action of male and female; and Lewenboek, that the male seed infects the embryo in the female egg; and Mr. Boyle, that these impregnated eggs do not prove prolific without the assistance of the open air, I tried the following experiment. I first boiled a piece of flesh in alcohol, then dipped it in clear oil of turpentine, and afterwards hung it up in a moist warm air, where I judged no little creatures could come near it; this flesh, in a short time afterwards, I found full of little mites, which eat up the juices remaining in the flesh. The eggs, from whence these little creatures were produced, must needs be convey'd to it through the air, in which the flesh hung. We often see trees blighted, in a warm spring, and swarming with numerous vermicular animalcula, bred almost instantaneously from invisible eggs brought by the winds; and in Negro-land flowers frequently happen, which make the body trelible with cold; the drops of this rain are an inch in diameter, and if they touch the skin, they eat it; but if they fall upon the clothes, they produce live worms and moths (r). There are many instances of the like nature, which may put a chemist upon his guard to examine, whether some uncommon effects upon the subjects of his art are not sometimes owing to the eggs of animals, conveyed by the air; at least, this cause should be regarded before others are assigned. The nature and properties of the air are very necessary to be observed, as well by physicians and philosophers, as chemists.

66. Even fossils themselves are found in the air; thus the most fixed among fossils salts (s), if spontaneously dissolved by the water they attract from the mixture of the liquors themselves would not.

In places abounding with Marcafites, says Mr. Boyle, 'there is a fretting vitriolic salt largely dispersed thro' the air, which has been observed to rot the hangings of rooms, and other furniture; and to lie upon the surface of the ground in a whitish efflorescence, after the sun had heated the moist and blackish mould wherein it lay.' Ibid.

Besides these saline substances of a determinate species, there are possibly at certain times and places, other corpuscles in the air of a saline nature, but not reducible to any particular kind, which we therefore call anonymous. We have observed in old glass windows, belonging to high and ancient buildings some pains corroded, as if they had been worm-eaten; which seems to argue, that sharp and fretting particles had been carried thither by winds, whereeto that glass was exposed; tho' none of the salts before-mentioned have the faculty of corroding common glass. Ibid.

The many saline effluvia that rise with the other subterraneous steams, cannot, all of them, be well supposed of a simple and un-
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the air, and afterwards digested by a long continued putrefactive heat, then committed to a strong distillation, if the fixed remainders be calcined in a strong open fire, and again dissolved in the air, they at length become totally volatile. So again, when these fixed salts are distilled with sand, bole, &c. in a strong heat, large quantities of such salts are annually converted into volatile acid fumes or spirits; by which means the air it felt may in a manner become poisonous, and destructive to the bodies exposed thereto. The bare addition of oil of vitriol to sea-salt, or nitre, instantly converts these fixed salts into fumes, that can scarce be confined: whence the air becomes impregnated with them, to a considerable distance; and there are numerous ways of producing these effects, though the art of thus changing salts was not known before the time of Glauber; nor do we at present know all the ways, which nature may use for converting fixed bodies into volatile: the pernicious fumes rising about mines (t) sufficiently manifest that salts may thus naturally be dispersed in the air, and consequently, that there are secret
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means

1 uncompounded nature. A very intelligent acquaintance of mine, who visited a volcano in America, told me, that before he came near enough to see the fire, or to be very sensible of its heat, the skin of his face was so corroded, and the colour of his hair changed, by the exhalations, as to prevent his nearer approach thereto. *ibid.

2 At Falben in Sweden, noted for one of the best copper mines of that kingdom, the mineral exhalations affect the air so, that their silver coin is frequently discoloured, and sometimes turnd black whereby; tho' close tied up in several purses, and locked up in strong chests. The same efalva manifestly affect brass, and to such a degree, that there is no possibility of keeping their utensils of this kind tolerably clean. *ibid.

A virtuous, who posted a piece of ground, wherein ran several veins of different metals and minerals, told me he had frequently seen pillars, as it were, of fumes ascending thence like smoke; some whereof had no scent, some an ill one, and some again a good one; tho' the latter happen'd but seldom. *ibid.

3 Copper that has been long exposed to the air, contracts a rust by the fainle fpecies of that fluid, gradually fastening themselves in such numbers to the surface of the metal as to corrode it, and produce a substance of the colour of verdigris; which is a factitious body, made of the fame metal, corroded by the sharp corpuscles of vinegar, or of the husks of grapes. *Boyle Hist. Quat.

Thou Morocco be an inland town, situated in a very hot climate, where the fift is usually dry; yet I am informed, that the nocturnal air proves exceeding damp and piercing, so as presently to produce ruft upon such iron instruments as lie naked therein. *H. IIft. of Air.

4 In the most southern parts of the English colonies, the great guns are so subject to rust that after lying a few years in the open air, large cakes of crocus martis may, with a hammer, be easily beat off them; whilst others that lay funk in the salt-water, during the fame time, are by no means so much affected. Hence, as dew is only means of the terrestrial globe, the phenomena that manifest its power to work on solid bodies, may help to shew, how much the air absorbs with salin and subtle parts. *ibid.

(t) What effect the neighbourhood of mines have, appears from Mr. Boyle: A famous chemist, who liv'd in a country abounding with mines of vitriol, afforded him, that he had found the oaks growing over them to be remarkably more solid and heavy, than those trees elsewhere are; upon which Mr. Boyle observes, that the parts of some minerals are capable of infinuating themselves very plentifully into the pores of growing vegetables, without being really subdued by what the philosophers call the concocting faculty of the plant; but instead of being assimilated by the vegetable, retain their own mineral nature; and upon the reefs, or evaporation of the juice that served them for a vehicle, sometimes diffuse themselves to the naked eye. He adds, he has seen a piece of a vine, that grew not far from Paris, which being broken, a multitude of the internal pores of the root, and a part of the trunk also, appeared to be dusled with corpuscles of a marasulcil nature; as was plain by their colour, their shining luster, and their weight. *Caufes of sublefsunetis, &c. of the air.
means used by nature for this purpose, though they are only applied in particular parts of the earth, where a proper matter is found; and then too, they only rise to a small determinate height in the air: whence, according to the ancient adepts, the air is said to be divided into certain strata, each containing a particular kind of exhalation, or vapour. Hence it is plain, that water, heat, digestion, solution, exsiccation, distillation, calcination, ufusion, mixture, union and separation may render fixed solid salts, volatile, and intermix them with the air.

67. The part called sulphur, in fossils, totally flies into the air upon burning, whilst the saline acid part resolves into a suffocating invisible vapour, or gross black fume: even sulphur itself, when reduced to a fine powder by heat, rises into the air; and if mixed with other bodies, it often becomes surprizingly volatile. Chemists have remarked many ways, whereby nature, or art changes sulphurs, so as to make them fly into the atmosphere, and carry other bodies along with them. Unctuous, fetid, suffocating vapours often prove fatal to the miners; these vapours catch fire at the flame of a candle, so as suddenly to burn with great fury and danger; and it is certain, that these fumes consist of arsenic, orpiment, cobalt, or the sulphurs of antimony, bismuth, &c. and we read of sulphureous showers attended with thunder and lightning, that burnt, so as not to be extinguished by water (n), &c.

68. Metals themselves have been so far changed, as to rise into the air in form of a volatile fume; quicksilver in particular flies away invisibly, with a heat of 600 degrees; and if the air, impregnated therewith, comes in contact with the human body, it proves surprizingly penetrating, and presently raises a salivation: nay, this fume of quicksilver carries up with it something from metals; as we see in the distillation of lead and tin with mercury. Iron, copper, tin and lead, being treated in a violent fire, also become volatile of themselves, and dissipate in part into the air. Lead in cupelling carries off a great part of the imperfect metals. So when cobalt, arsenic, or the like sulphurs are intimately mix'd with gold or silver ores, these ores lose a large proportion of their metal, which is render'd volatile in the fire, and which might be faved by a gentle calcination, and the use of fixing powders; whence it appears that large quantities of gold and silver may be diffpered in the air. It may seem strange to talk of volatile gold, but we learn from chemistry, that if mercury-sublimate be ground with the calx of gold, and distilled, by the retort, with regulus of antimony, the body of the gold will rise, and come over perfectly volatile in the form of a purple oil: and nearly, all the metals may be render'd volatile in the fire, by means of a proper mixture of sulphur, calcined vitriol, and sal-ammoniac. No wonder, therefore, that, on a clear day, fumes should suddenly arise near mines capable of extinguishing a lighted torch, as Mr. Boyle mentions; since, the denfetti bodies may be thus raised in the form of fumes into the air; though it be hard to determine what the particular bodies are. But there is frequently another caufe, why the air is impregnated with metallic matters; viz. its abounding with salts and sulphurs; for, as we have above shown, that the air is full of these salts and sulphurs, which are capable of dissolving and carrying
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carrying off metals, 'tis easy to perceive how the air may suspend and carry about metallic particles in it. Thus we see, that lead, copper and iron are by the contact and motion of the air quickly turned into flowers, rust and scales; or ceruse, verdigrase and calx; which, being brought into fine powder, may easily be carried by winds into the air. Gold, silver and tin seem to be less acted upon in this manner, because their saline, volatile, acid solvents are scarce found in the air, remote from the laboratories of chemists; but in America the air is so corrosive, as to consume the tiles off the houfes, and almost all stone and metallic bodies (z); which is generally allowed to be the cause in the air of Bermudas: and to this cause is probably owing the effect constantly observed by miners; viz. that the ores, after being dug up, and exposed to the air, are thereby affected in a singular manner, on account of the metallic particles lodging therein. So likewise we frequently see marcasites, or vitriol-flones, and other exhausted metallic matters, fo changed by the air, in which they lie, as to increafe, ripen, renovate and become rich in metallic matter (y); hence the air seems to be the great father of all things,

(z) An experienced mason told me, that Salisbury cathedral is built of Purbeck stone, which gradually becomes softer, and moulders away in the air; that the fame is observed of Blackstone stone, tho' kept from the wet: but what comes from Painswick, within four miles of Gloucester, tho' soft and pliable at the first, will, by lying in the air, acquire an hard, yellowish, gally crust, like marble; which grows the more durable for being often washed. Boyle, Hist. 2.\textit{2nd.}

(y) Mr. Boyle causing a solid marcasite, hard as stone, to be broken, that the internal and more fining parts might be exposed to the air; he found, that tho' this was done in a room where a good fire was usuall kept, so that the marcasite was not only sheltered from the rain, but kept in a dry air; yet after a while, there appeared on this glittering part, an efflorescence of a vitriolic nature. Afterwards meeting with a ponderous dark-coloured mineral, which at the very first breaking discovered to the eye no appearance of any salt, nor so much as any fining marcasitical particles; he found, that a large number of these hard and heavy bodies being kept exposed to the air, even in a room that preserved them from rain, tho' probably they had lain many ages intire under ground, in the hill where they were found; yet, in a few months, by the operation of the air upon them, they were in a great part crumbled to a powder, exceeding rich in coppeeras. Nay, having laid up some of these stones in a room, where he constantly kept a fire, and in the drawer of a cabinet, which he did not often take out to give them fresh air, most of them were covered with a large efflorescence;

which, by its conspicuous colour, between blue and green, by its taste and fitness to make in a trice an inky mixture with an infusion of galls, sufficiently manifested itself to be vitriol.

That the earth, or ore of alum, robbed of its salt, will in tract of time recover it, by being exposed to the air, we are assured by the experienced Agricola. And Mr. Boyle observes, that some kind of lime in old walls, and moist places, has, in time, gained a large efflorescence, very much of a nitrous nature; as he was convinced by having obtained salt-petre from it, upon barely dissolving it in common water, and evaporating the filtered solution.

It may seem doubtful, whether the salts appearing in the fore-mentioned cases are really produced by the operation of the air working as an agent, or concurring as an ingredient; or whether these saline substances proceed not from some internal thing, analogous to a seminal principle, causing in them a kind of maturation of some parts; which being once ripened, and perhaps assisted by the moisture of the air, disclosed themselves in the saline concretions: as in the feculent or tartarous part of wines, there will, in tract of time, be generated or produced, numerous corpuscles of a saline nature, that give the acid taste we find in tartar, especially in that of rhenish wine.

It may also be suspected, that the salts found in marcasites, nitrous, and aluminous earths, &c. are made by the saline particles of the like nature, that, among multitudes of other kinds, swim in the air, and are attracted by similar particles yet remaining in the terrestrial
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things, as being rich in all kinds of materials, and committing the elements of bodies to the earth, from whence it before received them; thus generating most substances, though rather in the manner of a revolution than new production: and thus, dew has afforded a liquor by distillation, which struck the colours of the rainbow upon galls, so deep as not to be discharged by aque-fortis, oil of tartar, or strong rubbing; and this, though the liquor itself was so subtle, as to burn like spirit of wine (z): this effect is extremely like that of a metallic tincture upon glass (a).

69. Thus much may serve to shew, what notion we should entertain of the air; which is to be held as a chaos of all sorts of bodies mixed together; since, particles of all sorts of bodies float therein, so as to produce all those wonderful terrestrial bodies, which are, as it were, the wombs of such minerals; as a spirit of nitre will with fixed nitre, and some other alkalies, compose falt-petre: or else, that such aerial farts, assisted by the moisture of the air, soften, open, and almost corrode, or dissolve the more terrestrial substances of these wombs, and thereby facilitate and extricate the latent feline particles; and by their union with them, compose those resulting bodies that resemble vitriol, alum, &c.

But tho' these considerations should be thought sufficient to reduce the production of farts from the effect of any hidden properties of the air, we have others which abundantly evince the existence of such properties: as the air's access rendering antimonial medicines not only emetic, but also disposed to produce heart-burnings, faintings, &c. none of which, when kept from the air, they do at all tend to promote; its affording strange prognostics of plagues; as that of the person mentioned by Mr. Boyle, who for three successive plague- feasons had an odd tumour formed in his groin, about three months before the plague began; by which he constantly foretold its approach: with infinite others to be met withal in naturalists, chemists, &c. as Zveller, Boyle, Gardan, Scaliger, Diemerbroeck, &c.

To account for the origin of such properties of the air, Mr. Boyle observes, that as we cannot pronounce so much as negatively whether the liberation of the moon, and the motion of the sun, and perhaps of some of the other planets, about their own centres, and consequently their turning several parts of their bodies to us, may not have an operation upon our atmosphere; so, for ought we know, there may be in those vast internal parts of the earth, whose thin crust has been here and there dug into, considerable masses of matter that have periodical revolutions, ascensions, efluations, fermentations, or in short, some other notable commotions; the effluvia whereof may produce effects yet unobserved on the atmosphere, and on some particular bodies expos'd to it: tho' these periods may, perhaps, be altogether irregular, or have some kind of regularity different from what one would expect. Thus the sea has those grand imumecencies we call spring tides, not every day, nor at any constant day of the month or week, but about the full and new moon; and these spring-tides are most notably heightened, not every month, but twice a year; at or about the vernal and autumnal equinoxes: which observations are not near so ancient, and so well known, as the daily ebbing and flowing of the sea. The Etruscans of the ancients do not now insist on, nor the observations of the elder inhabitants of the Caribbee-Islands, who, when the Europeans first resorted thither, had hurricanes but once in seven years; afterwards they were molested with them once in three years; of late they have been troubled with them almost every year: and a physician who had lived there since, assured us, he had scarce observed them to succeed one another in less compass than of two months. In which instances, and in several others, it may be noted, that in the changes which happen to great quantities of matter, nature seems to affect something of the periodical, but not in a way that appears to us regular. We may add what Varronis relates of those hot springs in Germany, which he calls Thermae pipirinae, that they annually begin to flow at certain feasons; the former about the third of May, and the latter near the middle of September; from which time they rest till the following spring: to say nothing of numerous other periodical springs which flow, some of them so many hours, and some so many days, and then rest as many, alternately. See Boyle Abr. Vol. III. p. 89, 90, &c.

wonderful effects, which depend upon the efficacy of particular bodies: whence numerous phænomena arise in the air, which are no where else to be met with; particularly the meteors. Thus there must be magnetic bodies in the air, which by their attractions, repulsions, &c. every where produce surprising effects. To illustrate this by an example, if you hold an open glass in one hand, full of alkaline spirit, and in the other a glass of the strong spirit of nitre; and first keep them at a distance from each other; nothing observably will appear; but as soon as you approach these glasses to each other, that the fumes, arising them each, may meet together, a little cloud will immediately be formed upon the meeting of the acid and alkali in the air: so, if an amalgam of tin and quicksilver be distilled, in a retort, with spirit of sea-falts, it affords a liquor, which, being kept in a close glass, lies quiet; but if opened, presently rises in a thick fume, tho' the liquor had been made many years; and nature abounds with the like examples: but we do not know what kinds of falts may reside in the air, nor with what properties, they may be endued (b): 'tis hard to assign what spirits, or oils, may float therein; and consequently, what effects may arise from their peculiar natures. We see what a prodigious effect instantly arises, upon mixing the distilled oil of affaffras with Glauber's spirit of nitre; an effect scarce to be shown by any other experiment: and if any of these substances should float in the air, and mix together, wonderful appearances might be produced. But the comets, the meteors, the aspects of the planets, and perhaps of the fixed stars themselves, may occasion such phænomena to happen rarely: for these celestial bodies may act powerfully by means of their attraction and repulsion, their light, heat and cold; and again, with respect to the effluvia, which they generate and send forth (c). And in all these respects, the air may be different in different

(b) Mr Boyle proposes a method of determining, what the particular species of salt is, that predominates in the air of any place, or at any time. This, he thinks, may be done by a sort of magnets, or attractive, i.e. bodies fitted to detain and absorb, or at least likely to be affected by the particular salts, supposed chiefly to abound: For instance, if we suspect the air to be impregnated with nitre, lime, or the like bodies, which imbibe, or retain such a falsness; dyed cloths, or filks of such particular colours, which fade or tarnish with nitrous spirits, may be exposed thereto: Where vitriolic effluvia are supposed predominant, proper preparations of sulphur may be suspended, to try whether they will acquire a blackness: in other preparations, gueffes may be made; by spreading on the clean ground white linen cloth, well freed from soap or lye, and obiering, after it has lain a considerable time, what discoloration it has suffered, and what falsness it has imbibed, either from the ascending teams, or falling dew.

Or, you may find some one body capable of being affected by several aerial falses, in such different manners, as to discover which kind produced there specifie changes. Boyle, Hist. of air.

(c) Besides the alterations in respect of heat and cold, drought and moisture, to which our atmosphere is liable from the heavenly bodies; very great philosophers have suspected that there may be other more immediate and specific ones. Sir N. Newton supposes, that the vapour which makes the tail of comets, coming to be exceedingly rarified and agitated in their approach toward the sun, may be driven and diffused thence through the heavenly spaces, and so come to be attracted by the several planets within those spheres of activity it chances to be thrown. Thus mixing with their atmospheres, says he, it may afford them a fresh supply of water, to defary the continual expences thereof in vegetation, putrefaction, &c. He adds, that he suspects the finest, purest, and belt part of our air, that, in effect, whereby life is sustained, to be principally derived from the comets. Phil. Nat. Princ. Math. 1. 3.

Mr. Boyle suggests, that even the sun, and other celestial bodies, may have influences here below distinct from their heat and light; and that
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ent places; as also, with regard to the soil, or part of the earth, over which the air is found; for, as the earth produces different substances in different places, the vapours and exhalations will thence be different, and consequently impregnate the air differently, as we find by numerous experiments (d); and that the subtil effluvia thereof, may reach as far as our atmosphere, and mix therewith. Every planet, says he, has its own proper light, distinct from that of the others; which is either a bare quality, on which supposition its umbrue and design is only to illuminate; or else all light is attended with some peculiar virtue, or tinture; in which case every light must have its peculiar property, tinture and colour, its own specific virtue and power; in which the planets all differ from each other. Thus, adds he, the sun not only shines on all the planets, but, by his genial warmth, calls forth, excites, and raises the motions, properties, and powers, peculiar to them. Whence, according to the angle they make with that grand luminary, and the degree wherein they are enlightened, either by its direct or oblique rays, in a near or remote situation in respect of the earth; the effects of the powers, virtues, and tinctures proper to each, must be more or less perceived by us. Hift. of Air.

As the other planets, so also our earth, is not only enlightened, warmed, cherished, and made fruitful by the influence of the sun; but hath, moreover, its proper magnetic, planetary force, awakened, fermented, excited, and agitated thereby; which gives back with the reflected light of that luminary. By this means also, the seminal dispositions, odours and fermentations, lodged in particular regions and parts hereof, emit and diffuse through the air either the kindly and graceful, or malignant, congenial, and putrefying qualities. Hence, though the temper, disposition, and general qualities of the air, may be assigned, according to the motions, influences, and aspects of several superior planets; yet the particular healthfulness and unhealthfulness of places; the bad dispositions of the air, whether in the evenings, nights or mornings; in some places more than others; excessive moisture, great winds, droughts, or seaons peculiar to a country; should chiefly be ascribed to those odours, vapours and exhalations, that, by the action of the sun, or other planets, are forced from their particular seats in the planets themselves, into the open air.' Id. Ibid.

(d) In an express treatise on the wholesomeness and unwholesomeness of the air, Mr. Boyle makes appear, that it depends principally on the impregnation the air receives from subterraneous effluvia, a cause generally overlooked by physicians; of which he distinguishes divers kinds; viz. ordinary, which are almost constantly sending up; extraordinary, which rise but at certain times. These, again, if they come at stated seaons, he calls periodic; if uncertainly, fortuitous, or irregular.

In general, too, the wholesomeness of the air in some places may be chiefly due to the subterraneous expirations of subterraneous bodies; yet is the air depraved in far more places than it is improved, by being impregnated with mineral expirations. Indeed, among the minerals known to us, there are many more noxious than wholesome; and the power of the former to do mischief, is more efficacious than that of the latter to do good; as we may guess by the small benefit men receive in point of health, by the effluvia of any mineral, or other known evil, in comparison of the great and sudden damage that is often done by the expirations of orpiment, sandbox, and arsenic.

Among the various sorts of particles where-in the atmosphere is replete, some, he shews, may be so small and soft, or so conveniently shaped, as to enter many of the numerous offices of the minute glands of the skin, or at other pores thereof. Thus, tho' neither paper, nor a bladder, be pervious to the elatic parts of the air; yet may either of them be easily penetrated by other corpuscles of the atmosphere: and that excellent author has prepared a dry body, which being inclosed in either, would, without wetting or discolouring, or any way sensibly altering them, pass in a trice thro' the pores thereof, in such plenty as to exert a manifest operation on bodies placed at some distance therefrom.

This is confirmed from the sudden check almost every summer given to the plague at Grand Cairo: for, since morbid causes operate more effectually than curative ones, it seems more than probable, that expirations ascending from under ground, may produce pestilential fever, and the plague itself; since the corpuscles which impregnate the Egyptian air upon the dwelling of the Nile, put a speedy stop not only to the contagion, but to the malignity of the plague, afflied even by the summer's heat, which there is excessive.

'Tis very probable, that most of the diseases, which even physicians call new, are caused, either principally or secondarily, by subterraneous stenms.

Indeed
and hence it is, that some experiments succeed in certain places, and certain dispositions of the air, but not in others. A great diversity also arises in respect of the foils in different places, as they are inhabited by men, cultivated, fed upon by animals, manured and exercised by various arts; whence almost all kinds of bodies come to rise into the air; and whence numerous particulars may happen in one place, that do not happen in another. Thus, for example, if oil of tartar per deliquium be made in a laboratory, abounding with the fumes of vinegar; this, upon evaporation, will be found to be a regenerated tartar, flowing like wax in the fire, instead of salt of tartar: but if the experiment was to be repeated in another place, not abounding with the fumes of vinegar, a very different substance would be obtained. Many examples might be produced to the like purpose; whence we may understand how much of a certain place may be altered by earthquakes(e), &c. so as to become very different from what it was before. Thus, history informs us, that certain parts of the earth have become uninhabitable on account of noxious vapours rising after an earthquake (f); and hence inundations appeared more probable, that the cause came from under ground, because it began with a very troublesome fog.

(e) Peculiar kinds of venomous exhalations, 'tis probable, may sometimes be emitted; especially after earthquakes; and thus occasion mortal diseases in animals of one kind, and not of another; and in this or that place, and not elsewhere. Fernelius gives us an account of a plague or murrain in 1514, which invaded none but cats. Dionysius Halicarnassensis mentions a plague which attacked none but maidens: and that which raged in the time of Gentili, killed scarce any women, and very few but lusty men. Batters mentions another great plague which afflicted none but the younger sort: and we have instances of the same kind of a later standing. Cardan speaks of a plague at Basel with which the Swissers, and not the Italians, German, or French, were infected: and Job. Utenbochius takes notice of a cruel plague at Copenhagen; which tho' it raged among the Danes, spared the Germans, Dutch, and English, who went with all freedom, and without the least danger to the houses of the infected.

(f) Eighteen years ago, a terrible noise began at the port of Santorini; reaching even to Otris, distant therefrom above two hundred miles; which was supposed to proceed from the Venetians fighting with the Turks: but at length it was found to be caused by a fire underneath the port above mentioned, which there came up from the bottom of the sea, quantities of pumice-stones, with a force and report as great as if they had been severally discharged from a cannon. The air of Santorini was by this means so infected, that abundance of people were killed, and many
tions from rains, &c. produce such changes in the atmosphere, as entirely to change its nature in the parts adjacent, by means of the moist vapours and exhalations, arising from putrefied bodies. Winds also, which convey the air with its contents from one place to another, thus contribute to change the matter of the air; whence again a great diversity must arise from this cause in chemical operations. The influences of the heavenly bodies, according to the different aspects of the sun, and moon; particularly, their accesse, recesses, perpendicularity, obliquity, conjunctions, oppositions, &c. may occasion wonderful changes in the air, by the heat, cold, attraction, repulsion, vapours, and exhalations they produce; to all which we may well add the changes, occasioned by the variations of the feasons of the year (g). And hence chemists have observed different effects from the same degree of heat in the spring, and the autumn; and prefer the vernal rain to the autumnal, as containing very different particles; on account of the earth’s being open in the spring, after it was bound up by the frost of the preceding winter; and more exhausted in the autumn, on account of the preceding summer.

Before we leave the consideration of the different properties, and different substances in the air, we should shew a particular regard to that whereby the life of animals and vegetables is supported; and tho’ this cannot be understood from any other property of the air, yet it may be discovered by diligent search. Who will undertake to shew, that this latent virtue is attracted by animals and vegetables from the air, and consumed by them, and that death necessarily follows upon its consumption? Mr. Boyle indeed has shewn, that a small bird, but into a large receiver full of common cool air, and clofely stopped up, grows sick in a quarter of an hour, and vomits, and in three quarters dies: fishes in a clofe vessel of water, unrefreshed by the air, die soon; so they do likewise in lakes, that are froze over; so they do also in water, from whence the air is extracted: flames and burning coals are soon extinguished in a clofe air; the eggs of insects, shut up in glass bottles, do not produce young ones, tho’ kept warm; the seeds of plants, tho’ first properly steeped, then fown in rich earth, and kept in a proper degree of warmth,

* left their flight thereby; though they recovered it in a few days afterwards. This infection spread itself as far as the preceding noise had reached; for even at Chios and Smyrna, all the coin was changed red, both that in the pocket and that locked up in shops; and the same happened to the silver chalices in the churches. The infection, however, vanished in a few days time, and the silver recovered its native colour. *Voyage de Levant.*

In the year 1660, in the kingdom of Naples, after an eruption of Vesuvius, strange crofles appeared on linen that had lain open to the air. They were extremely numerous in several parts of the kingdom of Naples; and the Jesuit, who fent the relation to Kircher, says, that he himself found thirty in one altar-cloth; fifteen upon the shift sleeve of a woman; and eight in a boy’s band. Their colour and magnitude were also very unequal, and their figure different; they would not wash out with simple water, but required soap. These were found, not only upon linen garments exposed to the air, but upon some of those that were kept in locked chests.

(g) *Stains caused by vegetable juices, are observed to be best taken out of linen at that time, when the several plants that afford them are in their prime. This one lady has experienced in new linen stained by the juice of quinces; and another in some differently coloured by the juice of hops, which she thinks makes the worst of stains; but having tried in vain to fetch this out, she locked up the linen in a chest, till the season of hops came on, and then the spots vanished of themselves.* *Boyle, Hist. of Air.*
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warmth, yet do not grow, or give any signs of life, if the air be kept from them. On the other hand, when blood is taken from a vein, the surface contiguous to the air, appears red, but where the air does not touch it, black, like the liquor of the scuttle-fish; but as soon as the black surface comes in contact with the air, this also grows red: now all these particulars manifest, that there is a hidden virtue in the air, which cannot be understood by any of the properties, hitherto explained. Sendivogius has plainly said, that the food of life lies concealed in the air; other chemists have affented the same; but what this food is, how it acts, and what are its effects, lie still concealed; possibly it may be its elastic part. We know that the air is full of water; i.e. a ponderous, solid, incompressible body; this water abounds so copiously in the air, as sensibly to wet salt of tartar, when a small quantity is contained in a clofe glafs: but besides water, almost all bodies are contained in the air, which at least must weigh as much as the water; and as these corpuscles are supposed liquid, they are scarce compressible; and if all the corpuscles, that we know have weight, were to be exactly separated from a portion of air, a very small proportion would remain behind for its elastic part: and if I was to form a conjecture from all the experiments I have made, I should go near to say, it was none at all. For, if we suppose, that in a cubic foot of air, only the 850th part of the whole space is possessed by unelastic vapours and exhalations, together with the dusty corpuscles floating therein;

(6) We are extremely apt to be too precipitate in our conclusions: after having learnt a few of the properties of a body, we think we have got all, and impose it on our selves to account for all the phenomena and effects thereof, how various ever, from what we do know. Hence innumerable crude, contrived solutions. No body appears to have been more on his guard, in this respect, than Mr. Boyle: he saw abundance of effects from air, which did not appear to have any dependance on the known mechanical properties thereof; and on this view composed that excellent piece of Sutpicion: about some hidden qualities of the Air. The difficulty, says he, we find in keeping flame and fire alive, tho' but for a little time, without air, renders it suspicious, that there may be dispersed thro' the atmosphere, some odd substance, either of a solar, atraf, or subterraneous nature; on account whereof, the air is so necessary to the subsistence of flame. And this necessity I have found to be more considerable, and less dependent upon the manifold attributes of the air, than is usually observed; for by trials purposely made, it has appeared that a small flame of a lamp, tho' fed perhaps with a subtile thin oil, would, in a large receiver, expire for want of air, in a far less time than one would believe. And it will not much lessen the difficulty to allege, that either the gros fuliginous smoke in a large vessel, filled the flame; or that the preface of the air is requisite to impel up the aliment into the wicks: but for obviate these objections, it may be observed, that the experiment holds of spirit of wine, which, in the open air, will burn quite away, without any sensible smoke; and this without any wick at all.

Again,—It seems surprising what should be in the air, which enabling it to keep flame alive, does yet, by being consumed or removed, so suddenly render the air unfit to preserve flame. It should seem, by the sudden wafting or spoiling of this fine substance, whatever it be, that the bulk of it is but very small, in proportion to the air it impregnates with its virtue; for after the extinction of the flame, the air in the receiver was not visibly altered, and, for aught we could perceive by several ways of judging, the air retained either all, or the greatest part of its elasticity, which I take to be its most genuine and distinguishing property. This undestroyed springiness of the air, with the necessity of fresh air to the life of hot animals, suggests a great suspicion of some vital substance, if I may so call it, diffused thro' the air, whether it be a volatile nitre, or rather some anonymous substance, sidereal or subterraneous; tho' not improbably of kin to that, which seems so necessary to the maintenance of other flame.
therein; then, the remaining unelastic air would have no weight at all; and hence it would happen, that air could never be compressed into a less space than an 850th part, tho' Sir Isaac Newton's law were to hold true in this elastic part; viz. that the elements of bodies resist one another the stronger, the more they are compressed: for hence also it would appear, that this elastic part could not be farther compressed, after the other parts were reduced to the 850th part of their former space; as now the whole space would be possessed by water, and other incompressible bodies: which exactly agrees with the experiments of Dr. Halley, and the Florentine academicians; who affirm, that air cannot be compressed into less than an 800th part of its bulk (1); tho' we must not hence infer, that the pure elastic part of the air, if it could be had separate, is not compressible to a much greater degree. Hence, I have often been led to consider, whether God did not originally create fire and pure elastic air, without gravity, and without any direction to a certain point, but equally distributed them thro' the whole universe, and all its systems; so as that fire should always act upon air, to keep it moving, even in the utmost degree of cold: for, if at the top of the atmosphere, the degree of heat be less, the air will there be less compressed in the same proportion, as having less weight upon it, and consequently be always so rare, as to be kept in a tremulous motion by less fire. But here it may be asked, if the air, with regard to its elasticity, be without gravity, why is it not rarer near the earth's surface? I answer, that the composing particles of the air cannot easily extricate themselves, as being here so intangled and mixed together; and therefore must here below be compressed by others above. Before I conclude this history of the air, I shall add a few experiments after M. Mariotte, who has nobly prosecuted the subject, by way of confirmation to this doctrine of the elasticity of the air.

**EXPERIMENT I.**

71. Take a clean polished plate of silver, and put it into a glass of fair water; bubbles of air will presently appear, and stick to the surface of the plate, thence rise thro' the water and burst at the top: and as this is constantly the case, it shews, that common air first adheres, in invisible particles, to the surface of solid metals, so as to descend with them thro' the water; whilst it adheres to these metals, after the manner of a tenaceous substance, without quitting its hold, till forced away by the weight of the water: when, therefore, this plate of silver is moved thro' the air, doubtles, the contiguous air sticks to its surface, till struck from thence, either by heat or rapid motion, when quitting its hold, it is succeeded by fresh air. This property of elastic air should be duly regarded in chemistry; for, as air only adheres to the surfaces of bodies, without entering their substance, 'tis plain, that bodies minutely divided in the air, and thence consequently greatly increased in their surface, must, upon distillation, give out more air into the receiver, than when they are distilled entire. Hence, therefore, the air, produced in
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dissolving fine grains of silver, with spirit of nitre, does not proceed from the spirit alone, nor the metal alone, but partly also from the air adhering to the surfaces. But if a solid polished plate of gold, or silver, be so attractive of air, other bodies, doubtless, may be much more attractive thereof. All bodies therefore, when put into water, carry down air along with them; and the more so, as they are rough and unequal, or have larger surfaces; and especially, if at the same time they are light, porous, spongy, and come to be dissolved into their finest particles by the water. And this is the first way of demonstrating, that elastic air adheres to solid bodies.

Experiment II.

72. Take a large, clean, cylindrical glass; almost fill it with clear water; put it under the receiver of an air-pump, and exhaust the air; at first, no change will be perceived in the water, but after a considerable quantity of the air is extracted, numerous air-bubbles will arise, and fly very quick, and large, up to the surface of the water: these bubbles, so far as we can observe, proceed from the inner surface of the sides and bottom of the glass; so that a hafty person would infer from this single experiment, that all the air, thus extricated from the water, lay concealed between the concave surface of the glass, and the convex surface of the water: but the contrary will hereafter be shewn by other experiments. In the mean time, we may fairly conclude, that the air here adheres to the surface of the glass and the water, with the same tenacity as in the preceding experiment.

Experiment III.

73. Air itself also superficially adheres to other air with a remarkable tenacity, tho' its particles may seem to fly from one another. Take a large round glass, with a long cylindrical stem, whose diameter is about four geometrical lines; fill it with water, invert it, and not a drop of water will fall out, nor a bubble of air get in; which shews that the small particles of air do not easily recede from each other, but adhere with a certain tenacity: for, if the light, elastic particles of the air were as easily separated from each other, as the parts of alcohol, the elastic particles of the air would here pass thro' the water, and rise to the top of it; whilst the water would in the same proportion flow out of the glass, as we have formerly shewn. That the cause is owing to the tenacity of the parts of air, we prove by the following experiments. Fill the same glass with a strong lixivium of salt of tartar, and invert it into another glass of distilled oil of turpentine; thus you will see the tenaceous parts of the distilled oil ascend much quicker thro' the ponderous lixivium, than water or alcohol. It may indeed be objected, that this does not proceed from the tenacity of the oil, but from its property of refilling water; and that air may have the same property: but we are to consider, that air also ascends slowly, whether the glass be filled with water, alcohol, brine, any lixivium, or even quicksilver itself. Whence, I conjecture, that the tenacity of the elastic part of the air is here
here greater than in other fluids; and consequently, that being once united, they are more difficultly separable, or divisible into their lighter particles; whence they mix more difficultly with liquors than any other known fluids. Indeed all the philosophers, whom I have hitherto consulted, are of a different opinion, and suppose, that air immediately enters all the liquors it touches; but a careful observation has made me judge differently: for let this same glass be two thirds filled with liquor, and the remaining third contain nothing but air, and the top be exactly closed with a glass stopper; if you shake the vessel ever so long, the air will never be perfectly mixed with the liquor, but only large bubbles be produced in the water, where the particles of air mutually lay hold of one another, and roll about together; whilst the agitated parts of the water form a little sphere on the upper part, which confines the air: and from a number of such bubbles there arises a white froth, consisting of air and water, and returning back into each respectively: these bubbles are about 3 lines in diameter. To confirm this paradox, I shall add the following experiment: Take a glass phial, full of common air, with its mouth not 4 lines in diameter; plunge it perpendicularly under water, with its open mouth upwards; the water will now press upon the surface of the air in the glass, and not enter, but be sustained by the air: whence, we see that water, tho' 850 times heavier than air, cannot thus divide the parts of air, so as to insinuate between them. But it is here remarkable, that if the glass full of water, has a mouth 5 inches in diameter, and be inverted with its mouth downwards, a large bubble of air enters the neck, and passest entirely, upwards thro' the water: at the same time we may observe, that the surface of these bubbles, which thus ascend, are both ways convex, whilst the concave surface of the water, thro' which they pass, accommodates itself to the air. This appears more plain, whilst the stem of the phial is held parallel to the horizon under the water. The fame holds also of slender glass tubes, full of air and open at both ends; for, if these are placed perpendicularly in water, the water ascends so as to form a concave surface in the upper part; whilst the air in its lower surface is convex. All which seems to shew, that the elastic part of the air has a considerable, determinate degree of tenacity; tho' some are pleased to explain these phenomena by the attraction which is found between water and glass.

**EXPERIMENT IV.**

*Elatic air in water.* 74. Take three conical glasses, A, B, C, with flat bottoms, and narrowing upwards, but open at top: In the first put cold water of the temperature of the air, suppose 44 degrees; in the next, warm water, 91 degrees; and in the third, hot water, of 150 degrees: put these glasses under the receiver of an air-pump, and exhaust the air. As soon, as a little air is drawn out, numerous bubbles will be generated in the hot water of the glass C, and appear about the bottom and sides of the glass; whence they rise, grow large, and burst at the surface, as if the water were in a boiling state, tho' it be 70 degrees below that state; but in the glass B, where the heat was only 91 degrees,
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degrees, no such motion of the particles will yet appear; but after more air is extracted, the water in this glass will also begin to generate great bubbles; the water in the glass C, still remaining quiet: and after a great deal more air is extracted, the water in the glass C, will also begin to bubble, and continue to do this a long while, if the receiver be well emptied. Whence we see, that pure elastic air may lie concealed in water, without manifesting any sign of itself in the cold, and under the pressure of the atmosphere; and tho' water thus conceals compressible air within it, yet can it by no means be itself compressed, as we learn by the experiments of the academy del Cimento. Whence it appears, that air, lodged in water, must be seated in the vacuities betwixt the component particles of the water: and it could not possess these spaces without being able to interpose itself between the particles of water, where they are in mutual contact; otherwise the water, containing this air, must be compressible. In these pores, therefore, between the last particles of the water, these of the air may rest: and hence it is probable, that the air, thus situated, and remaining there insensibly in the cold, requires, that the water be compressed by the weight of the atmosphere, to keep it therein; and that when the parts of the water are less compressed, than these concealed particles of air rise up thro' the incompressible water, quit the pores where they lay concealed, and leave them empty of air. We also know, that heat disposes the intercepted air to quit the water, so that the hotter water grows, the more easily air flips from it; whence the largest part of it escapes upon long boiling. Lastly, we learn by experiments, that wine, beer, and brandy, part with their air-bubbles the quicker in the air-pump, the more inflammable spirit they contained. All which is more fully illustrated by the following experiment.

75. Take a cylindrical glass vessel AB, with a flat bottom, and half fill it. Plate 8, fig. 21. with fair water; have ready also a spherical glass phial CD, with a long stem D; fill this with water, and fix the finger upon the mouth D, so as to touch the water in the neck; then plunge the neck under water in the glass AB, so that no air, nor any thing but water, may remain in the phial D. Set both vessels, in this posture, under the receiver of an air-pump; and when the air is nearly exhausted, the water in the cavity of the phial C, will fall by its own weight, down the neck D, into the glass AB; the surface of the water in the glass AB, being no longer pressed by the weight of the atmosphere: and thus, a Torricellian vacuum will be made in the cavity C, above the descending water; whence the water there will not be pressed upon. And hence, the air making numerous bubbles in the water contained in this cavity, and all rising thro' the water in the neck, and in the phial, to the vacuum above, and burfting there, all the air will thus collect from the water contained in the vessel CD. Let the whole apparatus remain in this situation, till no more bubbles are formed, or rise to the upper part of the phial; then suffer the air to enter into the receiver; which, immediately pressing the surface of the water in the glass AB, will force the water thro' the mouth D, into the cavity C: but when all the external air is admitted into the receiver, the water now will not fill the cavity as before; but an air-bubble, consisting of elastic air, remain in the upper part, being what was discharged from that water in the preceding
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4.24 ing operation, in the form of bubbles; which did not rise, till a large part of the air was drawn out of the receiver. But these bubbles never rise from water, till so much air is extracted, as, we find by the gage, exceeds a tenth part of the weight of the atmosphere; and as the greatest variation of the atmosphere with us, never exceeds a tenth, there is no danger, that water should, on this account, naturally part with its air: nay, even water heated to 90 degrees, and freed from a tenth of the weight of the atmosphere by the pump, does not discharge its air in bubbles: whence the air contained in the juices of the body, is never separated from them, even in the lightest state of the atmosphere in our climate. It may here be asked, how it can be proved, that the large air-bubble produced at the top of the phial, is true elastic air? The proof consists in this, that it expands, and contracts, in proportion to the compressing weight, or heat and cold applied; which are the true characteristics of air.

Air in water. 76. It may also be questioned, whether the air, thus produced, is really separated from the water; or does not rather proceed from the space between that and the glafs: but the following arguments will shew it to proceed from the water. And first, we must obverse, that a very different quantity of air is thus produced from equal quantities of different fluids; thus quicksilver, water, wine, brandy, beer, alcohol, ropy wine, fermenting wine, half-fermented beer, and must, or stum, afford such different quantities of air in vacuo, as make it plain, that this air does not proceed from the surface of the containing glafs, but from the innermost pores of the liquor. Add, that some fluids afford little or no air under this treatment: thus oil of tartar per deliquium, tho' made in the air, scarce affords any by this experiment; no more does the volatile spirit of sal-ammoniac, if made extremely strong. Again, we shall hereafter shew, that all the air, thus generated, will be reforbed into the water from whence it was discharged; and that the water afterwards can by no art be made to take in more air: which plainly shews, that much the greatest part of the air in question proceeds from the water.

And other fluids. 77. It remains only to obverse, that this air has been obtained, by the same experiment, from water, vinegar, distilled vinegar, urine, spirit of urine, oil, water and oil together, expressed oil, milk, blood, serum, eggs, the white of egg, and from quicksilver: but if the same experiment be made upon water, that has constantly been kept boiling for an hour, it scarce affords any air at all.

EXPERIMENT V.

78. Water being well purged from all the elastic air it contains, then cool’d to the temperature of the atmosphere, and exposed to the common air, elastic air will then spontaneously and quickly enter, and seate itself in the pores thereof: and this it will constantly do to a certain degree. This remarkable property between water and the elastic air, may be thus exhibited to the eye. Let the apparatus be the same as in the second part of the last experiment, where
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whence the elastic air was collected at the top of the phial; then if that bubble of air be compressed in the condenser, yet the air will not thereby be mixed with the water; but, on the other hand, if the whole apparatus be exposed to the external air, the bubble will begin to diminish; and, at length, will totally vanish, and the whole cavity appear filled with water alone: and this constantly happens, so as that, at first, a large part of the collected air soon enters into the water; whereas, the last particles enter very slowly. Hence, therefore, water will always perfectly re-absorb the air that was artificially discharged from it.

79. It is remarkable, that if this experiment be made with water, already saturated with its natural dose of air, it can receive no more; for if, in the same apparatus, the air was not to be extracted, but the air-bubble to remain at the top of the water, and the vessels were to remain thus for a year, this air-bubble would not enter into the water, but still remain on the top; and this, tho' the glasses were to be shook: indeed, the air-bubble would be thus divided into less bubbles; but, with my utmost endeavour, I could never mix them, so as to render them invisible in the water; yet I have tried to do it by compressing, heating, cooling, shaking, and by rest: nor could I find it possible to mix more air with the water, than what it naturally contains.

80. In prosecuting these experiments, I could not help remarking, how small a part of the surface of the water was touched by the air-bubble at the top of the glass; and how from such a small surface it infinuated itself thro' the whole large body of water, from whence it was before collected: and as it was thus again equally distributed thro' all the pores of the water, there must of course be some attractive power in all the points of the water, with respect to the air, which thus enters it spontaneously, and without shaking: and so much for the first method of separating elastic air from water, by removing the incumbent weight.

EXPERIMENT VI.

81. It is a curious experiment to separate water by fire, and to collect and manifest it; which may be thus done. Take a large, wide vessel, A B, capable of bearing the fire, and having a flat bottom; fill it with common water; into this put a funnel, whose widest part may nearly spread over the whole bottom of the vessel; and let its narrow part CD be plunged under the water; then take a glass phial E F, whose stem E is large enough to receive the end of the funnel CD; fill this phial to the top with water, and closing the orifice with the finger, invert it into the water of the vessel A B, without letting any air come into the phial, and thus invert the neck upon the end of the shank of the funnel; then place the vessel A B, with this apparatus, over the fire, that they may all grow gradually warm together; and at length the water in the vessel A B be brought to boil briskly: by which means, the water under the funnel will determine the air of the boiling water, now rising in bubbles, to pass thro' the funnel into the neck of the phial, and thence into
the belly thereof, where it will be collected together at the top $F$; when, after a time, a certain quantity of true elastic air will be found separated from the water; nor can more than a certain quantity be thus collected, tho' the boiling were ever so long continued. It is here remarkable, that after the water has discharged all its air in bubbles, at the top of $F$, yet in the farther boiling, other large bubbles suddenly arise with great impetuouoly, so as to shake the glases, when they discharge, and yet produce no air upon breaking. These bubbles, therefore, do not arise from air, but from fire acting within the water, and therefore these always continue how long forever the water be kept boiling; whereas the air-bubbles soon cease to rise. These two sorts of bubbles differ in their size and manner of breaking; the fire-bubbles being large, and breaking with a crack; but the air-bubbles small, and bursting gently. If, in this state, whilst the air remains collected at $F$, the whole apparatus be left in the cold, the air will return back into its water. I once boiled rain-water, in the strongest manner, for two hours, then placed it under the receiver, with the apparatus of the preceding fourth experiment; when extracting the air as carefully as possible, no air was at first found at the top of the phial $C$; but after having kept this water in vacuo for some days, a considerable quantity of air was produced: whence, I have some doubt, whether water be transmutable into air, upon being detained so long in vacuo; or, whether air may so closely adhere to water as not to be discharged by boiling, tho' it may be thence slowly separated by time, in vacuo.

**Experiment VII.**

82. Put rain-water into a conical glas that widens upwards; expose it to a hard frost, and the parts of the water will be contracted by the cold, tho' no force of weights was before able to compress it; but whilst the frozen parts are brought closer together, and of course the spaces between them diminished, the particles of air, lodged therein, are squeezed from their places, and united together; whereupon they seem to acquire an elasticity, which they did not appear to have when single. Thus, therefore, these air-bubbles begin to manifest themselves, grow large and more numerous; and, at length, being very great, they rise upwards; when being resisted by the ice, they move thro' it by their elasticity, swell the ice every way, and burst the containing vessel; and the harder or longer it freezes, the larger, more numerous, and more forcible these elastic air-bubbles become: whence ice appears to enlarge its dimensions by cold, tho' in reality it lessens them; only, the air-bubbles, thus produced, possessing large spaces in the ice, thus increase the bulk of the whole; whence if the frost be sharp and long continued, all the air, that was dispersed thro' the water, is separated from the pores of the ice, and collected into bubbles: which shews us another way of separating air from water.
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EXPERIMENT VIII.

83. As oil of tartar per deliquium is made by salt of tartar attracting the water diffused in the air, and easily turns to froth; this ponderous liquor has been supposed to be full of elastic air: but I have found, by all kinds of experiments, that it manifests no signs of air in the exausted receiver, by boiling over the fire, or by freezing; whence we conclude, that fixed alcaline salt, upon its infinuating into water, discharges the particles of air, possest their places, and thus constitutes the heaviest fluid, next to quicksilver; unless we should rather say, that it fixes the air without expelling it.

EXPERIMENT IX.

84. I directly put the warm, morning urine of a healthy person under the receiver of the air-pump, and immediately extracted the air, as much as possible, without perceiving any signs of air-bubbles for a long while, tho' the urine was ninety degrees hot, and the air pumped out to twenty-six inches; but working the gage to twenty-seven inches, bubbles began to appear; and proceeding still farther, this urine on a sudden began to boil in the vacuum, more violently than it does over a strong fire. It is hard to say from whence this sudden and violent motion of the urine should proceed; whether it be from the air, or from the fire, contained therein, or from both. I made many similar experiments upon different animal fluids, and all brines of sea-salt, nitre, sal-ammoniac, the volatile salt of sal-ammoniac and quicksilver, which might be worth repeating, but are tedious to relate.

COROLLARY I.

85. It follows from our experiments, that tho' the particles of elastic air adhere together with some degree of tenacity, yet it can resolve itself into its minutest particles, and spontaneously infinuate into the pores of liquids, exausted of their air; and this equally tho' their whole masses: consequently, the air is attracted into these liquors, and into these pores.

COROLLARY II.

86. The air, thus attracted into the pores of liquors, is in the action dissolved into its minutest particles; as being distributed thro' their whole masses.

COROLLARY III.

87. But the quantity of air, thus absorbed by liquors, and diffused thro' them, is very small, and takes up very little space therein.
COROLLARY IV.

89. These liquors, of what sort soever, when once saturated with this small quantity of air absorbed, can by no means be made to receive any more; and if attempted by motion, compression, &c. they reject, and repel it in the form of froth, or bubbles.

COROLLARY V.

90. Liquors, and especially of the aqueous kind, when once saturated with any sort of salt, will not afterwards absorb air.

COROLLARY VI.

91. A single particle of air, thus lodged in a pore between the particles of a liquor, does not seem to be air, as we commonly know it by its physical marks, as not appearing to be elastic in this state; at least there is no experiment to prove it. Again, such a single particle is not easily dilatable by heat; a considerable degree whereof is required to remove it from its place: hence, therefore, as a single magnet has no magnetical effects, unless another be near it, and cannot in this respect be called a magnet; so a particle of air, existing by itself, cannot in this respect be called air: they also agree in this, that they both act only within their respective spheres of attraction.

COROLLARY VII.

92. But when, by any cause, two such single particles of air are dislodged from their pores in water, and come so close as to touch, they seem mutually to repel each other, and thus form a small bubble.

COROLLARY VIII.

And as this smallest of bubbles, consisting only of two particles, possesses all the above-mentioned properties of elastic air; whilst this bubble rises from the bottom to the top of the liquor, it passes thro' the pores thereof, where meeting with similar single particles of air, it increases into a larger bubble, and is the less pressed the higher it ascends.

COROLLARY IX.

93. Hence also, salts appear to attract this elastic air, less than liquors, especially of the aqueous kind.

COROLLARY X.

94. Hence, in all the known liquors, there seems to be only one determined proportion of air contained; and this always a very small one, tho' very different in different fluids.
COROLLARY XI.

95. Hence it may be questioned whether the air, which produces the effect of fermentation in vegetable liquors, be only that which lodges separately in their smallest pores; or, whether this be not rather afofted by that truly elastic air contained in the air-vessels of vegetables; or again, by the external air, usually intermixed with fermenting subjects.

COROLLARY XII.

96. The elastic air contained in the juices of animals, and here divided into its minutest particles, does not seem to be the cause of putrefaction; as animal subjects scarce putrefy without the admission of the external air, and in the open air putrefy quickly.

EXPERIMENT X.

97. The elastic, elementary air, which, when divided into its minutest particles, is thus dispersed thro' the body of water, is there so small in bulk, as to escape the fenfes; but when separated from the water and collected together, it takes up more space than all the water from whence it was discharged: this appears to the eye by the following experiment. Let there be a paralleloipedic vessel A B, of copper, with a little cavity C, made in its bottom, capable of holding a drop or two of water; let there be also a small conical glafs D, open at the bottom, fill the vessel A B, with pure expressed oil, so that the erect conical glafs D, placed at the bottom of the vessel A B, may be covered therewith; then lay this conical glafs, horizontally on its fide, as in F; so as that no air may remain in it, but its whole cavity be perfectly filled with oil; now place the whole apparatus over the fire, that the oil in the vessel and in the conical glafs may boil, till the oil ceases to crackle; whereby all the air and water, if there was any, will be discharged from the oil. After this, let all cool: then by means of a small glafs-pipe, let a single drop of water be introduced, thro' the oil, into the little cavity C, which water will remain there, under the oil, by its own weight; then let the little glafs D, remaining continually under the oil, to prevent any air from entering, be placed erect over the little cavity C, so as to cover the drop of water centrally; in which cafe, the little glafs will be full of oil, without the leaft admixture of air or water. Now place the vessel with its whole apparatus over a furnace, so as that the flame of a lighted candle may commodiously be applied under the cavity, where the drop of water is lodged; and this so slowly and carefully, as that the drop of water may grow hot by degrees: this drop of water, now coming to boil, will caufe a considerable noise under the oil, and the little glafs; and discharging its air towards the top of the little glafs, 'will there poife a considerable space so long as the heat continues, and proportionably force out the oil from the conical glafs. The motion will here sometimes be fo strong, whilst the drop
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drop of water is boiling, as to rise up the glafs. When by this means, all the air is discharged from the drop of water, let all cool; then the air in the little glafs, being cooled, will be pressed into a bubble at the top, and appear greater than the drop of water from whence it was discharged. Lastly, let the whole apparatus be placed upon the air-pump, and the air be extracted; when the air-bubble at the top of the little glafs will expand itself, and proportionably repel the oil, and manifest its elasticit, upon taking off the pressure of the atmosphere; as it did before, upon increaing the heat: but when the external air is admitted into the receiver, the bubble returns to its former size; whence, there is no doubt to be made, that the air here generated is true elastic air.

98. Hence, we learn, that the air which is dispersed in water, is not there such a fluid body as it makes when being separared from the water then collected, and its elastic parts united into one bubble; and that air, concealed in liquors, has not the same physical properties, as when united out of liquors; and consequently, cannot produce the same effects in both cases: it is, therefore, unsatisfactory reasoning, that because air may be produced from liquors, therefore it must act as air in those liquors: and in this respect most authors have been mistaken, even the acuteft; for instance, Borelli, in his treatise De motu animalium; where he mentions the vital oscillation of elastic air in the blood: which may caution us not to reason, so as to be contracted by experiments.

99. We farther learn from our experiment, that the elastic particles of air, whilst they exist separate, possess less space than when they are united; whence, the power of expanding themselves arises from their coming together; and therefore, possibly they may repel each other, when they are clofeft: this was Sir Isaac Newton’s opinion; and the progress daily made in experimental philosophy, renders it more and more probable.

100. We learn from the preceding doctrine of the nature of air, that, when resolved into its primary fingle particles, it may pas thro’ very small pores; for, water containing its own proportion of such divided air, they both naturally pas together; as we fee by experiments, made upon animal, vegetable and mineral substances; since the water, obtained from them, always affords elastic air; whence, such air cannot be excluded from those places, where the liquors that carry it can enter; and therefore, in this respect, elastic air must have a large fpread.

101. But air in its entire body will not pas thro’ those pores which it easily enters when mixed with liquors; nor can the leaft air-bubble pas where liquor and air together may gain entrance; even the primary particles of air can scarce any way pas thro’ liquors already satured with air; tho’ they do it eafily where the liquors have been deprived of air: whence, perhaps, we may safely conclude, that in general, the air mixed with liquors, does not act in them by any power usually attributed to common air: but when, by the caufes-above-enumerated, it begins to be separated from the liquors wherein it was contained, it then puts on the nature of true air, and all its properties. Air, therefore, is naturally present in chyle, milk, blood, ferum, saliva, bile, the pancreatic juice, urine, &c. but so dispersed, as not
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to act as air: and since we have seen, by the above experiments, that air concealed in liquors cannot be discharged from them by a heat of ninety-two degrees, which is the highest that healthy blood will bear; hence, it follows, that the air intermixed with the animal fluids, cannot naturally separate in a healthy body, or collect into air-bubbles, or have the effects of true air: but if this at any time happens, it must prove instantly fatal, as is known from the history of anatomical injections; where the experiment has been frequently repeated, and always with the same event. Thus, Ruyfch found air had inflated the heart of a man he dissected; and Hippocrates mentions wind in the blood-veissels as mortal (k).

102. We now proceed to a few other experiments, whereby elastic air is extracted from bodies wherein it before lay concealed; and for this purpose I had an air-pump so contrived, that I could easily mix bodies in vacuo; which vacuum was so perfect, that the mercury in the gage stood at 28 inches and 1/2. In a vessel, placed under this receiver, I put a dram and half of whole crabs-eyes; and pouring an ounce and half of warm distilled vinegar upon them in vacuo, a violent ebullition presently arose in the glass, occasioning the mercury in the gage to descend twelve inches in half an hour’s time: the receiver, here employed, contained seven pints of water; and the natural heat at this time was fifty-two degrees by the thermometer; whence the density of the air produced in the receiver, was to that of the atmosphere, nearly as 24 to 57.

103. 'Tis remarkable, in this experiment, (1.) that the ebullition is much stronger in vacuo than in the open air; which, therefore, is not here necessary to pres in the vinegar into the crabs-eyes. (2.) That so much elastic air is here generated, as to possess the space of eighty cubic inches, and by its elasticity resist the pressure of the whole atmosphere. (3.) That this quantity of air may lie concealed in these bodies, so as to give no signs of itself, till the ebullition sets it free. (4.) 'Tis hence probable, that the elastic air here generated, does not weigh like common air full of vapours. (5.) Hence, it appears, what would be the consequence if an absorbent, like crabs-eyes, an acid, like distilled vinegar, and a vacuum were to be found in the vessels of the human body: we may justly suspect that no such ebullition can happen in the body; as so much air would be thence produced, a little whereof, being admitted into the veins, is mortal.

104. I put a dram of chalk to two ounces of distilled vinegar in vacuo, from chalk, and found a much more violent effervescence arise than in the open air; the mercury in the gage fell from 28 1/2 to 6.

105. Upon putting oil of tartar per deliquium to distilled vinegar in vacuo, from oil of tartar and vinegar, there arises a very violent and sudden ebullition; and only a moderate one at first, when this is done in the open air: a very large quantity of air is suddenly produced in the former case; and yet 'tis remarkable, that no air can be found in oil of tartar, and that a very little fixed alcali saturates vinegar. Now, as these effervescences are hindered rather than promoted by the open air, they must necessarily proceed from some power in the bodies themselves.

106.

(8) Vide Harderi Apriam, p. 214.
106. The following experiment should be made with caution, viz. the mixing of strong oil of vitriol with strong oil of tartar in vacuo. M. Hornberg has shewn, that eight parts of salt of tartar may be saturated with five of oil of vitriol; which proportion we therefore make choice of: and knowing, that a violent ebullition arises upon mixing these two liquors in the open air, I, first, endeavour to free them from the air they may contain, to lessen as much as possible their expansion in vacuo; and afterwards use vessels capable of containing twenty times the quantity I employ. Then setting the vessel, wherein the mixture is to be made, in a glass dish, and the vessels of oil of vitriol and oil of tartar with it, upon the air-pump, I cover them all with a receiver; then exhaust the air as much as possible: during the working of the pump, not the least air-bubble arises from the oil of tartar, but a great many from the oil of vitriol; then leaving them in vacuo for fifteen hours, I afterwards mix the oil of vitriol and oil of tartar together; when a most violent effervescence instantly arises, so as to scatter particles of the liquor with great force all about the receiver. In the mean time, the mixture swells to twelve times its bulk. I took only four drams of oil of tartar, and a dram and half of oil of vitriol; and tho’ the oil of vitriol seemed perfectly purged of air, and the oil of tartar seems to contain none; yet the air, produced by this effervescence, sunk the gage from twenty-nine inches to twelve and a half: whence it clearly appears that all the elastic air lodged in fluids, cannot be extracted from them by the air-pump; but that the largest part thereof adheres so tenaciously, as not to be set free without this effervescence; so that the air-pump has but a very limited power in this respect: and any one would be deceived, who should expect, that all the air may be extracted from liquids by their remaining for twenty-four hours in vacuo.

107. It should seem, from the preceding experiments, that the effervescences, which thus happen between acids and alcalies, owe their origin to the strong reciprocal attraction of the salts; whereby they at a certain distance violently rush into one another, and in the shock expel the particles which lay between them or hindered their coming together, and intimately uniting. From this violent dislodgment of these aerial particles, made in the act of union, the elastic air, here interposing, must be expelled, and uniting with others of the same nature, form bubbles and explosions; so that all the struggle, which happens in effervescence, is not owing to any repugnancy between the salts, but rather to their mutual attraction and coming together. Hence, all conflict totally ceases as soon as the union is completed; but the effervescence is not over so long as any particles of these salts remain separate: hence, we see that even the water itself, wherein the acid and alcaline salts were held dissolved, is struck out, and separated from them; for both the oil of tartar, and oil of vitriol, being liquid before they are mixed, yet after they unite by a strong effervescence, they produce a white, solid salt in the midst of the displaced water; whilst only an aqueous part floats above it, weakly impregnated with some of the dissolved salt.

108. It must indeed be owned, that the salts produced from an acid and an alkali, united by effervescence, still contain a wonderfully elastic air; as appears
appears from experiments; for, if sea-salt, nitre, or tartarus virrioolatus, re-
generated from their own acid, and salt of tartar, be mixed with bole, and
distilled in an open fire, they plentifully discharge elactic air; and this so
forcibly, as to break very capacious, and very strong vessels: which calls to
mind the glass fyrkefire of Helmont, and makes one doubt, whether, what
is thus generated, and disployed, be true, elastic air; or whether, when
bodies are in a certain manner resolved into their minutest particles, they
do not lose their former nature, and change into elastic air; which concret-
ing with other particles, constitutes them new solid bodies; or lastly, whether
there be not in nature, something like common elatic air, without being air.

109. But to go on with our experiments: put a glass of the strongest
spirit of nitre, with the same cautions, into the receiver, and exhaust the air
as much as possible; the spirit of nitre will scarce afford any bubbles all the
time; tho' the stronger acid spirit, or oil, of vitriol in the foregoing experi-
ment, afforded so much. Into this spirit of nitre in vacuo, put a grain or
two of iron-filings; a violent ebullition will immediately arise, and a
gros red fume diffuse itself all over the receiver, with an explosion, so vi-
olent as to endanger bursting the glasses: but it is here remarkable, that
tho' elatic air be thus generated, yet it is not in such quantity, or capable of
finking the quicksilver in the gage, so low as might be expected from
such a violent ebullition and fulmination, attended with gros, red fumes;
all which immediately cease upon letting in the external air, whereby the
liquor shrinks into very small dimensions; whence, we see that great and
violent explosions of bodies may arise, without a proportional concurrence
or production of elatic air.

110. It may here be proper to relate an experiment, that is not rashly to
be repeated, but stands described in the Philosophical Transactions (l): A glass
receiver, fix inches wide and eight inches deep, being applied to the air-
pump, and the air being drawn out as far as possible, after half a dram of
spirit of nitre, contained in one glass, and a dram of the distilled oil of
caraway-feed, contained in another, were put under it; then these two li-
quors were mixed in vacuo, and in an instant, the glass-receiver was forced
upwards in the air, and the mixture took fire. Whence it appears, that
much air was here generated from a dram and half of the liquors; and by ex-
 panding itself with a great force, raised up 468 pound weight; and might
perhaps have raised more, as it threw off the receiver with great violence:
yet the air of both these liquors was before extracted by the air-pump; and
this force, or elatic air, was generated in an instant; whilst at the same
time, the whole receiver was full of flame: whence, the air was the more
expanded by the fire, and acquired the greater force; so as to act both by its
elasticity, and its expansion by heat. Hence it is not easy to estimate the de-
gree of this force, unless perhaps by using a receiver still larger and larger,
till at length the exploding matter could not raise the receiver; which, for
this purpose, might be kept from breaking, by a pulley and weight.

111. The last method of producing elatic air is by means of heat or fire, Elatic air
as in fermentation, putrefaction, distillation, or calcination; but here the
subject

K k k

produced from

bodies by fire.

(l) No. 213. p. 212.
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Subject would prove too copious: vegetable juices dilate considerably in fermentation; Mr. Boyle has shewn, that bodies produce much air in putrefaction; Helmont has remarked, that crude tartar, in distillation, will burst very large and strong vessels, if closely luted; so, in the distillation of animal substances, the retort and the receiver are extremely apt to burst; and in the distillation of nitre, salt, vitriol, alum, &c. violent, elastic vapours arife. Indeed, nearly all sorts of bodies, treated by fire, shew, that elastic air makes a considerable part in their composition; at least, that all known bodies do, by the force of fire, separate a fluid, elastic, compressible matter, that contracts with cold and expands with heat, which are the properties of elastic air; tho' this matter, when confined and bound down in bodies, does not produce the effects of air; but when once let loose, it has all the effects of air, and may again enter as an ingredient in the composition of other bodies. Chemistry clearly shews this manner of resolution and combination: and no examples hereof need at present be produced, after what Dr. Hales hath written upon the subject in his vegetable statics. And here I should end my history of air, wherein I have laboured to shew how necessary a knowledge of natural philosophy is to a chemist; and indeed, all those arts, whereby natural philosophy may be improved; as without these, a chemist will every where fall into errors himself, and impose upon others, by affigning false caules for true ones.

112. From this inquiry we learn, that all the subjects of chemical operations, and the operations themselves, are exposed to this air we have been considering; and consequently, that they are liable to the accidents thereof; whence, in all the effects produced, a chemist should carefully attend, how far the air may contribute to them: and in this view, it may be proper to repeat all the concurring effects of the air in chemistry. 1. Therefore, it surrounds, touches, restrains, and compresses all chemical subjects, both solid and fluid; infinuates into their pores, and there acts according to its nature. 2. Being determined to these subjects by its gravity, and being divisible by its fluidity, and thus infinuating itself into their pores, and there meeting with particles whereunto it is particularly attracted, it unites with them, loses its fluidity and elafticity, and remains united with them, till it be free again by effervescence, fermentation, putrefaction, or heat; at the same time, by means of other particles it contains, producing many other effects. 3. It mixes bodies among one another by its weight, and the constant velocity of its motion; thus producing very particular and extraordinary effects; as was well known to the ancient adepts, and particularly to Helmont (n), who has made great use thereof: and the like effects would be in vain expected in a higher, a lighter, or less degree of air; as we see in the mixing of oil of turpentine with salt of tartar, which does not succeed high up in the air. 4. Hence, the action of one body is applied, and determined upon another; for, all things, heavier than air, are pressed upon by it, moved with its motions, and mixed together; so that, if any particles among them receive a particular property by coming in contact with air, such property will be thus excited and made manifest. Hence, many solvents

(n) See Helmont, p 151. § 45. p. 334. § 84. &c.
solvents will scarce act at all in vacuo, but freely in the open air; as spirit of sal-ammoniac upon copper; and vinegar upon iron and copper; but a most remarkable instance to this purpose is afforded by Papin’s digestor; where the air and water being forcibly pressed and determined to act upon the subjects by heat, presently soften bone, &c. 5. The air, as a whole, gives a kind of perpetual motion to bodies, as by the least change of heat it immediately contracts or expands; and as these changes are perpetual, there is a constant vibratory motion in the air: the like happens also upon the constant variation of its weight; as appears by the diagonal barometer, where the quicksilver rising two inches, the atmosphere rises 23800; so that, since the quicksilver in the barometer never remains at the same precise height, the atmosphere must constantly vary in its weight. And since this air insinuates itself into the pores of bodies, it must here excite a perpetual motion; and hence, perhaps, it is, that all the principal natural effects are produced in the open air. Thus pâte does not rise, nor animals easily putrefy, nor fruit soon corrupt in vacuo; whence it appears, that without air the parts of animals, vegetables and minerals would remain almost unchanged. 6. The air seems to contain particles proper to dissolve all sorts of bodies; as nearly all sorts of bodies float dissolved in the air, it must needs happen, that one time or other, the properest dissolving particles will be applied to every body, respectively: in which light, the air may be called an universal solvent (n). Thus there is no metal, or metallic matter, but sooner or later is prey’d upon, or corroded, either in, or by the air; but it would be endless to mention all the effects of the air upon bodies: in a word, it makes manifest what was obscure; obscures what was manifest: sheathes what was corrosive; un-sheathes what was mild; fixes what was volatile; volatilizes what was fix’d; produces colours, and destroys them, &c. &c. To conclude, it is plain, that the same subject, treated apparently in the same manner, may produce a different effect, if the air be different: whenever, therefore, any chemical process is described, let a particular regard be had to the state of the atmosphere; otherwise it will be impossible to arrive at certainty, or any uniformity, in experiments.

(n) See the Note, pag. 406.
Water is common to be met with, and comes to be used on every occasion, men are apt to imagine they thoroughly understand its nature, but those who have carefully applied themselves to the examination thereof, find it one of the most difficult subjects in all natural philosophy to be acquainted with. A principal cause of this difficulty is the labour required to separate water from other bodies, or other bodies from water, which continually mixes itself with chemical subjects, and especially with the air, wherein all chemical operations are performed; so that it is scarce any where excluded. Thus the hardest and dryest bone, by distillation affords a spirit, that contains water; so likewise stone and brick, when reduced to powder and distilled, in dry vesseis, give out an aqueous moisture, which, as a kind of cement, enters their composition, and sticks their particles together; for brick is made by mixing water with dry powdry clay, then drying and burning the mixture. That the air abounds with water, we shewed in the preceding chapter; and it may be proved to the sight, by exposing a piece of ice to the air in the heat of summer, when an aqueous vapour will presently appear as collected about

(q) It is disputed, whether or no, water be convertible into air. In the vapours daily rafied, we find water rafied to a great degree, so as to take place in the atmosphere, and help to compose a considerable part of what we call air; and even to contribute to many of the effects, ascribed to the air: but such vapour-air has not the characters of true, permanent air; being easily reducible into water again. So, in digeitons and distillations, the water may be rafied into vapours, yet it is not really changed into air, but only divided by heat, and diffud into very minute parts, which, meeting together, presently return to such water as they consisted before.

Water, rafied into vapour in an æolipile, will, for a while, have an elatic power, like that of air, and be driven out a stream, much resembing air; but the elatic power of this stream is manifely owing to nothing else but the heat, that expands and agitates the aqueous particles thereof; and, when that heat is gone, the elaticity and other aerial properties disappear likewise: rapid winds, thus made, seem to be no more than mere water, broke into little parts and put into motion; since by holding a smooth, solid and close body against it, the vapours condensing thereon, will presently cover the body with water.

Tho' no heat intervenes, says Mr. Boyle, perhaps motion alone, if vehement, may suffice to break water into minute parts, and make them ascend upwards; if they cannot, otherwise, more easily continue their agitation: for, I remember that betwixt Lyons and Geneva, where the Rhone is suddenly straitned by two rocks exceedingly near each other, that rapid stream, dayling with great impetuosity against them, breaks part of its water into such minute porciples, and gives it such a motion, that a fift, as it were, may be observed at a considerable distance, arising from the place, and ascendin high into the air. By le's Phys. Mech. Exp.

(p) 'Tis surprizing to observe, how great a share of water goes to make up several bodies, whose forms promise nothing near so much: eels, by distillation, yielded me some oil, spirit, and volatile salt, besides the curat materia; yet all these were so disportionate to the phlegm, that they seemed to have been nothing but that congluted: which likewise strangely abounds in vipers, tho' they are clemened very hot in operation; and will in a convenient air, survive: for some days, the loss of their heads and hearts. Human blood itself, as spiritious and elaborate a liquor as it is reputed, do abounds in phlegm, that distilling some of it, on purpose to try the experiment, out of about seven halfe ounces, we drew near six of phlegm, before any of these operative principles began to rile. Boyle's Scept. Chemist.
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about its surface; and if held near to the hand, a vapour manifestly arises betwixt the ice and the surface of the skin: which vapour proves, that water was equally distributed thro' the air, but now, coming to be condensed by the coldness of the ice, appears in a visible form. So likewise, if a third part of powder'd sal-ammoniac be put into a large glass of fair water; the external surface of the glass, tho' perfectly dry before, will now presently stand of a dew, and trickle down in drops: which shews that the invisible water of the air, like the breath in summer, is thus condensed and rendered visible, like the breath in winter. And as by these and numerous other experiments, it is certain that the air always contains water, it's impossible that bodies, exposed to the air, can be kept from water: but if it be so difficult to separate water from air, it may be no less so to separate many other bodies from water; and obtain it perfectly pure, simple and elementary. It is certain, that numerous kinds of bodies are totally dissoluble in water, both separately and conjointly, so as not to appear therein; whilst custom, which gives the law to words, calls this liquor by the name of water, tho' it be mixed and altered a thousand ways: but when we carefully examine into its peculiar nature, we shall find it posses'd of many principal properties, in common with other fluids; whilst there again arises a great difficulty in finding a mark, whereby water may be accurately distinguished from all other liquors.

2. But he who enters upon this physical inquiry, should necessarily have some certain mark, whereby to know water, whose nature he endeavours to find; so that by means of this mark, he may distinguish water from all other bodies, which are not water: and at length all the properties found in water, are to be referred to that thing, wherein the former mark was found.

3. In pursuance of this method, we call water a very fluid, scentless, tasteless, transparent, colourless liquor, which turns to ice with a certain degree of cold; by which marks every one knows water to be denoted: if therefore we could procure such water, perfectly free from the admixture of any other body. it would be easy to examine it chemically, hydrostatically, and mechanically; and thus we might be certain, that all the discoveries made would constantly belong to the nature of water, and to no other body beside; because, by supposition, no other would be contained in it: but if other bodies be present in water, we must always remain in doubt, to what kind of parts any discovered property belongs.

4. But to obtain water pure, is impossible; for, so long as the form of water remains, it always contains fire, and this in a considerable quantity: for, but as soon as the quantity of fire in water lessen, till the thermometer stands at thirty two degrees, water is no longer fluid, but solid ice; tho' many other bodies remain fluid in the cold that freezes water, yet may be froze by an intenfer cold: on the other hand, tho' the thermometer stands seventy three degrees below the point that freezes water; yet alcohol and mercury do not freeze: whence it should seem that a large quantity of fire is requisite to keep water fluid.

5. But

(q. Thus Mr. Boyle: Ice is usually laid to be water brought into a preternatural state by cold; but with regard to the nature of things, and setting aside our arbitrary ideas, it might fall.)
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5. But all water is continually exposed to the air; which like wise enters it in a certain proportion, as we have shewn above: now, the atmosphere, we know, abounds with all sorts of volatile bodies; whence of course, the air must continually intermix its contents with water: an eminent proof of which we have after sudden rains, attended with thunder and lightning, and following upon long droughts; for, the rain-water, collected at this time, abounds with a great variety of particles, as chemists have often observed.

6. And when the air has thus entered water, they are not easily separable again; the extraction of nearly the whole weight of the atmosphere, being required in the air-pump, before the air can extricate itself from water in thirty-three degrees of heat; and it requires a hundred and fifty degrees of heat to separate air, mix'd with water, in an atmosphere of a middle weight: whence the greatest natural heat, and the lightest atmosphere with us, are not sufficient to dislodge air from common water. Fixed alcaline salts indeed, dissolved in water, may seem to drive out the air; but at the same time they impregnate the water; and if the water be hence abstracted, yet by thus passing thro' the air again, it becomes replete therewith: but there is reason to suspect, that oil of tartar per deliquium does not yield air in vacuo; because it is strongly attractive and retentive of air: for, I have often found by experience, upon boiling strong alcaline lixiviums, that when they began to thicken and grow dry, they would suddenly swell and rise in a violent froth, and boil over, unless carefully prevented; the swelling being here stronger than in most other liquors: which makes me suspect, that true air is strongly and largely attracted by pure fixed alkali, as soon as it is removed from the fire; and that it fixes the air so firmly in itself, as not to be separated again, but by a very strong fire, or by attracting some other thing, more nearly related, as an acid suppuesto; with which it ferments, and thus lets go its air. Hence we see, how seldom water is to be found without air, and the things contained in air: tis, therefore, necessary before we come to our experiments upon water, that we expressly treat of the ways whereby water may be obtained as pure as possible; for, when once such water is found, and carefully examined, we may come the nearer to a knowledge of the pure element. To perform this the better, we must proceed slowly, and in order; examining all the properties of water successively, which can any way be found therein, so long as it remains water: and as we proceed, it will always be necessary most carefully to observe, how every property, found in any water under examination, corresponds to that water which we find to be the purest; this being, in my opinion, the only true way of pursuing the inquiry.

full as justly be said, that water is ice, preternaturally thawed by heat. If it be urged, that ice, left to itself, will, upon the removal of the freezing agents, return to water; it may be answered, that, not to mention the snow and ice, which lies all the summer long on the Alps, and other high mountains even in the torrid zone; we have been assured, that in some parts of Siberia, the surface of the ground continues more months of the year frozen by the natural temperature of the climate, than thawed by the heat of the sun; and that a little below the surface of the ground, the water, which chances to be lodged in the cavities of the foil, continues in a state of ice all the year round; so that when in the heat of summer, the fields are covered with corn, if you dig a foot or two deep, you shall find ice and a frozen foil.
7. And first, we are to observe, that water has its own peculiar gravity, tho' this be extremely difficult to find; because water naturally contains many things that are lighter than the pure element itself. This appears remarkably in rain-water, and distilled-water; thus, for example, if any fermented spirit be contained in either, it renders them lighter; as on the other hand, a spirit produced from putrefied vegetables, or animals, renders them heavier: but there are many other things mixed with the air, which prove naturally much heavier than water, and render it more ponderous: for, saline, faponaceous and vitriolic bodies, largely dissolve in water, so as to increase its gravity in springs, rivers, and wells.

8. Well-water is properly the water found in the sandy stratum of the earth, or quick-springs, by digging to a certain depth below the surface of the earth, where it is not stony, till we come to a pure sand, which is in vain attempted to be dug through, fresh sand continually flowing in from the neighbouring parts as fast as any is removed; and in this sand-bed the water always rises from the bottom, and runs from the circumjacent parts; whence the names of quick-springs, and living-waters, seem to be derived; and if in a place thus dug, the access of all water is carefully prevented, except what strains thro' the sand, a pure water may be thus procured: for, as sand is only a collection of small, clean flints, of such different figures, and sizes, as to leave interstices between them; it thus strains the water, and keeps back most other substances, that were mixed with it; thus rendering the water pure and limpid: so that if there are no fine salts in the neighbourhood of these sands, the water must needs have a great degree of purity; tho' in general the case is otherwise, and salts, &c. mix with the water, and increase its weight: the earth being a kind of chaos from whence all things rise, and back into which they all return. This water, therefore, is a kind of lixivium, wherein those things are held dissolved that water is capable of dissolving; whence it appears that water can rarely be obtained pure, and must differ according to the difference of the places through which it passes. Now if we compare the purest water, that can be thus obtained, with another body that does not vary its weight, as pure gold for instance, we shall find it to gold, as 250 to 4909, or nearly, as 1 to 20; to rock crystal as 1 to 2½; to marble as 1 to 2¾; to common air as 1 to 850, &c. (r). But as heat makes water specifically lighter, hence in all experiments about the relative weight of bodies to water, the degree of heat in the air is carefully to be observed; and since the expansions of bodies from heat are to one another as the weights of the bodies expanded, with this difference, that fluids expand more than solids; hence metals will be much less expanded than water by the same degree of heat; and, therefore, no observation of the weight of metals to water can agree, if made in different degrees of heat: but if two different kinds of water shall, in the same degree of heat, differ in their weight with respect to gold, the heavier will always contain matter in it more ponderous than the water; whence, the heavier any water is, the more it should be suspected of

of containing what is not water: and hence physicians judge heavy waters to be unwholesome, and the light ones to be purer and better (c); unless their lightness be owing to an admixture of spirits. *Hippocrates* says that light water is easy of digestion and passes off quick; and again, that the lightest sweetest and clearest rain-water is the best and most medicinal (t). *Herodotus* (u) has this remarkable passage: 'in *Ethiopia* they live to 120 years or longer; they eat dressed flesh, and drink milk: they have a water that no thing will float upon, not wood: and even things lighter, sink therein; and this water makes them long-lived.' But in our days we meet with no such water as this; if it could be procured, we might hence have a method of comparing our subject with it; but even repeated distillation will not afford us such a water. So that presuming this account to be true, I suspect that the woods in that part of *Ethiopia* are extremely ponderous, and their waters lighter than ours; it is certain that in Asia, Africa, and America, especially the hotter parts of

Physicians generally suppose the light and pure water the most wholesome; so that an easy contrivance to know, when water has these properties, would be of service. We have been told that water brought out of Africa into England, was found by common sakes, to be specifically lighter than ours, by four ounces, in the pint. Thus many kinds of pump-water will not bear soap, and some will not dye scarlet, or other particular colours.

Dr. *Hook* has contrived a water-poise, which may be of good service in examining the purity, &c. of water: it consists of a round glass-ball, like a boll-head, about three inches in diameter, with a narrow stem or neck one twenty-fourth of an inch; which being poiz'd with red lead, so as to make it but little heavier than a pure, sweet-water, and thus fitted to one end of a fine balance, with a counter poiz'd at the other; upon the least addition, of even one two-thousandth part of salt to a quantity of water, half an inch of the neck will emerge above the water, more than half did before. *Philos. Trans.* N° 197.

It is generally granted, that those waters, *cateris paribus*, are the best as well for wholesome use, as other various economical uses, &c. that are free of salt from salts; which is an advantageous, and in most cases, a hurtful quality in waters. Mr. *Boyle*, therefore, contrived a very extraordinary method of examining the freeness and saltiness of waters, by a precipitant, which could discover one part in 1000, may 2, or 3000 parts of water. This he proved before K. *Charles II.* but he was enjoined to keep it a secret. *Ibid.*

I have often found an unsuspected sea-salt in water, by pouring thereunto a solution of fine silver, made in *aqua fortis*: for, as common salt, or its spirit, will precipitate the metallic in form of a white calx in such a solution; I imagined, if the water, in its passage thro' the earth, gained ever so few false corpuscles, they would act, tho' faintly, upon the dissolved particles of silver: and accordingly, upon their mixture, a kind of whiteness immediately ensued. This experiment has taught me to avoid such water, and to use in its fluid rain-water, or that, which had been freed from its salt by gentle distillation, *Boyle's Useful of Exp.* *Philos.*

Divers means have been attempted for making sea-water sweet; Mr. *Haughton* had a secret for this purpose, which he at length discovered in the history of the royal academy. It contained in it first precipitating the water with oil of tartar; then distilling; and lastly, filtrating it thro' a peculiar sort of earth, which he mixes with it, and sufers to settle to the bottom. After these operations, the water, remains perfectly wholesome.

Dr. *Liffer* holds, that salt-water is rendered fresh by the breath of plants, growing in it; and accordingly gives us an experiment, wherein some common sea-weed, or *algae marina*, being set in a glass body of salt-water, distilled every day, without any fire, a quantity of pure, potable water. *Phil. Trans.* N° 195.

*The thawed* ice of sea water is often used at *Amsterdam*, for brewing. And *Bartholome*, in his book *de novo u* u, confirms this relation in the following words: 'it is certain, says he, that if the ice of the sea-water be thawed, it loses its saltiness; as has been lately tried by a professor in our university.'

(c) *Hippoc. de aere, aquas & locis*, §. 16. 17.

(d) Herod. lib. III. c. 125.
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to the hardnefs of iron, and the weight of stone; whence, they are called iron-woods. Box-wood, long kept, with us is extremely solid and ponderous; so is that particular kind of oak, commonly called iron-oak; and of the best lignum-vitæ the Americans make their weapons: whence we have a confirmation of the truth of what he relates. Indeed, later observations confirm nearly all the relations of this historian; tho' such as are ignorant in natural philosophy, esteem them as false, or fabulous: but the lightest water, that we can at present procure, either by nature, or art, is constantly heavier than all the known wines, or liquors procured by fermentation with water and vegetables.

9. Another property of water, in common with other liquors, is its fluidity; which is so great, that its smallest particles recede from each other with a very little heat or motion: whence, experiments, carefully made, may shew what proportion exhales in a given time, from a known surface of water, with a given heat; whilst the water is not disturbed by winds. Where we are to observe, that, ceteris paribus, water exhales the more, the purer it is; and the less, the more it abounds with salt: so that, if perfectly pure, there is scarce any cohesions between its parts: which being drawn out, they do not run in long, ropy veins, or spirals, but rather dissipate into a fine dew. Thus, when diffused with a gentle heat in clean glafs-vessels, it rifes in a tepid vapour; which striking against the sides of the glafs, returns to water; and running down the internal surface, never appears in veins, as oils and spirits do, but resembles dew-drops: whilst sea-water, on account of the salt and bitumen mixed among it, does not so easily separate into its particles, as fresh; whence springs, brooks, rivers, lakes and ponds exhale more in proportion than the sea. How much the sea, and fair water exhale, and with what difference, is computed by Dr. Halley (x). A small degree of heat, so as not to raise a sensible vapour, occasions a copious exhalation from water; whence, by the heat of the sun, and the action of the winds, water is continually kept in motion, carried off and dispersed. And hence appears the great necessity and use both of the sun and wind; but, what makes most to our present purpose, we hence learn that the particles of water are so moveable, as to be totally separable, and resolvable by a very slight cause.

10. This great fluidity of water is entirely owing to fire, applied in a certain degree; for, if pure water be exposed to the air, so as to be every way affected by the temperature thereof, it loses its fluidity at the thirty-second degree of our thermometer; whence thirty-three degrees of heat are sufficient to perforce water fluid: and so long as water retains this degree of heat, so long it retains motion, or exhales, and consequently flows, with this degree of heat. But as this degree of cold may naturally, as we say in the history of fire, be augmented to the first degree; and as heat seldom naturally rises to eighty degrees; hence it appears, that water may become and remain ice, within the limits of part of the greatest natural heat; and with the other become and remain water; which could not easily be creditted, unless thus satisfactorily proved. And doubtless, there must be some weighty

weighty cause in nature, why water should only remain water in that degree of heat, and ice in a less.

11. And when water once obtains its first fluidity with this determined degree of heat, it retains the same invariably, in all greater degrees of heat; so that no art, hitherto known, can render it more fluid, how great a fire ever be applied: hence, water either exists in its own fluid state, or in the form of ice; whilst the action of fire cannot divide its particles farther, but only let them loose; upon which, the water immediately becomes a fluid, as its nature permits. Thus Sir Isaac Newton has shewn by experiments, that pendulums vibrate equally alike in hot water and in cold (γ). But here we speak with respect to our senses, so far as they give us notice of the changes in bodies; and with regard to the lubricity of the parts of water, whereby they act upon each other with a determinate force, which we judge so small that fire cannot leffen it sensibly; otherwife we know, that water constantly becomes lighter and rarer from thirty-two degrees of heat, up to two hundred and twelve, and on this account gives less resistance to the motion of the same body of the same weight. The scale of the rarification of water we have already given in the history of fire: thus boiling-water possesses the more space; but this makes scarce any sensible difference in the motion of a pendulum, whilst itself also rarifies by the boiling water, and renders so small a difference still less.

12. If we reflect upon the ultimate particles of water, we shall find them so extremely small as not to be measured: a single particle not being an object of sense, however assisted; nor manifesting its bulk by uniting with other things. In the history of air we have shewn, that water may pass through smaller pores than air (ζ); as, for example, thro' the invisible pores of wood, where no elastic air can enter: tho' this does not shew the real smallness of the single particles of water, but only their penetrating power, which may depend more upon the figure, than the size of the particles. Nor can we here argue from weight: as a spherical particle of gold may pass, where the same particle beat into a thin plate could not. I farther doubt, whether a single elementary particle of air be less than a single elementary particle of water; because, particles of air may lodge between the contiguous particles of water, and yet the water remain incompressible, as was above shewn in the history of air.

13. Tho' we cannot determine the size of the component particles of water, yet we know no fluid more penetrating, if we except fire, (which pervades all things) the magnetic effluvia, and light. It's true indeed, oil will sometimes soak thro' cafe, that would contain water; but the reason is, that the oil dissolves the rosin of the wood, and so both run thro' together: whereas water, not dissolving the rosin, does not sweat thro'. So again, water

(γ) See Newton, Opticè, p. 312.
(ζ) M. Homberg is of opinion, that water enters such narrow pores as will not admit the air, only because it moistens and dissolves the glutinous matter of the fine fibres of the membranes, and also renders them more pliable and diaphragm: which are things that the air, for want of a wetting property, cannot do. As a proof of this doctrine, he filled a bladder with air, and compressed it with a stone, and found no air to come out; but placing the bladder, thus compressed, in water, that air easily escaped. Hist. de l'Acad. Ann. 1700. p. 45.
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water does not pass through paper, first moistened with oil, but oil easily will: and hence also it is, that syrups will sometimes sweat through cakes, where water would not; sugar and water being a saporous lixivium, that dissolves the gumminess of wood: hence also lixivium, especially of the alcaline kind, can scarce be confined in cakes that would confine water. Upon the whole, of all true liquors, water seems to be the most fluid, and most penetrating.

14. On the other hand, all metallic vessels confine water; nor can it sink into any of the precious stones, flints, or the ponderous and hard rockstones, glases, or sulphur; nor can it pass through close, hard, ponderous rosy woods, tho' it will thro' such as are fanguinis, soft, light, aqueous or feline; as also, through soft, fanguinis ftones, brick and unglazed earthen-ware: but, not thro' china-vessels, or glazed earthen-ware. Glases neither changes water, nor is changed by it; and, therefore, prefers it well. Clavius the mathematician, put some water into a glase-philial with a long neck, sealed it up hermetically, and with a diamond marked the height it rose to; and at the end of eighty years, it was found in Kircher's muséum at Rome, still full up to the mark.

15. If cold water does not pass through any vessel that will bare the fire, too heat. neither will it pass through the fame, when boiling; as we see in all the chemical distillations of water, Papin's digester, and the aëropile. Some chemists, I know, are of a contrary opinion; and imagine, that water may by heat be so attenuated as, after repeated distillations, to pass thro' the substance of the glass (a): but we are to remember, that it is extremely difficult to join the distilling-vessels so close, as that no vapour shall pass through the luting. Others have said, that by repeated distillation, water acquires a corroding property: but in all my experiments, I do not remember, that it ever acquired any acrimony by distillation; and am convinced of the extreme difficulty of repeating distillations in any laboratory, full of vapours, and abounding with fires, and at the same time prevent losing part of the subject, and keep it from all accidental mixture.

16. It is also found, that water, contained in a strong vessel, cannot by pression be forced thro' its pores, as we see in Papin's digester. For farther proof, we made the following experiments in the hydraulic machine ABCD, where AB is a hollow, brass cylinder, folder'd up close, and only opening at B, into the tube CD, which also was foldered at B, and rises in a right-angle at C, six-foot high to D, so as to leave a communication between the cavities AB, and BCD: at c there is a stop-cock E, a little above the cover AF. Now, on pouring in water at D, and opening the stop-cock E, so as to fill the vessel AB, and afterwards turning the cock E, and still pouring water into the tube DC, this pression the water in AB so strongly, as to distress the vessel, and force the brass-cover AF upwards, tho' a great weight was laid upon it, yet not a drop of water came through the sides: nay, when water was poured in almost up to D, the foldering was burst by the pression, and the water ran out at the cracks. From whence it is plain, that water, pression by a great weight, cannot be forced through those pores which it would not spontaneously pass by it own fineness of parts.
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17. We see, therefore, that the particles of water, whilst they exist separate, can be enlarged by no other cause but fire alone, which has this power universally upon all bodies; and that these particles cannot be diminished but by the absence of fire: but this sensible diminution in the particles of water goes no farther than to two and thirty degrees of heat, when water becomes ice; and the farther contraction of the particles of water, which happens in ice, cannot be observed, because the air, expelled by the closer union of the contracted particles, begins to form elastic bubbles; which, then obtaining an elastic power, dilate the ice more than it is contracted by cold. Whence we understand the reason of the observation made by masons; viz. that cold water penetrates farther into walls than hot: for we have seen above in the chapter of fire, that water is more condensed than stones by cold; whence the pores of stones are less contracted by the same degree of cold than the particles of water; and, consequently, water, rendered as cold as possible, may pass thro' pores which it could not enter hot.

18. These observiations being constant, we infer that fire with all its force, however applied, and continued, to water, can never divide its component particles, or make them smaller; but on the contrary, enlarge their bulk, and strongly agitate them one among another: wherein the utmost power of fire on water terminates. I have, in still weather, collected rain-water on the top of the observatory, belonging to our university; and distilling it with a gentle fire in clean vessels, kept it close shut up for several years, without ever finding it to differ, in any respect, by hydrostaltical and chemical trials.

19. But as a heat of thirty-three degrees dissolves ice into water, or keeps water fluid; hence we learn, that its parts are continually moved by this fire, whilst it remains water: for, this fire, which turns ice into water, is more than \( \frac{1}{2} \) part of the greatest natural heat; and, therefore so great a proportion of heat, as is required to melt ice, must of consequence move its particles: whence, the particles of water, seemingly at rest, are conceived to be in continual motion. Thus also the solution of salts, by means of water apparently at rest, shews its particles to be in motion; tho' this solution seems rather owing to the attraction of the particles one among another, than to impulse (b): but a solution could scarce be made in the whole mass, unless the particles continually changed their places by a continual motion, and thence came successively in contact with the salts to be dissolved. Again, water can never be at rest in the containing vessel, while all things capable of sustaining water, are in a tremulous motion.

20. Hence the ultimate particles of water seem to be immutable; at least, they are so constant and unchangeable in their native figure, that no power of art or nature can alter it; and this both separately considered, or in the mass; for

(b) These instances of the solution of salts in water may be accounted for, on Sir Isaac Newton's principles, without supposing the particles of the fluid in continual motion. True, to effect a solution, there must first be motion; but that motion need not be supposed to have existed before the application of the salt to the water. It may arise from the mutual attraction between the particles of the water and the salt; which, being stronger than that between the particles of the salt, may induce a separation thereof, and occasion them to recede from each other, and diffuse themselves throughout the water.
for, since water always returns the same from every operation as it was before, being neither denser nor rarer, heavier nor lighter, grosser nor finer; it appears that the particles, and their figures, must have remained the same: for, if their figures should be altered, so must their manner of contact, and consequently the pores between them; whence of consequence, a difference would always arise in their density and gravity. Thus, supposing these particles spherical, and this figure by their compression to be rendered cubical, the large spaces between the spherical particles would occasion a great degree of lightness and rarification; and there being no spaces between the cubical particles, this would occasion an increase of weight and density: but nothing of this kind is found in the azolipile; where water is violently agitated by the fire, and a strong resistance made to its exit thro' the narrow neck; whence it is highly rarified and divided; yet the vapour, thus issuing, being collected, always returns to water.

21. Hence, the primary particles of water are not flexible, or anguillular; but perfectly rigid, inflexible and of an adamantine hardness. Perhaps, they are all equally perfect and solid spheres; so that if air should, in a globular form, lodge in the interstices of water, this space of the water would be to the space of the air as a hundred to seven, according to the calculation of Cruquius.

22. That the particles of water are absolutely incompressible has been abundantly shewn by the experiments of the academy del Cimento; and Du Hamel relates that a golden globe, perfectly filled with water, could not be compressed; on the other hand, M. Colbert (c) relates that a sphere of lead, filled with water, is compressible by the hammer; and the Lord Bacon, that a sphere of tin, being filled with water, and strongly compressed, water spirted out of it at a hole, purposely made in it. Mr. Boyle, and Mr. Stairs say, that in such an experiment, water was projected to the distance of three feet; which seems to contradict the Florentine experiment. But here, two things are to be regarded; and first, that air might easily infinuate itself in the filling of these vessels; which, coming to be compressed, and finding vent, might discharge the water. Secondly, the parts of the metal, squired by the force, might endeavour to contract themselves upon the water; which, therefore, would fly out at an orifice purposely made: so that we are not from hence to infer, that water is compressible or elastic. We may, therefore, safely conclude, that, how much ever the weight of the atmosphere may vary, water is not more or less compressed, or rendered more or less dense thereby. Hence, it is a wonderful contrivance of the author of nature, to make one of the elements, viz. air, almost infinitely elastic, and another, viz. water, unelastic. In experiments of this kind, great regard must be had, that no more air lodges in the vessel than what the water naturally contains: secondly, that the degree of heat be the same, during the whole time of the experiment; and, thirdly, that the air, naturally contained in water, is not there elastic, unless it comes to be expanded with a certain degree of heat; which drives it out by an hydrostatical force, when, as in making a vacuum, uniting.

(c) M. Colb. Phyl. General. part. I. p. 4.
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uniting with similar particles, it acquires an elasticity: and unless these cautions are duly observed, an error may easily happen in making the experiments.

23. The next property to be considered of water, is its great simplicity; for, when perfectly pure and elementary, there is no diversity in its parts, but an universal sameness: and we have just now shewn, that its parts are immutable in their quantity, figure, density, weight, &c. The alchemists, ever attentive to this great simplicity of water, judged that all bodies, especially the simple ones, are made of it alone, as their first matter, by means of a seminal faculty in the seed, and a quickening fire (d). Thus Paracelsus (c) says that water is properly an element, or the true mother of all metals. Helmont inculcates the same doctrine thro’ all his works (f): and

(d) With regard to this, Mr. Boyle observes, that Le fèes no necessity to conceive, that the water mentioned by Moser, on which the spirit is said to have brooded, as the universal matter, was our elementary water; since, tho’ we should suppose it to have been an agitated congeries, consisting of a great variety of seminal principles, and of other corpuscles, fit to be subduced and fashioned by them, it might yet be a body, fluid like water, in cafe the corpuscles it was made up of were, by their Creator, form’d small enough, and put into such actual motion, as might make them all roll, and glide on one another. And as we now lay the sea consists of water, notwithstanding the saline, terrestrial, and other bodies, mixed with it; such a liquor, as the former, might well be called water; because that was the nearest of the known bodies whereto it was like. But that bodies may be fluid enough to appear a liquor, and yet contain corpuscles of a very different nature, appears from exposing a quantity of vitriol in a strong vessel to a competent fire; for, tho’ it contains aqueous, earthy, saline, sulphureous and metallic parts, yet the whole mass will at first be fluid, and boil like water. Scept. Chem.

Dr. Lee’s sentiment is not very remote from this: He imagines sea-water to have been the only element created at the beginning, before any animal or vegetable; or, even before the sun itself. Frewhater, he supposes, to have arose accidentally, after the creation of these; and to owe its origin to the vapours of plants, the breath of animals, and the exhalations raised by the sun. De Post. Med. Angl.

Dr. Halley is of another opinion: He takes for granted, that the saltiness of the sea arises from the saline matters dissolved and imbibed by the rivers in their progress, and discharged with their waters into the ocean; and consequently, that the degree of saltiness is continually and gradually increasing. On this hypothesis, he even proposes a method for determining the age of the world; for, two experiments of the degree of saltiness, made at a large interval of time, will, by the rule of proportion, give the time, wherein it has been acquiring its present degree. Phyl. Trans. N° 344.

The spirit of wine exquisitely rectified, seems of all liquors the most free from water, yet even this is by Helmont affirmed to be materially water, under a sulphureous disgust; for, according to him, in making Paracelsus’s haffamus famemb (which is nothing but jel tartari dulcified, by distilling spirit of wine from it, till the salt be sufficiently saturated with its sulphur, and till it suffers the liquor to be drawn off as strong as it was poured on) the salt of tartar, from which it is distilled, hath retained the sulphureous parts of the spirit of wine, the rest, which is incomparably the greatest part of the liquor, will turn to phlegm.

Corrodef spirits, says Mr. Boyle, abound in water; which may be observed, by entangling, and to fixing their saline parts, as to make them corrode some proper body; or else, by mortifying them with some contrary salt, which will turn them into phlegm. Boyle’s Scept. Chem.

All birds, beasts, and fishes, infect trees and vegetables, with their several parts, grow out of water, and Watry tinctures and salts; and by putrefaction, return again into watry sublimacies. Water, standing a few days in the open air, yields a tincture which (like that of malt) by standing longer, yields a sediment, and a spirit; but before putrefaction, is fit nourishment for animals and vegetables. And, among such various and strange transmutations, why may not nature change bodies into light, and light into bodies. Newton’s Optics, p. 349. 350.

(c) Archidox. 10. chap. 7.

(f) Tho’ Helmont produces no infatuation of any mineral body, and scarce of any animal, generated of water, yet a French chemist, M. de Roches, affords us an experiment, which, if it succeeded, as he delivers it, is very remarkable.
and hence they affirm, that all bodies, being perfectly and radically resolved by the universal solvent, are at length reduced into elementary homogeneous water; all their particular seminal virtue being abolished (g). But this seems rather a traditory notion than matter of experience; for after Moses had said, that the spirit of God brooded upon the waters in the first creation of all things, the ancient Phcenicians made water the principle of all things: the same doctrine was afterwards adopted by the Egyptians; and from them, Thales brought it into Greece; from whence it spread among the chemists. Hence, the followers of Helmont acknowledge but two simple things, viz., perfectly pure water, and perfectly pure quicksilver; whilst they hold such quicksilver to be produced from water, and resolvable into it; and hence they hold water to be the universal nutriment, whereby all things are nourished, and which can never be farther changed by art, but only by the innate power of the created seeds.

24. Another property of water is its mildness, or inoffensive nature; this being so great, that when brought to the same temperature as the body in health, and applied to any part, of the most exquisite feeling, it is so far from giving pain, that it scarce produces a sensation different from that of the natural healthy juices and organs: thus it gives no pain to the eye; nor proves disagreeable, nor yields any odour, when snuffed up the nostrils, where the nerves lie almost bare: even where the nerves are stretched by an inflammation, and rendered extremely sensible of pain, warm water does not heighten it. The same holds true of ulcers, and if the nerves are eaten, or laid bare, by ulcerated cancers: where, if water be applied warm, it mitigates the pain; whereas, almost every thing else would increase it. Water has neither smell, taste nor colour, nor renders itself sensible to the nerves: it is the mildest of all the parts of the animal fluids, not excepting oil itself, which, tho' mild, does not affect the nerves agreeably; and among all the principles, separated by art from the animal fluids, water, when pure, is the mildest: in short, water sufficiently manifests its wants of acrimony, by its diluting whatever is sharp in the human body, and thus rendering it innocent. markable. * Having, says he, found surprising things from the natural operation of water, I was willing to know what might be done with it by art; 1. therefore took pure water, and by a heat, artificial continual and proportionate. I prepared and disposed it by coagulation, congealation, and fixation, till it was turned into earth; and produced animals, vegetables and minerals. The animals moved of themselves, eat, &c. and by the anatomy I made of them, I found them composed of much sulphur, little mercury, and less salt. The minerals began to grow and increase by converting into their own nature one part of the earth, thereto disposed; they were solid and heavy. For the generation of living creatures, both vegetable and sensitive, it need not seem incredible; since we find that our common water, which is often impregnated with variety of seminal principles, long kept in a quiet place, will putrefy; and then too, perhaps, produce mofl's and little worms, or other insects, according to the nature of the seeds, that were lurking in it. Boyle's Scept. Chem.

(g) Helmont affirms, that his alkehol adequately resolves plants, animals and minerals, into one liquor, or more, according to their several internal differences of parts: and that the alkehol, being abstracted from these liquors, in the same weight, and with the same virtues as when it dissolved them, the liquors may, by frequent cohabitations from chalk, or some other proper matter, be totally deprived of their seminal endowments, and return at last to their first matter, insipid water.
innocent. If a dram of oil of vitriol was to be swallowed upon an empty stomach, it would corrode the mouth, gullet and parts adjacent; but if diluted with six pints of water, it might thus be drank with safety. And the like holds in other cases. Whence warm water is dreadedly esteemed by physicians an excellent anodyne; accordingly it stands recommended by Hippocrates, as a proper fomentation in violent pains.

**Is a solvent.**

25. The next property to be considered of water, is its power as a solvent; whereby it dissolves certain bodies, and sustains them in a fluid form, uniformly intermixed among its own particles. The bodies thus dissolved by water, are the following; viz. firch, simple fossil salts, both fluid and solid; as salt gem, sea-salt, borax, nitre, sal-ammoniac; and, as Hoffman justly observes, the alcaline salt of mineral-waters. So again, it dissolves the fossil acid salts, which seldom appear in a solid form, but commonly in that of a liquor; as the acid spirits of sulphur, alum, and vitriol; which three kinds of acids, when perfectly purified and rectified, scarcely differ from one another. It is indeed difficult totally to separate water from these acids; and if this was done, they would immediately attract new water from the air, as strongly as perfectly dry fixed alcaline salts; but if the water be well separated from them, these acids, may for some time be kept in the cold, in a solid, crystalline form; tho' they run by attracting the moisture of the air, or upon the application of a little more heat, whereupon they dissolve like ice into a fluid. The other simple fossil acids are spirit of nitre, and spirit of sea-salt, which always remain fluid; because the water cannot be separated from them; they being so volatile as to fly off with the degree of heat requisite to the separation. All the abovementioned fossil salts are dissolvable in water, after the manner just now intimated.

**Differently.**

26. But there are several remarkable differences in the manner of their solution; for, the acid salts, which usually appear in a liquid form, are already so diluted with their own water, as constantly to dissolve in any quantity of water, tho' ever so small; thus, a pound of oil of vitriol may be perfectly dissolved by a dram of water; and the like holds true of all the fluid acid salts hitherto known. But the solid fossil salts require a certain proportion of water to dissolve them; for, if too little be used, only a part of the dry salt will be dissolved, and the other part remain solid; but when these solid salts are once entirely dissolved in their due proportion of water, then the salt, so dissolved, may be further dissolved or diluted in any smaller or larger quantity of water. And this is a remarkable property; as the solution may thus be continued ad infinitum; whilst a proportionable part of the dissolved salt shall always remain in the dissolving water.

27. Let it be here observed, that the more the water is shook with the salt to be dissolved, the sooner the solution is performed, and the more of the salt taken up, and vice versa. So again, hot water performs the solution quicker, and retains more salt than the cold; whence, water, heated only to thirty two degrees, dissolves the flowefl, and retains the least quantity of salt; whilst that of two hundred and twelve degrees, being the boiling heat, suddenly dissolves and copiously retains the salt; and so in the intermediate proportions. Thus, if boiling-water has dissolved as much salt as possible,
and then be set to cool, it every moment lets fall some of the salt, till it comes to thirty two degrees of heat, when it will have drop a large quantity of solid salt; and if now exposed to a freezing cold, it lets fall still more, till in the sharpest frost of all, the salt will be almost totally excluded, and, as long as this degree of cold continues, stick undissolved to the ice: but the first salt-water, which in the sharpest frost expelled the salt, that stick sticks to the ice, will much sooner melt, by reason of the salt, than the water would do, if pure. For, as the salt, mixed with the water, prevents its freezing, so soon as pure water; so in the same degree of heat, the salt sticking to the ice, makes it thaw; whereas, without this salt it would require many more degrees of heat, before it turned to water. Which remarkable property shews, that salts have a power of preventing the parts of water from concreting into ice, by the interposition of their own particles: whence it is, that sea-water freezes much slower than fresh, and requires a much greater degree of cold, for the purpose.

27. The concretion of a salt, before dissolved in water, is called crystallization; which, therefore, must be performed by means of little water, rest, and cold; for, these are the three requisites of crystallization.

28. Again, we find, that water acts, as a solvent, much quicker upon one salt than another; thus, salt-gem is much sooner dissolved than borax. And the same water will diffuse more of one salt than another: thus, the same quantity of the same water diffuses more salt-gem than borax. Water also, when it has diffused, as much as it can of one salt, will yet diffuse a large proportion of another, without letting the former fall. Thus, if water of a determinate heat, be fully saturated with salt-gem, it will diffuse a proportion of nitre, yet the salt-gem remain dissolved as before; and when saturated with these, it will yet diffuse some of another salt. Hence chemists and philosophers have an opportunity of inquiring farther, than has hitherto been done, into the nature of water, as a solvent for these salts.

29. Again, pure water diffuses metallic or terrestrial salts, such as all the compound vitriols made from metals dissolved by acid salts; whether these acids be of the fossil kind, as in vitriol and alum, or of the vegetable kind, as in verdigrease. For, it is plain from chemical experiments, that all these vitriols are made by an acid salt, dissolved in water, and a metal, dissolved in a certain manner and a certain proportion, so as together to form a crystalline globe; and all these substances are dissolved in water after the manner above-mentioned.

30. Water, likewise, has the power of dissolving animal and vegetable salts, both native and artificial; whether they be acid, auffere, saline, alcaline, compound, ammonial, fixed, volatile, half fixed, simple, or combined with oil; and this, whether obtained by fermentation, putrefaction, or calcination: tho' it dissolves them with the differences above-mentioned, and tartar with more difficulty than the rest.

31. To illustrate this general doctrine by experiments; (1) Put an ounce of fair water into a glass phial, let fall into it four drops of rectified oil of vitriol; shake them together, and the liquor will presently become uniformly acid in all its parts. (2) Take an ounce of rectified oil of vitriol, let fall
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into it four drops of fair water, shake them together; and thus also, the liquor will become equally acid throughout: whence it appears, that acid salts, being mixed, with more or less water, are equably divided thereby and united therewith. (3.) Put half an ounce of dry sea-salt to an ounce of water, stir them together; and part of the salt will be dissolved, whilst the other part remains undissolved at the bottom. (4.) To a strong brine of sea-salt, add any quantity of fair water, and they will both be uniformly dissolved. (5.) If the same experiments are made with nitre, sal-gem, borax, sal-ammoniac, salt of tartar, the alcaline volatile salt of sal-ammoniac, alum, or vitriol, the effect will be the same, as in the third and fourth experiments: whence we see, that these salts always require a certain determinate proportion of water to dissolve them perfectly; and cannot dissolve solid salts but in a limited proportion. Observe, that all the salts used in these experiments are to be well dried, and reduced to fine powder. If acid salts could be deprived of all their water, it is probable that the parts, now united in a solid form, would require a certain determinate proportion of water and heat to render them fluid; thus, highly rectified oil of vitriol frozen into solid crystals by cold, requires a certain proportion of water to prevent its crystallizing; for, if diluted with water, it will not crystallize in the severest cold: and without the assistance of violent cold, we shall scarce meet with another instance of a pure acid salt in a solid form. Hence it is commonly supposed, that acids may always be diluted by a small proportion of water; which, however, should be understood with caution, according to what we have now seen.

32. To three ounces of pure distilled water put nine drams of sea-salt; if the water be suffered to rest, the salt will dissolve slowly, yet totally; but if briskly shook together, it will soon perfectly dissolve: add the same quantity of salt to the same quantity of water, and apply the glass to the fire; thus, the salt will dissolve much sooner than in the cold. To twelve ounces of distilled water put five ounces of sea-salt; boil them together, and the salt will dissolve: now add a little boiling water, that the weight of the mixture may be the same as at the first; thus, the salt will remain perfectly dissolved in this degree of heat. Cover the vessel close, and let it cool; in cooling the salt will concrete, from the boiling point down to thirty-two degrees, the brine being here made as strong as possible, and dropping more and more salt every moment in the cooling: whence we learn, that water will dissolve a larger proportion of salt in summer than in winter; and more in a warm climate than in a cold one. And since putrefaction, ceteris paribus, is as the heat of the climate, more salt should be used to prevent this effect in a warm climate than in a cold one. Boiling water, therefore, dissolves as much salt, as it possibly can; and near the point of freezing, as little as it can: but when turned to ice, by a cold increasing to the first degree of the thermometer, it has now thrown out some salt in every degree of the increase, so as to retain very little in the strongest possible natural cold: which shews, that there is a certain native force in the particles of water, whereby, with the assistance of heat, they may be so separated from one another, as to let particles of salt lodge in their interstices; and whilst the
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the heat decreases, and the water is left more to its own nature, its particles have a power of attracting one another so closely, as to lessen these interstices; so as that salts can no longer lodge therein, but must be expelled from their places, as the water freezes stronger. Whence, again, it is plain, that the power, by which water dissolves salts, depends in part upon the salt and the water, and in part upon the quantity of fire applied to both: whence I infer, that it cannot be determined, what proportion of salt is dissolvable in water, unless at the same time it be precisely ascertained, what degree of heat was applied in the solution; for, it is certain, that water, unaffected by heat, that is, ice, can dissolve no salt at all. But here it is remarkable, that salt, mixed with powdered ice, thaws it, and at the same time produces a great degree of cold; as every where appears, but principally in Fahrenheit's experiments, mentioned in our chapter of fire: whence it follows that salt has a power of heating the coldest bodies; and this, by expelling cold from them, into the adjacent parts.

33. Whilffe the thermometer stood at thirty-eight degrees, I took two ounces of pure dry sea-salt, reduced to fine powder, and found it dissolve in six ounces and three drams of pure distilled rain-water; whereby I learnt that four parts of salt required thirteen of water to dissolve it: an ounce of sal-gem, prepared in like manner, took three ounces and two drams of the same water to dissolve it; which again, is as four to thirteen: an ounce of pure dry sal-ammoniac, reduced to powder, took three ounces and two drams of the same water to dissolve it: nine drams of pure dry nitre, reduced to powder, dissolved in six ounces of the same water: half an ounce of dry borax required upwards of ten ounces of water to dissolve it perfectly: an ounce of alum dissolved in fourteen ounces of water: an ounce of Epsom salt dissolved in an ounce and two drams of water: an ounce of salt of tartar dissolved in an ounce and half of water: three ounces of water dissolved half an ounce of tartarum vitriolatum, by long shaking; three ounces of water dissolved a dram and half of the common green vitriol, by long shaking. Whence we see that different salts require a very different proportion of water to dissolve them, and that some salts dissolve quicker than others; those, which spontaneously run in the open air, dissolve very soon, and in a small proportion of water; as seeming to be more attractive, and therefore more obstinately retain their water over the fire: thus, salt of tartar, and oil of vitriol, cannot be deprived of their water without a strong heat.

34. In a saturated solution, made with three ounces and two drams of water to an ounce of sea-salt, being the utmost it would take up, I put half a dram of nitre, and found it dissolved: to another saturated solution, with six ounces and $\frac{1}{4}$ of water to an ounce of nitre, being the utmost it would retain, I put $\frac{1}{4}$ an ounce of sea-salt, and found it dissolve perfectly; and thus brines made of sea-salt, sal-gem, sal-ammoniac, nitre, and borax, may be perfectly mixed together.

35. It is observable, that before metallic vitriols are dissolved in water, they cannot be perfectly dried without changing their nature; and when dissolved, they constantly let fall much ochre to the bottom: so that by repeated solution and crystallization of vitriol in water, all the vitriol is at length
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length turned into ochre, and an unctuous liquor, that cannot easily be dried; whence, the easier, the quicker, and with the less water, some salts are dissolved, the stronger they seem to retain their water. There is also something particular in the solution of metals by water: for, certain salts are required to dissolve them; and when they are dissolved into crystals of vitriol, they then easily and perfectly dissolve in water, so long as these crystals retain the salt, which is the solvent to the metal; but when this saline solvent is wanting in the vitriols, water will scarce dissolve them at all, but suffers the metallic matter to precipitate; but when the metal is previously dissolved by its own solvent salt, it readily yields to water, and may thus be a gentle exhalation be reduced to crystals; wherein the metal, its solvent, and pure water, always concur in a certain proportion. By which method, metals are rendered potable; and act in the body according to the nature of the acid which dissolved the metal, and still adheres thereto; as well as according to the nature of the metal itself, which in each metal is peculiar; so that the action of vitriols depends upon these two principles, united with water: and of this kind are the vitriols of gold, lead, silver, copper, iron, and tin.

36. But this rule does not extend to all the semi-metals, which, tho' first dissolved in their acid solvents, so as to appear in a saline form, cannot therefore be diluted with water, like the salts of true metals. Thus, pure regulus of antimony perfectly dissolved in the rectify'd spirit of sea-salt, adhering to the mercury sublimate in the distillation of butter of antimony, is a true vitriolic salt, made by the regulus dissolved in spirit of sea-salt: whence one might suspect that this butter would dissolve in water; but on the contrary, as soon as water touches it, the acid solvent quits the regulus, mixes with the water, and lets fall the metallic calx entire: whence the general rule is to be limited, or not extended beyond its proper bounds.

37. Water dissolves alcohol, tho' not spontaneously, but by being shook therewith; for, otherwise water, being gently poured into alcohol, passes thorough it to the bottom, the alcohol floating at the top; nor does the water dissolve it readily by little shaking, but it still remains dispersed in unctuous veins through the body of the water; tho' by continued shaking they perfectly unite: as alcohol, therefore, is a pure vegetable oil, produced by a perfect fermentation, its nature is thus changed, so as not only to burn in the fire, but to mix with water. Whence we learn, that oils themselves, being thus changed, may perfectly unite with water; but the sooner and the easier, if they be first previously dissolved with a proportion of water: for, common brandy mixes easier than pure alcohol with water.

38. But it is to be remarked, that water, perfectly saturated with dissolved salts, cannot be mixed with alcohol, tho' ever so violently shook together; but on the contrary, they repel each other more strongly than any other known liquors. Thus if oil of tartar per deliquium, put to pure alcohol, be ever so violently shook together, they immediately separate upon standing; the alcohol totally rising to the top, and the other falling to the bottom: and even boiling will not make them unite in any measure.
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39. But here we are to observe, that if water be saturated with a salt that easily separates from it, alcohol will dissolve the water, and the salt fall to the bottom. Thus, if to a saturated solution of Epsom salt in water, alcohol be poured, and the vessel shook, the mixture will grow opake, white, turbid, and let fall the salt in little crytals. So again, in making the offa Heldontis, where water is saturated with the alcaline volatile salt of sal-ammoniac, if an equal quantity of pure cold alcohol be added, and the liquors be shook together, they instantly form a white, solid mass; from whence a little water, that was attracted by the alcohol, is soon afterwards separated.

40. Water has also this remarkable property, that if mixed with alcohol, wherein a distilled oil is dissolved, it separates the oil from the alcohol. Thus, if oil of cinnamon be dissolved in pure alcohol, and water be let fall into this solution, the mixture presently becomes white and opake, tho' it was perfectly pellucid before, and the oil separates, and gathers together: whence it appears, that water unfitts alcohol for dissolving these oils; that alcohol easier unites with water than with them; and lastly, that the oils, dissolved in alcohol, still remain oils, tho' at the time they do not appear as oil, but spirit.

41. Rosins also totally dissolve in alcohol: but if water be added to the solution, the liquor immediately becomes white, and the rosin is restored. The rosin, thus once dissolved in alcohol and precipitated by water, may be dissolved again, and precipitated as before, so often as one pleases; as I have learnt by numerous repeated solutions in the rosin of cammony. Camphire has been esteemed a species of rosin, but no other rosin will totally sublime in a dry form, and without suffering a change in its parts; in which respect, therefore, this differs from all other rosins: yet it perfectly dissolves in alcohol, as other rosins do, and by the addition of water is perfectly recoverable from thence in the form of true-solid camphire. Hence, therefore, we see, that water attracts salt of tartar stronger than it does alcohol; and attracts alcohol stronger than that attracts oils, rosins, and campphire.

42. Again, water perfectly dissolves all saponaceous bodies, whether natural or artificial, fixed or volatile; for, all soaps are an intimate mixture of oil and alcaline salt, so as to dissolve in water uniformly, without manifesting any signs of the oil and salt separately. And it is a peculiar property of these soaps, that, when intimately mixed with oils or unctuous bodies, rosins or rosinous bodies, gums or gummy bodies, gummy-rosins, and tenacious bodies composed of these, they render them miscible with water, and thus dilute and wash them away: so that water not only dissolves true soaps, but also by the admixture of soap acquires a power of dissolving such things, as water would not dissolve: whence the power of water, as a solvent, is greatly increased by soap.

43. But to render oils miscible with water, is a more laborious secret, which artists usually conceal; but if an essential oil be long and properly digested with pure alcohol, and intimately united therewith by repeated distillation, a considerable part of the oil will be so attenuated and united to the alcohol, as that both together may be mixed with water, so as to afford a noble remedy for recruiting the spirits, and scarce to be equalled by any.
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any other contrivance; as by its acquired subtility and penetrating virtue it is thus rendered capable of infinuating itself into, and acting throughout the whole frame of the body.

44. It would scarce be suspected, that water dissolved air, unless we had proved it in our chapter of air; tho' it does this only in a certain degree and manner, whilst the air, thus dissolved and lodged in the interstices of the water, is no longer air in the sense it was before: hence, in this respect, water dissolves air, as it does salts, i.e. so that the single particles remain in the interstices of the water; but as soon as all the air is separated from the water by frost; by taking off the weight of the atmosphere, by fire, the sun, or the admixture of any other bodies, immediately as much other air is imbibed by the same water, as was discharged.

45. Lastly, water may, secondarily, dissolve many terrestrial bodies, which of themselves would not dissolve therein; thus the shells of shell-fish, snails, crab's-eyes, the bones, and tony concretions of animals, &c. being first dissolved in their proper solvents, may afterwards be totally dissolved in water; the same may be said of chalk, coral, pearls, mother-of-pearl, calcined flones, flint, &c.

46. It may be difficult to assign the limits of the dissolving power of water, for want of having it perfectly pure, without the least admixture of salt; as many things may be dissolved by the latent virtue of salts, that are unjustly attributed to the power of water alone: this difficulty attends metals in particular; as iron, watered with pure rain, turns to rust, and copper to verdigris. Langelotte asserts, that gold may be totally dissolved by bare triturations; and Homberg declares, that all the metals, even gold itself, may be perfectly dissolved, rendered potable and medicinal, by a long continued trituration with fair water; but as these triturations were performed in laboratories, where the air was impregnated with all kinds of volatile salts, I have suspected, that these solutions were owing to such salts; the rather, because the triturations were continued for months together: so that tho' the salts in the air were few; yet that great length of time might give them sufficient opportunity. The ancient Hermetic philosophers allowed indeed, that all things proceeded from and were resolvable into water, as if this was the universal menstruum; but they have not delivered the experiments upon which they build this doctrine. Water does not dissolve pure earth, freed from all adhering salt or sulphur; it does not dissolve glas, crystals, gems, nor the perfectly simple stones nor bodies, chiefly composed of these. Whence we infer, that water is not an universal solvent, but that its power is restrained to the bodies above-enumerated.

47. After seeing these properties of water, it is easy to understand, that it may readily infinuate itself into the invisible and extremely small pores of numerous compound bodies; for being ponderous, and consisting of very fine parts, their great lubricity and separability will cause it to enter easily into the smallest spaces: then again, its great dissolving power, with respect to so many bodies, enables it, in numerous cases, to soften or wash away the matter that obstructs their pores, and thus gain entrance; and this the rather, as its ultimate particles are solid and unchangeable: whence they
they have also a mechanical power of dissolving; besides the particular one, arising from their contractile and expansive force.

48. When water therefore, by this means infinuates itself into the small pores of such bodies, and thence penetrates their whole substance, it must needs increase their weight by the addition of its own substance; which in some cases is very considerable, where the bodies attract strongly, as almost all salts do; especially, the fixed alcaline kind; as likewise soaps and many solid bodies. So that, merchants sell many of their commodities to advantage, by weight in a moist cold season, which they had bought in a warm and dry one. Chemists, in like manner, have been deceived by ascribing great increases and decreases in the weight of bodies to wrong causes, whilst the effect was entirely owing to the water inherent in them.

49. But whilst water thus increases the weight of bodies, it also expands them; for it acts not barely by filling up the vacuities, but also by dilating the solid particles of bodies, or setting them farther asunder; as we learn by numerous experiments, and particularly by that curious one of the academy del Cimento (b), which, because the book is scarce, we will here relate.

50. They procured two cones to be made, one of steel A B, which was solid and divided into a scale; the other of wood, which was hollowed, Fig. 2.

so that when dry, its external cavity exactly fitted the external surface of the steel one A B: but this hollow cone of wood being plunged into water and penetrated thereby, swelled so, internally, that the steel cone A B could not now enter its cavity. Again, the cone of wood C D, which when dry exactly fitted into another hollow cone, being moistened with water, swelled so, externally, as not to enter the cone it entered before: whence we have an ocular, mechanical demonstration, that wood penetrated by water, is expanded in all its dimensions; and hence, surprising effects may arise from water infinuating itself into dry bodies.

51. When once water is intimately mixed with other bodies, far removed from an aqueous nature, it may concrete with them in a surprising manner; so that one would not suspect water to be in them: thus, for example, if three pounds of sea-salt be decrepitated, and almost fused, then reduced to powder, and mixed with twice its weight of bole, it will by distillation in a strong fire, afford some ounces of a strong spirit of sea salt, which after M. Homberg's method, may be separated into water and acid salt, by means of chalk, which concentrates the acid. Thus, a kind of elementary water may be obtained from salt, after the highest degree of calcination might well be thought to have separated all water from it; but, it seems, that the water here was so closely united to the particles of the salt, as not to be separated but by the utmost violence of fire. The like holds true also of sal-gem, spring-salt, and nitre: even alum and vitriol, reduced to perfectly dry powders by calcination, yield acid spirits upon distillation, which may afterwards be separated into a large proportion of water, and a small one of acid salt.

52. Dry sulphur contains much water; for, in burning it yields an acid spirit, which may be separated into pure water and an acid like rectified oil of water, which yields a spirit of sulphur.

(b) Experiment 164.
of vitriol: consequently, the acid, which when united to a vegetable oil makes sulphur, contains true water, that enters the composition of sulphur; so that the perfectly dry and combustible body of sulphur, has water for a constituent principle. I acknowledge that the water concealed in vitriol, per campanum, may in part proceed from the air whilst the sulphur is burning; because more spirit is obtained by this operation in a moist air. At the same time we see that oil of vitriol and of sulphur constantly contain water; and, therefore, since oil of vitriol enters the composition of sulphur, water also must enter. Whence we infer, that water enters the composition of all sulphurs and salts, lies concealed in them, and may be thence forced out.

53. It seems more improbable, that the soft and fluid body of water should enter the composition of the hardest and dryest bodies, and adhere so strongly to them as to manifest no signs of its being there, nor be separable from them, till forced away by extreme violence of fire; tho' even by this means, we cannot be assured that all the water is driven from them: for, the ultimate particles of water being solid, ponderous, incomprehensible, and immutable, and having once firmly fixed themselves in other bodies, are so riveted thereto, as scarce to be separated again by any art or force. This peculiar property of water we have already considered, at our entrance upon the present chapter; where we saw how universally it contributes in nearly all the works of nature: we next proceed to shew, that the hardest and most ponderous bodies principally owe the cohesion of their parts to water alone, which here acts as the strongest glue in nature.

54. When alabaster is calcined to a lime, it becomes a light, soft and fine powder; but if mixed with a proper quantity of water into a soft past, it immediately acquires a stony hardnes, and with difficulty lets go its water: so potter's clay, being baked and reduced to an impalpable, loose powder, then mixed with water into a paste, and baked in a potter's kiln, it thus makes pottery, of a stony hardnes, capable of holding water: understand the like of lime-stone, and the shells of fish. Sand and lime will not stick together, but with water they make mortar, wherein bricks being laid, it will last for ages; as we see in buildings: so in the making of glews from flarch, meal, animal-skins, and fish, water is a necessary ingredient. All these instances considered, the chemists seem to have been right in asserting, that water concretes with the hardest bodies. This with me is a principal and grand property of water, that deserves to be well considered by chemists. Who would have suspected that water should concretely with the primary particles of bodies, connect them with one another, and thus contribute to the substance of all things?

55. Again, it appears that the drytest and hardest parts of animals, as the hair, nails, horns, teeth, bones, ivory, &c. acquire their requisite hardnes by the accession of water; for, if any of these substances, tho' kept so long as to become extremely dry, be distilled in a glass retort, with a violent fire, their greatest part will prove to be volatile, and only a small part remain fixed: but the volatile part is almost totally liquid, except the salt, and separates into oil, salt, and a large proportion of water; which shews that
that water was intimately united with these hard substances, and helped to consolidate them; for, when all water is separated from them by the force of fire, nothing but loose ashes remain behind, or a brittle substance, easily converted, by trituration, into a loose powder; especially after these substances, that were left black in the retort, are calcined to whiteness in an open fire: and if an entire bone be calcined to whiteness, so as to appear brittle and crumbly, and then be plunged into water, it attracts the water into itself, with a hissing noise, and thus recovers its lost weight, and former hardness, and cohesion of parts. Hence we infer, that water, tho' it does not afford the ultimate matter in producing the solid parts of animals, yet serves as a cement in sticking the parts together; making a portion of the concrete; and adding to its bulk.

56. One would not easily imagine, that water constitutes the largest part of oils; yet M. Homberg has shewn, by careful experiments, that distilled oils, by a chemical analysis, resolve chiefly into pure water \( (i) \); and pure alcohol is said by Helmont to have had one half of itself converted into elementary water by the attraction of faint of tar: thus much is certain, that in burning, alcohol shews it contains much water; as we saw in the chapter of fire. Hence it is plain, that water is largely diffused thro' many kinds of bodies, and concretes firmly with them.

57. But we are not hence to conclude, that water is the only substance from which all sensible bodies arise. Some eminent chemists have ascertained, that water, purify'd and hardened by long frost, is condensed into rock-crystal; and pretend that this is found true, in the frozen mountains of Switzerland towards the north, where ice, never thawing, is said to be thus transmuted \( (k) \). But it has been found that water, rendered colder by forty degrees than it is never naturally found, will presently thaw; nor could this cold ever contract and condense water so as to give it the weight and density of crystal, much less the solidity of the diamond: whence it is by no means probable, that precious stones should ever be formed from frozen and condened water; but gems, like all other bodies, rather grow from their own peculiar seed. Tho' the Lord Bacon, therefore, affirms, that there is no nutrition without water, and that no substance could grow without it, yet this holds principally true of vegetables and animals; whilst the contrary obtains in metals: unless by water we should here understand mercury; for, the adepts commonly call quicksilver, the metallic water, or simply water, or their own sea: tho' it seems scarce credible, that water can be rendered fourteen times heavier than it is. But in animals and vegetables, water truly constitutes a large part of their aliment, and intimately connects their constituent particles together; so that in a great measure they consist of mere transmuted water: yet it has hitherto been shewn by no just experiment, that water alone can afford all the parts of these bodies; notwithstanding Helmont's experiment of a flint nourished by water, and Mr. Boyle's, of plants increasing their weight by watering.

58. It has been found by a careful inquiry, that water is the principal vehicle whereby the nutrimental matter of animals and vegetables is conveyed

\[ N \quad n \quad n \quad \text{and} \]

\[ (i) \text{See Hif. Acad. reg. fr. 1703. p. 37.} \quad (k) \text{See Paracelsus and the Academy del Hif. Acad. fr. 372.} \]

With oils, and alcohol.

All bodies proceed not from water.
and distributed; and that the water itself is not a real nutritious matter; but
impregnated with various heterogeneous particles: for, the purest rain is al-
ways full of vegetable particles. All water, the more impregnated it is with
unctuous, earthy particles, the greater weight it adds, in the same time, to
the vegetables it waters; whilst the greatest part of the mere water, which
enters plants, soon exhaled from them again; at the same time that the
fat earthy particles, mixed with the water, are consumed in the vegetation of
the plant; as Dr. Woodward has shewn by careful experiments (1). It is how-
ever plain, that water in some form intimately unites with the solid parts of
bodies, and concretes with them into the same mass; so as not only to serve
as a vehicle, but enters as a constituent part of vegetables and animals.
Whence the ancient chemists called water the universal wine, drank of by all
vegetables, animals, and minerals; and in this sense we may properly say
that all things proceed from water.

59. There are some bodies that repel water, without causing any motion in
its own substance; and the like property is found in some fluids, as well as
some solids: thus oils repel and do not mix with water, tho' thrown together,
but separate from it, and collect themselves into spherical or spheroidal
drops, driving the water from them in the shortest possible way: balsams
and rofins, melted by a gentle fire, have the like property; with this dif-
ference, that the more subtle the oil, or unctuous body is, the less it repels
the water, and vice versa; so that becoming extremely thin, such bodies may
intimately mix and unite with water.

60. Some solids also repel water; especially, the more solid ones, that take
a fine polish; as also the hair of animals, the feathers of birds, spiders-webs,
filk-worms-nefts, &c. on the external surface whereof, an unctuous crust is
lodged, participating of the nature of oil, on which account they repel wa-
ter; for, if deprived of this unctuousness, by being boiled in a sharp lixivium,
they do not repel it so much: but a well-polished surface is here alone suffi-
cient; as we see in polished metallic plates, which water will not stick to,
but roll off from; whereas, when rough or scratched, the water adheres to
them. Ivory and bone, when their surface is unpolished, imbibe water; but
when polished, repel it: this indeed may be owing to the pores being filled
up in the polishing; and hence perhaps it is, that the soft bodies of fish are
covered over with polished scales, and well defended with a subcutaneous
fat to secure them against the water, in which they live, and by which they
might otherwise be soon dissolved; for, after death, their scales being re-
laxed, and the unctuous matter failing, the water soon dissolves their
fleth (m).

61. Having thus considered the general properties of water, we next
proceed to the various kinds thereof; and first, let us consider the nature of
rain-water, which we may call the lixivium of the atmosphere, as con-
taining all kinds of particles, which float in the air: and what these are, may
be found in the preceding history of the atmosphere; where we have shewn,
that all kinds of volatile bodies abound therein. Now, bodies become volatile
either spontaneously, or by means of fire, fermentation, putrefaction, miilion,
separation
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separation and effervescence. Whence salts, spirits, oils, soaps, and even metals themselves, may sometimes lodge in the air, according to the difference of the causes which excite them; and these are principally the sun, and subterraneous, culinary or mechanical fires, used by artificers; whence rain may greatly differ from itself; and again with respect to the foil, from which the matter of rain is raised. So likewise rain may be very different, according to the different seasons of the year: thus, the rain in spring, summer, autumn, and winter differs in its substance and effects. For example, rain-water collected in the spring, is the fittest for fermentation; as being impregnated with such effluvia of the earth as were bound up in the winter, and are now resolved by a genial warmth, dispersed thro' the air, and mixed among the rain. So the different states of the atmosphere greatly alter the nature of the rain; thus what falls after a long drought, is very different from that which falls at the end of a long rainy season. The meteors also here occasion a great difference; thus the water of a thunder-form, greatly differs from other water. Again, winds carry the water of the air from one place to another, and along with it the exhalations of different and very distant parts of the earth; which exhalations may thus be variously mixed in with the water of rain from different quarters; and sometimes form an unusual compound, so as to occasion great fertility, &c. We learn by frequent observation, that the rain falling in a hot season, being received in clean vessels, and kept for some time, will putrefy; but I know not whether rain-water has ever been observed to grow acid: for my own part, I never found it do so; but when it putrefies, it may easily be corrected, so as to become potable and wholesome; viz. by boiling it, which kills the animalcula it contained; then suffering it to subside, and adding a little pure acid to what is decanted. And it has been usefully observed under the æquator, and within the tropics, where the waters putrefy most abominably, and generate worms, that the health of the sailors may be preserved by this treatment of the water: tho' a small proportion of spirit of vitriol would here preserve water from putrefying and breeding worms; and this without rendering it unwholesome. Experiments purposely made upon rain-water could never bring it to ferment, so as to afford inflammable spirits by distillation: and, I have found by experiment that rain-water, collected in a high and clean place, and preserved in pure vessels, abounded with little seeds that produced a fine green kind of water-weed: for upon keeping such water in clean glasses, I discovered that small green specks first appeared and grew gradually larger; when at length being examined by the microscope, I found it to be a true weed. If it be said, that these seeds fell into the water from the air, this does not alter the case; for, thus also they may be contained in rain, which falls through the air. So likewise the invisible seeds of mosses, dispersed in rain, occasion the appearance of little plants in the water; but what grows most copiously herein, is a mucilaginous, or ropy substance, as it appears to the naked eye; but when viewed through a microscope, resembles a grove of little mushrooms. These are the principal native plants of water, and which scarce any care can prevent from growing therein; tho' they appear more at one time of the
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year than another, and thus affect the water differently. Rain-water also, collected in the spring or summer, is found to be full of the eggs of minute animals, which appear to hatch therein, and may be seen by the microscope, especially after the water has stood long exposed to the sun and the open air: what numbers of them appear in a single drop of such water, may be learnt from Leeuwenhoek’s Observations.

62. The purest rain-water, therefore, from hence appears to be no homogeneous fluid; but nothing is stranger to me than that, when kept in a close vessel, it should so soon generate little white clouds, which gradually grow larger, more numerous and more opake; and these degenerating into a slimy substance, turn the whole water ropy; whence at length it deposits a feulent matter, changes its colour, taste and odour; and thus grows thick, vapid, mufly and disagreeable. This is the nature of pure rain-water, which therefore is far removed from a perfect simplicity, as being subject to so much foulness; and yet this water is esteemed the lightest of all waters, and truly distilled by nature, as being raised from the surface of the earth by the mild heat of the air; and, being raised much higher therein than any chemical distillation could carry it, 'tis returned back again without part-taking of the foulness of any vessel: so that chemists can scarce any way obtain by their distillations, a purer water than nature thus commonly affords it; as may easily appear from a consideration of the water which chemists distil, the vessels and the fire they use, the small height of the distilling vessels, and the air wherein the operation is performed: all which being considered, 'tis no wonder I should have found, by careful experiments, that distilled rain-water is not lighter than the natural, but hydrostatically the same. Snow-water is found to be the lightest of all rain-waters (n); and therefore snow-water, received at a great height from the earth, is the purer or fricer from gross and ponderous parts: and if a long-continued, sharp frost shall, at a great height, convert water to snow, after a long-continued, clear and dry season, the snow, thus formed, will be of the purest kind; especially, if no wind has disturbed the air, or intermixed any foreign volatile particles with it. Thus, if, in these circumstances, snow should fall upon a barren, sandy mountain, in a desert far remote from any place inhabited by men, and the snow should lie deep; if the upper part be now carefully collected, it will thus be obtained as pure as possible; for, it will scarce contain salt, oil or other foreign substance: so that water procured by melting this snow, will greatly differ from all other water, and be extremely pure, un-changeable, or capable of being kept for years, as an excellent remedy against inflammations of the eyes. The ancient alchemists have said, that from such pure snow there may, by a secret art, be obtained a very red substance, that by the force of fire may lie intimately buried and concealed therein. This snow, falling for ages upon the same spot, is, by Olaus Rudbeckius (o), said to leave a thin crust behind it; which, increasing in time to a sensible fratum, renders the earth extremely fruitful. And so much for the method of obtaining the purest water possible.

63. This

(n) See Mr Boyle, Med. Hydrost. p. 104. (o) Atlantis, p. 128.
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63. This water, being long digested, putrefies and grows fetid, and by distillation offers an oily spirit in some degree inflammable; but if digested, putrefied, distilled and concentrated, it yields a fragrant spirit, that silently dissolves the body of gold (p): if contained in casks, and putrefied by heat between the tropics, it afterwards loses its bad scent, and becomes clear again by reft (q). That rain is the moft impure which falls in a hot, windy feaon, near great cities, which stand low, and abound with the fetid exhalations of animals and vegetables; especially, if the air be thick, fogy and fetid, fo as to affect the noftrils and the lungs by its noxious vapours, which frequently appear and disappear without any manifest caufe. We have found by experience, after long continued droughts and heats, if thunderfforms have followed, the rain, that falls heavy at this time, being received in clean vefsiels, yields a froth, which seems to contain something of a fine nitrous falt; and when it falls in stormy whirlwinds, it has sometimes been found fetid, and the cloths wet with it have in 24 hours after been full of worms (r). Whence we may understand the caufe of the earth’s fertility; as fuch rain contains a subtile matter, capable of affording particles to nourifh the foids and fluids of vegetables; at the fame time acting as a proper vehicle to convey whatever is requisite for their nutrition.

64. If the snow-water, collected as above, be once distilled with a gentle heat, in clean and tall vefsiels, it may be esteemed perfectly pure; especially, if the operation is performed in a clean place, free from all fmoke and odour. And this, of all the ways I have tried, is the beft for obtaining pure water: tho’ fome for the purpofe, I know, draw it over gently from fixed alkaline falts, to hold back the acid, oily and earthy particles; but the alkalii thus communicates something lixivious to the water: whence others, in the fame view, diftil it from fal-gem, fea-falt, nitre, &c. But the water thus diftilled is always impregnated with something foreign; and tho’ it be succesfively drawn off from different fubftances, as acids, alkalii’s and neutrals, ’tis not thus rendered the purer: and when the pureft water boils over the fire, it still retains its difexploding virtue above described; and this tho’ it be feveral times diftilled.

65. We now proceed to enumerate some marks in the pureft diftilled rain-water, whereby to diftinguish it from other kinds: and firft, upon mixing with other waters less pure, and opake whitenefs immediately arifes, tho’ both of them were perfectly limpid before their mixture: and if fome soap be diffolved in this pureft diftilled water, it mixes uniformly without curdling; whereas it curdles with the waters lefs pure. So again, perfectly pure water, thrown upon wax, or sprinkled upon linen to be whitened, gives them a perfect whitenefs; but if the water be impure, it leaves them lefs white: it grows hot and cold sooner than other water, and is never improved by boiling. Pure gold and filver, being melted feperately or conjointly, and poured into this pure water whilst cold, pafs quietly thro’ it, and are found granulated at the bottom; but iron, tin and lead, melted and poured into water, enter it with a violent explosive motion, and immediately fly from it like shot, in a dangerous

dangerous manner: and copper, treated in this way, explodes with the violence of gun-powder; of which there are terrible examples. This wonderful property of water seems to me unexplicable upon any known principle. Pure, simple rain-water may, in a proper sense, be esteemed the mercury of animals and vegetables; as being not unlike quicksilver in simplicity, and, according to Helmont, the first principle from whence all things proceed, and into which they are ultimately resolvable.

Spring-water. 66. All spring-water arises from rain, raised by heat from the surface of the terraqueous globe into the air; which thus abounding with water, and impinging by night against the cold sides of high and extended mountains, the watery vapours are here condensed into drops, after the manner of distillation: whence proceed rivulets, springs, &c. as was mentioned in the chapter of air. And hence we learn, that spring-water is never purer than rain; yet when this rain, turning to spring-water, passes over sand, or places full of fine, clear flints, it may there depotise its heterogeneous parts, and at length run pure. This method of percolation nature uses to render water perfectly bright and simple, after it has been foul'd by washing the places it passed through: and thus we have another way of obtaining water as pure as possible. But if this spring-water passes thro' places containing a matter easily dissolvable by water, it thus becomes impregnated therewith; and tho' it should afterwards run thro' beds of stone or sand, or even mountains themselves, it might also carry such dissolved particles along with it; and hence springs, rivulets and lakes partake of the nature of such matters thro' which the water flows (s). Whence nothing particular can be affirmed of spring-water, without a due regard to the soils it passes thro', as whether they be aluminous, saline, sapaneous, vitriolic, &c. Thus there are numerous medicinal cold springs, which Hoffman has shewn to be alcaline, volatile and spirituous; and numerous hot ones abounding with sulphur, and greatly differing from the former; tho' both these forts are called spring-water, some proving medicinal and wholesome, others pernicious and poisonous: some also are of a petrifying nature, as particularly in the petrifying cave of Burgundy, about a mile from Quingey, where the water dripping thro', petrifies into statues of all kinds of figures (t). Yet what is very remarkable, these petrifying waters do not generate the stone in those that drink them (u). Hence we learn, that nothing can be pronounced unfavourably of the clearness, weight and virtue of spring-water; but that every spring must be examined, in order to discover its nature: and this appears from nothing more plainly, than that if any spring-water be boiled for some time, then suffered to rest and grow cool, it deposits a sediment. But nothing seems to me more extraordinary in the history of spring-water, than

---

(s) Some springs are much more copiously impregnated than others: and therefore will bear a greater dilution by rain water: Thus, tho' I have found more than one of our Eng. life ferruginous springs, especially those near London, too much weakened by water, that rained into them; yet upon carefully trying how much of that fluid some German spaw water, which came very well condi- tioned to London, would bear, it appeared, that when this was diluted with no less than thrice its weight of rain-water, it still retained strength enough to produce a purplish colour, with fresh powder-galls.' Boyle's Nat. Hist. of mineral waters.

(t) Trans. de Sav. an 1688. p. 432.
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than that it should not be found in some places dug a very great depth into. Thus Dr. Plot, in his natural history of Staffordshire, describes a pit descending perpendicularly 2600 feet, where, tho' he let down a rope of this length, he could neither find bottom nor water at so great a depth: how solid, therefore, must the bottom and sides of such a pit be, that will not suffer water to burst thro'?

67. As rivers proceed from springs, what we have already said of spring-water may be applied to river-water; with this difference, that spring-water generally runs under ground, whereas that of rivers is exposed to the open air. Whence, whatever falls from the atmosphere, or is conveyed by the winds; whatever vegetable or animal matter falls in their way, or whatever silt and amphibious creatures deposit, all comes into the course of rivers; mixes with their water, and may there diffuse itself, putrefy and dissolve. And as all rivers rise from mountains, and at length disgorge into the sea, rivers can never rest, as being perpetually running down to the ocean; and as in their course they pass thro' different places, viz. woods, cities, &c. in each of these places the water must be of a different kind; so that nothing particular can be affirmed of this water also, without considering the difference, that may arise in every place, where new substances may be mixed with it. Rain-water easily mixes with it; and at different times and places, animal, vegetable and fossil substances, unite therewith: no wonder, therefore, that river-water, taken up by the English at St. Iago, and kept in casks, should, near the island Borneo, be so changed with the heat of the climate, as to discharge a vapour that took fire at a candle; the water at this time being fetid, but after settling, again becoming sweet (a). So Thames-water (y), and the water of New-York river, grew intolerably fetid in the cask in eight days time; but became sweet, when arrived at Virginia (z); so again, the Thames-water, contained in casks and carried into hot countries, was in eight months time converted into a fetid, spirituous liquor, the vapour whereof burnt like spirit of wine; but upon opening the cask, and admitting the air, it became sweet in twenty-four hours: or if the water was strongly shook in the cask, it became sweet and potable in five hours; and even in its fetid state, it is said to be wholesome (a). If sea-water be distilled, and mixed with river-water, it does not putrefy (b). In the kingdom of Congo there is a river, which, when agitated, yields a froth, that, being received by straw spread upon the shore, concretes into a tenacious

(x) See Phil. Trans. Abridg. vol. 5. p. 271.
(y) That the Thames-water, when carried long voyages, and into hot climates, will have a very offensive scent, the common putrefaction of flagrant water may persuade us: yet 'tis found, if that be kept long enough, tho' in the same vessel, and a hotter climate, it will at length grow sweet and potable again. Several other waters have the same facility of recovering after putrefaction, as well as that of the Thames, whereto 'tis usually supposed peculiar. And

having had the curiosity to try how the rougher kind of water, that will not bear soap, might be remedied; an indigent person, whom I employed, assured me he had met with pump-waters, that barely by standing a few days, would gain this property. Boyle's Usefulness of Exper. Philos. (z) Phil. Trans. No. 127. p. 652.


(b) Du Hamel de menftruis, p. 412.
cious substance; which, when dried at the fire, grows hard like iron (c). The Rhone water, when well purified by standing, and properly preferred in earthen vessels, does not putrefy upon carrying, or feeling the heat of different climates; tho' it would putrefy in casks (d).

68. It is found by careful experiments, that rain-water, snow-water, spring-water, and river-water, when hydrostatically examined, and compared, scarce differ a thousandth part in weight (e). Whence it is not probable, that the water of a river in Africa should be lighter by four ounces in a pint than the water of England (f): it were to be wished Mr. Boyle had given us an exact description of this extraordinary experiment, and confirmed it by proper testimony, as the thing requires; for, if the fact was constantly to hold, what Herodotus says of a water in Africa, mentioned above, might well be received for truth. Thus much may suffice to shew the nature of river-water; for, as it contains so many different kinds of substances, a fermentation may easily arise among its parts in hot climates; and hence all the changes of fermentation and putrefaction above-mentioned proceed: doubtless, the phenomena above-recited are rather owing to these contents of the water, than to the water itself.

69. We are next to consider the stagnant waters of lakes, meers, ponds, and town-ditches; as this water also is frequently employed in chemical operations. These stagnant waters differ greatly from each other; thus, for example, the water of Leyden is a lixivium of all the common-shores and jakes, which continually discharge themselves into the town-dykes: and if we consider how many tunns of dyer's-stuff are there used in the dying of wool, hair, and silk; what a quantity of alum, tartar, vitriol, aqua-fortis, and tinging ingredients, are employ'd and discharged from the dye-house-coppers, into the waters of this town; we shall find a prodigiously confused mixture thus made in the dykes that chiefly empty themselves into the lake of Harlem: whence it is no wonder, that many beautiful dyes should be struck to advantage at Leyden, which are unsuccessfully attempted by the same means in other places, even by the same workmen; as we learn from numerous experiments. This stagnant water is much more ponderous than the natural. Upon putting twelve ounces thereof into a clean glass-bason, and evaporating it with a gentle heat, numerous worms, insects, and other little creatures were found at the bottom; as also a large quantity of yellow terrestrial, calcareous matter, and mud, which raise a strong effervescence upon being mixed with aqua-fortis. The several sorts of water, being examined hydrostatically by Dr. Hoffman (g), with a glass water-poise, divided by lines, were found to differ considerably in weight: thus, pure rain-water was found to be the lightest; and therefore served as a standard to the rest. River-water taken from the river Jssel, was one line heavier than the former; the common drinking water of Hall was two lines heavier; the spring-water of the same place was four lines; the water of a particular spring in the same place was

References:
(c) Ad. Lib. an. 1687. p. 650.
(d) Ibid. an. 1685. p. 519.
(e) See Boyle's Med. hydrof. p. 104.
(f) See Boyle's Usefulness of Phil. part. 2. p. 114.
(g) See Hoffm. Observ. chem. p. 140.
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was six lines; and some water long kept in an open vessel in a cellar, was six lines and a half: but stagnant water, taken out of the town-ditch at Hall, was the heaviest, being seven lines heavier than the rain-water (b). This shews how careful we ought to be in making experiments on water, which differs so greatly from itself; as every difference here may vary the effect: whence we should know the way of trying the purity of water, before we use it. The best trial for the purpose is, by a solution of perfectly pure silver in aqua-fortis; for this solution being diluted with the purest water, and then dropp'd into a glass of any water to be examined, if the liquor does not grow turbid, white or opake, the water may be esteemed perfectly pure; unless it should contain good spirit of nitre, or aqua-fortis: so likewise pure oil of tartar per deliquium, well diluted with the purest water, and dropp'd into a glass of any water to be tried, if no cloudiness arises, it is a proof that the water is pure; for, except alcalies, this readily shews, by the sudden change of colour, whether any other substances are mixed therewith. But no experiment in this case is more exquisite, than that made by using a solution of succbarum Saturni in fair water; for, this being droppt into any heterogeneous water, instantly manifests its impurity (i). 'Tis of great use in chemistry, to have such methods of examination, where exactness is required; and where the least foreign admixture may alter the whole operation. Hence proceed the frequent failures in producing the arbor Diane, and the phenomena of colours by chemical liquors.

70. Upon considering all that is here discovered of water, we may say, that it is a certain species of glass, which melts with thirty-three degrees of heat, and grows hard in a little greater degree of cold, whereby it becomes a solid, elastic, brittle, pellucid, insipid, scentless mass, capable of being ground into microscopes and burning-glasses. This glass indeed is volatile, but in other respects resembles common glass. And here it is surprizing that the fluid and soft body of water should so quickly be turned into a hard solid; and that an unelastic fluid should thus become highly elastic; insomuch that if form'd of a globular figure, it will rebound like glasse, or an elastic metal. This elasticity and hardness of ice increases in proportion to the degree of cold whereeto it is expos'd; so as in the utmost degree thereof to grow as hard as real glass, and highly elastic; but when melt-ed, it presently becomes volatile. If, as some have pretended, a long continued extreme cold could turn water into crystal and gems, incapable of fus'ing at a glasse-house furnace, it might thus receive fire enough to make it shine and glow, like mettals, stones and other solid bodies; but as far as we hitherto know of its nature, it seems impossible, by any means whatever, to heat water above two hundred and fourteen degrees. When ice is once dissolved, it immediately becomes a menstrum, and a kind of universal vehicle, dissolving active bodies especially, mixing them together, applying them to each other, qualifying many that were corrosive, joining itself with them, agitating the whole, and thus producing the principal physical changes and operations in nature.

(b) See Hoffm. obs. chem. p. 140 (i) See Acad. del Cimento. p. 237;
Conveys aliment. 

71. The nutrition of animals is performed by means of water; not that its particles universally constitute their substance, but without the intervention of this vehicle, the true nutritious particles could scarce be conveyed to the parts of the body, which require to be nourished; so that water alone is the proper vehicle of nutrition, without which no creature could live.

72. Water also makes the most mild, fluid and subtile part of the juices of the body, so as to pass through the minutest vessels thereof; and if deficient in a great degree, the circulation presently stops: nor is there in nature to be found, any fluid capable of supplying the want of water in the body; so that all the actions of life are owing to water, which renders the fluid fit for circulation. Upon separating water by a gentle heat, from any animal fluid, whether of a thick or dilute kind, we constantly find it makes the largest part thereof. Again, when we examine any solid part of an animal body, we find it receives all its fitness for the use of life from water alone; for, when this is taken away, no requisite condition to life is left behind. Health itself, and the functions consequent upon it, are more owing to water than to almost anything else; the growth of the body is carried on by water; many diseases are caused, and many are cured by water; death itself is often brought on by water, but much oftener for want of it; and successful cures are often performed by its means: That the life of vegetables, their flourishing state, their nutrition, growth, &c. are owing to water, appears from the experiments of Dr. Woodward, and Dr. Hales, as mentioned above. The fertility of the earth, we have already observed, is chiefly owing to snow and rain; and this is farther confirmed from the observations made upon the soil of Egypt: for, where little dew or rain falls, and no rivers water the ground, the earth is barren, like the sands, of Libya, especially, where the winds frequently disturb and blow away the sand, and thus destroy the first rudiments of fertility (k).

On vegetables.

73. Lastly, soils, so long as they remain, under a liquid form, in mines, and, even metals themselves, in the form of a thick, unctuous, ponderous, saline juice, are capable of dissolving in water, and indeed are naturally mixed therewith; as we learn from the writers of mineralogy and metallurgy, especially the excellent Agricola. And this holds of all concreted, saline, vitriolic and metallic juices; where water makes the principal part, and serves to dilute, move, change, increase, and mix them among one another.

Further uses of water.

74. Thus we see that the use of water is wonderfully universal. And farther, the principal, fine and grateful colours of bodies, are owing to water; as remarkably appears in the bright colours of flowers. So likewise the particular odours of bodies are every where chiefly mixed, preserved and perfected by the interposition of water, which serves as an admirable vehicle to them. The great diversity of tastes also depends upon a proper intermixture of water, whereby solid bodies are chiefly applied to the tongue and palate. The particular virtues of bodies, whether alimentary, medicinal or poisonous, are rendered active by means of water. That the hardness and firmness of bodies are owing to water, interposing as a cement, we have shewn above. Thus, if it was not for water, the

(a) See Lord Bacon of Winds.
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the substance of brick, tile, stone, bone, horn, &c. would be no more than light, unconnected dust. Most of the phisical actions of bodies upon one another, are principally owing to water, and could not be exerted without it: thus, the effervescences betwixt salts and salts, salts and oils, and salts and solid bodies, do not happen till the salts are dissolved by water into a fluid form; for, till they are thus dissolved, or whilst the salts remain in a solid form, they exert no action. Numerous changes and operations arise merely from such effervescences, which therefore necessarily depend upon water (I): thus likewise fermentations, which produce so many, physical changes, can by no means be performed without water, of which if vegetables be deprived, they can never be brought to ferment again. Putrefaction never happens in the dry bodies of animals or vegetables, and in this state may long be kept uncorrupted in a dry air, but if once moistened with water, they soon putrefy and corrupt. There are also numerous separations of different bodies, that cannot be made without water, but easily by means thereof: thus, salts are easily separated from earth, and oils and alcohol from rosin, by water. On the other hand, an intimate union is in many cases procured by water, and could not be brought about without it; of which we have given numerous instances above. Precipitation, which is a capital operation in chemistry, chiefly depends upon water; so does the distillation of all the aromatic oils, and cannot be obtain’d without it in purity and perfection. Water also serves us to measure the degrees of heat, from thirty-two degrees up to two hundred and twelve; which is very difficult to do by any other means: oil, indeed, might serve for this purpose, and go even to fix hundred degrees; but then oil continually grows thicker by fire, and does not afterwards rise equally in proportion to the heat; whereas water constantly remains the same in this case. This is a thing of primary use in chemistry, and unknown to the ancient chemists, who would not otherwise have been so anxious about finding a method of raising and keeping up an equable degree of heat, like that of a hen brooding upon her eggs; which heat may now easily be continued by means of water and a thermometer. But here we are to observe, with respect to all the effects of water above-mentioned, that they constantly differ according to the different degrees of fire apply’d; which needs no farther confirmation.

75. Water has never been found more active and powerful, than when raised by a boiling heat into vapour, and confined in a close place; for, bodies expos’d to this vapour, so as to be thoroughly moistened thereby, are

(I) An experienced German chemist relates, that in some parts of his country, he met with vitriol stones, or marcasites, which, by the action of mere common water, reeling for a competent time upon them, would grow so hot, as to enable the liquor to retain a sensible heat, when it had passed a pretty way from them. And many accidents may occasion the breaking out of such waters, or the change of their course in subterraneal places. That common water may, in a very short time, produce considerable heat in mineral bodies, appears by mixing two or three pounds of fine powder of common brimstone, with a convenient quantity of filings of iron; for this mixture, being drenched with common water, will, in a short time, grow exceedingly hot, and send out a thick smoke, like that of good quicklime, while flaking with water.
thence many ways wonderfully penetrated, corrupted, altered and dissolved. Experiments purposely made have shown, that the vapours of salt-water, raised by a gentle heat, are less putrefactive to the bodies exposed thereto, than the vapour of fresh-water, which corrupts them sooner and more thoroughly: whence we see, that the vapour of fresh-water is more putrefactive than of salt-water; and that the ancient physicians justly observed a moit and hot air, growing pestilential, would in a short time dissolve the human body. And it was found, that when the Europeans first settled in America, almost all of them died of a malignant distemper, or a kind of fever peculiar to the place, which soon putrefy’d and dissolved their bodies; and this principally happened to those, who inhabited the wood-lands, where the air was wet, with the copious, warm vapours, which perpetually exhaled from the trees. For, according to Dr. Hales’s calculation, given in his Vegetable Statics, of the proportion of water perfpir’d from the surface of the leaves of a tree in summer, a moit prodigious quantity must needs be exhaled from a large wood, in a hot climate: but when these woods in America were cut down and burnt, and the air suffer’d to have free admission, the country soon became wholesome.

76 Galileo was the first that observed ice to be lighter than the water, which compos’d it: and hence it happens, that ice floats upon water; the specific gravity of ice being to that of water as eight to nine. This rarification of ice is owing to the air-bubbles produced in the water upon freezing; and, being considerably large in proportion to the water frozen, render the body of ice so much specifically lighter. We have shewn in the history of air, and in the present chapter, that a considerable quantity of air is lodg’d in the interstices of water, though it has not then any elastic property, on account of the diffusion of its particles: but these particles, coming closer together, and uniting as the water freezes; light, elastic and expansive air-bubbles are thus generated, and increafe in bulk, as the cold grows stronger: whence, of course the ice becomes specifically lighter: and these air-bubbles, growing larger, acquire a great expansive force, so as to burst the containing vessel, though ever so strong. It has been imagin’d, that this bursting of the vessels by frozen water, was owing to the contraction of the solid parts of the vessel upon the ice, and not to the internal expansion; but the Florentine academicians shew’d the contrary by the following experiment. They fill’d a hollow globe of pure gold with cold water, then folding up the orifice, expos’d it to a freezing air; having first fitted on to it a metallic ring, somewhat less than a great circle of the sphere, and carefully mark’d the part of the sphere, where the edge of the ring touch’d it. Whilsit now the water froze in the globe, they observ’d the external surface to be so much enlarg’d, that the metallic ring remarkably advanced towards the vertex from the greatest horizontal circle: whence the globe expanded much more than the ring contracted, by

---

by the cold; as was plain upon comparing this ring with another originally made of the same size (o).

77. But snow-water, or any water long boiled at the fire, freezes flower, Ice from wa-
and affords a more solid ice, with fewer bubbles, than other water not so treated. ter exhausted
ed (p). And pure water long kept in vacuo and froze afterwards there, (q) air.
freezes much sooner with the same degree of cold, than water unpurg'd of
air, and expos'd to the atmosphere; whilst the ice, thus made of water from
which the air was extracted, is much harder, more ponderous, equable, and
transparent, than common ice. Whence it is certain, that the air, naturally
contain'd in water, being brought together by the freezing cold, occasions its
greater rarification and levity: and in this manner ice has been procured, that
would not float upon water (q). If finely powder'd sea-salt, salt-gem, or
fial-ammoniac, be put to powder'd ice, or snow, in a freezing season, and they
be well mix't together, the salt will immediately begin to dissolve, and the
coldness grow much more intense; and this, so far as we yet know, to a cer-
tain degree, whatever were the degree of cold in the bodies before their mix-
ture. Alcohol also, being thus mix'd with ice, increases its coldness: the
pure, saline, acid spirits of sea-salt, nitre, aqua-fortis and aqua-regia, the
stronger they are, the more intense cold they produce, when mix'd with
ice; but of this we have already treat'd sufficiently in the chapter of fire.

78. Hence, to make the most perfect ice, we should take the purest wa-
ter, and perfectly purge it of air by the air-pump, then freeze it in the fe-
vereft frost, by means of Fabreñhei's contrivance; for thus we should ob-
tain an ice of the greatest hardness, density, purity, transparency, and gra-

ty; the true phical characters of ice to the senses: though even this ice, as
so far as we now know, would immediately melt into water with a heat of
30 degrees. Whence it follows, that the utmost natural cold cannot convert
pure water into stone, crystal, or gems; for this artificial cold is above

carelessly expos'd to the wet, have been broken and spoiled by the water; which having
entred at the little cavities of the metal, was there afterwards froze, and expanded into ice. And Gabus tells us, that he saw a hudge vesel,
of exceeding hard metal, split asunder by con
gelated water.

Bufoequis relates, 'That at Constantinople,
' a monstrous obelisk, thrown from its pedestal
' in the city, had remained at its length for
' many ages; till in latter times an architect
' appeared, who for a certain sum undertook
' to set it again upon its base; and having to
' this end prepared abundance of machines,
' he therewith raised it within an inch of its
' due height; then throwing water on the
' ropes that supported the pillar, they gradu-
' ally contracted, and set it upon its base.' To
' render this the more credible, the like is men-
tioned by many eminent authors, as having been elsewhere practis'd; and the thing is
allowed off by Galileo.

(o) There are other ways to manifest this
expansion of water by freezing: Mr. Boyle
having poured a proper quantity of water into
a strong cylindrical earthen vessel, he expos'd
it, uncovered, both to the open air in frosty
nights, and the operation of snow and salt; and
found that the ice produced in both cases,
reached higher than the water before it was
froze.

So if a concave cylinder, made of any com-
 pact matter, be tightly stopp'd at one end with
wax, and filled with water at the other, and
then that also be closed in the same manner;
if this pipe be suspend'd in an air suffi-
ciently cold, the contained water will be
froze, and the fopples at both ends, or at least
at one, will be thrown out; and a rod of ice
appear therewith, in continuation with the
tube.

A stone-cutter complained to Mr. Boyle, that
sometimes, thro' the negligence of the serv-
ants, the rain being suffer'd to soak into mar-
ble, the violent frosts coming on would burk
the ftones. And another tradefman complain-
ed, that even implements of bell-metal, being

(p) Acad. del. Cimento, p. 163.

(g) ibid. p. 171.
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40 degrees stronger than that, where water is said to be frozen into rock-crystal. In our experiments, no increase of cold has made ice at all more difficult to melt than common ice.

79. When water is perfectly purged of air by the air-pump, and shook in the containing vessel, it discharges an infinite number of little bubbles, that dart from it like sparks of fire, and have no appearance of air; these, therefore, may possibly form those explosive unerial bubbles, which arise from water long kept boiling over the fire, after the air seems all to have been discharged (r).

80. Nothing seems more capable of deceiving us than water: thus, in the air, the parts of water, being disposed after a certain manner, may form dense clouds; whereas the same water may be there collected in a greater quantity, and degree of density, yet being barely disposed in a different manner, it may be so pellucid as not to appear to the eye. The breadth, forcibly discharging from the mouth, when the lips are contracted, is scarce visible; but when gently let go, with the mouth wide open, and meeting with a cold air, it forms a visible cloud. In summer, the moist breath does not appear to the eye; but in the winter it appears like a mist. Hence chemists are to be admonished to use hygrometers, whereby they may determine the quantity of water in the air at any time: which is a thing of consequence to them; as may appear from the necessity of knowing the best time for preparing oleum tartari per deliquium, and oleum sulphuris per campanam.

81. When water stands perfectly still, its surface is parallel, or concentrical, with that of the earth; but if any heavy body falls into this stagnant water, it drives a bulk of water along the surface, equal to the bulk of the body thrown in: and this expulsion of the water continues successively, so long as any of the body continues above the surface of the water; afterwards the body descends equably without being perceived; whilst the water, raised by the falling body out of its place, immediately slides into it again, as soon as the body deserts it: whence an undulatory circle is made upon the surface of the water; which circle is propagated from the place where the body fell, as from a centre, and widens into larger and larger concentrical waves, whose diameter increases constantly 12 feet in 8 seconds and a half; whereas sounds in the air move at the rate of 1080 feet in a second: whence the motion of a wave of the air, is to the motion of a wave of water nearly in the same proportion as the weight of water to the weight of air, according to the calculation of M. de la Hire. These waves, though proceeding from different causes, and even intersecting each other, still continue circular, and each of them concentrical to its own centre; and if, in their progress, they meet with any obstacle, whereby they are reflected or reflected, they still go on, with the same velocity, as if they had not been obstructed: nay, what seems stranger still, tho' the wind be with them or against them, it does not hinder their moving in the same manner (t).
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82: When pure water is, with a gentle heat, distilled to perfect dryness, in a clean retort, it leaves a light spot, or film, at the bottom of the glass, and this every time the same water is redistilled in a fresh vessel; and if the same retort be used in redistilling the water, the spot or crust will grow a little larger upon every distillation. This experiment has been industriously prosecuted; infomuch that Mr. Boyle (1) relates, that water being carefully distilled in a glass-vessel, 200 times over, an ounce thereof at length afforded six drams of a white, light, insipid, fixed, ponderous earth, undissoluble in water (v). Hence, many relying upon his authority, have asserted, that water, barely by repeated distillation, might be converted into true earth. And hence Sir Isaac Newton infers, that water thus chang’d into earth, may be ignited (x). On this occasion, therefore, I beg leave to relate the success of my own experiments upon the subject. Having collected a quantity of rain-water, in clean-open vessels, placed on the top of the observatory at Leyden, so that no foul water might fall into them from the building, I afterwards distil’d, to perfect dryness, a large parcel of this water, from a glass retort, into a pure receiver, by means of the gentle heat of a athanor, to avoid smoke; and found, at the bottom of the retort, a white spot, extremely thin and small with respect to the water; whilst a considerable proportion of the water was lost in the operation, tho’ I carefully secur’d the juncture of the vessels with a luting made of linseed-meal and water. Whence I cannot conceive, how it is possible, by any care, to prevent water from escaping thro’ the luting, before it could be distill’d 200 times over. In repeating my distillations, I could not but reflect, that the part of the vessels, unpoffes’d by the water, was fill’d with the common air of the laboratory; and that this air must needs be full of dust, rais’d by the motion of the fire, currents of air, &c. as we see the surfaces of glasses in a laboratory are usually thick cover’d with dust. Whence I doubt not, that in each distillation, fresh dust is added to the former; for if the same water be distill’d 200 times over, and always return’d back into the same vessel, all the dust floating in the air of these

(1) This instance of the convertibility of water into earth, is so considerable, that it may deserve to be delivered more at large. The author relates, ‘That having put a considerable quantity of distilled rain-water into a clean glass body, and fitted it with a head and receiver, he suffered it to stand in a digestive furnace, till by the gentle heat thereof, the water was totally abstrac’d, and the vessel left dry; when being taken out of the sand, he found the bottom of the glass wholly covered with a whifflish subfiance; which being scraped off with a knife, appeared to be a fine earth, without any manifest taste.—This encouraged him to distill the rain water again, in the same glass body; at the bottom whereof, when the water was all drawn off, lay more of the like earth, which confirmed his conjecture, that the earthy powder might be a transmutation of some parts of the water into that subfiance. Herein he was farther encouraged by a physician, who affur’d him, that he had frequently found such white earth in rain-water, after distilling the same many times successively; adding, that he found no caufe to suspect, that if he had continued to re-distil the same portion of water, it would have yielded him more earth. Lastly, a very ingenious person, who had tried various experiments on rain-water, put him beyond all doubt about this transmutation: for he solemnly affirmed, on experience, that rain-water, even after distilling in very clean glasses, near two hundred times, afforded him this white earth; and that more confi- dently in the latter distillations than in the former.’ Boyle of Forms and Qualities.

(a) See Boyle, Origin of Form; p. 295—37.
(b) See Newton, Optics. Latin. p. 191.
these vessels must thus be collected 400 times, on account of the water's being pour'd backward and forward in the open air. And tho' in this case, some of the powder may be owing to the feculency of the water; yet the greatest part, doubtless, proceeds from the air. If we calculate, from experiments, the proportion of each of these powders, it does not appear certain, that the earth, obtain'd in this operation, proceeds from the true elementary substance of water: and my suspicion is here the stronger, as I find Mr. Boyle repeated the experiment only thrice himself; and had it from another chemical hand, that an ounce of water, distill'd 200 times over, afford six drams of earth. That water may concrete, along with other substances, into a true solid body, we have seen above; but that it may, without the interposition of any thing else, be by distillation converted into true earth, has not hitherto been shewn by sufficient experience. I have learnt, by numerous examples, how apt men are to overlook things that mix themselves unexpectedly in chemical operations. And thus I finish all that I can justly say, from our present natural philosophy, upon this third universal instrument of chemistry.
Of EARTH.

1. Both philosophers and chemists use the word earth for a principle, or element, in the composition of bodies, entering them either as an ingredient, or giving them a power of performing various operations in nature and art. The word properly denotes a fossil, simple, hard, brittle body, that remains fix'd, without melting, in the fire; and neither dissolves in water, alcohol, oil, or air (a).

2. It is a body, as having three dimensions, impenetrability, figurability, and its own particular gravity. I judge it of the fossil kind; for, it is mixt almost with every fossil, either in a greater or less proportion; tho' it is hard to shew it in metals. In weight it exceeds water, salts, and the spirits of vegetables and animals. It every where infuses itself into the bowels of the earth, where it is constantly found, and may be dug up: but when pure, it seems homogeneous, or unmix'd with other elements; whence we can refer it to no tribe of bodies so properly, as the fossil. When pure, or perfectly separated from other bodies, it is constant, hard, and fine, tho' brittle with regard to our senses, and easily reducible by trituration into a certain powder; in which respect it greatly differs from the true metals and gems; tho' still more in this, that it remains fix'd and unchang'd in the most violent fire; even so far, as when pure, not to flow therein.

3. The dry remainder, left upon the careful distillation of rain-water, being collected, thoroughly calcined and elixated, affords a pure subtle, virgin-earth, which seems to proceed from the dust of the air (b) as mentioned at the end of the preceding chapter; for the dust floating in the air seems to be

(a) The doctrine of elementary earth here delivered, appears greatly to countenance Sir Isaac Newton's notion of the original formation of matter; by shewing that an unalterable solid substance has an existence in nature. This great philosopher is pleased to tell us, it seems to him, "That God in the beginning formed matter into solid, maffy, hard, impermeable, moveable particles, of such sizes and figures, and with such other properties, and in such proportion to space, as most conduced to the end for which he formed them; and that these primitive particles, being solids, are incomparably harder than any other bodies compounded of them; even so hard as never to wear, or break in pieces; no ordinary power being able to divide what God himself made one in the first creation. While these particles, ever be, continue entire, they may compose bodies of one and the same nature and texture in all ages; but should they wear away or break in pieces, the nature of things depending on them would be changed. Water and earth composed of old, worn-out particles, and fragments of particles, would not be of the same nature and texture now, with water and earth, composed of entire particles in the beginning. And therefore, that nature may be lasting, the changes of corporeal things are to be placed only in the various separations, and new associations and motions of these permanent particles; compound bodies being apt to break, not in the midst of solid particles, but where these particles are laid together, and only touch in a few points."

(b) Mr Boyle, in his curious treatise of Experimental Philosophy, observes, that earthy matter may be raised in a very considerable quantity into the air; and to this purpose relates from Agricola, an account of a shower of rain, which covered the streets it fell upon, with clay.
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principally earth, attenuated by numerous causes, so as to fit it for being suspended in the air, and moved about therein, by the winds: whence it mixes itself intimately with dew, mists, clouds, rain, snow, hail, &c. And although the earth, thus obtain'd from the distillation of rain-water, be so fix'd in the fire, that, as Mr. Boyle found, it would endure the utmost violence thereof, without changing or flying off; yet this property does not contradict its being volatile, for as to float a subtile powder in the air: for it is one thing to remain fix'd in a violent fire; and another, to be carried away with the motion of the air or wind. Thus, if fine powder'd earth be put into a crucible, and cover'd on all sides with fire, it thus may rest unmoved; whereas, if blown upon by bellows, so fine a powder would immediately be dissipat'd. And thus, as clouds of water are carried about by the wind, so are clouds of sand in Egypt and Libya; tho' sand be a fix'd thing in the fire. Here also it should be consider'd, that bodies purely terrestrial may remain fix'd in the fire; but, when mix'd with others, become so moveable, as to be rais'd into the air by a gentle heat. Thus, pure gold is extremely fix'd in the fire; but if first mix'd with regulus of antimony, then well ground with mercury-sublimate, it is so chang'd, as to fly into the air with a gentle fire: in like manner, pure earth, when seperated from all other things, endures the most violent fire unmov'd: but, when mix'd with other bodies, a moderate heat may carry it off; as we see in wood burnt upon a hearth: where the smoke rises to the top of the chimney, and there turns to foot; which, when chemically treated, affords a large proportion of earth, here rais'd to the top of the chimney, by being mix'd with an oil and salt; tho' the earth itself, when purified, cannot be thus rais'd by any violence of fire. Hence, therefore, we have one way of procuring pure earth, by the distillation of pure water (c); tho' the earth, thus obtain'd, will contain whatever floated in the air along with it, unless this be so light as to rise with the degree of heat employ'd in the distillation.

4. Vegetables, by being burnt in an open fire, fall into white, fix'd, subtile ashes, that are easily blown away with any wind. Every plant is capable of affording these ashes; which being perfectly exsiccated with rain-water, so as to take up all their fix'd salt, after the open fire had totally consum'd the oil and volatile salt of the subject, nothing but earthy matter will remain behind, along with the water; so that these two being now shook together, and perfectly wash'd, by the repeated affusion of fresh water, from all stony, sandy, and other solid particles, that will not be suspend'd in water; and the several turbid washings being afterwards suffer'd to rest together, till all that will fall to the bottom be deposit'd; if the clear water be then decant-
ed, we shall find at the bottom a fine earthy substance; which, when dry’d, by a gentle fire, is elementary earth, chemically obtain’d from vegetables. This earth is perfectly insipid, scentless, white, soft, and but little elastic; it neither dissolves in the air, in water, in the fire, or in oil; it also remains fix’d in the fire, and of itself not convertible into glass; with water it mixes into a kind of paste, whereof tefts and muffles may be made for the refining of gold and silver, and the trying of ores: for, this earth will long sustain the force of melted lead in a violent fire, without vitrifying or cracking; but suffering all imperfect bodies to pass thro’ its pores, or vitrify with lead. And by these marks we may know the nature of pure earth, chemically obtain’d from the ashes of vegetables.

5. The same kind of earth is also obtain’d from that part of vegetables, which in burning flies off in the form of flame, sparks, smoke, or foot; and this, whatever the vegetable be, whether recent or long kept, sharp or mild: for if foot, taken from the top of a chimney, be calcin’d in an iron-pan, it smokes, ignites, takes flame, and at length falls into white ashes; which, when well elixiated, afford an earth in all respects like the former. Hence we understand, that earth may be render’d very volatile, when agitated by a violent flame, whilst mix’d with volatile substances; and that it may thus be carried to a great height, diffus’d thro’ the air, and mix’d therewith: so that when black smoke arises from burnt vegetables, in the form of clouds, earth itself, here made volatile, appears with the rest under this form. So again, when foot is distilled in a glas-retort, with different degrees of fire, it affords water, spirit, volatilesalt, and different oils; leaving behind a black matter, which, when burnt in an open fire, and elixiated with water, affords the same kind of earth as in the foregoing experiments. This shews us, that the force of fire is able to raise even earth itself, along with water, oil and salt; and that the earth, so rais’d, is of the same nature with that obtained from the fix’d ashes of plants after burning: which shews us an unexpected property of earth; for the earth, which was so volatile in burning as to rise in smoke or foot, yet after it comes to be separated by distillation, or calcination, from all aqueous, oily and saline particles, it then proves as fix’d as the earth of the vegetable, remaining in the fix’d ashes after burning. And hence, earth, when alone, is fix’d in the fire; but if intimately mix’d with oils and salts, it is by their means easily volatiliz’d. This shews us, how full the air must be of a true earthy matter; especially in those places where vegetables are continually burnt.

6. All the known vegetables, if distill’d by the retort, with the several degrees of fire up to the last, are thus separated into two different parts, the one being rais’d by the force of fire, and carried into the receiver; whilst the other cannot be so rais’d, but remains behind at the bottom of the retort, in the form of a black, fix’d coal, not to be farther chang’d by this means, as Helmont related, and Dr. Hooke shew’d by experiment. It is commonly suppos’d by chemists, that water, spirits, oils, and volatile salts, rise as volatile parts into the receiver, under the form of liquors; whilst the earth, the fix’d salt, and a little fix’d oil remain behind at the bottom of the retort. The truth is, the first volatile part in this operation differs from itself, as consisting...
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ing of water, spirit, acid salt, alcaline salt, and different oils; which, when all mixed together, constitute a substance like that of smoke or foot, but with this difference, that when these principles are rais’d by an open fire, they ascend more copiously, and in a groffer form, than when distill’d in a close vessel. Whence an equal quantity of the same vegetable subject affords much less ashes, upon being burnt in an open fire; as much larger proportion of coal and ashes remains in the retort after distillation: but if all that pas’s’d into the receiver, in the operation, be again distill’d to dryness, a black, fix’d coal will thus constantly remain at the bottom of the vessel; and can never be render’d volatile by the most long-continued violent fire; tho’ smoke indeed will be thus rais’d from it. If the remaining light and spongy coal be at length taken out, and calcin’d in a clean vessel in a naked fire, it will burn, take flame, lose all its blackness, and leave a white substance; which, when duly elixiated, will prove the same virgin-earth as above-mentioned: whence again it is plain, that this earth rises along with water, salts, spirits and oils, in the distillation of vegetables. If the oil, obtain’d in this distillation, be in the same manner distill’d with all the degrees of fire, a much purer and more penetrating oil will come over into the receiver: and by repeating the operation several times, an oil may be thus obtain’d so thin and subtle, as to resemble alcohol; but then a large part will at each distillation vanish into the air; and the peculiar spirit, which gave the smell and taste to the oil, be totally lost; whilst every time, a black coal constantly remains at the bottom of the receiver, and can never be made volatile, not to afford any salt; tho’ when burnt in an open fire, it yields white ashes, and a considerable proportion of true elementary earth: and how often over the oil be thus distill’d over, it deposits earth every time; so that at length the principal part of the oil may, by this means, be converted into pure, simple earth, as appears from the experiments of Mr. Boyle (d).

7. Hence it appears, that the same earth is producible from all the parts of vegetables; the fensies not being able to perceive the least difference in different parcels of earth, thus procur’d: and all this earth, if perfectly pure, is so fix’d in the fire, as scarce to suffer the least change by the utmost violence thereof; yet, when mix’d with other volatile parts of vegetables, it then becomes volatile in the fire, whether apply’d in the way of open calcination, or close distillation. Again, we fee that no volatile part of a vegetable renders earth more highly or more easily volatile than oil; but among the various kinds of oil, which nature or art produces from vegetables, there is none that carries off more earth than that gross pitchy sort which rises last, in distillation, with the highest degree of fire. Whence the superior weight, thickness and tenacity of this oil, seem owing to the greater quantity of earth it contains: and accordingly, if deprived of its earth by distillation, this oil becomes proportionally thinner, lighter, and more volatile.

8. The better to understand the nature of this earth, it is proper to consider the fix’d alcaline, saline part of the ashes, obtain’d by the calcination of vegetables; which saline part is wash’d away from them, by the water used in their elixiation. One might be apt to suspect, that no earth would remain

(d) See Boyle, Sepr. Clym. passim.
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remain in this salt; as it is manifest, that earth was left undissolved by the water, which dissolv'd the salt, and carry'd it thro' the filter in purifying the lixivium, after the terrestrial faces were by long rest fallen to the bottom, and that the solution past thro' the filter as limpid as water; in which state this liquor being examin'd, even by the microscope, no signs of an earthy matter will appear therein; and if kept for years in a vessel perfectly clos'd, it deposits nothing terrestrial: yet if this pure lixivium be put into a clean glass, and set in a quiet place, where no dust can come, till it acquires the consistence of oil; and this thick liquor be afterwards boil'd in an iron-pan to perfect dryness, it leaves a pure fix'd alcaline salt at the bottom; which being melted in a strong fire, then pour'd into a braüs mortar, and reduce'd to powder, and afterwards suffer'd to run per deliquium, there will be found at the bottom of the containing glass a white, earthy powder; which, when wash'd from all the adhering salt, proves to be perfect earth, like that obtain'd from vegetable ashes. And if the liquor, thus obtain'd, be again evaporated, and the salt again calcin'd and run per deliquium, it thus also deposits more earth; and by repeating the operation, a very large part of the fixed alcaline salt may thus be turn'd into pure simple earth, which in the burning was so united with the saline principle, as to give it the form of an alcaline salt; whilst that saline principle, by repeated calcination and solution in the open air, separates itself, flies off into the air, and leaves only the earth behind. If all this earth be carefully collected and weigh'd, it will be found much lighter than the salt employ'd; which shows that a large part of the salt is thus render'd volatile, and flies off.

9. As this experiment is always made with the same success, we may learn from it, that earth was contained in the fix'd alcaline salt, from which it is thus procur'd: tho' it before lay so conceal'd therein, as to be perfectly dissolublable in water, a property otherwise repugnant to the nature of earth. Hence also it appears, that pure earth, when united to another principle, may be perfectly dissolv'd in water, tho' not at all, when it exists separate; unless we should here suppose, that the salt by this repeated calcination and solution is actually converted into earth. But this supposition, so far as I know, is confirm'd by no argument or experiment and therefore passes with me for a supposition, contrary to the constant course of nature, which always acts in the same way, and by the same means: for, it has never hitherto appear'd, that one element prevails over another; but that they all preferve their respective proportion, or assign'd balance among themselves, from their first creation to the present time. On the other hand we learn from numerous examples in chemistry, that when earth is united with other saline principles, it may thus be dissolv'd by water into a liquor, where no terrestrial matter appears: so for instance, in glafs, the earth united to the alcaline salt forms a pellucid mass, which yet, according to Helmont, may again be resolv'd into alcali and earth. So likewise, all the metals, dissolv'd by their proper menstruums, appear pellucid; tho' the metals may severally be recover'd from them, opaque, entire and unchanged. Thus again, chalk, stones, shells, earths, &c. by means of saline liquors seem convertible into pure salts; tho' these solutions may by various means be again
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again resolv'd into their solvent liquors and earthy substances respectively, as we see in the business of precipitation.

10. We may learn from the preceding experiments, (1.) That fix'd alcaline salts, obtained from vegetables by calcination, owe their chiefeft part to true elementary earth, which contributes to compose them. (2.) That this earth is so conceal'd, mix'd or united in these salts, whilst they remain alcaline and fix'd, as to be discoverable by no sign; and thus even dissolve with water, or a moift air, into a pellucid liquor. (3.) That this earth of vegetables can only be thus attenuated by the extreme violence of a calcining fire; which thus in the open air intimately unites the earth, so subtilized, along with the other alcaline, saline principle, that from the two, so join'd, fixed alcali arises, as a creature of the fire. For charcoal, closely confin'd in an iron vefsel, and long detaine'd in a violent heat, still remains a black coal, that holds no alcaline salt; but when expos'd to an open fire, it presently turns to afhes that contain a fix'd salt: which shews, that this salt did not pre-exift in the vegetable, but is produc'd by the fire, uniting the earth to the other concurring part, in the open air, and not in a clofe vefsel. And it plainly appears, that this fixed alcaline salt is merely produc'd by the force of fire in the open air; because if any vegetable whatever, be only burnt to a black coal, either in a clofe vefsel, or in the open air, this black coal, ground to powder, and boiled in water, communicates no fix'd alcaline to the water; but when once reduc'd to white afhes by an open fire, these afhes yield a true alcaline salt, by being boil'd in water. Hence, therefore, the earth of vegetables being attenuated, by the utmost violence of an open fire, whereby the oil is confum'd, and unites intimately with the other part, is what constitutes fix'd alcaline salts; nor do I know any other origin thereof. (4.) Fix'd alcaline salts, therefore, are not simple substances, but compounded of two different principles intimately united. (5.) It is very probable, that the burning of vegetables firft attenuates, then combines this earth with the native salt naturally contain'd in plants, and which usually exists in them under a faponaceous form, or a mixture of oil and salt; so that the fire, firft mixing thefe together, afterwards consumes the largest part of the oil, and thus converts the salt, the earth and the remaining gross, black oil, into a black coal; wherein the faine part is fo cover'd and defended by the oil and earth, that water cannot dissolve the salt, till a firther fire, coming to be longer apply'd, consumes all the black oil, which serv'd as a cement to the earth and salt; whereby, the faine part, of itself considerably volatile, now seems to be fix'd, and concreted with the subtile earth: after the fame manner as fix'd alcaline salt, long detain'd in the moft violent fire, at length becomes volatile and flies off; but if mix'd with a certain proportion of earth or afhes, turns to glafs, which long remains considerably fix'd in the fire. (6.) Hence there is no simple salt of a fix'd nature in vegetables, but its fixedness is totally owing to the earth melted into it by the fire; for, if vegetables are long kept dry, or expos'd to the changes of the air, or if perfectly putrefy'd, they leave no fix'd salt in their afhes. (7.) And hence, these fix'd alcaline salts, thus produc'd, are again resolvable into their two principles, by the means abovementioned: viz. into
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a pure, simple, volatile, imperceptible falt, and a pure subtile indolent fix'd earth. (8.) Hence it seems much more probable, that these fix'd salts should be produc'd from earth and falt, in the manner just mention'd, than from the intimate union of earth and water: for in what manner ever water is apply'd to pure earth, in chemical operations, a fix'd alkaline salt is never found to arise therefrom; tho' the fire apply'd be ever fo strong. (9.) This earth is obtain'd always the fame, and in a large quantity, from water, spirits, volatile falt, fix'd falt, and oils, when chemically treated in a proper manner for the purpose: whilst all of them, if perfectly freed from earth, are so attenuated and volatilized, as to escape the notice of the fenses, and fly off into that univerfal receptacle, the atmosphere; scarce any vessels being able to detain any of them except water and solid earth, Whence the ancient chemifts properly faid, that spirits are held down, or kept from flying away, by oils or sulphur; that earth was the only thing, which could detain sulphur and falt; and confequently, that earth was the caufe of fixednefs. Upon the whole it appears, that this earth is the fame in all vegeta- bles, and perhaps, an unchangeable principle.

11. We next proceed to enquire into the earth of animals. It has ever been observed that all kinds of animals, expos'd to a warm moist air, pre- fently putrefy after death, even in a less degree of heat than that of the body in health; and, by this putrefaction they are in a short time fo chang'd, that their entire bodies resolve into a fettid fubftance, which flies off into co-piousity into the air, as to leave only a very fmall solid portion behind. Thus the bodies of whales, elephants, camels, horsfes, men, &c. are soon conffum'd to the bones, and vanish into the atmosphere: for, thus the water, the spirit, the oil, and falt of the fubjefts, evaporate in time, leaving nothing behind but a fmall quantity of simple, indolent, terrestrial matter, like the virgin-earth obtained from rain and vegetables, in the manner above-men- tion'd. Thus, we find in the church-yards of populous cities, the car- caffes that are there buried, turn to fo little earth, as scarce raifes the ground higher. Hence we fee, that both the fluid and solid parts of animals are fo volatile, as totally to exhale by the bare action of the air; whilst only their earthy part remains fix'd, and does not fly off with the rest: which earthy part, when clofely examined, appears to be only the crumbly fubftance of the bones, or light ashes, easily difpersed by a gentle wind.

12. Let us proceed to trace this earth in animals, where we shall find that their juices, when converted into a true animal nature, and distill'd in clean, well-clofed vessels, with fuccifive degrees of fire up to the highest, will fift, with the heat of two hundred and twelve degrees, afford an in- credible proportion of water; which in moft refpefts reemembls that obtain'd from vegetables. In the fame manner, with the next degree of heat, after all the water is expell'd, and the mass grown dry and fcorch'd, there comes over a light, yellow liquor, lefs volatile than the water, and called by the name of spirit; having a strong smell, and being fo faleine, as to raife an effervescence with acids: this spirit, being again distill'd by its elfe, affords fome fates, which, when calcin'd and purify'd, yield a little fixed earth, perfectly of the fame nature with the former. Whence it is plain, that earth ascends
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ascends with this spirit, and may be obtain’d from it. If the fire be now increas’d, the remaining matter affords the distill’d animal oils in a considerable quantity; which, being again distill’d by themselves, leave a copious fixed earth at the bottom, like the distill’d vegetable oils above-mention’d: whence we see, these animal oils also are convertible into earth by a repeated distillation, till at length they remain of a subtile and almost spirituous nature; being thus freed from their earth, which gave them their grossness, tenacity, and fixedness. The volatile salt, which here rises, in part, together with the oils, and in part, separately, after them, always at first holds a copious oil, intimately mix’d, which by its viscofity fixes, detains, and binds down the salt: for, as soon as all oil, is by the proper operation perfectly separated, this salt immediately becomes totally volatile, and leaves no faces behind it upon repeated distillation: tho’ it always leaves an indolent water at the bottom, after being sublim’d by a soft fire; for, this water adheres so to the salt, tho’ in appearance ever so dry, as to manifest itself by remaining behind upon a gentle sublimation: nor can this water, scarce by any other means, be so far separated from the salt. Whence all the fixedness, which we find in native animal salts, seems wholly owing to native animal oil, whereby they are detained; whilst this oil itself owes all its fixedness and tenacity to the earth combined therewith: this earth being the true cement, that binds down the animal salt, which would otherwise be too volatile. When by the violence of the fire, the former oils are driven over; there arises another, of a black, glos, clammy, pitchy nature, which often fills the whole neck of the retort, and comes into the receiver, like rarify’d pitch. This oil is more ponderous than all the liquors that came over before; and upon being redistilled, leaves a copious earth in the retort, though urged with ever so violent a fire: and if the distillation be often repeated, the oil becomes every time more liquid, and constantly leaves a large proportion of earth behind. Thus upon re-distilling several pounds of the fixed oil of hartshorn, in order to rectify it; after many repeated operations, I obtained a thin, pel- lucid, volatile oil; and a large quantity of black, unctuous, terrestrial substance; which being burnt, with an open fire, afforded pure earth: whence I was convinced, that this last glos oil, tenaciously adhering to the earth, is made to rise therewith by a violent fire; so, tho’ this substance be called oil, yet a large part thereof is mere earth, that may be volatilized with oil, by a strong heat; whilst the peculiar properties of such oils depend little upon the true oil itself, but chiefly upon earth, and the great degree of heat required to raise them: for, hence proceeds their superior fixedness, tenacity, and weight; of all which they are deprived, when well purged of their earth. Whence again, we understand that earth is intimately, and almost inseparably mixed with all animal oils; and that this admixture constantly hinders their volatility: for as oils volatilize earth in the fire; so earth mixed with oils, always lessens their volatility; and, as volatile spirits are rendered less volatile by oil; so volatile oils are rendered more fixed by earth. If the black fixed substance, that now remains behind in the retort, be for a long time urged with the utmost degree of heat, thick, shining, blue fumes will
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will at length arise, together with little fiery sparks; which, being received into cold water, are there condensed, and falling to the bottom, from little masses, called by the name of solid phosphorus; as the former, coming over in fumes, might be called liquid. This phosphorus, if exposed to the air, burns with a bright flame, consumes and flies away with a particular stench; leaving a thick, acid, and somewhat terrestrial water behind it. Whether this phosphorus be a production of the fire, or of an animal, or vegetable substance, or of all three together, may be questioned; but if we consider, that it burns in the air, never dissolves in water, and melts like wax, with heat, at the bottom of water; it should seem to be rather of an oily, than of a saline, or earthy nature; though it greatly differs from all other bodies, that go by the name of oils, and contains but very little earth.

13. The matter, remaining in the retort, after all these operations, still continues black; but, if carefully taken out of the vessel, and calcined in an open fire, it becomes white, terrestrial, and retains its pristine figure. This history of animal, and vegetable earth, shews us the great affinity there is between animals and vegetables (d): and as they agree in so many respects, it is no wonder, that animals should often consist of mere vegetables, with the interposition of water, and the assistance of the concreting faculty; accordingly, we every where find, that the bodies of animals are, in many respects, only altered vegetables; the principal difference between them, consisting in their salts, which in many vegetables are acid or aukter; contrary to what we observe in animals, where the salts are never found to be aukter or acid. This at least holds of the juices of animals perfectly changed by the powers of the body into an animal nature. Again, the salts of most vegetables, obtained by burning, are fixed; whereas, no fixed alcaline salt has ever been found upon burning the bodies of animals. Some vegetables, however, contain a volatile salt, like that of animals: for instance, scurvy-grass, mustard, &c. Earth, or oils containing a copious earth, seem to make, by their mixture, the principle difference between the fixedness of animal and vegetable salt: whence it should follow, that earth is least intimately, and least copiously united with the oils and salts in animals, than in vegetables.

14. When vegetables are perfectly putrefied, their nature is so changed as upon burning to afford no fixed alcaline salt; but all their salt is now volatile, as in animals: whence elementary earth is by no operation so easily separated from all the other principles of vegetables, as by putrefaction; which wonderfully separates and divides the principles from one another; destroying the pristine form of the subject, and rendering the principles of animals and vegetables nearly the same. And thus putrefaction disperses their bodies to generate new matter in the air, water, and earth, fit for fertilizing the ground; supplying new vegetables, and supporting animals: whence, all putrefied bodies make excellent manure; and all animals, when putrefied, continual afford fresh matter for fertilizing the earth.

(d) To render the earths of the subjects of different kingdoms perfectly alike, the operation must be performed with great exactness, and the other principles be perfectly separated from the terrestrial one, by calcination, repeated solutions in water, filtration, &c.
Fermentation does not separate the earth.

15. But though putrefaction thus separates the earth from the other principles of animals and vegetables, and renders them volatile; yet fermentation does not do the same. Fermentation, indeed, moves the parts of vegetables strongly, for a long time, but can never extricate the earth from the falt and oil; and therefore does not bring vegetables to an animal nature; but increases the acidity of their fats, which by burning, afford fixed alcali; as we see in tartar. Indeed fermentation changes one kind of vegetable oil into alcohol; but does not thus convert all the oil of the subject.

16. The entire bodies of animals, being burnt to white ashes, and ground to powder, afford a pure earth, clear of all oil and fat; so that it cannot be distinguished from that procured by the above-mentioned operations from vegetables: and may therefore be used in all kinds of experiments, for the same purposes. And hence, we learn the nature of elementary earth, which enters as a principle into the composition of animals and vegetables; in both which the earth seems to be the same, without any considerable difference: for, tefts may be made as well from the wash'd ashes of vegetables, as from the purest earth of animals, whether it be of fish, birds, beasts, or their horns, hoofs, flesh, &c. (e). This earth, therefore, has the same use both in animals and vegetables; and affords to both their solid support, or a firm basis for their other elements; all which are united to this earth, in order to be fixed, detained and formed into particular bodies: for it is the earth alone, that gives to each its form; and if deprived thereof, the other principles fall into an uninformed mass, or become unconnected, volatile, loose, and shattered: the earth being the band of union, that holds, ranges and associates the other parts together; and making one body of the whole, enables it to persever and refill the air, the water, the sun, and a certain degree of heat, without falling asunder; that itself requires the assistance of water, or oil, as a cement to connect its own loose particles together into a solid mass.

17. We next proceed to enquire after this earth in fossils; and first, in fossil salts. If nitre, fal-gem, sea-falt, or any other pure, native mineral salts be dissolved in fair water, and long digested in close vessels, they will let fall an earth, not soluble in water: if the liquor be now poured off clear, evaporated to a pellicle, and set in a quiet, cool place, it will shoot into pure saline crystals, of a determinate figure, peculiar to each salt. And, if the remaining liquor be poured off from the salt so shot, and evaporated as before, it will thus afford saline shoots, tho' less pure than the former. By repeating this operation till no more salt will shoot, an unctuous saline liquor remains behind; which, when dried strongly, (for it grows dry with difficulty) affords some earth, that easily relents in the air, into an aqueous liquor. In each of these operations a little pure earth is always procured; which at length amounts to a considerable proportion, though the salt were a pure fossil one: and if the solution and crystallization be often repeated, all the salt becomes volatile, and vanishes insensibly into the air, leaving a mere

(e) See Lax. Ercker of tefts and experiments.
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mere earth behind; as was known to the ancient chemists, and is confirmed by the moderns (f).

18. If any of the above-mentioned pure fossil salts be dried, reduced to powder, and well mixed with thrice their weight of bole, brick-dust, or clean earth, and committed to distillation in a strong fire; they thus separate into an acid, volatile, corrosive liquor, and a fixed part remaining at the bottom of the vessel, along with the earthy substance wherewith it was mixed: if this fixed part be separated from the earthy matter by boiling in water; and the liquor be filtered and crystallized, it affords a salt, like that first employed in the operation; tho' nitre thus proves somewhat alcaline. The salt, so generated, being again crystallized, dissolved and inpirfiliated, affords much earth, like the former: the acid liquor also, obtained from this salt, being rectify'd by a second distillation, leaves a yellow substance behind; which, when dry, likewise affords some earth: whilst the acid spirits, thus prepared, and deprived of all their earth, are fo volatile, as in the open air, continually to go off in light fumes, that can scarce be confined; as we see in strong aqua-fortis, spirit of nitre, and spirit of salt. Hence it might be suspected that all the acid salts above-mentioned, are highly volatile, or would not naturally rest in our air, was it not for the earth that fixes their volatility, by closely adhering to them: and therefore, that all simple, acid, and alcaline salts are constantly volatile, when pure; and always fixed, when united with earth. But before this conclusion can be made, we must consider, that oil of vitriol, and oleum sulphuris percampanam, remain fixed in five hundred and sixty degrees of heat; tho' before rendered pellucid and freed from their faces by repeated distillation. This indeed may proceed from the intimate mixture of some other body along with these acids, or a body either of a metallic or a terrestrial nature, so as not to be easily separated; since in the distillation, these acids fill the receiver with a very volatile fume, which flies swiftly into the air, and proves a noxious vapour, when any crack, by accident, happens to the distilling vessels. Again, we must consider that the most volatile acid salts, united with the most volatile alcali, turn to a compound half-fixed salt; and this, without the assistance of any fixed earth. On the other hand, alum by solution and filtration, as above, becomes more volatile, and affords a copious earth; yet if afterwards distilled, it affords a volatile noxious spirit, and leaves much calcareous earth behind. With this view, I have dissolved vitriol in water, digested the solution, and thus obtained a very large proportion of yellow ochre: and upon repeating the processes of solution, crystallization, and separation several times over, the greatest part of the vitriol was turned to this yellow calx; whilst another part flew off into the air, leaving only a thick auffere unctuous liquor behind. The ochre thus obtained, is not proper elementary earth, but approaches rather to the calx of iron; for tho' in other respects this analysis of vitriol resembles the preceding operation: yet the calx thus obtained turns to iron in a strong fire; or to copper, if the vitriol were blue. Whence it cannot be inferred, that earth enters the composition of these metals: nor do I remember to have ever procured true
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earth from any metal: what is esteemed so, being convertible into glass; which shews it is of a metallic rather than a terrestrial nature.

20. The liquid fossil sulphurs, as asphaltum, bitumen, naphtha, petroleum, &c. upon burning, afford black and acid foot and smoke; and when consumed, leave somewhat earthy behind them, which by farther calcination turns to a calx, from whence pure earth may be obtained, like that of animals, vegetables, and the saline foillis. So, if brimstone be sublimed in close vessels, it leaves an earth at the bottom; but scarce any at all, if the sublimation be repeated: and if pure sulphur be mixed with an equal quantity of fixed alkaline salt, by melting over the fire, and be then exposed to the air, it runs into a liquor, which lets fall a considerable proportion of true earth to the bottom; and this earth may be owing to the alkali. But, on the other hand, we are to remember, that the oil, which by mixing with the fossil acid, makes sulphur, contains much earth: whence also it is probable, that this earth may be thus regenerated in the resolution of the sulphur.

21. The antient chemists supposed metals chiefly consisted of quicksilver, and another principle, which rendered it malleable, and that these two were the only principles of gold and silver in particular; whilst in the other metals, there was besides added a certain unctuous inflammable matter, in their first formation: but the moderns, from their own experiments, every where speak of earth, in the resolution and composition of metals, as a vitrifiable substance, affording a firm basis to metals; tho' I conceive the earth, they here mean, is not our elementary earth, which I never could attain from metals (g).

22. If quicksilver, in its native form, as it comes from the mines, be strained thro' leather, it seems to leave a little earth behind; and if now distilled in a clean glass retort, it leaves but little excess, inconsiderable in weight, and scarce deserving the name of earth, in the sense we have above defined it. If quicksilver, thus purified by distillation, be put into a strong vessel of green glass, well stoppered down, and shook for a long time, as it may commodiously be, by fastening it to the spout of a wind-mill, a large part of the quicksilver will thus at length be changed, without any addition, into a grey or black heavy fine dry powder; which is an admirable remedy in cale of malignant ulcers, and, as some imagine, undissolvable in any liquor. From this curious experiment, performed by M. Homberg, some have imagined that true earth is thus generated from the body of pure mercury, by bare mechanical motion; whilst others rather judge the quicksilver in this experiment deposits the terrestrial part, which nature added in its composition; so that the mercury, purified by this separation from its indolent earth, was expected to become more active, and fit for the purposes of alchemy, as being the mercury of the philosophers; but this powder is not elementary earth.

(g) The calces of metals are something very different from pure, elementary earth, tho' probably united with a proportion thereof. These are very apt, per se, either with a vehement heat to return to metal again, or else to run into glass; which is not the property of pure virgin earth, devoid of salts. The excellent Mr. Boyle, with great probability, shews them to be the magisteries of metals, and has frequently reduced them back from this their disguised state, to that which is natural to them. See his Discourse upon fire and Flame.
earth, nor a principle of native mercury; as appears by calcining it; in which operation it undergoes several succeffive changes of colour; and again from its highly medicinal virtues in ulcerated cancers. But farther, this powder is dissolvable in several menstruums, and may be reduced to true quicksilver again. I have long operated upon this subject; and find it extremely hard to discover earth in mercury; but as easy to learn, that it may change it itself into a thousand forms, and impose upon the unwarner, whilst it itself remains real mercury at the bottom.

23. Neither is earth to be easily found in the other metals, all whose calces are of a metallic nature; for, tho' they may be insipid, scentless, pulverable, and light; yet, if mixed with flux-powders and melted in the fire, they recover their metallic form: whence they can by no means be reputed earth; otherwise it would thus be easy to convert earth into metals. And again, when metals are thus calcined, they may by the fire, with the addition of other bodies, be changed into glass; which is not the property of simple earth. It must however be acknowledged, that the impure metals, especially iron, may, by an artificial analysis, be brought to afford something approaching to an earthy nature; tho' this is small in quantity, and not true earth.

24. Upon this occasion, I will relate the success of the pains I have for a long time bestowed upon the examination of metals. If gold, silver, copper, tin, or lead, be prepared after a certain simple manner, and exactly mixed with pure quicksilver, so as to be thoroughly dissolved, then long digested, and lastly well ground together; the mixture, thus treated, will afford a large quantity of very black, fine, insipid, scentless powder, like that obtained from mercury; and this powder being washed away by water, the metallic mass will be left pure: which, being treated again in the same manner, affords more of this powder; tho' the operation be repeated for years, as I have often tried. If this process had been performed by those who affect earth to be contained in metals, they would probably produce it as a demonstration; but I, who have hitherto in vain endeavoured to finish these experiments, must acknowledge, that the powder so procured is not earth, but an extraordinary metallic production of admirable properties, richly deserving to be enquired into; for, tho' I scarce any true earth can possibly be obtained from this metallic powder, yet many other very unexpected things may. When I carefully recollect the experiments I have made upon this subject, I durst almost affirm, that gold, silver and quicksilver, naturally contain no earth; but are of such a nature, that tho' divided into their least possible particles, they constantly remain fusible and malleable. I can say of gold, that by means of foifil acids, I have brought it into a liquor; that I have formed it into a soft paste; that I have several ways reduced it to a calx; that it may easily be turned into a volatile purple oil, changed into a butyraseous substance, converted to glass, and made to resemble earth; yet it always, by reduction, returned to the same unchanged gold, neither increased nor diminished in weight, or any other property. I have distilled gold with quicksilver, an incredible number of times over, but always found the same gold behind; and have constantly had the like success with quicksilver. Whence I cannot but
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but have a high veneration for the ancient alchemists, who plainly assert, that gold and silver proceed from nothing but pure quicksilver, and a condensing sulphur; whilst the other metals are formed of a less pure mercury, and a fouler sulphur, differently combined.

25. From the preceding history of earth, we may draw the following conclusions: (1.) That the same simple elementary earth contributes as a constituent principle, to form the particular corporeal fabric of animals, vegetables, and some foils of a less permanent and less simple nature; and in them all, serves as a firm basis to their form: whilst it unites the other principles to itself, and to one another, so as to constitute one determinate individual; at the same time, and by the same means, fixing and detaining other particles, of themselves too volatile, and keeping them from flying off; so as to preserve the duration of the individual for some time, both in the whole and every part; whence the texture of these bodies is not easily or quickly dissolved by the natural action of the air, water, fire, or their own juices. And hence the property of assimilating other substances into the nature of every body that receives nutriment, and consequently, the seminal property of producing their like, is principally owing to the efficacy of this earth, in constituting the peculiar structure of each individual: for these properties no longer remain after the particular texture, depending principally upon the earth, is destroyed or wanting in any body.

26. (2.) And hence all those bodies, which have the same earth for their principle, remarkably agree with one another in this respect; and generally also in their other concurring principles. Thus all animals agree, in many respects, with each other; so likewise do all vegetables. The principles of animals are daily changed into the substance of vegetables; and the bodies of animals, on the other hand, are constantly nourished and supported by vegetables, taken in as food, and assimilated; and the same holds likewise of several salts, having the same earth: thus nitre and sea-salt, which contain this same earth, are not remote from the nature of our bodies; and hence fixed alkalies, taken in a small quantity, are easily changed into our substance: for, if used by a person in health, at due distances of time, they lose their own fixed nature in the body, and manifest no fixed salt in the urine: whence we see those bodies which have this same earth for their principle, are easily changed into one another.

27. (3.) Thus iron, which of all the metals approaches the nearest to the nature of vegetable and animal earth, is the most intimately received by the bodies of vegetables and animals, so as perhaps to be digestible therein; whence it becomes an admirable and almost innocent medicine: whereas the other metals work with violence, as having not this earth, but quicksilver for their basis; whence they appear to be unchangeable or undisgestible in animals or vegetables, and seem either foreign or noxious to the body; so that if they sometimes do service in obstinate distempers, not to be effected by other means, yet in other respects they seem to be insuperable by the vital powers.

28. (4.)
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28. (4.) If therefore there was to be no such thing as earth or quicksilver, perhaps all the bodies we know would be only volatile, moveable particles, or floating atoms, so subtile as not to be cognizable by our senses. Thus the alchemists affirm, that the metallic sulphur, before it fixes bodies, mercury, and is fixed by it, is of all bodies the most volatile and subtile: and that the like holds of other bodies, with respect to the fixing earth, has been sufficiently shewn above.

29. (5.) Earth affords us the principal instruments and vessels employed in chemistry; for all glasses contains much true terrestial matter, united to the fixed alkaline salt, and therefore owes its origin to earth. As for earthen vessels, china, chalk, etc. 'tis plain they chiefly consist of earth.

30. (6.) Again, pure earth, if mixed in a large proportion with fixed earth, fixes the salts, prevents them from melting in a violent fire, as they would otherwise do, and at the same time renders them volatile: thus pure salt of tartar melts in a strong fire, and long remains fixed therein, excepting that it runs thro' the pores of the crucible; but, if well mixed with thrice its weight of pure earth, or calcined bone, it does not melt, but soon flies off: so likewise nitre and sea-salt, separately committed to a strong fire, flow and remain fixed, especially sea-salt; but, if mixed with earth, they do not melt, but become volatile, and change into acid spirits.

31. (7.) Pure earth is also of principal use in rectifying the volatile salts of animals or vegetables, and perfectly freeing them from the oil which is apt tenaciously to adhere therein, and foul them. The way is, to mix the earth with these salts, rendered impure by the adhesion of empyreumatic oils, and gently sublime them; whereby they rise perfectly white, and deposit all their oil in the earth: a separation that could not otherwise be so easily made. And the purer, the drier the earth is, and the larger proportion it is used in, the more perfectly this operation succeeds; especially if the subliming vessel be tall, and the fire gentle: which contrivance was formerly kept as a great secret.

32. (8.) The intermixture of this earth produces such a change in many useful indi-

bodies, as to deprive them of that flatulency which causes them to rarify and swell in distillation, and thus come over into the receiver, so as to frustrate the operation; as is the case in honey, wax, etc. if distilled alone: but, if mixed with a proper quantity of earth, which breaks the tenacity of their parts, and sets them farther afiunder, they are commodiously fitted for distillation. And this holds not only of such viscous bodies as honey and wax, but also of blood, eggs, urine, etc. towards the end of the operation, when the more volatile part is come over, and the remaining part comes to be urged with a strong fire; whereby the whole mafs, now grown of a pitchy nature, is apt to expand, rise at once into the neck of the retort, block it up, and burst the vessels in a dangerous manner: which may be prevented by throwing an earthy powder upon the matter thus to be treated; whence the addition of earth is of great use in the making of phosphorus from infusitated urine, with the utmost violence of fire.
33. (9.) What is here said of elementary earth, cannot be applied to common sand, which many unjustly take for earth. Sand appears, by the microscope, to be small transparent crystals, with many sides, and of very different figures; and with fixed alkali turns to glass in the fire: by means of sand, water gains a passage thro' the interstices of the foil, in order to its fertilization; whence, without this intermixture of sand, the foil would soon become of a stony hardness, for want of water. So likewise boles, and the medicinal earths are compounded bodies, and not the elementary earth we here speak of: 'tis plain they often contain something unctuous, saline, astringent, aluminous, or vitriolic, whereon their respective virtues depend. When water and fire have exerted their utmost action upon these boles, they approach nearer to true earth; and at the same time lose their medicinal qualities. Much less are we to imagine common earth, or the ground we tread on, to be our chemical or elementary earth; whilst that is so mixed a body as to contain clays, boles, sand, stones, water, air, oils, salts, and the principles of dissolved animals and vegetables, all wonderfully mixed together; whence we take it for a chaos of all the elements, and all the bodies composed of them.
Of MENSTRUUMS.

SECT. I.

Of MENSTRUUMS in general.

1. We pass on now to another part of our business; for having considered the four first instruments of art and nature, we must come to a fifth, which is reckoned almost peculiar to chemistry; being that wherein chemists place their chiefest excellent; and whereto they ascribe the greatest effects of their art; viz. menstruums.

2. The term is a barbarous term; and denotes a body, which, when artificially applied to another, divides it subtly; so that the particles of the solvent remain thoroughly intermixed among those of the solvend. This definition I principally admit, to distinguish accurately the manner wherein menstruums act, differently, from the other solutions of bodies, which chiefly happen in a mechanical manner; where the solvent recedes from the solvend, and is not reciprocally dissolved thereby: so that, after the solution, they separate from each other, according to their different specific gravities.

3. The reason why this solvent was called a menstruum, is, because the chemists, in its application to the solvent, first used a moderate fire, for a philosophical month, or forty days; and hence called the solvend a menstrual solvent, and at length barely a menstruum.

4. It is therefore the property of a menstruum, to be it self equally dissolved, at the time it dissolves the solvend. And this property obtains in all solutions performed by the means of menstruums: but when the solution is perfected, it may happen, that the solvent and solvend shall separate. And Helmont writes, that in those solutions performed by the alcahef, the solvent and solvend separate into two distinct parcels, the one resting upon the other; but otherwise, this separation is seldom found in solutions. The divided parts therefore of the solvent, must insinuate themselves among the parts of the solvend, so as to divide and dissolve the body: and hence it appears, that this action of menstruums differs from all mechanical separations, where the dividing instrument remains entire and whole, both in the act of separation, and afterwards; as we evidently see in the case of a knife, sword, saw, piercer, &c. for all these instruments, whilst they divide, are not themselves divided, but remain almost the same as before. However, to consider the matter closely, there may be room to suspect, that the single particles of a menstruum
Menstrua\textit{d} divided.

1. Into the dry kind, before solution.
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Stru\textit{mum} act, in solution, like the above-mentioned mechanical instruments; in which case, each particle of a solvent would have its proper size, figure, hardness and gravity, and act by these properties, which may be so far called mechanical. And here it will always be found, that every menstruum, whilst it dissolves, and because it dissolves, is necessarily divided into particles so small as to be invisible; and must therefore be fluid in the action: and, at the instant when the dissolution is performed, the solvent also must be dissolved into a fluid; and consequently, in the time of solution, the solvent and solvend become one fluid.

5: We must also observe, that many menstrua\textit{ms}, before they act as solvents, are hard and consistent bodies; and, so long as they remain in this form, cannot act as solvents: but the custom has however obtained, of giving them the name of menstrua\textit{ms}. Whence the chemists of all times have said, that some menstrua\textit{ms} are solid and others fluid; and this division may be esteemed just, according to the distinction above delivered.

6. Therefore, (1.) the dry and solid menstrua\textit{ms} may be again divided into their classes; the first whereof we make the fixed metals; gold, lead, silver, copper, iron, and tin; which, when cold, are hard and solid, but act upon one another after being fused in the fire: whence they may be intimately mixed, so as to make an apparently homogeneous mass; every particle whereof holds the same proportion of a different metal, as the whole. For if ten ounces of silver be mixed, in a strong fire, with an ounce of gold, a mass of eleven ounces will thence be obtained; a grain whereof being given to an aslay-master, he will report that it contains one eleventh part gold, and ten parts silver. Another thing still more remarkable is, that it should be possible, by this means, to divide gold \textit{ad infinitum}: for if a hundred thousand parts of melted silver were mixed, in the fire, with one of gold, and the least particle of the whole mass be examined by an aslay-master, as above, the event will be the same: which shews the wonderful property metals have to divide one another by fusion. Thus we see, that the least particle of gold may be expanded thro’ an immense mass of silver, so that every the least assignable particle of the silver shall always contain a proportionable particle of gold; and this, whilst the particle of gold remains unchanged amongst the unaltered parts of the silver. Hence we may learn, with what properties metals were originally created; and find something in them that will for ever remain incomprehensible to men. Perhaps it is with regard to this property, that the chemists so often repeat, that metals can only be opened by metals; that nothing but one metal can intimately enter and mix with another; and that the inner mercurial part of metals is a thing of infinite subtlety, and always the same. (2.) The second class of solid menstrua\textit{ms} are semi-metals; such as antimony, bismuth, cinnabar, marcasites, and zink; which also, like metals, melt in the fire, and mix and divide one another to a surprising degree. They may also be thus mixed with metals in the same manner; cinnabar, indeed, with more difficulty, the rest with less: but when thus mixed with metals, the metals remain no longer malleable, so that they may be easily reduced to powder, tho’ ever so ductile before; and this happens even in the least particle of a metal: which is another surprising particular. (3)
In the next place, come all the dry fults; as alum, borax, nitre, fa/ammomiac, sea-falt, vitriol, fixed alkali, and mercury-sulfimate; for all these, when actuated by the fire, or fufed, have wonderful effects as solvents, and often such as cannot otherwise be obtained. They are also subtly divided by the fire; and intimately mix, not only with one another, but also with metals, semi-metals, and other things. (4.) In the fourth place, come hard, foffil, sulphureous bodies; such as sulphur-vivum, common brimstone, arzeneic, orpiment, and cobalt; which manifest a wonderful property in the fire, and thus mix with one another, and with other bodies; and have such particular effects as solvents, that the like can scarce be produced by any other means. (5.) In the laft place, we reckon those foffil bodies, which the refiners call cements; and which confist of fults, sulphurs, and brick, reduced to dry powders, and ftrowed betwixt plates of metal, in order to raife their colour, or feparate one metal from another.

7. There are some menftruums, which being left to themselves, after having perflrm'd the folution, concrete into a hard mass, that appears of a fimple uniform nature. And this apparent fimplicity is often fo great, that the mass feme pure, tho' made up of various things. If lead be melted at the fire, and mixed with melted tin, they unite as water with water, or mercury with mercury; and this holds in whatever proportion these two metals are mixed. When the mixture is viewed fluid in the crucible, no difference appears; and when cold, they make but one homogeneous, fimple, folid mass: the case is alfo the fame in all the metals, and in some of the femi-metals before enumerated. Thus, if a pound of tin be melted in the fire, and a scruple of regulus of antimony be added thereto, the mass, when cold, will appear uniform; but become in every part fo brittle, that the leaf particle thereof will not be found to have the natural malleability of tin: and in every the leaf particle of the mass, a proportion of the antimony will always be found. So fixed alkali unites with fand in the fire: and there are numerous examples to the fame purpose; in all which the solvent and the solvend are mixed in their fmalleft particles, and concrete together, fo as to afford a new body, wherein no one could difcover that different parts were concreted together, unlefs he knew the origin of the mass, or by other experiments resolved it into its component parts. So sulphur and mercury, by being ground together, turn to a black and dry powder; which being sulfumed by a strong fire, makes an apparent fimple body, called cinnabar. We muft also obfervc, that many fluid solvents intimately difsolve fome folid masses; and when the folution is over, become a hard, and, in fome cafes, a dry body. Thus, not again to mention the cafe of mercury and sulphur, we fee that almoft all the menftruums of metals unite with their refpective metals into folid vitriols; and thus strong diftilled vinegar, when it has difsolved fells, chalk and ftony matters, separates from its water, and, together with the bodies it difsolves, forms a dry and hard mass.

8. But there are numerous menftruums that have a liquid form before they act as solvents; fuch are all thofe commonly called menftruums in chemiftry; as vinegar, water, saline, acid, alkaline, and compound spirits, alkaline oils per deliquium, &c. And as all these are liquids, their action is the
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the easier understood; as being common, and what we daily see in the shops.

9. In the last place, there are menstruums which become liquid after their action of solution is over, and remain so along with the solvent. This is no where more evident than in the dissolution of five of the metals with simple mercury; for when these are properly mixed, they make a soft paste, which may be diluted indefinitely by the addition of more mercury: but to make this amalgam hard again, there is scarce any known method among the chemists; he that can do it, will be an excellent, and perhaps a rich artist: but the task is difficult. Moreover, all the liquid acids, after having dissolved metals in a large proportion, long remain moist, and cannot easily be dried; whence many have imagined these solutions to be fixed metallic oils, and in vain sought great secrets therein: tho' it is no more than a way of collecting acid salts in a large quantity about metals. But there are numerous solvents which remain in a liquid form with their solvends; so that we need dwell no longer upon this point.

10. By considering these different kinds of menstruums, it is easy to observe, that many of them united bodies, as well as separate them into minute parts; for we frequently find, that the particles of a menstruum, after their action they have dissolved the solvend, presently join with the particles thereof, so as to produce a new compound, often very different from the nature of the simple resolved body. We must, however, allow, that the parts of the solvend, after its concretion, no longer touch one another, but are separated by the interposition of the particles of the matter dissolved. Again, the separating particles, which before constituted the solvend, are now separated from each other, by the interposition of the particles of the solvend every where between them. For this division, separation and new concretion of heterogeneous parts, there arises a great number of new bodies by the means of menstruums. But this happens so much the more remarkably, when only certain parts of the solvend and solvend are united; whilst, by the same action, others are rejected in this new concretion, and appear in another form.

11. Hence therefore it is plain, that the parts of menstruums apply themselves to the parts of the solvend; and that this union principally happens at the time the solution is performed: whence a certain cause is here required to make the particles of the solvend fly from one another, and approach the particles of the solvend, rather than remain in their former situation. And the like cause seems to be required, to make the particles of the solvend, now separated by the action of the solvend, remain united with the parts of the menstruum that made the solution; rather than, after the solution is made, to suffer the dissolving and dissolved particles to unite, by the affinity of their own nature, into homogeneous bodies. This deserves to be carefully considered, and remembred.

12. And here, whatever the cause is, it must be sought as well in the solvend, as in the solvend; for the action is reciprocal. Thus, whilst aqua-regia dissolves thrice its weight of gold into a yellow liquor, the parts of the dissolved gold remain united with those of the aqua-regia; so that the particles of gold, tho' eighteen times heavier than aqua-regia, remain suspended therein;
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therein; whence there must evidently be a certain mutual corresponding power between each particle of the gold and aqua-regia, whereby they mutually act upon, embrace, and detain each other; otherwise the particles of the dissolved gold would fall to the bottom, the saline particles rest thereon distinct, and the water float separate over them both: whereas they all three, tho’ so different, unite together in the form of one simple uniform liquor.

13. If we were to deduce the cause from fimilitude of substance, the action owing rather to attraction, than repulsion, of dissolution, so far as it is hitherto known, seems to be performed by a certain power with which the parts of the menstruum endeavour to attract the dissolved parts, rather than to repel them. We are not therefore to imagine this is a mechanical action, or an unfriendly commotion; but rather an appetite of union. This, I confess, seems paradoxical; but the phenomena of solution appear on its side. Thus, let any violent solution be considered; and the agitation, heat, hissing noise and tumult will be found to continue no longer than till all the parts of the solvend are united with those of the solvent; at which instant there ensues a perfect quiet: as remarkably appears upon throwing a piece of iron into weak aqua-fortis.

14. We must not omit to observe, that the whole solvent never act at once on the whole solvend; for only those particles of the solvent which touch some others of the solvend, first act in dissolving: and these being separated, fresh particles of the menstruum apply themselves to others of the solvend, and act thereon.

15. Therefore, part of the menstruum acts upon that part of the body which it strikes off and separates: but whilst this separation is performed, there every where arises a greater motion in the menstruum, on account of the conflict made in the separation; and, by means hereof, the other parts of the menstruum are agitated, and applied to other parts of the solvend that where not before dissolved.

16. And tho’ this agitation be an effective cause of solution, yet there is another which also promotes the action, viz. fire. What would be the case where this is perfectly wanting, no one can say; for it is impossible to exclude fire from any place, as was shewn above: but we certainly know that fire excites, promotes, and increases the action of menstruums: for, in extreme cold, solutions are either not made at all, or slowly; but are soon performed with the assistance of heat.

17. But here, again, some menstruums require a strong heat to make them act, as we see in mercury before it will dissolve metals; and some a smaller, as we see in sal-ammoniac, sea-salt, and salt of tartar, which easily dissolve in water. And some menstruums act with a moderate heat; but lose their dissolving power, or even acquire a power of coagulating, by a stronger. Thus, warm water dissolves the white of eggs, which boiling water coagulates.

18. To consider the manner wherein fire promotes the action of menstruums, it appears: (1.) To be by impelling, moving and agitating the saline particles of the menstruum, in the way of a mere mechanical motion: (2.) By its general power of expanding the substance of all bodies: and (3.) By separating the parts, so as to let them farther intermingle; and thus heat of itself dissolves
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dissolves many bodies, joins the actions of other things with its own, and thus
acts in conjunction. In all these respects, therefore, heat increases the dissolving
power of menstruums, and causes them to act more advantageously; whence
it often becomes a necessary condition. In most cases, also, heat is usually
increased successively, during the solution; which is thereby the better per-
formed, and commonly found to proceed the faster, as the heat increases.
And even the action of those menstruums is increased by heat, which gene-
rate a great degree of cold in the solution; as we see upon putting sal-ammo-
niac into water: for in this case, if the water be warm, the salt dissolves the
sooner.

S E C T. II.

Of the Action of Menstruums.

The action of menstruums. 1. T H E changes wrought upon bodies by the dissolving power of men-
struums, seem greatly to depend upon the minute particles of the
menstruum now strongly cohering with the particles of the solvend; and can
scarce be attributed to a true and proper alteration introduced by the men-
struum into the dissolved particles. I am sensible, that eminent authors in
chemistry are of a different opinion; but strict observation does not seem to
favour them. For, tho' pure metals, such as gold, silver, and mercury, tho-
roughly dissolved by their acid solvents, at first appear changed in all their
parts; yet they may be easily separated from their menstruums, in the form
of a calx, which being fused in the fire, we thus recover the metal again un-
changed. Whence it appears as if these menstruums had no other effect upon
the internal nature of the metallic particles, than that of barely adhering to the
surfaces thereof whilst divided: So, if the other metals should be mixed, in any
proportion, with gold or silver, the nobler metals will always be left pure upon
the test. I have dissolved gold and silver with mercury, above fifty times over;
but always when I came to separate the mercury, I found the gold and silver
I had employ'd in the original amalgam. If salts are diluted in any proportion
of water, they may be recovered unchanged, by inspissation; and this, even
after having been melted in the fire. And, if oils are mixed with salts, they
may be separated again, almost pure. Fixed alkalies turn'd to glass, with
vitrifiable earth, in the fire, may again be separated; and the glass reduced
to its component parts. There are more instances of this kind, but these
may suffice to intimate, that menstruums act in the manner above observed.

2. It may here be objected, that solution produces new bodies, or such
as were not to be found before. Thus, if red-lead be dissolved in di-
stillled vinegar, there arises sugar of lead; in which case the acid of the
vinegar is attracted into the particles of the lead; yet when this
salt of lead comes to be distilled in a retort, with a strong heat, the
spirit of vinegar is not recovered; but a particular liquor obtained, that will
burn
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burn in the fire. This instance is just, and there are many more of the like kind: but, we must consider that the parts of the menstruum once adhering to the surface of the dissolved particles, cannot always clearly extricate themselves again; and frequently not only stick close, but remain united, so that they go together, and long continue in a state of combination. Hence, operators often imagine that the nature of bodies is destroyed, whilst there only happens such a simple conjunction of unchanged particles under a new appearance.

3. Thus, for example, the blade of a lancet, or knife, when naked, has the appearance of the power of cutting; but when remaining in the sheath, has not then the same appearance; tho', in themselves, the knife or lancet is still the same: and the easier they are to be unhealth'd, the sooner the appearance of their cutting power becomes manifest; but if the sheath was to be firmly connected with the blade, we should not scruple to say that the blade was chang'd. So, if a little cylinder of pure silver be gilt with gold, and put into aqua-fortis; all the silver will be perfectly dissolv'd away, and leave the hollow covering of gold entire, floating like a black film in the menstruum. Whence also, the acid parts of vinegar may be so united to certain parts of lead, as not to separate from each other upon distillation; but easily rise together. It would therefore be wrong to affect, that the acid of the vinegar was thus converted into a new kind of inflammable liquor by the contact of lead: it is highly probable, that this difference much oftener happens from combination, than from any change in the substance; and the like holds also in separation: for the substance dissolv'd, often consists of very different parts, some of which are perfectly taken up by the menstruum, whilst others are rejected and left separate; whence, after the menstruum is abstracted from the solution, there remains a different substance from what was employ'd as the solvend. And hence, without caution, one might be apt to infer, that the substance thus procur'd was a new one, produced by the changing power of the solvent; whereas in reality it is only produced by a bare separation.

4. Hence we may learn, that the action of all the known menstrua depends upon motion; however abstruse some chemists may imagine their actions to be: for if a menstruum did not change the motion of the parts upon which it acts, those parts would remain as they were; in which case the menstruum, contrary to supposition, could have no action at all. But it is not easy to understand the physical manner wherein this motion is excited by the menstruum; which when alone was at rest, as well as the solvend till it began to be mov'd by the menstruum: but when, with a certain degree of heat, and at a determinate distance, these two begin to join, a new and considerable motion immediately arises in both; tho' this motion arising in neither of them before: the origin whereof, we cannot fairly attribute to the common causes of motion; such as impulse, gravity, elasticity, magnetism, &c. but, there is here a particular cause, not common to all bodies, exerted between the solvent and solvend. This subject should be carefully enquir'd into; for he, who can learn the power of menstrua, will understand the whole nature of chemistry; and be able to perform all its noblest
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noblest operations. We are the more incited to this enquiry, by the authority of some great philosophers, who conceive that all the actions of bodies must be accounted for mechanically.

5. When a solvent divides its solvend by a mere mechanical motion, the particles of the solvent, at rest before, must always be agitated by some cause, that generates motion in the solvent; which cause is generally fire: and then the particles of the menstruum, thus put in motion, must strike against the surface of the particles at present combined together, in the solvend; communicate their motion thereto; and thus loosen and strike them off from the solid; whether this action be exerted upon the external surface of the solvend, or upon its internal parts. And this I take to be the only mechanical manner of acting; which tho' it may perform something; yet, perhaps, it is much less than men generally imagine. Fluids, indeed, every way surround, press and penetrate a solid, immers'd in them: but afterwards, scarce effect any farther change upon it, by means of their quantity, hardness, figure or weight. It is true, they may be mov'd by the action of fire; and thus act upon the external surface of the solvend; but this force is small, and always as capable of acting upon the fluid itself, as upon a solid contain'd therein; and, therefore, has no particular power of applying, compressing, and impelling the fluid upon the body to be dissolv'd: all which must depend upon some other cause. Thus a wedge could never cleave wood by being barely apply'd to it, or by being kept floating about it; but must first be fix'd into the substance, and afterwards be driven farther by an external force: an action not to be expected from the particles of a yielding fluid. But, suppose the parts of the solvent and solvend already divided by a pure mechanical force, so as to flow among one another; yet unless a farther power be added, the separated part, at first existing in a fluid form, will soon disengage and range themselves according to their respective specific gravities, and not remain suspen'd together in the fluid. So, when water by its motion wears away metals, stones, or other hard substances, a mere mechanical force thus divides them into minute particles; and upon resting, a fine powder falls to the bottom of the water, and cannot even by shaking be made to mix permanently therewith. So, again, when boiling water dissolves bodies compos'd of oily and earthy parts, the oil soon floats to the top, and the earth falls to the bottom: and these, indeed, may be called mechanical solutions. In like manner, rivers, winds, concussions of the air from the firing of guns, thunder, &c. have this kind of action; but after the solution is made, the solvent and solvend here separat'd from each other, according to their gravity, as soon as the strong concussion ceases. Thus, when antimony is melted in a strong fire, along with salts and other metallic bodies, the whole seems to be, thus, intimately mix'd; but when remov'd from the fire, a scoria rises to the top, and the pure metallic part sinks to the bottom. Repulsion, also, may cause bodies to separate, after they were mix'd together by shaking; as we see in oil and water, or alcohol and oil of tartar per dilquium; where, not only gravity, but also repulsion occasions a separation, and suffers similar things to unite with similar. Some metals also,
when melted together, do the like; as appears remarkably in M. Homberg's method of purifying silver. In short, those menstruums alone appear to act mechanically, which by a bare mechanical motion, arising from their magnitude, hardness, figure, weight, and impulse, first attenuate bodies, then directly separate from them again, according to their specific gravities; by which kind of solution no great change can arise: and, by this mark, I judge, we may know whether a menstruum acts mechanically or not, and easily distinguish such menstruums from others.

6. When a solution is performed by any menstruum, so as that the dissolv'd particles remain equably mixed with those of the solvent, tho' they both, at first, differed remarkably in their weight; such a solution may be esteem'd owing in part to the general mechanical power, which here, almost universally concurs, but principally to another action arising from the particular or peculiar property in the solvent with respect to the solvend; and vice versâ: as by this power the particles of the one attract the particles of the other; and thus both are separated from their former concretions, and afterwards intermix or unite with each other, so as to form numerous new species of bodies.

7. To illustrate this by an example; if a ball of soft clay be put into water, and set over the fire so as to boil, the parts of the water now put in motion by the fire, will divide the clay into small particles; and thus mix them throughout the body of the water, whilst the boiling continues; but, when the external force of the fire ceases, and the water comes to rest and grow cool, all the clay falls to the bottom: whence, I could chuse to call this a mere mechanical solution; because, in this case, the particles of the water being put in motion by the fire, agitate the parts of the clay, without having any farther action, after the motion, given by the fire, ceases to act.

8. But, if a ball of sal-gem, whose gravity is much greater than that of water, be boiled in four times its quantity of water, all the salt immediately dissolves so perfectly, as to remain totally imbib'd, suspended, and uniformly diffused in the water, even after it grows cold and is thoroughly at rest; and this, tho' the salt was so much heavier than the water: whence it appears that there is a power in the water, whereby it in such a manner unites to itself the particles of the salt, that they cannot be separated from it by their own gravity, but remain suspended: whence we have an intimation, that there are fewer menstruums, which act by a mere mechanical force, than men commonly imagine. Thus water dissolves ice and water; alcohol dissolves alcohol; and similar fluids dissolve similar. But there are various degrees, wherein the particles of different menstruums adhere, closer or looser, with the particles of the body dissolv'd; whence, again, arise numerous differences in the corpuscles produced by menstruums; some being so permanently compound'd, as not to be resolv'd into the simple particles again, of which they were compos'd; whilst others easily let go the parts they had acquir'd in the solution: and these degrees are almost infinite.

9. In conformity with what is above delivered, we may divide all the known menstruums into four distinct kinds; with respect to the different manner of their dissolving. (1.) Thus, under the first class, I reckon all.
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Menstruums divided into four kinds according to their manner of dissolving.
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which act by a pure, simple mechanical power; and, whose action therefore, may be explained by the same mechanical principles, or the common powers of acting, which belong to all bodies universally: but, these menstruums are few, and commonly, extremely simple. (2.) To the second class belong those, which whilst they in some measure act by a mechanical motion; yet, at the same time, principally owe their efficacy to a certain repelling power. (3.) The third class are such as chiefly act by a mutual attraction between the parts of the solvent and solvend; which are a very large number, and common. (4.) Under the fourth class, I reckon all those menstruums, which act by the joint concurrence of the several properties above-mentioned; and these are the largest number of all; since in almost every menstruum there is a concurrence of mechanical power, repulsion and attraction. And if it were possible to class menstruums according to the differences of their actions, and, thence to form lower classes thereof; chemistry might thus be brought to rule; and we be able to determine the event of every operation, a priori; and hence, chemical experiments might be made with the greatest utility, in other branches of natural philosophy.

10. We shall here attempt to give an example of each kind, the better to prepare the mind for what is to follow. By way of addition to what is above said of pure mechanical solution; let us consider the granulation of silver, by pouring it, melted, into cold water. Take an ounce of pure silver, put it into a clean, strong crucible, cover it close with a tile, put it into a gentle fire, first; and when almost ignited, give a strong blast-heat till the silver runs as thin as water: now take the crucible out of the fire, and holding it high in the air, pour the fluid metal, by a little at a time, into cold water, that rises at least a foot in the containing vessel; thus the parts of the melted silver will enter the water with a gentle hissing, and upon the first contact separate into small grains, and fall to the bottom, without occasioning the least farther change, either in the silver or in the water: whence we learn, that the melted silver thus divides the water, and is divided by it; whilst neither of them are altered by this division; but range themselves according to their respective specific gravities, if the same circumstances are carefully observed. The like experiment also succeeds in gold.

11. But if the like experiment be made with copper, as soon as ever the melted metal touches the water, the whole substance of the copper instantly recoils and flies off with an incredible force, divided into such subtile particles, as scarce to be found again; the wonderful repelling force, here exhibited, scarce suffering any two particles of the metal to remain united. Whence, we learn that there may be menstruums, which like the water in the present case, may surprizingly dissolve the solvend by a repelling power: and, if gold, or silver, were mixed with the copper, and melted together, then poured into water, the effect would be similar. So that experiments of this kind, are not to be rashly ventured upon, for fear of mischief.

12. The next example will shew, that different bodies unite upon contact, and dissolve each other. Take four ounces of the flowers of sulphur, put them into an unglaz'd earthen pan, covered with a tile, to prevent the sulphur from
from catching flame, set it over a fire, so gentle, as barely to keep the sulphur melted: put six ounces of pure quicksilver into a strong clean linen-bag, and suspend this bag over the melted brimstone, which being uncovered, gently liquefy a little of the quicksilver into the melted sulphur, and stir them together, with a heated spatula, till thus by degrees, all the quicksilver is perfectly mixed in; whereby a black, brittle, stringy mass will be obtain’d; which, if viewed thro’ a microscope, shews and appears metallic. Here we see a dry fluid solvent, and a dry, hard solvend, upon the contact of their minute particles, concrete together by attraction so strongly, as not again to be separated by fire; but upon sublimation, ascend united, and form cinnabar. These substances, which thus unite, are very different in their origin, gravity, kind, and degree of volatility, and little disposed to unite when entire; yet their particles coming into contact, they retain each other tenaciously. The causes of this union are, first, fire, which melts the sulphur, and divides it into its particles. Secondly, the division of the mercury, by passing thro’ the linen-bag, as thro’ a fine sieve, and falling by a little at a time, into the sulphur. Thirdly, the constant stirring of them both together. But these three causes only apply the mercury to the sulphur. The fourth cause, therefore, is a power in both, whereby, when touching in many surfaces, they attract each other so strongly, as to require a great force, or a stronger attractive of either, before they will separate again; and this mutual attraction is the principal cause of the effect. From whence, fifthly, arises so firm a cohesion, as the last effect, that tho’ sublim’d in a close vessel by a strong fire, they do not separate into sulphur and mercury again, but rise in minute particles of cinnabar, the smallest of which consists of sulphur and mercury united; and, tho’ this cinnabar be resublim’d, these parts are so far from separating, that they are thus more intimately united. Indeed, the cinnabar does not rise the second time so easily as the first; but, in each operation becomes less sublimable, and at length extremely fix’d in the fire: whilst in the mean time, the mercury does not fly off, but remains bound down by the sulphur; and this, tho’ the fire be violent. Hence, I do not wonder that novices in chemistry, upon seeing this experiment, should expect that metals might be made by the intimate union of sulphur and mercury in the fire: especially when all the adepts expressly agree, that metals are composed of these two principles. But such novices receive the reward of their credulity: for in all these trials, the sulphur still remains sulphur; and the mercury returns from it unmeliorated, when another dry menstruum is added, which attracts the sulphur stronger than the sulphur attracts the mercury. Thus, if twelve ounces of cinnabar, made ever so fix’d by repeated sublimation, be ground to powder, and well mix’d with an equal quantity of clean iron-filings, then distilled with a strong fire, all the mercury comes over, and falls, in its own native form, to the bottom of the water put into the receiver for the purpose; leaving behind in the retort a fixed mass, made by the union of the sulphur and iron: which two, always unite more eagerly than sulphur and mercury. Fix’d calci may here be used instead of iron: for that also, when
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melted by the fire, dissolves the sulphur, intimately unites with it, and lets the mercury at liberty: quick-lime, also, will do the fame.

13. As another example of a merely attractive menstruum, take two drams of flower of sulphur, and three drams of mercury, grind them together in a glass-mortar, the longer the better; the mercury will now gradually disappear in its own form, and unite to the sulphur, which also disappears in its form, and from the intimate mixture of the two, a very black powder at length arises, after passing thro' various degrees of colour, which becomes the more black, the longer the triturations are continued, and the closer the two substances are united. This black powder upon resting, soon spontaneously concretes into a mass, wherein the mercury is cover'd, fix'd and detained, so as to be thus safely given to animals in a large quantity, without acting as mercury upon them; nor can it be separated from the powder by any other means, than by the distillation above-mentioned, with iron-flings, &c. and if sublim'd alone, it also produces cinnabar. The alchemists have consider'd this operation with expectation of gain; calling the black powder thus made, the crow's-head; which is by them said to appear in the beginning of their great work, upon the exact union of the two principles, sulphur and mercury. Here, therefore, we have another example of a dry fluid menstruum, and a solvend, divided in their parts by a bare mechanical rubbing them together, and afterwards uniting by an attractive virtue, so as not to separate again.

14. As an instance of the attractive and repellent kind, take a pound of common antimony, reduc'd to powder, melt it in a clean crucible, close cover'd, till it runs like water, and discharges a copious white fume; then take the crucible out of the fire, and let it rest in a quiet place till perfectly cold, when the surface of the antimony will appear rough, unequal, and full of holes: then, upon breaking the crucible, you will find the bottom part of the mass solid, metallic and shining; but the upper part porous, white, yellowish, and lead-coloured. Whence we see, that the fire, by melting the antimony, had diffolv'd its metallic and sulphurous parts; which, being thus set free, range and associate themselves differently, the metallic with metallic, and the sulphureous with sulphurous, whilst the metallic repels the sulphurous, and vice versa: so that in this case, fusion by the fire, repulsion, attraction and gravity, acted together, whilst the solution was made. If this experiment be supposed not to shew the nature of a menstruum; yet it must be allow'd, that many particulars may hence be learn'd which happen in the actions of menstruums.

15. But farther, to shew how menstruums may act by different concurring ways; take an ounce of salt of tartar, and half an ounce of flower of sulphur, heat them, and grind them together quick in a hot mortar, in a dry and warm air; put the powder into a crucible, cover it close, and set it in the fire, where the powder will soon melt, tho' the fix'd salt, when alone, melts with difficulty. Pour the melted matter upon a clean stone, where it will appear an uniform mass, that soon runs in the air, especially if it be ground to powder, and thus presently turn into a red oil: whence we see, how strongly a dry menstruum may unite with the dry body of sulphur, which
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which alone does not dissolve in water; but now, by the power of the menstruum, presently dissolves with the moisture of the air, which it seems greedily to attract.

16. The following is still a more curious experiment, to the same purpose. Take four ounces of fine antimony, reduce'd to a subtile powder, grind with it two ounces of hot and dry salt of tartar, in a heated mortar; and a warm and dry air, the pestil also being made hot; put the mixture into a crucible, and melt with a strong heat, that the powder may run thin; then pour the melted matter into a melting-cone, and, when cold, knock it out: thus we shall have an uniform mass, perfectly mix'd thro' its whole substance, by flowing in the fire like water, and now resembling glass; being of an ash-colour, a caustic taste, and dissolving in the air into a purple liquor. Hence the fix'd alcali, the sulphur, and the metallic part of the antimony are, by the action of the fire, first minutely divided, and then again united into one uniform substance; which rarely happens in other cases.

17. Again, take an ounce of pure silver, and three ounces of fine copper, melt them in a crucible with a strong blait-heat, and a pit-coal fire; when perfectly fused, pour them into an iron ingot: thus you will have an uniform metallic mass, made by an intimate mixture of the two metals, which cannot now again be scarce separated, without the assistance of lead upon the tefl. In this experiment, one metal becomes a menstruum to the other, as soon as they are both melted together, whilst each of them coheres more strongly to the other, than to itself: for, in every particle of silver there is here an uniform, constant proportion of copper: and, tho' they differ in weight, they do not separate from each other; the fire thus melting and mixing them together, without being the cause of their mixing so proportionally. This operation, therefore, shews, that the mercurial part of the silver unites itself so strongly to that of the copper, as not to let it go again; otherwise the melted silver would fall to the bottom of the crucible, and the melted copper float above it: and thus, after fusion, divide into two different strata; as oil of tartar per deliquium and alcohol, when shook in a glafs, presently separate, upon standing, into two distinct fluids, and cannot be brought to mix. And here it deferves to be remark'd, that these metallic bodies, whether they concret in the cold, or melt in the fire, always retain the same proportion to each other, in which they were mix'd. And these examples may serve to shew, how variously dry menstruums act upon each other.

18. If we consider the doctrine and instances above deliver'd, we shall have a different notion of the solution of bodies by menstruums, from that commonly entertain'd by chemists, and such philosophers as endeavour to explain chemical experiments upon just principles; who have all conceiv'd, that a certain mechanical acrimony, acting by an universal mechanical power, was here the cause of the effect: and when they found, that what dissolved one body, would not dissolve a softer, they have invented several ways to solve the difficulty and apparent contradiction. But as we purpose to enquire into nature by experiments alone, we must proceed in another manner: and when we regard all the circumstances of this affair, we are first to consider the nature of.
of fire; which being examined, in all its degrees, by experiments, we find to be an almost universal solvent, as it liquefies almost all bodies, if applied in a proper proportion to them. For when we rise gradually, from the heat of the body in health, to the utmost violence of the focus of a burning con- cave, and apply various bodies to the several degrees, we shall find but very few which do not run or resolve into their minutest particles, with one or other of these degrees: for tho' some substances, as brick, &c. grow harder with a certain degree of heat; yet they vitrify with an intense fire, as we see in melting furnaces. And altho' a few bodies do not melt in the strongest fire hitherto known; yet, who can say they would not melt in a stronger? We must therefore acknowledge, that the power of heat is very great and extensive in the action of menstruums. The mercurial parts of metals could never be so uniformly united as they are, without the assistance of fire.

Trituration. 19. Again, in order to understand the action of menstruums, we are to observe, whether any mechanical, strong, or long-continued attrition be concern'd; as this may often supply the want of fire, by attenuating, dividing, and rubbing the parts of bodies together; whence their fine particles may act upon each other, and at length intimately unite. Thus, by means of M. Langelotte's (a) mill, gold is said to have been ground into a potable liquor; upon which subject the author has wrote an express treatise. And we read in M. Homberg's papers, that all the metals, even gold itself, have been perfectly dissolved, and turned to liquors, by long grinding them with pure rain-water.

By repulsion and separation. 20. Next, we are to consider, that bodies may happen to be dissolved after undergoing the operation of fusion, trituration, or feeling the joint efficacy of both: for when thus the bodies are divided into minute particles, and intimately mix'd, there hence frequently arises an opportunity for them to exert a repelling force, which before was latent. This being an observation in the more secret practice of chemistry, we shall illustrate it by an example: Melt pure lead in an iron ladle, then add to it thrice its weight of pure quicksilver, mix them together, and you will thus have a white amalgam, shining like silver, capable of being kept for years unaltered: if this amalgam be ground in a glas mortar, with a glass pestle, the whole mass soon turns perfectly black; and if water be added to it, and ground therewith, then pour'd off, it takes away the blackness, and leaves the amalgam pure again, and capable of being kept as before: but, if ground again, it again grows black; and this, after numerous repetitions, as I have tried. Whence it is plain, that the mercury here

(a) We find in the Philosophical Transactions, No. 97 an account of a letter written by this Dr. Joel Langelotte, chief physician to the duke of Holstein, wherein mention is made of his way of grinding gold; and two engines of philosophical mills, are there described for the purpose; with one of which, in the space of fourteen natural days, he reduced leaf-gold to a dusky powder, and putting it into a shallow retort, placed in a sand-heat, he thence obtained, by gradually increasing the fire, and giving a strong one at last, a few very red drops; which, digested per se, or with tartarized spirit of wine, afforded a pure and genuine Aurum potabile. The success of this operation, the doctor attributes in great measure to the salt of the air, which in grinding plentifully mixes and unites itself with the gold: but this particular he then designed to give farther proof of, in his account of some uncommon experiments made in the laboratory at Gottorp. By means of trituration he likewise declares, he obtained the genuine mercury of antimony.
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here mix'd with the lead, does not repel this black matter either from itself, or from the lead, unless this mechanical trituration be used; whereby the mixture is attenuated, its parts clofer applied, and more intimately conjoin'd; whence there arises a power in the mercury upon the lead, and of the lead upon the mercury, whereby the matter, foreign to both, is repell’d and separated from them: which could scarce be done by another operation. And if the amalgam, thus made, be several times distill’d with mercury, and cohabated; thus also, as in the former case, the same black matter may be obtain’d, and wash’d from it, by trituration with water; whence a repelling force is thus again plainly introduc’d; by means whereof the separation is afterwards easily made: and by no other methods that I know of.

21. It often happens, that the parts both of the solvent and solvend, by attraction, when fused or agitated by the fire, or attenuated and mix’d by trituration, manifest a power of attraction and combination, that was latent before; and this often in a new, wonderful, and very effectual manner: whence proceeds a great variety of bodies that did not appear before, and are scarce producible by any other means; as we fee in the preceding instance of the amalgamation of lead; where, upon trituraion, there arises a wonderful union of the mercurial metallic particles, by this attractive power; which manifests itself after the repelling power had first separated the heterogeneous parts that prevented the homogeneous parts from coming perfectly into mutual contact: but when the foreign matter is separated, in the manner above explained, the purified mercurial particles of both kinds, coming more intimately together, produce somewhat that was unexpected.

22. Lastly, when a menstruum, by this means, has dissolved a body, be the manner of action what it will; and if after the solution is completed, the menstruum be totally separated from the dissolv’d substance, so that they both exist separately again; the dissolved body is thus obtain’d under a different form, and generally changed into a calx, or some new kind of substance.

23. Hence we learn, that nearly all menstruums. even the solid kind, are, at the time of their action, in a fluid form; unless we except the case of trituration, which of itself often renders bodies fit for solution: but then, to make the dissolution perfect, the trituration must be so exquisite, as to render the bodies almost fluid.

24. The following experiment is an instance wherein all the above-mentioned causes concur at once in dry menstruums; viz. fire, trituration, repelling power, attractive power, and mechanical force; so as to produce all the effects, viz. attenuation, concretion, separation and change. At the same time, this will be an example of a just procedure in making the like experiments. Take sixteen ounces of antimony, purify’d by a simple fusion in the manner above mentioned, reduce it to fine powder; this powder we know consists of common brimstone, intimately intermix’d with the mercurial part of the antimony; as is the case in common antimony itself, tho’ no sign of these two different parts appears, even by the microscope. Then take twelve ounces of Rhenish tartar, reduc’d also to fine powder, and six ounces of pure pulvis’ nitre; dry them all separately to the highest degree, and mix them perfectly well together
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together in an iron mortar, and reserve this powder for the following use. Next, take six ounces of tartar in fine powder, and three of nitre, mix these well together, to be kept in readiness; now, put a clean iron ladle over a clear fire, till it becomes almost ignited, then throw into it a small portion of the compound powder of tartar and nitre; the mixture will immediately swell, boil, throw out small sparks, and burn with a vivid flame, leaving behind a white and perfectly alkaline mass, intermix'd with spots of green: and if a fresh quantity of the same powder be thrown in, it produces the same appearances. Whence we see, that a mixture of an acid, vegetable salt, and a saline terrestrial one, fume, sparkle, burn, and turn to fix'd alcali, immediately upon touching the fire. It was above observ'd, that fix'd alcali, well mix'd with sulphur, instantly took flame in the fire; whereupon the sulphur was immediately dissolv'd into a new substance. And hence it appears, that if tartar, nitre, and sulphur, be mix'd together, and thrown, by a little at a time, into an ignited ladle; a fix'd alcali immediately arises, which lays hold of the sulphur, dissolves it, and turns it to a substance of a peculiar nature. From whence we may easily apprehend the effect that will follow upon applying the above-mentioned mixture of antimony, tartar, and nitre to the fire, in the following manner.

25. Set a large, strong crucible in the fire, so as to heat gradually and equably, without cracking; let it be capable of containing at least thrice the quantity of the powder to be thrown in; cover it with a tile, and when thoroughly ignited, take off the cover, and throw in two drams of the mixture; first well heated, with care to prevent its taking fire: it will instantly, upon touching the bottom of the crucible, burst into flame, smoke, and sparks, but grow quiet when ignited again. Throw in the same quantity after the same manner, and do this by degrees, till all the powder is used; at each time covering the crucible, after the matter is thrown in, till the struggle is over. When the deflagration is finish'd, raise the fire so as to make the matter flow like water, which may be tried by stirring it with a tobacco-pipe; keep it a while in this heat, then pour it into a dry brass cone, first heated, and greas'd on the inside with tallow, rather than oil, which being apt to contain water, might here have a terrible effect: a flame, like lightning, immediately arises upon pouring in the melted mass, on account of the tallow with which the cone was greas'd; and by this flame the matter is hindred from sticking to the metal. When all is grown cold, invert the cone, and strike it, upon which the matter will come out and appear divided into two different parts; the upper a brown one, weighing about fourteen ounces, and call'd by the name of scoriar, which are brittle, of a fiery taffy, and run in the air to a red liquor: the scoriar consist of the fix'd alcali, made by the tartar and nitre; and of the sulphur of the antimony, melted into one mass, by the alcali, in the fire; and thus being repelled from the metallic part, it floats at the top, whilst the metal falls to the bottom by its own weight; which therefore constitutes the other part, and is of a white shining colour, like silver; being very ponderous, and on its upper surface bearing the figure of a star: this part would be truly metallic, but for its extreme brittleness, which renders it pulverable.

26.
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26. This last experiment illustrates all that was above delivered concerning the action of dry solid menstruums; for, first, mechanical triturition here reduces three kinds of matter to minute particles, so as to render them intimately miscible. Secondly, the fire melts, moves, mixes, and unites all the three together. Thirdly, the oil in the tartar, and the sulphur in the antimony, taking flame together in the fire, fix’d alkali is thus immediately produced, and directly lays hold of the sulphur of the antimony; whence, by their attractive force, the alkali and the sulphur unite into one mass, that easily runs in the fire. Fourthly, at the same time, there arises a repelling power between the metallic part of the antimony, and the alkaline salt; which two can never be united in the fire, but always, in fusion, repel each other, and range themselves in different strata, according to their gravity.

27. And hence it plainly appears, why the more ponderous metallic part here falls to the bottom of the cone; leaving the sulphurous alkaline part at the top, and thus producing two new substances; viz. an alkaline sulphurous scoria, and a stellate regulus of antimony. Hence, a mere mechanical power, attraction and repulsion, act conjointly in this experiment, to produce first a solution, and afterwards a separation; the pulverization minutely dividing the heterogeneous parts, increasing their contact, and multiplying their surfaces; whilst the fire mixes them farther, by agitating them together, and exciting, increasing and continuing their attractive and repulsive powers, thus keeping the whole mass, and all its parts, in liquid fusion; the oil of tartar, at the same time, inflaming with the sulphur and nitre, and thus adding great strength to the fire. The tartar and the nitre, by a perfect deflagration, here afford a sharp fix’d alkali, which drinking in all the sulphur, strikes out from it the metallic part of the antimony, which it will not touch. Lastly, the whole heated mass increases the strength of the fire; whence the motion and concussion becomes the more violent, and throws off a copious fume, with foot and sparks; by which means, 34 ounces of the powder lose about 16 ounces in the operation; the regulus weighing only about 2 ounces and 3 quarters. This experiment should be carefully made; for if the crucible be not large, in proportion to the powder, it will not contain the matter, when it swells and boils; and unless the mixture be ground fine, it bounces and flies off in the fire: if the crucible be not thoroughly ignited, the matter thrown in will not fuse; and unless the powder be heated before it is thrown in, it may crack the crucible by its coldness. Each time that any powder is thrown in, you must wait till the detonation ceases, or till the matter becomes perfectly ignited, and runs, before you throw in fresh; otherwise the mixture that remains unmelted, collects to a solid crust at the top, and confines the matter underneath: which consisting of alkali, nitre, and sulphur, then acts like gun-powder, and soon explodes with great violence; which may easily be prevented by the above-mentioned cautions. Again, unless all the matter be made to flow thin, before it is poured out, the regulus will not be perfectly separated from the scoria; and if the melting-cone be not heated before the melted matter is poured into it, there is danger of its flying; and unless it be greas’d, the matter often flicks to fault to the metal, as not to be got off. If a single drop of water should accidentally fall
fall into the cone, the melted mass poured into it might hence be made to fly about in a dangerous manner. And lastly, if it be not quickly poured into the cone, whilst it remains very fluid, neither the regulus nor the scoria will separate exactly, or range themselves distinctly: so many cautions are required in this single experiment.

28. We may now proceed to a closer consideration of the actions of solid and fluid solvents upon their solvends; so far as they are explicable upon pure mechanical principles: and the great regard I have for mathematical merit, requires it of us. There is no known sensible body in nature, whose parts are so tenaciously, or so strongly held together, as not to be separated by a mere mechanical force, without the intervention or necessity of any other cause. Thus, even the diamond, tho’ so remarkable for its hardness, we see may be faw’d and cut into any shape, and exquisitely polish’d; for which purpose, the lapidaries use only mechanical instruments, and mechanical motion.

29. So again, the most fluid body may, by a mere mechanical motion, dissolve a hard one by attrition. Thus water, by continual falling upon metal or stones, wears or dissolves them away; for altho’ the falling of a single drop has but little force; yet, by numerous repetitions, it produces remarkable effects. Soft leather being long rubb’d upon the hardest gems, metals, or glasses, gives them a polish; and wheels of wood, kept constantly turning, will wear away any body applied to their surface, into invisible particles: whence it follows, that the continual renewal of any wearing body may grind away the hardest substances; infomuch that the softest bodies will thus, at length, resolve the most rigid, into particles so minute as to escape the senses.

30. And here we are to consider, that the least and ultimate particles of any menstruum, to us invisible, may possibly be hard, and almost unchangeable; tho’, in any sensible bulk, they appear ever so soft to our senses: which observation seems to be confirmed by many particulars. Thus, the component particles of fire exceed all others in hardnes, smallnes, mobility, and immutability. No one hath hitherto observed any change in an ultimate particle of true air; tho’ the air, by its force, produces many changes upon other bodies. Water, which is found so soft a fluid, consists of such very hard parts, as not to be changed by any weight, concussion, or pressure: and we formerly observed the fame of the ultimate particles of earth. So alcohol receives no change in its particles, after ever so many distillations, digestions, and commixtures. So likewife, the distilled acid spirits of the mineral salts seem almost immutable, and consequently consist of extremely hard particles; notwithstanding that some have imagined them pointed, and consequently changeable; but the industrious Homberg, by digesting these spirits, in close vessels, for years together, with a constant heat, found them to be no where changed thereby: tho’ vinegar, indeed, in the space of four years, was altered to another nature (b).

31. The
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31. The instances just mentioned serve to shew, that the last particles of the softest fluids may be hard and permanent: whence it may be easily conceived, that the attrition of the ultimate particles of menftruums, strongly agitated, and repeatedly applied, for a long time, to the surface of a body, confifting of corpuscles joined together so as to compose a dissolvable mass, may thus wear down and dissolve large and hard bodies into minute particles; as well as large bodies dissolve others, by being rubbed upon them. An example whereof we have in stones, wore away or made hollow by the constant dripping of water: and this, especially, by the assistance of fire, to promote the percussion, attrition, and collision of the surfaces of the bodies.

32. But, in every mere mechanical dissolution, there occurs this difficulty, that the particles of the menftruum, applied to the surface of the solvend, easily fly off or recoil, so as not to act powerfully; but then we are to consider, that the weight of both the bodies may have a great effect; and also the weight of the atmosphere, as mentioned in our history of air. Whence it is certain, that all menftruums, which act simply by a bare mechanical power, dissolve but weakly, unless some other power be added: on the other hand, we know, that a strong external compreflion of a fluid to a solid, greatly increases the dissolving power, ceteris paribus. Thus, bones are little changed by long boiling with water in an open vessel; but soon grow soft, and dissolve, in Papin's digeflor; where the parts of the water are strongly comprefled, and driven or ground against the subjects. And thus we may clearly understand the firft mechanical manner, wherein certain menftruums act; viz. by the attrition of one body against the external surface of the other.

33. But when the particles of a solvent not only wear away the body of the solvend, by attrition without, but at the same time lay hold of its internal parts, so as to dissolve the inner substance by attrition; in this case, the particles of the solvent seem to infinuate themselves into the pores of the solvend, and thus to act upon the internal surface, after the same manner as we have already explained of the external surface. So that here the principal difficulty is to understand, by what means the solvent enters the pores of the solvend; and here we have not all the light one could wish, because there are very few instances of merely mechanical solutions: whence we are obliged to make use of those wherein mechanical causes act jointly with others.

34. The first condition requisite to this solution, is a proportional magnitude between the smallest pores of the solvend, and the particles of the solvent; for, if these pores are so large as to admit the solvent in a liquid form, the cause of the action is the same as before: but if the pores are too little to take in the simple particles of the menftruum, scarce any internal solution can happen. On which account, therefore, no dissolution frequently ensues, when the parts of the menftruum adhere to each other, so as to form large concretions, incapable of entering the pores of the solvend: but if these concretions are dissolved by water, into finer particles, and thus set farther afunder by the interposition thereof, they now may enter the pores that excluded.
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excluded them before; as in the following experiment: Put an ounce of highly rectified oil of vitriol into a glass-body, place the glass in water set over the fire to boil, then put into the oil of vitriol five drams of clean iron-filings, and shake the glass; upon which there will instantly arise a great rarification, without fume or ebullition; the matter in the mean time remaining swelled, but undissolved, and of a grey colour. To another ounce of oil of vitriol, heated in the same manner, pour three ounces of boiling water; if the water be added cold, the glass would burst; throw into this diluted oil of vitriol, five drams of iron-filings: upon which a violent ebullition, effervescence, and fume will arise, with a garlick smell; and the whole body of the iron be presently dissolved in a green liquor.

35. Those two excellent authors, Boyle and Boyle, say, that silver and lead will not dissolve in the strongest spirit of nitre; but, readily, if that spirit be diluted with water: the following experiments will shew how that matter stands. Into an ounce of the strongest spirit of nitre I could procure, I put half an ounce of red-lead, and found no effervescence nor solution ensue in the cold; then to an ounce of the same spirit, diluted with eight ounces of water, I put half an ounce of red-lead, and here also found they remained long quiet in the cold. Again, I put an ounce of pure silver to an ounce of the strongest spirit of nitre, and found no sign of ebullition or solution. To an ounce of the same spirit, diluted with an ounce of rain-water, I put an ounce of pure silver, and found the same also remain quiet in the cold: but, upon applying these four containing vessels to the fire, I found all the menstruums begin to act, effervescence and dissolve; with this difference, that the strong spirit dissolved less, and flower; but the diluted spirit quicker, and stronger.

36. From these experiments we infer, (1.) That mineral acid spirits may be diluted with water. (2.) That the mixture is promoted by shaking the vessel, so as intimately and equally to unite the water with the saline spirit, which might otherwise remain at the bottom, and suffer the water to float at the top; as appears, in part, from the unctuous veins appearing when they begin to mix. (3.) That thus, as many aqueous parts as the operator pleases, may be interposed between every two saline particles, by adding more or less water. (4.) That, by this means, the particles so diluted may be kept from uniting into larger saline concretions, and remain floating separately among the particles of the water intermixed. (5.) That hence the saline particles thus kept floating separate in the water, seem now capable of entering the small pores of the bodies to be dissolved, by being rendered minute. (6.) That these saline particles, unless diluted with water, touch one another closely, so as to unite or concrete into larger masses, incapable of entering the small pores of bodies. From all which, our notion of solution above delivered, is rendered highly probable.

37. But farther, in order to understand the mechanical actions of menstruums, we should consider the figure of the particles of the solvent; for we learn from mechanics, that mechanical actions greatly depend upon the figure of the acting body. Thus, any body whatever, remaining the same in all respects except its figure, may acquire a power of performing many things.
things which it could not perform before; and this merely on account of its figure: for instance, an ounce of steel may be formed into a sphere, a cube, a pyramid, a knife, a lancer, a dagger, a piercer, a chiefl, a file, a saw, &c. all which answer different purposes, on account of their figure. In like manner, the same body may act differently as a solvent, according to the figure of its parts, provided the pores of the solvend are able to receive them; and hence it may happen, that the reciprocal power between a solvent and a solvend shall be sometimes abolished, or perfectly changed, when the figure of the surface of either, or both, is changed: but it is extremely difficult to prove this to the eye; it being scarce possible to render the ultimate pores or particles of bodies visible. But reason, which from visible objects infers the latent nature of what is invisible, shews that this is the case: unless we imagine the dissolving particles of bodies to be immutable: which, however, is not probable, because the ultimate particles of bodies seem not to be the same as their dissolving particles; tho' it must be allowed, that, in many instances, the dissolving particles themselves seem to be changed. But that an efficacious fitness for action may arise in bodies, on account of their figure, has been elegantly illustrated by Mr. Boyle, from the example of a lock and its key; whose figure and size give them a peculiar and singular power of acting. Whence we may gather, that the relative figure between the particles of the solvent and the pores of the solvend, may fit them to produce many singular effects in mere mechanical dissolutions; and therefore, that many remarkable changes of bodies may thus be brought about, by such solutions depending upon size and figure. Sometimes also, great and extraordinary effects may be owing to the form of a body, as we see in the casting of bells; where a mass of melted metal, cast into a proper form for the purpose, and hung in the usual manner, when this bell comes to be struck upon by the clapper, all the circular sections of the bell, from the top to the bottom, change their circular figures into innumerable ellipses, which return to circles again, with a quick reciprocal motion, backwards and forwards; thus occasioning quick undulations in the air, to a great distance; propagating tremulous motions, shudderings, and sounds; and hence producing changes in the bodies of animals, vegetables and fossils: and all which depends upon the bare configuration of the bell.

38. The following experiments are supposed of that kind, wherein the figure of the solvent is changed with regard to its solvend. To an ounce of well-rectified oil of vitriol, add, drop by drop, six ounces of pure alcohol, made without alkali, and shake the containing vessel every time; digest the mixture, for a considerable time, in a tall well-closed glass; then carefully distil, with degrees of fire, till the matter begins to grow black; upon which, change the receiver, and continue a gentle fire with caution: thus there will come over a fulphureous suffocating phlegm, and, at the same time, a dulci-fied, volatile, sweet-smelling oil of vitriol, about six drams in weight, to be carefully kept in a Stop'd glass. The liquor, thus obtained, produces very different effects upon iron, from those produced upon it by common oil of vitriol. Understand the fame of strong spirit of nitre, carefully dulci-fied with thrice its weight of alcohol. So likewise strong spirit of sea salt, when thus
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thus dulcify'd, will not dissolve gold, but extract its colour, as Mr. Boyle has observed: and so the dulcify'd spirit of nitre will not dissolve silver, the common spirit of nitre dissolves it readily. Experienced authors attribute these different effects to a change in the figure of the dissolving particles: and whether this change be owing to the combination of the alcohol, to distillation, or to both; the form or manner of the solvents is here certainly changed.

38. There is a third cause, of considerable efficacy, in merely mechanical solutions, arising from considering that the least corpuscles of a menstruum, having the requisite inflexibility for the purpose, may infinate themselves partially into the pores of the solvend, so as to leave one part of each corpuscle prominent above the surface of the body to be dissolved; by which means, all the pores in the surface of the solvend will be struck full of points flicking out like bristles, without entering farther: when, therefore, the particles of such a menstruum are put in motion, they will constantly strike with a different direction on all sides, upon the particles thus flicking in the surface of the solvend; which points therefore will, hence, act as wedges, to shake and split the solvend afunder. It is highly probable that this is frequently the case; especially, if we reflect that in such solutions, the uniformly smooth surface of the solvend is commonly render'd rough and unequal: and in mechanical solutions, this third cause appears to be the principal one. Whence we may clearly understand the action to be performed in the way of cleaving, or splitting, with a wedge, here, first fixed in and variously driven by the menstruum; the ultimate particles of the solvend being extremely numerous, and the pores of the solvend lying in every point of the surface of the solvend; as appears from the smallness of the parts after dissolution.

39. Lastly, the fourth cause of mechanical solution is fire, which principally shakes, agitates, applies and re-applies the particles of every solvend having the three above-mention'd conditions: and without this, the three preceding causes could act no more than a wedge not driven by an external force. Thus, tho' the size, hardness, figure, weight, and elasticity of the particles of the solvend, should be fitted ever so much to the pores, resistance, and hardness of the solvend; nay, tho' the particles of the one should touch the pores of the other, and begin to enter them; yet without the action of fire, no solution could be effected. And not only fire acts thus upon menstruums by itself, but also, as it excites a motion, concussio, and attrition in the air, here press'd upon, and apply'd by the weight of the atmosphere, against the surface of the menstruum. Whence, the elasticity, the weight, and the motion of the air, being put in action by the fire, increases the powers of the menstruum. And this is all, that I can any way derive from pure mechanics, in order to account for the action of menstruums. Some great philosophers have imagin'd this was sufficient to explain all the phenomena of solutions: and, we allow indeed, that in every action thereof, all these mechanical powers may assist and co-operate; but, do not allow that these alone, without the intervention of other causes, can perform the whole business of solution.
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40. On the contrary, it rarely happens that any menstruum exerts all its dissolving power mechanically. And hence, Sir Isaac Newton, in his researches, has found reason, from observation, to add other necessary causes. But, to pursue this matter closely; let us consider, when a fluid posses'd of none but merely mechanical properties surrounds a body at rest, having no particular relation to the fluid, besides the common mechanical one; this fluid being now at rest, can only by its weight, and the fineness of its parts, comprefs the external surface of the solid, and the internal one of the pores it enters: whence, by the laws of hydrostatics, we can expect only the effect of compression, without any separation of parts or change of figure, unless the body be soft and yielding, or has its pores filled with a lighter fluid than that which surrounds it; whence this lighter fluid may be condensed in those pores, or dissolved from them. And hence the condensed mass will change its figure, bulk, and gravity; but, at the same time, remain at rest, and cohere more strongly in its parts, rather than dissolve. If fire be now applied, all the particles of the fluid will be agitated; but still, if the fluid, and the solid, are each of them homogeneous, the fire is still nearly the same, with respect to the menstruum; as the fire here acting equally upon all the particles of the fluid, at once occasions the body to be equally press'd on all sides. But indeed, as far as fire excites those unequal explosive motions of ebullition; the pressure now being unequal, may wear off some part of the body; especially if its surface be uneven; but this does little towards the business of solution, as we daily see it performed by menstrua. Thus, we find that hawthorn does not dissolve so much by being long boiled in water, as it does when suspended in the vapour arising from boiling water. But if an elastic matter be lodg'd in the pores of a body to be dissolved; when this matter comes to be dilated by fire, it may discharge itself in bubbles, burst the parts wherein it was confin'd, and thus resolve the substance: which solution cannot be attributed to the mechanical action of the menstruum; but is owing to the fire, that rarifies and acts upon the elastic matter. Hence, I have been led to doubt, whether the air which contains oils, salts, spirits, and other menstrua, ever acts in a mere mechanical manner upon the bodies it dissolves; especially since such bodies can scarce ever be found perfectly pure and simple: whereas, I have learnt from experience, that different parts, of different properties, are mix'd in with all such bodies; while these parts have respectively their own peculiar powers of attracting, repelling, and changing themselves many other ways. We must not, therefore, attribute more to mechanical power, than the author of nature has given to natural bodies; nor extend this power beyond its proper bounds, in accounting for chemical operations. This declaration is forc'd from me, by the regard I bear to truth; and may clear me from the imputation of pretending to explain chemical operations upon mechanical principles.

41. Having thus, therefore, dispatched the consideration of mechanical power in solution; we proceed to consider those solvents, which act by a particular virtue, and not by any general property of body. And these solvents we shall find so numerous, as to include nearly the whole number; which...
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which being extremely large, we are obliged to reduce them into classes under general titles: and this contrivance will not only help the memory, but afford an opportunity of ranging new discoveries in their proper places, according to the relation they have with known things; whence, also, their manner of action may more easily be understood.

S E C T. III.

Of aqueous Menstruums.

C H A P I.

Aqueous menstruums.

1. The first class of fluid menstruums we make to consist of water, and aqueous liquors. But, water in the form of ice, is a solid, which dissolves into a liquor, upon being mix’d with dry, or fluid salts, both of the fix’d, and volatile, alkaline kind; with fix’d, or volatile acid salts, compound salts, and the fermented spirits of vegetables; and this, even in the highest degree of cold: as was shewn in the chapter of fire, where this subject has already been sufficiently treated. As a fluid menstruum, it begins to act, in the next degree below that of freezing; or, in a heat of thirty two degrees by Fahrenheit’s thermometer: and never acts as a fluid menstruum, where it remains perfectly froze. The heat of water, unconfined, may be increas’d by boiling, from thirty two degrees, to two hundred and fourteen, without growing hotter in our climate, upon the earth’s surface; but, as it heats the more, the greater weight of the atmosphere it is press’d by, its heat may be prodigiously increas’d in the bowels of the earth; so as, at great depths, to have, perhaps, a higher dissolving power upon many bodies, than any other known menstruum.

2. It is the happiness of this age, thus to have assign’d and limited the dissolving power of our first menstruum, water, within thirty two, and two hundred and fourteen degrees of heat; where we may observe the beautiful manner, wherein nature acts: for, in many solutions where water is the menstruum, the dissolving power increaseth, and diminisheth, with the degrees of heat. Thus, for example, water of thirty three degrees hot, dissolves a certain proportion of sea-falt, which prevents the water from turning to ice by the same degree of cold, that would freeze pure water; and this probably happens from the interposition of the salt; whereby, the surfaces of the particles of the water are prevented from coming into mutual contact. But, when the cold is increas’d far above the degree which freezes pure water, then the salt-water begins to contract, and the salt to collect at the bottom of the vessel in little crystals; and as the cold gradually increaseth, this water gradually depoſites more salt, till at length, the water being nearly depriv’d of all its salt, turns to ice. During the whole increaſe of the cold, more and more salt is continually separated from the water; and, when the ice is thaw’d, all the depoſited salt will again be taken up by the water. On the other hand, if water, thirty three degrees hot, has dissolvd as much salt as it possibly could in that degree, and be afterwards gradually heated.
heated farther, up to the degree of boiling; and upon the increase of every degree a little more salt be added, this salt will be dissolved every time, till the liquor boils; after which, it will dissolve no more, tho' boil'd for a long time.

3. To illustrate this by experiments; take an ounce of pure dry sea-salt in powder, put it into a clean chemical phial, and gently pour thereto three ounces of pure water; then set a glass in a quiet place, to receive the degree of heat at that time shewn by the thermometer. Having put the same proportion of salt and water in another phial, shake them strongly together in the same degree of heat with the former; adding at times a little more salt, till some remains undisolved at the bottom. Have also a third phial in readiness, containing the same proportions of salt and water as the first. Then put the second and third phial into a copper of water set over the fire to heat by degrees; thus the salt in the phial, that was not shook, will begin to dissolve; and upon the heat increasing, the salt will be found to dissolve much sooner and more copiously than in the first phial, now standing in a quiet place, and receiving only the heat of the atmosphere: so that by means of the heat apply'd, the salt is as well dissolved in the unshook phial, as in that which was shook. Into the second phial throw, as the heat increases, a few grains of dry salt, which will now be dissolved; and continue doing thus, till the water boils in the copper, when a considerable quantity of salt will be dissolved in this second phial: besides what was dissolved before by long shaking; When so much salt is added to this water contain'd in the phial, that it will not dissolve the last grain that was added; in this degree of heat take out the phial, and let it by to cool, upon which the pellucid solution will begin to grow opake and turbid; a skin forming upon its surface, and salt falling to the bottom; so that, when it comes to be of the same temperature with the atmosphere, it will now have let fall nearly as much salt, as it had dissolved, by means of the increas'd heat, above that of the external air at the time. If, now, the first phial be examin'd, a large quantity of the salt will remain undisolved at the bottom; whilst the other part is dissolved towards the bottom, unmixed with the rest of the water, and appearing in the form of a heavy, unctuous, viscous, fluid; and if not shook will thus, long, retain the same appearance; but upon shaking, it spreads in unctuous veins, through the body of the water above it, dissolves in it, and falls no more to the bottom. Another portion of the salt remaining at the bottom, now, again appears to dissolve in the same manner, and may, by shaking or heat, be mixt and united with the less saline water above: and this observation holds, till nearly all the salt put in, comes to be dissolved throu' the whole body of the water. In making these experiments, the two phials, put into the boiling water, are to have such long necks, that no water can exhale from their cavities with the heat apply'd: their necks also are to be heated, left the steam of the water below should crack them.

4. From these slight experiments, the following conclusions easily flow; viz. (1.) That the parts of the salt and water are not here changed, but only so conjoin'd, that the water now touches the parts of the salt, as the particles of the salt or water before touch'd one another; which species

uuu
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of solution is a mere permixtion. (2.) That the increase of heat increased this power of permixtion, so as to halten the dissolution, and dissolve more salt in the same water; and this so long as the water can receive a higher degree of heat. (3.) Hence, also aqueous menstruums, saturated with salt, grow turbid in cold, and deposite saline crystals; but when heated, grow transparent again, and dissolve the salt they had depofited. (4.) That water and the salt dissolv'd therein condense by cold into crystals, which spontaneously resolve, upon the re-application of heat; as we fee highly rectify'd oil of vitriol grows solid in the cold, but presently melts with warmth. (5.) That boiling water, saturated with salt, is heavier than water; whence, brine, in a boiling state, proves hotter, by the thermometer, than pure boiling water, and cannot be brought to boil without a greater heat than that of boiling water; whereas pure water may be brought to boil by setting a glass of it in boiling water. (6.) Fire, therefore, is the caufe of the solvent power of water, and ceaies to act without it; as appears evidently from freezing, and is abundantly confirm'd in our history of fire: for, upon the decrease of heat, the cold constantly and proportionably expels from water the salts it before held dissolv'd, as, even to convert spirit of nitre into ice; whence, a high degree of cold, always exactly separates salt from water. We may add also, that cold dissolves water from dissolving alcohol. In the winter of the year 1729, I exposed beer, wine, vinegar, and brine, in large, open vessels, to the frost; which, thus, congeal'd nearly all the water of these liquors into a soft, spongy kind of ice, and united the strong spirits of the fermented liquors; so that by piercing the ice, they might be pour'd off and separated from the water, which diluted them before freezing; and the more intense the frost is, the more perfect this separation: whence we see, that cold unfitts water to dissolv'e alcohol, and the salt of vinegar; and it is probable, that the utmost possible cold in nature would deprive water of all its dissolving power. (7.) Hence we see, that the particular power of water to dissolv'e salts and other bodies, so as to unite them with itself, does not depend upon the water alone; but requires the assistance of fire to render the solution perfect. (8.) These discoveries being applied to the animal juices, especially to those of men, have a great and extraordinary use; as water is the principle and most copious of all the liquors contain'd in the healthy human body; so that in this, the other principles of all the animal fluids are dissolv'd, mix'd, held together, and kept fluid. As this water, therefore, is so liable to changes from heat and cold, it may wonderfully change the juices. Thus, how greatly is blood, drawn out of the veins, changed by cold from what it was in the body? And the urine of a healthy perfon in a cold feafon, soon deposites a gross sediment; which may again be taken up, by warming the containing vessel, so as to render the whole like what it was before: hence we may learn what great changes are producible in the body, from the changes which water undergoes by heat and cold. From the premises, one might be tempted to say, that the solvent power of water almost always increases in proportion to the heat applied, up to the degree of boiling.
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5. But it is dangerous to please the mind with general truths in physics, or to extend our confidences beyond experiments. Thus in the present case, there are numerous experiments, which would persuade one that the solvent power of water decreases, as the degrees of heat increase: for example, if balls be formed of flower, mix'd into a paste with water, they will dilute and dissolve with cold, or warm water, but grow hard, without dissolving, in boiling water. So the white of eggs mixes intimately with warm water, but coagulates and hardens by boiling therein: and this hardening begins with a certain degree of heat, and grows greater, as the heat grows stronger; tho' till this certain degree be arriv'd at, the increasing heat serves to dilute the subject the better. Understand the fame of blood, &c.

6. Hence we should range into classes, those bodies which are always dissolvable by water, in all the degrees of heat; for example, (1.) All the known neutral salts; as, sal-gem, sea-falt, nitre, sal-ammoniac, &c. (2.) All the known pure volatile alkaline salts, obtain'd from animals or vegetables, by putrefaction or distillation. (3.) All the fixed alkaline salts obtain'd from vegetables by calcination. (4.) All kinds of acids naturally found in vegetables, and in all the acid salts; all kinds of native, fossil acid salts; with all the vegetable acid juices, which afford a spirit, or vinegar, by fermentation: then again, the acids obtain'd from woods by distillation, whether oak, guaiacum, saffraas, &c. distill'd vinegars, oleum sulphuris per campanum, oil of vitriol, spirit of alum, spirit of nitre, spirit of sea-falt, &c. (5.) Artificial compound salts, by the combination of acids and alcalies, so as to render them neutral; all which, easily dissolve in water; but tartar of vitriol with the greatest difficulty. (6.) Salts of the borax kind; which also difficultly dissolve in water, and require the assistance of fire, for a considerable time. (7.) The native salts of plants, artificially procured from vegetable juices by depuration and crystallization; which easily dissolve in water, and even run spontaneously in the air. (8.) The vegetable salts arising after fermentation, and called by the name of tartar; which difficultly dissolve in water, and require a strong heat. It is remarkable of this tartar, that it does not dissolve in wine; and requires twenty times its own quantity of water to dissolve it by boiling: and if the proportion of water be less, or the boiling heat begins to slacken, it presently shoots from the water in little crystals. All the other salts, except borax, nitre, tartar, and tartar of vitriol, not only dissolve in water, but even by attracting the moisture of the air: pure acid salts do this readily, so do the fixed alkaline and volatile ones. It is difficult to obtain pure acids in a dry form, and not without the highest degree of cold; but fixed alcali, taken in a melted state from the fire, presently attracts the moisture of the air, as soon as the heat is a little diminished: whence it is plain, that these salts have a latent power of attracting moisture; and consequently, that water exerts two distinct actions in dissolving these salt; the one attractive, and the other solutive; both which together, constitute the power of an aqueous menstruum. We must also observe that there are some salts highly attractive of water, and which upon their combination turn into a third substance, not easily dissolvable in water: thus, oil of vitriol attracts water strongly, and fixed alcali with difficulty let

The powers of fire in water.
go the water it had attracted; but, if the oil of vitriol and fix'd alcali be mixed in such a proportion, as to form a neutral salt, this salt will not easily dissolve in water: and there are other examples hereof, in the making of compound fafts, tho' scarce any in so high a degree. And all these fafts require a certain proportion of water to dissolve them totally. But, when water is satured with one salt, it will still dissolve another, without increasing the degree of heat: thus, a satured solution of nitre will dissolve a considerable proportion of sea-salt; and the satured solution of these two, will still dissolve a proportion of sal-ammoniac.

Saline bodi'es. 6. In the next place, water, as a menstruum, dissolves all those bodies which are called saline, and contain some of the above-mentioned fafts, as a principal part in their composition, mixt in among other parts which of themselves are neither fafts nor saline bodies, but of another species. Under this class we reckon, (1.) the native foaps of vegetables; so much are all the ripe juices of summer-fruits, being a mixture of water, oil, salt, and spirit; and dissolving in pure water: for a farther account whereof, we refer back to the chapter of vegetables. (2.) Certain particular concreted juices, differing from the former, lodg'd and perfected in a particular part of the plant; as the pulp of cassia, manna, honey, sugar, &c. These indeed might be ranged under the first class, tho' they differ from them in the particulars here mentioned, and also as containing less water; they are however foaps, containing a copious oil, mix'd in with salt, so as perfectly to dissolve in water; without excepting even gums themselves. (3.) The more fluid juices of vegetables, circulating thro' the vessels, and whole structure of the plant; as the liquors afforded by the vine, the walnut, and the birch-tree, tapp'd in the spring. All the liquors of this kind, though differing in different plants, are vegetable foaps, diluted in a large proportion of water; and thence render'd extremely capable of being farther dissolved by more. (4.) All the known animal juices, except fat, easilie dissolve in water, tho' none more easily than perfect bile; as I learnt by taking it fresh from the bodies of animals, and endeavouring to infpiffate it with a gentle fire, so as to form pills thereof, for medicinal use, and to keep it long in an unaltered state: but I found the maids, thus obtained, dissolve spontaneously in the air. (5.) All the foaps made of express'd vegetable oil, and fix'd vegetable alkali, mix'd, by means of boiling water, with the fiery part of quick-lime, and brought, by boiling, into a hard maids. To these may be added all the foaps prepared from distill'd vegetable oils, united with the sharpest, dreist, fiery alkali, heated and strengthen'd by quick-lime; and thus prepared to receive the oil, by pouring it thereon, and exposing the whole to the open air, at some depth under ground. To these we also add those other excellent foaps, obtain'd by a less known means, by mixing pure distill'd oils with a pure volatile alkaline salt, without the interposition of any foreign water, and barely by a slow, careful, repeated sublimation; whence admirable remedies are procurable. But the most subtile foaps of all are obtain'd by uniting the purest alcohol with the purest volatile alkaline salt; which, by a proper treatment, produce an exceeding volatile, saline, sulphureous and faponaceous substance, in the form of snow, vulgarly call'd the effiu Helmontiana; and by Lully spirit
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rit of wine, quickned with sal-ammoniac. We may still add another soap, prepared by perfectly uniting salt of tartar with alcohol, by a secret treatment. In all these soaps; chemistry is perpetually discovering the most efficacious menstruums, and physic the safest remedies. It is here remarkable, that tho' oils alone will not unite with water; yet, when joint'd with the salts, they presently dissolve therein, whilst the salts alone are attractive both of water and oil: whence we learn the methods of dissolving oils in pure water. (6.) Under this saline class of bodies, capable of dissolving in water, we range vitriols, made by dissolving metals by means of salts, especially the acid kind; for, these dissolve totally in water, whilst they retain the true vitriolic form. Thus the vitriols of gold, silver, lead, mercury, iron, copper, and tin, brought into magisteries, salts, or vitriols, by proper acid menstruums, and such a proportion of water as gives them a transparent crystalline form, are dissolvable in water; and this the easier, the larger proportion of the acid menstruum was used in making the vitriol: but when the water is exhald from these vitriols by a gentle heat, so as to render their crystals opaque, the metallic parts are thereby less disposed to dissolve in water; and, if highly dried, they will not dissolve at all: tho' they still retain much of the acid solvent. Thus, if an ounce of quicksilver, which is absolutely undissolvable in water, be dissolv'd in an ounce of spirit of nitre, and the solution be a little inspissated, this liquor may be diluted, in any proportion, with fair water; and if the solution of quicksilver in spirit of nitre, be suffered to stand in a quiet place, white, and somewhat transparent, caustic crystals will shoot at the bottom, capable of dissolving readily, and totally, in pure water; which crystals, being dried to a white, yellow, red or purple powder, will not totally dissolve in water. Whence we see, that water only dissolves metals, on account of the acid adhering to the surfaces of their particles; and therefore quits the metals so dissolv'd, as soon as the acid is remov'd. Thus we see, that metals first dissolv'd in acids, then largely diluted with water, become potable, so as to be receiv'd into the body, mix with the fluids, act upon the solids, and produce their peculiar effects, which are often very considerable; as an acid and a metal united act with strength upon the body; tho' this power lasts no longer, than whilst they remain dissolved; and their solution depending chiefly upon the acid, if that be taken away, the metal remains no longer potable, or fit to mix with the juices, but turns to a calx. Whence we may understand the cause of the efficacy of a vitriolic solution; which efficacy remains only so long, as the dissolving salt and the dissolv'd metal remain diluted together, in a large proportion of water; but when, by the weakness or inactivity of the dissolving salt, the solution drops its ochre, the liquor becomes inefficacious.

7. What is here said of the action of an acid, with respect to water, holds true also of those metals which are dissolv'd by alkaline salts: thus copper, dissolv'd in strong spirit of sal-ammoniac, so as to afford a fine blue tincture; if this tincture be depriv'd of its salt, it is thereby greatly chang'd, and lets fall a dusky powder. The same holds also of metallic solutions, made with compound salts: thus sal-ammoniac, or sea-salt, may dissolve metals in a certain manner.
manner, so that they may be diluted with water, and thus produce great effects upon the body; whilst their action depends chiefly upon their being dissolvable in water. And yet this does not hold of all metals; for tho' butter of antimony, (or a solution of the regulus of antimony, made by the strong spirit of sea-salt, contain'd in the mercury-sublimate) be highly acid; yet instead of diluting with water, it immediately, upon the affusion thereof, lets fall the antimony in a white calx; which being fueled by a strong fire, affords a fine regulus of antimony no ways capable of dissolving in water.

8. If pure earthy bodies be first dissolv'd in acids, they may afterwards be perfectly diluted with water, so as to leave the whole body of the liquor limpid; and in this form they may also produce their own effects. Thus, chalk, dissolv'd in a large proportion of acids, may be diluted with any proportion of water: and I scarce know any earth but may be thus dissolv'd by some acid or other, so as to escape the cognizance of the senses. Whence we see, how unsafe it is to infer, that a liquor is free from earth, because it appears pellicud; even the true ultimate earth, obtain'd from the bones, &c. of animals, may be thus dissolv'd in acids, and then in water, tho' it be still recoverable, afterwards, by various means.

9. But tho' earthy bodies may thus be dissolv'd in water, alkalies cannot when intimately united with earth, be afterwards diluted with water; as plainly appears in glafs, which consists of an alkali and an earth, intimately united, and is less soluble in water the closer the union: so great is the difference between the solution of earth, by one kind of salt and another. Alkalies, we see, subtly dissolv earth into a fix'd, transparent, hard body, which resists the dissolving power of water, more than any other body: but it appears stranger still, that the subtle, volatile, alkaline salts of animals, intimately united with earth, should form a mass undissolvable in boiling water: for, the stones generated in animals, I take to consist of these two principles and oil; and in whatever part of the body such stones are generated, they commonly produce terrible effects; as having a power of attracting and joining to themselves a similar matter, from such animal juices as approach nearest to putrefaction; viz. the bile and urine: which containing salts nearly alkaline, these salts unite to themselves the fine earth, worn off from the parts of the body; and thus lay the foundations of new stones, or enlarge the old ones: and hence the daily increase of this monstrous production, that brings on terrible disorders.

10. Hence we may perhaps deduce the reason, why the author of nature has made nearly all the aliments of animals incline to acidity; for, the acid salts on this account, predominating in the stomach, easier dispose such aliments to dissolv, whose firm parts cohere principally by means of earth; whence they would otherwise much more difficultly be dissolv'd into fluid chyle. But when afterwards a matter is to be form'd of this chyle, fit to bind the solids together, the tendency to acidity, which was necessary in the chyle, is changed, and an alkaline tendency of the salts introduced; which, by binding the earthy particles, forms a structure indissoluble in water, and fit to resist the action of the fluids. At least, we know that bones remain solid and firm, if steep'd in alkalies; but grow soft and flexible, if detain'd in acids:
acids: as the ingenious Mr. Ruffa has often assured me, he found in his anatomical experiments. And, doubtless, when the power of changing acids into alkalies is wanting in the body, the bones, cartilages, teeth, and ligaments, become soft, weak, loofe, and flexible; as we daily see in the rickets. Hence, physicians and surgeons should be cautious, how they apply strong acids to the bones and teeth; such acids, used in the way of denitrific, with design to render the teeth white and glossy, may soon render the person melancholy, nervous or paralytic: it is doubtless much better to use, for this purpose, the milder fix'd alkalies, or alkaline solutions well diluted with water; whereby the earthy part of the teeth will remain unhurt.

11. These sulphurs do not of themselves dissolve in water, but readily unite therewith after being intimately mixed with alkalies: whence we may easily understand the medicinal virtues of the sulphureous mineral waters. Volatile alkaline salts will also dissolve sulphurs, and render them miscible with water; so that we see, water, by the assistance of alkalies, becomes an excellent solvent of sulphurs. And as this is applicable even to the sulphurs which lie concealed in metals and semi-metals; hence we have a way of manifesting and producing to view such sulphurs, as before lay hid; by which means, flight productions have been sold at high prices, as great secrets, to unskilful purchasers: and thus even princes themselves have been often imposed upon. I have seen a liquor, prepared from antimony, sold under the specious title of a Panacea; a few drops whereof, taken in wine, were said to cure diseases speedily, without any sensible effect; and indeed they did service in some distempers: but secrets, once discovered, are apt to be despised, when they are to be had cheap, without the disguise of a mystery. Thus, upon examination, I easily discovered this liquor was prepared from taking levigated antimony, by putting twice its quantity of oleum tartari per deliquidum thereto, and digesting them in a sand-heat together; whereby the liquid alkali, dissolving in the sulphur of the antimony, thus extracts a red tincture, of a fiery taffe, and an alkaline, heating, apertive, diuretic, and diaphoretic virtue. But, to say the truth, as good a medicine may presently be procured by boiling common sulphur in an alkaline lixivium: as the sulphur of antimony does not differ from common brimstone: and as the alkali does not dissolve the metallic part of the antimony. In like manner, by digesting powdered antimony with the alkaline spirit of sal-ammoniac, a golden sulphureous tincture may be obtained; and as good an one from common sulphur, as Mr. Boyle has shewn. But there is no end of deceit and imposition in this way, people delighting in being deceived, and some of the rich, in thus throwing away their money; whilst there is no end to the avarice and boating of the pretenders to secrets in physic.

12. Such bodies also, as consist of a glutinous, viscous, or hard substance, Ruffa, and therefore remain untouchable by water, may yet be rendered perfectly soluble therein; by first uniting them intimately with fixed or volatile alkalies. Thus we find putresced urine, salt of tartar, soap, gall, honey, sugar, yolk of eggs, 

\[ \text{Etc.} \]

being mixed with these tenacious bodies, render them commodiously dissolvable in water; which hence generally acquires a deterging, cleansing power.
power. Oils, balsams, rosin, gums, &c. by this treatment, become miscible with water. And thus I have explained the principal effects of water, as a solvent upon all the kinds of bodies suited thereto; and two which all others may be referred.

13. Having explained the dissolving power of water, we need not be large upon aqueous menstruums, which would lead us to a repetition of what is above related; I shall here therefore only add a few remarkable particulars: and, (1.) Hail, collected in the summer-time, after a series of hot weather, and thunder consequent thereon, being kept in clean vessels, has a different effect from all other water; perhaps on account of being purer, carried higher into the atmosphere, and froze there before it fell lower. (2.) Next to this in purity, we reckon snow-water, collected in a cold winter, in a still air, and a high sandy defart place, and from the upper part of a deep drift. (3.) Dew being a mixture of aqueous, spirituous, saline and unctuous vapours, and of all sorts of dry exhalations, differs greatly from all other aqueous menstruums; so that the effects of dew can scarce be determined, or brought under one class. Whence it is no wonder, that many have thought the matter of the universal salt was concealed therein; and that a saline substance, which they call the concealed spirit of the universe, might be extracted from it. But it is time to proceed to the other kind of menstruums; only first observing, that water floating in the air, may often act as a menstruum, and the action be falsely ascribed to the power of the air.

S E C T. IV.

Of Oils, and Oily Menstruums.

1. Oil, considered as a menstruum, is a fluid juice, (or capable of being rendered fluid with a small degree of heat) unctuous, burning in the fire, and miscible with water. Alcohol is excluded from the class of oils, by its being easily miscible with water; whilst in other properties it has a perfect resemblance to them. All the oils we know are either native, as they exist in bodies, or are obtained from them by art, especially by chemistry; which always alters their nature: and every one must make this difference, as we find it real from the difference of their efficacy in the way of solvents. Native oils therefore are every where found in fossils, vegetables, and animals; and these oils are changed by art, upon boiling unctuous bodies in water, so as to melt the fat, and extract it from its lodgment: whence, by its lightness, it floats upon the surface of the water, and may be skimmed off without much changing its nature. Another way of obtaining it is by expression; when, the oily subject being bruised, it is squeezed betwixt iron-plates in a strong press, and the oil forced out. Whence, if too much heat be not used in the pressing, the oil here also is but little changed. Sometimes a close fire is used for the purpose; so as to scorch the oily subject, and melt the oil away from it; as in the obtaining of pitch and tar.
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from the loppings of fir, &c. Lastly, oils are obtained by distillation in the alembic, with water, per ascensionum; and by the retort, or per descensionum, when the fire is placed above the subject.

2. It is remarkable of these distilled oils, that scarce any of them congeal, Not concre- but remain fluid in the greatest natural cold; whereas most of the oils by expression congeal, with strong cold, into a mass, consisting of little globules united; as we see in oil-olive, rape-oil, &c. Whilst others of them, as linseed-oil, do not freeze in the keenest frost. I have frequently considered this remarkable difference in oils, without being able to discover whereon it depends. Their dissolving power is not exerted, unless they be in a fluid form; and as some of them freeze sooner than water, their dissolving power is less durable, with respect to cold, than that of water; but those which remain fluid in all the degrees of natural cold, constantly retain and preserve their power of dissolving. Whence it appears not easy to fix a common point of heat in nature, at which the dissolving power of oils begins; tho' it may be nearly limited in any one species of oil, after it is once accurately observed. And here it may appear surprising, that though linseed-oil remains fluid in the keenest frost; yet, upon examination, it is then no hotter than ice, or any other congealed oil.

3. When oil is heated by a gradual, well-regulated fire, it does not boil with 212 degrees of heat, as water does; but grows constantly hotter by the same fire without boiling, till the heat rises to 600 degrees: whence we see why boiling oil is so much hotter, and more scalding, than boiling water. But all oils do not boil with the same heat; the lightest and most subtil boil the soonest, and with the least heat: whereas others boil sooner, and receive more fire before they will boil. Thus, rectified oil of turpentine boils soon, but oil of linseed late. Where we see the difficulty there is to determine the dissolving power of oil; because in linseed oil, for example, this power begins with the greatest degree of natural cold, from whence it increases up to 600 degrees, and in each degree of increase constantly acquires a new power of acting; whether it be upon the same body in different degrees of heat, or upon different bodies, in the same or different degrees: in both which respects the scale is infinite.

4. To illustrate this, take three equal phials, of the same figure and height, fill one with alcohol, the second with oil of turpentine, and the third with oil-olive; put them into a copper of pure rain-water, along with Fabri-keit's mercurial thermometer; then lighting the fire, and keeping the water stirring, that it may heat equably; when the water comes to be a hundred seventy five degrees hot, the alcohol will boil strongly: this phial therefore being taken out, and the water being farther heated to 213 degrees; this also will boil, and the mercury in the thermometer expand no more, how strong ever the fire be made. At the same time, neither the oil of turpentine, nor the oil-olive will boil at all. Whence we perceive this remarkable difference, that alcohol, tho' it be an attenuated, inflammable oil, boils much sooner than water; and that oil of turpentine, though much lighter than water, and considerably thin and inflammable, does not boil when the water does; any more than oil-olive. Whence neither inflammability, nor levity,
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5. Again, the apparatus being the same, only a brine of sea-salt, made as strong as possible by boiling, being used instead of the water; you will find, that when the thermometer stands at 175, the alcohol again will boil; when the thermometer rises to 218 degrees, the brine will boil; but the thermometer will now rise gradually; because, by the strong boiling of the brine, water is discharged, and the liquor made stronger; but still the oil of turpentine, and oil-olive, will shew no sign of boiling.

6. The following experiment should be made with care. Fill two thirds of a small long-necked phial, of an equal thickness, with oil of turpentine; heat the whole glass gently, to prevent its cracking; then set it over a clear soft fire, to be increased by degrees; it will thus be long before the oil comes to boil; but at length it will boil strongly with a great crackling, and continue boiling thus violently, long after it is removed from the fire; whereas alcohol ceases to boil, as soon as the containing phial is taken from the fire; and so does water presently after. To discover the degree of heat in this oil before it boil, put some linseed-oil into a copper-vessel, and set it upon a naked fire; place a mercurial thermometer therein, along with the phial of oil of turpentine; which will be found to boil much sooner than the linseed-oil; whilst the thermometer shews the degree of heat. But as these oils, by boiling, throw off their more volatile parts, and leave the remainder thicker, they now require more heat, every moment, to keep them boiling. Whence physicians need not wonder, that these oils, rendered thick by boiling, heat the body so violently; which I take to be an useful observation.

7. In the same manner, if a glass-phial of fresh-drawn oil of almonds be set upon a naked fire, and continued there, so as not to melt the glass; this oil will then boil with a quiet equable motion, in a heat of above 600 degrees.

8. Having thus seen that oil will receive almost thrice as much fire as water, we may hence easily understand that the dissolving power of oil, which power in menstruums depends upon fire, must be much greater in oil than in water: for, since many oils remain fluid in the first degree of the thermometer, whereas water freezes at about the thirty third; and since the scale of heat in water, while it remains fluid, is but 180 degrees, (its freezing point being 33, and its boiling heat 213;) and since the scale of heat in linseed-oil is at least up to 600; it follows, that the power of heat in this oil, is to the power of heat in water, as ten to three: which could scarce have been discovered a priori. And considering that many oils, inspissated by boiling, may thus receive much more fire; hence the scale of the power of heat may be still farther extended in such oils.

9. It is found, by experience, that the bodies of animals, and all their parts, as also of vegetables, are kept from dissipating, fermenting, putrefying, and changing, by being carefully plunged in oil; and this for ever so long a time, even in the hottest climates. Insects likewise, which are apt to prey upon and destroy bodies, are prevented from doing it, when covered with oil; as being kept intire, whilst they remain buried therein. And after these bodies have remained covered with oil for a proper season, so
as to be thoroughly impregnated therewith, they seem to become almost incorruptible; at least they are capable of thus being long preserved; as appears from carcases treated in this manner: upon which discovery the art of embalming principally depends; the origin and efficacy whereof is hence manifest.

10. If bodies are suddenly plunged into boiling oil, they presently acquire a hard and almost stony coat, of the colour which usually appears in bodies scorched by a naked fire; viz. yellow, red, or black; whilst the inner substance, being agitated by the great heat of the boiling oil, is wonderfully changed, digested, and ripened; till at length the whole is consolidated, and rendered durable for great lengths of time. But when these bodies abound with aqueous juices, as in flesh or fish, dried only on the surface; these juices, contained within the external crust, being thus more than boiled, become surprizingly soft, rosid, digestible, and nutritious. And food, thus treated, may be preserved for a long time; as all the principles of bodies so prepared, being intimately united, perfect one another, and turn to a substance that is well defended from the action of external causes.

11. Hence we may draw some unexpected consequences; as, (1.) That the degrees of heat, received by bodies from fire, are not in proportion to the denities of the heated bodies. (2.) And yet, that in the same bodies, gradually rendered more dense, more fire may be communicated in proportion to the increase of their density. (3.) That the power of receiving a greater degree of heat does not depend upon the bodies being combustible in the fire; thus alcohol being brought to boil, does not receive more fire, or heat; tho' nothing in nature is more combustible; nor does any known liquor receive less fire. Whence again we see, it is in vain to seek after general properties in chemistry; but we are to discover the particular properties of bodies by particular experiments. (4.) That some metals may be intimately dissolved in some oils by boiling; so as thence to form a mixture not easily resolved into its principles: and, by this means, many noble discoveries have been made for mechanical and medical purposes.

12. Thus, for example, put half an ounce of red-lead into a long-necked phial, and pour to it an ounce and a half of oil-olive, and shake them well together; heat the glafs carefully, then set it over the fire, so as almost to touch the coals, and bring the oil to boil: upon which, the red-lead will dissolve, and mix and unite into a mass therewith, when the oil has acquired a great degree of heat: and thus a metallic balsam, or an excellent cement for water-works, may be prepared. The same experiment will succeed, if made with granulated lead; the lead first melting at the bottom, even before the oil begins to boil, or fume. Whence we see, that lead is more easily melted than glafs; and that oil cannot be made to dissolove glafs, with any degree of heat the oil will receive: and hence we see the reason, why melted lead scalds less than boiling oil, and may be nimbly handled; if the skin be first rubbed over with dry chalk. This experiment might prove dangerous, if a drop of water should fall into the glafs; or any aqueous vapour arije from the boiling oil, and fall back upon the boiling matter. The same experiment also succeeds with tin, and a mixture of tin and lead; the solution whereof
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whereof together, is quicker performed than of either alone. Hence again,
we may draw farther consequences; as, (1.) That oils receive, and long re-
tain much fire before they boil. (2.) That no fluid in nature receives more
fire than oil: for all lixiviums, and oil of vitriol it self, boil sooner, and prove
less hot upon boiling: even quicksilver it self boils rather sooner, or nearly
about the same time. (3.) That a great force of fire must act upon oils, be-
fore they rise in vapour. (4.) That oils communicate the same force of fire
they receive, to the vessels in which they are boiled: whence, tho' water
may be boiled in vessels of tin or lead, yet oil cannot. (5.) That the same
force of fire, received by the oils, is communicated to the metals contain-
ed therein. (6.) That we cannot easily find a way of communicating more
fire to oil than by boiling it; for if we would endeavour to make oil collect
more fire, we must find a way of compressing the oil in the containing vessel,
with a greater weight than that of the atmosphere; whereby indeed heat
might be increased in proportion, as we shewed in the chapter of air and
water. Whence it appears that oil, compressed by the increased weight of
the atmosphere, at great depths in the earth, may acquire a most violent
heat, if it should there meet with a strong fire; when, if water should hap-
ten to touch the oil in this state, it might occasion most terrible earthquakes:
which may possibly be one physical cause of Vulcano's. (7.) Oils, whilst
they remain fluid, will not permit more heat to be communicated to the
containing vessel than to themselves; and therefore prevent all vessels from
melting, which will not fuse with less than 600 degrees of heat. (8.) Hence
the author of nature has set a limit to fire; which limit checks its power
upon the most inflammable matter we know.

13. In order to explain the dissolving power of oils, we must remember,
that every express'd, crude, vegetable oil, constantly contains water; as may
easily appear upon boiling expressed oil of almonds in chemical glasses;
whereby an aqueous vapour is raised, and condensing in the neck of the
vessel, forms visible drops, which falling back upon the boiling oil, occasion
great commotion and crackling. Hence, oils act in their dissolving ca-
pacity, by means of this latent water, according to the degree of fire applied;
whilst the crackling and commotion, thus occasioned in the boiling, may in
some degree affect the manner of solution: and hence, also, after this water
is discharged by long boiling, the property of oil, as a menstruum, is chang-
ed; for oils that have long been boiled, dissolve bodies differently from
what they do when crude.

14. But, besides this water, oils contain a certain subtile, latent salt, sup-
pposed to be very penetrating, and which is generally acid, and volatile; as in
some of them is manifest by the smell. These salts appear in the form of
acid spirits, collecting themselves like water, and separating from the oil, so
as not to be again easily mixed therewith; tho' it is not easy to free the oil
perfectly from its acid: for, if the native oils, or turpentine of the pine,
or fir, be distilled with degrees of fire, an acid spirit always rises, during
the whole distillation; but, in the greatest quantity at first: and the same
holds, in some degree, of most other oils.

15. When,
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15. When, therefore, chemists would ascertain the dissolving power of oil, they should carefully distinguish whether the effect be owing to the water and acid they contain; otherwise great errors might arise: for, we see in painting, that colours dissolved in oil, which has been boiled, unite and sink in better, dry quicker, and remain more beautiful, than when mixed up with crude oil. And thus, also, the particular power, which the softest oils are supposed to have of dissolving metals, in a gentle heat, seems principally owing to the latent acid; and not to the oily part: it having been observed, that oil-olive, when mixed with very fine filings of iron, copper, or lead, and long digested together, a part of the metal is thus taken up by the oil, so as to give it a new colour, and extraordinary properties: hence, the power of oil as a solvent, has been extended too far; for, this power does not remain in oils, after they have been long boiled, and are deprived of their latent acid. Hence, the polishers of brases, and copper, have observed, that their work cannot be well preferred from rust and tarnish, by rubbing it over with crude oil; but much better, by besmearing it with boiled oil; especially, if a little ceruf, or black-head be added in the boiling, so as perfectly to imbibe this acid: by which means, an excellent unction is obtained, for preserving the polish, and edge of such metallic vessels and instruments. Dr. Hoffman (a) has shewn by experiment, that, even distilled oils contain an acid; for, by grinding the distilled oils of lavender, and of turpentine, with salt of tartar, he thence obtained a neutral salt. So, likewise, a gentle distillation separates these salts from such oils: for, thus the oil of turpentine, and of juniper, will afford an acid liquor.

16. Those oils which are obtained by distillation, from alkaline, or putrefied vegetable, or animal substances, abound with volatile alkaline salts; which may be copiously separated from them, by a gentle fire, in a white solid form: whenever, therefore, we would explain the properties of oils, we should carefully separate them from all foreign salts, and examine them pure; otherwise we can never form a right judgment of their virtues.

17. But here it is necessary, before we confider oils farther, in the way of Simple oils. menstruums, to examine how long they may remain in an oily state; and with regard to this, there are several remarkable particulars: for, oils obtained by distillation with water, or without water by the retort, constantly leave earth behind them, upon being re-distilled to dryneses in close vessels; and gradually become more subtile, leis adhesive, more fluid and transparent: and when re-distilled fourteen times or more, they each time become different oils, and leave an earth behind them; so as, thus, at length to become penetrating anodyne medicines, excellent in many obstinate distempers: and each time, also, they make a different menstruum: whence the elder Helmont imagined that the oils of human blood, thus distilled several times with spirits of salt, till no faces where left behind, would prove a diaphoretic medicine, capable of dissolving, like a menstruum, all preternatural, and other wise mortal obstructions, and coagulations, in the body (b). The excellent Dr. Hoffman (c) assures us, he has prepared oils in this manner, and

(a) Obs. Phis. Chem. p. 56, 57.  
(c) Obs. Phis. Chem. p. 59.
and gives a high commendation of their medicinal virtue: and another less faithful writer affirms, that the universal remedy may be obtained by means of an oil prepared in this manner. The ancient chemists have described these oils some ages ago; and doubtless, menstruums may, hence, be procured of an almost inimitable dissolving virtue: upon which subject, Raymond Lully, and Isaac Hollandus, have left us large processes, which may deferve to be consulted. All kinds of oils have a certain subtile, volatile substance adhering to them, and separable from them, called by the name of their presiding spirit; which is a moveable, odoruous, high-tafted thing, produced by fire, and the true cause of very great effects. This spirit being innate in oils, detained and confined in them, communicates thereto a singular efficacious virtue, no where else to be found; and, when it entirely quits the oils, it leaves them sluggish and unactive, so as to be scarce distinguishable from one another: and as it spontaneously exhalles from many of these oils, with a gentle heat, it mixes with the air, and leaves them insipid, and unactive; so as to render them incapable of performing what they did before. Their dissolving power seems chiefly owing to this, that oils are disposed to receive much fire into themselves, and apply it to other bodies.

18. (1.) Most oils mix with other oils, tho' some of them not easily; as in the distillation of turpentine and amber, where the oils, raised by different degrees of fire, are different in weight, consifence, colour, and situation, so as not readily to unite with each other. (2.) True resinous bodies melt and dissolve in oils. (3.) So do many of the gums, especially such as have a mixture of rosin. (4.) So, likewise, do condensed oils or balsams. (5.) So do sulphurs, both the native and artificial, and both the liquid and solid; and this, tho' concealed in other bodies. Thus antimony, finely powdered, or sublimed into flowers, being boiled with oil, soon affords a thick red balsam of antimony; tho' it proceeds only from the sulphur of the antimony, dissolved by the oil, which leaves the metallic part untouched: and the same holds also of other semi-metals, abounding with sulphur.

S E C T. V.

Of Alcohol, or Spirituous Menstruums properly so called.

1. The alchemists, or those called the adepts, are large upon the subject of spirit of wine; which, when reduced to its highest subtilty, they employed in the preparation of all their other secret menstruums; as appears in the Circulatum of Paracelsus: whence the industrious Weidenfeld is of opinion, that the adepts have clearly described all their secrets, but only concealed their philosophic spirit of wine; which, being once known, all the rest would be intelligible. The justness of this opinion may be doubted; but it is easy to shew, that the spirit of wine, which the adepts have described by its particular marks, is the same that we are postfs'd of; as appears from its subtilty, volatility, manner of preparing, fragrance, running veiny in distillation,
ftillation, total inflammabillity, firing linen when burnt thereon, uniting with falt of tartar, making the offa Helmontiana, extracting a fubtile sulphur from animals, vegetables, and minerals, its preferving virtue, preventing putrefaction, &c. It is true, other properties are assigned it by the adepfs, not to be found in our alcohol; as particularly, its power of diflolving falts: but it may be doubted, whether this arifes from miftaking the spirit, or from not knowing the requisite, secret preparation of these falts; wherein something wonderful often lies concealed.

2. Eminent chemifs have afferfed in their writings, that alcohol could not be united with a pure fixed alkali: and this is no wonder, as the effect may be prevented by the leaft aqueous moisture in either the falt, or the alcohol. But, if pure alcohol be applied to perfectly dry falt of tartar, a rich tincture is immediately extracted, and a true combination made. Hence, we cannot be too inquisitive into the nature of this liquor, which, on account of its excellence, we esteem the firft among the fpirituous menstruums.

3. This alcohol is procured from vegetables alone, by bare fermentation, and repeated diflillation: it is beft obtained from wine, mead, or beer: for, tho’ these liquors may quench fire, yet the fpirit obtained from them by diflillation, is inflammable: and, when all water is perfectly feparated from this fpirit, we obtain pure and perfect alcohol; which, therefore, in almost every refpecf seems to be an extremely fubtile, vegetable oil: tho’ in its gross state, its parts are strongly attractive of one another; fo as to make it form into drops, and not mix with water: but, when turned into alcohol, these parts fce both of their attractive and repulfive power; whence, oil is called alcohol, when it mixes with water, and is totally inflammable. Animal, and vegetable fubfiances, when perfectly putrefied, may have their oils fo subtillized and volatilized, as to be inflammable in the open air; and by repeated diflillation, fuch oils may be fo attenuated, as almost to mix with water. When, therefore, the diflolving power of thefe fpirits is to be determined, we muft, firft, regard what kind of fpirit it is: for common brandy contains much water, a liquid acid volatile falt, a difagreeable oil, and alcohol; rectified fpirit of wine contains less water, less of the naufeous oil, a volatile acid fpirit, as before, and mere alcohol. Perfect alcohol, prepared without addition, contains neither water, acid nor gross oil; and if once gently drawn off from fixed alkali, by diflillation, it becomes highly purified: and as there are thefe differences in this fpirit, we are carefully to regard them.

4. (1.) Perfectly pure alcohol diffolves water, and all aqueous liquors. (2.) And, confequently, wines of all kinds. (3.) It diffolves all fpirituous fermenting acids: as the tribe of vinegars. (4.) All pure oils. (5.) All true vegetable rofins. (6.) Most of the gummy rofins. (7.) Pure volatile, alkaline falts. (8.) Perfectly dry and fixed alkaline falts. (9.) Most of the foaps. (10.) Sulphurs, firft opened and diffolved by alkalies; but it does not touch compound or native falts; as, fal-ammoniac, sea-falt, nitre, &c.

S E C T.
SECT. VI.

Of the alkaline, and acid spirituous Menstruums.

1. MOST chemists, under oily and spirituous menstruums, have ranged two kinds, which might rather be termed saline or compound. This happens, because these menstruums usually appear in an unctuous form; and are generally not only volatile, but liquid and subtile: whence, some acids, and some alkalies have been called by the name of spirits, on account of their subtile, volatile, and unctuous appearance; tho' they differ greatly from each other, not only in kind, or as to acid and alkali, but also, acid from acid, and alkaline from alkaline spirit. We, therefore, first divider the saline spirituous menstruums into the acid and alkaline tribes; this distinction being absolutely necessary. Next, we divide the alkaline spirits from one another; some of them being simple, and others compound. The simplest of these consist of water, and an extremely subtile, volatile, alkaline salt, both together appearing in the form of a thin, pellucid, and somewhat unctuous liquor; as the pure alkaline spirit of sal-ammoniac; and to this class, belong the numerous alkaline spirits obtained both from animals and vegetables, after being deprived of the oil that is apt to adhere thereto; as we daily see practiced by the chemists, who can thus produce them from the hot, antiscorbutic plants, putrefied vegetables, and all animal substances. The more compound kind, usually consist of water, the volatile salt just mentioned, and a fetid oil; into which three parts they may be separated: and, therefore, are a kind of volatile alkaline soap, diluted in a proportion of water barely sufficient to dissolve it. The acid, and commonly volatile liquors, are also called spirits, by the chemists, for the reason above assigned; but all these, when examined, prove to be acid salts dissolved in pure water. Thus, oil of vitriol, and oleum sulphuris per campanum, several times distilled with boiling water, become in a great measure volatile. Upon this consideration, therefore, I shall here drop the name of spirits; and for the future, call them by the name of saline menstruums.

SECT. VII.

Of the simple, saline Menstruums.

1. It is a saying of the alchemists, that such as do not understand salts can never arrive at the grand secrets; and no wonder, as various salts have great energy in the dissolving of bodies: thus, if we may credit the sublimer artists, that famous solvent, called the Circulatum, is said to have been made by Paracelsus, from sea-salt? Thus much is certain, that salts
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Salts have an exceedingly great power, in the whole business of menstruums; whence I have bestowed no small pains thereon.

2. I call salt a body which dissolves in water, and, if not volatile, fuses in the fire, and, having a rapid taste. When a salt is pure, or either naturally, or artificially separated from every thing else, it consists of particles too minute to be distinctly and separately viewed, even by the help of the best glasses; so that we can pronounce nothing as to the figure of these particles. And, when saline bodies are resolved into the ultimate particles, from whence they are formed, they thus seem to become perfectly volatile; so as, when separated from each other, and from all foreign substances, to fly off into the air: as we shewed by experiment in the chapter of earth. Therefore, when these last particles of pure salt concrete into sensible clusters, they always are held together by some intermediate particles; particularly those of water and earth, which here serve for a cement, and make the association permanent. Hence, we see, that as the original particles of salt can scarce ever be confined in vessels; so, we can say little of their chemical actions: but, when they appear in a stable form, we may have some certainty of them in this compound state.

3. We must next consider the principal differences of salt, arising chiefly from the different saline principles of which they are composed: and those principles are separately unknown; yet, doubtless, they have a certain peculiar property respectively. A second difference arises from the other principle, which uniting with the saline one constitutes the salt. We, therefore, divide all kinds of salts, into, such as differ, either in respect of their saline principle, their connecting principle, or both. And with regard to the first division; I distinguish salts, and saline menstruums, into the following classes; viz. (1.) Fixed alcalies. (2.) Volatile alcalies. (3.) Native vegetable acids. (4.) Fermenting vegetable acids. (5.) Fermented vegetable acids. (6.) Vegetable acids obtained upon burning. (7.) Vegetable acids procured by distillation. (8.) Native fossil acids. (9.) Fossil acids procured by burning. (10.) Fossil acids procured by distillation. (11.) Neutral acid salts; as, borax, nitre, pit-salt, salt-gem, sea-salt, and salt-ammoniac. (12.) Other salts composed of these simple ones. Each of which salts should be examined, in order to find out their peculiar properties; whereby we may come to a true knowledge of them, so far as regards the dissolving of bodies.

S E C T. VIII.

Of fixed Alcali as \( \text{M} \text{e} \text{n} \text{s} \text{t} \text{r} \text{u} \text{m} \).

THE Oriental and Egyptian word, Kali, denotes a certain plant abounding with salt, and growing upon the sea-shores, and banks of the Nile, and the Syrian river Belus, as Pliny relates from antient authors. This plant being burnt, in its perfection, affords ashes of a remarkable sharp saline taste; and if these ashes be boiled in water, they make a strong lixivium, which upon standing deposits its earthy part, as being incapable of

\[ \text{Y} \text{y} \text{y} \text{f} \text{i} \text{x} \text{e} \text{d} \text{a} \text{l} \text{k} \text{a} \text{i} \text{?} \text{i} \text{.} \]
of dissolving in water, or burning in the fire. This lixivium being boiled in an iron-vessel, to perfect dryness, leaves a white solid mass behind it, perfectly dissolvable in water, and of a high caustic taste: whence, from the manner of preparation, the salts of this kind, are called lixivial, or more commonly, alcaline salts; and sometimes, also, by the name of rocchetta, or soda. This kind of salt makes frit, with any stony matter capable of striking fire with steel; and of this frit, glass is prepared. When rendered sharper by quick-lime, this salt makes the soap-boiler’s lea, which, when boiled with fat, or oil, constitutes soap. The beft kind comes to us from Egypt, or Alexandria, and Tripoly. Now, as all our physical knowledge is originally derived from the fenible properties we find in bodies, so, all the differences of bodies are to be derived from the fenible marks we find in them; nor, have we any other way to come at the knowledge of bodies: we shall, therefore, here lay down, the chemical and physical marks of alcali.

2. (1.) This alcali, therefore, is of vegetable extraction. (2.) It is always obtained by means of burning the plant to ashes. (3.) It is of a fixed nature, so as to remain long in the fire. (4.) It dissolves in a moist air, and, thus, lets fall a sediment: and cannot long be kept dry, tho’ ever so carefully stoped down and secured. (5.) It gives the sensation of a burning, fiery acrimony to the tongue; at the same time tafting like urine: whence, these salts are sometimes, tho’ improperly, called urinous: for the proper taste of this alcali is not urinous at first; but, after being held some time in the mouth, and folliciting the saliva by its acrimony; the neutral animal salts, naturally contained in the saliva, depofite all their acid in the alcali; whence, the other part of these neutral salts, now, deprived of their fixing acid, becomes volatile, alcaline, and urinous: and, this is the true caufe of the urinous taste, attributed to these salts. (6.) This salt, when perfectly clear of all foreign mixture, is fcentlefs and fixed in the fire; but, being highly attractive of all acids; as soon as ever it touches any fubftance, containing a volatile, alcaline salt, detained by an acid, the alcali immediately abfors this acid, lets loose the latent, volatile alcaline salt, and leaves it to its own volatile, pungent nature: so that, tho’ this volatile alcaline salt could not be discovered by the ffnell in the fubjeft before; it, now, plainly may; and is not the ffnell of the fixed alcali, but of the volatile one. Thus, if a fixed alcaline salt be put to fresh, warm urine, it instantly discovers an alcaline ffnell, which it had not before. (7.) It is another property of fixed alcali, that it immediately makes an ebullition upon mixing with any acid, and intimately unites into one fubftance therewith: so that, if the point of faturaion be exactly hit, no sign, either of an acid, or an alcali, is discoverable, so long as the two remain in a compound fttate; but they thus produce a fluid fubftance, called by the name of neutral. (8.) If pure, fixed alcali be mixed with the juices of turnfol, roses, or violets, it prefently changes their natural colours to a green. (9.) If applied, for some time, to the warm and moist human skin, it raises an inflammation, and cauies an efchar, after the manner of a phacelation. (10.) All these salts have a highly destructive power, or cleansing virtue, not to be found in neutral salts. And by these marks,
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marks, fixed alcaline salts may be known and distinguished from all others, so as to avoid confusion in the history of menstruums.

3. The like fixed alcaline salts may be also obtained from any crude, recent, vegetable burnt to ashes, and treated in the same manner as we have mentioned of kali; tho' some vegetables afford but a small proportion, particularly those which have a pungent smell, and make the eyes water; the saline part being, here, almost totally volatile, and going off, in the burning; as garlic, scurfy-grass, onions, water cresses, fquills, radish, mustard, &c. wherein the salts, by nature, are rendered as alcaline and volatile, as in animal substances.

4. These lixivious salts were well known to the ancients in almost every age: as, being mentioned by Aristotle, Varro, Pliny, &c. (d) but nonatural salt, that I know of, hath hitherto been found with the marks above-mentioned: all of them being produced from vegetable subjects, by the bare action of the fire. And no vegetable could at any time be burnt to ashes, but these salts were produced: so that, in all times and places, large quantities of this salt must have been made upon the surface of the earth, with the ashes; and, thus these saline ashes being washed into the ground, may have rendered it fruitful in many places: tho' their alcaline nature is soon changed, and a new form assumed, by which they afterwards act.

5. It must here be remarked, that no vegetables could at any time afford this salt without burning; for, if suffered to dry or rot spontaneously, they vanish, or change their form, without leaving the least fixed alcali behind; and are thus dissipated in fine, insensible volatile particles; whilst only a mere terrestial matter remains. It is therefore universal, and confirmed by the experience of all ages, that nature employs no fixed alcali in forming either the fluid, or solid parts of vegetables. Whence, again, we conclude, that fixed alcali is not made by the operation of nature; but, by the action of fire. This is farther confirmed from hence, that those vegetables, which, when burnt, would afford much fixed alcali, being once thoroughly putrefied, become in great measure volatile; so as, if they were now to be burnt with an open fire, they would afford no fixed salt at all; and leave nothing behind, but white, insipid, terrestial ashes, containing no salt: fixed salt, therefore, seems as much a creature of the fire, as glasses.

6. We shall, hereafter, see that these fixed alcaline salts, easily resolve into a large proportion of a hard, bitter, saline, and almost vitrified substance, a simple earth, and a purer and stronger fixed alcali: whence it appears, that these salts are not simple bodies, but composed of different ones; whilst the seemingly homogeneous union of these principles into one substance, is owing to a strong fire. Hence it will follow, that nature, so far as we at present understand her procedure, never acts by means of fixed alcaline salts as her own instruments; but, only, as she receives them first prepared by fire: and, when she uses them at all, she operates with them, as they are compounded of the three principles just mentioned; to which we may add a fourth, viz. an oily matter, always adhering thereto, as appears from many experiments,
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Hence, also, it appears that the more these fixed alcaline salts are separated from their other principles, the more they differ from one another; since the remaining salt will thus become more simple, and, consequently, differ in its manner of acting. Thus, for example, pot-ash, which contains an excellent fixed alcali, also contains a large proportion of a hard bitter transparent salt, not easily dissolvable in water: and this salt being carefully separated, the alcali, thus, becomes much purer, and fitter for many purposes as an alcali, than it would have been if that salt had remained in it. We must also observe, that these alcaline salts are often strangely changed, by the falling in, or admixture of any fixed foreign body during the burning; as it may thus unite with the salt: thus, for example, if nitre should mix with the ashes, and be fixed with the other salt of the vegetable, it would make an alcali that would afford the fume and smell of spirit of nitre, upon pouring oil of vitriol to such an adulterated salt; a thing that never happens in pure alcali: and the same holds true of sea-falt, &c. It must also be observed, that different salts are produced, according to the different manner wherein the vegetables are burnt: thus, we find a vegetable burnt with a quick and strong fire, affords a different salt from what it would do if burnt slow, with a stifited heat: as we see in preparing the salts of Tackenius.

We next proceed to enumerate the several kinds of fixed alcali commonly used in chemistry. And, here, the commonest kind of all, is that called by the name of pot-ash; imported to us, in large casks, from the north; particularly from Russia, where they make it, by burning the green wood of fir, pine, oak, &c.

The way of making it, is, by piling up large heaps of cut wood, in pits dug in the ground, setting them on fire and burning them to ashes, which they afterwards sift, before they grow cold; then they boil these ashes in water to dissolve out the salt, and suffer the liquor to reflux, they pour it off clear, and boil it in large copper pots, for three days, till it comes to a dry salt; called pot-ash, from the pots it is boiled in: this salt is put, whilst hot and dry, into casks perfectly free from aqueous moisture and oil, so that it may be kept close; otherwise it would run in a moist air, like salt of tartar per deliquium, and afford a terrestrial sediment: in which manner, I have at one operation obtained six drams of fines from a pound of salt. When this salt is gradually dissolved by putting hot water to it, then suffered to reflux, the clear liquor being poured off and filtered, then evaporated to a half in clean glasses, and set in a cold, still place, it soon shoots to the sides of the glafs, hard, figured, pellucid crystals, that do not run, even in a moist air, and difficultly dissolve in water; but are brittle like glafs, bitter to the taste, and resembling sandiver, or the salt thrown up in the making of glafs. This bitter salt, therefore, is of a particular nature; and may thus be procured in a considerably large proportion. After this operation, four scrupules of a terrestrial matter will fall to the bottom, from a pound of this salt; thus leaving the remaining fixed alcali considerably pure: so that, the liquor being now evaporated to dryness, affords a white, fixed alcaline salt, fit for making fine glafs with clean sand.
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10. If this purified salt be exposed to a violent fire, it thus melts and becomes stronger; and if now put in a glass-dish, and set in the open air, it again runs per deliquium, and deposits fresh faces; so that by repeating these operations, the original salt either becomes volatile, or resolves itself into a part that flies off insensibly, a neutral salt, and a terrestrial substance, and loses all its acrimony. And it frequently happens, upon repeating this operation, that the alcali changes its nature, and turns into a neutral salt, which readily flows like wax at the fire: whence, some chemists have thought themselves possessed of the great secret of making an incerated fixed alkaline salt, highly extolled by the ancient artificers: tho' this is only owing to the volatile acid of the air joining with the alcali, so as to form a compound neutral salt that easily melts at the fire.

11. The fixed alcali, thus procured, has, in a high degree, all the marks before laid down for distinguishing an alkaline salt; in which respect, therefore, it may serve as a standard to the kinds of salts, which, if any doubt arises, may be compared therewith. And hence we may be convinced of what was above said, viz. that alcalies, made by burning, consist of three different principles, or of a pure alcali, a bitter salt, and a pure earth: but the truly saline part is here much less than one could have imagined, or so little as to be insensible and volatile. Whence its proper nature cannot hitherto be known, as not being a fit object of our senses.

12. The grains lie which wines deposite after their fermentation is over, being pressed dry, and burnt to ashes in the fire, afford a fixed alcali, by the same treatment as above-mentioned pot-ash: tho' the alcali, thus obtained, is purer and stronger than that, on account perhaps of the subject being more subtilized by fermentation: which shews us another general way of procuring fixed alcali from all sorts of wine.

13. Tartar differs greatly from wine-lees, as concreting into a stony hardness; whereas wine-lees are a loofe and softer substance, falling to the bottom of the vessel, whilst tartar strikes to all the sides thereof. Tartar also differs according to the wine that affords it; being red, brown, white, pure, impure, and more or less acid, correspondently to the wine. Acid and rough wines afford it copiously; but sweet and soft wines more sparingly. This tartar being distilled with degrees of fire in a sand-furnace, affords a flatulent spirit, that cannot be confined; then a small proportion of acid spirit, which gradually comes over more gros and unctuous; and lastly, an oil of a more penetrating nature than any other; a black and sharp alkaline coal being now left behind in the retort. And this is the only way that I can recollect, of producing a sharp, fixed, alkaline, vegetable salt, in a close vessel; for all other kinds of vegetable subjects, upon being distilled by the retort, tho' they at length afford a black coal, yet never, that I remember, yield an alkaline salt, till they are burnt in an open fire. So, upon burning this black alkaline coal of tartar, in an open fire, it affords a white alkaline salt, stronger and purer than all others. Whence it appears that fermentation may forward the production of alcali in vegetables; tho', at the same time, vinous fermentation promotes the generation of an acid: so that both acid and alcali have their
their generation forwarded by the busines of fermentation; which is an ob-
servation of no small consequence.

14. But, from whatever vegetable fixed alcalies are produced, and in
whatever manner; yet, when brought to their utmost alcaline perfection by
a violent fire, they all appear to be of the same nature; so as scarce to be di-
finguishable from one another. One small difference has however been ob-
erved; viz. that glafs, made of the same flint with different fixed alcalies,
often appears of different colours: but here we know how small a matter
may occasion a great change of colour in glafs; as the bare beating of the fix-
ed falt, in a metallic or marble mortar, may alter the colour of the glafs.
Whence I have sometimes doubted, whether it were not something metal-
lic in the vegetable, and adhering to the fixed falt, that thus gives a differ-
ent colour to the glafs: iron may easily mix with vegetables, and so perhaps
may copper.

25. The chemists have discovered another origin of fixed alcali, viz.
from nitre; and Glauber has justly described it. For if pure nitre be melt-
ed in a clean crucible, it presently runs like water, with little or no visible
motion; when, if a bit of burning charcoal be thrown into it, this instantl-
ly occasions a considerable crackling, and the coal is tossed about upon the
surface of the nitre; and when the coal is consumed, the nitre flows quietly a-
gain: but fresh bits of lighted charcoal being successively thrown in, till the
nitre will deflagrate no longer, what remains is a perfect, fixed, alcaline falt,
answering to all the marks above laid down: tho' it still differs a little from
the rest, as containing somewhat of the nitre, not yet perfectly changed; yet
this does not manifest itself, till strong oil of vitriol is poured upon the
falt, which then presently discharges a vapour, smilling like aqua-fortis, in
the same manner as when oil of vitriol is poured upon nitre. The oil of
vitriol also usually acquires a blackness upon uniting with this alcali; which
shews that somewhat of the coal remains in it, from the burnt charcoal
thrown upon the nitre in this preparation: so that Glauber was not mistaken
in saying, that this alcali of nitre differs a little from other vegetable alcali:
but when he extols its virtues above all others, he seems to applaud his own
discoveries too much.

16. The quickest way of making fixed alcali in a large quantity, is by tak-
ing equal quantities of tartar and nitre, in fine powder, mixing them toge-
ther, and throwing this powder, by a little at a time, into an iron-vessel,
heated almost to the degree of ignition; for thus an instantaneous deflag-
ration is made; and a copious, white, fixed alcaline falt immediately produced.
This falt seems, in all respects, to be a vegetable alcali, tho' ftil with some
differences; for, upon making tartarum vitriolatum therewith arifes an
aqua fortis smell, and the matter turns black; which shews, as in the pre-
ceding cafe, that part of the nitre and the coal still remain therein (a).

A fixed and fiery alcaline falt is also soon prepared from nitre, and the re-
gulus of antimony: for if pure regulus of antimony be melted in a clean cruci-
ble, and an eighth part of dry pure nitre be put thereto, the nitre, which o-
therewji
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therwise runs so easily in the fire, will now require a heat capable of melting copper; and thus appears of a yellow colour: and if the matter be now poured into a melting cone, the nitre appears like a cake of gold on the top; and, being separated from the regulus, is now so strongly alcaline, as to be caustic or fiery, and easily runs into the air: nor is there any way, hitherto known, of communicating so great an acrimony to any salt, as the nitre here acquires by coming in contact with regulus of antimony. It seems probable, that the sulphur of the regulus here intimately mixes with the nitre; for if this fixed salt be thrown hot and dry into pure alcohol, it immediately makes a red tincture, of a violently caustic nature. And I have observed the same sudden change of the nitre, whether the regulus of antimony were made with iron, or, in the common way, with tartar and nitre; and that this change does not happen whilst the gross sulphur adheres to the regulus, but chiefly when the regulus is perfectly pure, and fused with the nitre. The change is more remarkable, as nitre never turns to an alcali with sulphur; but to a bitter salt, or \textit{sal polycrassum}. It may here increase the wonder, if we consider that nitre is a mild, cool salt, capable of remaining long in the fire, without changing its nature; and that it does not grow alcaline with crude antimony, but instantly upon touching the regulus of antimony in fusion. Whence we may learn, what sudden and unexpected effects may arise, from applying bodies to one another, in a certain manner; and how unsafe it is to draw general conclusions in physics. It also deserves to be remarked, how easily the whole body of nitre turns alcaline, in this experiment, without mixing with the antimony, and barely by touching it, or floating upon the surface of the melted regulus; and that, though nitre of itself melts so very easily, yet it here instantly becomes more difficult to fuse than any other salt. And thus much for the origin of fixed alcaline salts; which we have digested and spoke to under their respective classes. We next proceed to consider the physical actions of these salts all along bearing in mind, that they are produced from vegetables by burning; that art and necessity thus produces an immense quantity of them; and yet that none of them are ever to be found on the earth, where they either are lost in their own form, or soon change to another nature.

17. Perfect fixed alcalies will be found to have the following actions in common; and, first, they powerfully attract water, at a great distance, from all the known bodies wherein it is contained. This appears to the eye, as fixed alcali, immediately taken from a volatile fire, and suffered to stand in a hot air near the furnace, where no water is discoverable, immediately grows moist, and turns to a liquor, which, by distillation in a dry glass, returns the pure water imbibed by the alcali; at the same time other salts that had attracted moiture, being set in the same place would grow dry, or be deprived of their aqueous humidity, whilst dry fixed alcali runs \textit{per deliquium}. Hence these alcalies are truly attractive of water, so as to dissolve it, unite it to themselves, be dissolved by it, strongly retain it, part from it with difficulty, and being once dissolved therein, cannot be rendered perfectly dry again, by the heat of boiling water.

18. To
18. To illustrate this by experiment; put oil of tartar per deliquium into a proper vessel, along with a mercurial thermometer; and upon applying 214 degrees of heat, this liquor will not be dried to a salt: but, for this purpose, it requires to be boiled with a heat of more than 600 degrees; so that scarce any known body more difficultly parts with its water than this salt.

19. I put an ounce of pure dry fixed alcali into a clean glass-dish, and setting it in a close cellar, found that the salt soon attracted a moisture from this confin’d air, at rest, and, by degrees, acquired near three ounces of water before it was fully saturated. Whence I infer, that the quantity of water thus attracted by the salt, must at least have possessed the space of six cubic feet in the air: for, supposing the specific gravity of air to that of water, as one to a thousand, and a cubical foot of water to weigh 64 pounds; then all the ponderous parts in a cubical foot of air will be \( \frac{8}{11} \) of a pound. Now, allowing half of these ponderous parts to be mere water, it follows, that a cubic foot of air contains about half an ounce of water. If, therefore, this salt can attract so much water from so large a space, we hence discover an extraordinary power in nature. And Sendrogius has justly observed, that the more an alcaline salt is calcined, the more water it attracts from the air.

But if any one shall say, that the water here came from the remote parts of the air moving nearer, so as to touch the fixed alcali, and give out their water; I can only reply, that I made the experiment whilst the air was at rest in the place.

20. For farther satisfaction, I took a large glass-vessel, as clean and dry as if it had just come out of the nealing-oven; and, first heating it, I put therein a quantity of hot and dry salt of tartar, reduced to fine powder; then stopping the mouth of the glass with a dry cork, tied close down with a soft oiled bladder, I found the salt, sticking to the sides of the glass, grew wet with the water it attracted from the small quantity of air contained in this close vessel; tho’ the air itself was dry and hot, at the time when the bottle was corked.

21. Fixed alcali seems to have a contrary property, with respect to air; so that, tho’ it attracts water, it appears to repel true elastic elementary air; the contrary whereof might be expected: for, as this salt so powerfully attracts moisture from the air, it might be suspected that it attracted air by itself at the same time; especially since we above shewed, that all water attracts air, after being once deprived thereof; and as all air may be supposed driven out from this salt, by the violence of the fire. And yet, when oil of tartar per deliquium is put into the air-pump, it yields no sign of containing air, even tho’ the liquor be heated. Whence one might be apt to infer, that fixed alcali not only repels air, but even expels the air contained in the water attracted by the fixed alcali, in making the oleum tartari per deliquium; and consequently, that this salt has a power of dislodging and dipelling air from water. But we have already treated this subject in our chapter of air; and rendered it somewhat probable, by experiments, that fixed alcalies strongly attract, and closely unite air to their own substance, so as not to part with it again, but by the utmost force of fire, or the intervention of effervescence.
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I leave it therefore to be farther examined, whether fixed alkalies totally repel, or strongly attract, and fix air in them; one of which must needs be the case: and, after so many experiments as I have made to this purpose, I cannot help doubting of the alternative.

22. The strongest, purest, and driest fixed alkali, taken hot from the fire, and mixed with pure alcohol, is attracted thereby; but if ever so little water adheres to either of them, the water is immediately attracted, and the alcohol repelled, so that they cannot afterwards be united by any known method; whilst thus the alkali separates the spirit of wine into two parts, viz. a fatured solution of the salt, and pure alcohol floating above it; which two cannot be mixed together. And here also we may see, that the attractive force betwixt the water and the alkali is reciprocal: thus, if a pound of pure alcohol contains a small proportion of water, and fixed alkali be put thereto, the alkali presently attracts the water, and appears like a viscid oil on the sides of the glass; the alcohol, at the same time, being kept from uniting with the alkali. Whence we may understand, that many particular physical operations are performable by fixed alkalies, acting upon liquors prepared by fermentation; the alkalies here acting either by attracting or repelling the alcohol, or by attracting the water alone. These alkalies also act, in another respect, upon liquors procured by fermentation: for, as all spirits distilled from wines constantly have a volatile acid mixed with them, the alkali, by strongly attracting it, renders the spirit purer, deprives it of acidity, and thus greatly alters the nature and virtue of the spirit; at the same time the alkali itself is so changed, as to become a compound salt; or if the saturation be complete, the neutral purging salt of Sennertus. And to this observation is owing the method of procuring pure alcohol without fire, and without distillation; for, by mixing a proper proportion of pot-ash with brandy, and stirring them together, the alkali will attract the water, and fall to the bottom; leaving the alcohol at top, so as to be poured off by inclining the vessel. If the alcohol is not sufficiently rectified by this first operation, fresh pot-ash being added to it as before, will render it still purer. It is observable, that the spirit of wine, in this operation, always gives out an unctuous sub stance; which did not appear before, either in the spirit or alkali, but is produced upon their being thus mixed together.

23. Fixed alkali also has the power of attracting distilled vegetable oils; thus, if dry, strong and pure fixed alkali be taken hot from the fire, and put into a distilled oil, it eagerly, and with a hissing noise, draws the oil to it self, and unites therewith, so as directly to make a kind of soap; which may be rendered more perfect, by setting it in a cellar, where the union becomes more intimate: for thus the mixture becomes uniform, and exhibits a mass which is semi-volatile, dissoluble in water, and of great medicinal virtue; so as to be called the leis elixir of the philosophers, Starkey's volatile salt of tartar, Matthew's great corrector, the soap of Helmont, &c. This, as a medicine was first greatly celebrated in England; and from thence spread over all Europe. It has the virtue of resolving and fusing almost all the tenacious substances produced by a coagulation of the juices in the body; so as to open obstructions, attenuate the fluids, gently stimulate the solids, promote perspiration.
ration, sweat, urine, and thus remove the cause of obstinate chronic diseases. If digested with simples, it changes their nature, and sometimes their particular virtues; so as, in many cases, to correct their virulence, and give them new properties: but, after the usual manner of chemists, its virtue, as an universal medicine, has been two much extolled. As to its preparation, it must be remembered, that the oil and salt can never unite, if ever so little water be lodged in either; and consequently, that fixed salts, used cold, will not here answer the purpose: and even, if a fixed alkali should rise above the surface of the oil, and touch the air, the salt would thus grow wet, and prevent the effect. Fixed alkali easily unites with animal or expressed vegetable oils, by means of quick-lime, water and fire; as we see in making the common soaps. And a pure soap, thus prepared, has a surprizing power in producing many effects, not easy to be otherwise come at; as we saw above.

24. Alkaline salts strongly attract all kinds of acids, whether dry or moist, strong or weak; and this more powerfully than they attract water: for, in their attraction of acids, they always violently expel the air contained in either salt, and thus produce numerous air-bubbles; at the same time remarkably repelling water, and thus becoming saturated, they easily grow dry or part with the water; which, when separate, they strongly retained. Thus, rectified oil of vitriol, and oleum tartari per deliquium, do not easily let go their water separately; but, upon mixing them together, they expel the water from them, so as to leave an almost dry salt at the bottom of the separated liquor, as we see in preparing the tartarum vitriolatum; and the same holds of other acids mixed with alkali: whence many abstruse particulars may be cleared up, in the history of menstruums. But alkalies have a limited power in attracting acids; and there is a great diversity among them in this respect, tho' rather owing to the difference between the acids and the alkalies, as the excellent Homberg has usefully shewn (b); from whom we shall here transcribe a few experiments. (1.) An ounce of salt of tartar attracted all the acid from 14 ounces of strong distilled vinegar; and, after drying, was found to have gained 3 drams and 36 grains in weight; the other parts of the vinegar being mere insipid water: whence we see the proportion there was between the acid and the water in this vinegar. (2.) From spirit of salt, it absorbed two ounces, and five drams; and, when dried, became heavier by 3 drams, and 36 grains. (3.) From spirit of nitre, it absorbed 1 ounce, 2 drams, and 36 grains; thus increasing its weight 3 drams and 10 grains. (4.) From aqua-fortis, it took up 1 ounce, 2 drams, and 30 grains; increasing its weight by 3 drams and 6 grains. (5.) From oil of vitriol, it gained 5 drams; and was augmented by 3 drams and 5 grains.

25. And as these are the principal among the acids, it hence follows, (1). That acids, tho' very different from one another in density, yet, after being saturated with an alkali, become of the same density; since vinegar, which is the lightest of these acids, when all its acid is totally absorbed by an ounce of salt of tartar, increases the weight of that salt as much as it would be increased by oil of vitriol, which is the most ponderous acid. And the same holds true of the rest;
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reft; since the sum of the difference between the greatest and the least acquired weight, is only 31 grains, and this only in the vinegar; on account that the regenerated tartar, so prepared, is hard to dry. (2.) Hence, these acids seem greatly to differ in the proportion of water wherewith they are diluted; since the pure acid, extracted from them, is always of the same weight; fo that if, by any method, 14 ounces of strong distilled vinegar could be condensed to 5 drams, and the acid be obtained separate from the water, without farther change, perhaps the vinegar, thus concentrated, would be as strong an acid as the oil of vitriol; at least it might then saturate an equal quantity of alkali. (3.) Hence also we learn, what proportion of water is contained in these acids. (4.) It is also probable, that if acid salts could be obtained pure, without any admixture of water, they would appear in a solid form; and, tho this has not been hitherto done by art, yet an approach is made thereto by violent cold. (5.) It may here also be considered, what effects alkaline menstrua must produce in dissolving bodies containing a latent acid, which often consolidates them; and therefore being absorbed, leaves them to resolve into their component parts; whilst, in the action of solution, an effervescence arises, numerous air-bubbles are discharged, and produce elastic air: which sudden effects cannot be understood without the doctrine of alkalis above delivered. When an acid is slowly poured to an alkali, in a warm liquid state, and the containing vessel is shook after each addition, at length the point of saturation will be obtained, and no ebullition appear; and after this, if more of the liquid acid be added, it produces no more commotion than arises upon pouring water to water; whilst the compound salt, thus produced, is neither acid nor alkaline, but neutral, and called by the name of the acid which saturated the alkali. And hence acids have been termed male, and alkalis female salts; and those compounded of the two, hermaphroditical, &c.

26. The strong ebullition and effervescence which happen upon the mixing of alkalis with acids, perhaps arise from the violent expulsion of the air and water, whilst the acid and alkali forcibly rush into each other, and strike away what lay between them to obstruct the union of their particles. Whence we may make the following queries. (1.) Whether acids abound with air, whilst alkalis contain none? (2.) Whether acids, predominating in the bodies of animals, are the cause of flatulency? (3.) Whether compound salts, made by a combination of alkali and acid, lose their air, and hence occasion no flatulency in the body. (4.) Whether, therefore, acids, or bodies tending to acidity, are the only fit subjects of fermentation? (5.) Does the struggle and discharge of air, in fermentation, arise from hence? (6.) Does fermentation, from hence, tend to generate an acid, which, by the action of calcination, generates an alkali? (7.) And is this the cause, why fermentation, which generates an acid, requires only a moderate heat; whilst a greater, as in animals, tends rather to an alkaline putrefaction? Thus much is certain, that these salts rest after complete saturation, and then produce no struggle, upon the addition either of an alkali or an acid salt to the saturated mixture. And hence, alkalis and acids are to be reckoned a-
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among the phusical causes, productive of motion in nature, at the time they unite; tho' this cause ceases, when the union is completed.

27. In this action of acid and alkaline menstruums, it is manifest, that both air and water are excluded: for, upon mixing acids and alkalis together in a fluid form, little, solid, saline crystals appear in the liquor, in the very act of union, whilst the aqueous part is expelled; which, after the saturation is completed, may be poured off in the form of water, having no saline taste: and then the neutral salt, upon drying, turns to a white, opake, mealy powder. Such compound salts also dry easily, and with a gentle fire; whereas the simple acids, and alkalis, they were made from, are dried with difficulty.

28. And tho' the neutral salts, thus prepared, easily part with their water; yet the alkaline, and acid salts from which they were made, are difficultly separated, by the bare force of fire, into the pure salts they were before: thus sal-ammoniac, made from the volatile alkaline spirit of that salt, and the spirit of sea-falt, being sublimed, the sal-ammoniac does not separate into its component salts, but they both rise together: and the like holds of tartarum vitriolatum, regenerated sea-falt, nitre, tartar, &c. tho' there are other artificial ways of resolving these compound salts, into their constituent acids and alkalis; upon which some secret operations in chemistry depend.

And, in order to understand these method of procedure, we must next consider some other properties of alkalis.

29. Tho' alkalis attract all the known acids, yet they attract some much more strongly than others. Thus, for example, when an alkali is saturated with vinegar, as in regenerated tartar, and the spirit of nitre, spirit of falt, or oil of vitriol be added thereto; the latent alkali here attracts the acid so added, and lets go the vinegar wherewith it was saturated before: so that now the spirit of vinegar may be drawn off from the mixture with a gentle fire, and leave a regenerated nitrous falt at the bottom of the vessel. So again, when alkali is saturated with spirit of nitre, if spirit of sea-falt be added, an aqua-regia will rise from it by distillation, and leave a nitrous falt behind, tho' somewhat changed in its nature. Again, if alkali be saturated with spirit of falt, so as to become common salt, and spirit of nitre be added, an aqua-regia is thus obtained by distillation, leaving a nitrous falt behind, capable of fulminating with an inflammable matter; tho' it differs in its nature both from nitre and sea-falt. Hence, in these two last cases, as there is no great difference, with regard to acidity, between the spirit of nitre and the spirit of falt, one of these acids some way, expels the other; so that they both rise mixed together, whilst a part of them both also remains behind in the alkaline salt.

30. If oil of vitriol be poured to an alkali, saturated with spirit of nitre, the spirit of nitre is immediately separated, and the acid of the vitriol remains united with the alkaline part of the nitre; and, by distillation, leaves a falt behind, resembling tartarum vitriolatum, but in some respects differing from it, yet without having the properties of nitre. If oil of vitriol be added to sea-falt, there presently arises a very volatile, fuming, acid spirit of sea-falt, having almost all the known properties of that spirit; being only more volatile,
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by the distillation of sea-falt with rectified oil of vitriol, is of a very different nature from that made by mixing oil of vitriol and oil of tartar together: and the like holds in other instances. So again, the falt prepared in the distillation of Glauber's spirit of nitre, is of a different nature from that of the \( \text{famirabile Glauberi} \); tho' both are here supposed to be made of the same acid and alkali. And hence we may correct that general rule of the chemists, which says, that acids always convert alkalis into the nature of the acid, so as to produce the same falt as the acid did before.

31. We may here farther observe, that when these acids are added to compound felts, they dislodge the former acid, and unite to the alkali, without any conflict or effervefcence; whereas a considerable tumult is rais'd upon the first joining of an acid to an alkali: nor does any air appear to be here generating upon this uniting, tho' at first a large quantity was discharged. This seems owing to the preceding saturation having expelled all the air in the effervefcence then made; so that the second acid enters the saturated alkali, already deprived of its air, and remains therein, without any more being expelled or attracted: for if the acid, here displac'd by a stronger acid, be mixed with a fresh quantity of alkali, it again produces as strong an effervefcence as at first, generating air, and raising a conflict, scarce any signs whereof appeared in the compound falt.

32. And hence we may understand the wonderful tranfsignations and re-generations of acid fells, from whence numerous physical arts may be discovered, and improved; as also many surprizing, and hitherto unknown, changes of bodies, whilst neither the examples nor instruements thereof have been met with: so that no explanation can be given of them, upon any other principles hitherto known. It was neceffary to mention these things in the history of alkaliyes, confidered as menftrums, otherwise numerous phænomena would every where occur, in the application of these alkaliyes, whilst they could not be understood without a knowledge of these obervations. Here also occur severall particulars, deserving to be farther enquired into; as,

(1.) Whether all fixed alkaliyes are generated by fire alone? (2.) Whether all volatile alkaliyes are produced by a putrefactive heat? (3.) Can any fixed or volatile alkali long retain their nature in the open air? (4.) Whether their nature will not be altered, or the fells changed, fo as to become neutral or saponaceous, by thus meeting with acid or oily particles? (5.) And will not the fame happen in the bodies of plants and animals? (6.) Is not a large quantity of compound fells thus daily produced; especially of such fells whose
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whose component acid is very where common, and ready at hand? (7.) And, as natural acids, or those produced by fermenting vegetables, abound everywhere, is there not, in nature, a very common salt, of the same kind with regenerated tartar, or the spirit of Mindererus, made with a volatile alkaline salt and distilled vinegar; being a mild, penetrating moveable salt, of no great taste? But there is nothing of this kind more deserving to be known than the origin and nature of the most common useful salts; viz. sea-salt, spring-salt, sal-gem, and nitre: which, whether they are made by a combination of their own acids, such as we find by chemical distillations, and a fixed vegetable alkali, deserves to be enquired; or whether, being produced simple by nature, they are not rather changed, than separated by fire. Many eminent chemists, since the doctrine of acid and alkali prevailed (c), maintain, that all these salts arise, and are naturally produced from the mixture of acids with alkalies. But it is highly probable, that salt was contained in the sea, before the acid spirit of salt was present therein; and before any fixed alkali was made from vegetables. On the other hand, no known experiment hath hitherto produced the least fixed alkali from sea-salt. Thus much is certain, if pure and dry sea-salt be intimately mixed with thrice its weight of common dry bole, and carefully distilled with all the degrees of fire, it constantly yields a certain proportion of acid spirit; beyond which no more can be obtained from it, with the utmost violence of fire; whilst the bole will still remain saline in the retort; and being well washed from all its salt with water, if the solution be well purified and evaporated, some sea-salt, but no fixed alkali, will be obtained. Nor do I learn, that the acid spirit of nitre, or of sea-salt, was ever hitherto found naturally, but always as produced by art or by fire; and this rather by a change, than a separation of parts. It is true, these acids, properly mixed with alkalies, regenerate, in some sort, the salts which afforded the acids; tho' always with some difference between the native and artificial: which shews, we cannot be so certain as to the composition and resolution of these salts, as some authors pretend. We may hence learn, what caution is required in using alkalies as solvents; since a change, in any circumstance, or a slight addition of a foreign substance, may easily change an alkali, and produce a salt that shall not operate as a pure alkali, but according to the nature which is thus introduced.

33. It remains to be considered of pure fixed alkalies, that sometimes, when they are applied as solvents to certain bodies, they not only seem to procure a perfect solution, but presently after unite with them into a mass that can scarce be dissolved again by any menstruum; the mass thus appearing extremely remote from the alkali here employed. For example, if to a hundred weight of clean sand, or of reduced to a calx, and ground to fine powder, a hundred and fifteen pounds of pure fixed alkali be added, and thoroughly mixed therewith, and the mixture be set in a glafs-house furnace, with a moderate fire, for an hour, and kept stirring all the while, the fire being afterwards increased for five hours; whilst the stirring is all along continued; a mass will thus be obtained, rightly disposed for making the finest glafs. If this mass be put into dry cafs, and kept in a warm, dry

(c) See Fran. Traversin. & Ott. Tauben, de acido & alkali.
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dry place, for four or five months, the ingredients will thus be more intimately united: and if now, the matter be put into glass-house pots, set in the hottest part of the furnace, it will thus melt into a kind of viscous, thick, and apparently unctuous fluid, casting up a froth to the surface as it boils; which froth rising more and more, often amounts to a fourth part of the whole mass. This frothy matter being carefully scummed off as it rises, till no more appears, and the remaining purified matter being kept in constant fusion for two or three days, the matter thus remaining behind in the pot, it what the glass-men call their metal; and when cold, makes the best sort of glass. Now, unless this was proved to us, by very day's experience, who would have suspected, that fixed alkali, which runs into a liquor in a dry air, should thus with sand, melt into a matter so like a metal, except in malleability? This property of alkali, was not to be omitted in the history of alkaline menstrua. Here, therefore, we see when the alkali is brought by the fire to run like water, it becomes so powerful as to fuse sand, or flint, into an almost aqueous form; being itself, at the same time so changed, as to appear with a set of new properties, and retain nothing of its former nature.

34. This affords us an instance how such menstrua as have a strong dissolving power, may permanently concrete with the bodies they perfectly dissolve; the concretion being the stronger, as the solution was more perfect. And hence we learn that alkalies, sometimes, when they dissolve perfectly, may be so changed in the action, as totally to lose their own saline nature: for, if there be any body far removed from the nature of a salt, glass will doubtless be allowed for one; yet, glass contains nearly a third part of alkali in its substance. It may also seem extraordinary, that fixed alkali should here so suddenly lose its alkali nature, in the action of dissolving and passing into glass, so as not to retain any one mark of its being an alkali; for it here becomes tasteless, makes no effervescence with acids, changes no colour in bodies, has not the least acrimony, and becomes more fixed in the fire, and harder to melt, than it was before. It is also extraordinary, that the glass thus made, melts into a tenacious, tough, ductile mass, so as to be formed into vessels of any figure; and sticking so strongly to iron, as to be thereby taken out of the melting-pot. Another remarkable particular is, that two opaque bodies should thus concrete into a pellucid solid, not to be dissolved by any known menstruum; tho' itself, in part consists of the most soluble of all salts: for glass is neither dissolved by water, spirits, oils, acids, alkalies, simple or compound salts; nor, even by the philosophic spirit of wine, nor the circulated salts of the adepts, nor even by the philosophical mercury: all these higher menstrua being, as authors constantly relate, prepared in glass-vessels, many whereof are constantly used in the digestions, distillations, circulations, fixations, and solutions; and even in the operations of the alkahest itself.

35. Hence we see how difficult it is, to assign the origin of any physical body, or to ascertain the principles whereof it is composed; and to separate the body into its principles: so as, thence to discover a way of compounding the like. Thus, supposing an artist ever so well versed in natural philosophy,
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but to know nothing of the art of glass, what judgment could be formed of glasses, when he saw it? Could he ever suspect it was made of fixed alkali and flint, united together in a strong fire? It is therefore bold, in philosophers, little convinced from experiments, to assign the origin, nature, and principles of gems: it were better to confess our ignorance, than to cherish great expectations upon slender acquirements. To judge rightly of these matters, we should, not only know the nature of the principles concerned, but also the power of fire, whereby the principles may be changed in the act of union.

36. Having thus considered the origin, nature, and effects of alkaline menstrua upon some principal bodies; we must next observe, according to what was above laid down, that as the vegetables, which afford fixed alkali by burning, contain an acid, more or less cleaving to it, whence the alkaline salt will become of another nature than if the acid were not present therein: understand the fame of oil and earth adhering to the salt: on which account, there will be a great difference between different alkalis, as they contain more or less of these principles: whence, it is no wonder that certain experiments with alkali, as related by some authors, do not succeed, when tried with different alkalis.

37. Alkalis also may receive great alterations from other things added thereto: thus in particular, their power is greatly increased, and an almost fiery, consuming virtue given to them, by being mixed with quick-lime, prepared from shells, ftony sea-plants, or lime-stone: for, by this means a salt may be obtained so strong and corrosive, as to dissolve and fuse almost all the solids of animals and vegetables by boiling. Whence, we see a strong alkaline solvent may be prepared from the same ingredients, which make inactive glass. Again, fixed alkali, rendered stronger by quick lime, and afterwards dried at the fire, easily melts like wax; and thus, by an extraordinary virtue lays hold of and dissolves bodies put into it. And this, perhaps, may be the secret artifice, which some of the ancient chemists are said to have, of performing extraordinary things by an alkali of easy fusion; and perhaps is their incerated salt of tartar, so called from its readily melting like wax.

38. There are, however, some bodies upon which fixed alkali has no effect as a menstruum; thus it does not dissolve, nor any way affect pure quick-silver, in what manner soever applied thereto: and hence also, it exerts no dissolving power upon those metals, which, according to the adepts, consist of a pure mercury, and a fiery metallic, fixing, sulphureous spirit. Thus, gold and silver are not changed by it, that I know of; tho’ it has some action upon the other metals; perhaps because to their mercurial parts they have added another, which approaches to the nature of an unctuous and sulphureous substance. But, as these external sulphurs are not easily separable from the metallic matter with which they concreted; hence it often happens, that when these alkaline salts act upon such sulphurs, they may seem to change the mercurial part of the metals, intimately united with the sulphur, without being able to touch the mercury in its own pure nature; as I have plainly experienced, by melting common antimony with salt of tartar,
tartar, nearly the whole body of the antimony, or both its sulphureous and mercurial part, was dissolved into one brown mass, without affording a regulus: but, when the regulus of antimony, now separated from its external sulphur, is melted with fixed alkali, the alkali flowing thin on the top of the metal, extracts from it something sulphureous, and becomes of a gold colour; whilst the regulus itself, remaining at the bottom, is thus made purer and whiter. Here, therefore, the dissolving power of alkalis, with respect to metals, seems to be limited; for, when applied to calcined metals, and assisted by the force of fire, they seem not capable of dissolving that sulphur which fixes their mercury, and gives them the metallic form: no method of applying fixed alkalis having hitherto, that I know of, obtained the mercuries of metals. And some of the greatest proficientsin this art, after all their experiments, have given it as their opinion, that these mercuries have been rather seen by the eye of reason, than the eye of experience. As for myself, after all the labour I have bestowed upon the subject, I could never meet with the success promised in books; so that, if what Mr. Boyle, Tachenius, and M. Homberg, relate of recovering the mercury of metals be true, some secret process is required to make these regenerating alkalis enter the fixing sulphur of metals.

39. Both the fixed and volatile alkalis have a dissolving power, (1.) its action upon animal, vegetable, and mineral substances; so far as these contain oils, balsams, gums, rosin, or gummy rosin, or conflit of unctuous matters; as also upon sulphurs, whether pure, compounded, or combined with other materials: all which, these alkalis excellently open, attenuate, resolve, and dispose to mix intimately with water, alcohol, and oils. Thus, alkalis have a great effect in extracting of tinctures, which afford excellent remedies. Gum-hedera, gum-juniper, gum-lac, myrrh, &c. which otherwise scarce dissolve in water, or alcohol; readily dissolve therein, after being prepared for the purpose with these alkalis, or diluted, heated, and dried therewith, over a gentle fire. (2.) These alkalis, also, act as a solvent, upon such bodies whose component parts are held together by an acid cement; which being thus attracted by the alkali, the component parts now separate or fall asunder: but, here, the acid is often so intimately united with the subject, as not readily or entirely to be extracted at once, tho' in time it usually is. Thus, quicksilver being dissolved by spirit of nitre, and turned into red precipitate, by the action of the fire, does not presently return to running mercury, upon the affusion of oil of tartar, per deliquium, but changes to a different powder; which being distilled in a retort, with a strong fire, the mercury, leaving its acid in the fixed alkali, comes over in its native form. (3.) After certain bodies have been once dissolved by an acid menstruum, pure alkalis often exert a new power, so as to dissolve such bodies better than if applied to them before they were thus dissolved by the acid: whence it is, that alchemists direct, in order to obtain the mercuries of metals, that the metals be first calcined by acids, and afterwards be treated with alkalis.

40. We must here bestow a short consideration upon volatile alkali, as a menstruum. Whether any volatile alkali exists in nature, without the assistance
affistance of putrefaction, or the distillation, of animal or vegetable substances, is not easy to determine; unless we should say, that the particular salt found in mineral waters, is of this kind: tho' such salt cannot be, justly, reduced to the class of volatile alkalies: however, Dr. Hoffman has shewn, that they rather belong thereto, than to the acid tribe. On the other hand, all animal and vegetable substances are, by putrefaction, brought to afford a perfect volatile alkaline salt: the acrimonious pungent vegetables, and all animal substances afford it upon bare distillation; and such animal juices as are not alkaline, yet upon being mixed with fixed alkali, are so changed, as immediately to yield alkaline exhalations, and by the action of the fire, afford a volatile alkali, the other parts being attracted into the fixed alkali. These salts, however produced, may by chemical treatment be rendered pure, of the same virtues, and of the same form; their virtues being similar to those of fixed alkalies, tho' with some difference. Thus volatile alkalies act, and are agitated spontaneously, or by a very small degree of heat; whereas, fixed alkalies, require a much greater assistance from fire, in order to their acting: volatile alkalies fly off the instant they are heated; and, therefore, do not exert their dissolving power when applied to heated bodies; whilst fixed alkalies sooner enter the bodies they dissolve, when assisted by heat; and remain constantly applied to every fixed subject they act upon. But, when volatile alkalies are purposely kept close to a substance to be dissolven, a moderate heat then increases, and quickens their dissolving power; as we see upon applying the volatile salt of urine, for instance, to the warm skin, and covering the salt with a sticking plaster; for thus, there soon arises heat, pain and inflammation upon the skin, followed by an ulcer, and a black effchar: and, allowing for these differences, the action of volatile alkalies may be understood, from the history above given of fixed alkali.

S E C T. VIII.

Of acid M E N S T R U U M S.

1. W E have already delivered the phisical marks of an acid, and observed that acids are seldom found in a solid form; except in the essential salts of acid or auffere vegetables, or in tartar. All acids arise either from vegetables or fossils: none, that I know of, being found peculiar to animals. The vegetable acids are either native, or produced by fermentation. The native vegetable acids seem to arise from that juice which plants attract out of the earth, in the way of nourishment: whence, in this respect they may, perhaps, all be reduced to the fossil tribe; especially, since the sea-plants, which have no root growing at the bottom of the sea, consist of mere alkalescent parts; and by distillation afford a volatile unctuous alkali, according to the observations of Count Marigli upon this subject. The native vegetable acids are very manifest in some plants, as in ferrel, &c. and, again, in the juices of unripe fruits, which grow milder as they ripen; and, in all the juices of plants, upon the return of the
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the spring. In some vegetables there is a more latent acid; particularly in woods, and spices, as guaiacum, cinnamon, &c. where one could not have suspected an acid, if it did not clearly appear upon distillation. Nor, would any one suspect an acid in balsams; yet turpentine by distillation affords it copiously. But all these acids can scarcely be obtained pure; being generally mixed with other materials; so that their actions can scarcely be distinctly enumerated: yet their power appears by their operation upon suitable subjects; as, when the juice of oranges, or of lemons dissolves and corrodes iron, copper, lead, and tin, after the manner of mineral acids. These fluid, acid vegetable juices, are also, by another treatment, reduced to solid saline crystals; viz. by being purified, inspissated, and set to shoot; as we remarkably see in the juice of forrel, which thus affords a salt like tartar, and contains the true native acid of the plant.

2. Fermentation, also, seems to disclose or increase the acid latent in vegetables: thus, tho' the sweet, ripe vegetable juices seem to contain little, or no acid; for example, the juice of ripe grapes, honey, sugar, &c. yet after they are properly fermented, an acid is directly extricated from them; as remarkably appears in the wine made from them. So again, there is no sign of acidity in malt, wheat, &c. yet, by fermentation they soon grow acid. It is true, the acid thus produced, is more subtile than the native: whence, we may term it a vinous acid; which also is of two kinds, viz. as it floats liquid in the wine, or shoots from it in the solid form of tartar to the sides of the casks. And these fermented vinous acids have nearly the same properties with the native.

3. The other vegetable acids, produced by fermentation, I choose to call acetous: for all the known wines, properly treated by a second fermentation, turn four, consume their own tartar, and thus become vinegar, which is a strong acid; and afford a large quantity of acid spirit by distillation. The use of this vinegar is so great, and general, that, in a manner, all other menstrums have hence been called vinegars; and extraordinary solvents the vinegars of the philosophers.

4. To these acids we may add, as another kind, those vegetable juices fermented which, being only half fermented, are in a middle state, betwixt the native acids and fermented acids; and give them the name of the fermenting kind: which in this state, have such a property, in their elastic fermenting part, as is not to be otherwise found in nature, as I know of. For, the gas, or highly expansive and explosive acid spirit, here produced in great quantity, being received into the nostrils, from a small hole made in the cask, will instantly strike a man dead; or at least, occasion a sudden apoplexy, pallor, stupor, or vertigo; as has been found by sad experience. Whence we may have a notion of the more immediate cause of drunkenness, and disorders of the nerves, from hence arising. And hence we may account for an extraordinary phenomenon related by Cornaro, of himself, in his excellent treatise of sobriety; viz. that in his old age, he was every year seized with a languor and faintness, near the time of vintage; for which he could find no remedy; so that, at length, the disorder increased to an extreme degree: but, immediately upon drinking new wine, he recovered his strength,
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and soon after, his former vigour; but as the year declined, and the wine of that year grew older, he relapsed and continued ill, till he was again recruited by drinking new wine in the autumn. Hence, therefore, we see what an incredible effect the fermenting acid may have upon animals, both to their relief and prejudice. And on this account it seems to be, that the cholera morbus is often so suddenly fatal; viz. either from new wine or summer-fruits, fermenting in the stomach, and intestines, and discharging their gas into the mucular coats of these parts, so as to occasion a terrible spasm; to which purpose there is an extraordinary account, in the philosophical transactions, where that excellent anatomist, M. St. Andre, accurately describes the case of a man, who was opened after dying of this distemper, from drinking too freely of new bottled-ale. And as we, hence, see such an acid may have a singular effect; probably it may also act as an extraordinary menstruum in other respects. I have sometimes suspected, that this surprizing spirit is fixed in tartar; and coming to be set loose in the distillation of that substance, occasions so violent an explosion, as to burst the glass; which is a common accident in the distillation of tartar; as chemists well know. It is certain that bodies suffered to remain in fermenting liquors, are acted upon very differently from what they would be, if put into the same liquors after fermentation; as we see, when recent plants are put into fermenting wort; whereby a liquor is obtained, thro' which the virtues of the ingredients are equably distributed, so as to act like an entire substance; or as Venice-treacle, mithridate, &c. thro' composed of numerous different ingredients, brought into an uniform mass with honey, act by the joint virtue of the whole.

5. Pure active, attenuated, and almost native acids, are also obtained from vegetables committed to the fire. Thus, if green wood be laid upon a clear fire, so that its ends may reach beyond the grate; the fire then acting upon the middle part of the wood, suffuses the juices therein contained, and drives them out at the extremities, with a hissing noise and froth, in the form of water: this liquor being collected, is a pure acid, having all the properties, and the dissolving virtues common to acids. Whence, we see why the smoke of wood is so pungent to the eyes; viz. on account of its discharging every way, into the air, so sharp an acid, as to enter the substance of flesh or fish exposed to this smoke; tinge them red, and preserve them from putrefying, or growing rancid: the acids, thus procured, being like those naturally found in many kinds of trees.

6. Again, we find several particular acids, of a balsamic and oily kind, produced by distilling vegetables in close vessels, both per asphenum and asphenum. Thus, the dry chips of guaiacum, juniper, oak, &c. afford a reddish, somewhat oily, and strongly acid liquor, of the red-herring finell. The liquor thus procured, may be made stronger by depuration and rectification, so as to become a very particular acid menstruum. It has also extraordinary effects in the human body; where it attenuates, preserves, stimulates, refuits putrefaction, and proves diuretic and sudorific: and, if this acid spirit be well purified, it admirably extracts the medicinal virtue of plants; for, by its singular, subtle, penetrating acid, it heightens the virtue of
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of what it extracts and dissolves. And all these vegetable acids will intimately dissolve many animal, vegetable, mineral and metallic bodies: they dissolve horn, bone, and the flesh of animals, by being digested and boiled therewith; they dissolve shells into a transparent liquor; and act upon all the metals, except gold, silver, and quicksilver.

7. Chemistry has discovered other acids in aid of the former, and capable of dissolving mercury, silver, gold, and other fossils, which the vegetable acids will not touch. The acids here meant are of the fossil kind, and cannot easily be digested or subdued by the bodies of animals: whereas the vegetable acids may, by the powers of the body, be so changed, as to lose their acid nature, and become another kind of salt; but the known acids, capable of dissolving gold, silver and mercury, are so strong, as generally to destroy, or prove almost poisonous to animals; except in some few cases, where putrefaction, or an alkaline disposition runs high: as when alkaline poisons are swallowed, or the juices acquire a corrosive, alkaline quality; or, again, when the plague, or the pestilential small-pox rages.

8. The native fossil acids are extremely few, and hard to find: for the mineral waters called acible are so far from being acid, as rather to give all the marks of an alkaline nature. But there is often found in mines, a damp or vapour, smelling like a sulphureous suffocating acid, and giving other marks of its acidity; tho' this is seldom found alone, or in a pure liquid form; but, meeting, as it often happens, with a solid body, capable of attracting this acid, it unites thereto, and thus becomes fixed and palpable: and, when extracted again from this fixed body, it is manifest to the senses; and so far as we can distinguish, is, when rendered pure, constantly one and the same thing.

9. When this general fossil acid meets with unctuous substances in the earth, it thus makes different sorts of sulphur; which by burning in a moist air, afford the oleum sulphuris per campnam: a liquor, that being distilled in a glass vessel in balneo Marie, affords a considerable proportion of pure water supplied from the air, and uniting with the acid fume arising from the sulphur in burning. After no more water will come over, there remains at the bottom of the glass, a ponderous, thick, caustic acid, in all respects, perfectly resembling pure oil of vitriol; excepting only, that it contains no metallic volatile part, which always, more or less, remains in oil of vitriol.

10. When this same universal acid enters lime-stone, it concretes therewith, and constitutes alum of a different kind, according as different matters are mixed with the stone; tho' all the kinds, being first gently calcined, and then distilled with a violent fire, afford a vapour which condenses to a liquor, that, when perfectly rectified, is the same, without any considerable difference, as the former, obtained from sulphur burnt under the bell.

11. So again, if native green vitriol be calcined, with a gentle heat, to a white powder, and distilled with degrees of fire up to the highest, it affords a white fume, which condenses to an acid liquor, that when perfectly rectified, is the same with those obtained from sulphur and alum. And, blue vitriol, treated in the same manner, also affords an acid liquor, which when perfectly
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perfectly rectified, is not to be distinguished from the former: and, if the acid liquors thus produced, be boiled with the heat of five hundred and sixty degrees, they rise and disperse into white cloudy fumes, which spread wide in the air, and thus pretently kill all the known animals and insects. And, if taken into the lungs of men, they soon raise a violent coughing that cannot be stopped, thus bringing on a difficulty of breathing, suffocation, and sudden death; or, else, an incurable asthma for life. The oils of sulphur, alum, and both the vitriols, produced the same effect, when boiled or rarified into vapour by heat: and any of these acids, being united to a fat oil, make sulphur; to a calcareous earth, alum; to iron, copperas; and to copper, the blue vitriol. For these reasons, therefore, we judge, that one and the same ponderous acid, constantly exists native and pure among the fossils.

Properties of the fossil acid.

12. The properties of this fossil acid are the following: viz. (1.) It is, in its own nature, the most ponderous of all acids; being as 11, when spirits of nitre and aqua-fortis are 9; spirit of salt 8; and distilled vinegar about 7 (a). (2.) It is the most fixed of all acids, so as to afford none of its own acid fume with the heat of boiling water, and to require a heat of above 560 degrees to make it boil perfectly; upon which it immediately sends out noxious acid fumes. (3.) This acid, being rectified or purified from all its water, becomes highly corrosive, strong and ponderous, and so attractive of water, as to imbibe it from the air, and thus increase its own weight. (4.) When well rectified, it instantly conceives a great degree of heat upon mixing with cold water. (5.) It produces such a change upon sea-falt, sal-gem and nitre, as, by means of distillation, to make them rise in the form of the spirit of salt; or spirit of nitre; and, when poured upon many other bodies dissolved by acid spirits, it immediately releases them from their acid solvents, strikes them out, renders them volatile, and often substitutes itself in their stead. And hence, if alum or vitriol be calcined and mixed with nitre, they afford an aqua-fortis; or, with sea-falt, a spirit of sea falt: for the stronger fixed acid of vitriol lies concealed in these substances, after calcination, and could not be thrown off by the calcining heat: and this strong acid coming to mix with the nitre, occasions a pure spirit of nitre, or aqua-fortis to rise, in which there is no oil of vitriol contained; whilst the acid, left behind in the calcined vitriol, remains at the bottom, along with part of the nitre, and thus makes a fixed salt like tartarum vitriolatum. And the same is to be understood of sea-falt. (6.) It readily dissolves iron, copper with more difficulty, silver scarce at all, but quicksilver with 560 degrees of heat: it neither dissolves lead nor tin. (7.) In other respects, this acid has the same properties with other acids; and has this in common with some of them, that it perfectly dissolves camphire into a fluid oil; which by pouring a large proportion of water to it, becomes true camphire again.

The acid of nitre.

13. Another fossil acid is obtained from nitre, and has never been found native, even in the smallest degree; but is always produced from nitre: which being mixed with thrice its weight of bole, brick-duft, or the like, and distilled with a strong fire; a large part of it is thus raised in a red fume,

fume, which condenses to a liquor, is called by the name of spirit of nitre. Or, if dry nitre be distilled with an equal quantity of oil of vitriol; in a sand-heat, with all the degrees of fire, a like spirit of nitre, thus also, comes over in red fumes. Again, if this same nitre be ground with an equal quantity of co.k.othe of vitriol, or burnt alum, and then distilled in a strong fire, it affords the same red fumes, which condense into a good spirit of nitre, called *aqua fortis* by the refiners. And, however this spirit is prepared, it will be found the same in all respects; scarce any experiment being able to shew the difference. This spirit of nitre has these peculiar properties, that it rises in red fumes; and dissolves silver into extremely bitter, caustic crystals: this solution, being in a manner peculiar to spirit of nitre, and scarce to be made by any other acid, for pure oil of vitriol performs it with difficulty. It also dissolves mercury, lead, and copper; but scarce dissolves tin, and will not touch gold. When this acid is intimately mixed with the metals it dissolves, it strongly adheres thereto, so as not to quit them in a considerable fire: as we see, when silver is so dissolved, which thus makes *lapis infernalis*; a substance capable of being fused in the fire, without quitting the acid menstruum. So, likewise, the red precipitate of mercury, when properly made, long resists an intense fire, without letting go the acid solvent.

14. When sea-salt is perfectly pure, it affords no sign of its containing *The acid of an acid*; and the same holds also of nitre; like which, by the treatment *sea-salt.*

mentioned above, it is changed into a fluid, volatile acid: for, if mixed with thrice its weight of earth, to hinder it from melting; and distilled by degrees of fire, it rises in white, thick, volatile, diffusive clouds; which condense to a liquor of a green, or gold colour: and, if distilled with oil of vitriol, this liquor is more volatile; but in other respects, the same. And whatever method it be obtained by, there is no considerable difference to be found in it; even, tho’ sal-gem, or spring-salt, be used for the purpose. The spirit so prepared from pure salt, constantly rises in white fumes; and is a solvent for gold, which no other acid in nature will penetrate. It also dissolves tin (*b*), mercury, iron, and copper; but not silver, nor lead totally: whence we see it is a peculiar kind of acid.

15. Hence it appears, that pure spirit of nitre, and pure spirit of salt, are *Aqua regia,* two very different liquors; which, however nearly approach to each other, and may easily be changed, the one into the other: a particular, well deserving to be regarded in the history of menstruums. Thus, if spirit of nitre be drawn off from perfectly purified nitre, in a glass-retort; the spirit of nitre is meliorated thereby; and after every such operation, becomes fitter for all the purposes of spirit of nitre: but, if the nitre here employed, be not perfectly freed from all sea-salt, the spirit of nitre so treated, loses its nature, will not dissolve silver, but becomes a kind of spirit of sea-salt, or *aqua regia,* and dissolves gold. And by carefully considering this fact, it will appear to be owing to some nitre remaining in the sea-salt, and mixing with the spirit upon distillation; whence, a true *aqua regia* is thus formed: as may farther appear by the following experiment. Take one part of pure, dry,
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dry, decrepitated sea-salt reduced to fine powder, put it into a clean retort, and add thereto four parts of spirit of nitre, or good aqua-fortis, distilled to perfect dryness in a sand-heat, and you will find the acid spirit, in the receiver, will be an aqua-regia, and not an aqua-fortis; as dissolving gold, but not touching silver. And upon examining the salt that remains at the bottom of the retort, we shall find it, after solution, purification and crystallization, to be a true and perfect nitre (c). Again, take one part of perfectly purified nitre, and two parts of the best spirit of falt, distilled them in the same manner, and a spirit will come over, that dissolves gold much quicker and easier than the spirit of sea-salt usually does; and if the dry salt, remaining at the bottom of the retort, be dissolved in water, filtered and crystallized, it here also becomes true and perfect nitre (d). Whence we see, that aqua-fortis becomes an aqua-regia, upon the mixing of spirit of nitre and spirit of sea-salt together, in any manner, and almost any proportion. And even if aqua-fortis be mixed with a little sal-ammoniac, sal-gem, sea-salt, spirit of falt, or other salts containing these, it presently becomes an aqua-regia.

16. From this history of acids we observe, (1.) That acids may easily be produced from substances that are not acid; as we saw above in the production of vegetable acids. And thus some excellent wine, that was not acid, being well bottled, and fixed to the tail of a wind-mill in motion, turned to vinegar in three days time, according to the observation of M. Homberg (e). (2.) That, however, acid once produced, and long exposed to the fire, are scarce afterwards changed. Thus aqua-fortis, aqua-regia, spirit of nitre, spirit of falt, and oil of vitriol, being hermetically sealed up in glassess, and digested for four years, with the uniform heat of an anthanor, retained the same dissolving power; whilst only vinegar became insipid, and acquired a spicy odour: but the spirit of salt had, in this time, begun to dissolve its containing glasses. (3.) These acids lose their aci(dity, in acting as menstruums upon the bodies they dissolve; as M. Homberg infers, from a curious experiment made upon quicksilver and spirit of nitre (f). Whence it appears, that the strongest acid menstruum, by dissolving its proper subject, is changed into an insipid, unactive matter, no longer retaining the peculiar dissolving power it had before; but thus becoming water, phlegm, or some aqueous liquor: whence, the solvent is truly changed, and the power of dissolving left in the act of solution. Hence, it is not improbable, that these acids are generated and destroyed; for no spirit of nitre hath ever been found native, but is always produced from nitre already formed. Now this nitre is generated in earth abounding with the excrementitious parts of animals, lime, alkali, and air; or from spirit of nitre, attracted by pure fixed alkali; or lastly, from fertile, rich earth, defended against rain, and not waited in the production of vegetables (g). Whence, it appears that the acid spirit of nitre arises only from pure nitre changed by the fire; and that native nitre is produced

(d) See Boyle, ubi supra, p. 215—224.
(f) Ibid. p. 442, 443.
duced, without requiring a previous production of this spirit. (4.) Therefore, these acids, in dissolving bodies, concrete therewith; and are changed or converted into new substances: and thus numerous, different bodies arise from one; for spirit of nitre dissolves silver, lead, copper, mercury, antimony, zink, emery, &c. and with each of them constantly generates new substances, in all their sensible properties and effects, as Mr. Boyle has shewn, in treating of the mechanical origin of qualities. (5.) All these acids agree in some respects, but differ in others.

17. Acids agree, (1.) In uniting with alcalies, making effervescences there-with, and producing new kinds of salts. (2.) They also agree in combining with chalk, coral, crabs-eyes, pearl, mother-of-pearl, shells, horn, bone, quick-lime, iron, copper, &c. all which are dissolved quicker or slower by every acid; the bodies so dissolved, constantly attracting the acid of the solvent, from the water in which it was diluted; the dissolved matter being thus united to the acid salt, and rendered of a saline nature, so as to join with water; whilst the acid adheres to the matter, which would not otherwise dissolve in water. But, when the acid solvent is separated from the dissolved matter; this always appears in the form of earth, and will not dissolve in water. Hence, therefore, we may easily be imposed upon in the judgment we form of water, and take that for pure element which has been employed in certain operations, and holds numerous dissolved and dissolving particles: and hence bodies are often supposed to be produced from simple water, whilst, in reality, their origin is owing to some dissolving or dissolvable particles it contains. And this may happen the more easily, as acids in general, when united to, and saturated with all the bodies above-mentioned, except metals, lose all their acrimony, and almost all their taste, so as to pass without being discovered. Thus, for instance, if spirit of nitre be perfectly saturated with crabs-eyes; this solution will prove a limpid, and almost insipid liquor; and when diluted with fair water, filtered and kept for some time in a gentle heat, it might pass for water it self; but, upon adding fixed alcali thereto, the crabs-eyes before dissolved will soon fall to the bottom, and shew that such a solution was not water. (3.) These acids also agree in this, that in dissolving their respective subjects, they not only concrete with what they dissolve, but also have their own nature changed thereby. Thus we learn from experiments, that even the strongest acids, by acting as menstruums, are changed by the bodies acted upon; and not only lose their acidity, but their dissolving power. So, for example, when spirit of nitre dissolves mercury, till saturated therewith, the liquor drawn off is so changed thereby, as to be able to dissolve no more. (4.) It is also a common property of acids, to change the colour of vegetable juices, or to turn them red; as we see in the juices of violets, roses, turnfol, &c. (5.) They all agree in this, that they do not so much change the bodies they dissolve, as they are changed by them; which appears in numerous instances. Thus vinegar does not remain vinegar in the lead it has dissolved; nor is separated from it again in the form of vinegar: whereas the lead, upon reduction, turns to lead again. When spirit of nitre dissolves mercury, the mercury may thence be recovered perfect; but the spirit of nitre, separated from it, is no longer
longer the thing it was before: 'tis therefore common to them all, that many of their acid parts are constantly lost in the act of dissolving.

18. These acids, however, differ considerably from one another; viz.

(1.) In the quantity of true acid, with respect to the water they contain: thus, an ounce of the best vinegar holds but eighteen grains of true acid, the rest being water; an ounce of spirit of salt holds 73 grains of true acid, and the rest is water; an ounce of spirit of nitre affords 2 drams, and 23 grains of acid, and the rest is water; an ounce of oil of vitriol affords 4 drams and 65 grains of acid, the rest being water; according to the observations of M. Homberg (g). (2.) The several species of pure acids differ greatly as to the degrees of their solvent power. Spirit of nitre scarce touches gold, with a boiling heat, or only renders it black; but presently dissolves silver, whilst aqua-regia has the contrary effect: whence it is plain, that the acid here does not act in virtue of being an acid, but as a particular body. (3.) These acids also differ again in this, that some of them are changed in a different manner, or into a new substance, upon dissolving their solvents; some being thus changed more, and others less. The spirit of vinegar, by dissolving lead, becomes thick and unctuous; but spirit of nitre is not so much changed by dissolving the same: (4.) One and the same acid is greatly changed by acting upon some subjects, and little by acting upon others. Spirit of vinegar, we just now observed, is considerably changed by acting upon lead; but by dissolving iron quite loses its own nature, so as never to recover it; tho' by dissolving copper into a green liquor, whence crystals of verdigrea are obtained, these crystals contain a strong vinegar, separable from them by distillation with little change, tho' it adhered strongly to the copper. Whence we see, how great a difference may happen to an acid, in different metals, which also holds of other subjects. (5.) All acids may be diluted with water, and united with spirits and oils: thus, spirit of nitre unites with alcohol, tho' not without conceiving great heat, discharging red fumes, and making a strong and almost fiery effervescence; the same spirit of nitre, upon uniting with oils, generally raises a violent heat, and sometimes a motion productive of fire and flame. Oil of vitriol also produces great heat upon mixing with alcohol. And when acids unite with oils, a bituminous, pitchy, or sulphureous matter is commonly produced; whence surprizing changes are made. And thus we finish our account of acid menstruums, with regard to their acting; and shall next proceed to neutral salts.
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S E C T. IX.

Of Neutral Salts, considered as Menstruums.

1. By neutral salts we here understand such as are neither acid nor alkaline, but seem to be a saturated mixture of the two. And first, comes common sal-ammoniac; which easily dissolves in water; and runs per deliquium in a moist air, so as thus to make an extremely pungent, penetrating liquor, capable of dissolving gross, gelatinous, putrid, and gummy concretions in the bodies of animals; being not only admirably attenuating, resolving and incising; but also sudorific, diuretic, and stimulating to the faval glands; and at the same time greatly preventive of putrefaction. So likewise, when this solution of sal-ammoniac is boiled, or digested, with gummy or resinous vegetables, it resolves them intimately, and thus disposes them to dissolve in aqueous or spirituous menstruums. It has likewise admirable effects upon metals. Thus iron-filings, by being boiled therein, are excellently dissolved and turned into an admirable, aperient and invigorating medicine. Being digested with filings of copper, it produces a beautiful blue liquor; a few drops whereof being taken upon an empty stomach, often prove good in case of worms and epileptic fits. This brine of sal-ammoniac is therefore an excellent menstruum, not only for animal and vegetable subjects, but also for minerals.

2. The pure dry salt being sublimed into flowers, and then very well ground and mixed with fossils, and sublimed together with them in close vessels, produces very extraordinary effects as a menstruum; whence it has been called by the alchemists the white eagle, or the philosophical pettill. If sulphureous bodies, metals, or semi-metals, be treated in this manner, they are thus attenuated, opened, volatilized, and perfectly changed. Whence most excellent remedies are in this manner prepared, and scarce so well in any other; as we see in making the flowers of lapis Hæmætitis, ens Veneris, ens Martis, &c. The changes of colour produced in antimony, by being sublimed herewith, are very extraordinary: and many of the ancient chemists have called this salt, the key for unlocking the secrets of nature. It has this excellent property, that it is scarce changed in sublimation, except by the bodies it is mixed with. When added to aqua-fortis, or spirit of nitre, it presently turns them into aqua-regia. With fixed alcaline salts it soon changes, partly into a pure volatile alcali, which directly acts as such, and partly into a new salt, resembling sea-salt. A saturated mixture of the spirit of sea-salt, and a pure volatile alcaline spirit, immediately produces sal-ammoniac; which may also be made by subliming a mixture of sea-salt, urine, and foot: whence it seems to be a semi-volatile sea-salt: so that its power, as a menstruum, chiefly resembles that of sea-salt. And on this account, it cannot be more improved than by being several times sublimed from
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3. Though sea-falt, sal-gem, and spring-falt, differ in their origin, yet they are of one and the same kind, and may all be here considered under the head of sea-falt; which, by means of the sea-falt-spring, and salt-mines, is distributed over all parts of the earth, as the universal preservative against putrefaction. This salt easily dissolves in water, and runs per deliquium in a moist air, so as to make a brine, or an excellent menstruum, producing nearly the same effects in chemistry, as the above-mentioned brine of sal-ammoniac; and therefore may be used for all the same purposes.

4. Sea-falt decrепitates over the fire, and being afterwards reduced to fine powder, in a warm dry mortar, it may be melted in the fire; where it readily passes thro' the pores of the crucible, and vanishes. If semi-metals, or metallic fossils, are mixed with this salt in fusion, great and peculiar changes are thus produced. I mix eight ounces of moist, undecrепitated sea-falt, with two ounces of powdered antimony; and, after long grinding them together, I put the mixture into a crucible, and covering it with another crucible, I fastened them together with a strong luting; then setting them in a reverberating furnace for twenty-four hours, and increasing the fire at last to make the salt run, I found, upon opening the vessel, a dusky mass, with white speckles rising on the top; then reducing the whole to powder, I treated it as before, and obtained a ruddy mass, with the more metallic part at the bottom: and, upon repeating the process, and using a strong fire of fusion, almost all the salt passed thro' the pores of the vessel; leaving at the bottom a ruddy mass of antimony surprizingly changed: where we see, by an example, how this salt may act as a dry menstruum, by means of fire.

6. This salt may be used, on many occasions, with a much greater effect than any other salt; and therefore is usually applied, in a dry form, mixed with brick-duft, in the business of cementations, in order to introduce extraordinary changes as to the exaltation, separation and ripening of metals; which subject is largely treated of by Paracelsus, and verified by others. In this operation we are to observe, that the dry sea-falt, here mixed with the brick-duft, turns to a volatile acid spirit, resembling aqua-regia, and acting like that upon metals, so as to produce particular effects; and when, by this means, the sea-falt is turned to a spirit, and several times returned back upon a pure, dry, decrепitated salt, a surprizing particular solvent is thus obtained from the sea-falt: and, to this purpose, I shall here relate a laborious experiment.

6. To two pounds of spirit of sea-falt, I added, by degrees, as much pure, dry sea-falt, in fine powder, as the spirit would take up; then purifying the liquor by rest and straining, I put it into a tall, chemical phial; and inverting another of a smaller kind thereon, I carefully cemented them together; then exposed the matter to the heat of the sun, from the tenth of May, to the tenth of July. After this, I distilled it in a retort, with a gentle fire, till a thick liquor, appearing like oil, and containing hard crys.tal<s of sea-falt, remained at the bottom. What was distilled over, I now poured back, and drew off a-fresh; repeating this operation thrice: then found the salt remaining
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remaining at the bottom was spongy, fat and oily. After this, I repeated the operation twenty times, and again poured back the liquor last distilled, and left them mixed together for five months; then with a gentle fire, I drew off an almost insipid phlegm, till the acid spirit began to rise; when, changing the receiver, and distilling with a stronger fire, I obtained an extremely strong, acid, ponderous oil of salt, which I kept separate, and observed, that the salt remaining at the bottom of the retort, after all these distillations, was extremely acid, and considerably fixed. I put this salt in a glass dish, and expos'd it to the air of a cellar, where it run per deliquium, into a liquor; which being purified by straining, and united again to the phlegm, spirit and oil of salt before drawn over, I thus at length, by a new distillation, obtained a menstruum of such efficacy, as made me not repent of my labour (b). This process I performed, in order to discover what truth there was in the account Paracelsus gives of it. Mr. Boyle, by means of a particular, long-continued digestion, obtained a spirit without phlegm, and rising before the phlegm, from sea-salt by itself; and this with the moderate heat of a sand-furnace (i). Sea-salt being dissolved, strained, purified, and crystallized, affords a ninth part of a saline substance, having a bitter astringent taste, and not shooting into crystals; and this part being taken from it, the salt becomes the purer (k). These particulars being considered, it is no wonder that considerable chemists have attributed such great virtues to sea-salt chemically prepared; and this both in the way of a menstruum and a medicine: the method of preparing it for which purposes, may hence be learnt.

7. The common nitre, being procured from animal, alcaline and calcari-

ous substances, is easily turned to fixed alcali, and a volatile acid. It also

appears of a particular nature, when applied to bodies as a menstruum; and

its operations are here so intricate, as sometimes scarcely to be explained, on

account chiefly that the subject is extremely changeable by fire, and other

things. When expos'd to the fire, in a pure and dry state, it there soon

flows with certain bodies, like water; and thence surprizingly promotes their

melting, though otherwise of difficult fusion; and thus attenuates, divides,

and intermixes their parts, even whilst it acts upon them in no other re-

spect: whence it comes to be used in metallurgy, as a flux for metals.

8. But if the matter thus mixed with the nitre, contains any thing oily,

unctuous or sulphureous, this suddenly deflagrates with the nitre in the fire,

raises a violent flame, and greatly increases the heat; whence the application

and action of the nitre being stronger, it greatly changes, divides, fusces, and separates the bodies in a different manner than is otherwise

known; the nitre at the same time losing its own nature, or turning to a

kind of sal-polycreftum, which has a different dissolving power from that of

nitre. Whence the action of nitre upon bodies is of one sort, before it

deflagrates with them, of another during the deflagration, and of a third

after the deflagration is over.

9. Again,

(b) See Paracels. Archidex. c. 4.
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9. Again, when nitre is melted along with a vegetable coal, its parts are, thus, strongly agitated, so as in like manner to agitate the bodies to be dissolved; at the same time discharging particular active fumes, capable of penetrating and dissolving many bodies in the fire. But, when the nitre is thus changed to fixed alcali, it does not flow, unless the fire be violent; and, then, according to its own penetrating and particular nature, it begins to act as a fixed alcaline menstruum; and thus acquires and exerts a new dissolving power: as we saw in the preceding account of alcaline menstruums.

10. If the bodies thus to be dissolved, by fusion, with nitre, contain earth, stone, alum, vitriol, bole, or the like, the nitre is immediately changed into a strong acid volatile salt, or spirit of nitre: which, now, agitated with so violent a fire, penetrates, dissolves, and greatly changes the subject; thus acting by one of its parts, like aqua-fortis; whilst the other part remaining at the bottom, acts by a very different dissolving power. And, hence, we may understand, what a great effect this salt may have, when used in the way of cementation, along with metallic matters: for, thus it changes into a corrosive spirit, capable of altering metallic matters various ways; as may be learnt from the account above given of the acid tribe of menstruums.

11. If pure nitre be fused in a strong fire, along with regulus of astringency, it at length produces a kind of caustic-stone, which acts after a manner, so far as I know, peculiar to itself; being a very fixed salt, of difficult fusion, and uncommon fiery acrimony. Whence, it appears what a prodigious dissolving power this salt may have, when mixed with regulus of astringency, and applied to bodies in the fire: doubtless its efficacy as a menstruum, must thus be extremely great.

12. If powder of sal-ammoniac be thrown upon nitre melted in a clean crucible, a gentle flash will be produced, as if a burning coal was thrown upon the nitre; whilst the salt is thus every moment changed in the fire, till at length, being saturated with the sal-ammoniac, itフラs no longer; but turns to a new kind of reddish-salt of a very particular nature, little known or considered by the chemists: but, whilst the nitre, and sal-ammoniac are thus mixed with other bodies in the fire, different kinds of solutions will be made at different times; and, consequently, different effects produced at each time, whilst the bodies remain together in the fire. These particulars are seldom carefully regarded by the operators; whence, they frequently meet with unexpected accidents, whilst they over-look such things as may alter the success of their experiments. If one part of sea-salt and two of spirit of nitre be distilled together, the liquor that comes over from them, with a gentle heat, will prove an aqua-regia, and act entirely as such; whilst the salt remaining behind, will be nitre; and, when thoroughly dried, act as nitre, at the end of the operation; tho' at the beginning thereof, it acted as aqua-regia, in the liquor distilled over. Whence, we see what a great difference there may be in the action of a menstruum, at different times of the operation. So, again, if one part of pure nitre, and three parts of the spirit of sea-salt be distilled together, they yield a strong aqua-regia; whilst
the dry salt remaining in the retort, is, again, left true nitre. Which shews us how careful we ought to be, in the use of these menstruums, to prevent being imposed upon. So, likewise, if the spirit of nitre, with a proper proportion of any alcali, be used as a solvent, they soon turn to nitre, and act as such at the end of the operation. And, if Glauber says true, that nitre may be made from a mixture of sea-salt, fixed alcali, and quick-lime, burnt and ignited in the fire, and afterwards exposed to a moist air; these three substances, being used together in cementation, must have a very different effect from what one might otherwise imagine. All which being considered, and compared with what is above delivered of the conversion of nitre into alcali and acid, will sufficiently shew us the great and different power of nitre as a solvent.

13. Native borax, found in the East-Indies, Persia, and Transylvania, being dissolved in water, filterated and crystallized, has a somewhat sweetish and bitterish taste; but is neither acid nor alcaline. By strong distillation it affords mere water; whilst the part that remains behind, turns to glafs, incapable of being dissolved in water. When mixed with sand, and urged with a violent fire, it affords no acid spirit. It greatly promotes the fusion of metals, and unites them together in fusion: and thus, also, has numerous other effects, which could not otherwise be so easily obtained.

14. If what is above delivered of saline menstruums be well understood, it will not be difficult to conceive that various combinations of salts should produce many new kinds of saline menstruums, having singular and uncommon dissolving powers. These combinations are sometimes made by art and contrivance, and sometimes accidentally, so as to surprize by their unexpected effect; and, thence, come to be registered in books of chemistry: and, from these two origins proceeds that vast stock of menstruums which chemistry abounds with. Thus, when volatile alcalies are mixed with the fixed kind, the former are always rendered stronger and more volatile by the action of the fire; whilst the latter, attracting the acid particles, the oil, or earth, which may remain in the volatile alcalies, hence become different, or more compounded and productive of other effects. Fixed alcalies being united with native vegetable ashes, afford an extraordinary compound salt, of a mild, aperient, and diuretic nature; as we see, upon mixing salt of wormwood with juice of lemons, &c. in a proper proportion; whereby a salt is procured, of very different dissolving powers from the parts it was compofed of, or from any other salts: and, when volatile alcalies are mixed with these acids, another kind of compound salt is produced, differing greatly from the former made with fixed alcali. When fixed alcalies are properly united with pure, fermented vegetable acids, they, upon mixing, afford many extraordinary phenomena, and produce a neutral, mild, volatile, penetrating, faponaceous salt; which easily melts at the fire, and has considerable virtues. Thus, salt of tartar satuated with distilled vinegar, or with crude tartar, produces an excellent neutral salt; the effects whereof, upon animal, vegetable, and fossil substances, have made me sometimes suspect it to be the volatile salt of tartar, so highly extolled by Helmont. And, perhaps, of all the neutral tribe of menstruums, there is not one
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one that more deserves to be considered, and made use of, than this, as might be shewn by numerous examples; and, as remarkably appears by its disolving the body of myrrh, which difficulty yields to alkalies and acids, so as to be rendered potable and miscible with the blood: but, by being properly digested with this neutral salt, it is intimately, and inimitably dissolved for the purpose. And the same salt, if carefully made, intimately unites with spirit of wine; so as to afford a menstruum which every one that makes will find his labour sufficiently rewarded. And, hence, we might easily confute the error of the modern chemists; who, making acids and alkalies the principles of all things, pretend it betrays unskilfulness in chemistry to mix acids and alkalies together; as if the virtue of each were destroyed by the mixture; and no useful property left behind: an argument strongly insisted upon by Zwelfer. On the contrary, it is certain, that the pure alcali of tartar, properly mixed with the volatile acid of vinegar, makes a neutral salt of a much more noble virtue than the separate acid or alcali. And, when a pure volatile alcali is exactly saturated with the strong spirit of vinegar, we have thus a limpid, lightly saline, volatile, compound liquor, of such a peculiar disolving virtue as is not otherwise to be met with: as being able to pass thro' almost all kinds of bodies, so as to dissolv them, without any considerable visible conflict. Whence, some physicians have highly esteemed this liquor, in curing disorders in the eyes, and ears, arising from any concretions formed therein. And, on the same account it has been held a great and successful secret for resolving cold, glandulous swellings, to foment them with a mixture of putrefied urine and vinegar; the part being first rubbed, and the liquor applied warm.

15. And from hence we may understand what will be the consequence of mixing either fixed, or volatile alkalies with fermenting acids; viz. the stoppage of the fermentation in hand, after the production of a sudden effervescence, and the consequent production of neutral salts, like those just now described. And the like neutral salts will also be produced, upon mixing the same alkalies with the acids obtained either by distillation, or the burning of woods in the fire.

16. When these fixed alkalies are united to a native foamil acid, new compound salts, greatly differing from one another, are produced. Thus, for example, if hot oil of tartar per deliquium, be gradually dropped upon a solution of pure alum in water, till the point of saturation is obtained, an earthy calx will be precipitated: and if the clear liquor floating about it, be filtered, the native acid of the alum, here attracted by the alcali, will afford a salt like tartar of vitriol, but without any metallic part, and of an excellent disolving power as a menstruum, and of considerable medicinal virtue. So again, if to a warm and clear solution of white, green, or blue vitriol, the same solution of fixed alcali be added, after the same manner; we hence obtain a compound salt, consisting of the fixed alcali and the foamil acid, which had disolved the calcareous matter, the iron, or the copper, naturally dissolving in the vitriols: whence, again, a neutral tartar of vitriol is produced, differing from the common in this, that its acid had not felt the force of fo strong a fire; and, therefore, better preserves its native virtues.
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tues: it, also, better deposits its metallic parts, except the vitriol was from copper, whose metallic part remaining in the solution, tinged the salt of a blue colour:

17. When fixed alkali is intimately mixed with sulphur, the fossil acid of the sulphur is attracted into the alkali: and, hence arises a salt resembling the former, tho' of a somewhat different nature; as appears by the figure of the crystals it shoots in: which seems principally to rise from hence, that the unctuous part, mixed in with the sulphur, also joins itself to the fixed alkali, and fouls the salt; thus making a more compound salt, of different odour, taste and virtue.

18. Hence also, we may learn what will be the consequence, upon mixing vitriolic, or aluminous waters, or their unctuous sediments, however procured, with fixed alkali: for, thus the metallic or terrestrial part, held dissolv'd in them, being now separated, the acid solvent will unite with the alkali into a kind of tartarum vitriolatum, where the dissolving power is peculiar or different from that of other salts; as appears by applying it to metals, semi-metals, sulphurs, and other fossil substances. And, this salt usually retains its dissolving power more permanently and immutably than any other compound salt; its acid, as well as its alkali being more fixed, and both, thus united into a very fixed neutral salt. Nor, do we know any other acid, which, when applied to this tartar of vitriol, is able to separate the acid it contains: whereas the native acid of vitriol, commonly expels the acid from all other salts; as we saw above.

19. When pure volatile alkaline salts are mixed with these native fossil acids, a particular kind of ammoniacal salts are thus produced, composed of the fossil acid, and volatile alkali; and these, for distinction's sake, may be called by the name of semi-volatile tarts of vitriol. These ammoniacal salts highly deserve to be regarded by chemists, as menstrua, on account of their remarkable dissolving property; and, by physicians, on account of their considerable, aperitive, attenuating, resolving, stimulating virtues.

20. Hence, also, may be understood what will follow, upon mixing common sal-ammoniac with the vitriols, and committing the mixture to the fire; for, thus, the acid of the vitriols, being attracted into the acid part of the sal-ammoniac, releases the acid spirit of the sea-salt, which makes the other part of the sal-ammoniac: and, this spirit being volatile, is thus separated, while, by the union of the vitriolic acid with the alkaline part of the sal-ammoniac, a semi-volatile tartar of vitriol is produced; the remaining part being a metallic mass before contained in the vitriol, but, now, precipitated in the form of faces; or else, being again dissolved by the spirit of salt, affords a new kind of metallic solution. And, hence, we have a just foundation for judging of the event of combining, fixed, or volatile alkalies with all the native fossil acids, however they may lie concealed in metals, earth, oils, or other salts; for the effect will here be always the same, and may be predicted from what is above delivered. And these experiments are so certain, and, consequently, so agreeable, nay, and so useful both to chemists, and physicians, that they cannot be sufficiently recommended.

C C C C

21. The
21. The doctrine of menstruums next requires us to consider those which arise from the combination of fixed alkalies, with a solif acid obtained by fire. When pure fixed alkali is perfectly saturated with the acid spirit of sea-falt, sea-falt itself seems thus, in almost all respects, to be regenerated. When saturated with the acid of nitre, it re-produces nitre; and, with the acid of alum, and, the acid of sulphur, or vitriol, it constantly makes the tarsatum vitriolatum, as above described. In the same manner, when pure volatile alkali is united with spirit of sea-falt, there arises a true fal-ammoniac; and when mixed with spirit of nitre, aqua-fortis or a semi-volatile nitre is thus produced. If the same volatile alkali be united with oil of vitriol, eleum sulphuris per campanam, or with the acid distilled from alum, it thus produces a semi-volatile tartar of vitriol. All which makes it appear, how many and what surprising actions of menstruums may frequently arise from the bare mixing of certain bodies together, and applying them thus mixed to the fire. It is almost incredible, how great a change may proceed from the mixture of one single thing with another, either by art, or accident. And without an exact knowledge of all these particulars, we can never have an adequate knowledge of the chemical history of menstruums.

22. We now proceed to consider the action of menstruums made by uniting pure simple salts with other salts: for which we have already prepared the way. Thus, if pure alkali be added to the brine of sea-falt, an earthy matter is precipitated; and the salt now obtained by crystallization from the clear liquor, will be purer sea-falt. The same fixed alkali being added to a brine of nitre, changes the liquor thick and milky; and precipitates an earthy matter, whereby the nitre obtained from this solution becomes extremely pure. When fixed alkali is added to the brine of fal-ammoniac, it lays hold of the acid of that salt, sets the volatile alkali free, or suffers it to fly off into the air; leaving a pure, fixed sea-falt at the bottom of the vessel. If a pure, volatile alkali be added to the brine of sea-falt, it makes the liquor thick, then purifies it and flies off: and, it does the same, when added to a solution of nitre. When added to a solution of fal-ammoniac, it in like manner purifies the salt, without altering its nature; and flies off as it was poured on. Vegetable acids produce but little alteration by being mixed with sea-falt, nitre, and fal-ammoniac. Fermented vegetable acids, even after being purified by distillation, produce no great alteration when mixed with the same salt. As for the changes arising in the menstruums made by an artificial mixture of solif acids with these salts, we have mentioned them above, in treating of those acids and those salts; where we saw, that a strong fixed acid copiously adheres to calcined alum and vitriol; the particular effect of which acid, when actuated by fire, is to expel all other acids from the bodies they had dissolved; provided such bodies are dissolvable by the acids of alum, vitriol, or sulphur. Hereof we have already produced examples; and shall only add, that, if quicksilver be incorporated with calcined vitriol, by long grinding them together, and decrepitated sea-falt be added thereto, and the mixture be put to sublime in a glass-vessel, with degrees of heat, in a sand-furnace; the acid of the vitriol thus turns the acid of the sea-falt into a spirit, which now dissolves the mercury,
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mercury, and makes it rise to the top of the vessel, in the form of pure mercury-sublimate: which is no more than the spirit of sea-salt attracted into the quicksilver; and thus united therewith, into an uniform vitriolic, mercurial mass, soluble in water. There are numerous surprising instances of this kind, in the history of menstruums; which may all be understood by the principles here laid down. Thus, for example, if calcined vitriol, or alum, be mixed with nitre, and distilled, they yield aqua-fortis, which contains nothing of the acid of vitriol, but is a pure spirit of nitre; and, if mixed with sea-salt, and treated in the same manner, they make spirit of salt; if, with nitre and sea-salt together, they make aqua regia. So, if nitre and calcined vitriol be melted together, in an open fire, the acid of the nitre is discharged, and a kind of tartarum vitriolatum left behind. Sea-salt treated in the same manner, leaves a kind of Glaufer-salt behind. But it will be more agreeable to solve phenomena of this kind for one's self, from the doctrine here delivered, than to have all the particulars pointed out. Let it only be remembered, that in what way ever salts are united with salts, new saline productions, and new menstruums will arise: whence, the art of chemistry may perpetually be improved, and new phenomena produced: the consideration whereof may, not only afford pleasure to the mind, but increase our knowledge of the native properties of bodies, and often lead to great and unexpected discoveries for the accommodation of life.

32. In the last place, it will be highly necessary to remember, that new menstruums of particular virtues may be made, by variously combining different menstruums together; which may be done, almost, infinite ways: again, by reducing every menstruum to its utmost degree of purity; and lastly, by reducing some of them into the minutest particles they possibly can be, either by nature or art: for, upon these three particulars, the extraordinary skill of the chief chemists seems principally to depend. It would be endless, to give all the instances that might be produced to this purpose; we shall content ourselves with the following, for the present. Suppose an extremely pure, strong, and subtil, fermented, vegetable acid was wanting: take fine verdigrease prepared from copper, corroded by the subtil vapour of a fermenting acid; add to it, twenty times its own weight of the strongest distilled vinegar that can be made, digest them together, till the verdigrease is diffusely into a deep-green liquor; which being thoroughly purified by filtration, and inspissated over a gentle fire, to a pellicle, set it in a quiet place, where it will shoot into crystals, of the colour of an emerald, consisting of the acid of the vinegar and the dissolved copper; pour off the liquor, collect the crystals, and, again, evaporate as before: set this liquor to shoot, collect the crystals, and repeat the process, till no more crystals can thus be obtained. If, now, the verdigrease, saturated with the acid, be dried in a warm air, then distilled in a glas retort, with degrees of fire; you may obtain a most pure, and perfectly strong, vegetable acid, no way participating of the copper. But, the same experiment does not succeed with lead, tin, or iron; whereas, copper thus attracts the acid separately from the aqueous part, and without changing its nature; whilst other
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Substances would also attract and separate it, but at the same time, render it impure. A vinegar, for this purpose, may be made from beer, cider, perry, honey, sugar, manna, &c. and thus be brought to afford a strong vegetable acid, by means of copper: which acid, Zwefler imagining to be the alcaheist, he is corrected by Tachennius, who shews it to be no more than a strong distilled vinegar.

24. But there is no end of discovering new menftrua; every artist usually boasting of his own particular secret solvent; whereby he is commonly able to perform what another cannot, without knowing the particular menftruum. And with regard to this affair, I rather blame the refervednes of artists, than the oddness of their menftrua: for, every person who is skilled in chemistry, may for ever discover new menftrua, by the artificial application of body to body: so that, the proper menftrua for all substances might, perhaps, have been discovered; and, consequently, a solvent for the stone; if chemists, for this purpose, had properly tried all the liquors they have prepared. Suppose, any chemist had carefully examined all menftrua, except the spirit of bread; he could not easily believe what a power that menftruum has in dissolving several bodies.

25. To shew, that by compounding one menftruum with another, new, and often excellent faults may be procured; let it be recollected, that regenerated tartar, properly prepared, may be intimately united with pure alcohol, and thus produce a vegetable menftruum, composed by the close union of the most subtile vegetable particles; viz. alkali, acid, and sulphur: whence, the effect of such a liquor is extremely great, both as a menftruum, and a medicine. So, again, if a pure, strong, alkali spirit, be united with pure alcohol, it produces an admirable menftruum, or the effa Helmontii, which intimately dissolves distilled vegetable oils; and, thus, makes a menftruum compounded of the genuine, vegetable sulphur, and alkali; and is one of the most excellent menftrua and medicines hitherto known. In like manner, pure spirit of nitre, saturated with the alkaline spirit of sal-ammoniac, makes a kind of volatile nitre; and, thus, affords us an opportunity of examining, by experiments, whether it will perform the things expected from the volatile nitre, so much enquired after. Many chemists have spent their lives in making experiments of this kind; being pleased with the discovery of something new, as a reward of their labour. And, such experiments may well deserve to be prosecuted; the discoveries being, all along, carefully observed: for when a number of them are carefully digested and considered, more general rules may be formed about them.

26. It is time we should now proceed to draw out the consequences afforded by the preceding doctrine of menftrua; and, (1.) It is not certain, whether any menftruum has a power of dissolving any subject, without the assistance of fire; as no experiment could ever be made in a place destitute of all fire; since we know, in our account of the utmost known degree of cold: and especially, since most of the known menftrua act the better when afflicted by a certain degree of fire.

27. (2.) Menftrua can scarce act as such, unless reduced to a fluid form, or at least approach thereto; as they chiefly do, by the means of fire, air, water, and triture; which four caufes usually excite the latent powers of menftrua.

28.
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28. (3.) Certain menstruums contain a cause within themselves, apparently capable of exciting motion; thus, if a good load-stone be suspended by a thread, and hangs at rest in a great degree of cold, it will seem to have no active virtue; but, if iron comes near it, a motion is produced in both these bodies, till they come together, and remain in contact: and this kind of power generates motion spontaneously, without the assistance of any fire sensible to us; and is not excited by motion. So, likewise, the spirit of nitre, confined in a close vessel, yields an acid fume, constantly playing above the surface of the liquor, and issuing out whenever the vessel is unstoped. So, likewise, the alkaline spirit of sal-ammoniac yields a fume, which I could never observe to be at rest: and the spirit of sal-ammoniac made with quick-lime, yields a fume much more volatile and moveable. Such kind of bodies, therefore, strangely retain, and strangely excite motion; and, possibly, there are such continually floating about in subterraneous places, till they rest in some one body where they unite, fix, and thus produce numerous compound substances. But, we are always to remember, that air, even in the utmost cold, has a constant vibratory motion; and, therefore, may often excite the motions we here speak of; as, on the other hand, solutions are often immediately performed by means of the motion peculiar to the menstruum arising from it; whilst a considerable motion of another kind, and proceeding from a different cause, would not produce the effect. Thus, for example, if a piece of fine English chalk be calcined in a strong fire, or even in the focus of a burning concave, it will scarce be changed by this violent motion; nor, again, by being exposed to a hot or cold air, either at rest, or agitated by strong winds; and, tho' it long boiled in water, or a brine of salt of tartar, it will not dissolve; but it immediately melts and disappears in cold vinegar: whence, we see there is a very great difference between the motion excited by the reciprocal force of the solvent and solvent, and the motion excited by fire, air, water, and impulse.

29. (4.) The acrimony of a menstruum, with respect to the human body so as to excite pain, corrode, or confume the parts thereof, is no sign, that such a menstruum is fitued to dissolve other bodies; as appears from oil of vitriol, spirit of nitre, spirit of salt, and aqua-regia: which, tho' they readily confume flesh, yet do not dissolve wax and sulphur; tho' these two may easily be dissolved in the body.

30. (5.) Many bodies, incapable of dissolving in certain menstruums, may be fitted for dissolving therein, by being previously dissolved in another menstruum. Thus, if common sulphur be boiled ever so long in alcohol, it dissolves no more than a stone in water; but, if the sulphur be first melted with salt of tartar into a dusky mass, cold alcohol will soon dissolve the sulphur intimately. So, likewise, powdered antimony will not dissolve by boiling in alcohol; but, if first boiled to a dry mass, with an alkaline lixivium, this mass presently yields a golden tincture with alcohol. Some eminent chemists have conceived so highly of this regular and successive application of different menstruums; particularly, Mr. Boyle, and M. Homberg; that
that they say, even metals may, by this means, be resolved into their component running mercury, and fixing sulphur. Thus they assert, that if silver be first dissolved in spirit of nitre, then long digested with pure, fixed alkali, and afterwards several times sublimed with sal-ammoniac, it will at length, by means of these refusciating farts, afford a true running mercury: in which operation the acids procure an entrance for the fixed alkali, into the substance of the metals; as the fixed alkali procure admission to the volatile alkali, which could not otherwise enter. If my sentiments should here be asked, whether metals may, in this manner, be turned to mercury? I can only answer, that, after making many experiments with this view, I have not found they could.

38. (6.) Certain menstruums dissolve such bodies as before trial might be judged little suited thereto: and this holds both on the side of the solvent and solvent. Thus the viscous and tenacious body of native turpentine, is so penetrating in the body, as very soon to give a violet-smell to the urine, change its colour, and warm the person who takes it; it dissolves oils and rofins with a gentle heat, and even the gummy rofins, such as gum-copal, which can scarce otherwise be dissolved. The yolk of an egg would scarce be suspected of any solvent power, from its obvious properties; yet, by being ground with any of the gums, oils, rofins, or balsams, it dissolves them better than any other menstruums; destroys their tenacity, renders them miscible with aqueous and spiritious liquors, and fits to enter the circulating fluids of animals: whence we have an example of a menstruum, prepared by nature, an equal whereof scarce any art can furnish. So likewise the bile of animals, especially that of fowl, has a similar power of dissolving balsams, gums, rofins, turpentines, &c. Manna, honey, and sugar have also the same effect. The white of egg, when boiled to hardness, and distilled in bain Marie, affords a limpid, aqueous liquor, of no considerable smell or taste, and of no saline, acid, or alkaline nature; yet, what a particular power it may have, even upon metals, appears from Paracelsus and Helmont, who judged it the properst thing in preparing their medicated mercury. And if the white of egg, after boiling, be suffered to run per deliquium, in a cellar, it turns to a kind of pure water, which dissolves the hard, tough substance of myrrh, better than any other menstruum. It must needs appear strange to those who are not versed in chemistry, that even the mildest things should dissolve such bodies as scarce any other menstruum would touch.

28. (7.) Hence therefore acidity, acrimony, or a saline property, discovered in any menstruum, can never assure us, without trial, that such a menstruum will dissolve a given substance; or, till we find, by particular experiments, that a solution ensues, upon putting the bodies together. Thus, if any known acid, whether strong or small, be put to common sulphur, and asfisted by heat, it will not dissolve the sulphur. So spirit of nitre, which dissolves the other metals, will not touch gold: whence we cannot safely say in general, that acids dissolve metals; but properly, that certain acids dissolve these or these particular metals. A person who had often experienced the corrosive virtue of strong fixed alkali, in numerous substances, might perhaps expect it would dissolve all bodies; but he would soon be undeceived, upon finding
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finding it does not affect quicksilver, gold, or silver. And the same holds also of salts. Silver is whitened by being boiled with cream of tartar, but not at all by sea-salt. Hence we cannot say, that acids, alkalies, or salts are solvents universally; but only with respect to their determinate, definite subjects, whereof nature has fitted and limited them.

29. (8.) So again, conversely, a cautious chemist, finding a body to be dissolved, will not infer that an acid, an alkali, or a neutral salt, was the cause of the solution, unless other circumstances determined this to be the case; yet the modern chemists have often deviated from this rule, through a fondness for general conclusions; inferring the solvent to be known from seeing the solution. Suppose a person sure, that gold was dissolved into its least particles, and that there was no other known solvent of gold besides sea-salt, or preparations thereof; yet he could not hence justly infer, that sea-salt was here the solvent: for pure quicksilver will also dissolve gold; tho’ quicksilver be as far from an acid, alkaline, or acrimonious saline nature, as any of the known substances.

30. (9.) We may go farther, and say, there is no such thing as a general or absolute corrosive, or dissolving acrimony, this being always relative, and holding only true of the solvent and solvend, and not of the solvent, in respect to all other bodies. Thus, if upon seeing the corrosive virtue of aqua-fortis, in a thousand instances, upon animal, vegetable, and mineral substances, we should hence conclude it would corrode all other soft and tender substances; we might soon correct our selves by observing, that it will not dissolve soft wax, or brittle sulphur.

31. (10.) On the other hand, it is no safe conclusion, that because a menstruum proves mild and innocent to the human body, it will not therefore dissolve other bodies: for oil-olive may be safely received, in a large quantity, into the stomach and intestines; tho’ it readily dissolves sulphur and wax, which acids will not touch. Melted wax, though so mild a substance, is said to extract the red colour of coral, which long sustains a violent fire without changing, and even refills the force of alkalies; but we could have no information hereof, unless the experiments had been made. Hence the hardest bodies, with regard to our senses, and found to be such by their refilling of fire, do not require, in order to their solution, solvents apparently corrosive.

32. Upon the strength of the doctrine here delivered, it cannot appear impossible to discover, in art or nature, a peculiar menstruum, capable of dissolving some one thing insoluble by almost all others; whilst, at the same time, this same solvent shall not dissolve other substances of a much weaker or softer texture. And the way of discovering such a menstruum, is by successively applying all sorts of menstruums to the body whose solution is required; and here what might be judged the least proper for the purpose, may sometimes best answer the end (b). Thus, for example, though cancers and the stone in the bladder have hitherto proved incurable, yet we ought, on no account, to despair of discovering remedies for them; and particularly

(b) One can scarce help observing, upon this occasion, that the strongest fixed alkali, rejected by the author in some parts of this work, as no cure for the stone, should, upon experience, appear to be a safe and true solvent for the purpose.
The Theory of Chemistry.

of finding a method of dissolving the stone, without hurting the bladder; since it is, by no means, a consequence, as we have seen above, that the bladder should be corroded by the same remedy which dissolves the stone (1).

33. The spirit of rye-bread has a surprising power to dissolve certain stones; yet does not corrode any parts of the human body: and the water, which boiled whites of eggs spontaneously run into, dissolves many substances; yet may be poured into the eye with safety.

34. (11.) Most menstruums, at the time they dissolve and change the subject, are also changed thereby; the action being reciprocal; as appears in almost every menstruum we apply: and tho' water, alcohol, and mercury, hence receive but little alteration; yet they usually are gradually changed by the operation. Pure mercury, indeed, is said not to be altered in solution; yet, upon being mixed with other things, it is changed in concreting, and frequently rendered less pure, or altered considerably; and this even when turned to a metal.

35. (12.) It is a great error to suppose, that the purer any menstruums are made, the more powerfully, or the more perfectly, they always dissolve; whereas, on the contrary, their dissolving power is often diminished, in proportion to their purification. Thus, lead is always more difficultly dissolved in aqua-fortis, the stronger the aqua-fortis is made; and, more easily, when the menstruum is diluted with a proper proportion of water. So, iron cannot be dissolved in strong oil of vitriol; but easily, if that oil is weakened with four times its own quantity of water. Alcohol coagulates many bodies which common brandy will dissolve; as we see in blood, which is taken up by brandy, but condensed by alcohol: whence it is plain, that the utmost purity and simplicity of a menstruum does not always increase its dissolving power. On the other hand, the utmost purity is often required in a menstruum, to make it a proper solvent: for example, distilled oils require perfect alcohol to dissolve them totally, into an uniform liquor; the interposition of water preventing the effect: so likewise amber requires perfect alcohol to dissolve it, and will not yield to brandy. Hence we cannot absolutely pronounce of menstruums, without trial, whether they should be weak or strong, in order to dissolve certain subjects; but the matter must be determined by experiments.

36. (13.) There is nothing more remarkable in this doctrine of menstruums, than the production of new powers by their action; which powers, before existed neither in the solvent nor solvend, but depend entirely upon the union of both, after the solution is performed. For example, an infant might safely swallow a few grains of quicksilver, or a very few drops of spirit of salt; but if these two bodies are united, so as to make corrosive-sublimate, three or four grains thereof would prove a violent poison. So again, 30 grains of crude antimony in powder, might safely be given to a child, and as many of nitre; but if these two are mixed and deflagrated in the fire, they instantly

(1) What is here judiciously mentioned by the author, as to the possibility of discovering a safe solvent for the stone, might dispose one to examine the merit of any suppositurate solvent for the purpose. And I should hope, from a careful examination, that mankind are to be congratulated upon the late happy discovery of such a real solvent, in a safe, internal, alkaline remedy, which affords a noble subject of chemical enquiry, not hitherto prosecuted as it deserves; nor capable of being entered upon, with public advantage, till the doctrine of menstruums shall be more generally known.
instantly produce the *crocus metallorum*, six grains whereof no man would venture to give a child; as that dose might prove mortal. And chemists being thus admonished, will, it is hoped, not always expect, that the productions of their solutions must needs be either innocent, or medicinal, only because the simples employed therein were so. Great mischiefs, and a high disgrace to the art, arise from this injudicious reasoning of the chemists: and nothing has astonished me more, than the insufferable liberty with which mere operators, without any knowledge of physic, have been bold enough to ascribe medicinal virtues to every production of their art: a flagrant instance whereof we see in Basil Valentine's triumphal cart of antimony. I have often thought, that a carpenter, a statuary, or any other artist, might as well bestow extravagant praises upon the work of their own hands, as a chemist. Whoever has regard to truth and virtue, will think this licence should be prudently restrained; and that, if any new production be thought deserving of a trial as a medicine, it should be done slowly and carefully; beginning with a moderate dose, and having the mind intent upon the event and circumstances. And thus, our chemical doctrine of menstruums may lead us to understand all the best and greatest discoveries which the art is able to make. For, by considering the several classes of menstruums above described, and the proper subjects assigned to each class, with the genuine marks annexed, such rules may hence be formed, as will, in some degree, enable us to foretell the consequences of applying one body to another; that, I judge, we shall always find, that new and unexpected events will arise, in making the experiments. It gives me pleasure to have said thus much upon the noble subjects of menstruums; tho' there is still another article to be considered, under the title of the alcahest.

S E C T. X.

Of the Alcahest, or Universal Menstruum.

Upon carefully considering what is above delivered, is should seem as if all the chemical solutions, except a few which are merely mechanical, are the effect of a latent attraction, and repulsion, betwixt the parts of the solvent and solvend; and consequently, that the whole action depends upon a certain relation betwixt these two. And hence it follows, from the known rules of the art, that there is no one body, either natural or artificial, which can universally dissolve all the rest. And farther, it seems impossible to assign any one physical manner, wherein the solution of all sorts of bodies should be performed indifferently. But after the elder Helmont publishing his writings, chemists had a notion of a certain secret menstruum, of which Paracelsus was said to be master; and which, after this usual manner of coining names, he called the alcahest: and this, if ever known to any man, as Helmont solemnly affirms it was, must be esteemed the most valuable discovery ever yet made in chemistry; or any other art; as
being of greater consequence, and more to be desired than the philosopher’s stone; as, by means of this alcahef, the most effectual remedies, and the greatest opulence might easily be procured. This was the judicious opinion of Mr. Boyle, who in vain employed the greatest pains and skill to find it out; but yet, in his judgment, he scarce seems to have believed there ever was such a thing. Many eminent chemists have wrote largely upon this menstruum, after Helmont, as of a thing they knew. Impostors have made their advantage of it, and tricked those out of their money who were eager to learn the secret; whilst the prudent have remained in doubt, without speaking definitively about it. This has determined me to give a faithful historical narration of the matter as it stands, so far as I can learn its history from the writings of those who have treated upon the subject; in order at least to discover the sentiments of such among them, who declare they have possessed and used it. But, I find, that all the later authors have only copied from Helmont upon the subject. As to what Paracelsus says of the alcahef, no one could have thence thought of such a thing, if Helmont had not intimated that a mystery was concealed under so quaint a term. And as I myself do not possess the secret, all that I can possibly do is only, by a strict examination, and exact comparison of these writers, clearly to explain the matter, so far as I could discover it in them; for if they knew such a thing, and designed that a careful reader should find it in their writings, I cannot think of a better way than this for coming at it. Whoever, therefore, would undertake the task of preparing such a menstruum, should know upon what materials, with what instruments, and in what way to operate, that his labour may not be lost. But here it is of the last consequence to prevent being imposed upon by the tricks of strolling alchemists; who, with their importunate pretences, and insinuating addresses, promise they know not what. These vagabond alchemists may easily be detected by any one who understands the doctrine of Paracelsus and Helmont; which has often been of great assistance to me, when I had such noisy, ignorant pretenders to deal with. Let us therefore examine the matter with care.

2. The word alcahef is mentioned by no writer, not even among the chemists, before Paracelsus; who, so far as I can find, mentions it only in the following passage, viz. (a) "The liquor alcahef has a great effect upon the liver, so as to fortify and invigorate it, prevent the dropsy, and all difficulties which happen to that part." Its process is, to resolve it, after it is coagulated, and then coagulate it into a transmuted form; as its process of coagulating and resolving shews. Then if it conquers its like, it becomes a medicine exceeding all others for the liver; and though the liver were consumed, this liquor serves instead of the whole liver, as well as if that part had not been consumed. Wherefore, all those who practice physic, should know how to prepare the alcahef, in order to cure numerous difficulties arising from the liver." Paracelsus, therefore, has here only used the word twice, and does not use it in any other place; as I have found by carefully examining all his works. Whence no one would have had any further

(a) Paracels. de virib. membro. L. II. c. 6.
further thoughts upon this subject, if it were not for Helmont's subsequent interpretation.

3. The origin also of this new term, coined by Paracelsus, has been enquired into: and, as his manner was to disguise the words he used, by transposing the letters thereof, some have imagined he here practised the same art; and thus sometimes also, by joining the initial letters of words, he has formed such as were unheard-of before: so when he means to mention tartar, as a remedy to open the spleen, he calls it sputarat (b). Again, when he directs saffron, (which, on account of its yellow colour, being called *aroma philosophorum,* in diseases of the kidneys, he calls it aroph (c): and hence some have thought, that alcaheft signified the same as *alkali eft* (d), as if its basis were an alkali, saturated with a proper acid. Others have imagined, it was called alcaheft from *Saltz-geift,* or the spirit of salt; as supposing the alcaheft the same as the *Ciculatum,* and prepared from sea-falt, coagulated, resolved, and again coagulated into a transmuted form. There are others who suspect it is called alcaheft, in allusion to *algeift,* that is perfect spirit, made by coagulation, resolution, and a second coagulation; which agrees with the opinion of Faber, who takes it for a pure mercurial or metallic spirit, so united to its proper body, as thence to become one inseparable and indestructible substance (e). But, as we can find no certainty from the etymology, let us pass on to the synonymous words; and try if any light can be gained by comparing them together.

4. Paracelsus has given us no synonymous, that I can find, to the alcaheft; synonymous. but Helmont a considerable number: and indeed, we have no assistance in this affair but from Helmont, who professes the alcahest was given him. Helmont, therefore, first calls it simply water, and says, he "knew a water, which he did not think proper to discover, by means whereof all getables might be transmuted into a liquor, capable of being distilled, without leaving any feces behind (f). He declares, he put equal quantities of a certain water and charcoal into a glaeis, which he hermetically sealed, and set to digest in a bath-heat (g)." In this passage, he calls the menstruum a thicker water (h); and says, that in the first chapter of the second book of the *Maccabees,* mention is made of a thick water, which was perpetual fire, and perhaps not unlike his water. In another place, he calls it a dissolving water; and says, the liquor alcaheft is an immutable, dissolving water (i). He comes nearer to the purpose, when he calls it by a compound word, ignis-aqua, fire-water (k). Where, giving an allegorical account how he came by his knowledge; he pretends he received a phial, in which was the single term ignis-aqua, a perfectly simple, singular, undecinable, immutable, and immortal word. He also calls it a latex, or clear water, reduced to the minutest possible atoms (l). He frequently calls it a liquor (m). He affirms, that by applying the liquor alcahest of Paracelsus, all bodies may D d d 2 be

(b) Paracelsus, de virib. membr. L. II. c. 7. (e) Ibid. p. 29.
(c) Ibid. c. 10. (f) § 28.
Roland in Lexico. (h) p. 628.
(f) p. 88. § 27. (m) p. 85. § 6.
be readily converted into water (\textit{n}); and that, by the infernal fire, which is the liquor alcaheft of \textit{Paracelsus}, it may be known how much of another luminary a vegetable possesse (\textit{o}). He also calls it a dissolving liquor (\textit{p}). All which seems to intimate, that this secret may exist in a moift liquid form, like water.

5. In another place, he uses \textit{ignis Gebenae}, or infernal fire, as synonymous; saying expressly, by the infernal fire, which is the liquor alcaheft of \textit{Paracelsus} (\textit{q}). And again, in another place (\textit{r}), native sand refists both art and nature, and can by no means be resolved, except by the artificial infernal fire alone; which artificial fire converts sand to falt (\textit{s}). If \textit{Helmont} therefore follows \textit{Paracelsus} in the use of this word, we may thence discover what the word alcaheft is; because \textit{Paracelsus} has wrote expressly of this infernal fire. But more of this, when we come to treat of the alcaheft itself.

6. Next, \textit{Helmont} says, it is the highest and most successful of all falt; having obtained the utmost degree of purity and fubility poiffible in nature (\textit{i}). And hence he seems to call it the \textit{ens primum of falt} (\textit{n}), the \textit{fal circulatum}, and the \textit{fal circulatum of Paracelsus} (\textit{x}). And hence the \textit{circulatum majus} (\textit{y}), the \textit{fal circulatum} (\textit{z}), the \textit{sal circulatus} (\textit{a}), and the \textit{sal circulatus Paracelb} (\textit{b}), of which he treats in his book \textit{de renovacione et reformatione}. Could we therefore here depend upon the sincerity and fidelity of \textit{Helmont}, we might, from these synonymous words, and the writings of \textit{Paracelsus}, attempt to discover this wonderful menfruum.

7. But before we enter upon the work, we must consider the origin of the alcaheft; and this, we are told, is no where to be found spontaneous in nature: because, as \textit{Helmont} says, nature has it not (\textit{c}); and expressly afferts, that a part of earth may be homogeneously reduced to water by art; at the same time strongly denying it can ever be done by nature alone; nature having no agent capable of reducing true earth to falt and water. Nor can it be produced, except by chemistry alone; which alone hath found a clear water, that cannot be tranfmutted, and is reduced to the minuteft particles poiffible in nature (\textit{d}); tho not by the vulgar chemistry, but by the labour of knowledge (\textit{e}); and this as its ultimate master-piece, as he expressly declares, repeating the word, “thus at length, thus at length, I fay, chemistry prepares an universal solvent, as its ultimate effort” (\textit{f}). And again, there is not in all chemistry a more difficult proces than that for preparing the alcaheft; nor a more operofe thing in all chemistry; it being not obtainable by reading or meditation; but by plentitude of science, doubly confirmed, is a knowledge of this operation to be acquired: whence it is very feldom given to any one (\textit{g}). This liquor, therefore, being of a moft tedious preparation, cannot be accomphied by the human understanding, tho' a perfon is skilled in the art; unless the Moft High should, by a special gift, put him in poiffeion of

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{[a]} p. 119. § 89.
\item \textit{[b]} p. 265. § 11.
\item \textit{[c]} p. 384. § 43. p. 419.
\item \textit{[d]} p. 628. 701. § 23.
\item \textit{[e]} p. 700. § 2. p. 706.
\item \textit{[f]} p. 714. § 27.
\item \textit{[g]} p. 48. § 29.
\item \textit{[h]} p. 119. § 28.
\item \textit{[i]} p. 45. § 15.
\item \textit{[j]} p. 45. § 15.
\end{itemize}
of it; as chosen for the purpose, by a particular privilege, to enjoy it (f): God alone being the dispenser of it, for reasons known to the adept (g). From the origin of the alchymist, here delivered by the author, it is plain how weakly they err, who fancy they can make it with ease: such pretenders at once betray their ignorance, and falsify their own timid pretensions. Nor let them think to screen themselves, by pretending there are many alchymists: for Helmont flatly contradicts them, by affirming, that as, in all nature, there is only one fire; so likewise there is but one only liquor which dissolves all solids into their first matter, without suffering any change itself, or diminution of its virtues; as the adepts well know, and attest (h). And by means of this doctrine it is, that I have, with safety to my self, been able to keep off numerous pretenders to science; sanguine in hopes, and abounding in promises, but often proving deceitful, faithless impostors: for, after asking them a question or two, I soon found, by their answers, how little they understood of the subject they so varnished over with words.

8. Let us next consider the stupendous effects ascribed to this wonderful its effects upon its secret. And first, as a menstruum, it is said to exert an effectual power in dissolving all the known sensible bodies, of what kind ever; even gold and mercury, upon which no other substance can intimately act. For thus says Helmont: "Our mechanical art has shown me, that every substance, as stones, flint, sand, gems, marcasite, clay, earth, brick, glass, lime, sulphur, &c. may be transmuted into an actual salt, equal in weight to the body which affords it: and I know how to reduce plants, flesh, flesh, bone, and every thing of the like kind, into their three pure principles. But metals, on account of the equal commixture of their seed, are very difficulty reduced to salt; so likewise is sand (i): for sand, or original earth, resists both nature and art; and will not quit its primitive constancy, by the power of either: and it is only by means of the artificial, infernal fire, that sand turns to salt, and at length to water (k). Again, the alchymist of Paracelsus transmutes all the natural bodies, by subtilizing them (l). And elsewhere, all bodies are easily reduced to water, by means of Paracelsus's liquor alchymist; even such as otherwise cannot be resolved into their three principles (m): and, by its means, all vegetables, even charcoal made of oak, are changed into a liquor, that leaves no faces behind, upon distillation (n): for one and the same liquor alchymist, perfectly reduces all the tangible bodies of the whole universe, into their original life (o). And thus it likewise acts upon all poisons (p). It dissolves all things, except itself, as hot water dissolves snow (q): even oil, and spirit of wine (r); cedar-wood (s); all the kinds of elixir proprieta-
tis (t); the lapis of Paracelsus (u); mercury (x); and even gold itself (y), which cannot otherwise be radically reduced into its component principles, "by any solvent whatever; as it is much easier to make gold than to destroy it, according to the unanimous consent of philosophers."

9. Let

(d) p. 42. §. 15. (j) p. 55. §. 7. (t) p. 635.
(m) p. 43. §. 6. (s) p. 88. §. 27, 29. (u) p. 700. (x) p. 776. §. 11.
8. Let us next consider the manner wherein the alcaheft exerts its efficacy upon the subjects. Its power, we find, is always increased by fire; tho' only a small degree thereof is required in digesting, distilling, or cohobating: for, a coal of oak and the alcaheft being put together, in equal quantities, and the containing glasses Hermetically sealed; the solution was performed in three days' time, by digesting in a bath-heat (z). The \textit{sal circulatum} by bare digestion, wonderfully changes all oil, and spirit of wine (a). The alcaheft being put to an equal weight of cedar-wood, reduced to chips; and the glasses \textit{Hermetically sealed}; the whole substance of the wood was, with a warm digestion, for a week, changed to a milky liquor (b). Sometimes, also, the business is performed by a single distillation; for, the liquor alcaheft being once distilled from common mercury, leaves it behind, coagulated and reducible to powder; but neither increases nor diminishes its weight: and this it does in a quarter of an hour (c). But in other cases, cohobation is required before the desired effect can be obtained; for, bodies turned into \textit{salt} of equal weight respectively, are sometimes to be cohobated with the \textit{sal circulatum of Paracelsus}, before they dispose of their fixity (d): especially metals, and principally gold, by reason of the perfectly equable commixture of their seed (e). But otherwise, a single distillation of the alcaheft, from the ludus or cevilla of Paracelsus; being a stone found at the bottom of the Scheld near Antwerp; will in two hours convert the whole stone into salt of the same weight. Nor, do I find any other way of applying this universal solvent; nor, that a greater force of fire is required: it may therefore diffuse all bodies, by means of a gentle agitation of its own parts, occasioned by fire; for the alcaheft may be distilled with the second degree of heat of a sand-furnace (f); and does not rise with the tepid warmth of a bath (g).

9. There has been nothing in all nature, hitherto observed or related, more surprising than the physical change which these authors attribute to the action of this menstruum; as it at once changes the whole body of the subject into a different mass, without the least alteration of weight in the operation. The mass, after being thus changed, seems always to appear either in a fluid or saline form, tho' with some difference; for quick-silver, by the action of the alcaheft, becomes a fixed powder, that may be ground, and refists a blast-heat, and the power of lead upon the test (b). And almost all other bodies are by it turned into an equal weight of salt (i). Oak charcoal is immediately changed by it, into two transparent liquors, different in colour and gravity (k). Cedar-wood is changed into a milky liquor, of the same weight, and afterwards into two kinds of oil, which by bare digestion turned to a pure salt, miscible with water (l). The \textit{ludus} of Paracelsus, in two hours time, by a single gentle distillation, is totally converted into a salt of equal weight, which runs \textit{per deliquium} in the air, and affords a fluid without any fæces (m). From all which it is plain that this solution, tho' it differs at
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at the first, yet at length always reduces the dissolv'd bodies to the form of a
fals, soluble in water, except quicksilver; which, on account of its great pu-

tility and simplicity, cannot be turned into salt: whence, it radically refists all the
possible separations of art or nature, and therefore, is perfectly indestruc"ble (n). 
These bodies, therefore, when turned to an equal quantity of salt by the
alcaheft, still retain their peculiar virtues depending upon their feminal
powers; which consequently are peculiar and incommunicable. This re-
markable property is described, where he says (o) That ' the alcaheft of
\textit{Paracelsus} tranfinutes all the bodies in nature, by subtilizing them: for,
\begin{itemize}
\item when bodies are subtilized as high as possible, they at length change to
another substance, but retain their feminal properties (p); and by means
\item of the universal solvent all things are brought back to their \textit{Ens primum},
\item and retain their native virtues; whence great and unlimited powers may
be obtained.' And plainer still (q); 'This liquor only, can dissolve all solids
into their firft matter, without any diminution or alteration in itself.'
\end{itemize}
Whence he recommends 'the knowledge of that homogeneous and im-
mutable menstruum, which dissolves its subjects into their firft liquid mat-
ter; whereby the internal essences of things, and their properties, may be
seen (r).'

10. By this means, therefore, all these bodies turn to a faline, volatile
substance, containing the predifling spirit of each Subject, respectively; which
saline matter may be intimately mixed with all the animal fluids, and
circulate with them thro' all the vesfels thereof, so as every where in its paf-
fage to exert its peculiar virtues upon the body. Whence, such substances
have been called potable; and thus, for example, by potable gold, the adepts
understood gold reduced to such a saline body; tho' they have only boasted
themselves possessed thereof, either thro' vain-glory, or the spirit of delu-
sion. Gold dissolv'd by acids, is no more than a liquor containing unaltered
particles of that metal; but the \textit{aurum potabile} of the philosophers, is of equal
weight with the gold employed, without the admixture of any menstruum,
and, only the pure, firft matter, or \textit{ens primum} of the gold itself (s).

11. The moft extraordinary thing belonging to the alcaheft, is its being
capable of dissolv'ing bodies, without mixing itself among them; but, re-
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12. Hence, the alcaheft appears to have two extraordinary properties, with respect to all other menfrumns; viz. (1.) That it does not act by attraction, or repulsion, but entirely by a certain mechanical force; contrary to all other of the known menfrumns, unless perhaps, we except fire. (2.) That it constantly preserves all the native virtues of the bodies it dissolves; and yet, when it resolves poisons it deprives them of their virulence, or noxious quality, and endows them with the highest medicinal virtues, by reducing them into their first matter (z); which is extremely difficult to understand.

13. When the alcaheft has thus reduced all bodies into their suble and volatile ens primum, so as to retain their respective native virtues; if the subjects be farther urged, by the action of the same solvent, they lose their subline nature, and all their proper feminal virtue: whence, all these different subjects are reduced to the same indolent, scentles, insipid, simple, elementary water; so that, by applying this solvent too long, the former excellent productions are destroyed. From hence, at the same time, it appears that water must thus be the ultimate manner of all tangible bodies; the alcaheft itself being unable to act any farther upon this water: which, however, being again impregnated with what seed soever, may thus pass into any new kind of body.

14. The author expresses himself thus: 'All bodies, we see, are transmutable into an actual salt, equal in weight to the original subject; which salt being several times cohabitated with the sal cremulantum of Paracelsus, loses all its fixedness, and transmutes into a liquor, which at length becomes insipid water, equi-ponderant to the salt that afforded it (a). Native sand turns to salt, and at length to water, by means of the artificial, infernal fire, and by no other (b). I know a water, by means whereof all vegetables are changed into a distillable liquor, without leaving any faces at the bottom of the glass; and this distilled liquor is totally reduced, with alkalis, into insipid, elementary water (c). Oak-coal converted into two liquors by the alcaheft, rises by distillation, with the admixture of a little chalk, nearly of its original weight; and has all the properties of rain-water (d): and, thus all things become so volatile, as to rise with a bath-heat; leaving the alcaheft behind at the bottom (e).

15. It appears extremely strange, that this menfrum, which has such wonderful effects upon all sorts of bodies, should never be in the least diminished, altered, or impaired by them: in which respect, it truly resembles fire; whereto it may, therefore, justly be compared. Thus the author clearly says, that, it acts upon all sublunary bodies, without being acted upon (f). And when it had so wonderfully dissolved the oak-coal, it remained at the bottom, still of the same weight and virtue (g). Accordingly, no transmutation of the alcaheft is to be expected; because there is no other body it can join or ferment with: whence, it never dies (b). With its utmost action, therefore, it reduces all tangible bodies into a middle life; without suffering any change, or diminution of its virtues (i). It is, therefore, immutable

(z) p. 374. § 49. (a) p. 43. § 11. § 24. 634. (f) p. 45. § 15.
(b) p. 45. § 15. (c) p. 88. § 27. (g) p. 88. § 29. (i) p. 64. § 27, 28.
(d) p. 88. § 29. (e) p. 88. § 29. p. 380. (g) p. 88. § 29. (j) p. 265. § 11.
table and immortal \((k)\). It is the only substance not altered by action \((l)\). It acts, therefore, without suffering re-action, or being itself weakened \((m)\). For, it is an homogeneous, and immutable dissolvent \((n)\). And remains numerically the same in weight and virtue; as well after being a thousand times employed, as after being but once used \((o)\).

16. It is farther to be observed of this menstruum, that it has a wonderful degree of fixness, or volatility, in the fire: for, after it has rendered all bodies, even those of the most fixed kind, so volatile as that they may be distilled over with a bath-heat; yet itself does not rise with them, but remains fixed at the bottom \((p)\). At the same time, the alcaheft is so volatile, as with the second degree of heat in a sand-furnace, to rise by distillation, along with the bodies it had dissolved \((q)\). Whence, it may be drawn off from common mercury, thus fixed, and coagulated \((r)\). And from hence, we have the exact limitation of the small degree of heat, wherein the full power of the alcaheft is exerted upon all the bodies in nature.

17. We must farther observe, that tho' the alcaheft be inseparable by all other bodies, and ought never to be impaired; yet there is one substance in nature, wherewith it may unite. This plainly appears from considering the following passage of the author \((s)\). "Chemistry is anxious to find a body of so great purity, as not to be dissipated or corrupted; and at length the art was astonifhcd upon discovering an aqueous liquor, which being reduced to the minutest atoms possible in nature, would not unite with any ferment; whence, its tranfonmutation was defpaired of, as not finding a body more noble than itself, wherewith to join: but, the labour of philosophy made an anomalous thing in nature, which without mixing with any ferment, rose different from itself. This ferpent biting itself, recovered from the poison; and was, thence, immortal."

18. Whence, we see, that here was a certain conjunction of two things, however different they might be. This appears more plainly, and distinctly \((t)\) where he says, that one and the same liquor alcaheft, perfectly reduces all the tangible bodies of the univerfe, into their first life, without suffering any change itself, or loss of virtue; being only subdued and changed by its equal. In another place he comes nearer to the point \((u)\), where he says, that, mercury freed from its original sulphur cleaving to its innermost part, is immutable in the fire, and immediately consumes all other seeds, except its equal.

19. Thus, I have given a faithful account of the alcaheft, upon the credit of Helmont; and do not remember, that I have any where else read of such a thing, which is not spoke of by the ancient philosophers, physicians, or other chemists, tho' it be the most desirable particular in all physics. It will, therefore, be expected I should say somewhat of the matter it is to be made from. And, I must own that I have tried an incredible variety of experiments to this purpose; and have sometimes repented of and detected the labour.

\[\text{E e e e}\]
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20. Paracelsus had a liquor procured, by a most tedious process of circulation, from sea-salt, wherein nature has placed the utmost perfection. This salt he, by incredible industr, reduced to a perpetual oil, and calls it the Ens primum of salts: the oil of salt, the liquor of salt, the water of salt, the lesser sal circulatum, and the leis circulatum (w). The preparation of the sal circulatum is troublesome, tho’ clearly described; excepting that one cannot say what kind of spirit of wine is here directed, to separate the impure from the pure. This preparation perfectly corresponds with what Helmont says; viz. that the salts of bodies, several times cohabited with the sal circulatum of Paracelsus, turn to water (x). And, hence, he ascribes the virtues of the alchahet to the Ens primum of salts (y). He farther declares that all poisons are destroyed by the sal circulatum (z). Hence, he calls it the highest and most successful of all salts; which being brought to the utmost degree of purity, and subtilty, pervades all bodies, and readily dissolves them; itself remaining unchanged in the action (a). This sal circulatum has a wonderful effect upon oil and spirit of wine (b); and reduces bodies into the liquor whereof they were concreted (c). He also says, that the hidus may be prepared with it (d).

21. But, Paracelsus had another solvent, much more powerful, and much more difficult to be obtained, than the circulatum minus; whence he has called it the circulatum majus (e). He appositely terms it the matter of mercurial salt: and thence, likewise calls it the living fire (f). Now, he acknowledges that the highest fire, and celestial life, lie hid in common mercury: and says, the quintessence of mercury is celestial fire, if dissolved with its parent, or the secret of salt (g). When, therefore, these two are intimately combined by a true union, and brought to a high degree of purity, subtilty, and volatility, they seem to make that wonderful mercurial water, which he describes in his chapter of the specific solvent; where, he says, that gold dies therein, so as no longer to remain gold: whereas, in other solutions of that metal, it is only minutely divided, and still remains true gold; being always easily recoverable, in its pristite form, upon reduction. By this means, therefore, there is a perfect union made of water with water: for, here are two kinds of water employed; viz. the common water contained in the salt, and the metallic water contained in the mercury, tho’ they both are supposed to have the same origin.

22. All this seems to have been understood in our sense by Helmont; as appears by the following passage (b). ‘The internal mercury of metals, purified from all its metallic sulphur, remains every way undissolubly united; so as radically to suffer no division, either by nature or art. Nor, should I ever have learnt the nature of water, had it not been for the correction of Mercury’s wand, whereby I find the nature of mercury adequate to that of water: for mercury contains no earth; but is constantly produced by water.’

Again,
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Again, 4, if I had not, with all the ancient alchemists, seen that quicksilver eluded all the skill of artificers; fo as either totally to evaporate in the fire, or totally to resist the utmost violence thereof; and in both cases, remain unchanged, or identically the same primitive, homogeneous substance, I should say that the art was false; which, on the contrary, I find to be true: so that, what is above, resembles what is below; and, vice versa. And, hence, it is perfectly impossible, either by art or nature, to find a diversity of parts in the homogeneous substance of mercury; even the alchemists itself cannot do it: for mercury is more simple than gold, and more identically, and more equally composed: whence, mercury is nearly as indestructible as the elements themselves; so that all sublunary things are too weak to subdue, penetrate, change, or contaminate pure mercury; which remains untouched in the air, in fire, and in corrosive liquors: for it is not touched, much less penetrated by any diffolvent; and, therefore, there is nothing in nature, like to this pure mercury, by many degrees (k).

It is hence like, and nearly approaches to the Eus primum of metals (l). And exists actually simple, and not as a constituent part of bodies (m).

And for all these reasons, we know that it only can be subdued and changed by its equal alone (n). Because this anomalous production in nature, rises without any different ferment mixing with it; but biting itself, it recovers from the poison, and afterwards proves immortal (o).

23. And, this is all the history I can give of the alchehift of Paracelsus, and Helmont, faithfully extracted from their own writings: whence, it is easy to see, that this menstruum is not to be sought for in human urine, or any productions thereof; nor, in tartar, or any of its preparations; though a substitute may hence be had for the principal (p). Nor can phosporous be ever employed for this purpose; as being repugnant to the properties above laid down. Glauber was mistaken, when he sought the alchehift in the fixed alcali of nitre: and, Zweller, when he sought it in the strong spirit of vinegar, distilled from verdigrease. Rolfinexus had no just notion of the thing, when he supposed it to consist of the fixed alcali of tartar for its basis, joined to an acid of the mineral, vegetable, or animal tribe: for, salt of tartar with the vinegar of antimony, makes only the tartar of vitriol; with vinegar, from wine, a tartarus tartarifatus; and, with acid whey, only a better sort of the same: nor does the addition of falc-ammoniac much alter the matter (q).

But, no one seems to have better understood the meaning of Paracelsus and Helmont, in describing the alchehift, than Petrus Johannes Faber, in his manuscript upon alchemy, sent to the duke of Holjace, and published in the German Ephemerides (r): where there is a remarkable confirmation of my opinion, to the following purpose. The liquor alchehift is a pure mercurial, metallic spirit, so closely connected to its own natural body, that these two become one inseparable, indestructible substance, destroying all things, and turning them into their first matter. It is a true philosophical mercury, cho’en from the mineral kingdom, and joined with its own

---
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own pure body; whereby it becomes an inseparable, milky, butyrous liquor; which penetrates and dissolves all things: it is of two kinds, simple, and compound; the simple is made of a pure metallic acid, and a pure metallic salt, rendered volatile with its own spirit. It is very difficult to prepare: but the compound sort is, still, much more difficult; being made of a mineral acid, and the pure saline matter of animals and vegetables. The liquor alchemical, or the pure, philosophical mercury, is an incorruptible, and unalterable fire of nature, that reduces all things into their first matter. The industrious Beeber is nearly of the same opinion, where, in his book de subterraneis, he says, he discovered in sea-faft, a certain arfénical, and mercurifying power; which, when separated pure, would be the alchemical; tho' a very different thing from the philosophical mercury: and, hence, he takes mercury, for a fulphureous metallic substance, which of itself would be solid; but that, it receives all its fluidity from the arfénical sulphur of common salt. This is a subtile infinition; and I wish he had given it fuller. His argument runs thus: the purest quicksilver being dissolved in spirit of nitre, and precipitated with spirit of sea-faft, becomes volatile, and disposed to part with its mercury easily; consequently, sea-faft may convert the purest metals from their own fixed nature, into true mercury.

24. It may here be expected I should declare my sentiments, whether any chemist was ever in possession of the alchemical. I answer frankly, that Helmont complains the phial of it, once given to him, was taken from him; whence it is certain, he could not have made many experiments with that liquor: and as for Paracelsus, he does not deliver so many, and such remarkable particulars of his own solvents; so that, I know not what to say upon the whole matter. Thus much I can truly say, that if any one will treat sea-faft, and mercury, in every chemical way (which I would advise to be done) he will have no cause to repent of his labour.

Of the Chemical Apparatus and Vessels.

Vessels, what. 1. As the whole of chemistry is employed in producing and observing the changes of bodies; and, as these changes are principally brought about by the application of fire; hence, in the practice of the art, there is an absolute necessity of using proper instruments and vessels; without which, no operation could be performed. By vessels, I understand all those hollow bodies wherein any subject to be chemically changed, or already changed, as also the changing substance itself, or solvent, is contained. And by the name of instruments, I understand all those bodies, which have such a firmness, size, and figure, as render them fit to apply the changing cauces to the subjects, so as thereby to excite a determinate motion, according to the rules of the art; and, at the same time, enable the operator to manage and regulate these causes, as well as the subjects to be altered. And, indeed, the whole chemical apparatus consists of bodies changed by art, of changing causes, of vessels, instruments and chemical productions, in order to furnish a laboratory properly.

2.
2. The vessels employed in chemistry should be capable not only of containing the subject to be changed, but also of sustaining or resisting the acting causes, and the fire applied, so as not to fail whilst the operation is in hand: whence, consequently, these vessels should be strong, and not subject to be fouled or damaged: and such we may call containing vessels. The other sort, which receive the bodies already changed by the action of the proper causes, being almost constantly separated from the subject, by means of fire acting upon it through the containing vessel, may be called by the name of receiving vessels.

3. In both these kind of vessels, we are chiefly to regard their matter, and their figure. As to their matter, it is either of wood, glass, metal, or earthen-ware. The wooden vessels, made of dry wood, not abounding with oil, and not painted or varnished, are esteemed the best for preserving salts, or saline bodies, or bodies that have been calcined; provided the vessels are dry, and kept close covered: for thus such substances may be well preserved, which, in all other vessels are apt to relint with the moisture of the air. And mortars, of dithers made of turned wood, are properly used for grinding and washing the amalgams of metals with water; for which purpose they are preferable to all others: and, being rubbed on their inside with chalk, they are useful in reducing melted lead, and tin, to powder; but we seldom use them for other purposes.

4. Glass-vessels are excellent; as neither changing, adding, or taking off from the bodies they contain; and sustaining the fire, without suffering any thing to enter, or get out at their pores, except fire, and the magnetic virtue; so that they retain even the alcahest itself in digestion. And hence, in every chemical operation and experiment, glass-vessels are constantly to be used, where no greater heat is required, than glass can sustain without melting. And as the green German glass foils bodies the least, is the strongest, and bears fire the longest without melting, such glass should be preferred before any other kind; especially before the white crystalline glass, which easily cracks, melts, or lets go its acclain, whereby it might communicate that acclain to the subject: whereas the strong green glass sustains above six hundred degrees of fire without melting; though I have brought it to melt in the strongest heat of a sand-furnace. Whence I wish that Helmont had discovered his coating, which, he says, would prevent glass from melting in the strongest naked fire of a wind-furnace: so that he could distil highly-rectified oil of vitriol in a glass-vessel: while this coating neither crack’d, fell off from the vessel, nor vitrified too much: for thus, he afferts that the glass was cemented internally with the coating, in the utmost violence of fire (a). If we had this secret, almost all the chemical operations might be performed in glass; but I am neither acquainted with any such coating, nor have found any perfon that was.

5. Of all the metals, iron is the hardest to melt; whence many chemical vessels are made of iron. But all metallic vessels have these two defects: that they are corroded by ignited salts, which are hence either rendered impure or lost; and

(a) See Helmont, p. 707. §. 19.
and that they melt in a strong fire. I directed iron-retorts to be made of cast iron, in order to distil the phosphorus of urine; but found they melted in the fire, long before the phosporous would come over.

6. Upon account of these defects in iron-vessels, others have been formed of different earths, for chemical uses; but these also, when made of fat clay-like earth, vitrify in a violent fire, and fail in the operation. The best pottery, for the purpose, is that made of a more dry and hungry earth, as the Hessian, and the matter whereof crucibles are formed, which resists a violent fire: but, being porous, they suffer saline matters to transeute, especially when acid spirits are distilled in them. From hence we may see, what kind of vessels are required for every operation respectively. Thus pure aqueous liquors, and perfect spirits, produced by fermentation, may be distilled in metallic vessels; whilst vegetable spirits, of the aceto-balsamic kind, may be distilled in vessels of pewter, or such as are tinned: but other saline liquors require vessels of glass. Worms, used in the distillation of acid liquors, are made of tin; but the still-heads, for the reasons above-mentioned, are always best made of glass. Earthen vessels are only necessary, where the utmost force of fire is required; and then, to prevent exudation and cracking, they should always be coated with a proper luting.

7. Hence, therefore, before any chemical operation is begun, we are first to consider the subject to be operated upon, and the degree of fire required in the operation, in order to determine what kind of vessel to use: but, where the choice is free, we should always make use of a glas, on account of observing the appearances and changes which happen to the subject in the process; which, besides the pleasure of it, has great uses both in chemistry and natural philosophy: as thus we may see the cause of numerous phenomena. There is also a grey kind of potter's-clay, that comes from the East-Indies, appearing like porcellane, and being perhaps a species thereof. It is there made into both large and small vessels, in order to preserve their commodities, and export them safely. These Indian vessels are not dissolved or corroded by acids; and are therefore often used by the makers of aqua-fortis, as proper receivers for acid spirits.

8. All vessels, of whatever matter they consist, may have a great variety of figures; the principal whereof, for chemical purposes, are the following. The glass-vessels which I best like for preserving volatile liquors and salts, are such as have a cylindrical form, with a flat internal bottom, and a narrower cylindrical neck, that may be exactly closed with a glass-stopper; which the more surface it has the better, so as to come in contact with the whole internal surface of the neck. The small glass-ones, out of which liquors are to be dropped, may be bellied, and have a cylindrical neck, widening, and somewhat hollowing at the top. They may be stopped with a cork; or with wax, if they contain volatile acid spirits.

9. The vessels for chemical operations, and especially for distillation, must be of different figures, according to the end proposed to be answered: and only two kinds of vessels are here required, one to contain the body to be changed, and to which the fire is applied; the other to receive the parts separated from the
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the subject by the fire, and which is always design'd to be cooler. When only the fixed part of a subject is required, after the separation is made by the fire, the figure of the vessel is commonly that of an obtuse conoid, with its base at the top, and obtuse apex at the bottom; whence this conical figure may be varied till it comes to the hollow segment of a sphere. Thus cru-fig. 4.

cibles and melting-pots resemble cones; whilst roasting or calcining dishes resemble hollow segments of a sphere. It is a rule for the figure of these vessels, that the lower and wider they are made, the more easily the volatile matter flies from the fixed; and that the fire is applied to more of the surface, both of the whole subject and its fixed part: whence we always make choice of low and wide vessels for calcination.

10. But when the volatile part of a subject is required, as well as its fixed part, and both must to be had separate, the containing vessel may be of three different figures; viz. cylindrical, conical widening upwards, or conical again, but widening downwards. Cylindrical vessels only keep bodies from flying off side-ways, without otherwise hindering or affluting their rising upwards; whence the only variety here arises from the different height of the sides. The tallest cylindrical vessels are required in order to separate the most volatile parts from the least volatile; and the lowest to separate such as are almost fixed, from those that are quite fixed. But when vessels rise from a narrow bottom, and gradually widen upwards, as in hemispherical dishes, it is plain from hydrostatics, that all the points of the hollow basis would fill a little column of liquor, whose height reaches from each point to a corresponding point of the surface, perpendicularly over it; whence these columns are always the shorter, the nearer they approach to the edge of the vessel, and vice versa; so that a widening figure greatly afflis the rising of volatile particles: and hence exhalation is the soonest performed in such vessels.

11. And hence we may have the notion of a retort; which is a kind of hollow sphere, ending in a cylindrical neck, whose upper horizontal line is a tangent of the sphere in its upper apex; whilst the lower line of the neck is a diameter of the same sphere, parallel to that tangent: whence such a re-fig. 1. &c.

tort easily determines the rising volatile particles into the cylindrical neck, and thence into the receiver; after being somewhat confined and beat back by the arched part of the vessel. And this kind of retort is adapted to the separation of very fixed parts, from those that are quite fixed; as we see in the distillation of oil of vitriol, spirit of nitre, spirit of salt, &c. The glas-men commonly bend the neck of the retort downwards, and draw it into a conical figure, open at the end; in order that the vapours, rising into the widest part of this neck, may thus spontaneously fall downwards, condense and distil into the receiver: which shews us the reason of the common form of the retort.

12. But in low distillations, where the strongest fire is, for a long time, re-

quired to raise ponderous particles, I use cylindrical vessels, placed horizontally, with their upper horizontal part opening into an horizontal neck; by means whereof the distillation of phosphorus, and other bodies which rise with
with difficulty, is commodioufly performed. And when I prepare large quantities of oil of vitriol, or other fossil acids; instead of retorts, I always use cylindrical earthen bodies, or long-necks, with wide cylindrical mouths: which I find to be an advantageous way of distilling the mineral acids; for by inserting hollow cylinders into the mouths of these vessels, and applying large glafs-receivers horizontally to the other ends, and lodging the junctures, I thus distil with safety. And hence, I conceive, I have sufficiently given the foundation for affixing the different figures of vessels used in distillation; the rule whereof comes nearly to this, that the more difficulty any subject rifes in distillation, the more it requires the figure and accommodation of the vessels last-mentioned.

13. But if the matter to be sublimed is so volatile as easily to rise and separate from the part to be left behind, whilft the two do not greatly differ in volatility, then vessels of a contrary figure are required. And such vessels are those conical ones, called bodies, matrasses, or cucurbitis, and made in the form of Hercules's club. The ancient alchemists, as Lully and others, frequently call these vessels by the name of urinals. It is easy to understand, by the figure, that the liquor, raised by the fire in these vessels, must strike against their tapering sides, and hence the ascent be hindered, and the liquor beat back to the bottom again; so that if any thing rifes difficultly, with this degree of fire, it seldom ascends high; but is rather kept low in the glafs. And here also the wider the bottom is, with respect to the orifice at the top, through which the distilled liquor is to pass, the distillation will be performed more slowly; whence only the more volatile part can by this means be separated from the less volatile. The height of these vessels is also to be regarded; as the taller they are, the more difficult it is for the less volatile parts to rife.

14. From the consideration of these three properties, an excellent contrivance has been deduced; by means whereof a large quantity of simple or compound alcohol may be obtained, with little labour, fewel and expence. Thus, for example, if a conical tube be made of pewter, six inches wide in the base, and one inch wide in the vertex; and this tube be bent at the height of four feet, so as to make it return downwards in a cylindrical tube, with a part at the end fit to enter the orifice of a worm, fixed in its worm-tub, we shall here have a proper head for a cucurbit, charged with brandy, and set in boiling water; whereby a very strong spirit may be obtained at one operation: and upon repeating the process twice or thrice, this spirit is reducible to alcohol.

15. And hence also we may clearly conceive the nature of a chemical phial, which is a spherical glafs, with a long cylindrical neck open at the top; it is commonly called a bolt-head, and has considerable uses in chemistry, especially in performing the more subtle operations: for as the neck of this glafs may be of any length, and may have its cavity in any proportion to that of the belly; hence any degree of resistance may be procured with respect to the liquor contained in the glafs; so as to suffer scarce any thing at all to escape at the orifice, in a gentle digestion. And I have observed, in this kind of glafs, that
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that the weight of the atmosphere preying upon the hollow part of its neck, surprizingly confines the liquors and substances contained in the cavity, and agitated by the fire; thus, acting as a cork, in equilibrium to the force of the liquors endeavouring to rise; and at the same time, stopping the mouth of the bottle. For whilst the air in this glafs is rarified by the heat of the fire applied, and thus endeavours to raise a proportionable column of the atmosphere, it suffers an equal resistence from the weight of that column: whence, the particles of the fluid, contained in this rarified air, are repelled to the bottom of the vessel; where, being agitated by the fire, they are more strongly applied to the subject at the bottom; as appears to the eye, when alcohol, contained in such a tall phial with a very slender neck, is carefully set over the fire: where, when the liquor nearly begins to boil, a fume is perceived to rise in the cavity of the neck, and to be driven downwards again, in the form of a fluctuating mist. By this contrivance, therefore, menstruums may be excellently digested upon their subjects, without any loss either of the solvent or solvend. And this contrivance hath enabled me to perform numerous experiments, which I could not otherways have made.

16. These tall phials, also, are extremely useful in separating pure volatile alkaline salts and spirits, from water, oil, and volatile earth; which might otherwise prove a difficult task. But, they are subject to one inconvenience; for, when very tall, the liquor will remain boiling at the bottom, or not be able to rise so high as the top, whence the upper part of the neck will remain cold, whilst the lower part thereof is strongly heated; so that, if the hot vapour rises suddenly into the cold part of the neck, the glass flies to pieces, especially in winter, or frosty weather. So likewise, if any aqueous drops are collected in the upper cold part of the neck, and fall down suddenly upon the heated parts of the glass, the vessel will burst to pieces: as I have often learnt to my cost; especially upon digesting quicksilver in such vessels. And this may be sufficient to shew what effect the configuration of vessels will have; and the necessity there is of a particular form, to produce particular effects.

17. Receivers, especially if they be large, are of two kinds of figure: Receivers, being made either like bellied bottles, or cucurbits: and when their capacity may be the same, the latter should be preferred, as having its bottom at a greater distance from the orifice of the retort; whence, it affords a cooler space for the distilled liquor to condense in; as I have always found. And there is frequent occasion to increase this distance between the containing and receiving-vessel, by the interposition of cylindrical tubes, or adopters; as we mentioned above. And in the more artificial kinds of distillation, especially that of quicksilver from metals, it is necessary to use several glass adopters, to increase the distance between the retort and receiver.

18. The retorts and receivers already described are sufficient, together with the adopters, for performing all the kinds of distillation; except, where very volatile substances are to be separated from others, but little less volatile; tile. And as extremely volatile substances are often required to be distilled in tall and erect vessels must necessarily be employed, and cover'd with the alembic-head. Hence, it is easy to determine in what cases a cucurbit
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with its alembic-head, and in what cases a retort and its receiver are to be used. But the use of the alembic-head is attended with the double inconvenience of a juncture to be luted, where it is fitted on to the cucurbit, and another where the neck of the alembic joins to the receiver: whence, as the luting is subject to crack, some part of the volatile subject may escape in the operation, whatever caution we take to prevent it.

19. There is frequent occasion in chemistry to pour back the separated volatile part upon the fixed one from whence it was raised; and this by operators is called cohobation, and by Paracelsus, circulation: the effects whereof are very considerable, and highly necessary. But upon observing, that by opening the vessels and pouring back the liquors in the air, a great loss was sustained; the artists, hence, invented a glass vessel, consisting of a cucurbit and alembic-head, with two tubes bending into the cucurbit again, so as directly to return the liquors rising in the head, back into the cavity of the cucurbit: and this vessel being well closed at the top, the process was thus shortned, and loss of the liquor prevented. The vessel itself they call a pelican; which is always the better, as the pipe from the top of the alembic is longer. But, as such vessels are not easily procurable, the end may be obtained by a more simple apparatus, or by using a bolt-head with a long neck, into which the neck of another lefs phial is inverted, and the juncture well luted, after heating the glasses, and the subject matter, sufficiently to rarify the air, and prevent its bursting the glasses in the operation: tho’ this contrivance is subject to an accident from the liquor cooling at the top of the glass, and falling to the bottom; which may break the glasses. And so much for chemical vessels.

Of LUTES.

1. By the name of lute or luting, chemists understand a mix’d, tenacious, ductile substance, which grows solid by drying; and being applied to the junctures of vessels, stops them up, so as to prevent the air from getting either in or out: but these lutings are of principal use in confining the particles raised by the fire in distillation, so as to prevent their escaping out of the vessel; whence it appears that different lutings, are required, according to the difference of the subjects to be distilled.

2. When the subject is merely aqueous, linseed-meal ground to fine powder, and well mixed, or worked up into a stiff paste with the white of egg, makes a proper luting for the purpose: for, being applied to the junctures of distilling vessels, it grows hard with heat; and if it happens to crack, it is easily repaired by the application of fresh; which soon grows solid as before. But a paste made of the same meal, well worked up with cold water, very well answers the end in the distillation of all fermented inflammable spirits, and all volatile alkaline salts. But, this paste will not answer in the distillation of mild acids, or aqueous liquors; because it softens and dissolves therewith, so as to let the fumes escape: in these cases, therefore, a bladder steeped in
in water, till it begins to grow flimy, makes an excellent luting, by being
applied and preseed wet upon the junctures of the distilling vessels.

3. A luting that acquires a stony hardness, is necessary in the distilla-
tion of the fossil acids; as those of vitriol, sea-falt, &c. which kind of
luting, is called the philosophical luting; and may be prepared from the
calk of copperas and quick-lime; viz. by boiling the caput mortuum of
vitriol, in several parcels of water, till it is thoroughly washed from its
falyne part, then drying the powder, and preferving it in a close vessel. This
powder is to be rubbed with an equal quantity of strong quick-lime, and
wrought into a paste with the white of eggs, first beat thin; and this luting
is immediately to be applied to the junctures of the vessels; the vessels being
first a little heated. If it be not applied quick, it presently dries to a stony
hardness, so as to be untractable; but, when properly used, it confines all the
falyne spirits, like glass itself. I prepare a luting for the fame purpofe, with-
out much trouble, in this manner; viz. I beat pure fand, and potter’s-clay
together, in such proportion, with water, till the matter no longer sticks to
the fingers; then add one fourth part of common-lime, fo as to make the
paste sufficiently strong: and the dryer this is applied, the better for the
purpofe, provided it be left ductile; for, thus it hardens into an excellent
cement, the cracks whereof, if any should happen, are eafily stopped up
by the fame. This cement is the more parable or commodious, as the belt
quick-lime is not often to be had.

4. It is a great inconvenience in the stronger distillations with a naked fire, that when the vessels are violently heated, they are apt to crack, and fly to
pieces upon opening the door of the furnace, and letting in the cold air, or
throwing in fresh Jewel; whence, it is highly proper here, to defend the
vessels by a coating, from this sudden impulse of cold: and, this is frequently
necessary also, when the operation is performed in glass vessels and a fand-
heat, if the fire be so strong, as to endanger the melting of the glafs. The bett
luting, that I know of, for this purpofe, is made by beating fat potter’s-
earth and powdered fand, with water, into a well-wrought paste, which will
not stick to the fingers; adding thereto a little common-lime at the last, and
beating them well together.(k) Then the vessel to be coated, being warmed
and exposed to the vapour of hot water, that its whole surface may become
dewy, let this cement be spread all over it equally with the hand; afterwards
sprinkle the surface of the coating with hot and dry fand, and let the vessel
in a cool place, that the coating may dry slowly; with care to fill up the
cracks in the fame manner, if any should happen in the drying; and, if
thus the coating be thoroughly dried, the vessel will sustain the action of a
violent fire, unhurt.

(k) There is another cement made ufe of by
some chemifts of London, to answer the fame
end; confiftinf of fitted wood-ashes, beat up
to a due confiilence with the white of eggs,
and a little gum-water. The fame service may,
in a more excellent manner, be had as well
for cracked glasses as broken china, or the like,
from what the painters call drying oil, or a
mixture of linseed oil and cerufe, made, by
infuflation or decoction, into a perfectly white
balfam, and afterwards ground upon a marble
with fresh cerufe, till the whole is perfectly
fine, and become of the confiilence of an
unguent. This dries flow indeed, but is very
effeftual.
We now come, in the last place, to the consideration of furnaces; but without designating to describe all those required in metallurgy, which are not necessary to our purpose. Besides, the incomparable Agricola hath already admirably treated this subject, in a pure Roman style. Glauber likewise describes some furnaces of a particular invention, for performing certain operations in a short manner. These authors, therefore, may be consulted occasionally; our present design being only to shew the construction of the furnaces required in our own particular course of operations.

1. Several furnaces, why here omitted.

Furnaces, what.

1. We now come, in the last place, to the consideration of furnaces; but without designating to describe all those required in metallurgy, which are not necessary to our purpose. Besides, the incomparable Agricola hath already admirably treated this subject, in a pure Roman style. Glauber likewise describes some furnaces of a particular invention, for performing certain operations in a short manner. These authors, therefore, may be consulted occasionally; our present design being only to shew the construction of the furnaces required in our own particular course of operations.

2. By furnaces, we understand such structures as are capable of containing, restraining, and applying fire to vessels, wherein the chemical subjests are to receive the action of fire; whence every furnace requires, (1.) a fire-place, wherein the fire is to be raised, kept up, and determined. And as artificial fire must be fed by fuel, a chimney becomes necessary to discharge the smoke; as also an ash-pit, to admit the air; and lastly, a door, where the fuel is to be thrown in. (2.) In making of furnaces, care must always be taken to preserve the strength of the fire, or not to waste it in vain; and this, by directing it where it is particularly required. (3.) In building them, a proper place must also be contrived, in which the vessels, containing the subjests, may receive the requisite degree of heat, for the requisite time to finish the operation. And hence we have the conditions for building of furnaces.

3. That therefore will be the best furnace in its kind, which produces the defined effect with the least expense, interruption and inequality; and this with the greatest ease, so as not to require the constant attendance of the operator. The first condition will be satisfied, if a furnace be so built that all the heat, raised by the fire, may be applied to the subjests without loss; which is obtained by making the furnace of the most solid materials, and forming its internal surface, so as to determine the force of the fire upon the place designed. Such a structure likewise will contribute, as much as possible, to ease the labour of the operator, in supplying fresh fuel. The second condition is answered, by chufing such a fuel as shall consume the slowest of any, yet afford the requisite degree of heat; and this is chiefly done by observing a proper proportion in the dimension of the fire-place, the chimney, and the air-draughts: and this proportion being duly observed, skilful operators may at once supply their furnaces with such a quantity of fuel, as will burn for a long time. The third condition is the most necessary of all; viz. that of long preserving the same degree of heat, without diminution or increase. For we know, from chemistry, that every determinate degree of fire produces a suitable, determinate effect upon every subjest; whilst a greater, or a less degree, constantly alters the event: whence a great confusion must happen in chemical productions, whilst sometimes a greater, and sometimes a
The first or Wooden Furnace

AB. One Side of the Square base 9 Inches.
ABEF. The Square Base.
ACBD. The Furnace 14 Inches high.
ALBK. The Grate 5 Inches high.
ILKM. The Partition 1 Inch thick.
LCPM. The upper Part of the Furnace 6 Inches high.
PP. Around hole 5 Inches wide, for supporting a Retort & c.
QQQQ. Four round holes, each 1 Inch wide, for the Passage of the Heat to the upper Part of the Furnace.

The Second Furnace

ACBD. Iron Feet 12 Inches long.
CNOD. Bottom of the Furnace 7 Inches wide.
CGHD. A hollow Iron Cylinder placed on.....CNOD 19 Inches high.
ELMF. The Grate consisting of a round Rim and Iron bars supported by EF.
ELMF. It Rim 3½ broad.
ECDF. Distance from the bottom 4 Inches.
NOPQ. Door of the Ash hole 4 Inches high and 6 wide.

QRPS. The Distance from the Top of the Grate 3 Inches.
RSTV. The opening into the Fire Place 6 Inches wide and 4½ high.
ILKM. The Ellipsis whose greater Ax is LM is 10 Inches.
b cde. The wooden Model as'd in its Structure.
a. A Side View of the Register.
2. A full View of the Same.
KHX. The Segment for holding the Neck of the Retort.
IKXX. A Pot 16 Inches wide, and 5 deep.

J. Mynde help.
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les degree of fire is disorderly applied in the same operation. We know
likewise, that an alteration in the degree of heat may so alter the subjeet, that
it shall no longer remain the same with respect to another degree of heat,
that would otherwise have produced a determinate effect; which has often
proved a pernicious error.

4. Hence, in the building of furnaces, we must always regard, (1.) The
quantity of fire which the fire-place ought to receive, contain and support.
(2.) The matter of the fuel to be used for the purpose. (3.) The degree of
heat required in every operation; since, in the same fire-place, the same quan-
tity of the same fuel may produce different degrees of heat. Whence, (4.)
the air must always have easy access to the fire-place; and the force with
which the air tends to the fire, under the form of wind or blast, should
be computed. So likewise the various states of the atmosphere, with respect
to weight, moisture, heat and cold, should be considered; for fire burns the
fiercest in frosty weather, whilst the air is driest, and shown by the barometer
to be the heaviest. (5.) The air-vent from the fire-place should be principally
regarded; for, if this be wide, the air here diffuses, and loses itself; or acts
but little upon the subject, where its force ought to be collected. These
are the chief foundations required in the building of furnaces. And this be-
ing premised, I proceed to describe the structure of my own little furnaces,
used in my courses; being such as are necessary for those who would perform
all the chemical operations.

5. I shall begin with my simplest furnace; which I invented forty years
ago, when I practised chemistry in no large study, where there was only one
little chimney, and where I required several furnaces at once. Make a hol-
low prism, with a square basis, of sound dry oak, nine inches wide, and four-
teen high; fix into it a square piece of wainscot, an inch thick, five inches
from the basis, so as thus to divide the furnace into two parts; the lower
whereof, being five inches high, serves for the fire-place; and the upper,
eight inches high, is to receive the retort, or cucurbit, for distillation. This
piece of wainscot, serving as a partition, must have a round hole in the mid-
dle, five inches over; where the round bottom of the vessel is to rest. Be-
sides this large hole in the partition, there must be four other round holes
made in it, each an inch in diameter, that the fire may rise freely from the
fire-place into the second story. On one side of the fire-place, there must be
a door, going upon hinges, and equal in dimension to the whole side, or
nine inches broad, and five high, so as to open easily, and shut close. The
whole internal surface of this fire-place must be lined with plated iron or copper,
to defend the wood from the fire. The door is to have four round
holes made in it, each of them an inch in diameter, to admit the external
air; and these holes are to be fitted with four cylindrical stoppers, easy to
take in and out, so as to regulate the fire, by admitting or excluding the air.
This door must be made of seasoned wood, and contrived to shut extreme-
ly close. In the upper part of the furnace, the side above the door must
have a square hole cut in the middle to the top of it, four inches and a half
over; the inner edge of which is to be cut away, on its three sides, to
half
half the thickness of the board, or to the breadth of half an inch; and to the internal flopping surface about this hole, a plate of wood must be so fitted, as to make a joint; this being of use to shut the side of the furnace close, when we design to distil, digest, or exhale, in a cucurbit, phial, or evaporating glafs; whereas the plate of wood being taken away, fits the furnace for distillation by the retort. There must also be another similar plate of wood, with a hole in the middle, two inches and a half over, so as to let the neck of a retort pass through it, when fitted into the square hole, instead of the former. A pair of folding-doors should also be made, to serve as the flat top or cover of the furnace; the middle part of which doors must be cut into a round hole, of five inches diameter, to let out the neck of the cucurbit, or bolt-head, used in digestion. In the last place, there must be a round, flat piece of wood, six inches in diameter, to cover this upper orifice, when the furnace is used for distilling by the retort.

6. In order to work this furnace, we must be provided of a square, flat-bottom’d earthen pan, standing upon three feet, about half an inch high; the height of the pan being, from the bottom of the furnace to its upper rim, three inches and a half: at the bottom of this pan, a little fitted ashes must be lightly sprinkled, a quarter of an inch thick; then an ignited coal of Dutch turf, first burnt till it yields no more smoke, is to be laid upon this bed of ashes, and covered by fitting more of the same ashes lightly upon it; whereby an equable, moderate heat may be kept up for near twenty-four hours. The left ashes the burning coal is covered with, the more heat it yields, but the sooner it expires. This furnace works without yielding any smoke, or disagreeable smell; and affords so gentle and equable a heat, that, I believe, eggs may be hatched by it; tho’ it may be raised high enough to make water boil, or higher: and consequently will commodiously, safely, and at small expence, perform all kinds of digestions, and distillations of aqueous and spirituous liquors, volatile alkaline salts, and volatile aromatic salts, or tinctures, exhalations, &c. I have even distilled Glæber’s spirit of nitre, and spirit of salt; in this furnace; which is therefore a fit furnace for students.

7. If a furnace be required, capable of giving a stronger heat, so as to distil in sand, I judge the best contrivance for a student in the art, is the following: and as portable furnaces are the most commodious, on account of leaving the chimney of the laboratory free, I shall here describe one of the portable kind. Let a hollow cylinder be made of thin iron plate, seventeen inches in diameter, and nineteen inches high, the lower end to be closed, and the upper end open; let the bottom be supported with three iron feet, twelve inches long, and let the iron-bottom be covered on the inside with a copper-plate, left the falt in the ashes should otherwise soon corrode the iron. Let a grate be fixed in this cylinder, so that the upper surface thereof, being parallel to the base of the cylinder, may rise four inches above it. Let the grate be surrounded with a flat ring of plated iron, three inches and a half broad. Let the bars of the grate be flat, half an inch wide, and set at the distance of an inch from each other. This iron rim of the grate must
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The second furnace.

See plate XIV.
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rest upon three iron pins, sticking out on the inside of the furnace, to fix the grate. Let the ash-place be fitted with an iron-door, four inches high, and six inches wide, to move upon hinges, and shut exactly close. At the height of three inches from the upper surface of the grate, let the bottom of the fire-place begin; and make the whole six inches wide, and four inches and a half high. Next, describe an ellipsis, with the distance of fifteen inches between the foci, and a perpendicular of five inches, from the focus to the circumference; and make a wooden model of half such an ellipsis, cut off at the foci. This model is to serve as a core, in forming the cavity of the furnace, by adjusting fine brick-work, in correspondence to the figure made by revolving such a model about its axis; and thus leaving but little space between the joinings, to be exactly filled up with mortar. But before this is done, let a stopper be made for the fire-place, of the same iron plate, and of the same cylindrical surface, and internal substance, as the furnace itself: the outer rim of this stopper should overspread the opening of the fire-place, an inch every way; whilst the internal surface exactly coincides with the internal surface of the furnace, when the stopper is applied. The top of the cylindrical part of the furnace must be cut into a hollow, three inches wide, and two deep, on the same side with the door, in order commodiously to receive the neck of the retort, in distillation. Lastly, an iron pot must be fitted into the upper opening of the furnace, and fixed so close and strong, with brick and mortar, that the work may neither crack, nor let the fire escape; but, near the upper rim of this pot, there must be left in the brick-work, four vent-holes, made in the form of crescents, an inch over in their widest part, and two inches in their curvature, to discharge the smoke, and make a draught of air to animate the fire occasionally. And thus you will have a furnace fit for distilling by the cucurbit, retort, or boll-head; and being portable, it will also serve for many other operations.

8. The third furnace, which no laboratory can be without, is a Balneum The third Mariae, made like the two former; excepting, that the distance from the surface of the grate, to the bottom of the cylindrical copper-vessel, is only eight inches. But the copper-vessel itself, to be used for the balneum, and fastened in brick-work at the top of the furnace, is twelve inches deep; and in its upper part has a horizontal rim, an inch wide, whereby it hangs, and is supported by the furnace: and, above this flat rim, rises a perpendicular edge, an inch high. To this furnace belongs another vessel, capable of entering the former, without touching the sides and bottom thereof by an inch; and rising five inches above the breast of the furnace. This vessel has a rim fixed on its outside, eleven inches from the bottom; which rim turns a little downwards, where it is broad enough to cover the mouth of the other vessel, so as to close it by wrapping over it. On one side of this broad rim of the second vessel, there is a pipe, thro' which water may be supplied to the first vessel. The neck of this second vessel is fitted to receive a still-head, whose pipe entering a pewter-worm, passing through a worm-tub, makes a proper apparatus for distilling in balneo Mariae: and thus likewise alcohol may be distilled, by using the particular tall head above described, for the purpose.
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The first of these two vessels may likewise be turned into a still, by clapping on an alembic head, and working with a worm, and its refrigeratory so as to perform with it all the common distillations in any degree of heat up to two hundred and twelve.

9. A fourth furnace is also required in a laboratory, to raise a strong fire for the melting of bodies not easily fused: the best furnace for which purpose, is thus made. Let a stone-arch be built three feet high, as a basis wherein to raise this furnace so that the operator may commodiously look into the fire whilst he stands erect; then make an ash-hole five inches high, upon this basis, and over that fix in a grate, consisting of iron-bars near an inch thick, and set at about an inch distance from each other. Let the bottom of the grate, and the ash-hole, be of a circular figure, twelve inches in diameter, and build up the cylinder six inches above the grate; then raise upon it a parabolic cone with an axis of eight inches and its lower ordinate of six; whence, the latus rectum will be four inches and a half, and the focus one inch and an eighth of an inch from the vertex. Over this parabolic cone of six inches, build a cylindrical chimney of three inches diameter, and two feet high. In the front of the fire-place, two inches above the grate, make a door five inches wide and six high, and arch it at top with the arc of a circle twelve inches in diameter. At the height of an inch above the arch of the door, make a conical hole in the furnace, two inches wide on the outside, that the operator may look downwards into the fire, when any thing is melting; and let a stopper be exactly fitted to this opening. The furnace must be built with good brick and terras, and have its sides five inches thick; the internal surface thereof being laid smooth with cement: and thus, when once heated, it will raise a most violent fire, especially in its middle and upper part, as easily appears from geometry. The iron-door must be made to shut very close, by being received into a niche left for the purpose, in the side of the furnace; and the bottom of the ash-hole should be laid with an iron-plate, to secure matters that may happen to fall through.

10. A chemical laboratory must also necessarily have a particular furnace for distilling the mineral acids, as thohe of sea-salt, nitre, alum, vitriol, &c. After several trials, I judge the following fittest for the purpose. Upon the pavement of the laboratory, under the chimney, build up a parallelopiped twenty inches broad in front, and thirty-eight inches long; let the cavity be twelve inches wide in front, and twenty-two inches long, which gives the thickness of the wall; let the parallelopiped be raised eleven inches high; make a door-way in the middle of the front, rising eleven inches from the ground and four inches wide, leaving an indenture on the front of the furnace to receive an iron-door, and let it in close occasionally. This part of the apparatus regards the ash-hole, and air-vent of the furnace. Instead of a grate, here use prismatic iron-bars, an inch wide and fourteen inches long; placing them an inch asunder, parallel with the breadth of the ash-hole. Now describe an ellipsis in the upper cavity, upon this parallelopiped, with the foci twenty-two inches asunder, and the transverse diameter of twelve inches; whence, the breadth of the fire-place, will, at both ends, be about ten
The third Furnace
AB. The Ash-hole 10 Inches wide.
AC. Its Height 6 Inches.
EC. Thickness of a Grate 1 Inch.
EI. Distance from the Grate to the bottom of the Vessel 8 Inches.
IG. Its Height 12 Inches.
LG. Its Rim 1 Inch broad.
GM. As erect Rim for admitting the Rim of the Vessel Fig 3 & 4.
EGFH. Internal Cavity of the Furnace.

Fig 3. p. 585. A brass cover whose Rim PQRST fits the Rim MOGH of Fig 2.
R S. Its Handles.
RSTV. The middle of the Cover so formed, as to terminate in a Cylindrical Neck TVXY, for receiving the Alembic.

Fig 4.
A Tin Alembic, whose Rim ab may be received into the Rim XY; its Head ending in a Beak cde, the Extremity whereof may be inserted into the Mouth of the Worm.

The Tin Alembic of Plate II. whose Rim op, being received into HI Fig 5. serves for distilling Alcohol; the Spirit being contained in the Vessel f.

The fourth or melting Furnace
abcd. The Stone Base.
cdef. The Ash-hole.
efgh. The Grate.
ab, cd, efhi. The Diameter 12 Inches.
hk il. The Focus to kl 6 Inches high.
kmln. The Parabolic Cone.
mnop. The Funnel.
aux4. bx 23. The Stone work 5 Inches thick.
Plate XVII.

Fig. 1. p. 592.

ABCD The Fifth Furnace.
AB. Its Breadth 20 Inches.
ACBD. Height 38.
AHJB. Each 8 Inches long.
HI. the Ash-hole 4 Inches broad.
HKIL. Its Height 11.
KMLN. the Fire-place door, distant from it 3 Inches.
MNOP. Its Breadth 7 inches.
MONP. Its Height 9.
BGDF. Length of the Furnace 38 inches.
QRS. An Opening for placing the long necks.
QR. Length of its Limb 20 Inches.
VS. Height in the middle 12.
SF. the upper Wall of the Furnace, 6 Inches thick.

AB. A small Furnace for our first Process.
CDEF. A Potter Alembic fitted to its upper Rim.

Vol. II.

Fig. 2. p. 9.
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A cavity formed, of this elliptical figure, four inches and a half deep on the inside; and complete the external part in a paralleloiped form. In the front-wall, immediately over the ash-hole, make a door-way to the fire-place, seven inches wide, and nine inches high; and let the bottom edge of this door-way slope an inch and a half downwards, that it may be exactly fitted with an iron-door: let the lower line of the door be three inches above the upper line of the ash-hole. In the other longer side, there must be an arched opening, with its lower limit rising ten inches above the grate, and being twenty inches long, and twelve inches high; and the elliptical arch, with its foci twenty inches asunder, and its tranverse diameter twenty-four. This opening is for the distilling vessels to be put in, and taken out at. On the internal side, opposite to this opening, at the height of nine inches above the grate, a ledge, of an inch and a half, must be left, to support the vessels employed in the distillation; and in the middle of the upper part of this wall, there must be a square hole, three inches wide, and two inches high, for the chimney. The upper ellipsidal arch must next be made; whose vertex is to rise twenty-one inches above the grate, the axis of the ellipsis twenty-two inches, and the tranverse diameter ten. Let such an arch therefore be struck, by revolving such an ellipsis about its axis, reaching sixteen inches from the grate. When this furnace is used for distillation, two cylindrical, earthen long-necks, twelve inches high, and nine wide, having cylindrical necks five inches long, and three inches and a half in diameter, are to be placed horizontally, and parallel to each other; so that their bottoms may rest upon the ledge in the opposite wall; whilst their mouths lie parallel to the opening they are put in at; which opening is now to be perfectly closed up with brick and mortar, leaving the necks of the vessels flicking out, whereinto earthen pipes being applied, and their other ends fixed into receivers, the operation may be thus begun. This furnace will raise a surprising degree of heat; being, at the same time safe and easy to manage. It likewise directs all the force of the fire upon the subject to be distilled; and may easily be regulated by means of the ash hole.

11. The furnace for assaying is so well described by Ercker and Agricola, that we need not mention it here; and the common still, with its worm, and worm-tub, is too well known to be instilled upon. So that here, at length, we finish the second part of our undertaking.

II. The Philosophical Works of Francis Bacon, Baron of Verulam, Viscount of St. Albans, and Lord High Chancellor of England, methodized and made English from the Originals; with occasional Notes to explain what is obscure, and shew how far the several Plans of the Author, for the Advancement of all the parts of Knowledge, have been executed to the present time; in Three Volumes.

III. A new Practice of Physic, wherein the various Diseases incident to the human Body are described; their Causes assigned, their Diagnosics and Prognostics enumerated, and the Regimen proper in each delivered; with a competent Number of Medicines for every Stage and Symptom thereof, prefcribed after the manner of the most eminent Physicians among the Moderns; and particularly those of London. The whole formed on the Model of Dr. Sydenham, to execute the Design of his Practicus Integri, in Two Volumes. The Fifth Edition corrected.

IV. New Experiments and Observations upon Mineral Waters, directing their farther Use, for the Preservation of Health and the Cure of Diseases. By Dr. Frederick Hoffman, Counsellor and Physician to the King of Prussia, and Fellow of the Royal Society. Extracted from his several Essays upon this Subject, and illustrated with Notes.

V. Three Essays in Artificial Philosophy or Universal Chemistry, viz.
2d, An Essay for the Improvement of Distillation, in the Hands of the Malt-Stiller, Rectifier, Compounder, and Apothecary.
3d, An Essay for concentrating Wines, and other fermented Liquors, or taking the superfluous Water out of them to advantage.

VI. Philosophical Principles of Universal Chemistry, or the Foundation of a scientifical Manner of inquiring into, and preparing the Natural and Artificial Bodies for the Uies of Life, both in the smaller Way of Experiment and the larger Way of Business; designed as a general Introduction to the Knowledge and Practice of Artificial Philosophy, or Genuine Chemistry in all its Branches. Drawn from the Collegium Fenynae of Dr. George Ernsth Stahl.

VII. Chemical Lectures publiquely read at London, in the Year 1731 and 1732, and since at Scarborough in 1733; for the Improvement of Arts, Trades, and Natural Philosophy.

All the above Books published by Peter Shaw, M. D.

VIII. Chemical Lectures: In which almost all the Operations of Chemistry are reduced to their true Principles and the Laws of Nature. Read in the Museums at Oxford, 1704. By John Friend, M. D. Student of Christ-Church, and Professor of Chemistry. To which is added, An Appendix, containing the Account given of this Book in the Lycæ Acad.; together with the Author's Remarks thereon. The Second Edition.